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Art. I.

—

The Sfori/ of Shiiden Doji. From a Japanese

‘ Maldmono ’ in Six ‘ Ken ’ or Rolls. By F. Y.

Dickins, M.R.A.S.

Tamba is a small, mountainous, thickly-wooded province

lying to the north-west of the late capital city of Japan.

Long after the removal of the Mikado’s ‘ Kiyo ’ or court

from Nara, at the close of the eighth century, to the site of

the ‘ City of Perfect Peace,’ ^ afterwards Kiyoto, Miyako, and

lastly Saikiyo, the hills and forests of this wild region were

probably infested by remnants of the aboriginal ‘yebisu,’'"^ at

whose expense the Japanese state had slowly extended its

scanty territory. It was, probably, not always under the

leadership of aboriginal chieftains that bands of these

autochthones, commonly described by Japanese writers as

horrid, hairy, cannibal monsters, harried the lower country.

They were often, no doubt, cajoled into serving the purposes

of revenge or plunder of Japanese rebels or outlaws, the

wickedness of whose frequent defiance of the divine authority

of the Mikado is dwelt upon with pious horror by the early

* Hei-an-jo.
* The etymology of ‘ yebisu ’ is uncertain. The word is often written ‘ yemisu ’

or ‘ yemishi.’ ‘ Yebi ’ means a prawn, and the name ‘ yemishi ’ is said to have
been bestowed upon the aboriginal (Aino) inhabitants of Japan because their

hairy faces gave them some resemblance to the crustacean. ‘ Yemi ’ also means to

laugh, smile or grin. The Japanese member of the Septad of Happiness (Shiohi-
fuku-jiu) is likewise called Yebisu or Hiruko (leech). A full account of the
Septad will be found in Carlo I’uini’s “ I sette Genii della Felicita,” Firenze,
Le Mouuier, 1872, of which I have given a translation in the Trans. Asiat.

Soc. Japan.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 1



2 THE STORY OF SHIUTEN DOJI.

annalists. Of some such ‘ strong thief/ dexterously availing

himself of aboriginal aid, we have perhaps a memory in the

gruesome legend recounted in the following pages. ^ The

tale is a favourite one with the makers of makimono, and in

a set of six of these illuminated rolls in my possession is

told in a manner that well exemplifies the literary style

affected in such recitals. Of Oriental literature dramatic

power is not usually a characteristic, and we have here no

exception to the rule. But the incidents of the story are

not unskilfully put together, and the reflections scattered

through it, and forming perhaps its most really interesting

feature, sketch, after a fashion not less instructive than

quaint, the half-official piety and wholly conventional loyalty

that were regarded as the main elements of civic virtue

under the Tokugawa rule.^ Lastly the narrative exhibits in

a marked degree the curious blending of Chinese and native

materials that characterizes most of the literary productions

of Japan—the not wholly mawkish sweetness of the scholarly

Middle Kingdom in sharp contrast with the overdone bloodi-

ness of military Nippon.

The rolls are undated, but may belong to the first century

of the Tokugawa rule. The beautifully-chased ‘ shakudo ’

hasp-plates bear the Tokugawa crest of three Asarum leaves,®

and the rolls have doubtless been often enough lingered over

by successive generations with due horror and wonder, under

the dim light of the evening ‘ andon,’ within the ‘oku’ or

' In support of this theory the description of the ‘ yebisu ’ given in the

Xihongi (Annals of Japan, compiled in the eighth century) may be referred to.

The ^Mikado, on appointing his son to command an expedition against them, tells

him the folk he has to subdue are suspicious, crafty, revengeful, uncivilized,

given to harrying the frontiers and abducting the peasants, dwelling in caves,

wearing skins, and fond of drinking blood, while the mountains of the country

are full of evil gods and the plains of wicked demons. See Satow, Ancient

Japanese Rituals, Trans. Asiat. Soc. Jap. Aug. 1881.

- The Tokugawa dynasty was founded by lyeyasu, commonly known as Gongen

Sama, that is. The Gongen (Transient Presence—a Buddhist term for country

n-ods, arrogated as mere manifestations of Buddhist deities), and ended with

Hito’tsubashi (lately deceased), vulgarly called Kei-ki, in 1868. Their adminis-

tration is usually referred to by Japanese authors as the Bakufu or Curtain Rule,

in allusion to the cloth curtain or screen that suiTOunded the headquarters of a

general upon an expedition.

^ The Kamo-aoi, Asarum caulescens, Max.
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inner apartments of some ‘ fudai ’ or vassal baron’s family

mansion.

The text is finely calligraphed in the ‘ grass ’ character,

on silk gauze mounted upon stout, smooth, mulberry-bark

paper, amid a delicate tracery of flowers and leaves, ex-

quisitely worked in with gold, and drawn with all the

marvellous fluency distinctive of Japanese art. The illumi-

nations, thirty-four in number, follow each other with

appropriate intervals of text, and render graphically, if some-

what too gorgeously and crudely, the main incidents of the

legend. The set was perhaps executed at the bidding of

some Tokugawa baron by artists attached to his household,

who have not therefore been concerned to append their

names to their work. The style of the illuminations is that

of the ‘ Tosa riu ’ or ‘ Tosa ’ school founded in the thirteenth

century by Tsunetaka, who seems to have introduced the use

of the violent greens and blues that disfigure so many of the

pictorial efforts of the Japanese. Finally, the rolls are

throughout, back and front, heavily powdered and patched

with gold-dust and squares of gold-leaf.

In the translation I have endeavoured to preserve as much
as possible of the colour and spirit of the original. Some
condensation, however, was necessary to avoid tedious itera-

tion, and the wearisome and rather repulsive details of the

fighting scenes have been in great measure omitted. The

scene of the legend is laid in the tenth century.

Reproductions (on a scale of about one-third) of four of

the illuminations are appended, and will, it is hoped, serve

to give some notion of the quaintness and splendour of the

originals, as well as to illustrate the story.
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The Story of Shiuten Doji^ or the Great Drunken Lad.

From a Japanese “Makimono” in Six Rolls.

“ Now Nippon the sea-surrounded dragon-fly shaped land^

is of divine handiwork. There were flrst seven generations

of Heaven-Gods, then came five generations of World-Gods,

and lastly began the Age of the Human-Kings
;
and in the

days of the Empress Suiko (a.d. 554-593) appeared the

Great Teacher, Shotoku,^ who spread abi’oad the Doctrine

of Buddha, watching tenderly over the people as a mother

over her children, and covering them with the gracious pro-

tection of his benevolence. Thenceforward up to the days of

the Emperor Seimu (a.d. 901-923) the Law of Buddha, the

Royal Law, flourished exceedingly, and the righteousness

and mercifulness of our rulers surpassed what was shown of

yore in China by the famous Emperors Yao (b.c. 2357) and

Shun (b.c. 2317-2208).

“ Such, then, was the state of our land. The winds blew

so softly as hardly to awake a murmur in the woods, the

rains fell so gently as hardly to wash off a speck of soil from

the fields, the provinces and the districts knew prosperity,

* The name is entirely Chinese. The Japanese language is almost lost in the

harsh and stiff Sinico-Japanese jargon that has gradually replaced the noble and

harmonious tongue of the early monogatari. WRat one hears in the streets, and
still more what one reads in the literature of contemporary Japan, is neither

Japanese nor Chinese, but a degraded mixture of both, akin to the slang of the

Limousin student that excited the wrath of Pantagruel. Shiii-ten is

‘to be turned topsy-turvy,’ ‘lose one’s senses through drink.’ Doji ^ ^
means ‘ boy, lad.’ The Buddhists use the term

;
thus, in the M ^

Butsu-zd dzu-i, Collected Pictures of Buddhist Images, in five thin volumes,

published in 1690, various Doji are figured and described. Among them are the

eight Doj i of Fudo, probably intended to represent eight qualities or characteristics

of Fudo (Achala), the Immovable, i.e. in Righteousness, usually imaged as

bearing a cord in one hand wherewith to bind demons, and a sword in the other

wherewith to execute justice, while a background of flames symbolizes the god’s

everlastingness, and the power of the ‘ yo ’ (yang) or male principle of Nature.

AkiUu, more probably Akitsu-su-shima, Island of the Autumn dragon-fly

shape. Many fanciful names are bestowed upon Japan by native tvriters. Such

are : Ohoyashima, The Great Multitude of Islands
;

Toyoashihara, The Plain

rich in reeds; Midzu-ho no Kuni, The Land of Fair Rice-ears, etc.

^ Shotoku Taishi, the prince-name of the Emperor Yo-mei, born a.d. 572.

His mother conceived him under the influence of Kwan-on. A fervent Buddhist,

he greatly favoured the spread of the doctrine, founded many monasteries and

temples, and is said to be the author of the earliest Japanese calendar. The

great Temple of Tenno-ji in Ozaka owed its existence to his piety. (See a good

account in iMessrs. Satow and Hawes’ Handbook of Japan, 2nd ed.)
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the people everywhere enjoyed tranquillity, and all the land

was happy amid the delights of perfect peace. And so it

seemed, from cot to palace, as if it would last for ever
;
nor

storm of wind nor storm of rain prevented the ripening of

the five grains, of the catalogue of calamities none hap-

pened within the four seas, so that all was tranquil, and the

tiled roofs, innumerous, were joined together in endless rows,

and throughout the land was nought of annoy or disturbance

known. Moreover, the loyalty of the military barons, the

virtue of the court nobles, the rare science of the diviners

and physiognomists, were such as never before were, and

never again will be known
;
and such a period of public weal,

men said, will never again be heard of in our annals. Thus,

then, hajqjily went by the time, when strange events took

place at Miyako. Fair women of the capital, without respect

of ranks, disappeared mysteriously, at first by fives and then

by tens, until many were lost. Was it by their own act,

was it a forsaking of the world to enter religion ? None
could tell. Great was the grief, yet no one could give any

account of the matter. More and more fair women dis-

appeared, the calamity became a terrible one, the distress

and grief passed description. Who did these deeds ?

Whence came he? Was it the work of demons? If onlj'^

one knew, some plan of relief might be hit upon, but

though one thought and thought, no scheme could be devised,

one could only weep and lament and do nothing else. At

this time there lived at the capital a lord named Kunimasa,

a chiunagon (privy councillor) of the Ikeda family, high in

the Emperor’s favour, wealthy beyond measure, to whom no

desire ever came he could not gratify.^ And he had one

daughter of marvellous beauty in face and form, in whom he

delighted exceedingly, deeming that so fair a creature had

not for generations been seen, and her he cherished ac-

cordingly. Nevertheless, one night, about midnight, she

disappeared, and could not again be found. Her parents

and attendants wept and grieved sorely, they looked up to

heaven supplicatingly, they rolled themselves on the ground

I The luxurious home-life of Kunimasa is depicted in Plate I.
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in the agony of their distress—but nothing availed them

aught.

“ At this time there flourished a right skilful physiogno-

mist whose name was Seimei, who in the turn of a hand did

your business, and whose performances tallied well with his

promises. Demons and goblins had little chance with him,

and Kunimasa songht him and said : ‘From my birth I have

dwelt surrounded by all the seven treasures of Buddha, the

splendour of my estate passes description, office and rank are

at my beck, nothing that I can desire is beyond my reach,

but I have an only daughter, and her I value beyond all that

I possess and more than mj'’ own life, and I would not that

the wind ever blew roughly upon her. Now yesternight

she vanished into darkness and was no more seen, and I am
beside myself with alarm. Of late numbers of women have

disappeared, and a terrible fear oppresses me lest her fate be

as theirs. And so I have come to you for the aid of your

powers of divination, and should your success crown my
prayer, in token of my joy will I bestow heaps npon heaps

of treasures on you, and make rich ofierings at all shrines

and temples.’ Then for seven days and nights Seimei

laboured at his art, and indited a scroll which he presented

to Kunimasa, wherein it was thus writ :
‘ To the north of the

capital, in the district called Ibuki, is a mountain known as

Senjo ga Take (The thousand jo^ Peak), where is a cavern,

the resort of a demon whose handiwork this seizure is. Your

daughter is not dead, and exorcisms must be used to over-

throw her captor, then she will escape from the deadly peril

of the demon’s haunt, and once more delight her parent’s

eyes.’

“ Kunimasa, consumed with grief, could not determine

what should be done, and hastened to the palace to lay the

report before his majesty. A council of court-nobles was

summoned, and their advice was asked. Then a certain

Daijin (chief minister) said :
‘ I have heard that long ago,

in the days of the Emperor Saga (a.d. 786-810), people

* A jo is ten feet.
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were spirited away ia great numbers, and the land was filled

with mourning in consequence. But the Great Teacher

Kobo^ was honoured with an Imperial command, and exor-

cised the evil powers, whereupon people ceased to disappear.

In these days, however, there is no priest who possesses a

like puissance of exorcism, and after thinking over the heart

of the matter I should counsel that Yorimitsu he ordered to

attack the demon. And the reasons why I thus counsel your

majesty are these. Yorimitsu is a descendant of the great

Emperor Seiwa (a.d. 859-876), a pillar of the military

nobility, in strength unrivalled, in bravery without equal, in

war invincible, dreadful is the glare of his eye, exemplary

his piety, clear his judgment, swift his action, him the gods

guard, him no powers of evil can affright, honoured with

your majesty’s behest, it is impossible that he should fail to

overthrow any enemy. Neither to our fathers nor to our-

selves has the like of such a hero been known.’ And the

court- nobles were of one mind with the Daijin, and a

summons was sent to Yorimitsu.
“ Yorimitsu duly obeyed the Imperial mandate, and was

received at the Southern Palace. He wore light armour,

and over it a surcoat of red silk brocade, and was accom-

panied by his four trusty comrades, Tsuna, Kintoki, Sada-

mitsu, and Suyetake.^ Kunimasa, descending the steps of

the Presence-Cliamber, communicated the Imperial will to

Yorimitsu ;

“ ‘ To subdue our enemies, to merit praise throughout the

* One of the most celebrated figures in the Buddhist traditional lore of Japan.

He was born in a.d. 774, his mother having conceived under the influence of a

famous Indian saint. Xuinberless tales are told of his supernatural powers, and
especially of his victorious contests with various demons, goblins and monsters.

He visited China, and brought back from that country the doctrines of the

Yo^'achaia school, which became those of the Shingon sect. An expert

calligrapbist, he is commonly regarded as the inventor of the luragana or running-

hand syllabary. His priest-name was Ku-kai, a Sinico-Japauese expression

signifying ‘ space and sea,’ said to mean Heaven and Earth.

^ The full names are Wataubbe no Tsfina, Sbkata no Kintoki, Usui no
Sadamitsu and Urabe no Siiyetake. They are called the 8hi teunb or Four
Heaven- Kings, i.e. the four trusty comrades of Yorimitsu, guarding the hero as

the four Devas guard Mount Meru. In Japanese names the surname precedes

the personal one, and is usually the name of some place. Thus, Minamoto no
Y'oritomo may perhaps be translated The Leal Thane of (the fief of) Minamoto.
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land, to spread abroad our autbority, is not this Our duty ?

As a father over his children do not We bear rule over the

nobles, over the land, over the commons, over all that lies

within the four seas under the vaulted sky? In Our measure-

less love and compassion We never cease to consider the good

of Our people, and now hath this dread calamity befallen the

land, filling all hearts with desolation
;

of a truth ’tis the

handiwork of one deeply hostile to Ourselves. On Senjo’s

Peak, in Ibuki, lurks an Oni (demon) who destroys men by

hundreds, a monster more dire than any the world has seen.

Your valour is not unknown to Us, your bravery shall destroy

the demon, and restore peace, and remove grief from the

hearts of men. Thus will you display your loyal faith to

Ourselves, and your fame will fly throughout the length and

breadth of the land. Terrible is the distress, let not your

aid tarry.’ Such was the Imperial will, to which Yorimitsu

hearkened humbly and then withdrew,

“ The five companions returned to their lodging and held

counsel together. And Yorimitsu said :

“‘After well considering the heart of this matter, I deem

the task beyond the sole strength of mere mortal men.

Wherefore we must invoke the aid of the gods and Buddha

;

for the land’s sake, for our own sake we shall surely receive

help, but first let each pray at the shrine of the guardian-

god of his village.’

“ So Yorimitsu departed and sought the shrine of Hachi-

man,^ the Great War-God, and shut himself therein, and

prayed earnestly for three days and three nights without

ceasing, and was blessed with a vision of the god, to whom
due rites were with great gladness paid. Meanwhile Tsuna

and Kintoki hasted to Sumiyoshi, their home-place, and

Sadamitsu and Suyetake to Mount Kumano, beneath whose

1 Hachiman, litt. ‘Eight banners,’ is the deified Emperor Ojin (a.d. 270-311),
and is wholly a Buddhist invention. He was the son of the heroic Empress
Jingu, who devastated Korea in the third century. The origin of the name is

uncertain
;
a native tradition ascribes it to the circumstance that at his birth four

white and four red banners fell from heaven to earth. He is often known as the

Tumi-t/a, or Bow-and-Arrows God, and was especially venerated by the Samurai
under the Bakufu regime.
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shadow they were born. And all bowed their heads to the

ground and prayed before the shrines of their home-gods.

“ Then the five came together again and Yorimitsu said

:

‘We shall be better few than many, but it were well to

ask Yasu-masa to join us and none other.’

“So that there were six companions in all, and they set

out on their venture, each carrying an armour-chest on his

back. And in that of Yorimitsu were contained a suit of

trunk-armour, a lion-crested helmet, a pair of cloud-cutting

two-edged swords, and a long poniard. In that of Yasu-masa

were holden a suit of trunk-armour, garnished with purple

velvet, and a rock-splitting sword
;
and in that of Tsuna a

suit of green trunk-armour with a demon-daunting sword.

And to each chest was fastened a joint of bamboo filled with

sake.

“ The six comrades departed from Miako, and crossing

the country of Omi, fared on to Ibuki, and there among the

high hills sought for the Thousand Jo Peak, asking every

one they met where it might be, but no man could tell them.

They climbed hills, and tracked across moorlands without

end, till their spirits were worn hollow and they knew not

where they were, till eye and heart were dazed and mazed,

till their bodies were sore with the toil, and the very

marrow squeezed out of their bones
;

before them, behind

them, the ways were confused and dark, the mountains

hidden in gloom, the moorlands overlaid with mirkness, and

still they fared on. And at last they came to the edge of a

deep ravine, and looking down they saw a hamlet, some fifty

or more of the dwellings of men. While thus gazing, they

were ware of three strangers, of whom one was a yamabushi,'

* The Yamabmhi (ubasoku =upasika) Ol {K ‘hill-haunters,’ were wander-

ing ascetic half-priests, commonly, as the name (as often written) indicates, men
of Hamurui rank, who had forsaken the world. Kaempfer, who appears to have
seen or heard a good deal of them, has left a long account of their practices,

and accuses them of playing upon the credulity of the people, and of being little

better than the mendicant friars of Europe iu their later days. They seem to

have belonged to the Shingon sect, founded by Dai-nichi Niyorai (Vairofena),

one of the most powerful and numerous in Japan, and possessing, says Mr. Satow,
over 13,000 temples. The founder of the Yamabushi was the famous Yen-uo-
shokaku (a condensed account of whom I take from my Fuji Iliyak'kei). Born of

a noble family in Yamato, in a.d. 633, he abandoned the world aud dwelt for
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and Tsuna said :
‘ Doubtless these fellows are retainers of

the Demon, shall we not seize them and make them tell us

all we want to know ?’ But Yorimitsu answered: ‘ So must

we by no means do. Foolish indeed it were to reveal our

design, more wise to carry ourselves courteously towards

them, and, finding favour with them, procure them to guide

us to the monster’s stronghold, and on the way perchance

we shall glean from them what we desire.’

“Then they approached the three men, saying: ‘We are

pilgrims visiting the sacred places of the empire, and we
have strayed from the path

;
of your courtesy show us how

we may regain the high road.’

“
‘ A terribly strange thing is this,’ answered the men

;

‘ what manner of men may ye be that have come to this

place ? Yonder rises what men call The Thousand Jo Peak,

where dwells a dreadful demon in a cavern
—

’tis no spot to

be trod by mortal feet. Behold ! towering over the further

edge of the ravine soars the Peak, so steep-sided that even a

bird ma)'- hardly fly up the frowning precipice.’

“
‘ It is in the flank of yonder mountain,’ continued the

unknown, ‘ that lies the monster’s haunt, and round about

the mouth thereof some of his retainers are ever lounging,

and it were well ye went not nigher. But think ye not that

we are of the demon’s following, we seek to set free men
whom he holds under his ward, and to destroy this foe of

mankind, but of our own strength we can do nought. Years

and months have we waited among these hills, deign to put

trust in us, we see well that ye be not of common mould.

thirty years in a cave on Mount Katsuragi, clothing himself with the leaves of

the fu)'i (Wistaria sinensis) and katsura (Cercidiphyllura japonicum), and living

upon the young shoots of the common pine (P. '1 hunbergii). He passed the time

in chanting the liturgies of the god Kujaku. rode upon clouds, and held the

mountain spirits in his obedience. (He is often represented compelling them to

carry huge boulders to make a bridge for him from his mountain to a neighbouring

one.) Notwithstanding his ascetic and solitary life—much more difficult to lead

under a Japanese than under an Indian sky—he was banished to Oshima (Vries

Island), whence he walked across the sea to Fuji every night. Afterwards he
removed to Mino, and finally sailed away Chinawards on a raft of sods,

accompanied by his mother, in a large bowl. A somewhat different account will

be found in Messrs. Satow and Hawes’ Handbook, 2nd edition. Indeed, most
Japanese legends are met with under a variety of forms, and the vast majority of

them are the direct inventions of Buddhist priests and obsequious chroniclers.
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will ye not enter?’ So Yorimitsu and his fellows did as they

were bidden, and entered into a thatched hut hard by, and

told the strangers upon what quest they were bound. Then

Yorimitsu bethought himself it were well to offer each of the

strangers a draught of sake, desiring to obtain their friendly

countenance, and advancing towards one who was an old

man and seemed to be chief of the three, led the ancient to

the place of honour at the upper end of the chamber, and

filling a bowl with the sake, said :
‘ Of a surety j’e are men

who cherish a deep and long-harboured design in your

hearts
;
do not mistrust us, but tell us your schemes exactly

as they are, we would join our strength to yours and learn

from you all the knowledge ye have gathered concerning

the monster’s lair. Of our own might, were it that of a

thousand or even of ten thousand horse, we could do but

little, but by the grace of the gods we shall be able to devise

the needed stratagems and thus overcome the demon.’

“ And as he spake his face flushed with benevolent

emotion, and none could behold him without confessing the

presence of a man of heroic mould. Was it a manifestation

of the mountain-spirit, or a token of the indwelling of the

great War-God whom Yorimitsu so faithfully served? Well,

being assured he could trust the strangers, he hid nothing

from them, whereupon the three were deeply grateful and

said :
‘ We will willingly go with you.’ And the ancient

added :
‘ Those beings love sake, and when they lose their

senses will blab out everything.’

“ So saying, the ancient produced a vessel full of sak^,

saying :
‘ They must be plied with thi,s, but ye must heed-

fully avoid tasting of it, for it is poisonous sake.' Then he

filled with it the emptied bamboo-joints of Yorimitsu and

his comrades. Next he brought out a close-fitting steel cap,

and gave it to Yorimitsu. ‘ This,’ he said, ‘ worn under the

yamabushi’s bonnet, protects against the divine power of

penetrating to the bottom of one’s heart wherewith the

demon is endowed.’ Then all exchanged mutual and solemn

promises, and many a scheme they devised and conned over

;

and at last, manfully resolving to make the attack, the six
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companions carefully talked over and settled how it were best

undertaken, so as utterly to destroy the monster and his

myrmidons in their lair.

“ The company now departed from the hut and fared on,

the three strangers leading the way. They approached the

edge of the ravine and looked down, and saw that it was

both deep and wide, and they could not see the bottom of

the abyss. The strangers said to the others :

‘ It will be

hard for you to get across.’ But themselves they flew across

with ease, and taking the fallen trunk of a huge ma/a tree

(Podocarpus sp.) that lay there, threw it athwart the chasm

so as to make a bridge, by which Yorimitsu and his com-

rades, being so bidden, did rejoin them.^

“ The strangers then again fared on in front, and showed

where to step and grasp, and aided the adventurers over the

most difficult places, so that by dint of using every foot and

hand-hold they scrambled up the stony steep, which even a

bird would find it hard to fly up the face of, until they came

to the mouth of a huge cavern. By the carriage of the

three strangers who led the way it was clear these were not

of mortal mould, but were divine beings in whom full trust

might be placed. Well, the adventurers now went into the

cavern, but they could see no path, and the aspect was

terrible, passing all description. Koica ! what was to be

done ? The strangers still went on in front, but no track

could be discerned, and a horror fell upon Yorimitsu and his

comrades deeper than that which beset the Ikko^ priest who,

being exiled, sought shelter in the dark depths of a gloomy

cavern. It seemed to them they could by no means fare

more than a few furlongs further, when suddenly they came

upon a track that led them to a valley-bottom, where ran a

purling brook. Then the three strangers stopped and said

:

* This scene is pictured in Plate II.

* The Ikko shiu (sect) is another and older name for the Shin, founded by the

Saint (Shonin) Shinran in the early part of the thirteenth century. This seems

to be now, as it was in the days of Nobimaga, the most wealthy and powerful of

the Buddhist sects of Japan. It possesses nearly 19,000 temples and monasteries,

and to it belong Akamatsu and Bunyiu Nanjio—the latter well known in this

country. It worships Amida as the Supreme of all the buddhas and looks to faith

and works for salvation. Alone among the sects does it refrain from enj oining

the practice of celibacy.
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‘Wander not from the brook-side, but facing the flow wend

up the valley till ye come to the monster’s stronghold, and

there ye shall again find us.’ And as they spoke, their forms

melted away, and they vanished like writing that is scratched

out, and the adventurers knew that they had been holpen by

a manifestation of the Great War-God Huchiman, and by

the tutelary spirits of Sumiyoshi ^ and Kumano.^ Thus

favoured, they could rely on their own valour, and felt

sufficiently stout-hearted. They fared on upstream by the

brook-side, and after a time came upon a damsel, whose years

were eighteen or nineteen, and whose beauty was beyond

that of most women.® She was cleansing raiment in the

water of the brook. Her they drew nigh, and asked who

she might be, but she answered not, and fell a-weeping.

After a while she put constraint upon herself and said

:

‘ Alas ! alas ! what do ye here ? ’Tis no place for mortal

men to seek !
’ And her face w^as as of one wrung by a

terrible anguish, so that they were afraid, and bethought

themselves she might be, perchance, a follower of the demon

under the guise of a woman, deluding them by some magic

practice. Then Tsuna drew nigh to her and said: ‘We
pray thee, lady, tell us who thou art and what place this

may be, nor hide aught from us, else it may be that harm
will come to thee.’ So the damsel, weeping, answered

:

‘ Last year’s springtide was I carried off to become the prey

of the Demon, yet, 0 strange ! I am still in life. More than

thirty maidens have been thus stolen from the capital, and

among them is the lovely daughter of the Lord Kuniraasa.

Her the Demon’s followers brought here but a few days ago.

The monster, when cloyed with any one among us, thrusts

1 There are three gods of Sumiyoshi, the Bottom-water, the Mid-water, and
the Surface-water Gods of the Sea, the results of Izanagi’s ablutions after his

visit to the Dark Region (yomi) in pursuit of his wife Izanami. They are some-
times regarded as the tutelary gods of Dai Nippon. A brief account of them will

be found in the Handbook. The Nihon-gi (Annals of Japan) and the Ko-ji-ki
(Ancient Records) may also be consulted. The latter work has been translated,
with an excellent commentary, by Mr. Chamberlain.

^ The gongen, a sort of counterfeit Shinto deity, invented by the Buddhists,
who as far as possible incorporated the aboriginal deities with their own Pantheon.

3 The rencontre of Yorimitsu with the daughter of Hanazono is the subiect of
Plate III.
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her into a dungeon, and causes the blood to be pressed out

of her body, which he drinks as if it were said, and then she

is slain and her flesh cut up and eaten. This self-same day

has the blood been drained from the body of a high official’s

daughter, who has been here some three years, and her flesh

has been devoured by the Demon as if it were physic to

strengthen his dreadful body. And this is her raiment,

which I am bidden in my turn to wash in the stream, and I

know not but that a like fate with hers may be mine ere the

morrow ends.’ As she spoke—was it not a harrowing tale !

—the tears welled up in floods, and she fell on the ground

and rolled over in an agony of grief and fear.

“ The adventurers were deeply moved at the cruel story,

and Yorimitsu said :
‘ Thou sayest, lady, thou comest from

Miyako. What may thy name be ?’ ‘I am the daughter,’

answered the damsel, ‘ of a huge (court-noble), Naka

Mikado no Hanazono. We miserable women can but weep

in silence over our wretched lot, and we weep so that our

eyes are swollen, and we seem to glare at each other as wild

beasts do, while our livers grow meagre and our hearts pine

away. 0 that life might last no longer than the morning’s

dew ! our agony no words can tell.’ Yorimitsu answered

:

‘ Terrible, indeed, damsel, are thy words. ’Tis at His

Majesty’s bidding we are come hither to deliver you and

take you back to the city. But ere we can destroy the

demon’s stronghold, we must know exactly the manner of its

construction.’ Then the damsel said, overjoyed :
‘ Ye must

follow the stream still upwards, and after a time ye will see

a vast portal with gates of stone, within and without which

a score or more of dreadful beings keep constant watch and

ward. Through the portal is a stone-paved court, at the

upper end whereof is a flight of stone steps surmounted by a

wall in which are set doors of iron, and through these ye

will pass into a fair court, four-square, where the walls are

panelled, and the panels set with wrought and painted

sculptures of the four seasons
;
and amid the willows and

cherry blooms of spring on the east wall is a door, and as ye

open it ye will seem to hear the soft, sweet song of birds, to
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see the tiny creatures fluttering amid the thready branchage,

and as the flowers bend under the gently blowing breeze, to

smell the perfume of some plum tree in full flower nigh a

shady verandah
;
and on the south wall ye will see a garden

of Summer, with its pleasant fish-pond and twinkling fish,

and sailing birds, and delicious freshness, and thereamid,

too, is a door, which as ye open ye may look into a fair

pleasance, where the verandah stands on pillars gorgeous

with gold and silver, delightful in its cool shadow, delightful

with its waterfowl coming and going
;
and in the west wall,

likewise, is a door, which as ye open amid myriads of purple

leaves and falling branches, ye may peer upon a bamboo-

grove, and gaze with delight upon the tall, lissom reeds, and

be filled with a natural joy as ye drink in the beauty of

the fair moonlight and hearken to the chirp of insect, and

fancy yourselves home in Miyako, while your regretful tears

drench the grass as with dew, and your sleeves as with the

briny flood. Here, as though we were but ladies of the

palanquin, pass we the night some ten of us in turn, and all

night long we must tend the monster and rub and jiress his

limbs—who could dream such a lot should be ours !—and

dance by day and by night to please his retainers, and wait

upon and serve them. They guzzle upon the rarest dainties

of sea and land, of their life the luxury passes description.

Four of them, named Ongo, Toho, Abo, and Rasatsu,' can fly

over seas and rivers, and shiver rocks and stones, swift of

foot are they [and strong of arm
;
and other two there be,

known as the Brazen-Bear Doji and the Rock-bear Doji,

fellows of terrible might, whose very aspect makes one faint

with fear, and by night these keep strict ward at the cavern’s

mouth. But the monster himself, demon though he be, is

fair-skinned and not uncomely, of burly frame and fierce

look, a giant stern of eye, and puissant of arm beyond

measure. Among other obstacles, ye must break through

barriers of stone and iron, and must then watch your oppor-

tunity and make your onslaught. They will be taken by

' Ong6, Toho, etc., are Indian names of Buddhist demons and torturers in
Hades.
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surprise, for they will never dream of being attacked by

mere mortal men, but His Majesty’s behests have been laid

upon you, and the grace of the Sun-goddess and the favour

of Ilachiman have fallen on you, and I may not doubt

your victory.’ Then the damsel described minutely the

approaches to the Doji’s lair, and the disposition of its inner

courts and buildings, after which they took leave of her.

So they fared yet further up the valley, not leaving the

brook-side, and after a time they came to an embankment

whereon stood an iron portal, nigh to which were disporting

themselves a company of strangely hideous beings, whether

men under guise of demons or demons under guise of men, it

were hard to say. They had huge eyes and enormous noses,

and a most dreadful aspect.* They glared upon the ad-

venturers, running up to them and surrounding them, and

making as though they would devour them, so that the

hearts of Yorimitsu and his comrades failed them, their

valour melted away, and they knew not what to do. But

one of the company of demons said :
‘ Let us take heed lest

we be hasty, these be strange guests, and what their coming

may betide we know not
;
we may not meddle with them

till we know the Chief’s pleasure concerning them.’

“When the Doji heard of the wayfarers, he was filled with

joy. ‘This is undreamt-of luck,’ he cried; ‘of late we have

made food and drink of women only, ’tis pleasant enough,

but W'e are getting tired of it. Now here are men to quake

in their bones and shiver in their flesh, and this is more

delightful. But ye will frighten them with your hideous

faces, make them grow lean and thin-blooded, look to it that

they be not ill-entreated, and, harkye, inquire if there

' Oni or Buddhist fiends, with some of the features of Tengu ^ > who

are generally represented as two-clawed, winged, long-nosed, harpy-like elfs,

o-oblins, or evil-minded spirits, hut not denizens of hell. They are apparently

connected with the Garudas of Buddhism. The word is Chinese, meaning heaven-

horned, and is said to have originally signified a sort of incarnation of the flash

and thunder of a falling meteorite. In Japanese a meteorite is termed Amatsu

kitsune, i.e. ‘heaven-fox.’ In the din and dazzle was seen perhaps a struggle

between the evil and the good spirits of the air. The long nose, sometimes

referred to by Chinese and Japanese authors as ‘attractive,’ was possibly an

exaggeration of the high nose not uncommon among the nobler scions of the

Mongolian stock.
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yet be an)’’ women fair of face left in Miyako.’ And tlie

adventurers were forthwith brought into the great court of

the castle, and after a time a vast uproar was heard from

within, and Yorimitsu and his comrades felt their hair stand

up with terror, and their livers perish, as the Doji appeared

beneath the verandah at the upper end of the courtyard,

gleaming like the sun at his rising. Ilis stature was over

ten feet, and his hair was drawn smoothly back from liis

forehead. He was fair of skin and burly of form, and not

uncomely to look upon, having the appearance of a man
some forty years old. He wore a short-sleeved gown over

red-dyed trailing trousers, and beside him walked a page on

either side with the elastic step of young deer. He glared

rightwards and leftwards, shading his eyes with his hand
;

of very truth a fearful monster he appeared to be, but the

adventurers preserved an unmoved countenance.

“Well, the Doji sat him down on the mats, and broke

into a laugh as he rolled his eyes and stared and glared at

the adventurers, who withstood his grim glances with com-

posure. ‘What hath brought ye hither,’ he said, ‘among

these lofty mountains and rugged rocks, where is no path

but that which leads to destruction?’ He frowned terribly

as he spoke, shading his eyes, and a horror passing w'ords

fell on Yorimitsu and bis comrades. The Doji then turned

to his retainers, and in a loud voice commanded them to

bring drink wherewith to refresh the strangers. ‘

’Tis some-

what dark in hue, our sake,’ exclaimed the Doji, as he

drank deeply of what the attendants ofiered him, and bade

Yorimitsu partake thereof. So Yorimitsu partook thereof,

and after him Tsuna and the others in due turn. When
they had thus drunk the terrible draught—for it was blood

that w’as given them to drink—they cried, ‘ What ! sake

without sakana,'^ drink without victuals?’ A fair white

human leg was accordingly set before them together with

salt. Yorimitsu drew his short sword and cut off a morsel,

* The Japanese rarely drink their rice-beer [sTke) without the accompaniment
of solid food, usually fish. Fish is therefore often termed ‘ sakana,’ which origin-
ally meant any vegetable food eaten with sake.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 2
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and put salt to it and ate it, and Tsuna did likewise. But

the rest of the adventurers excused themselves, saying that

they were yamahmhi, and under vows of abstinence and

purity. The Doji thus entertained the adventurers to prove

them, and though their hearts were ill at ease after the

dreadful feast, none showed any sign of the least discom-

posure, so that their host was angered at their firm bearing.

“Having thus eaten and drunk, Yorimitsu said: ‘^ye too

carry some slight means of refreshing any brother we may
meet with, pray deign to partake thereof.’ The Doji fell in

with their humour, and asked for a draught of Miyako sake.

The request was just what Yorimitsu desired, and he

hastened to pour out some of the sake he had brought with

him. Then Tsuna offered more sake, and the Doji drank

and drank again till he began to lose his wits. Seeing this,

the adventurers poured out some of the drugged sake, and

wheedled and coaxed the monster until he had ten times

drunk deeply thereof.”

The description of the orgy may be omitted. The Doji

sends for two damsels to tend him, and the daughter of

Kuuimasa and the daughter of Hanazono appear. He then

tempts the adventurers to remain at the castle, where he has

lived in undisturbed luxury since Kobo retired from the

world to Mount Koya, a hundred j^ears before. Scanning

the features of Yorimitsu and Yasumasa, he declares they

much resemble the heroes bearing those names, from whom
alone does he apprehend any danger. They stand his gaze

without flinching, giving themselves out to be simple yania-

hushi from Dewa, who have lost their way in the course of

their pilgrimage round the principal shrines of Japan. The

Doji accepts the explanation, and after witnessing a dancing

match between one of the retainers and Kintoki, in the

course of wdiich Tsuna nearly betrays himself, and some of

the retainers begin to harbour suspicions, retires bemused

with drink to his sleeping apartment, desiring the two

maidens to rule the feast for him. Then the adventurers

ply the retainers with the drugged sake, and reduce them to

the same condition to which they had brought the Doji.
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The two maidens declare who they are, and recount the fate

of the daughter of the official Horiye, whose flesh it was

that had been set before them. The daughter of Kunimasa

further relates the manner of her abduction. The adven-

turers now reveal their names and mission, and are en-

couraged by the two maidens to fall confidently upon the

Doji and his men. They arm themselves, Yorimitsu putting

the steel cap the ancient had given him under his helmet,

and under the guidance of the damsels pass through various

courts until they arrive at an iron door in a stone-faced

parapet.

“ Thej’ thrust with all their might against the door, but

they could not stir it, and were at their wits’ end what to do.

While they stood there perjflexed, of a sudden tlie ancient

and liis two companions appeared, and the ancient gave to

Yorimitsu four lengths of iron rope wherewith to hind the

monster. Then the three strangers thrust against the door

so mightily that the bolts thereof were broken into pieces

and it slid suddenly back, whereupon the three strangers

disappeared like an effaced writing.

“At last the adventurers come to a vast palisade of iron,

in the middle of which lay the Doji with his head reclining

on a pillow. Nigh his couch were ranged various weapons,

halberds, a huge axe, a spear and a metal club. Ilis appear-

ance was surprisingly different from that under which they

had just seen him
;

his hair streaming out like pointed

spears, his huge limbs shaggy as a bear’s, and his stature

that of a giant twenty feet high. lie lay on his back, his

limbs sprawling, and ten damsels were busily chafing and

rubbing them amid the din of his prodigious snoring.

“The adventurers, delighted at the sight, broke their way
in, and with the rope of iron hound the monster’s limbs to

the four corners of the palisade. He lay the while like a

corpse, so deep was his stupor. Then Tsuna and Kintoki

attacked him, and Yorimitsu, standing at his head, thrice

struck at his neck with the magic sword, and at the third

stroke beheaded the monster. So direfully did the body

struggle, that the whole castle shook mightily, and it seemed
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as if roofs and walls would tumble down in crashing ruin.

The bead, meanwhile, leaped into the air, spewing out

poisonous breath, and flew at Yorimitsu, gripping his helmet

savagely in its jaws, so that but for the charmed steel cap he

wore it would have gone hard with him, for the teeth bit

through the helmet and were stopped by the latter only. The

hero was in truth in parlous peril.” ^

After the destruction of the Doji, that of his retainers is

comparatively an easy matter, though some of them, who
had not come under the influence of the drugged sahe, are

not overcome without trouble. The castle is then ransacked,

and thirty damsels are found in it, whose joy at their de-

liverance is described as “ unbounded like that of wicked

priests, to whom the grace of Buddha has remitted the

merited punishments in Hell.” Many terrible evidences of

the Doji’s ferocity and savage appetite are met with, and the

corpse of the daughter of Horiye is pointed out, from which a

lock of hair is taken as a memorial for her parents. Some-

what unexpectedly, the adventurers are attacked by the

Rock-Bear Doji and the Bronze-Bear Doji, whom they had

forgotten, and who are not overcome till a stratagem is

resorted to.

“ It was they who, piling up huge boulders and hollowing

out vast caverns, had constructed the Doji’s lair, but now

were the palaces and pavilions and painted courts vanished

and passed away, and nought but the bare rocks and the

empty caverns left, neither had the Doji’s crew risen into the

air or flown away like birds, but all were utterly destroyed.”

“ When men heard at the capital that Yorimitsu and

Yasumasa and their comrades were returning with the heads

of the Doji and his crew, they sallied forth in unnumbered

crowds to meet the heroes. And all the magnates of the

city were there, and the military barons with many thou-

sands, it was reported, of their vassals, and from the fourth

ward to the high street of the third ward so great was the

throng of high and low, nobles and common men, kagos and

* The death of the Doji is represented in Plate IV.
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horses, that men said that not even in the days of the God-

Emperors, nor ever again to the end of time, had been or

would be such a sight seen. The safe return of the daughter

of Kunimasa was hailed with exceeding joy by her parents

and all their household, but when it was inquired of the fate

of the daughter of Iloriye, and her sorrowful end was told

by the damsels whom Yorimitsu had released, the faces of

those who asked grew pallid with grief, and their hearts

were filled with misery
;
and when the tress of her hair was

delivered into the hands of her father, he said :

‘ Now is

left to us nought but this memorial of our daughter, and as

the da}'s and the years flit by, how can we see her again save

in dreams
;
our pain and grief is without end.’ Then he

went to the chapel of his family, and with due rites wor-

shipped all the Buddhas, and the fame of his piety and

devotion was noised throughout the land.

“Yorimitsu was deepN grateful to the War-God, at whose

shrine he had gone to pra)' upon receiving His Majesty’s

commands, for the help vouchsafed him, and his trusty

comrades did not forget in due order to offer up thanks to

the gods, whose grace they had invoked, and whose favouring

aid had made it possible for them to win through all the

perils of their enterprise, and attain a renown that would

endure through the ages. Nor was the wondrous power of

the puissant physiognomist left unnoticed, and his praise

was in the mouths of all men, from the Sole-Highest down
to tlie common people. And some one said :

‘ Of a truth the

Cloistered Emperor Ichijo ^ hath come again among us, and

in Yorimitsu we see the rebirth of Bishamon.^ The Mikado

hath desired to make the doctrine of Buddha known to his

' The Emperor Ichij6 was the sixty-sixth Mikado from Jimmu, aud began to

reign in a.d. 987.
- Bishamon or Tamonten is another deity of the Septad of Happiness. He is

Yaisravana, one of the four Heaven-kings (Shatur Maharaja', who stand at the
corners of Mount Meru and defend the world from evil influences. Bishamon
watches over the northern region. He is usually imaged with a spear in the left

hand, fixed firmly in the ground, and a small pagoda in the right containing
relics of former Buddhas. Sometimes he stands upon clouds, and his feet are
often represented as resting on the shoulders of a woman. Among the Septad he
is the one least often invoked. (See Buini, cited above.)
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people, that salvation might come to mankind, and Yorimitsu

—eager to drive back the enemies of the faith, and to guard

our homes and hearths—hath he not become transformed as

it were into the main column of the military order
;
and by

reason of a solemn oath, taken in view of our great distress,

and that succour might be given to the mass of human
beings, have these thankworthy deeds been done. This

Shiuten Doji was a Demon-King of the following of Dairoku-

ten,^ of those who despise the Law and contemn the majesty

of the Illustrious Prince,^ and are bitter enemies of the Way
of Buddha, striving to assume for themselves eternal power

—against whom the practice of virtue can alone guard us.’

“ Well, now ! through the great valour and exceeding

merit of Yorimitsu and his companions, worthy of such

honour as hath never before been bestowed, came the happi-

ness and prosperity of the Empire to be assured, wealth and

work to abound in town and country, the majesty and

righteousness of the Illustrious King to be more than ever

manifest, and no man to be animated by a wish to set down

anywhere a destructive heel.”

I subjoin, as further illustrating the manner in which

subjects of this kind were treated by the writers of old

Japan, a life of Yorimitsu, epitomised from the Q "g

III
— Nij^pon hiyaku s/td den isseki ica ‘An Evening’s

Batch of IStories about the Hundred Heroes of Nippon;’ a

version of the legend taken from the ^ ^ g H/; J[]

^ Torimitsu ason kunkd dzui/e ‘Pictured Becord of the

Mighty Deeds of the Noble Yorimitsu;’ and a very brief

notice from the ftl H ^ 0 Wakan sansai dzuye

‘Illustrated Japanese and Chinese Encyclopaedia of the Three

Powers (Heaven, Earth, and Man).’

^ Dai-roku-ten, the last of the six Devalokas, Paranirmita Yasavartin, where
dwells Mara (Ma-w6), king of the world of lust, Khamadhatu the tempter and
devil of Buddhism, who breathes into men the evil thoughts that lead to wicked

actions.

- An interesting Japanese life of Buddha, translated by Mr. Satow, will be

found in the Introduction to the Handbook above cited.
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Yorimitsu^ was a member of the Minamoto family, and

was born on the 24th of the 7th month of 1st year of

Tenriyaku (a.d. 947). His mother was the lovely daughter

of the Lord of Omi. In youth he was known as Monjiu

maru.

In the 2nd year of Koho (a.d. 965) he performed gemhukii

{i.e. shaved off his forelock and attained a sort of majority),

and took the name of Minamoto no Yorirnitsu. In the 3rd

year of Ten-roku (a.d. 972) he was made Assistant-Governor

of Kadzusa, and in the 3rd year of Ten-yen (a.d. 975),

through a lucky dream, had further good fortune. The

next year he was called to the capital, and gained Tsuna,

Kintoki and Suyetake as faithful retainers. Strange things

occurred at the palace, and the guardianship of the Kimrnon

(Prohibited Gate) was entrusted to him. Ilis duties prevent-

ing him from communicating with a lady whom he loved, he

sent a message to her by Tsuna, and the latter on his return

saved the Emperor as he was crossing a bridge in the palace

grounds, by cutting off a goblin-arm. The goblin had as-

sumed the form of Tsuna’s aunt, but on the arm being

severed, revealed its true character. Various prodigies that

had troubled the palace then ceased. Yorirnitsu was about

this time attacked by a severe malady (was it, says the

author naively, through exposure to the chills of Autumn?),

and afterwards received from the Goddess Shokuwa the

divine arrows, water-penetrating and weapon-fending, the

wondrous bow that shot beyond the thunder, and the shita-

tare or surcoat dyed maple- red. As to the exact dates at

which these gifts were bestowed the author regrets that he is

unable to give them. In the 3rd year of Yei-yen (a.d. 989)

the hero led an expedition against the rebel Yoshikado, who
had got together a band of 450 outlaws, and Yoshikado,

after being disabled by Yorirnitsu, fell by the hand of Tsuna.

In the 11th year of Sho-reki (a.d. 990) news came from

the Commissioner of Tamba, of the depredations committed

Often called Railed in Sinico-Japanese pronunciation of the characters where-
with the name is written.
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by a band of robbers that haunted ISEount Ohoye. Yorimitsu,

disguising himself and his trusty followers as yamabushi on

a pilgrimage, effected an entrance into the bandit’s cave, and

slew their chief, who was known as Shiuten Doji. A few

years afterwards, when on a visit to his brother at the capital,

he was shown the goblin of Ichinohara in chains, a wretch

given up to evil and anti-Buddha practices. Yorimitsu

advised that he should be more heavily fettered, and, full of

wicked spite at this, the goblin exerted all his strength,

broke his bonds, and escajjed. Yorimitsu, with his fellows,

was quickly on his track. The goblin lay in ambush, hidden

under a bull’s hide, but Yorimitsu nevertheless slew him and

cut off his head. Mount Ibuki, where many of the Doji’s

retainers had intrenched themselves, was next invested and

fell. The garrison were thrown down a precipice. Numbers

of women who had been abducted, wives torn from loving

husbands and daughters from affectionate parents, were set

free, and great was the joy of the people and unbounded

their gratitude to the Minamoto house. Afterwards Yori-

niitsu was created Commander-in-chief of the northern

provinces. Finally he was created Lord of Settsu, and

dwelt at Tada. Then he began to reflect on the vanity of

life, and the pollutions of the world, and the uncertainty of

man’s existence whether young or old.

On the 24th of the 7th month of the 11th year of Ji-an

(a.d. 1022), the year of the great earthquake, the noble

Ason departed this life at the age of sixty-eight. His illness

was not long, and soon parted soul from body, and to the

yellow fountain of the dark land he fared. For years his

henchmen had hoped to give their lives for him, and now

miserably saw their lord pass away before them. His tablet

w'as added to those in the family Hall of Complete Happiness

at Tada. For three months his faithful follower’s mourned

him daily. Then Kintoki said to the other three :
“ Out of

gratitude to my lord I must not neglect his will, nor linger

here, nor break the bond.” To him Tsuna answei'ed ;
“ Nay,

Kintoki, what wouldst thou? For tens of thousands of years

our lord will be among his noble kin, and how should he
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depart from among them and whither ? ” So he sought to

dissuade Kintoki, but Kintoki answered notliing, and like a

leaf swept by the wind, swaying hither and thither, fared

on.

The story of the Doji is thus told in the Kunko : On
tidings arriving from Tamba of the depredations of the

robber Shiiiten Doji, Yoriniitsu was commanded to destroy

him. Forces were collected, and Yorimitsu, accompanied by

his four henchmen, and afterwards joined by Yasumasa, pro-

ceeded towards the mountain where the bandit had his lair.

On the way he was attacked by illness, and had a dream in

which Hachiman appeared to him under the guise of a white-

haired old man, who counselled him to use stratagem and

adopt a mean carriage and attire so as to procure entrance

into the Doji’s haunt. In addition, the hero was recom-

mended to pray with special fervour to tlie God of Sumiyoshi.

Yoiimitsu told his dream to his comrades, and they agreed

that seeing the Doji to be possessed of supernatural powers,

such a stratagem was legitimate. Finally, on the advice

of Yasumasa, it was resolved that the six should put on the

dress of Yaniabunhi, and leaving their forces behind them,

penetrate thus disguised into the Doji’s castle, and, without

other aid, attempt to subdue him. So tliey set out, under

cover of a pretext afforded by a temporary illness of Yori-

mitsu, and after a time came to a shrine, and upon asking a

priest, who happened to be there, to what god it was dedi-

cated, were told that the deity was the Gongen Komiya.

Now it was precisely at this shrine that they had been

enjoined, some time previously, to worship, and they did so

accordingly with great fervour throughout the night, pro-

curing the priest to place their written petition for the god’s

help in tlie sanctuary. Then they went on and arrived at a

place where the path ran right and left, and they knew not

which way to follow. They detained a lad who came hasten-

ing by, but he tried hard to get away, saying that he was in

a terrible hurry. “0 unkind fellow,” cried Tsuna, “see you

not we are of those who drink of the stream of Yen no
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Shokaku ? Who dare refuse to help the servants of Buddha,

and thus lose his chance of being rewarded hereafter?” At
last tbe lad consented, though reluctantly, to guide them to

the Doji’s lair, saying that he was in so great haste because

be was carrying news to the Doji of the progress of the

expedition (of which Yorimitsu had confided the command,

during his absence, to Yorikuni, his son) that had been sent

against his master, and was now investing Mount Ohoye, the

robber’s chief stronghold. Then the six comrades made as if

they were greatly afraid, and inquired if the Doji was not a

terrible monster, of superhuman might, and a cannibal to

boot ? The lad said it was not quite as reported in the

world. The Doji’s mother was pregnant with him for

sixteen months, and could not bring him forth. So she

died, and the child made his way unassisted out of her

womb, and could already both walk and talk. He led a

wild life among the hills, but the bears and wolves never

touched him. An endeavour was made to reclaim him, but

in vain, and he could not be made to rest among men’s

haunts, but again fled to the hills. He became possessed of

wonderful powers, and made himself a lair on Mount Ohoye,

whence, aided by the Demon of Mount Atago, he broke into

the capital from time to time and stole many youths and

women, whom he took to Senjo. He could drink a tun of

sff/re without getting drunk, but if drunk, he lost much of

his power. Thus at least it was said of him—the lad being

a mere underling, knew nothing himself. After painful

climbing, the six now approached the Doji’s cave, and

with disgust saw the ground about the entrance strewn

with the relics of his cannibal feasts. They were brought

before the Doji, and found him to be a burly fellow,

some ten feet high, with blood-shot eyes and big red face.

The Doji, who had been told they were yamahushi, eyed

them suspiciously, but Yasumasa, by adroitly answering his

questions, reassured him, and he commanded that refresh-

ments should be set before them—bear’s flesh, and monkey’s

flesh, and also a strange flesh they could not recognize. Sake

was brought too, and they aU drank and drank together
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till the Doji, flustered, by the debauch, made off to his

chamber. A wily fellow who had observed their behaviour

then got them into an apartment, where he fastened them all

in. But by a device of Yoriraitsu they got out, and made

straight for the Doji’s chamber, and reviled him till his eyes

blazed with passion and he ground his teeth with rage.

Then they fell upon him, and Yorimitsu, drawing his famous

heirloom the devil-rending sword, after a struggle, hacked

ofi" his head.

The author of the Kunko gives it as his opinion that

Shiiiten was merely a common robber whom Yorimitsu, to

add lustre to his destruction of the brigand and his band,

invested with supernatural powers and superhuman strength.

In the Wakan sanzai, in the description of the province of

Tamba, a brief notice of the Doji is contained. He is said

to have smeared his face with vermilion, so as to make him-

self look like a demon, the better to frighten folk. Raiko

was eventually commanded to destroy him and his crew, and

procuring entrance into his stronghold under the disguise of

yamnbushi, the hero and his four henchmen, aided by Yasu-

masa, slew the monster and his myrmidons. “ In these and

similar tales,” concludes the cynical author of the Wakan,

“where the bandit is said to be an ‘ oni ’ (devil), the fiction

is used simply to exalt the valour of the destroyers of these

pests.”

Note.

Yorimitsu is also the hero of the well-known story of the Spider-Demon

given in the Kunko. Great storms broke over Miyako, followed by fires and

pestilence, and vast numbers of people lost their lives, so that a terrible distress

fell upon all the city. The Mikado, ascribing these calamities to his own want

of righteousness, prayed at the shrines of all the gods in succession, and the com-

mand of the guard that accompanied him was given to Yorimitsu. Dreadful

earthquakes occurred, heavy clouds hung over the capital, day was turned into

night, and it seemed as though the end of the world was at hand. The Emperor,

in despair, abdicated, and Yorimitsu, relieved of his guard, returned to his

lodging. His mind was much unsettled by tbe terrible scenes be had gone

through
;
and as he was passing by a hagi (lespedeza) bush heavy with dew, he

felt himself attacked hy a sudden illness, and had to take to his bed, where he lay

consumed by a high fever. His comrades, distressed beyond measure, nursed him
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carefully. The court physician was sent to him and declared that the illness was

caused by the shock of the autumn chills meeting suddeidy with the summer

heats. On one occasion during his illness Yorimitsu happened to be left alone,

and fell into a sort of wakeful trance, during which he heard a voice singing the

song of the Princess Sotdri who loved an Emperor

:

\Yaga seko ga My darling {Ht. child on back)

!

kubeki yoi nari
;

this night shall he come to me
;

sasagani no by the action of the spider,

kumo no furumai, the ‘ sasagani’ spider,

kanete shirushi mo ! I know it beforehand.

A play upon words seems here intended, which I shall not attempt to extricate.

He looked up and saw that the singer was a strange priest, who continued, “ 'Tis

I who have caused this illness !
’’ Then he felt as it were a network of thread

thrown over him. Yorimitsu made an effort to cut the intruder down, but the

strange priest vanished. The noise of the blow aroused his comrades, and Yasu-

masa, who was his maternal uncle and bore him much love, was greatly disturbed

by the story. On examination, they found blood-stains, and following these as a

clue, with the help of torches, were led to a great mound outside behind Kitano.

Applying their ears to the mound, they heard a sound of smothered groaning, and

hastily digging a deep hole in it, they spied something wriggling as big as the

root of a tree. They took this as a defiance, and grasping the object pulled at it

with all their might, but could not move it. How'ever, by dint of great e.xertions,

they contrived at last to make the object yield to their efforts, and drew out a

huge spider with a gaping wound on its back. They drew their swords and

struck at it, whereupon it roared like a bull, and it was not without much ado

that they were able to kill the monster, which was afterwards exhibited to the

people, who greatly admired the prowess of Yorimitsu’s comrades. The author of

the Kunkd explains the legend as evolved out of a popular confusion of the word

tsuchi-giuHo ‘a burrowing-spider,’ with tsuchi-gomori ‘the aboriginal pit or cave-

dwellers,’ the remains of whose underground habitations are found in many

provinces of Japan. Similar dwellings seem to be still used in Yezo. See Trans.

Asiat. Soc. Japan.

My friend Mr. Anderson, F.R.C.S., has collected some traditions bear-

ing upon the youth of Shiuten Doji. He is represented as the dissolute son

of a dissolute father, abandoned by his family, and driven to lead a wild

life among the liills. There he is joined by a crew of fearful beings, aided

by whom he harries the country, carrying off women and treasure to his strong-

hold, where he occupies the intervals between his raids with drinking-bouts and

cannibal orgies. The traditions, however, are very various, and not particu-

larly interesting. In the story we have doubtless a nucleus of reality, overlaid

by a mass of legendary matter, invented by Buddhist priests and chroniclers of

the deeds of popular heroes. A very imperfect version of the tale has recently

been published in a German collection of Japanese stories called Fuso Chawa.
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Art. II.— Buddhist Remains near Sumhhur, in Western

Raiputana, India. By Surgeon-Major T. II. IIendley,

M.R.A.S.
{Read Nov. 17, 1884.)

The Sambhur Lake, as the most important salt source in

North-West India, must have always been a possession of

value
;

it is, therefore, astonishing that there are few indica-

tions of a large population in ancient times having existed

along its shores, notwithstanding that it is, in the rainy

season, twenty miles in length, with a maximum width of

seven miles and a half.

Modern Sambhur (the Deoydni Tank) preserves the tradi-

tion that it was the place to whicli came Devyani, the

daughter of Shubira, the spiritual guide of Raja Brishaparva

(ruler of the giants), to bathe with the daughter of the king.

The legend states that the princess put on the clothes of the

voung Brahman woman, who upbraided her—the daughter

of a Shudra—for so doing, and that, in revenge, the royal

lady threw her companion into the tank or well now shown

at Sambhur and then deserted her. She is said to have been

rescued by Yayati, king of Uttara Kund or Northern India,

the sixth in descent from the moon, who married her. Now,

whatever historical truth may underlie this legend, it is

evident that little was known of any important ruling race

at Sambhur prior to the seventh century a.d.
;

for it is

stated in the local histories that Manika Rai, the Cholian,

in A.D. 625, after the expulsion of his family from Ajmir

by an Islamite missionary—driven by force from Sind, the

first of many religious hordes that came this way—retired

to Sambhur, then a rich plain, and that the guardian goddess
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of his race gave him all the ground he could encompass in a

day, provided he did not look back. He disobeyed, and

found his possession a mass of silver, which fortunately

became converted into salt.

It is well known that the district was ruled by the Chohan

race, whose greatest sovereign, Prithi Raj, the last Hindu

king of Dehli and Ajmir, or indeed of India, was proud to

he styled Samhri Raj or Lord of Sambhur.

The modern town of Sambhur, the houses of which are

chiefly built of masses of ‘ kunkur,’ or concretions of car-

bonate of lime, found in huge blocks in the neighbourhood

beyond the Deoyani tank, contains no very ancient buildings,

though there are many fragments of carved stones in the

raised mounds on which the place stood in Chohan times.

A number of images of the same period are preserved in the

Jaipur Museum, which were taken a few years since from

the bed of the Deoyani tank, probably indicating that there

was once a great temple near this place. Narana, eight

miles from the lake—now the head-quarters of the Dadu
Panthi sect—is evidently an ancient town, hut the old pillars

and other relics found there are not older than the Chohan

period. In an old mosque on the margin of the Narana

lake are five rows of ten pillars, carved in the richest style,

of the period which produced the columns at the Arhni din

Vi or Jomphra at Ajmir and at the Kuth of Dehli, or the

temple of the Lord of Joy at Harashinath near Seekar,

which was founded in the year a.d. 961 by a Chohan chief.

It is said, also, that Naiana was a Buddhist centre.

It has been my duty to visit Sambhur at frequent inter-

vals for some years past. I have, therefore, been much
interested to learn whether there were indications of the

presence of the Buddhists in this neighbourhood
;
whether,

in short, any people had left ruins of an older date than the

Chohan period. Mr. Lyon, Assistant Commissioner of

Inland Revenue at Sambhur, informed me that it had long

been the custom for rich persons in the town, who desired to

build houses of a rather better type than those of “ kunkur,”

to send to what was termed “Old Sambhur,” or the “Purana
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Khera” (the old mound), out of which, with very little

trouble, large bricks could be dug suitable for the purpose.

These old mounds are beyond the Naley a Surr, a fresh-water

lake, a mile long, separated from the salt lake by about half

a mile of high ground. They cover a considerable extent of

land, now honey-combed with pits which have been dug for

the old bricks, and are highest above a piece of water which

was evidently part of a large artificial lake whose embank-

ment has long since been cut through, so that only a small

portion of the area is now flooded.

Feeling sure that here, if anywhere, traces of an early

population would be found, I, as Honorary Secretary to the

Jaipur Museum Committee, laid the matter before the

Jaipur Council, and II. H. the Maharaja kindly permitted

excavations to be made and furnished funds for the

purpose. Mr. Lyon was good enough to superintend the

work, and I went out from time to time to see what had

been done.

Trenches were cut in those parts of the mounds which

appeared to be most promising, and were carried down to a

depth of over twenty feet. The excavations were not suffi-

ciently extended to enable us to decide the direction of

streets, or even to determine where the most important

buildings stood
;
hut we came to the conclusion that most of

the houses were of brick and, also, of several stories in

height. The rooms were small, with very thick walls of

large bricks. The people would seem to have been poor,

as we discovered nothing of great intrinsic value, or made of

the precious metals, though we heard a rumour that some

gold vessels and ornaments had once been found, hut had

crumbled to dust shortly after their removal. The bricks

were burnt and were very large, similar to those obtained at

Nagur, an extraordinary old site on the estate of the Mirara

Raja, about sixty miles to the south-west, which has been

explored by the officers of the Archaeological Survey of

India. We also came upon many clay vessels, and pinnacles

of temples or buildings, together with masses of pure char-

coal, some in earthen pots.
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It will, perhaps, be of value to give a complete list of the

articles discovered, accompanied by such remarks as may be

suggested by them.

1. There were many beads perforated, so as to be worn as

necklaces or bracelets. Amongst them were :

a. A small model in clay of a Buddhist stupa, covered

with a thin layer of sky-blue enamel, perforated

near the base.

h. A smaller clay sfupa.

c. Beads of blue and green glass.

d. A bead of black obsidian.

e. A shell bead.

f. A round ivory bead.

g. A cylindrical ivory bead.

h. Ibree cut rounded carnelian beads.

j. Two long barrel-shaped carnelian beads, with an

incised white pattern cut into hexagons. The
grooves are deepl}^ cut, and filled with a bard

white substance.

/•. A pale carnelian round bead.

I. A flat crystal bead.

2. Shells not now found near Sambbur having a beautiful

motber-o’-pearl coat.

3. Half shells, with two spirals rubbed down by band, to

serve some useful 23urpose.

4. More or less perfect spikes of bone, from 2 to 3| inches

in length, sharply j)ointed at both ends
;
some flat, others

rudely bevelled round. Gen. Cunningham (Archaeological

Beports, vol. iii. p. 51) considers that similar specimens may
have been used as tree nails

;
but, here, they were associated

with masses of iron, a metal more suitable for the purpose.

Gen. Cunningham thinks the absence of boles or notches is

against the theory of their being arrow-beads, but the fact

that modern Bbil arrow-points have no such marks, and are

only bound to the shaft by thongs, is in favour of it.

Further remarks on these spikes will be made later on.

5. Fragments of ivory or bone bracelets, some broad,

others narrow.
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]\rany were cut to receive in all probability bands of

metal. One of them has a copper pin fastened in the end.

Throughout Western India such bracelets are still worn,

especially in Marwar, the border of which extends to the

Sainbhur Lake. They are made in large quantities at Pali,

formerly a great mart of the West, and still an important

commercial town.

6. Fragments of agate bracelets. The neighbourhood of

Cambay explains the presence of such articles.

7. A piece of blue enamelled clay.

8. A black tusk-shaped stone. Possibly a seal.

9. A five-pointed clay figure, perforated for suspension.

10. Pieces of mica, perforated.

11. A fragment of a green glass bowl, or of a bracelet.

12. Fragments of a steatite box, shaped like a stupa, the

cover of wLich was nearly perfect. The base was a disc,

and the bowl part was quite distinct.

There were also fragments of a second box. (See Plate 46,

Archmological Reports.)

13. An hour-glass clay seal, having on one end the great

seal of the Buddhist Trinity, on the other a lotus flower.

The seal is shaped like the Morah or Raj Palang, on

which Gautama sat w'hen the Buddhic influence came upon

him.

14. A terra-cotta figure with open mouth, folded arms,

and bent thighs
;
legs missing. Broad and flat. Perforated

for suspension from the head. The legs w^ere probably

crossed. The image may be one of Buddha.

15. Two flat, oblong, bone heads, perforated at the four

corners to make part of a bracelet.

16. A dome-shaped seal of clay, with a pattern raised all

over the large facet on the base, and with six facets on the

side of the dome, and one on the top.

The side facets diminish in size from right to left. Upon
the first is a triangular figure with five bars, the number
being very characteristic of Buddhism. Five represents the

number of Buddhas in the present system of the universe,

and three the Buddhist Trinity—that is, Buddha, the Law,

VOL. XVII.—[new seuies.] 3
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and the Congregation. The next facet is marked with a

letter and symbols, and the four remaining ones have upon
them the Swastika or mystic Buddhist cross, representing

the motion of the Heavenly bodies and the Wheel of the

Law. The seventh I do not know.

- 17. A clay seal. Flat, and with round patterns all over it.

18. A rude clay seal, with a deeply-cut figure, something

like the form of a man, upon it.

19. A portion of the handle of a smooth terra-cotta vessel,

with a figure in high relief carrying upon his head a flat

vessel, in which is a weight of some kind. This he supports

wdth his hand, and his legs are almost bent double with the

weight. It is 2| inches long.

The same subject appears in some old pillars at Narana.

20. A red clay human female figure, 2| inches long,

projecting from a piece of rough clay. The breasts are very

prominent, and she wears a petticoat.

21. A block of clay, 3| by If inches, with a very well

modelled figure of a tiger on one face in high relief,

evidently the work of a man of some artistic talent.

22. A block of clay 2Ixl|xl| inches, cut behind into

two long depressions, and in front into a figure with wings.

23. The bust of a grotesque female figure with

long ears.

24. A red clay figure of a cow with the legs and head

broken off.

25. Clay figures. Bulls.

26. Figures of a man.

27. Figure of a man with a projection behind to keep it

upright.

28. The same as No. 27, of black clay. These figures

were evidently toys.

29. A seated female figure in cla}q four inches high. The

head is bent over what looks like a child borne on her

knees. She wears massive anklets and bracelets.

30. A clay figure of a monkey carrying a rock or ball in

his hands. It is covered with specks of yellow metal, the

remains, in all probability, of a gold coat.
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31. A clay spout of a vessel shaped like a crocodile’s

mouth. It is covered with blue enamel.

32. The head and neck of a horse with trappings. In clay.

33. A kind of clay pestle with a hole in it.

34. A piece of a steatite box.

35. About thirty coins, the inscriptions of which are no

longer decipherable.

36. Two copper rings.

37. A copper bell-shaped ornament l^in- high, exactly

like small copper Roman bells in the Guildhall Museum.

38. A fragment of a fine terra-cotta bowl, three inches in

diameter, with incised patterns.

39. A similar specimen to No. 38, with the custard-apple

pattern.

40. Another with an animal pattern.

41. The bottom of a bowl.

42. The cover of a bowl.

43. Fragments with different patterns.

44. A fragment wfith the custard-apple pattern.

45. Red clay fragments of bowls
;

one with a twisted

band pattern.

46. Clay figures.

47. A round crystal pebble, worn smooth.

48. Pieces of touch-stone, with marks of gold upon them.

49. Pieces of white pottery.

60. Eight red clay reels, marked with grooves evidently

made with thread. These were found with

51. What Mr. Rivett-Carnac terms spindle-whorls, flat

wheel-shaped discs, perforated in the centre.

62. A number of round clay bodies like marbles, one of

which had cross marks and holes upon it.

63. Besides these were many similar loaf-shaped bodies,

perforated from the top to the bottom
;
some were grooved

all round.

54. There were, also, a few round bodies of clay, perforated,

and similar in shape.

55. Five large stone balls.

56. A large pear-shaped ball.
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57. Two clay reels.

It has been stated that the conical and round clay bodies

were votive offerings, that the plain ones were given in the

hope that certain wishes might be realized, and those that

were pierced as thank-offerings
;
but the association with

them of reels, distinctly marked by the thread, is in favour

of their being connected with the weaving process. In the

Guildhall Museum in London there are a number of conical

bodies exactly like those just described, which are labelled as

whorls used in spinning. There are also spindles about five

inches long, not at all unlike the so-called tree-nails found

in the Sambhur Mound.

Round and loaf-shaped bodies, such as those just de-

scribed, are found in many parts of the world. There is a

fine series in the Royal Irish Academy’s Museum of Irish

Antiquities in Dublin, where they are described as
“ Whorls

of weights attached to the end of the distaff.” One in par-

ticular, No. 66, a plummet whorl, also called a “ Fairy

Millstone,” is marked with concentric rings, and differs in

no way from many of the bodies found at Sambhur. This

exact resemblance of articles found in countries so far apart

as India and Ireland is remarkable. I was also, I may
observe here, much struck with the filigree chain attached

to the celebrated penannular “Tara” brooch found near

Drogheda, which is preserved in the same collection. The

threads of the chain are woven exactly in the same way, and

the fastenings formed in the same manner as the work of

any Hindu sonar or goldsmith in Rajputana. Did the

Irishman and Hindu learn their art from Byzantine masters ?

58. Portions of vessels.

59. Part of a copper vessel or lamp, and numerous frag-

ments of copper rings.

60. Many balls and masses of iron of great weight and

size, honeycombed with rust.

61. A slab with two figures upon the upper part, crowned

with the sun and the moon respectively, and a much-defaced

inscription in old Hindi characters. This is the only Hindu

relic, and, if not thrown into the pits by the brick-hunters,
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was probably only a Suttee stone, similar to many wbicb are

found in the neighbourhood, which might have been put up

at any period as a rude monument to a Rajput who fell in

this neighbourhood.

The beads, shells, and toys are very similar to those found

at Nagar, and many of the articles are like those peculiar to

known Buddhist sites. The seals and boxes are undoubtedly

Buddhist. I think, therefore, that we may rightly con-

clude that this old mound is the site of a Buddhist town

of some importance, as its walls were washed by a large

tank, of which much of the embankment still remains, and

as it covers a great extent of ground. The neighbouring

salt lake must have always yielded a great revenue, but it

Avas not necessary for the people to live upon the shores.

It was of much more importance for them to possess a good

site suitable for defence, with fresh water at hand, and such

the old Khern afforded.

The Sambhur Lake would be on the border of the province

of Bairat, which, according to General Cunningham’s read-

ing of the famous Chinese Pilgrim’s Itinerary, was on the

west, a line drawn from Jhunjhuii to Ajmir,
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Art. III.—On the Bearing of the Study of the Bantu Languages

of South Africa on the Aryan Family of Languages. By
the Rev. F. W. Kolbe/ late Missionary of the German

Society of Barmen in Damara-Land, South Africa.

Author of the English-Herero Dictionary. Prepared

at the request of R. N. Gust, Esq., Honorary Secretary.

{^Read Nov, 17, 1884.)

In 1784, just a century ago, the Asiatic Society was founded

at Calcutta, and since then a great movement has been going

on, leading to the discovery and study of Sanskrit and other

1 The author of this paper has been nearly forty years as a Missionary in South
Africa, chiefly among the Herero, which in my sketch of the Modern Lan-
guages of Africa I have classed in the Western Sub -Branch of the Southeni
Branch of the Great Bhntu Family of Languages in South Africa, South of the

Equator. Under the patronage of our late President, Sir Bartle Frere, Dr.

Kolbe last year published a Dictionary of the Herero, and in 1868 a Pamphlet on
the Law of the Vowels in that Language. In the Preface to his Dictionary he
sets forth the principles, upon which the genius and laws of that language are

based, the result of thirty years’ reflection. He addressed me on the subject, and
stated his conviction, that these laws apply as well to the origin of Aryan
Languages, and indeed of Universal Language, and that, when that fact was
acknowledged, Hererd would obtain its proper place in Philology. Not a single

group of root-words in the Aryan family could, according to him, be properly

understood without a knowledge of Bantu, especially of Herero.

He then expressed his desire to avail himself of his leisure (for he had retired

from Mission work, and settled down at Wynberg, near Cape Town) to write a

volume on the Origin, Laws, and Forms, of the Herero Language, explaining and
exemplifying the principles, if he could receive some pecimiary assistance from
Government or a Learned Society. I replied, that there was but slight hope of

any favourable result to his application, but I encouraged him to prepare for the

Journal of this Society an outline of his views on this important subject, which
would at least bring them to the notice of the Scholars of Europe.

No doubt the Philological world has submitted to the tjTanny of the Sanskritists

too long, and a protest was required. Great as has been the service of that

school in founding the Science of Comparative Philology on a sure and scientific

basis, the time has come for a closer study of the marvellous linguistic phenomena
of other Families of Languages, specially of so remarkable a one as the Bantu
Languages of South Africa, and it is possible, that a thoroughgoing investigation

of these and other Non-Aryan Families of Speech will open the way to a depth,

which the plummet line of the Sanskritist has failed to reach. At any rate, until

Philologists have done for these languages what has been done for the Aryan and

Semitic Families, it seems in my opinion premature to commence any discussion as

to the origin of Language.
E. N. CusT, Hon. Sec. to K.A.S.
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Indian languages, and resulting in what is called Compara-

tive Philology or the Science of Language.

Thus far, this science has succeeded in reducing the

thousandfold varieties of human speech to a few large

families, classifying them, on the basis of the principle of

grammatic identity, into isolating, agglutinating and in-

flecting languages. On the common ground of universal

language a few large circles have been drawn, and within

the compass of these circles much that is beautiful and true

has been brought to light. Many hundred thousands of

words in the several dialects of a family have been reduced

to about five hundred roots, a number of which are known

to have such general meanings as “ to move,” “ to go,”

“to stretch,” etc. What an amount of labour must have

been gone through ere this result was obtained !

Still it is acknowledged by some of the foremost workers

in the field that only a commencement has been made, that,

while numbers of languages have been classified morpho-

logically, the question, “ What is language ? ” still remains

to be answered. If it is asked, how comes the word smite to

mean “to strike,” send “to cause to go out,” andm^ “to take

food,” or, why is the person speaking represented by I, the

second person by thou, you, and the third by he, they ? the

solution of the mystery is searched for in vain in the Aryan

Family. Of how very few words, remarks a distinguished

philologist somewhere, do we know the true origin and

meaning ? I remember that once, in a conversation with

the late Dr. Bleek, on my asking him, whether he was

aware of any comparative philologist in Europe making

Bantu his special study, this learned linguist said, “I don’t

believe there is one.” And when I rejoined that, in that

case, the science of language must be in a very backward

state, he exclaimed, “ 0, die liegt ja noch in den windeln !

”

Now, if this is so, the writer of this paper, though not a

professional philologist, may yet perhaps be excused, if he

comes forward once more, as he has ventured to do on

former occasions, to testify of what he believes to have

found in Bantu, more especially Herero, the most original
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idiom In his opinion yet known of that family. Let learned

linguists not ask, who is the writer ? but rather, what does

he say? and carefully examine the facts he brings here and

elsewhere. Let the words of the great Faraday be re-

membered and adopted, “ When Science is a republic, then

it gains
;
and, though I am no republican in other matters,

I aru in that.”

Prof. Max Muller says, “Science of Language,” vol. ii. p.

70, “To those who approach etymological researches with

any preconceived opinions, it must be a frequent source of

disappointment, when they have traced a word through all

its stages back to its first starting-point, to find in the end,

or rather in the beginning, nothing but roots of the most

general powers, meaning “ to go, to move, to run, to do.” But

on closer consideration this, instead of being disappointing,

should rather increase our admiration for the wonderful

powers of language, man being able out of these vague and

pale conceptions to produce names expressive of the minutest

shades of thought and feeling.” When I first read this, it

made a deep impression on me, as the words confirmed to

the letter what I myself, years ago, had found in Herero,

and the passage has since appeared to me, as the last mile-

stone, which the labourers in the science of language have

raised in working ahead. But meeting here with what

would seem to be insurmountable engineering difficulties,

most of them despair of moving onward, going over the old

ground again and again, and wasting their time and strength

in attending to questions which never can be satisfactorily

settled in the Aryan family alone. Sanskrit is still being

looked upon by many as the temple, centre, and source of

philological truth. The learned author, just now quoted,

says in his “Selected Essays,” p. 201: “According to my
conviction, though I know it is not shared by others,

Sanskrit must for ever remain the central point of our

studies.” Now with all due deference to the superior

learning and merits of that eminent philologist, I crave

liberty to say that such a stand-point is untenable. Future

researches will demonstrate that there is a familj'- of Ian-
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guages in existence more primitive in form than the Aryan

gi'oup : I mean the African Bantu family.

And in this view I am backed by no less an authority

than Dr. Bleek. In the preface to his “ Comparative

Grammar of South African Languages,” p. viii, he says,

“ The importance of the South African languages, and

particularly of the Bantu and Hottentot, for comparative

philology, or the so-called Science of language, cannot well

he over-valued. Nay, it is perhaps not too much to say, that

similar results may at present be expected from a deeper

study of such primitive forms of language as the Bantu and

Hottentot exhibit, as followed at the beginning of this

century the discovery of Sanskrit and the comparative re-

searches of Oriental scholars. The origin of the grammatical

forms of gender and number, the etymology of pronouns,

and many other questions of the highest interest to the

philologist, find their true solution in Sonthern Africa.”

And again, in the Preface to Part II. p. xx :
“ The field of

inquiry (in South Africa) is very large, and promises a

wealth of important results and new discoveries. Yet,

excepting those, who are practically engaged with one or

another of these languages, scarcely any one has occupied

himself with this branch of philology. ... It is to be

regretted, that the greater number of comparative philologists

appear to be still in a sort of rudimentary stage, correspond-

ing to that, in which zoologists would be, if they refused to

study any animals excepting those directly useful to man,

and their nearest kindred species. In fact, the so-called

Indo-European Comparative Philology now occupies the

same place that Classical Philology did fifty or sixty years'

ago. It will not go beyond itself, and, as it were, shuts its

eyes to the possibility, that any other circle of languages

can be akin to the Aryan. Yet it is clear, that the complex

phenomena, which characterise the Aryan circle of languages,

cannot be rightly understood without a careful examination

of other languages of simpler organisation, which show

more of the ancient structure.”

In order to give the student, at the outset, some idea of
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the superior completeness of form which we often meet with

in Bantu, not only in the domain of the Pronoun, but also

the Verb, I shall just call attention to the English verb

to eat, a parallel form of which, would appear to exist in

Bantu.

Eat, A. Sax. dan, Groth. itan, Icel. eta, Swed. dta, Dan.

Me, Germ, eszen, Lat. edo, Sanskr. ad. Here our dictionaries

stop. If we ask, what is the primary meaning of the word,

how came ad to mean “ to eat,” to what group of roots does ad

belong, I doubt, whether philologists will find a satisfactory

answer in Sanskrit. In Herero they will.

First of all we learn in Herero, that a form like ad is not

primitive. Each primitive root commences with a consonant

and ends with a vowel. Thus ad (eat) is originally a dis-

syllabic word (just as in Chinese most of the so-called

monosyllables are in reality crippled dissyllables), and its

primary form must have been something like (Y)AD{A),

(K)AD(A) or, (K)AT{A). And such a form does indeed

exist in Herero, with a meaning coming so near that I think

we are fully justified, considering the close lexical affinity

between Bantu and Aryan, to identify it with ad (eat). This

word is kata (pronounced to taste, have a pleasant

taste, to like, to be agreeable ”
: it (the food) tastes well, mavi

ti/ata naua
;

it (the thing, matter, food, etc.) pleases me, I

like it, tyi tyata ku ami, lit. it-tasteful, agreeable-to-me.

Now, if future researches should establish the identity of

Sanskr. ad (eat) and Herero kate or tyata (taste), then we

have first, in Herero, the original form restored {KATA),
and secondly we are taught here, that the primary meaning

of the word is to go together, to agree, as food, hence to taste

well, to taste, to enjoy food, to eat, so that, aided by Herero,

we should be able to supplement our dictionary as follows :

Eat, v.t. A. Sax. dan, Goth, itan, Icel. eta, Swed. dta, Dan.

dde. Germ, eszen, Dutch eten, Lat. edo, Sanskr. ad—Herero

Vata {tyata)—to go together, to agree (as food), to taste well,

to taste, to enjoy food, hence, in Aryan, to eat.

That the primary meaning of \iata {tyata) is to go we learn

from the kindred forms which belong to the same group of
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roots as \iata, and which will be treated further on. There

we have first of all yataov ata (modified form of \i.ata), which

means “ to tread, step,” nasalized or strengthened yamda, “ to

step firmly, walk briskly,” run fast (properly /es( auftreten),

and then kata, in Herero “to wither, shrivel,” properly “ to go

or shrink together, coil up, fold together,” in other dialects “ to

cleave to, stick to,” primarily “to go close together,” the vowel

a signifying in yata, yamda (to tread, walk, run) on the

ground, and in \>iata (taste) and kata (walk, run) together.

(See “Primeval Laws of the Vowels,” in the Introduction

to the writer’s English-Herero Dictionary, Cape Town and

London, 1883.)

The Bantu languages must not be judged from the scanty

material of folk-lore found in them. Now and then a

sparkling gem may appear, as, for instance, on p. 105 of the

Cape Folk-lore Journal, where we read :
“ When Utyaka

died, the king of the Zulu, at Duguza (Stanger, on the sea-

coast), black people did not go there, they were afraid of his

spirit. Even when passing, they fancied that they heard people

talking at his grave, his spirits; and the white people, who
lived there, left, through the number of his spirits, the

snakes that were there. The fire never reached his grave ; it

went out of its oicn accord, because the grass never got dry

there on account of his shadow, the big shadow of Royalty;

because he was greater than all the other black kings,” etc.

The lines in italics strike me as truly poetical, and not un-

worthy of the genius of a Goethe or Shakespeare. But

passages like this are rarely met with. As a rule, African

Bantu folk-lore is not very interesting, except in so far as it

aids the student in the study of the language.

Nor ought we to allow ourselves to be prejudiced by the

present low condition of the people who speak the Bantu

idioms. There is sufficient internal evidence in the latter

to show, that the Bantu nations have sunk in the scale of

culture
;

their ancestors must have been men of superior

mental powers. Thus “ to lop or prune ” {H.Qverb pupa
,
pumba)

is properly to lighten a tree
;

“ to swear ” fyana) is literally “ to

join, enter into a covenant ”
;
the literal sense of Zulu iTti-buzi,
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goat, is the inquisitive, curious animal (from huza, to inquire,

be inquisitive)
;

air is in Herero oru-nm-?«^o, breath of

space (from oru-veze, space, and omu-inyo, breath), and the

morning-star is very poetically called o-hing oVi-tuku, chaser

of the night. Just one more example to show how inge-

niously some of the Herero nouns have been formed. When
I was staying in Damaraland, no proper word for ludder was

known
;
so one was formed, otyi-romdero, lit. a thing for to

climb, from ronda, to climb. Now this word was formed in

accordance with the laws of the language, and readily under-

stood and accepted by all. Certainly not one of us dreamt

of any one being able to invent a better one, for, is not a

ladder an instrument for climbing ? But the time came

when I, for one, readily acknowledged the superior skill of

the Bantu ancestors at word-building. After some years,

my friend Mr. Rath discovered the ancient name for ladder

in one of the pieces of folk-lore which he wrote down from

the mouth of the natives, namely ova.-bande :
“ und sie nahmen

die leiter aus dem brunnen, a rire tyi va isa mo omhande

m’ondyombo,” lit. it-was-that-they-took- out-the-ladder-out

of the well. And that this is the true ancient word for

ladder appears from the parallel Ndonga form ovu-panzi,

ladder. But what is the etymology of ombande ? For a

long time it was a puzzle to me, but I think I found the

clue at last. The word is derived from panda {p changing

to b after the N- or M- prefix), the same root which we have

in ~3.evev6 pandeka {pand-eka), to bind. The literal meaning

of om-bande (ladder) is therefore a band, a means of connect-

ing two places which are at some distance from each other,

or two points, the one low and the other high. We can

hardly conceive of a more beautiful name for ladder.

I fully endorse what I read on page 418 of Mr. R. N.

Gust’s “ Sketch of the Modern Languages of Africa,” re-

garding the nature of Pongwe, a Bantu Language on the

W. Coast. “ J. L. Wilson writes that the students of the

next generation will revel in the beauties of a Language,

as elaborate in structure, and as musical in tone, as any

of the old unspoken languages that delight the scholar.
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The general structure is marked by so mucb regularity

exactness and precision, so much order and philosophical

arrangement, that it would require a long period, as well

as important changes in the outward condition of the

people, to etfect any material change in the leading

characteristics of their language. The vocabulary can be

expanded to an almost unlimited extent, etc.” Now if this

can be said in truth of Pongwe, how much more are the

words applicable to Herero, which has preserved the original

structure much better than the aforementioned or any other

known Bantu dialect ? Let us just place the formative pre-

fixes of the noun, or, what amounts to the same, the roots of

pronouns, in juxtaposition, with the hypothetical full primi-

tive form in front, printed in italic capitals. The Roman
numbers refer to Bleek’s Comparative Grammar of South

African Languages.

Primitive Form. Herero. Pongwe.

KU-MU I. omu- s. 0-, om-
KUA II. ova- pi. a-

KI-MI IX. on- 8. n-

ERA X. ozo-w- pi.
)

TI-Ml X. ozon- pi. I

sin- (shi)

PU-MU III. omu- S. 0-, oin-

PI-MI IV. omi- pi. in-, i-

TI V. <ri)- s. )
1

KA V. e- 8. i

1 “

KA-MA VI. oma- pi. & S. a-, am-
TU XI. oru- 8. (-)
TRU XII. otu- pi. (-)
El VII. otyi- S. ez-, e-

ERI VIII. ovi- pi. i-, iy

EA XIII. oka- 8. (-)
ERU XIV. ou- Pl.

j
0-PU XIV. ou- 8. )

EU XV. oku- S. 0-

PA XVI. opo- S. (-)
EU XVII. oko- s. (-)
MU XVIII. omo- 8. (-)
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Thus, while we find eighteen formative prefixes in Herero,

only twelve have been preserved in Pongwe, and these have

evidently had a hard struggle for existence, for most of the

forms are mutilated and worn out. But such is the solidity

of the old grand structure that even here its primitive archi-

tectural beauties are still clearly seen.

The object of this paper being to show the bearing of the

study of Bantu upon our own languages, I cannot pass the

foregoing table unnoticed. The question arises, is there any

bond of unity discoverable between the Bantu and Aryan
Pronominal system ? I do not hesitate for a moment to

avow my firm belief, that both families have derived their

respective pronouns from one common source, but it is im-

possible to prove this fully within the narrow compass of a

pajier. I must confine my remarks for the present to the

most important form omu- or »mu- I, primitive form

KU-MU.
I have endeavoured to prove, in the Introduction to my

English-IIerero Dictionary, that the Bantu prefix ;<mu- I

is a compound form, two primitive nouns being glued to-

gether, viz. :

ATf7=the living, erect moving one, man, and

J/f7=human mother, woman, female, mate :

KU-MU (abbreviated man-woman, man united,

man complete, human pair (sexual dual), at present

used for the singular, meaning man generally, male

0?’ female, but originally male and female.

Now from the first member of this compound form, namely

from KU, we have in Herero, in accordance with the law of

the vowel i which, in pronominal roots, means in, here ox present,

the pronoun of the first person singular ndyi
(
= «gi= Hki,

Chuana ki)=man here, present, with which we identify

our own pronoun I (Goth. ik). The full form and meaning

of the English I is therefore, as we learn in Bantu, the erect

moving one present, man here :

AlJI^man (absolute),

KI=msLi\ present, I.
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And also the /-form of the second member of KTI-MTJ,

namely MI, derived by the same vowel law from the absolute

MXJ (mother, woman, female), is used in both families,

Bantu and Aryan, for representing the first person singular,

either subjective, or, what etymologically amounts to the

same, objective. The Bantu <?-mi (literally of-I=of me)=I,

me, is originally feminine, but at present it is common
gender like the identical Aryan MI, ME=\, me, originally

J//rrmother (or woman, female) here, woman 2)resent — \

(female) or me (female). For in the primitive language the

same pronoun {i.e. primitive noun) could be used in either

case, subjective or objective.

The following table represents the derivation, by vowel

law, of the pronoun of 1 pers. singular in Bantu and Aryan
from the primitive compound noun KU-MU (Bantu umu-

1) :

KU
=man (absolute form).

ki (Chuana), wdyi, i (Herero)

=man here, man present=I;

ik (Gothic and Dutch), ic (0.

Sax.), ich (Germ.), ego (Lat.

and Gr.), ah«w, for ag(j/«

(Skr. in which the primitive

i is lost), I.

MU
= mother, female (absolute form)

ami (Bantu)= (orig. mother, fe-

male, at present) person here,

person present= I, me;

mi, ma (Skr.) = I, me; me, mec
(A.S.), mi/c (Gotli. and Icel.),

mi
(
Low Germ.), micA (Germ.),

mij (Dutch), me.

In the same way is also the pronoun of the third person

derived from the primitive absolute form KU\
KU=n\2i'!i (absolute).

u, ku (Bantu)=he (or she), per- he (A. Sax.), hi (0. Fries.),

son (absolute)
;

hij (Dutch), he
;
she (modi-

a, e, ka, ke=he (or she), person fied form of he),

there, or absent.

The Bantu u (ku) is used in the same way as Hebrew hua

(erroneously marked by the punctuators with chirey or i

when it stands for she), which, with only a few rare excep-

tions, is in the Pentateuch common gender, signifyino- he

and she. This interesting fact, whilst furnishing strong
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internal evidence for the high antiquity of the hooks of

Moses, explains at the same time how in Aryan and other

languages the feminine pronoun came to evolve from the

common gender or masculine. As later the Hebrew hi« was

formed, by change of vowel, from hu«, so the English she,

by a consonantal modification, was derived from the form he.

I feel here tempted to go through the whole system of

pronouns and point out identical forms, wherever they have

been preserved in Aryan languages, but that would lead me
too far. If my life is spared, and I meet with encourage-

ment, I may do so at some future time, for there is no want

of material, and it is certain that, in Bantu, the primitive

pronominal system of universal language can be restored.

Nor shall I allow myself to be intimidated by some modern

writers who expose to ridicule any attempt to compare

pronouns of difi'erent families. And if some philologists

point to the failure of Bopp in his comparing the Aryan and

Polynesian pronouns, my answer is, that that great philo-

logist was not acquainted with the true nature and extent

of the grand Bantu pronominal system, without which

neither the Polynesian nor the Aryan pronouns can be

understood
;

nor did he know the primeval laws of the

vowels, the only safe guides in universal etymology. By
happy intuition the genius of such men as Bopp and

Gesenius augured what the next generation of comparative

philologists, by the light bursting forth from the dark con-

tinent, will be able to prove and demonstrate. But why
should this not be achieved by the present generation?

Now let us turn to the Yerb, and try whether we can

discover any affinity between the Bantu and Aryan forms.

We shall proceed cautiously, and not be unmindful of the

danger of being deceived by similarity in form and sound.

The Zulu beta, for example, which means to beat, strike,

pound, hammer, pelt, strike with a stone, looks very much

as if it were identical with English beat. But on closer

examination we find that this is not so. For the Zulu beta

is the parallel of Herero veta (Zulu b being often, according

to Grimm’s Law, the working of which in B^ntu has been
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pointed out by Dr. Bleek, v in Herero), which means to

throw, to shoot, to kick, to hoe, to strike, hurt. Now,

whilst the Aryan parallels of English heat seem to point to

a as the radical vowel, the original form being probably

BA T-, the e in Zulu beta and Herero veta is evidently a modi-

fied the words being allied to Zulu vita, strike violently,

to Zulu vet-ula, kick as a horse or ox, and to Herero pita, to

go out. Beta or veta is a kind of causative of pita, and

means to cause to go out (as a stone or missile out of the

hand), and is probably identical with Lat. mitto, to make to

go out. The order of meanings of Bantu beta {veta) is as

follows : 1) to cause to go out, out of the hand, as a stone,

a weapon, to throw, to pelt with a stone
; 2) to shoot, strike;

3) to pound, hammer
; 4) to hurt, wound. Now we may

observe that (again according to a kind of Grimm’s Law)

Herero root words with v will sometimes appear in the

Teutonic languages with m, which leads us to identify Bantu

beta {veta) with English smite (the initial s being inorganic),

radically identical with Lat. mitto, whose literal sense is to

cause to go out, to send out (also a stone or weapon in

throwing), A. Sax. smitan, 0. Fries, smifa, L. Germ, smiten,

Dutch smijten, 0. Sw. smita, Dan. smidc, H, Germ, schmeiszen.

The primary meaning of smite is therefore to cause to go

ut, to send out (as a stone or missile out of the hand),

hence to throw, reach with a stone or weapon, strike, beat,

chasten, punish. The last sense, namely to chasten, punish,

is in Herero conveyed by the verb vera (Chuana betsa),

which is a modified form of veta.

But the rule of the vowel-method (explained in afore-

mentioned “ Introduction ” to E.H.D.) is : 1) that in all

word-comparison a word must be treated as a member of a

group, as no genuine root-word ever stands alone in lan-

guage
; 2) that the vowels modify the sense of roots in

regard to space and locality, a meaning on the ground,

horizontal, together, but also the opposite, scattered, spread
;

i giving the by-meaning in, inside, between, but also from

within, outside, out of the straight line, aside, oblique

;

whilst u has the power of pointing upward, signifying on

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 4
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high, above, but also from above, downward, and (over, as

over a river, i.e.) through, etc.
;
and 3) that only then when

we find the same phenomenon in the different families of

speech {viz. the occurrence of seeminglv conflicting by-
meanings, such as up and down, in and out in roots of one
and the same species), we are warranted to admit the true

relationship and unity.

In order therefore to verify our identification of Bantu
heta {vein) and Aryan mit-, smita, smite, we must prove that

in both families the root PIT- {vit-, mit-, pet-, vet-, met-, etc.)

not only means to go out, but also to go in or between, and
to turn out of the straight line, to go aside, to deviate, decline.

Let us see. Let us glance at the group of root-words of

which beta and smite are respectively members.

A. Bantu Group.

PITA.

(Variations
:
peta, bhela, via, veta, vera, betsa, etc.)

a) to go in or between :

bhela (Kongo) in 'o.-bhele, knife, identical with Herero oru-rio,

knife, respectively from bhela and obsolete via (primi-

tive form PITA or PHITA), the meaning of which

must have been to go between, to divide, cut, hence

also Ilerero omu-ria (r. via), thong, properly the divided

omu-(A'orrt), skin. Allied to

pira (Herero) in pir-uha (pi’imitive root PITA or PIDA)=
to go in or betw’een, to interrupt, interfere, withstand,

keep at bay, oppose : from this e-pipiri (contracted from

e-piri-piri), an interceding, pleading one, advocate,

literally the interceding e-{raha) or tongue. (This word

e-pipiri, which is evidently a genuine Herero noun, was

only recently discovered by the Rhenish Missionaries.)

b) to go from within, or out

:

pita (Herero), to go out
;
from this ova.Vi-vero, door, or rather

opening of a door, identical vdth Kongo e-bhitu, door.
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beta (Zulu), to cause to go out (as a stone, a weapon out of

the hand), to throw, pelt, strike, beat, identical with

Herero veta, to throw, to strike, to kick, modified vera,

to beat, chasten, punish (Chuana hetsa).

c) to go out of the straight line, aside, decline

:

peta (Herero), to bend on one side, to decline, to crook, hence

oiiO-^-peta, afternoon, properly decline (of day), oic\i-peto,

a crooked horn, bent outward.

B. Aryan Group.

PITA.

(Variations; vit-, mil-, mid-, med-, nieid-, mes-, etc.)

a) to go in or between :

meto (Lat.), to go in or between (with a sharp instrument),

to divide, cut, 0. Germ, meiszen, to cut
;
from this

Germ, tnesser, 0. Germ, mezzir, Dutch mes, 0. Fries.

mesa, knife.

medium (Lat.), properly a going in or between, middle,

Goth, midja, Sanskr. madhya (here the original i has

given way to the favourite a). Sax. middel, 0. Germ.

mittil.

with, prep., A. Sax. icidh, wid, midh, mid (with, at, against),

0. Sax. wid (against, with), 0. Fries, with, icitJie (against),

Icel. t'idh (against), O. Sax. midi, mid, met, Goth, mith,

Icel. medh, Swed. and Dan. med. Germ. «uY, Dutch met,

with. Originally a verb, identical with Bantu pira

{=PIDA, VIPA, MIDA), meaning to go in or be-

tween, hence 1) to mix with a company, to associate,

to have intercourse, be near, be with, etc., and 2) to

intervene, interfere, interrupt, oppose, be against,

withstand.

b) to go from within or out

:

mitto (Lat.), to go out, or cause to go out, to send forth, to

send.
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smite, to go out or cause to go out, as a stone out of the

hand, to throw, beat, strike, hurt, A. Sax. smitan, 0.

Fries, and Swed. smita.

c) to go out of the straight line, turn aside

:

vito (Lat.), to go out (of the way), turn aside, evade, avoid.

Germ, and Dutch nieiden.

Nor would it be difficult to point out, in the Aryan lan-

guages, a number of identical forms in the two other species

of the Bantu genus VaTa (PflNDa), which respectively have

a and u for their radical vowel. Indeed, it is easier to see

than to overlook them. There we have, for example, the

verb to hind, A. Sax. bindan, perf. band, bundon, Goth, bindan.

Germ, binden, Icel. binda, Sanskr. (where the original a has

been retained) handh, and from this the noun band, A. Sax.

banda. Germ, band, Goth, bandi— identical with Herero

panda, in pandeka, properly cause to go together, join, and

%-pando, knot, tie, band, fetter ;—further, in the opposite

direction, the Lat. pando, to spread out, which reappears in

Zulu panda, to spread, as the roots of a tree, or to spread

earth as a dog or a hen in scratching, allied to Zulu banda,

Ilerero vanda, to spread mud or mortar with the hand, to

plaster, level (Konde mata).

And as to the «<-forms of this genus, we identify the root

of A. Sax. mont, munt, mount, Lat. mons, Fr. mont with

Herero ponda (in pond-ora, rub, wipe off, as with a cloth,

cleanse, “ reinigen ”), primarily PUNTA, to run upward,

rise, as a river, flow over, and cause to flow over, wash,

purify, cleanse, clear away, as rubbish, etc., substantially the

same as Chuana phbtha {th not lisping), to rise, grow up

high, as e.g. corn before the grain appears— while the

apparently opposite meaning from above, downward appears

in such forms as bottom, A. Sax. botm. Germ, boden, 0.

Germ, podam, whose radical element would seem to be iden-

tical with Herero pnta {piit-ara), to go down, to stumble,

fall, Chuana pota in p>otokana, to fall down to the ground,

allied to Lat. /undo, to found, fundus, ground, bottom

—
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Herero punda, to descend, come down to the ground, Zulu

bunda (to move downward, hang down, droop), be meagre,

thin (properly be drooping as plants), contracted buna, to

fade, droop, as plants, ii(\xi)-bimda layer, stratum.

A glance at the following few additional examples of

word-comparison, which must bring this paper to a close,

will give some idea as to the advantages English lexico-

graphy is likely to derive from a deeper study of Herero,

and the application of the principles briefly set forth in

these lines. The approximate primitive form, in italic

capitals, and the primary sense, are placed between dashes.

KATA, KITA, KUTA.

General idea : to go, to run.

A.

Gather, v.t. A. Sax. gaderian, from gador, together
;
Dutch

gaderen, from gader, and this again from gaden, to unite,

join, properly go together; 0. Germ, gat, gagat, joined

together
;

allied to Icel. gadda, to press together.

Herero kakatcra {ka-kal-era, r. kata)—KATA, to go

together—stick to, cleave to
;
kata, to shrink together,

to shrivel up, wither
;
Zulu kata, to plaster, as a house

;

cleave to, stick to
;
besmear

;
paste on, as paper at a

wall, properly join paper to the wall
;
from this ixi-kata,

coil (a going, rolling together), grass-ring, pad (Herero

o^-gata, Konde ii.-gata), Chuana 'o.-gata, bound-up

package, bundle.

Oath, n. A. Sax. ddh, Goth, aiths. Germ, eid, Dutch eed,

Dan. and Swed. ed.

Herero oty'-ano (oath) from ijana or ana—KATA,
nasalized or strengthened KANTA, KANDA, con-

tracted KANA= YAKA, ANA—to swear, confirm by

oath, vow, lit. to go together, to bind together, to join

in a covenant, identical with Zulu gana, to join in mar-

riage (of a woman, the passive ganwa being used of
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males : nTO.-gane, companion, friend) and the Bantu

reciprocal form together, each other.

End, n. A. Sax. endCj Swed. dnda, Germ, ende, Goth, andeis,

Sanskr. anta.

Herero yanda or anda—KANTA, KANDA, to move

with firm steps over the ground—to go fast, to run, to

run far, get out of sight, disappear, terminate, cease,

end.

I.

Share, v.t. A. Sax. scerian, scirian; sceran, a division. Germ,

and Dutch schaar
;

allied to shear, divide, cut, and shide,

A. Sax. scidan, to cleave.

Herero tyera (kero)—KITA, to go in or between,

divide—to intercept (with evil intentions), to separate,

seduce, allied to Zulu sila, to grind, properly divide, cut

small, fine
;

silala (r. sila), be cut off, from a distribu-

tion, be left short, come short, of
;
Herero oiCM-here (r.

hera), meal.

Err, v.n. Swed. irra, Dan. irre. Germ, irren, 0. Sax. irrian,

Goth, airzjan (to lead astray), Lat. erro, Gr. crrd (wander

about in a helpless state, get into trouble, become un-

happy, become lost). To go aside from a straight

course.

Herero heza {hera in herisa, cause to glide out, and

herura, let slip down)

—

KITA, to go out of the straight

line, go aside— to glide out, slip, make a false step,

miss, fail
;
Zulu ceza, to go off to the side, allied to cila

in ciliza, give a push to, push lightly, push aside, and

qila in qilika, get out of the way in the path (c= dental

click; 5'=:cerebral click).

Send, v.t. A. Sax. sendan, Goth, sandjan (here the original

i or e is lost), Germ, senden, Dutch zenden, Icel. senda,

allied to Goth, sinth, 0 . Germ, sind, A. Sax. sidh, way,

journey.

Herero hinda or shinda—KINDA or KHINDA, to

go out, or cause to go out—to send, allied to tyinda

(kinda)—KINDA, to go out— to remove, leave a place,
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as nomads, hence also to carry a burden; Zulu sinda (go

out, remove, carry burdens), be heavy, press down with

weight, also get off, escape, get free, as from punish-

ment (properly go or run out, get out)
;
Koude hinda,

to conquer, literally to out-run
;
Chuana sita, to out-

run, out-do, over-come, sitisa (causative form), to out-

run, surpass.

u.

Cut, v.t. O.E. kit, Norm. F. cofu, cut, Welsh cwtan, to

curtail, 0. Swed. kotta, to sever. Allied to

Sunder, v.t. A. Sax. mndrian, sunder, Low Germ, sundern,

sunder, Goth, sundro, Icel. sundra, sundr, Swed. and

Dan. sonder, Germ, sondern, sonder, 0. Germ, suntar,

sunter. To disunite, part, separate, sever.

Ilerero konda—KUTA, strengthened KTJNTA or

KUNDA, to go over or through—to go or run through

with a sharp instrument, to cut through or off, to saw

through ;
Zulu uxa-kondo, track, trace, path, as through

grass
;

i-sondo, footprint of an animal, print of wheel

(from obsolete konda, sonda, to go through, as through a

field, through grass, etc.)
;
allied to gunda or guda, to

cut, as hair, to clip, shear.

Knee, n. Sax. meow. Germ, knie, 0. Germ, and Goth, kniu,

Lat. genu, Gr. gonu (in which the original or o has

been preserved), Sanskr. jdnu. Probably the bending

one, the bending member (knee, but originally also arm,

elbow).

Herero e-kono, Konde ku-/,owo

—

KUNDA, KONDA
—KUNA, KONA, to go down, bow, bend—arm, the

bending one, r. (Chuana) kbna, kdn{ania), to bow

down, to bend : kbna tlhbgb= to bend, bow down the

head. The Herero name for knee is on-goro, from nora

[—yora-=kora— kota), to bend the knee, which is the

simple ground-form of the nasalized or strengthened

konda (contracted kona). E-A’ono (arm, branch) and

o^-goro (knee) have therefore the same radical sense,

namely, the bending one.
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These specimens, though few in number, will yet, I trust,

contribute to illustrate and confirm what I have said here

and elsewhere on the importance of the study of Bantu,

especially Herero. When I began studying the latter lan-

guage, in 1848, at Otyikango (Barmen), in Damaraland, in

conjunction with the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn and the Rev. J.

Rath, I was at once struck with its wonderful structural

regularity, completeness, and beauty, and, though leaving

Damaraland in 1852, I did not leave off studying Herero in

my leisure hours. I believe that, under God’s blessing, I

have found some fundamental truths, which I have briefly

stated in my English-Herero Dictionary, and which, if

rightly understood and applied, will be of some assistance

to the Science of Language in its onward march. I have

the satisfaction of having received, from two eminent philo-

logists, favourable acknowledgments of my labours in the

South African field, but, highly as I prize such an encourage-

ment, I should much prefer to see a band of true comparative

philologists, old and young, set at work in earnest, and

bring to light the hidden philological treasures of Africa.

Once and again I have urged professional linguists to ex-

amine and develope the principles I have on several occasions

ventured to bring forward, but in vain. Nor would it seem

that Dr, B leek’s elaborate Comparative Grammar of South

African Languages, (though, alas ! owing to the premature

decease of the learned author, only the first part appeared)

has had the desired effect of opening the eyes to the superior

worth and claims of the Bantu languages. May we not

hope that Mr. R. N. Gust’s comprehensive and most opportune

“ Sketch of the Modern Languages of Africa,” recently pub-

lished (Triibner, 1884), will rouse the present generation of

philological workers, and make them aspire to the certainly

attainable goal of a “ world’s science of language ” ?
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Art. IV.—Gleanings from the Arabic. By H. W. Freeland,

M.A., M.B.A.S.

The Arabic texts of the two following poems, of which I

have ventured to offer translations to English readers, were

published in 1854 in London, under the patronage of the

Oriental Translation Fund. They formed jiart of the Hud-

sailite Poems contained in the manuscript of Leyden, which

were edited and were to have been translated, with an-

notations, by a very distinguished Grerman Orientalist, John

Godfrey Lewis Kosegarten, late Professor of Theology and

Oriental Literature in the University of Greifswald. The

poems were composed by two sisters, named Anira and

Janub, Arab poetesses of the tribe of ITudsail. Overwhelmed

with grief at the loss of their brother Amr, or Ainru, whom
they tenderly loved as a relative and stood in need of as a

protector, they sought relief in song, and in composing

elegiac tributes to his memory. Three of these have come

down to us, two by Janub and one by Amra. For translation

I have selected the latter and one only of the two former, as

the second poem by Janub is less adapted than that which I

have chosen for translation into English verse. Amr, or

Amrun, the master of the dog, was the designation by which

the brother of the poetesses was distinguished among the

Arabs of his time. He was himself a poet, and would seem,

from the tributes which his sisters paid to his memory,

to have been possessed of those high qualities which, in

the estimation of the Arabs, were typical of heroism and

virtue.

His love of kindred may be inferred from the earnest

outbursts of sisterly affection in which Amra and Janub
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sought solace for their grief. They represent him as being

brave in battle, as well as merciful to the vanquished; reliable

as a protector or as an ally
;
and, to crown all, as overflowing

with those feelings of large and even lavish hospitality which

the Arabs at times carried to a scarcely credible excess, and

which their poets loved to celebrate in song.

lie appears from the poems to have been surprised in sleep

and devoured by wild beasts, while engaged in some enter-

prise against the tribe of Fahm. Some members of this

tribe found his arrows, and boasted that they had killed

him in battle—a boast which called forth the poetical and

indignant lamentations of his surviving and sorrowing

sisters.

From the interesting preface by Kosegarten, we learn that

the Hudsailian poems were collected about the year 275 of

the Hejra (a.d. 888) by Assukkari, a celebrated philologer,

as well as an industrious and laborious scholar, who is said

to have collected many antliologies of ancient poems.

The tribe of Hudsail was very numerous, and was divided

into many families. They resided in the vicinity of Mecca,

and there, as Burkhardt in his accounts of journeys in Arabia

states, are still found the descendants of the Hudsailites.

Much of the ancient poetry of the Arabs had its source in

the contentions and wars arising between different tribes,

and between the clans into which a single tribe was divided.

Hence it came that a large portion of the Iludsailite poems

refers to challenges, battles, warfare either past or to come,

and elegies or lamentations such as those which follow. A
poet describes the combat in which he vanquished his

antagonist, or he mentions how he escaped from the ambus-

cades of his enemies, or from dangers imminent. He boasts

of his own intrepidity and of the excellence of his arms,

and praises his spear, his bow, his arrows, his solid shield

and glittering spear, or, as instanced in the following poems,

laments the brave in battle slain. Other subjects often

referred to, are some poet’s nightly wanderings through

dreary deserts, and over endless sands, where piercing winds

are moaning, and where owls are screeching, and giving
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forth ill-omened sounds. These waste tracts are said to be

haunted by terrible elves, who are supposed to exercise a

malicious influence over men.

The wild animals which inhabit the desert are frequently

mentioned, such for instance as the wild ass, the antelope,

the hyena, the wolf, the ostrich, the eagle, the vulture, and

the bird kata. Descriptions are given of their appearance,

and of their habits at dawn, by day and at night. The

ram of the antelopes leads his females to the well, and

while they drink watches near them on the top of a hill, to

give warning if an enemy approaches. Suddenly an arrow

from the bow of a hunter concealed under a wattling throws

the whole herd into confusion, and from underneath their

flying feet the sands and pebbles of the desert are whirled

into the air. The ram does not now lead, but follows the last

of the herd, and instinctively endeavours to protect his

females.

In the centuries which preceded the rise of Islamism, says

the Preface before referred to, the ancient poems of the

Arabs were preserved by oral tradition. In the times in

which writing was not in use, or scarcely used, memory was

exercised and strengthened to a degree which is now almost

unknown. In those parts of Arabia in which Arabian poetry

may be considered to have had its origin, or its earliest

growth and development, there were reciters, or Rawis, as

the Arabs called them, who got by heart the songs and

effusions of famous poets, and recited them occasion-

ally in public assemblies or private parties. Marzuki, a

renowned philologer in the fifth century of the Hejra,

states, in the Preface to his Commentary on the Mufaddalian

Poems, that many a Rawi perished in the wars which accom-

panied the establishment of Islamism in Syria, Egypt, and

Persia. It was thus that many ancient poems passed away
from the memory of men, as the Arabs had not at that time

made written collections of them. After the second century

of Islamism many Diwans or Anthologies were compiled,

some of which contained the poems of a single poet, and
some the compositions of several poets, while others con-
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tained specimens and fragments. Kosegarten mentions three

of these : 1. The Mufaddalian poems, collected by Al-

Mufaddal of Kufa, about the year 160 of the Hejra, for the

use of the KhaKf Al-Mahdi. 2. Al-Hamasa or Valour, an

Anthology so called, because its first division consists of

poems on Valour and Heroism, though its other divisions

afford a welcome insight into the habits, thoughts and

feelings of the early Arabs, as illustrated by their love-

songs, their elegies, and their satires, and the praise of

hospitality which ranked ever high in the Arab’s catalogue

of virtues. 3. The Hudsailite poems, from which the follow-

ing Poems are taken.

Of these three the Hamasa is perhaps the most widely

known and prized, mainly in consequence of the publication at

Bonn by Freytag, 1828-1851, of the Arabic text of the Poems

with Tabrizi’s Commentary, accompanied by a conscientious

and excellent Latin translation and notes. The metrical

German version by Buckert, who combined in himself the

qualifications of a true poet as well as of an accomplished

Orientalist, have brought a knowledge of its contents within

reach of the European literary world through the medium

of one of its most widely diffused languages—a language

singularly adapted to all the requirements of a translator.

While therefore we mourn, as we may well do, over the loss

of those treasures of the ancient song-world, which the

ravages of war, of time, or of a senseless fanaticism, have

occasioned, we must be grateful to such Orientalists as

a Fre)'tag or a Kosegarten, whose long and conscientious

labours have rescued, through the printing press, from the

perilous condition of perishable manuscripts, and in the

original Arabic text, such specimens of ancient poetry

and such graphic pictures of ancient life, of manners and

feeling, in regions remote, as the Hamasa and the Hudsailian

Collection contain.
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The Lament of Amra, the Sister of Amru, who was

Devoured by Tigers.

Friends of my brother, where is Amru, where?

And answering words brought terror and despair !

Sad tale ! w’hen locked in sleep the warrior lay.

Fierce tigers came and seized their destined prey.

They came in death’s dark hour by Fate decreed.

And ravening satisfied their hunger’s greed.

0 Amru ! would that on the fatal night

Alarms, well timed, had roused thy slumbering might.

That they had stirred the lion in his lair.

The chief wFose mercy many a life would spare
;

The mighty warrior who his foemen slew.

And ’gainst his equals to the battle flew.

They came, of Death the ministers to be.

Of Amru’s fate, by Destiny’s decree.

Said sons of Fahm, “We slew him in the fray
;

His arrows, see, our heritage are they.”

In destined hour man sinks by Fate undone

;

And, if they slew thee, many fought wuth one.

Well knew the sons of Fahm that they must be,

In battle’s front, unequal still to thee.

When Amru came, for him the feast was spread.

In bridal chamber, near the nuptial bed.
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Did men as guests to Amru’s tents repair,

A welcome sweet they found as kinsmen there.

Thy guests, and all who sought protection knew

When dust-clouds gathered and the north wind blew.

When mothers left their helpless babes to die.

And none could see a friend or succour nigh.

That thou wast as the spring of life to give

Succour to all that asked, and bid them live,

AVhile ’mid the tribes whose confines knew thee not.

Poor sufferers groaned beneath oppression’s lot.

Thou wast for us the full-orbed Sun at noon,

Or, piercing night’s deep shades, the radiant IMoon.

Proud horsemen gathering for attack by night,

Awed by thy presence, shunned the unequal fight.

Thy mercy bounteous on the battle’s morrow

Spared some, and rescued others from their sorrow.

While warrior tribe, if hateful in thy sight,

For battle armed watched trembling through the night.

The Lament of Janub, the Sister of Amru.

Fond wish, vain wish ! that Amru ne’er had fought

With Fahm, nor e’er the fatal valley sought.
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Hudsail, Fahm ! between them war-fires spread,

And be who lit the flame its furj'- fed.

When nights were cold, so cold that men would fain

Seek warmth in skins of creatures newly slain.

When rich men, rich in food for winter stored.

Asked none but rich men to the social board
;

When shivering dog’s last dying moan was heard.

And not a serpent ’neath the cold ground stirred

;

With thy best camels’ flesh thy guests were fed.

And with it starving crowds were nourished.
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Art. V.— Notes on the Assyrinn and Ahhadian Pronouns.

By G. Bertin, M.R.A.S.

While studying the Akkadian pronominal forms, I was

brought to a closer examination of the Assyrian pronouns,

and I arrived at the conclusion that Assyrian had retained

forms lost or forgotten in all the other Semitic dialects.

Though in Assyrian the various pronominal forms are used

rather loosely, the writers however seem to have retained

an unconscious feeling of their primitive value: I find thathy

means of postpositions, the independent use of which is lost,

added to the possessive suffixes, real cases are formed to express

the pronouns in regimen: -ia ‘my,’ iuU ‘to me,’ ‘ me ’

accusative, iati ‘ of me ’ or ‘ mine.’ When I communicated

this to Mr. Pinches, he, with his usual kindness, gave me to

examine a most important unpublished tablet, giving the

Akkadian (or rather the Sumerian or dialectical) pronouns,

with an Assyrian translation. As it is often the case in

syllabaries or grammatical lists, the forms given are generally

the most primitive. I will examine these forms further on

and I give the copy of this important tablet as reference.

The forms of the Assyrian pronouns are

:

First pers. sing, nominative anahu, possessive suff. -ia or -aa,

dative idsi or aasi, accusative idti, possessive adjective iau or

iaum, plur. nom. ninu, aninu, anienu, anini, etc.
;
poss. suff.

-7ii
;

dat. niasini, nasi, nasi

;

acc. niati.

Second pers. sing. nom. atfakau (later forms masc. atta,

fern, atti), poss. suff. -ku, also -kd, fern, -ki, dat. kdsi, acc. kdti,

adj. poss. ku or kummu-, plur. nom. attunn or attunu-, poss.

suff. -kunu, dat. kunusi, acc. kunuti.

Third pers. nom. masc. su, fern, h, poss. suff. m. -sa, f. -si,

dat. m. st<as7, f. [.smf], acc. m. suati, f. siati; plur. nom. m.

VOL. XVII.— [new series.] 5
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iiiuni, f. sina
;
poss. sufF. m. -sunu, f. -sina

;
dat. m. simtisi, f.

sinasi; acc. m. siinuti, f. simti.

AVe have also a kind of emphatic pronoun formed with the

enclitic -ina: idtima ‘I am,’ attama ‘thou art.’ There are

besides other forms which wdll he noticed further on.

Before giving a few examples as illustrations, I wish to

make some remarks on the forms.

The suffixes appear to have been originally -asi for the

dative, and -ati for the accusative; nasi is derived from niaVi,

and Ixiinnsi no doubt from a form liuniiaU', the assimilation

of the two vowels never took place at the third persom

singular.

In a previous paper I had supposed uttaka (for antalca) as

the primitive form of the pronoun of the second person : this

supposition is now confirmed by the accompanying tablet,

wdiich gives attakau
;

the u may be the ending of the

nominative, or the mark of the masculine. In the forms

atta f. atti the characteristic has been lost and the final vowels

correspond to those of the third person su fern. si. There

seems to have been a complete series of pronouns formed by

combining the preformative atta (for anta) and the pro-

nominal suffixes; atta-su ‘he,’ attu-u-a ‘I’; attu-kunu ‘you,’

is also found.

It is to be noticed that the plural is formed by adding -?/,

ana\_-ku'\ ‘I,’ aninu ‘we,’ atta ‘thou,’ attunu ‘jmu,’ etc.; but

this n falls in the plural oblique cases of the first .person.

This plural formation in -n explains the Arabic form nahnu

(for naknn) and the Hebrew anahnu (for anakmi)
;
for in these

cases the -n is simply added to the singular full form anak.

In time the various pronominal forms were treated as

independent words, and the endings assimilated to the cases

-u, -a ; that is why we have kdsu, kdtu, etc., by the side of

kdsi and kdti. This being done, the mimmation was naturally

added, so wm have hiasum, niasim, etc.

Sometimes the pronominal possessive adjectives, perhaps

on account of their having the termination of the noun in

the nominative, are treated as real pronouns, iau ‘ mine,’

standing for ‘ I.’
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There seems to have always been a tendency in the second

person to substitute the nominative for the oblique cases, so

we find attunu used as a dative, being treated as a pronominal

suffix : altapra-attiinu ^ ‘ I send to you.’

Before giving a few examples illustrating the uses of the

cases, it is necessary to notice that the apparent hesitation of

the Assyrian writers came from the fact that in the Semitic

tongues the pronominal suffixes are used to express indif-

ferently the accusative and the dative : kldin-su may mean
‘ he gave him ’ or ‘ he gave to him.’ The oblique pronouns

are generally used for emphasis, and precede the verbs to

which are added the ordinary pronominal suffixes. In some

cases the oblique pronouns are treated as suffixes
;
in these

cases they follow the verbs, and often the first letter is

doubled: -akkunusi iov -kunusi. Examples of the dative :

istar-sH zinu itti-su isassi-ki kdsi^ ‘ His goddess is angry

with him, he speaks to thee.’

kdsa izznzzu-ka ® ‘ lead to thee.’

kdaa lukbi-ka ^ ‘ be related to thee.’

ispur-an-ndsH ^ ‘ he sent to us.’

lutdb-kumisi ^ ‘ may good be to you.’

Sometimes the dative is used to express the genitive :

Salunu idU (or aasi) libba-kunu'^ ‘my peace to your

heart.’

The dative is also used to express the provenance

:

u idsi la isbatu nira saruti-ia^ ‘ and he took not from me
the yoke of my royalty.’

abrusu kunusi adu ® ‘ I separated from you once.’

' S.n.A. p. 189. This example, as all the following, is as far as possible
taken from the most known and most accessible texts.

W.A.I. 4. 29. 58. In the published copy the last character ^y>- si has been
left out.

^ W.A.I. 4. 17. 22.
* S.B.A. vol. iii. p. 636.
® T. Pinches, “ Texts,” p. 4, 1. 7.
6 S.H.A. p. 189.
’ Ibid. p. 108.
8 Ibid. p. 72.

8 Ibid. p. 189.
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The dative is often used after the prepositions :

di idsi or aad ^ ‘ before me.’

ana kdsi,^ ana kdm ® ‘ to thee.’

ana idsi^ ‘ to me,’ ana suasum^ ‘to him.’

Examples of the accusative :

idti, Ashirbanijml, etc., umassit-anni^ ‘he left me, me A.,’

etc.

usamhat-ka kdta ‘ I cause thee to he destroyed.’

heUim idti ispar-anni^ ‘ the lord he sent me.’

ana niri-ia usaknis-sunuti ® ‘ to my yoke I committed

them.’

The accusative is sometimes wrongly used after the pre-

positions :

da kdti Him musteru la isu ‘ there is no director over

thee, God.’

The accusative is used to indicate a secondary clause :

in this case the oblique pronoun is placed at the head of the

secondary clause, which precedes the principal

:

idti Sinakerib epis sipri suatu, ki tern Hi ina nzni-ia ipsi}^

etc., ‘ When the will of the gods came to my ears,

(that) I, Sinacherib, should do this work,’ etc.

The accusative is, as in Latin, used for the vocative :

Kdta or Kdtam ‘ thou !

’

and no doubt for this reason it is used in the precative

sentences.

In some cases the accusative seems to be used for em-

' S.B.A. vol. V. p. 107.

2 Ibid. vol. iii. p. 567.

3 S.H.A. p. 225.

« Ibid.

5 Tablet of Gram. Forms.
® S.II.A. p. 257, see also p. 251.

’ Ibid. p. 180 .

8 W.A.I. 4. 17. 40.

8 S.U.A. p.
‘0 W.A.l. 4. 29. 48.

1' S.Il.S. p. 142.
*3 "W-.^.I. 4. 9. 58-60. 1-10. All these examples are byno means exceptional;

it would have been easy to multiply them, but these will be sufficient to illustrate

the actual paper, as the object is not to give a complete survey of the pronouns,

but merely notes.
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phasis instead of the nominative, and this explains the form

idtima ‘ I am,’ parallel to attama ‘ thou art.’ Professor

Sayce ingeniously explained these emphatic pronouns idti,

kditi, etc., hy supposing that the suffix t formed a kind

of abstract personal noun.^

Before leaving the accusative, we must remark that it

is difficult to detect the examples of the third person in

the singular, because at an early period the oblique case

in ti grew to be regarded as a demonstrative, the nominative

su ^ was itself used as a demonstrative
;
the accusative snati

‘him’ therefore was used for ‘this’ or ‘that’ and the final

vowel being assimilated to the case-endings -ii, -a, and -i,

the form snafu was used as nominative, snata for the accusa-

tive and snafi for the genitive, hut it is characteristic that

the form snati (or snatim with the rnimmation) maintains

itself in preference to the others even as nominative and

this especially in the vernacular dialect of the contracts.

The same thing has happened with the accusative of si ‘she,’

siati, and we have siatn^ but the feminine is very rarely

used.

There are some forms which are rare or entirely missing,

no doubt because they were avoided to escape ambiguity, as

the dative of the first person plural
;
the regular and primi-

tive form niati, as given in the tablet, would have, judging

from the dative -ndsi for niasi, become -ndti and with

doubling the first consonant annafi, this would have been

confounded wfith the demonstrative. For the same reason

kunnti^ was no doubt avoided, as it might have been con-

founded with a verbal form.

Of the pronominal possessive adjective, we have only few

examples, and only for the first and second person singular.

idii sit Ubhi-ia sera fusarpidi^ ‘thou makest the mine off-

spring of my heart spread abroad.’

' Assyrian Grammar for Comparative Purposes, 1872, p. 39.
2 S.R.A.
^ Given by Prof. Sayce, but I have not found any example in the texts yet

examined by me.
‘ W.A.I. 68, 1. 59.
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When the possessive adjective is rejected to the end of the

sentence, the verb substantive is understood.

same u irsitim kummu ^ ‘ Heaven and earth (are) thine.’

This possessive adjective appears to be used for all genders

and numbers.

As already noticed, this possessive adjective in -u vpas

easily assimilated to the nouns and sometimes idu ‘mine’

= I, ku ‘ thine ’= thou.

There is for the nominative of the pronouns the same

distinction as for the possessive adjective, when at the head

of the sentence it is simply the emphatic pronoun,^ when at

the end the verb ‘ to be ’ is understood :

sa erl u anaki mupallil-sunu atta.^ ‘Who is mixer of

copper and lead, thou art !

’

The French idiom c'est toi gives an exact translation.

The traces of case-endings, which we have shown, are not

limited to the personal pronouns
;
we find them also in the

indefinite pronoun sd ‘ who ’ and ‘ this one,’ dative sdsi, sdsu,

and sdsa,'^ accusative sdti, sdfe, sdtu, and sdta
;
the demon-

stratives annii, ullu, and amma give also traces of these cases.

It is likely that the adverbial formative -is is the last

remnant of the dative suffix in the noun
;
what seems to

support this is, that adverbs are also formed with the

accusative in d or dm. The accusative in ati is difficult

to detect in the nouns, as they would appear to be the

feminine or the abstract
;
but it seems to us that in many

cases, if we consider the words with this form to be in

the accusative, instead of being feminine or abstracts, it

would give a much better sense than otherwise.

Besides those given above, there are a few other abnormal

forms, which are, however, easily explained. Kdsunu,^

dative plural second person ‘to you,’ is formed by adding

1 ’W.A.I. 29. 26-34.
^ The examples for the first person are very numerous in the historical inscrip-

tions. See S.H.A. and S.H.S.
® W.A.I. 4. 14. No. 2, et seq. See also W.A.I. 4. 9. 54 et seq., etc., and

S.H.A. for the 1st person.
* Sometimes the long vowel is not expressed : fast, sas/t, saSa.
^ T. Pinches, “ Texts,” pi. 4, 1. 8.
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the -11 mark of the plural to the singular lx as a ‘ to thee ’

;

as attunu, ‘ we ’ from atta, ‘ thou ’
;

in the same way is

formed snatunu, from suatu.

In combining the indefinite sd with the suffixes of the

third person : sasu ‘him,’ really ‘the one who is he,’ sasi

‘her,’ the enclitic -nm can also be added, sahima, sasinia}

This emphatic relative pronoun was confounded with the

dative of the indefinite.

These various forms are not dialectical, but rather indi-

vidual, as certain writers seem to have a liking for some

forms, and others for other forms.

The case-suffixes are not the only postpositions used in

Assyrian
;
there is the particule -ni, which is suffixed to the

verbal form at the end of the clause, to indicate a sub-

junctive or rather conditional sentence. It is important

to notice, because this is the only example in a Semitic

tongue, and seems to take us back to a period when post-

positions were in general use.

A general survey might bring us on some forgotten traces

of these suffixes in the other Semitic tongues, hut this would

require too much space and necessitate a longer study
;

it

need be only noticed that the adverbial formative suffix

in Syriac ’oyt Aj”) appears to be nothing else than the accus-

ative in ati} However, the process of formation denoted

by the Assyrian pronouns has entirely disappeared in the

Semitic tongues, and the very remembrance completely lost

;

it even appears in decided opposition to the Semitic turn of

mind as illustrated by Arabic, Hebrew, and other dialects.

It becomes therefore evident that we must look, to explain

these forms and their origin, outside the narrow limits where

the Semitic tongues have been confined.

At first I was naturally inclined to see, in the use of these

suffixes or postpositions to express the cases, an Akkadian

* "We found also sa-sunu ‘them,’ the forms appear to he oblique cases, being
really the relative in regimen with the pronominal suffixes

;
many examples are

found in the Deluge Tablet, S.B.A. vol. iii. pt. 2. Smith took them for oblique

cases of personal pronoun su {ibid. p. -589).

^ The late S. Guyard had already assimilated this suffix to the adverbial for-

mative IS in Assyrian.
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influence
;
but, as easih" shown by the tablet, the Akkadian

formatives are far from answering to the Assyrian case-

endings. It suddenly occurred to my mind that similar pro-

nominal forms occurred in Agau, where I had already found,

when inquiring about the numerals, ^ the most primitive

forms.

I was, however, hesitating some time before I felt justi-

fied in comparing the pronominal forms of two languages

so widely separated geographicall}'^ and chronologically, but

the parallelism is too complete to suppose it to be merely

accidental, and we must siqjpose a common origin. At any

rate, I will give the parallel, with as little observations as

possible, leaving them to the readers.

The Agau, spoken bj^ the aboriginal inhabitants of Abj'^s-

sinia, is classed amons: the Hamitic tongues of the Kushite

group, and is divided into several dialects: 1°. The dialect of

Dambea,^ spoken at Giondar, the most important and purest

on many accounts, but unfortunately known only through

the Falashas or Abyssinian Jews who speak it. 2°. The

Agau of Agaumeder,* from which is taken the name of this

group of dialects, much decayed, but which has preserved

some old forms. 3°. The Hamara or Chamir,^ spoken in the

province of Waag, a well-known dialect, considered as

standard by Dr. L. Reinisch, but which appears to have

been rather systematized, though there is no real literature.

4°. The Bilen,^ spoken by the Bogos at the North of Abys-

sinia, which has had an independent existence and shows

many dialectical variations. There are still other dialects,

the Agau of Last a, the Agau of Quara, but too little is

known of them to take them into account.

The Galla and its dialects are closely connected to the

Agau, though separated at an early date. The Bishari or

' S.B.A. vol. vii. pt 3, p 382.
^ M. Flad, A Short Description of the Falasha and Kamants, St. Chrishona,

1866 : J. Halevy, Essai sur la langue Ag'aou, Paris, 1873.
3 Th. tyaldmeier, Worter-Sammlung aus der Agau-Sprache, St. Chrishona,

1868.
* Leo Reinisch, Die Chamir-Sprache in Abessinien, Wien, 1884.
“ Leo Reinisch, Die Bilin-Sprache, Wien, 1882.
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Beja/ which is placed in the same linguistic group, is,

however, nearer to old Egyptian. The Base or Kuiiama,^

though related also to Agau and having preserved clear

characteristics, has been greatly influenced by the Negro

and Nubian dialects.

It is not my intention to give an exhaustive comparison

of these languages. I only wish to bring together a few

facts, leaving the rest for further studies.

In the Agau of Dambea the pronouns of the first and

second persons are the same as in Assyrian : first person

nom. an, poss. pref.^ yc- or yi-, dat. yis or ym, acc. yit, plu. nom.

anen, poss, pref. ana- or yin-,* dat. a>ias or anesi, acc. anat

or anet.

The possessive adjective seems to be lost, but the dative

is, as in Assyrian, used for the genitive.

Second person nom. oit, poss. pref. hi-, dat. hus or hnsi,

acc. hut, plur. nom. entan or enten, poss. pref. anta- or enfen-,

dat. enfas or entesi, acc. entet or cntat.

The forms of this person answer again to the Assyrian,

at the plural, the form ent, corresponding to the Assyrian

atta, is exclusively used
;
a tendency in the same direction

existed in Assyrian.

In the singular we have the pronoun with the enclitic ma:

entenia"^ ‘ thou art,’ exactly corresponding to the Assyrian

attama.

For the third person this dialect uses the theme ni, the

theme su is only found in composition.

In Hamara we have the same parallelism, the only differ-

ence is, that the plural of the first person is yinne, and that

the theme ant of the second person has been rejected, and it

is important to notice, that for the second person the accu-

' n. Almkvist, Die Bischari-Spracbe, Upsala, 1871. The Bishari is spoken in

Southern E^ypt between the Nile and the Red Sea.
^ L. Reinisch, Die Kunania-Sprache, AVien, 1881. The Kunama is spoken

at the AVest of Abyssinia.
^ In Agau, and all this group of languages, the possessive pronoun is prefixed

to the object possessed : Agau .yi-nan = Assyrian biti-ia ‘my house.’
* ann is given by Flad, yin given by AI. Ilalevy is the Ilamara form, which

may have passed into Falasha.
^ FTad, op. cit. p. 29.
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sative has a tendency to take the part of nominative, as in

Assyrian. First pers. nom. an, poss. pref. yi-, dat. yis or yis,

acc. yit, plur. nom. yinne or yin, poss. pref. yina-, dat. yinas,

acc. yinat. Second pers. kilt, kiit, or kit, poss. pref. kit-, dat.

kus, acc. kuf, plur. nom. kiiten or kiten,'^ poss. pref. k'uta or

kita, dat. kutas, acc. kutat. The third person is formed with

the theme ten, which is a demonstrative in Falasha and also

in Hamara itself.

The possessive adjective is formed for the masculine ex-

actly as in Assyrian: yu (for yi-au), ‘mine,’ ku (for kU-au)

‘thine,’ etc. The feminine is yi-ri or yi, ku-ri or kin, etc.^

These give us the masculine termination in u, and the

feminine in i, which we find in Assyrian in the pronominal

suffixes -ku and -ki, and in the third person m and si.

About this pronoun hi, it may be noticed that in Hamara
there is an old theme hi,^ used for ‘ self,’ with the adjectival

formative we would have su (for hi-au), masculine ‘that

which belongs to himself,’ i.e. ‘he,’ feminine si (for su-ri)

‘ she,’ which are exactly the Assyrian forms.

In the Agau of Agaumeder we have about the same forms

as in that of Dambea
;
the t of the accusative has been lost,

leaving d, as in the case of the feminine in at in Hebrew

and Arabic.

In Bilen the s passes easily to t, and perhaps for this reason

the dative and accusative have been confounded, the suflBx -ti

being almost exclusively used, and we have for the personal

pronouns : first pers. sing, an, poss. pref. yi-, dat. and acc.

yit, plur. yin, poss. pref yind-, dat. and acc. yinat; second

pers. nom. inti, poss. pref. ku-, dat. and acc. kiit

;

plur. nom.

intin, poss. pref. infd-, dat. and acc. intat.

The possessive adjective is formed as in Hamara, hut it

has in the singular a guttural: yux^ fern. yi>'i, plur. yu ;

kux fern, kuri, plur. kuu or ku, etc.

1 Kitten is formed as kasunu and hmtunu in Assyrian by adding the mark of the

plural n to the singular after the suffix.

^ The plural common is yuk, kuk, etc., being formed by one of the plural for-

mative -k.
^ The reduplicative form st/su, being used for ‘ one another,’ gives the primi-

tive meaning of • one ’ or ‘ he.’ In Bilen suisut or, with assimilation, lusiut is

the reciprocal pronoun.
* The X answers to the Arabic
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It must not be forgotten that in Agau the case-endings

are not exclusively found with the personal pronouns
;
the

postpositions si and ti are used with all nouns and pronouns.

It is the same for the suffix of the possessive pronouns,

which is the ordinary formative of adjectives.

We have seen that in Agau, as in Assyrian, the oblique

cases of the pronouns had a tendency to be substituted for the

nominative. This arises from a confusion of the suffix ti

with another theme in Ilamara, tu or ti, and in Bilen tu,

which means ‘ alone,’ and take the possessive prefixes :
yiti

or yitii
‘

I alone,’ kuti or kiitu
‘ thou alone,’ etc. It may thus

be easily understood that this form was used emphatically

for the pronoun, and afterwards confounded with the oblique

case.

In Agau the postpositions are not only suffixed after nouns

and pronouns, but also after sentences, which are so placed

in a kind of regimen
;

it forms what Dr. Reinisch calls

Causalis, which answers to the secondary clause of the

Assyrian, sometimes indicated by the pronoun subject of

this clause placed in the accusative.

In Agau, as in Assyrian, adverbs are formed with the

suffix of the dative, and also, as in Assyrian, this suffix

indicates sometimes the provenance.

The Agau uses the enclitic -na placed after the verbal

form, which answers exactly to the Assyrian -ni suffixed

to the verbal form
;

this is tlie conditional of Prof. Sayce,

and the Ohjectsmodus of Dr. Reinisch.'

Before leaving the Agau we may notice that, as in Assyrian,

when the pronouns at the nominative are used without verb,

the verb ‘ to be ’ is understood.

The Galla,^ though undoubtedly closely connected to Agau,

was independently developed, and for this very reason the

common forms found in it are still more significative. The

1 Between those two modes of expression there is exactly the same difference in

Assyrian and in Agau. The postfix ti marks a kind of conditional of consiquence,

but the postfix -ni in Assyrian, -na in Ilamara, marks a conditional of simple

sequence or simply indicates that the clause is relative. Strange to say, this post-

position is found in active use ouly in Galla, where it serves to express the ablative.
^ Ch. Tutschek, Grammar of the Galla Language, Munich, 1845

;
Massaja,

Lectiones grammaticales, Paris, 1867.
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pi’onouus agree only partly : first pers. nom. ani, acc. ana

and na

;

the postfix ti is placed after the accusative, and

expresses the dative anati or nati
‘
to me.’ Second pers.

nom. afi. The oblique cases are supplied hy another theme :

acc. zi, dat. z/fi. The dative expresses often the emphatic

genitive. As in Agau and in Assyrian, a form similar to

the case in is used for an emphatic pronoun : anatu ‘
I,’

zitu
‘

thou.’ ^ The possessive pronouns are not prefixed as in

Agau, but suffixed as in Assju’ian, and taken from themes

other than the personal pronouns : -ko ‘ my,’ -ke
‘ thy,’ -sa

‘ his,’ -si ‘ her ’
;

plur. -keiia
‘
our,’ -kesani ‘ your,’ -sani

‘ their.’ These suffixes show a remarkable similarity with

the possessive pronominal suffixes of Assyrian, and, what

is more remarkable, the Galla suffixes are used in certain

cases to form a kind of permansive. The affixes are used

independently with the postfix -fi to express the possessive

adjectives : kofi ‘ mine,’ keti
‘
thine,’ etc., as the Assyrian iasi

and kdsi. In Galla the postposition can be placed after

verbal forms governing the secondary sentence and the post-

jiosition -)H as the Assyrian -ni forms a kind of conditional.

As for the Kunama ^ and the Bishari,® it will suffice to say

that they both show connection on many points
;
the former

has lost the distinction of genders, and derives the pronouns

from different themes, but it has retained the case-endings
;

Bishari shows connection onl}' as far as it can be expected

from a language of the next group
;

it is nearer to Berber

than to Agau.

It is important to notice that all those characteristics

which we find in common in Agau and Ass}’rian do not exist

' The apparently irregular formation of the Galla pronouns might be explained,

hut it would carry us too tar, and for this reason I have not given all the forms,

which would have necessitated more explanations. The emphatic pronouns anatii,

zitii, etc., have much puzzled Tutschek, who could not explain them but by
supposing a misnse of the dative, the final of which had been weakened

;
these

forms, however, are easily explained when compared to those of Ilamara.
^ Leo lleinisch, Die Kunama- Sprache. Wien, 1881. The author of this

grammar had first classed Kunama with Nubian, but since he has replaced it in

the Kushite group.
3 H. Almkvist, Die Bischari-Sprache, Upsala, 1881. This language is in-

teresting for the large development it has given to the distinction of gender, and
in that it goes even fmther than Berber.
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in Hebrew, Arabic or Ethiopian ; ' a later introduction is

therefore out of question. It can be also safely said, I think,

that so many similitudes, such complete parallelism, cannot

be the result of mere accident. We must, then, arrive at

the conclusion, that the Semitic tongues sprang from the

same stock as Galla and Agau, and in future this cannot be

neglected in comparative studies.

Befoi’e concluding this part of this paper, I wish to give

a tribute of admiration for the foresight of a great English

philologist. Prof. R. G. Latham. This learned author had

years ago indicated the line we ought to have followed to

arrive at the truth, which now is revealed by the Cuneiform

inscriptions. In 1862 Prof. Latham wrote: “The Semitic

dialects are, perhaps, Abyssinian in origin.” ^ And he wrote

this when no one had yet any idea of the existence of

postpositions in Assyrian, and of these pronominal forms,

a long time before Agau had been brought to our knowledge

by the works of Dr. L. Renisch.* It required all the intuition

and independence of mind of Prof. Latham to arrive to such

a conclusion with the meagre information at his command
;

and I am glad to be able to confirm now the sayings of this

great philologist, twenty-two years after he put them on

record.

I wish now to make few remarks on the Akkadian pro-

nouns, my intention not being to make a complete study,

but merely to give a few suggestions and observations. The

conclusions to which I had arrived by the study of the texts

were little, if at all, altered by the examination of the tablet

1 I was inclined at first to see in the enclitic -sa a remnant of the dative sufiix,

hut this enclitic is used exactly in the same way as the Assyrian enclitic and
we must see in it no douht the Agau su ‘ self.’ What is found in Amharic and
Tigre, connected to Agau, must be of modern introduction, as it is not found in

Ethiopian, Himyaritic, or Arabic.
^ ^Elements of Comparative Philology, London. 1862, p. 602. In this work the

author practically classes the Semitic dialects with the African tongues, bringing

them in close connection with the the Agau group.
^ The grammars of Dr. Reiuisch are really the first scientific works on these

tongues, without which we would be unable to make any comparison. The notice

of i’lad is too short, and is really a mere collection of notices without any expla-

nation; the notice of M. Halevy is too unscientific to afford trustworthy materials,

the forms given in his extracts are not even explained, and it would be impossible

to get an idea of the structure of the Falasha dialect from his notice alone.
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of grammatical forms
;
besides, the forms given in this tablet

appear sometimes in tbe texts with a different value, as it

will be seen when I come to examine them further on.

Any one taking tbe trouble to tabulate all tbe verbal

forms found in tbe bilingual texts and tbe grammatical

tablets, must arrive at tbe conclusion that in Akkadian

verbs tbe persons never were expressed with clearness, as in

tbe Aryan or Semitic tongues, we found, indeed, tbe same

expression translated in Assyrian by tbe first, second or third

person. In fact, tbe Akkadian language seems to have

remained, as regards the pronouns, in tbe state of incerti-

tude, of which the oldest Egyptian documents of the first

dynasties give many examples, and out of W'bicb it was

just emerging. In that period of development of a language,

forms are used indiscriminately for tbe first, second and third

person, a pronominal form may in one case express the

speaker, in another tbe spoken to, in another tbe spoken of
;

^

even if certain forms are localized to express these three

relations, they might not express what we understand

by persons, as tbe third person might be, in relation to other

members of the sentence, considered as the speaker or the

acting agent, and in that case the subject might be expressed

by one pronoun irrespective of persons. Akkadian does not

seem to have even arrived at such a localization, when it was

fixed by its litei’ature. The relations expressed by the so-

called pronominal forms are merely sometimes relations of

importance as regards the statement expressed by the verb,

sometimes relations of place as to the position of the various

agents concerned in the statement, and perhaps also relations

of time as to the result affecting each member of the phrase.

These various relations are often diflficult to understand by

' I do not maintain that every language has passed through such a stage, but

Egy ptian certainly has
;
in the inscriptions of the first dynasties it is often difficult

to detect what is the person meant, the context and the ideographic system of

writing is the only guide. The first person and the second are often expressed hy

the same suffixes. It is only after many trials, and a long period of distribution,

that Egyptian arrived at something like a determined paradigm, but the incertitude

and hesitation have left traces even in the Coptic. In the Semitic tongues a

remnant of this period is found in the suffixes of the aorist past, which distinguishes

the first and second person only by the vowel.
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US, accustomed to precision in our pronouns
;
and the value

of these relations even, in some cases, escape our mind,

which cannot perceive or detect them with satisfaction on

account of our ditferent conception.

There are in Akkadian at least four themes to express

these relations : m, n, b and the weak aspirate, which is not

expressed by any character in the Cuneiform writing, and is

revealed only by the vowel. These four themes appear

under many forms, the vowels being affected by the harmony

in Akkadian like the other Turanian ^ tongues
;
the first m ^

[wn, am, im or ma, mu, mi, me, according to the cases) seems

to be taken from a verb ‘ to be,’ and to express an emphatic

pronoun, the most important person in the statement, but

not necessarily the subject, and in fact seldom such
;

the

second n {un, an, in, en or nu, na, ni, ne), the most usual, is

the near pronoun, and generally the subject, though the

regimen is often in the very same verbal form expressed by

it also, when it is regarded to be of equal importance or in

the same relation of place or time
;
the third b (ab, ab, ib, eb

or bu, ba, bi, he) is the farther pronoun or of secondary im-

portance,^ and for this reason expresses generally the subject

when further or oftener the object
;
but the subject and

object may also be expressed by this theme in the same

verbal combination when in equal relation
;
the fourth theme,

the unwritten aspirate (which appears as u, a, i, e), is also a

secondary and farther pronoun
;

it was of little use, no

doubt, because it was too early absorbed by the next vowel,

in certain cases it appears to have been dropjjed altogether,

even between two consonants.^

* The promiscuous use of these themes explains why, in the Turanian tongues,
there is often a different localization for the use of such or such a theme

;
it is

easy to see in examining the tables compiled by M. Lenormant {La langm primi-
tive de la Chaldee et les idiomes Tuuraniens, Paris, 1875).

^ In these remarks I will not give any illustration, as the texts in W.A.I. are
easily accessible

;
but those who are uot familiar with the Cuneiform writing I

refer to the works of M. Lenormant, who gave in his Etudes Akkadiennes numerous
texts with transcriptions and translations.

2 The distinctions often escape us, and were also no doubt rather loosely indi-
cated by the Akkadian, as in our modern tongue the difference of ‘ this’ and ‘ that’
is not always accurately noticed

;
variants give ab for an in the texts.

^ In that case the context, or the presence of a particle or postposition without
regimen, can only denote the existence of the theme which has disappeared.
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In their translations of the Akkadian literary works, the

Assyrian scribes were naturally in great difficulty to express

these various pronouns of relation, and this especially in the

vocabularies and grammatical tablets where there was no

context. For this reason we find the same theme trans-

lated by the first, second and third person. The fourth

theme, a, is translated in the same syllabary ^ by sa, the

demonstrative anakn ‘ I,’ and atta ‘ thou.’

The Akkadians, perhaps on account of their intercourse

with the Semites, whose grammar denoted the persons in

a different way, felt themselves the defect of their pronominal

system, and made certain numbers of attempts to devise

a new specialization
;
that is why we find hi or muhi

‘ man,’ used to express the first person.^ The pronouns,

which seem to have had first a fixed and exclusive ex-

pression, were naturally the possessive pronouns fmi for

first, and zii for the second
;
^ but for the third there

seems to have always been a certain hesitation between the

two themes n and i, though -m' was more generally used.

The emphatic personal pronouns were, in a certain measure, de-

rived from these possessive pronouns: from w/i, we have

l:yy mae* ‘I,’ from ’^^yy s/i, we have ^ tyy zae ‘thou.’

The pronoun of the third person is rare, as the simplest way

to emphasize the third person is to repeat the noun. As it

will be seen by the tablet of grammatical forms, there were

many other manners of expressing the emphatic personal

' W.A.I. 5. 22. 67 et seq. me-a me-en is translated by ia'mi anaku and ia'^nu

atta, AV.A I. 5. 40. 6-7, etc.

2 W.A.I. 5. 27. 34, and also found in a text.

3 It is ratlier too early to explain or seek the origin of these suffixes
;
however,

the use <>f nmla or lu ‘ man,’ tor the first person, might lead us to give to mu,

which is sometimes translated by the .Assyrian zikaru ‘ male,’ a similar meaning,

zu might he compared to su ^yy
‘ body,’ the second person being considered as

more passive. It must he said, however, for that some scholars give it the

readiu"' ku in the Akkadian texts, and mu only in the dialectical texts
;

if this is

so, we would have the theme ku given also for the first person (W.A.I. 5. 20. 57)

and the second (W.A.I. 5. 27. 35). and it might be the same as the disused article

preserved in a few words (S.B.A. Proceedings, Nov. 1882).

4 is read nial by some, hut the expressions ^y ^y^y ma-da ‘ to me ’ and

’Ey ’EH ma-ra ‘ towards me,’ and the plural y>- me, seem to establish the

reading ma. It may be however pronounced according to the dialects ga or ma, as

is supposed to be pronounced gu and mu.
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pronouns, though often the forms were by no means clear

;

e-ne may be either ‘you’ (Col. iv. 1. 33) or ‘they’ (W.A.I. 5.

28. 64). It is needless to dwell more now on these forms,

W’hich will be noticed when we come to analyse the tablet.

I wish only to notice that there was a tendency in the texts

to use the farther pronouns for the second person, but it

was only a tendency.

The tablet of grammatical forms now in the British

Museum, marked (81-8-30), is only the upper part of a

tablet, the lower part being lost, what remains is 8f inches

wide and 8|- inches long
;
when complete, it contained four

columns of about seventy-five lines. It is made of white

clay and written in small characters of the Babylonian style.

The obverse is much rubbed, and the ends of lines in the

second column are lost, so that the reading is most difficult,

and some characters are very doubtful. Mr. T. Pinches,

who communicated the tablet to me, has also kindly assisted

me in deciphering it. Before proceeding to the examination

of the tablet, a few more remarks are necessary. 1°. The

tablet explains the Sumerian or dialectical forms that must

be borne in mind all through
;
2^ it contains m any gram-

matical terms, the meaning of which cannot be determined

with certainty
;
3° the tablet seems to be an attempt of an

Assyrian grammarian to classify methodically the pro-

nominal and verbal forms found in Sumerian texts, so that

the localization of the forms must be accepted with a certain

amount of reserve;' 4° the expressions
1 *[Pl

found in the Assyrian translation of the Akkadian

expressions, are ideograms, signifying, ‘ at the beginning,’

‘at the end,’ and ‘in the middle,’ and refer to the position

of the Sumerian word or group when used in a sentence.

Col. i. 1. 1-13. The Sumerian is partly lost
;

in the

Assyrian col. there are tw’o expressions, hamfu and maru,

which seem to be grammatical terms : they might, perhaps,

mean ‘ strong ’ and ‘ weak.’ ^

* As it will be seen, the distinctions made by the scribe are not always con-
firmed by the texts.

* I pass over this part, which has little bearing on pronouns.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] ()
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1. 13, 14 : ese and t:y are not found in the

texts, and seem to be the interrogative
;
the Assyrian give

for the first ml ‘ who,’ and for the other man ‘wdio.^ which? ’

1. 15 : >
3^ nu-us may be the full form of the negative

mi, being translated by nl ‘
not,’ and man ‘ no one.’

1. 17-18. »jA ^y^y nu-ith-da, another form of negative

as shown by the Assyrian la man ‘ no one ’
;
adini appears to

be another negative, but not found in the texts.

1. 19-20. >37- y>^ yy nu me-a ‘not to he,’ is the well-known

negative of the verb substantive, rendered in Assyrian by sa

la
‘ who not,’ and baliim ‘ without.’

The tablet proceeds giving then a series of particles,

which seem to be considered as kinds of verbal suffixes.

1. 21. >-V"y >->y- V'y na-an-na (at the end) ^ is translated

by ela ‘ over ’
;

in Akkadian this particle governs, when

placed at the end, the whole sentence, as do most of the

following.

1. 22. ‘^y ^y<y ud-da (at the end) Ass. summa ‘ when, if,

then.’

1. 23-8. ‘^y J^^y u(-la
‘ on, to or from the day ’ (at the

beginning) is translated by six Assyrian expressions : apj)is

‘till,’ ana irat ‘beyond,’ al-la-hu (meaning unknown), ina

liabal ‘ to the middle,’ istu nmi ‘ from the day,’ imima ‘ then.’

1. 29, 31 : in two lines the first characters are doubtful.^

The Assyrian translation gives assum ‘ as for, as regard to ’

;

this is also the translation for the next expression mu.

1. 32-6. ^^y ta placed at the end of a sentence governs

the whole of it, and forms what M. Lenormant called a

supine
;

it is often used to express a consequential sentence.

This explains the various Assyrian expressions given as

translations : iUu ‘ from,’ ina, ana ‘ in, for, to,’ etc., ina sd

‘in which, innanu ‘ in, from,’ gadii ‘ from.’

1, 37-40 : we have here the theme n with perhaps a

shortened form of the verb ‘ to be,’ as explained by Mr.

1 I place between brackets the translation of the ideograms ^>f :^^y, ^
M. 30 ^:y^y >yiH, ka-nam (supposing this reading correct) would be ‘ to the

face,’ which answers well to assum ‘as for.’
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Pinches,^ the Assyrian translation supports this explanation :

ahbnna ‘ emphasis,’ or su ‘
he,’ ma ‘ this one.’

1. 41: >-11^] en-na, Ass. adi ‘till,’ is placed here, no

doubt, on account of similitude of sound.

1. 42-45. The tablet proceeds then to enumerate the

verbal simple prefixes, and begins with the precative well-

known formative ga, gii, ga, gi. The Assy-

rian gives also the precative prefix lu.

Here the tablet is broken.

Col. ii. 1. 4-7 : urn, am, .^>yf im, mi are

various forms of the verb ‘ to be,’ y- yy mea, as showing the

Assyrian translation ana ‘for being,’ this same Assyrian

verb, ia‘nu, translates y- yy (W.A.I. 5. 40. 3), but the modi-

fied forms of this verb seem to be used as auxiliary.

1. 9-12 give the same modified verb with the postfix ta,

having, it appears, nearly the value, as the Assyrian repeats

the same translation.

1. 13-15. The same modified verb had also another use.

The Assyrian gives here for translation gamartu, which is no

doubt a grammatical term, the word means ‘ completion,’

and is suitable to express the emphatic pronouns.^

1. 16-32 give the prefixes taken from the themes n and h,

generally considered as expressing the third person, but

which, as I have explained, may be taken for any of the

three persons. The Assyrian col. for the theme n (tyy un,

»->-y an, in, en) gives as explanation sa eliti . . . u

hismnrti e\_litr\
‘ he who (is) over . . . and who makes strong

[(and) is over].’ This difficult expression appears to me to

mean that this theme is used for the subject when near or

important and regimen, which is over or important. For

the theme b (Jil^y ab,^ ub, j:j:y ab, ib, ]yy eb'^) the

Assyrian explains m sa htsmurti ‘ he who makes strong,’

1 Journ. R.A.S. Vol. XVI. p. 318.
^ It would be wrong, I beUeve, to confuse or assimilate tbis pronoun with that

of the first person.
^ This first ab seems to have been written in error, and maintained to avoid an

erasure.

^ Opposite this last form seems to be nnalm ditto, but this Asspian expression is

rather placed between U. 24 and 25, and refers no doubt to the next series.
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that means the pronoun used as regimen, and it is to be

noticed that the theme h is by preference used to express the

regimen in the texts, though it appears also as subject.

The theme n is again repeated in its four forms, and the

Assyrian explains : analai i.e. sa suhnurti anaku iati
‘

I

(and) who make strong,’ that is first person subject or object,

‘I, me,’ that is first person subject or object; the theme

repeated again, the Assyrian gives afia kn\a-ti\ sd maliti

‘ thou, thee who is full,’ that is second person subject or

object with emphasis. This theme can therefore, as I have

said, express the three persons indifferently.

1. 34-46. We have here the theme of the weak aspirate,

which appears as a simple vowel, y^ a, i, 6,

the Assyrian explanations are in this case more striking

still
;
unfortunately, as the ends of the lines are effaced, part

of the expressions are lost, the first word >->y- annk
‘ there,’ is perfectly adapted to express the farther pronoun

;

comes then the enumeration to show that the pronoun can

be used for the three persons, subject or object, su sa . . .

‘ he who . . . ’ (at the beginning or the middle), hiati ‘him,’

that is third person in regimen, anaku u \iati~\ ‘ I and me,’

that is first person subject or object.

Here the tablet is broken, but little is lost to us, for the

same theme was no doubt repeated with the second person in

the Assyrian translation. The scribe, after having given

the pronominal prefixes applicable, as we have seen, to all

persons, went on giving the emphatic and isolated pro-

nominal forms used to express the personal pronouns.

Col. iii. 1. 7-14 : the top of the reverse is lost, after

a break of forty lines about
;

it begins with the first person

plural y>-, in Assyrian, ‘ we’ ;
then come various

combinations, all translated by the same Assyrian word, and

of which some are found in the texts.

1. 15. y- yy mea (at the beginning and in the middle),

explained in Ass. by niati
‘ us ’ accusative

;
this expression is

composed of the pronoun me, and the postposition a
;
and the

Assyrian translation is important because it proves that the

postposition sometimes indicated only the accusative.
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1. 16-19 : the combinations of the pronoun with the post-

positions y>- me-hi, T-m me-da, me-ta, y>-

me-a (at the beginning or the middle), are explained by ana

niasim ‘to us’; the postpostion a here expresses therefore the

dative.

1. 20 and 21 : the same group me-da appears twice again,

and is translated here by nili, which is no doubt a verbal

form, the first person plural of a verb elu, from the same

root as the preposition ela ‘ over,’ it would therefore mean
‘we are over, we are great.’ On line 31 we have the second

person singular of the same verb. Then the group is trans-

lated by itti-ni
‘ with us.’

1. 22 : the possessive suffix mu is explained by the

possessive adjective taum ‘mine.’

1. 23-5. We have here an unusual character, perhaps

variant of ?na,^ translated by ana niasim ‘to us
’ ;

the

same character, followed by the postposition ra, is

explained in the same way
;

followed by the postposition

^y<y da it is translated by itti-ni ‘ with us,’ which, compared

with 1. 21, gives J^y^y-.
1. 26. Now comes the pronoun of the second person. The

nom. ib-e ^
is composed of the two farther pronouns

combined together
;

the Assyrian attakau ‘ thou ’ has been

noticed before.

1. 27-32. The theme used in this tablet for the second

person with postposition is e *^y e-hi, J^y ^y<y e-da, etc.

As noticed above, a verbal form translates again the pronoun

with the postposition da: perhaps ‘thou art over,

great’
;
then e-daz=.itti[_ka'\ ‘with thee.’

1. 33 : the second pers. plur. is here T^y
e-ne, taken

from the farther pronoun
;
in the texts we find another com-

1 If the reading of this character is ma, it is no doubt a form for y>- yy
me-a, where the vowels have been assimilated, but it would in pronunciation be
confused with the singular of the pronoun, it may be to create a graphic distinc-

tion that the scribe has written three wedges inside instead of two. In the group

S^y y
and J^y ^y^y first character would he ma for me-a, a kind

of accusative followed by the postposition.
^ This pronoun is remarkably similar to the interrogative aba ‘who.’
® In the texts we found

yy ^^y
zae and

yy yy
zd used with a postposition.
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bination^ y>-
'-'ll

^ ni-e-me-en—attinni, compound of the

near and farther pronouns, and followed by the verb ‘ to be.’

The Assyrian is partly lost, kimu . . . may be the suffix or

the accusative kunufi or the dative kuntisi, etc.

1. 34 : yy e-ne-a is translated by kunu-ma ‘you

are,’^ it may be for e-ne-me-a, as we have me-a-e=ia‘nu atta^
‘ to be thou.’

1. 35-43. The fragment published in W.A.I. 5. 28. 40-70

appears to be part of a Ninevite copy of the same tablet. I

have not thought it necessary to reproduce this fragment, as

the reader may easily refer to it. In the Ninevite copy the

text was not arranged in the same way, so that it gives us

part of the following lines, 17 lines which we have not in

our copy, and which were placed at top of col. 4. For the

first expression y>- S^^yy me-si-en= attunn ‘you,’ the

Ninevite copy gives tlie variant y>- Ji^yy me-en-si-en,

parallel to me-en-ne-en (1. 10) ‘ we.’ The other forms

*=^yy an-p-en, etc., are taken

from the near («) or farther {b) pronominal themes. It

must be noticed, however, that these forms with si appear to

be specially Sumerian, and are found only in Sumerian texts.

The Ninevite fragment is very mutilated, but it shows that

after came the second person possessive suffix zu in Ass.

‘thine’; this suffix, as the theme e (comp. 1. 26-31),

could take the postfix za-a ^ Ass. ‘ to thee,’ which

could become za
;

the nearer theme supplied one of the

possessive suffixes of the third person ni, Ass. -su, and took

with the postfix the form ni-na-a, Ass. ana sii[asiim~\ ‘to him,’

and by assimilation na
;
^ the further theme has the same

variations hi, Ass. -su, bi-a. Ass. ana suasum, by assimilation

ba. The third person plural was formed with the farther

theme e or the nearer n, in the latter case the forms must

have been easily confounded with those of the first.

1 W.A.I. 4. 21. 3-4.

‘ Kunu-ma is not found in the texts, but is formed regularly as iatima and

attama.
3 W.A.I. 5. 40. 5.

^ Za-a is found in the texts.

® ^y»-, which is given as synonym of nina and na, may he for e-su ‘ to him,’

transformed into esi by assimilation, and then the theme e was dropped.
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Col. 4, 1. 12 : with the help of the Ninevite fraj^ment it

would be possible to restore nearly the whole of this col.
;

after the forms of the third pers. plur. nominative, came the

forms with the postfixes, which extend till our line 12,

w%-ne-da, 3|<y an-ne-da, etc. The

Assyrian is partly lost, but the meaning is clear :
‘ to them.’

We now come to the incorporated pronouns, that is, to the

pronominal forms expressing the subject and the object or

objects.

1. 13 : ne (no doubt for ne-e), compound of the

nearer theme n and the farther e, in Ass. ana[_ku\ ^ suati

‘ I him,’ that is, first pers. subj., third obj.

1. 14 : ^ ^ bi-i, the farther theme b and the farther

theme i, for an Assyrian mind synonymous to the precedent.

1. 15 : bi-ne, farther theme b and the nearer n, in

Ass. atta suati ‘thou him,’ that is, second pers. subj., third obj.

1. 16 : ne-e, theme n and theme e, for an Assy,

mind, synonym to the precedent.

1. 17 : bi-in, themes b and n, in Ass. su suati ‘ he

him,’ that is, third pers. subj. and third obj.

1. 18 : in (for i-in), themes i and n, synonym for an

Assyrian mind to the precedent.

1. 19-21 : here the scribe tries to make a distinction : ba-a

— anaku suati’^ ‘I him,’ that is, first pers. subj. third obj.,

ba-e—atta suati ‘ tbou him,’ second pers. subj., third obj.,

ba-an=su suati ‘he him,’ third pers. subj., third pers. obj.®

It is fortunate that the Assyrian grammarian tried to make
this distinction of persons, for it reveals to us the surprising

and unexpected fact that in the incorporated pronominal

groups Akkadian followed a reverse order to that of the

words in the sentence
;
in the sentence the order is subject

+ object+ verb, tbe position of the indirect object varies
;
in

1 There is no doubt that in the AssjTian copy ana is for anaku, it may be the
fault of the copyist, or perhaps an Aramaean iuHuence.

This Assyrian expression is followed by the sign ti, the meaning of

which escapes me, it might be intended to express that this combination is used in

incidental sentences, as we have seen the postfix ti indicates sometimes an incidental

or secondary clause.

® What proves that this distinction is only individual is that these very same
forms appear in the texts without having these distinctions.
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the incorporated pronouns the order is object+ subject

+

verb.

]. 22-30 give us incorporated pronouns, composed of a

subject and two direct objects: i-ni-ni and mi-ni-ni—anaku

hiati hiati ‘I him him,’ first pers. subject and two third pers.

objects; the same for the others: i-ni-i=atta hiati hiati, etc.^

1. 31—35 give incorporated pronouns composed so : indirect

object+ direct object+ subject
;
the indirect object is ex-

pressed by in-na? The Assyrian gives anakii hiati hiati u

anaku hiahim [siia^ti,^ that is, subject and two direct objects,

or subject—indirect object and direct object. This alterna-

tive comes no doubt from a difference of syntax in the two

languages, as in one the verb may govern a dative and an

accusative, and in the other the corresponding verb may
govern two accusatives.

1. 36-38 : the Sumerian expression is partly lost, and it is

for the present impossible to restore the missing characters,

the Assyrian gives : anaku hiati hiati ana suasam ii gamartiim
‘ I-him-him-to him-and-completion,’ that is, if we follow the

analogy of the other passages, subject -f- two direct objects-f-

Indirect object with particle; the last expression gamartum

is obscure
;

it is the same word which we find in col. 2,

1. 13 ;
but, as the Sumerian is lost, we cannot say if it

translates the theme m
;

it may, however, here mean that

the incorporated pronominal combination expresses every

part of the sentence, the incorporation being complete.

1. 39 contained the first line of the next tablet.

The colophon which terminates the fourth col., though

the greatest part is lost, shows that this tablet was a private

copy
;
we may, therefore, hope to get other duplicate copies.

1 After line 28, the scribe gives for each series only the first person in the

translation, leaving the rest to the reader’s intelligence.

2 This had already been perceived by M. Lenormant.

2 I suppose that >-^>-^ is short for suati, the two small wedges representing

the syllable which is not repeated.
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Art. VI.— Dialects of Tribes of the Hindu Khush, from

Colonel Biddulph's Work on the subject (corrected) f

SHINA (Gilgit District).

Sketch of the Grammar.

The Sdbstantive.

Substantives are either masculine or feminine. Those

relating to human beings and animals are according to sex
;

for others there is no rule.

Both numbers have two forms, the nominative and the

oblique
;

the dative and ablative are expressed by post-

positions added to the oblique form. In some words elision

is used. The plural is formed by adding i, or changing the

0 into e.

Singular.

Nom. a house

Gen. of a house

Bat. to a house

dec. a house

Abl. in a house

on a house

with a house

for a house

from a house

g6t^

gote

gote-te

gote-roo

g6te-aje

gote-sati

gote-karyoo

gote-joh

Plural.

houses

of houses

to houses

houses

in houses

on houses

with houses

for houses

from houses

g6ti

goto
goto-te

got!
_

goti-eroo

goti-aje

goti-sati

goti-karyoo

goti-joh

* Since the publication of my work on the Tribes of the Hindu Khoosh in 1880,

I have spent another year in Gilgit, and have been able to add to the knowledge
I had already gained of the languages spoken in Dardistan. I have also been
able to correct many errors that have found their way into the first publication of

the languages ~ errors which were partly due to my own insuflicient knowledge,

—

and partly to the fact of my being absent from Calcutta when that portion of my
work was passing through the press.

By the kindness of the Royal Asiatic Society, the three principal languages
given in appendix to “ The Tribes of the Hindoo Khoosh ” are now reprinted in

their amended form, and though still far from complete, will give a corrector idea

of those languages than can be obtained from the former publication In those

languages are, (1) Boorishki or Khajuna, the language of the Boorish or Yesh-
kuns, which is spoken in Hunza, Nager, and Yassin, (2) Shiua, the language of

the Shins, which is spoken in the Gilgit Valley, (3) Khowar, the language of
Chitral. The first has already appeared in its amended form in the Society’s

Journal, Yol. XVI. Bart I.
;
the two latter are now given.

YOL. XYII. [new series.] 7
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Singular. Plural.

Nom. a man mhnhjo men mhnhje
Gen. of a man manuje of men manujo
Pat. to a man manuje-te to men manujete
Acc. a man m&nCijo men mhniije
Abl. in a man m&nujo-roo in men manuje-roo

on a man manujo-hje on men mknhje-aje
with a man manujo-sati with men manuje-sati
for a man m^nhjo-karyoo for men maniije-karyoo
from a man manujo-j oh from men manuje-joh

The noun in the genitive is placed before the governing

noun, as as/«jt?e-shish ‘ the horn’s head.’

The Adjective.

The adjectives with few exceptions terminate in o in the

masculine, and i in the feminine, and precede the substantive,

as

:

a weak man ashato manijoh. a good woman mishti chai.

Pronouns.

Nom. Gen. Dat. Acc. Abl.

I 1
mah (intram.)

t mase (tran.i.) 1
main mahte mah mah joh, etc.

Thou
i tooh (intrans.)

(
toose (trails.)

1

tai toote tooh tooh joh, etc.

He [far) j roll [intrans.)

\ rose [trails.) 1

resai resate roh rose joh, etc.

He [near) j
nooh [intrans.)

\
noose [trails.) 1

nesai nesate nooh noose joh, etc.

She (far)
( reh [intrans.)

(
rese [trails.)

1

resai resate reh rese joh, etc.

She (near)
( neh [intrans.)

( nese (traits.) 1
nesai nesate neh nese joh, etc.

tVe j
beh [intrans.)

(
b&e [trails.) 1

asai asote beh asojoh, etc.

You I
tsoh [intrans.)

V tsose [trans.) 1
tsai tsoW tsoh tsoh joh, etc.

They (far)
( rih (intrans.)

( rise (trans.) 1
rinai rinete rih rine joh, etc.

They (near) 1
nih (intrans.)

(
nise (trans.) 1

nimai nimete nih nine joh, etc.

The Reflective Pronoun is formed by adding dM, as :

I myself m&h kki they themselves nih hki

Demonstrative Pronouns have two forms in the nomina-

tive, according as they are used with a transitive or intransi-

tive verb, and the third person, both singular and plural, has
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two forms according to whether the object or subject is far

or near.

The Interrogative Pronoun is declined as follows; there

is no distinction of gender in the plural

:

Singular. Plural.

Norn, who or which
|

kd, mas.

ke, fern.
who or which kaiyi.

Gen. of whom, etc.

|

kose, mas.

kose, _/eai.
of whom, etc. keeoon.

Bat. to whom, etc.
|

I
kose-te, mas.

1
kcse-tfc,_/m.

to whom, etc. kaiyenote.

Acc. whom, etc.
|

1
ko mas.

[
ke fern.

whom, etc. kaijd

Abl. from whom, etc.
j

1

kose-joh, mds.

1

kese-joh,/e;a.
from whom, etc. kaiyene-j oh

The Relative is expressed by to, as :

I who went mhh gas td. The horse which ashpo pachighs to.

I saw.

The Verb.

The verb is generally very regular with terminations ex-

pressing tense and person. A few verbs like bojoyki ‘ to

go’ form the past tenses irregularly, as :
‘ I went,’ (jdnita

‘ I have gone.’

The infinitive present always ends in oi//ii. In all tenses

except the future, and in the infinitive and imperative moods,

the singular has a masculine and a feminine form.

The passive or a causal verb is formed by interpolating ar

before the terminal oy/ci, as : /coy/ci
‘
to eat,’ kAUoyki ‘ to be

eaten ’ or ‘ to cause to eat.’

A noun of agency is formed by adding k to the infinitive,

as : koykiK ‘ one who eats,’ toykiK ‘ one who does.’

A verbal noun is also formed by using the infinitive present

with postposition, as

:

with the doing toyki-sati. from the eating koyki-joh.
for striking shidoyki-karyoo.

Present.

to strike shidoyki

Active Voice.

Infinitive Mood.

Future.

to be about to strike shidoyki beyi.

to have struck

Past.

shidoyki asoo.
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Participles.

Present. Future.

striking sHdoje. being about to strike sbidoyki be.

Past.

having struck sbide.

Gerund.

by or from striking shiddbil.

Supines.

possibly to strike sbidoyki aje

must strike

meet to strike

sbidoyki kw&,je.

sbidoyki hkno.

Indicative Mood.

Singular.

Present.

Plural.

Ijam striking

thou art striking

be, she, it is striking

( shidemiis (m)

(
shidemis (/.)

( shideno (in.)

j sbidene (/.)

j
shideyanoo(»i.)

(
sbideyani (/.)

we are striking

you are striking

they are striking

shidonus.

shideydnut.

shidenen.

Imperfect.

I have been striking
|

' shidemasus(w.)

,
shidemasis (/.)

we have been striking shidonasus.

thou hast been strik- 1 shideyaso (m.) you have been striking shideyasut.

ing 1
shideyase (/.)

he, she, it has been!r shideyasoo (m.) they have been striking shidenase.

striking
|
[shideyasi (/.)

Pluperfect.

I had struck
( shidegasus (»«.)

( shidegisis (/.)

we had struck shidegises.

thou hadst struck
< shidegaso (»«.)

( shidegise (/.)

you had struck shidegiset.

he, she, it had struck
1 shidegasoo (wi.)

(
shidegisi (/.)

they had struck shidegise.

Perfect.

I struck
( shidegas (w.)

(
shidegis (/.)

we struck shideges.

thou struckest J
shidega (m.)

1
shidege (/.)

you struck shideget.

he, she, it struck
i shidegoo (m.)

I
shidegi (/.)

they struck shidege.

Prceterite.

I have struck
( shideganus(»«.)

j
shideginis (/.)

we have struck shidegenes.

thou hast struck
f shidegano (w.)

\ shidegine (/.)

you have struck shidegenet.

he, she, it has struck
f shideganoo(»t.)

\ shidegini (/.)

they have struck shidegene.

Future.

I will strike shidum. we will strike shidon.

thou wilt strike sbide. you will strike shidyat.

he, she, it will strike shideyi. they win strike shiden.
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Imperative Mood.

Singular. Plural,

strike thou shide. strike you shidya.

let him, her, it strike shidota. let them strike shidota.

Conditional Mood.

The conditional mood is expressed by adding dji ‘perhaps’

to the indicative mood in all its forms

:

Present. Imperfect.

I may be striking, etc. shidemusaje, etc. I may have been strik- shidemasds

ing, etc. aje, etc.

Pluperfect.

I should have struck shidegasus &je, etc.

Perfect. PrcBterite.

I may have struck,etc. shidegas aje, etc. I may have struck, etc. shideganus
aje, etc.

Future.

I may strike shidum &.je, etc.

Passive Voice.

to be struck

Infinitive Mood.

Present.

shidaroyki.

to have been struck

Future.

to be about to be struck

Past.

shidaroyki he
heyi.

shidaroyki hsuloo.

Participles.

Present. Future.

being struck shidardj a being about to be shidaroyki be.

struck

Past.

having been struck shiditoo be.

Gerund.

by or from being struck shidarObil.

Supines.

possibly to be struck shidaroyki &je meet to be struck shidaroyki awaje.
must be struck shidaroyki hano.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

I am being struck
j

we are being struck shidijinus.

®
(
snulijimis (/.)

thou art being i shidijeno {m.) you are being struck shidiyajut.

struck \ shidijine (/.)

he, she, it is being ( sbidijinoo (m.) they are being struck shidejenen.

struck
j
shidijini (/.)
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Imperfect.

Singular. Plural.

I was being struck
{® ( sbidijimisis (/.)

thou wast being < sbidijaso (m.) you were being struck

struck \ shidijase (/.)
he, she, it was

J
shidijasoo (w.) they were being struck

being struck
j
shidijisi (/.)

Pluperfect.

I had been struck
^Wf'-eg&siis (m.) we had been struck

J snidaregisis (/.)

thou hadst been (shidaregaso (m.) you had been struck

struck Jshidaregise (/.)

he, she, it had been ( shidareg&soo (j«.) they had been struck

struck ^shidaregisi (/.)

Perfect.

T <;frnpt • shidareg&s (m.) we were struck
i was struct

^ shidaregis (/.)

thou wast struck
j

^^daregh (,«.) you were struck

(
shidarege (/.)

he, she, it was i shidaregoo (m.) they were struck

struck
(
shidaregi (/.)

Prceterite.

I have been
f
sbidareganhs (»».) we have been struck

struck \ shidareginis (/.)

thou hast been
J
shidaregano (m.) you have been struck

struck
(
shidaregine (/.)

he, she, it has ( shidarea-anoo {m.) they have been struck

been struck \ shidaregini (/.)

Future.

I will be struck shidarum. we will be struck

thou wUt be struck sbidare. you wiU be struck

he, she, it will be struck shidareyi. they will be struck

Imperative.

be thou struck shidare. be ye struck

let him, her, it be struck shidarota. let them be struck

shidoj unasus.

shidojunasut.

shidejenase.

shidaregises.

shidaregiset.

shidaregise.

shidareges.

shidareget.

sbidarege.

shidaregenes.

shidarSgenet.

shidaregene.

shidardn.

shidaryat.

shidaren

shidarya.

shidarota.

Conditional Mood.

The conditional mood is formed as in the active voice by

adding aj^ to all forms of the indicative.

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Be.’

The verb ‘ To Be ’ is defective, the only existing forms

being as follows

:

Present.

I am

thou art

he, she, it is

h&nhs {m.)

hanis (/.)

we are h^nus.

hano (»!.)

h&ne (/.)

you are hanut.

h&noo (»n.)

haul (/.)

they are hane.
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Fait.

Singular. Plural.

I was 1
asus (w.)

( asis (/.)

we were asus.

thou wast /
kso (m.)

1 hse (/.)

you were hsut.

he, she, it was )
hsoo (/;i.)

1 &si (/.)

they were ase.

There is an alternative form of the past tense without any

change of meaning.

I was \ asulhs ()».)

(
asilis (/.)

we were hsLlus.

thou wast
1 asulo {in.)

i asile (/.)

you were asilut.

he, she, it was J
asuloo {m.)

t (/•)

they were hsile.

Other forms are supplied by the verb ‘To Become.’

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Become.’

Infinitive Mood.
Present.

to become boyki.

to have become

Present.

Future.

to be about to become boyki beyi.

Past.

boyki ksoo.

Paiiticiples.

Future.

becoming beyanoo. being about to become boyki be.

Past.

having become be.

Gerund.
by or from becoming bilo.

Supines.

possibly to become boyki-kje. meet to become boyki-aw&je.

must become

Indicative Mood.

boyki hbno.

boykinoo.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

I am becoming
|

biimbs (m.)

bhmis (/.)

we are becoming bonus.

thou art hecoming
|

benoo (m.)

bene (/.)

you are becoming banut.

he, she, it is hecoming
|

beyanoo (m.)

beyani (/.)

they are becoming benum.

Imperfect.

I was hecoming
|

bomashs (>«.)

bomasis (J.)

we were becoming bonasus.

thou wast hecoming
|

boes (»?.)

hese (/.)

you were becoming hasut.

he, she, it was becom- I beyaso (m.) they were becoming beu&se.

ing- X beyasi (/.)
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An alternative form of the tense is bomdsulus, etc.

Singular.

Pluperfect.

Plural.

I had become I W
(
bigisis (/.)

tbou badst become
|

tiigaso (»;.

)

(
gigese (/.)

be, sbe, it bad be- ( bigoosoo (w.)

come 1 bisi (/.)

we bad become

you bad become

they bad become

bigesus.

bigesut.

bigese.

An alternative form of the 3rd pers. sing. mas. is boogoosoo.

An alternative form of the tense is bigamlua, etc.

Perfect.

I became j
bigas (»».)

1 Wgis (/.)

we became biges.

tbou becamest 5
bigb {ill.)

\
l^ige (/•)

you became biget.

he, she, it became
1 bigoo (>«.)

1
t)igi (/.)

they became bige.

Alternative forms of the 3rd person singular are boo,

boogoo, and booloo.

An alternative form of the 3rd person is bile.

Prceterite.

TV V fbiganus (m.)
I have become

| bi|inis (/.)

^

tbou bast become
j

be, sbe, it bas be- l bigoonoo (>«.)

come I bigini (/.)

we have become

you have become

they bare become

bigenus.

bigenut.

bigene.

Alternative forms of the 3rd person singular are hoonoo

and booloonoo.

An alternative form of the 3rd person plural is bilene.

Future.

I shall become bom. we shall become bon.

tbou shalt become be. you shall become bat.

he, sbe, it shall become beyi. they shall become ben.

Imperative Mood.

become thou bo. become ye ba.

let him, her, it become beta. let them become bota.

Conditional Mood.

The conditional mood is formed by adding dje
‘ perhaps ’

to all forms of the indicative mood.
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The Negative and the Interrogative.

‘No’ is expressed by nen, and ‘ not’ by ne, but in an in-

definite sense by niish.

The interrogative is expressed by adding d to the verb, or

if it already terminates in a, by lengthening it to d, as

:

Is this your horse ? No.
Have you a horse ? No.
I will not go.

Shall I go ?

Hast thou gone ?

Anoo tai &shpo h&no« ? Nm.
Too kuch Ashpo hanoa ? N'ush.

Ke bajum.
Mah hijuma ?

Too go ?

Sometimes the verb is omitted and the d suffixed to the

noun, as

:

Is this your horse ? Anoo tai ashpoa.

The Adverb.

Adverbs are formed from adjectives by changing the final

0 into dr or ydr, as :

sharp tino. sharply tindr.

slow abato. slowly abatydr.

swift 16ko. sw'iftly lokydr.

Example,

Diizoto mah sutusus ajyaketc manoojo kali shongo wutto. Slase

rinain hilling parooji rinon kutclii gas. Ge clmkumto woi aje kali

benase. Aiy beye aiyebe kali benase. Ek se woi ket hareso, ek

rose nowarete phuttung teasoo. Mah ifai aiyno kali chiik tare.

Bainote woi trang te samare, mah wMiis. Mah gutteji rih gah ge.

Ken ik ajo chukumto neh hilling tenase. Mah boon be rinon wari

gas : ge chukumto ekse ek de, ekse eki chiloo tser tigoosoo. Mdse

aiy beye kallijoh phutt taregas. Phutt tare kujegas, ten mdse woi

sdmdre subeye yoopdre gasiis, neh keh kdli biget. Ade regds,

rindjo ekse regoo mdh tai moreji be gasus, aiyakete woi bun

boogoo. Mdh neh Inlaji ge chukumto rose woi boote ako wari

faregoosoo
;
mdh ge phuttung tigas. Rose mah tung tigoo, mdse

gah tung tigds, aiyakete rose mate shong tigoo
;
mdse gah hutt

harigasus, main hut rose giriroo go, chiloo tser booloo.

Translation.

At mid-day I was sleeping when the noise of men fighting came

to me. On hearing their noise I went to them. Having gone I
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saw that they were fighting about water. The two were fighting

Avith one another in this way. One was taking the water below,

the other was breaking (away the earth) in this direction. I

arrived and silenced both their quarrelUng. Having divided the

water between the two, I came (back). After me they also went.

After a time I saw they were again making a noise. Having risen

I went towards them
;
(and) on going I saw one beating the other

{lit. one beating one) : one had torn the clothes of the other. I

separated the two from fighting. Having separated them I asked,

“ I having just now divided the water (and) reconciled you two

went, why have you again quaiTelled? ”

I spoke thus, one (of them) said, “ Having done your order I

went, so that the water was closed to me. Having again gone to

the Avatercourse,^ I saw that the other (lit. he) had turned the

whole of the water towards himself
;

having gone I opened it.

He pushed me away, I also pushed him, so that he struck me
;

I

also lifted (lit. took my hand, my hand entered the hem of his

shirt, (and) his clothes were torn.”

Yocabulary.

To be able boyki

Above aji, am.

Abuse chudo d.

To abuse kaloyki.

Account cheghah m.

Accustomed hittoo.

Acid churko.

Across birecho.

Active loko.

To advise kanow toyki.

After gutteji, phuttoo.

Again neh.

Air tarnus /.

Alert turar.

All boote.

Along soontcho.

Alongside of king.

Also gab.

’ In! is literally the place where water is drawn ofE from a watercourse. It also

means the eye of a needle

,
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Although

Always

And
Anger

Angry

To be angry

Another time

To answer

Ant

Anxiety

Anxious

Apart

Apple

Apricot

Arm
Arms (weapons)

Army
To arrive

Arrow

To ask

To ask for

Ass

Aunt (father’s sister)

(mother’s sister)

Autumn
Avalanche

Away

Back

Bad

Barley

Bat

To he

Bean

Bear

Beard

To beat

Beautiful

Because

To become

Before

akhana.

hamesha.

neh.

roshar m.

rosh.

rosh boyki.

ajinoodum.

joowab doyki.

film /.

sumba m.

sumbachun.

yoolo.

phulla m.

jooi (fruit m., tree /.)

shako m.

samon f.

sin in.

ifayoyki.

kon m.

kujoyki.

bichoyki.

jakoon m.

papl.

ma.

share m.

hintil f.

phutt.

daki pito m.

kutcho, kutcheto.

yo in.

tatapul m.

boyki.

rabong m.

itch m.

daiyn/.

shidoyki, doyki.

milalyoo.

djek toh, kye toh.

boyki.

yer {suffixed').
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To begin sutoyki.

Behind phuttoo.

Belly der/.

Below kiri, ket.

To betray hulwoyki.

Betrothal har f.

Between mujjah {suffixed).

Beyond par {suffixed).

Body dim m.

To bind tuk toyki, gunoyki.

Bird bring m., chaiyn m.

To bite chupoyki, jun toyki.

Bitter chitto.

Black kino.

Blind sho.

Blood lei m.

To blow phoo toyki.

Blue aghai nilo.

Blunt phutt.

Bone ati m.

To be born joyki.

Both beye.

Boundary dir /.

Bow diinoo m.

Boy shudar m.

Brain mutto m.

Brass hulliroo ril /.

Brave hiyelo.

Bread tiki/.

To break piitoyki.

Breast chuchi, titiro.

Breath shan m.

Brick dishtik f.

Bride hillal /.

Bridegroom hillalo m.

Bridle guppi/.

Bridge so/.

To bring atoyki.

Broad chalo, shilo.

To be broken putejoyki.

Brooch chumma m.



Brother

Brown

Bull

Bullet

To burn

To bury

But

Butterfly

To buy

By
To be burnt

To call

Calling

Camel

Care

Cat

To catch hold

Cattle {collectively')

Charm

Cheek

To cherish

Chin

Circle

Clarionet

Clean

Cleverness

Closed

Clothes

Cloud

Cock

Cold

Colour

To come

To consult

Copper

Corner

Four-cornered

Corpse

Cough

To count

THE SHIXA LANGUAGE.

ja m.

gooroo.

dono m.

didoo m.

loopoyki.

kutoyki.

umma.

phuttoi f.

krinoyki.

joh {suffixed).

dajoyki.

hoh toyki.

hoh 7n.

oot m.

shong m.

booshi m.

lamoyki.

gowile.

toomer m.

harom /.

unoyki.

chom tn.

bidiriko m.

surnai f.

saf.

achikoon m.

bun, chiloo.

chiloo m.

niyar/.

kon krocho m.

shidalo.

rong m.

woyoyki.

guchoyki.

leloo ril f.

shuti m.

charshutiye

koonoo m.

koo f.

kaloyki.
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Courage miishelai f.

Cousin jah, sah.

Cow go /.

To creep kansh hoyki.

Crooked kolo.

Crow kan m.

Custom chol m.

To cut cheruk toyki.

Daily desgo.

To dance nutadoyki.

Dancing nut /.

Dangerous hijato.

Dark tutungek.

Darkness tutung m.

Daughter di f.

Dawn 16 m.

Day des m.

Mid-day trang soori, dazo.

To-day acho.

Deaf kooto.

Death maren f.

To deceive hulwoyki.

Deceitful jibgullo, hulwunin

Destitute licho.

Dew puts m.

To die miroyki.

Different yoolo.

Difficult kooro.

Dirty chekrato, terek.

To dismiss lungoyki.

Disposition hittoo m.

To divide chinoyki.

Division chido m.

Divorce talak m.

To do toyki.

Dog shoon m.

Door dur m.

Down kiri.

Dream santcho m.

To drink pioyki.
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Drum
Dry

Dust

durrung m.

shuko.

udoo 7?l.

Eagle

Ear

Earth

The earth

Earthquake

East (sunrise)

Easy

To eat

Eclipse

Edge

Egg
Elbow

Elephant

Empty

Enemy
Enmity

To enter

Envy

Equal

To make equal

To escape

Evening

Ever

Everybody

Everything

Ewe
Except

Expectation

Eye

kake m.

kon 7U.

sum 7)1.

hirdi /.

bimyiul /.

Jill beyi 7)i. (lit.
“

it will be evident”)

sacho.

koyki.

gran m.

shing 7n.

hanne f.

bakuni f.

husto 7)1.

poonshko.

diishmun m.

dushmuni f.

aroo bojoyki.

koOS 7)1.

parooloo.

parooloo toyki.

muchoyki.

sham f.

kare.

hiite djek.

bar djek.

ej/

ore {suffixed).

chakani /.

aclii 771.

Eace

Family

To fall

Ear

Eat (subs.)

Eat {adj.)

Eather

muk
supooyar m.

dijoyki, poyki.

door.

ml /.

tolo.

malo m.
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Father {as a form of address) babo.

To be fatigued shumoyki.

Faiilt tiss /.

Fear bijetai /.

To fear bijoyki.

Feather puchali /.

To feed kairoyki.

Female sontch f.

Fig phag VI.

Fight birgah m., kali /.

To fight kali toyki.

To fill shuck toyki.

Finger agooi/.

To finish phush toyki.

File agar m.

First poomooko.

Fish chumoo m.

To flee uchoyki.

Flock (of birds) brin/.

Flour ante.

Flower phfiner /.

Flute torooyif
To fly (as a bird) thur doyki.

Following gutteji {suffixed).

Foot pa m.

For karyoo {suffixed).

Forehead nilow m.

To forget umfishoyki.

Fort kot m.

Foster-kindred finilo.

Fowl kerkamfish f.

Fox %?/•
Friend shoogaloo m.

Friendship shoogalyar f.

From job {suffixed).

Frost kutti /.

Fruit phamfil m.

Full shuck.

Fur jutt/.

Garden tsagoh m.



Generous

Gently

To get

Girl

To give

To go

To go out

Goats {collectively').

He-goat

She-goat

Wild goat

God

Gold

Good

Grape

Grass

Great

Green

Grief

To grieve

Gun
Gunpowder

Hail

Hair

Half

Hand
Right hand

Left hand

Handle

Happiness

To he happy

Hard

Hare

Hatred

Hawk
Head

Health

To hear

Heart

The heavens

VOL. XVII.—[new
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hyooshllo, hutshilo,

jool, shong.

laiyoyki.

raulai /.

doyki.

bojoyki.

daroo bojoyki,

lutch.

mooger m.

aiy/

sherrah.

Dabon.

son m.

mishtun m., mishti /.

jutch/.

kutch /., jut.

buddo.

jut nilo.

gom m.

supush boyki.

tumak m.

bilen ni.

ainyer /.

jakiir/.

trang, chak.

hut m.

dushino m.

khubo m.

dono m.

shuryar m.

shuryoyki.

kuro.

ooshainyoo m.

gut m.

baiyonsh /. baz /.

shish m.

rahat m.

parejoyki.

hyo m.

aghai /.

SERIES.] 8
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Heavy agooroo.

Hen sontch kerkamush /.

Herd don m.

Here ani.

High utullo.

To hit (as with a gun or a dijoyki.

stone).

Hollow phooshko.

Hope duck /.

To hope duck toyki.

Horse ashpo rn.

Horseman ashpar.

Horse shoe sarpo m.

Hot tato.

House )

£rot m.
Home ;

How kyoh

How many kutchakiik.

How much kutchak.

Humble moro.

Hunger ooyunyar f.

Hungry ooyuno.

Hundred shul.

To hunt duroo doyki.

Husband haro rn.

Ice gumuk m.

Idle ahato.

Idleness ahatai /.

If akhan.

To be ignorant ne suuyoyki.

111 rogoto.

To he ill rogoto boyki.

Illness rogotyar /.

In {of place) eroo {suffixed).

In {of time) hul {suffixed).

Industrious gresto, roocho.

Infant shudar rn.

To injure nooksan toyki.

Instead of disheroo.

Iron chimer m.
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Judgment

To jump

Justice

To join

ustom m.

prig doyki.

insaf /.

yoopoyki.

Kettledrum

To kick

To kill

King

King’s wife

King’s son

King’s daughter

Knee

To kneel

Knife

To know
Knowledge

Lame
Language

Large

Late

To laugh

To lay down
Lead

Leaf of a tree

To learn

To leave

Leg

To let go

Level

Lie

To lie down
Life

To lift

Light (suhs.)

Light {adj.)

Lightning

Like

Line

Lip

Little

danuil m.

pachootyar doyki.

maroyki.

ra 7?i.

soni /.

gushpoor.

ra-e-di.

kutoo 7tl.

kootiashki baiyoyki.

khataroo m., khatar /.

sunyoyki.

dushtunni /.

kudo.

bash /.

buddo.

choot.

haiyoyki.

paroyki.

nang m.

pato m.

sichoyki.

phutt toyki.

putfiloo ni.

phutt toyki.

parooloo.

khulte 711.

poyki.

]il /
hoon toyki.

sung ni.

loko.

bichush f.

parooloo.

tsir /., kishi /.

onti f.

shoowo.
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A little

Liver

Long

To look at or for

To lose

Love

To love

Low

To make

Male

Man
Young man
Old man
Mankind

Mare

To marry

Marriage

To measure

Meat

Medicine

To meet

Melon
(
(musk)

Mid-day

Mid-night

Milk

Mist

To mix

Moon
Month

Half month

More

Morning

Moth

Mother

Mother {as a form of address)

Mountain

Mouse

Mouth

To move {trans.)

apo.

yum m.

chukoyki.

naiyoyki.

shool m.

shooltoyki.

lato.

toyki.

biro 771 .

musha

chakur m.

jero 771 .

manujoh m.

ham /.

ger toyki.

ger/.

toloyki.

mos 711 .

hilen.

dok boyki

booer j».

galati /.

trang soori, dazo.

trang rati,

dut m.

udoo 771 .

mishoyki.

yoon /.

maz 771 .

putch m.

busko

loshtiko, chel buji m.

pranoon m., pranooin pi.

ma /.

aje.

tchish m.

mooji /.

aiyn /.

lung toyki.
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To move {intrans.)

^Movement

Much
So much
ilucl

Mulberry

Muscle

Music

Naked

Nail (finger)

Name
Narrow

Near

Neck

Nephew {brother's son)

Nephew {sister's son)

Never

New
Niece {brother's daughter)

Niece {sister's daughter)

Night

No
Nobody

Noise

None

North

Nose

Nothing

Now

Of

Oil

Old

On
Owl

Only

Open

To open

Or

To order

lung boyki, bitoyki

lung.

hodo.

achak, aiyak.

tok wi., taga m.

maronch m.

mooji m.

harip f.

nunno.

noro m.

noni m.

irooto pito.

kutchi

shuck m.

jiiwe piitch m.

sowoo m.

khussne.

nowoo.

jawa dl /.

sowl /.

rati /.

ncn.

koh nush.

hilling /., shongoo /.

nusli.

shimal m.

nato m.

djeka nush.

ten.

4 {sx(ffixcd)

tel m.

pronon.

aje {suffixed)

hoo m.

gutcho.

bato.

bate toyki.

yah

buudesh toyki
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Other

Out

Over

Pain

Painful

To be pained

To pain

Palace

Partridge

Peach

Pear

People

Perhaps

Pigeon

Pity

Place

To place

Plain

Play

To play (a game)

To play (on an instrument)

Pleasant tasting

To please

Pleased

To be pleased

Pleasure

Plough

Point

To portion out

To praise

To prepare

Pride

To produce

To promise

Proper

Proud

To pull

Punishment

To push

mooto.

daroo.

aje (^suffixed).

jak /.

shilanoo.

shiloyki.

jak /.

shilaroyki.

kankuto

chookanar m.

feshoo m.

juck.

aje {suffixed)

kunooli /.

nirai /., jak /.

dish /.

choroyki.

das m.

halibon m.

halibon toyki, hai toyki.

bushoyki.

ispow.

shuriaroyki.

shiiriar.

shuroyoyki.

shuriarai f.

hull rn.

churoo m.

samaroyki, bagoyki.

tikoyki.

phush toyki

hadyarai f.

diloojoyki.

kat toyki.

yeshki.

badyar.

jakaloyki.

suza m.

tung toyki.
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Quarrel

To quarrel

Queen

Quickly

Eain

Earn

To read

Eeady

To receive

To recognise

To be reconciled

To reconcile

Eed

Eelation

Eelationship

To remember

Eemembrance

To return

Eeward

Eice

Eicb

Eing

Einglets

Eipe

To be ripe

To rise

Eiver

Eoad

Eock

To roE {intrans.)

To roll up

Eoof

Eope

Eotten

Hound

Eough

To run

busheni /.

bushoyki.

soni /.

loko.

ajo m.

karelo m.

rayoyki

phush.

layoyki.

duslitoyki, sunyoyki.

yoopoyki.

yooparoyki.

lelo.

uskoon m.

uskuni /.

biyeje ginoyki.

biyeja m.

firoyki.

goorin m.

briun m.

poyono.

kickin, brono m.

toroiy/.

pucko.

puchoyki.

uthoyki, boon boyki.

sin/.

pon/.

gin/
fullun boyki.

sulatoyki.

tesh /.

bali /.

krido, duddo.

bidiriko.

cbicharo.

hai toyki, uchoyki.*

Not to be confounded with Mi toyki ‘ to play.’
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Sad supush.

Saddle tilen m.

Sand sighel/.

Sarcasm nachit f.

To save mujoyki.

To say bushoyki.

Saying mor f.

To scatter shiyoyki.

To be scattered

To search for udaroyki.

To see pushoyki.

Seed bi.

Self ako (Is# pers.), aki [2nd and Zrd pers.)

To sell gatch doyki.

To send chunoyki.

Separate yulo.

To separate yulo toyki.

To be separated yulo boyki.

Servant shudder m.

Shadow chijot/.

Shame lush /.

Sharp tino.

Sheep [collectively) ejile.

AVild sheep oorin.

Short kuto.

Shoulder plow ni.

To shout shongo toyki.

Shut turn.

To shut turn toyki.

Side king/.

Oh this side anoowari.

On that side aiyoowari.

Alongside efut, kingeje.

Sigh hesh m.

Silent manooker, chuk.

Silk sikkim /.

Silver roop m.

Sinew jowa m.

To sing gai doyki.

Singing gai/

Sister sah /.
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To sit baiyoyki.

Skin chom m.

Slave maristun m.

Sleep nil-/.

To sleep soyki, niratoyki.

Sloping besko.

Slow adato.

Slowly choot.

Small chuno.

Smoke doom m.

Smooth ficliiliko.

Snake jon m.

Sneeze

Snow hin m.

Soft niowo.

Solid sanro.

Solistice halol/.

Some djek.

Sombody koli manujo.

Something djekek.

Son pi'itch m.

To soothe sliiloyki.

To sow biroyki.

Soul rooh m.

Sound shongo m.

South janoob m.

Spade bel /.

Speech mori m.

Spoon kuppaiy/,

Spring bazono m.

To stand tsukootoyki.

Star taroo ?«., tare^?.

Stern kooro.

Stone but m.

Storm tofan m.

Straight sooucho.

Strength shut m.

i shidoyki.

To strike
1
doyki.

\ shong toyki.

Strong shatillo.
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Stupidity kum akili /.

Suitable yeshki.

Summer walo m.

Summer solstice walo halol.

To summon ho toyki.

Sun sooii /.

Sweet moro.

Swift loko.

To swim turn doyki.

Sword kunger f.

Tail pocho m.

To take haroyki.

To take away nikaloyki.

To take hold lamoyki ginoyki.

To take up boon toyki.

To teacb sicharoyki.

To tear tser toyki.

To tell rayoyki.

That 6 .

Then esoroo.

There ali.

Therefore anusse karyoo.

Thick toloo.

Thin ahrilo.

To think sumba toyki.

Thirst waiyal, oonyiyar m.

Thirsty oonyoonyoon.

This noo, anoo.

Those aiy.

Thought sumba m.

Throat shoto m.

To throw phull toyki, wiyoyki.

To throw away lipp toyki.

To throw down naravioyki.

Thumb agooto ni.

Thunder ting tong m.

Thus {this way) ade.

,, {that way) aiye.

Till te {suffixed)

Time ken /.
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Timid

Tin

To

Toe

Together

To-day

To-morrow

The day after to-morrow

Tongue

Tooth

Touch

To touch

Towards

Treacherous

Tree

Truth

To try

To turn

Turning

True

Ugly

To he unable

To unbind

Uncle (father’s brother)

Uncle (mother’s brother)

Under

To unfold

Unless

Upright

Valley

Vein

Very

Very well

Vexation

To bo vexed

Village

Vine

Voice

Vulture

hijato.

kalai /.

te [suffixed).

agooi/.

gutti.

acho.

loshtaki.

chiring,

jip m.

don m.

jook/.

jook toyki.

khing, wari [suffixed).

hulwoykik.

tom m. f.

soontch m.

siloyki.

farovki.

far.

soontcho.

kutcho, kujeto.

duboyki.

toroyki, phuttung toyki.

mfilo 7n.

mowl m.

kiri [suffixed).

toroyki, phuttung toyki.

ore.

tsuck.

gah m., butzel f.

nar /.

hodo.

shoh, mishtun.

phidik m.

phidik boyki.

het, girom /.

goorbi /.

masho m.

kwanroo w.
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Wall kut m.

Walnut acho m., kakaiyn /.

Water woi m.

Water-mill yur/.

Weak ashato.

Weakness ashatyar m.

To weep royki.

West (sunset) boor heyi m. {lit.
“

it will be down ”).

Wet ajo.

What djek.

Wheat goom.

When {interrog.) kare.

When [relat.) oken.

liMiere {interrog.') koni.

Which ko.

Whip tor/.

White shaiyo.

Who {interrog.) koh.

Why {interrog.) keh.

Wide shilo.

Widow 1

Widower )

gyoos m. f.

Wife gren/.

Wind osh f.

Window dari /.

Wine % mo m.

Wing putchali /.

Winter yono.

Winter solstice yono halol.

Wise hodilo.

AVish ruck m.

To wish mck toyki.

With sati {suffixed).

Within mujjah, aroo.

WoK shan m.

Woman chai /.

Old woman jeri /.

Young woman chumutkir f.

Wood juk m.

AYool jutt /., push m.

AVool {pushm) baphoor /.
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"Work kom m.

To work kom toyki

The world duniyat /.

Wound gal 7n,

To wound gal doyki.

To write likoyki.

Year ewelo, kal m.

Yellow halijo.

Yes awa.

Yesterday bulla.

The day before yesterday ichl.

Numerals.

1 ek. 16 shoin.

2 doo. 17 sutain.

3 che. 18 ashtain.

4 char. 19 kuni.

5 poin. 20 bi.

6 sha. 21 bi gah ek.

7 sut. 30 bi gah daiy.

8 atsh. 40 doo bi.

9 now. 50 doo bi gah daiy.

10 daiy. 60 che bi.

11 ekaiy. 70 che bi gah daiy.

12 baiy. 80 char bi.

13 tchoin. 90 char bi gah daiy.

14 tchowndaiy. 100 shul.

15 punzaiy. 1000 sans.
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KIIOWAR, THE Language Spoken by the Kho in the

Chitral Valley.

Sketch of Grammar.

The Substantive.

In both numbers there are two forms, the nominative and

the oblique. The genitive and accusative in the singular,

and the genitive in the plural, are signified by the simple

oblique form, the dative and ablative by the oblique form

with postpositions added.

There are no distinctions of gender.

Singular. Plural.

Korn. a horse istor. horses istor-an.

Gen. of a horse istor-oh. of horses istor-hn-oh.

JJat. to a horse istor-ote. to horses istor-an-te.

Acc. a horse istor-oh. horses istor-an.

Voc. oh horse eh istor. oh horses eh istor-an.

Abl. on a horse istor-oh-s6rii. on horses istor-an-sor&.

in a horse istor -oh -undreni. in horses istor-an - undreni.

with a horse isstor-oh-sum. w'ith horses istor-an-shm.

for a horse istor-oh-huchun. for horses istor-an-huchun.

from a horse istor-oh-sur. from horses istor-an-sur.

The noun in the genitive is placed before the governing

noun, as moshoh sor ‘ the man’s head.’

The Adjective.

The adjective precedes the noun and has no terminations

distinctive of number, as :

a strong man koowatin mosh. a swift horse t&roo istor.

Pronouns.

Pronouns have generally two forms, a nominative and an

oblique form. The genitive and accusative are signified by

the oblique form without postpositions
;
the dative and abla-

tive by the oblique form with postpositions applied.

The Personal and Demonstrative Pronouns are declined

as follows :
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Nom. Gen. Hat. Acc. Voc. Abl.

I hwS, ma mhte ma — ma sorb.

Thou too ta tate ta ell th tk sorb.

He
J

(near) haiyl. hamoh barmote bamoh — hamoh sorb.

she > ( furthtr) hess horoh horote horoh — horoh sorb.

or it

)

(far) base hattoghoh hattoghote hattoghoh — hattoghoh sora.

We ispah ispah ispate ispah — ispah sora.

You bissah bissah bissate bissah eh bissaQ bissah sora.

They (near) hamit hamitun hamitunte hamitun — hamitun sora.

( further) het hetun hetunte hetun — hetun sorb.

99 (/«r) huttet huttetun huttetunte huttetun — huttetun sorb.

The Reflective Pronoun is formed by adding the syllable

tun, as

:

I myself dwdlun. we ourselves

Thou thyself tootun. • you yourselves

i

'haiyutUH,

hesstun, they themselves

hdsitun.

ispahtun.

bissnhtim.

( hamittun,

1 hettun.

I
huUettun.

The Interrog.\tive Pronoun.

Which horse went ATI istor baghai. Whose horse is this ? Haiya istor kus.

The Relative is expressed by ki, as

:

I who went Awh ki baghestum.

This is the man you saw Haiya mosh too ki poshirosho.

The Verb.

The verb is generally very regular, with terminations

expressing tense and person, except in the perfect tense,

which is often irregular in its derivation. The infinitive

active always terminates in iko, iko, or eko.

The passive is formed by using biko ‘ to become ’ as an

auxiliary verb.

A causal verb is formed by changing i in the infinitive

into e, or if the infinitive already terminates in eko, by inter-

posing e, as

:

to stand rhpi^-o. to cause to grieve \xoeko.

to cause to stand rhpe’Ao. to run Aiko.

to grieve. Vxoiko. to cause to run de-eAo.

A noun of agency is formed by adding dk to the root of

the verb, as : kordk ‘ one who does,’ from koriko ‘
to do,’

piydk ‘ one who drinks,’ from piko ‘
to drink.’

A verbal adjective is formed by adding war to the root,

as : dikwdr ‘
suitable to the striking.’
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A verbal noun is formed by using the infinitive present

with postpositions, as

:

Singular.

in the beating diko mhji.

by diko sora.

Plural.

with the beating diko stmi.

for diko bucbun.

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Strike.’

Infinitive Mood.

Present. Future.

to strike diko. to be about to strike diko boi.

Past.

to have struck diko osboi.

Participles.

striking dyow. being about to strike diko biti.

Past.

having struck diti.

Gerunds.

in striking dyowah. from or by striking dikah.

Supines.

possibly to strike diko-a-kyah. meet to sti’ike diko-bush.

must strike diko-sher.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

I am striking domun. we are striking dosiun.

thou art striking dosun. you are striking domium.
he, she, it is striking doyun. they are striking

Imperfect.

dofiun.

I was striking diosbtum. we were striking didshtum.

thou wast striking didsho. you were striking didsbtami.

he, she, it was strikin'r dioshai. they were striking

Pluperfect.

didsbani.

I bad struck dirooshtum. we bad struck dirooshtum.

thou hadst struck diroosbo. you had struck diroosbtami.

be, she, it bad struck dirooshai. they had struck

Perfect.

diroosbani.

I struck prestum. we struck prestum.

thou struckest prb. you struck prestami.

prani.he, she, it struck prai. they struck

The perfect is also used as a future praeterite, as

:

I shall have struck prestum.

Prmterite.

I have struck dityasum. we have struck dityasusi.

thou hast struck dityasus. you have struck ditsasumi.

he, she, it has stnick dityasur. they have struck ditj'asuni.
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Future.

Singular. Plural.

I will strike dom. we wilt strike dosi.

thou wilt strike dos. you will strike domi.

he, she, it will strike doi. they will strike

Imperative.

doni.

strike thou det. strike you dioor.

let him, her, it strike diar. let them strike deni.

Conditional Mood.

Present.

I may be striking, etc. domun-&.-ky-

ah.

Perfect.

I may have struck, etc. prestum-a-ky-

ah.

Imperfect.

I Imay have been strik- dioshtum-h-
ing, etc. kyah.

Pluperfect.

I may have struck dirooshlum-k

kyah.

Prceterite.

I may have struck, etc. dityasum - k -

kyah.

Future.

I may have struck, etc. dom-a-kyah.

The Passive Voice.

Infinitive Mood.

Future.

to be about to be ( dik-biko-boi.

struck \ din-boi.

Past.

to have been struck dik-biko-oshoi.

Participles.

j
diroo. being about to be diek biti.

\ dyono. struck

Past.

( dinbiti.

Present.

to be struck diko-biko.

being struck

( dyonobiti.
having been struck

Gerunds.

in being struck diroowah. from or by being struck dik-bikah.

Supines.

possibly to be struck dik - biko - h - meet to be struck dik-biko-bush

dik-biko-sher.

kyah.

must be struck

Singular.

I am being struck

thou art being struck

he, she, it is being struck

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Plural.

dinbdmum.
dinbosun.

diuboyun.

we are being struck,

you are being struck

they are being struck

dinbosiun.

dinbomiun.

diubonun.

Imperfect.

I was being struck dinbosbtum.
thou wast being struck binbdsho.
he, she, it was being struck dinboshai.

we were being stnick

you were being struck

they were being struck

VOL. XVII.—[new series.]

dinbdshtura.

dinbdshtanii.

dinboshani.

9
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Pluperfect.

Singular. Plural.

I had been struck dinbirooshtum. we had been struck dinbirooshtum.

thou hadst been sti'uck dinbiroosho. you had been struck dinbirooshtami.

he, she, it had been dinbirooshai. they had been struck dinbirooshani.

struck

Perfect.

I was struck diestum. we were struck diestum.

thou wast struck diesta. you were struck diestami.

he, she, it was struck diestai. they were struck diestani.

Alternative Form.

I was struck dindstum. we were struck dindstum.

thou rvast struck diuosta. you were struck dindstami.

he, she, it was struck diuostai. they were struck dindstani.

PraterHe.

I have been struck dinbityasCnn. we have been struck dinbityashsi.

thou hast been struck dinbityasus. you have been struck dinbityasiimi.

he, she, it has been struck dinbityasur. they have been struck dinbityasimi.

Future.

I shall be struck dinbom. we shall be struck dinbosi.

thou shalt be struck dinbos. you shall be struck didbomi.

he, she, it shall be struck diuboi. they shall be struck dinboni.

Imperative Mood.

be thou struck dinbos. be you struck dinbor.

let him, her, it be struck dinbar. let them be struck dinbani.

Conditional Mood.
Present. Perfect.

I may be being struck. dinbomun-a- I may have been struck, dindstum- a-

etc. kyah. etc. kyah.

Imperfect. Prmterite.

I may have been being dinbdshtum- I may have been struck, dinbityashm-

struck, etc. a-kyah. etc. k-kyah.

Pluperfect. Future.

I may have been dinbirooshtum- I may be struck, etc. dibom-k-
struck, etc. a-kyah. kyah.

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Be.’

There are two verbs ‘ To Be,’ both of which are defective.

The first, assilio, is used for animate beings, and the second,

shiko, for inanimate beings only. The latter is used as an

auxiliary verb also. The only existing forms are as follows :

For animate beings only.

Infinitive Mood.
Present. Future.

assiko. to be about to be assiko-boi.to be
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to have been

Past.

Gekunds.

assiko-osboi.

in being assowah. from being

Supines.

assikah.

possibly to be assiko-h-kyah. meet to be assiko-bush.

must be assiko-sher.

Participles.
Present. Future.

being assow. being about to be

Past.

assiko biti.

having

Indicative Mood.

Present.

?

Singular. Plural.

I am assiim. we are assiisi.

thou art ass us. you are ass u mi.

he, she, it is assiir. they are

Pluperfect.

assiini.

I had been assirooshtum. we had been assirooshtum.

thou hadst been assiroosho. you had been assirooshtami.

he, she, it had been assirooshai. they had been

Past.

assirosshani.

I have been assistum. we have been assistum.

thou hast been assista. you have been assistami.

he, she, it has been assistai. they have been assistant.

Conditional Mood.
Present. Pluperfect.

I may be, etc. assiim-a- I should have been, etc. assirooshtum-

kyab. a-kyah.

Past.

I might have been, etc. assistum-a-kyah.

For inanimate ohjects only.

Infinitive Mood.
Present. Future.

to be

in being

sbiko. about to be

Past.

shiko-biti.

sbak-biti.

to have been shiko-oshoi.

Gerunds.

sbowab. from or by being sbikab.

Supines.

possibly to be sbiko-b-kyab. meet to be sbiko-busb.
must be sbiko-sher.

being

Present.

Participles.

show about to be

Future.

sbikobiti.

having been
Past.

sbiti.
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Indicative Mood.
Present. Past.

sher. it has been

Pluperfect.
it had been sirooshoi.

Conditional Mood.
Present. Past.

it may be sher-S.-kyah. it might have been oshoi-&-kyah.

Other forms are supplied by the verb ‘ To Become.’

to become

Conjugation of the verb ‘ To Become.’

Infinitive Mood.

Present. Future.

to be about to become biko sber.

Past.

biko.

to have become bow oshoi.

Participles.

becoming bowah. being about to become biko biti.

Past.

having become biti.

Supines.

possibly to become biko-a-kyah. meet to become biko-bowah.
must become biko-bush.

Indicative Mood.

Present.

Singular. Plural.

I am becoming
thou art becoming
he, she, it is becoming

bomum.
bosun.

boyun.

we are becoming
you are becomiug
they are becoming

bosiun.

bomiun.
bonun.

I was becoming
thou wast becoming
he, she, it was becoming

bdshtum.
bosho.

boshai.

Imperfect.

we were becoming
you were becoming
they were becoming

bdshtum.
bdshtami.

bdshani.

I had become
thou hadst become
he, she, it had become

Pluperfect.

birooshtum. we had become
biroosho. you had become
birooshai. they had become

birooshtum.

hirooshtami.

birooshani.

I became
thou becamest

he, she, it became

hdstum.
howa.

hoya.

Perfect.

we became
you became
they became

hdstum.
hdstami.

hdni.

Another form of the 3rd pers. sing, is hor.

Praterite.

I have become
thou hast become
he, she, it has become

bityasum.

bityasus.

bityasiir.

we have become
you have become
they have become

bityasusi.

bityasumi.

bityasuni.
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Future.

Singular. Plural.

I will become bom. we will become bosi

.

thou wilt become bos. you will become borai.

he, she, it will become boi. they will become

Imperative Mood.

boiii.

become thou bos. become ye hor.

let him, her, it become bai. let them become baiii.

Conditional Mood.

The conditional mood is formed by adding d-lujdh to all

forms of the indicative.

Assiko is also employed to signify possession, as: Mate joo

htor assuiti ‘ I have two horses,’ literalUj ‘ To me two horses

are.’

The Negative.

The simple negative is expressed by no.
‘ Not ’ is ex-

pressed by no/i in a definite sense, and by n/kki in an indefinite

sense, as

:

Is this your horse ? No Haiya ta istor assura ? JVo.

Have you a horse ? No T a istor assura? Nikki.

I will not go Awa noh him.

The Interrogative.

The interrogative is expressed in the same way as in Sliina

and Boorishki, by adding d to the verb, or, if it already

terminates in d, by lengthening it to d, as

:

Shall I go P Awa bima ?

Hast thou given P Too pro.

Sometimes the verb is omitted and the d suffixed to the

noun, as

:

Is this your horse ? Haiya ta istora ?

Adverbs.

There are no adverbs
;
their place is supplied by the past

participle of the verb Biko ‘
to become,’ as : het bhisli-hiTi

haiii ‘ they came slowly,’ literalhj
‘ they having become slow,

came.’
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Examples.

1 "What is your name ?

2 My name is Jabin.

3 Whence have you come ?

4 My home was at Chitral,

hut now I live in Gilgit.

5 What do you want ?

6 I do not know.

7 Is that your horse ?

8 Yes, my father gave it to me.

9 Your horse is better than

your brother’s.

10 This house is mine.

11 When did you build it?

1 2 It was built five years ago.

II

Testerday I went to hunt, with

me two horses were, one dog

was, one hawk was, (and)

with me four servants were.

As) we were going a quail made

a noise, I the dog having set on

sought it
;
the quail came out,

the hawk I let go and he took it.

On his taking it the kalamds I

did : the kalamds having done

another quail came out. On
(its) coming out the hawk I

let go
;

very far having taken

it he was not able (to seize it).

From his not being able I sorry

became. Upon which wild

ducks having come on a good

pool settled. I the hawk

having taken went (and) near

having become let him go.

Ta kyah nam ?

Ma nam Jabin.

Koorar ha ?

Ma door Chitrarahoshoi, hanisen

Gilitah nishyasum.

Kyah mushkisun ?

Hush nakom.

Hess ta istora ?

Jum, ma tutt mate dityasur.

Ta braroh istoroh sur ta istor

jum.

Haiya khuttnn ma.

Kyawat kordoosho ?

Kori ponj sH hor.

Oozen awaboghdooshtum ishkar,

masum joo istoran assistani, i

reni assistai, i yoorj assistai,

masum chor duck assistani.

Ispah boghoshtum i berti hawaz

arer, aw a reni chucke mush-

keshtum
;

berti nisai, yoorj

lakistum dosistai.

Dosiko ’ kalamas ^ arestum ; ka-

lamas koriko * idi berti nisai.

Nisiko * yoorj lakistum : boh

dooderi alti noh obistai.

Kobiko awa kuffa hostum. Ha-

rooni ulli giti chuttah nishani.

Awa yoorjoh gunni baghestum

nussa bi, lakistum.

* The use of the infinitive is to be noted.
^ The kalamas is the ceremony of giving the head of the captured bird to

the hawk.
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Oq being let go my hawk having

chosen the mallard took. With

me servants were. One servant

a stick having thrown {lit.

struck) one duck killed. For

the hawk having performed

the halamds, much pleased

having become, we ourselves

back home went.

III.

Oozen awa Nomalote boghdooshtum, terah biko blomalik masum
shurti ghal koriko rai areni. Masum ghal koraka noo astani.

Hamooniki ispah sot jun hostum, sot Nomalik honi, te ghal

arestum
;
ghM koriko ghM ispah beshistai. Ki ispah besheko ispate

shurti prani, ispah shurtiyo juti wa ghal arestum. Ghal koriko

ispah osht biroshai, Nomaliko troi biroshai
;
ma istor boh be takat

biti tor hor. Ma istor tor biko awa yoh khwumistum. Wa ispah

beshorooshtum harooni muji ma istor kiji biko nob obestai. A'wa

istoroh hunoh bicheri istoroh sora oogh darestum. Oogh driko ma
istor tsuck jum hor.

Lakiko ma boorj nooweri tutt-

ulli dosistai. Masum duck

assistant, t duck banen diti

1 ulli maristai. Boorj ote

kalamas kori boh khushan biti,

tun doorote baghastum.

Translation.

Yesterday I had gone to Nomal
;

on arriving there a man of

Nomal desired to make a wager at polo with me. I had no (good)

polo players with me. However, we were seven young men, and

the Nomal men were seven
;

so we played polo
;
in playing we won

{lit. exceeded). On account of our winning they gave us the

wager, and we after eating the wager played again. In playing

we won eight games {lit. it became eight), and the Homal men won
three

;
my horse being much exhausted fell down. On my horse

falling I dismounted. Again we won to such an extent that my
horse was unable to move. I having unloosed the horse’s saddle

poured water on the horse. By pouring water my horse became a

little better {lit. a little well).

Yocabulary.

To be able

Above

Abuse

To abuse

hostar giko, biko.

aih.

dishloo.

dishloo horiko.
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Accustomed

Acid

Across

Active

To advise

After

Again

Air

Alert

All

Along

Alongside of

Always

Although

And
Anger

Angry

To be angry

Another

To answer

Ant

Anxiety

Anxious

Apart

Apple

Apricot

Arm
Army
To arrive

Arrow

To ask

Ass

At

Aunt (father’s sister)
|

A\mt (mother’s sister) )

Autumn
Avalanche

Away
Axe (war)

„ (wood)

adut, fehl.

shut,

troski.

taroo.

nasihut koriko.

achar, achi (^suffixed).

wa.

kupp.

shung.

chik.

chokto.

prashowulti.

haranus.

waghumki.

wa.

kaharni.

kahar.

kahren hiko.

khoor.

juwab diko.

pilili.

doonik.

doonuk.

tunha.

palogh.

jooli.

bazoo.

hoi.

toriko.

weshoo.

hushur koriko.

gordokh.

ah [suffixed).

betch.

sharoh.

resht.

lak.

taparzing.

bardokh.
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Back krem.

Bad shoom, dish.

Barley sii'i.

Basket beloo.

To be assiko, shiko.

Bean rambogh.

Bear orts.

Beard rigish.

To beat dike.

Beautiful chiist.

Because ketchah ki.

To become biko.

Before nuss, prushti {suffixed),

To begin shuroo koriko, chokiko.

Behind achar.

Belly khoyanoo.

Below niuli, mulah {suffixed).

Between muji {suffixed).

Bird jandar.

Bitter trok.

Black sha.

Blind kanoo.

Blood leh

To blow phooiko.

Blue otch.

Blunt miitoo.

Body huddum, tarn.

Bone kiil.

To be bom ajiko.

Bow dron.

Boy duck.

Brain maz.

Brass doorum.

Brave pur dil.

Bread shapik.

To break chiko {i?itrans.), chiniko {trans.).

Breath hah.

Brick

Bride i

Bridegroom ;

ushtoo.

shabok.

Bridle iwis.
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Bridge

To bring

Broad

Brother

ser, telsiri.

angiko.

biroghun.

brar.

Brown

Eeddish brown

Bull

Bullet

But

Butterfly

By

jigari.

krooyato.

reshoo.

weshoo.

hamuni.

pulnn'iduk.

sur {suffixed).

To call

Camel

Cat

Cattle [collectively')

Charm

Cheek

Chin

To choose

Circle

Clean

Clever

Cleverness

Clothes

Cloud

Cock

Cold (subs.)

Cold {adj.)

hooi diko.

oot.

pooshi.

leshoo.

tayit.

mukh.

zenakh, oonookh.

nooweriko.

rogh.

puzgah.

khushkorak.

akulmin.

zupp, chalai.

kot, merkhun.

nari kookoo.

ooshucki.

ooshuck.

Colour

To come

To come out

Copper

Corner

Four-cornered

Corpse

Cough

To count

Country

Courage

Cousin

rung.

giko.

nisiko.

loh.

burj.

charpiiloo.

jussut, kaler.

kopik.

ishumareko.

wuttun.

jum moshi, moshgari.

brar m., ispoosar f. ;
(as forms of ad-

di’ess) lull ni . ;
kai f.
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Cow leshoo.

To creep rookooshiko, droshkiko.

Crooked koli.

Crow kagh.

Curls (of hair) preshoo.

Custom miruss.

Dagger mehmoodi.

To dance poniko.

Dancing ponik.

Dangerous boortoonasoo.

Darkness chooi gir.

Daughter joor.

Dawn weliigh bMoo.

Day anus.

Midday granish.

To-day hanun.

Deaf karootoo.

Death brik.

Deceit fun.

Deceitful chungfik.

To deceive fun diko.

Destitute chun.

Dew prajgar.

To die briko.

Difficult mushkil, zor.

Dirty nazgusti.

Disposition fehl.

To dismount khwumiko.

To do koriko.

Dog reni.

Donkey gordokh.

Door bitt.

Down pust.

Dream khushp.

To drink piko.

Drum dol.

Dry chuchoo.

Eagle bisber.

Ear kar.
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Earth chuti.

The earth hum.

Earthquake holmuji.

East nisiko (lit. ‘to come out’)

Easy askan.

To eat jubiko.

Eclipse grab.

Eelge dum.
Eero- aikun.

Elbow koorkoon.

Empty shiti.

Enemy dushmun.

To enter ootiko.

Envy muzir.

Ecpxal to hurki.

Equinox hummal.

To escape khalas biko.

Evening shumma.

Ever kyawat.

Everybody chikmosh.

Eerything chikjinari.

Ewe keli.

Eye ghutch.

Eyelid potting.

Eyelash phatuk.

To fail shoksiko.

Family roiwaloo, ashghal.

To foil tor biko.

Ear dooderi.

Fat (subs.) zakh.

Fat (adj.) tul.

Father tutt.

Fault gunah.

Fear burtooik.

To fear burtooiko.

Feather putch.

Female istoshuni.

J'ifr kowitt.

Fight gutt, kot.

To find leko.
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Finger

To finish

Fire

Fish

Flock (of birds)

Flour

Flower

Flute

To fly (as a bird)

To follow

To cause to follow

Following

Foot

For

To forget

Forgetfulness

Fort

Fowl

Fox

Friend

Friendship

From

Frost

Fruit

Fur

Full

Garden

Generous

To get

To get up

Girl

To give

To go

To go out

Goats {collectively)

He-goat

She-goat

Wild goat

God

chamut.

kuleko, kul koriko.

ungar.

matshi.

rdm.

peshiroo.

gumboori.

surnai, boloo.

uliko.

dchi giko, aahi biko.

chuckeko.

acha.

pong.

bucbun {suffixed).

roksiko.

roksik.

noghdr.

kahuck.

16 .

dost.

dost!.

( rar, ar {to inanimate objects
)

;

\ sur {to animate objects ; suffixed).

preshgar.

mewah.

zurch.

tip.

t

goorzen.

lut herdi, sukhi.

leko, poshiko.

rupiko.

koomoroo.

diko.

biko.

bedibiko.

lesbpai.

titch

pai.

sherrah, tonushoo, {collect.), mroi.

Khatsum.
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Gold sorum.

Good ]um.

Goshawk saiyooij.

Grape droch.

Grass josh, moshiich.

Gratitude shukur.

Great lut.

Green soz.

To gideve kroiko.

Gun tooik.

Gunpowder Aves.

Hail kochuni.

Hail- poor.

Half phutt.

Halting place buss.

Hand host.

Right hand horski host.

Left hand koli host.

Handle gon.

Happiness khushani.

Happy khushan.

Hard dung.

Hare gholdi, ghori.

Hatred kinah.

Hawk yoorj.

Head sor.

Good health tundroosti, tuzagi.

To hear kara diko.

Heart herdi.

Heat pechi, tahwi.

The heavens asman.

Heavy kaiyi.

Hen istri kookoo.

Herd rom.

Here yah, yerah, haiyerah, yoh.

High jung.

Hollow khali.

Home door.

Hope oomed.

To hope oomed koriko.
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Horse istor.

Horse-shoe nal.

Hot pech.

House khuttun.

How ketchah.

How many kundoori.

How much kundoori lot.

Humble ajiz.

Hunger choowi.

Hungry choowi.

Hundred shor.

To hunt ishkar koriko.

Husband mosh.

Ice yos.

Idle kalial.

If waglium.

111 chaiyek.

Illness chaiyeki.

In undreni {suffixed).

Industrious koruragar.

Infant duck.

Iron chimoor.

Kettle-drum dummumah.
To kick pedingung diko.

To kill mariko.

King mill ter.

King’s son mihter jow.

Knee zanoo.

Knife kooter.

To know hush koriko.

Knowledge akulmin.

Lame kutoo.

Land boom.

Waste land kuch.

Language look.

To laugh osiko.

Lead haziz.

To learn chichiko.
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To leave

Leg

To let go

Level

Lie

To lie down

Life

Light {suhs.)

Light {adj.)

Lightning

Like

Lip

Little

A little

To live

Liver

Long

To look at

Love

To love

Low

lakiko.

dek.

lakiko.

barohar.

changak.

poriko.

jun.

roshti.

lots.

bilphnkk.

ghoiiah.

shoon.

tsuck.

kum.

nishiko.

shoghoon.

drung.

loliko.

yar.

dosti koriko.

pust.

Male

Man
y oung man

Old man
Mankind

Mare

Marriage

To measnre

Meat

Medicine

Mid-day-

Midnight

Milk

Mist

Moon
l^ew moon

Half moon

Full moon

Month

nari, shiini.

m5sh.

juwan.

zaroo.

roi.

madian.

jeri.

nimeko.

pushoor.

wes.

granish.

chooi barohar.

chir.

gert, poorgooram,

muss.

nogh.

phatooki.

panj crush.

muss.
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Morning

Moth

Mother

Mountain

Mouse

Mouth

To move {intram.')

To move {tram.)

Much
So much

This much
Mud
Mulberry

Muscle

Music

Must

chooichooi, welagh bMo.

postwaziir.

nun.

zom.

kalow.

uppuck.

kiji biko, lungiko.

lungieko.

boh.

horoo burki.

hamoo burki.

zah, tok.

maratch.

kalow pushoor.

dol boloo.

bush.

Nail (finger)

Name
Narrow

Near

Neck

Nephew

Never

New
Niece

Night

No
Nobody

North

Nose

Not

Nothing

Now

doghoor.

nam.

turung.

shoi, nussil.

gerdun.

nowess.

kyawat di noh.

nokh.

nowess.

chooi.
V

no,

kahnoh, kahnikki.

yemin.

nusskar.

nikki, noh.

kedrakh noh.

hanisen.

Of

Old

On
Open

To open

Or

0 - (suffixed).

prano.

s5ra (suffixed).

hureh.

bicheriko, huriko.

ya-
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Order

To order

Out

To overthrow

Owl

bundesh.

bundeko.

beri {suffixed').

chaghaiko.

boo.

To be pained

To pain

Palace

Partridge

Peach

Pear

People

Perhaps

Pigeon

Pity

Place

To place

Play

To play (a game)

Pleasant tasting

To please

Pleased

To be pleased

Plough

Point

Pool of water

To pour

Praise

Pride

Prince

Princess

To produce

To promise

Proud

To pull

cbumiko.

cbumeko.

baipush.

koloo.

girgalogb.

tong.

jun.

kyab.

kor.

jan polik.

juga.

lekiko.

ishtuk.

ishtuk horiko.

zowdloo.

khusheko.

pissun.

kbusb biko.

kishini.

poor.

chutt.

dreko.

silfut.

takaboori.

mihterjow.

khoonza joori.

bostar giko.

wada koriko.

takaboor.

jingaeko.

QuaU
Quarrel

To quarrel

Quarter

berti

.

kbut.

khut biko.

nuss.



Queen

To be quick

Rainbow

Rain

Ram
To read

Ready

To receive

Red

Relation

Relationship

To remember

Remembrance

To return

Rice

Rich

Ring

To rise

River

Road

Roof

Rope

Round

Rough

To run

Sad

Saddle

Sand

Sarcasm

To save

To say

To search for

To see

Seed

Self

To sell

To send

To separate

Servant

THE KHOWAR LANGUAGE.

khunza.

tezeko.

dronhano.

boshik.

wurkaloo.

reko.

teyar.

leko.

krooi.

kumdar.

kumdari.

herd! koriko.

herdiar.

acheguriko.

grinj.

koowatin.

pulungusht.

rupiko.

sin.

pon.

ispraz, istun.

shimeni.

pindoroo.

shen.

deko.

ghumgin, kuffah.

hun.

shughoor.

ghumaz.

khalas koriko.

reko

mushkiko.

poshiko.

bih.

tun.

bizemiko.

usheko.

noweriko.

shudder, duck.
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Shadow

Shame

Sharp

Sheep {collectively)

"Wild sheep

Short

Shoulder

To shout

Shut

To shut

Side

On this side

On that side

Alongside

Sigh

Silent

Silver

Sinew

To sing

Singing

Sister

To sit

Skin

Slave

Sleep

To sleep

Sloping

Slow

Small

Smoke

Smooth

Snake

Sneeze

Snow
Soft

Solstice

Somebody

Something

Son

Sorrow

Sound

chakh.

shurm.

tookunoo.

leshpai.

ron.

iskoordi.

kootoo.

koor koriko,

diti, kori.

botiko, diko.

phaloo, wulti.

haiyawulti.

hewulti.

prashowulti.

sharoo.

phik.

drokhum.

poi.

busheko.

hashono.

ispoosar,

nishiko.

post.

maristun.

oraro.

oreko.

hrezah.

kahal.

tsuck.

kushun.

ushipoko, palum.

aiy.

ushtoorkik.

him.

plush.

yerwan.

kah.

kedrakh.

jow.

kuffai.

awaza.
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South

Spade

Spoon

Spring

To stand

Star

Stem

Stone

Storm

Straight

Strength

Strong

Stupidity

Summer
Sun

Sweet

Swift

To swim

Sword

yessir.

bel.

kippini, dori.

bosun.

rupiko.

istari.

dung.

bolt.

tofan.

h5rsk.

koowat.

koowatin.

bekoo.

grishpoh.

yor.

shirin.

taroo.

usneko.

kongor.

Tail

To take

To take away

room.

dosiko.

aliko.

To take up
. 1

koriko, ganiko.
alu )

To teach

To tell

That

Then

There

Therefore

These

Thick

Thin

Thirst

Thirsty

This

Those

Thought

Throat

To throw

chicheko.

reko, ghush koriko.

hess, heh.

hussewakt.

herah, terali.

hamoobuchuu.

hamit.

bosk.

jokh, tonk.

trushni.

trushna, shuchoo.

haiya.

het.

khiyM.

book, gol.

dreko, parechiko.
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To throw down driko, petsiko.

Thumb lotro chamoot.

Thunder humberush.

Thus hamush, harush.

Till ta, bikaput, hamuniput.

Time wakt.

Timid boortwak.

Tin kalai.

To
1

rote {suffixed).

bte.

Toe ehamoot.

Together ibiti.

To-morrow pingachooi.

The day after to-morrow pinga.

Two days after to-morrow shoo pinga.

Three days after to-morrow ortiri.

Tongue ligini.

Tooth don.

Touch torik.

To touch toriko.

Towards wulti.

Treacherous fundek.

Tree kun.

Truth horski.

To turn {intrans.) guriko.

To turn {tram.) gureko.

Ugly durt.

Uncle (father’s brother)
|

1

mik.
Uncle (mother’s brother) !

Under moolla, moolto {suffixed).

Unless bager.

To unloose bicheriko.

Up
_

Uing.

Upright h5rsk.

Valley gol, ret.

Vein yuroo.

Very boh.

Very well
3
urn.

Village deh, wullat.
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Vine droch.

Voice hawaz.

Vulture bizbur.

Wall kanj.

Walnut job

Walnut tree birmogh.

To want mushkiko.

Water oogh.

Water-mill khora.

Weak bekoowut.

Weakness bekoowuti.

Wedding jeri.

Week sot buss {lit. seven halts).

To weep kuliko.

West dokodiko.

Wet zah.

What kyakh.

In what way ketehaka.

Wheat gom.

When {interrog.) kyawat.

When {relat.) hussewakt.

Whence koorar.

Where {interrog.') koorah.

Which kill {for objects and animals), kali {for

human beings).

White ishperoo.

Whip chaghez.

Who {interrog.) kah.

Why koh, kyota, kyobuclmn.

Wide frakh, biroghun.

Widow
1

Widower )

wesbroo.

Wife bok.

Wind gan.

Window tsalakb doori.

Wine ron

Wing wrazun.

Winter yomun.

Wise dan a.

Wish rai
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To wish

With

Without

Woman
Old woman
Young woman
Wood
Wool

„ (pushum)

Work
To work

The world

To write

rai koriko.

sum {suffixed).

we.

kimeri.

zuroo.

choomootkir.

dar.

pushp.

murgulum.

korum.

korum koriko.

dunya.

nooweshiko.

Year

Yellow

Yes

yooran.

zirch.

di, jum.

Yesterday oozen.

The day before yesterday dosh.

1 i.

2 joo.

3 troi.

4 chor.

5 ponj.

6 choi.

7 sot.

8 osht.

9 nyon.

10 josh.

1
1

josh i.

12 josh joo.

13 josh troi.

14 jo.sh chor.

15 josh ponj.

Numerals.

16 josh choi.

17 josh sot.

18 josh osht.

19 josh nyon.

20 bisher.

21 bisher i.

30 bisher josh.

40 joo bisher

50 joo bisher josh.

60 troi bisher.

70 troi bisher josh.

80 chor bisher.

90 chor bisher josh.

100 shor.

(No higher number).

Once

First

i bar, etc. Second joowun.

awalum. Third troiyum, etc,
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Akt. VII .— The Languages of the Caucasus. By R. N. Oust,

Esq., lion. Secretary B.A.S.

There are two or three corners in the world’s surface, in

which a strange collection of diverse languages is found, the

survivals of extinct races, once great and strong. The

Central Provinces of India, the refuge of the Kolarian

aboriginal tribes
;

the hills and valleys of Abyssinia, in

which remnants of Ilainitic, or even Pre-IIamitic, races,

pushed aside by the advent of the powerful Semites, are still

found : the plateau of Tibet, and the Eastern slopes of that

plateau : all these three are instances of the phenomena, which

I describe : but none is so noticeable as the Range of the

Caucasus, one of the dividing lines of Europe and Asia. As
after a great hunt animals of all descriptions and sizes take

refuge in some secure copse, or some unapproachable moun-

tain, so, when the great Procession of the Indo-European

or Aryan, races from their primeval home on the Hindu Kush

commenced, all the Pre-Aryan races, which were not de-

stroyed, were pushed aside. In the AA^est of Europe there is

one solitary survival, the Basque in the Pju-enees : on the

extreme East of Europe we find a cluster of languages in the

Cauca.sus, which are neither Aryan, nor Semitic, nor Altaic.

These mysterious languages of the Caucasus have long

had an exaggerated reputation. Herodotus (Book I. 203)

remarks, that many and various are the tribes, by which the

Caucasus is inhabited, most of them living entirely on the

wild fruits of the forest: Strabo informs us (Book XI. 5),

that no less than seventy Dialects were spoken in the

coxmtry, which even then was called the Alountain of Lan-

YOL. XVII.—[new series.] 11
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guages. Pliny the Elder (Book VI. cap. 5, 12) quotes

Timosthenes, a contemporary of Ptolemy Philadelphus, to

the effect, that Dioscurias, on the shores of the Black Sea,

Avas once a famous city, though then deserted, so much so,

that three hundred Nations, all of different languages, were

in the habit of resorting to it, and in later times there were

one hundred and thirty interpreters for the purpose of

transacting bu.siness. Old legends had attached themselves

to the Cauca-sus in the mind of the Greeks, for Jason came

to the River Phasis, now the Riou, and fetched away the

golden fleece from Colchis, now Kutais, and the immortal

myth of Prometheus is connected with this range. In the

minds of the Persians the Koh-i-Kaf was believed to sur-

round the world : the Mountain is still called Kafkas in the

adjoining Provinces. The soldiers of Alexander the Great on

their march Eastwards called the Paropamisus by the name

of Caucasus, to which the epithet Indicus was subsequently

attached, which survives in the modern name of Hiiidu-Kush.

The Caucasus was the Northern boundary of the Persian

Empire, and, though Mithridates was able to make his way

along the coast of the Black Sea to the Sea of Azof, as a

fact the Roman Eagles never crossed the Caucasus. The

three Provinces of Colchis, Iberia and Albania, were the

limits of Roman knowledge and influence, with the exception

of some shadowy notion of the Suani, and of the existence

of the Caucasia) Pylm, now the Pass of Dariel, leading through

the Mountains to the unknown Sarmatia. The River, that

drains the Pass Southwards, is called by Strabo in the Augustan

age Aragus, and still preserves the name of Aragwa.

The Caucasus proved an insurmountable harrier against

conquering Nations advancing from the South, and a serious

obstacle to those, which came from the North. For a long

period Russia held the Province of Trans Caucasia, accessible

by the Caspian and Black Seas, without having established

her domination over the tribes of the Caucasus. At length

however, after the close of the Crimean War, the Emperor

Alexander II. effected the entire subjugation of the Range.

The Circassians were expatriated on the West, and Schamyl
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conquered on the East, and the Province of the Caucasus

established as a Government under the Grand-Duke Michael,

divided into Cis-Caucasia, North of the Range, and Trans-

Caucasia on the South, stretching from Sea to Sea, the

Southern houndary marching with the Turkish and Persian

Kingdoms, hut liable to in the past, and susceptible of in

the future, constant change. The population of this vast

Province amounts to five millions four hundred thousand,

which, when brought into contrast with a similar area in

British India, appears scant : the Revenue is very incon-

siderable, but the Province is imjoortant, not only as a

basis of invasion of Turkey, Persia, and Trans-Caspia, but

of British India also. Moreover, the population is so mixed,

and various, split uj) into such irrcconcileahle strata of Race,

Language, and Religion, that all idea of rebellion, or a

struggle for independence, is improbable. More than one

Million out of the five are actually Russians. My object is

to pass under review the ethnic and linguistic features of

the Asiatic portion of the population of the whole Province,

for it is impossible to treat the Mountain Range by itself,

the population of which is estimated at about one million.

Shut up in their inaccessible Mountains, the tribes had

evaded all possibility of inquiry into their language before

the Russian Conquest. Some few Vocabularies had been

picked up from the mouths of stray members of a clan.

But the Russians are very active and apt in the work of

Surveys and Ethnographic inquiry : indeed sometimes they

anticipate an intended conquest hj^ preparing a Grammar of

the language of the tribe. The Afghans must have felt that

some one was walking over their grave, when Prof. Dorn in

1840 published his Pushtu Grammar at St. Petersburg. As
regards the languages of the Caucasus, in books of such

esteem on the general subject of Philology, as those of Max
Muller, Whitney, and Hovelacque, there was nothing. In

his “Asia Polyglotta ” Klaproth had given a few Vocabu-

laries, and some specimens in his “ Kaukasisebe Sprachen.”

Julg in his “ Litteratur der Grammatiken” 1847 had referred

to all the books available at the time. Max Muller in his
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“Languages of the Seat of War in the East,” 1855, had
brought together much valuable information. Latham in his

“ Elements of Comparative Philology,” 1862, summed up all

that was knovoi at that period, unfortunately giving no

references to the authorities quoted, without which a volume

of facts collected at second hand is valueless. Berger in the

Report of the Third Oriental Congress at St. Petersburg,

1876, gives a full ethnographic description of the Caucasus,

hut in the Russian language.

When I visited St. Petersburg for the Third Oriental

Congress in 1876, I made the acquaintance of Berger, who
occupied the post of Chief of the Archaeological Commission

of the Caucasian Province : he was good enough on a large

Map to point out to me the locality of the tribes speaking

different languages, and to indicate to me the important

contributions to the Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of

Sciences at St. Petersburg by Professor Schiefner, based

upon the local investigations of Baron von Uslar. This

threw a new light on the subject, as all previous accounts

had been entirely devoid of the geographical element. In

1878 I was fortunate enough to meet Schiefner himself at

the Fourth Oriental Congress at Florence, and he promised

to send me a brief sketch of our present knowledge of the

Languages of the Caucasus : it reached me next year in the

German language : I had it translated and published in

the Annual Report of the Philological Society 1879, but

before the Report appeared, Schiefner passed away, so I

was only just in time to get the desired information. In the

meantime another great authority, Fredk. Muller of Vienna,

had made use of Schiefner’s and Uslar’s published works,

and in his Allgemeine Ethnographie (1st edition 1873, 2nd

edition 1879) had made a valuable contribution to our know-

ledge. Not being quite satisfied from the Geographical point

of view, I had written to Mr. Morrison, Agent to the British

and Foreign Bible Society at Tiflis, asking him to get from

the Russian Authorities full Geographical and Statistical in-

formation of the population of the Region. In 1881 he sent

me the Ethnological Map of the Province in which every tribe
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was marked by distinct colouring, with Statistics showing the

nnmher of the population of each : this latter was translated

and published by me in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society (Vol. XIII. p. 353, 1881). As I could not even

then reconcile some of the Ethnological Divisions with the

Linguistic materials, I thought it best in the autumn of

1883 to go myself to Trans-Caucasia, traverse the whole

Region, and vi.sit the Imperial Topographical Office at

Tiflis, where I experienced that remarkable kindness and

sympathy, which is so freely given in Russia to strangers,

and generally so coldly denied in England. Mr. ^Morrison

and I went carefully over the large sheet-Maps then pur-

chased, and the Ethnological Map, both in Tiflis, and subse-

quently in London, and arrived at certain conclusions. It

will be admitted therefore that the results now stated are the

outcome of peculiarly favourable opportunities, and local

inquiry. As a rule Anglo-Indians, who are familiar with

the administration of newly-conquered Districts, may be

trusted to stick closely to facts, and to eschew all pet

theories and delusive inductions. I have treated the Pro-

vince of the Caucasus with the same rigour of inquiry, with

which I treated in years gone by the Panjab.

On my road back from Trans-Caucasia, Fredk. IMuller pre-

sented me at V ienna with a copy of the third volume of his

Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft (1884), which he had been

good enough to dedicate to me. In this he passes under

review each of the peculiar languages of the Caucasus in an

exhaustive Grammatical Note. In the ninth edition of the

Encyclopedia Rritannica all the Geographical and Ethno-

graphical information available in 187G is brought together

under the words Caucasus, Circassia and Georgia. In

Petermann’s Mittheilungen, 1860, is a paper by Berger “Die

Berg Volker der Kaukasus.”

The method, which I adopt, consists of two rules.

A. That no language is to be admitted, unless the locality

of the tribe, who use it, can be indicated on a Map, not

prepared for the purpose, but independently by competent

authorities for strictly geographical purposes.
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B. That no language is to be admitted, unless some

sufficient evidence, vouched for at first hand, such as a

Vocabularj", Grammar, or Text, or the personal knowledge

of the reporter, can be produced.

Attached to my report now made is a Sketch Map, on

which the names of the tribes are indicated, and a Biblio-

graphical Statement, setting out the names of the books,

from which the information is gathered. It is obvious, that

certain names of tribes are mentioned, regarding which the

full information is not supplied. Such names are excluded

from the list of languages. Time will show whether they

use any of the languages, which are entered, or whether

upon maturer information new languages will have to be

added.

With a view of carrying out an exhaustive jjrocess, all the

languages spoken in the Province of the Caucasus are

entered, whether they are members of w^ell-known families,

or belong to the peculiar group called the Caucasian Group,

with regard to which Fredk. Muller remarks (Alg. Ethn.

1879, p. 26 note) : “It is doubtful, whether this Group can be

traced back to one common source. It is probable that the

languages spoken to the North of the Caucasus are quite

distinct from those spoken to the South, and that in the

Northern Sub-Group there are languages with totally dis-

tinct germs from each other.”

I omit the German, French, Italian, and even Russian

languages, though there are many denizens, and even settled

colonies of some of these nationalities of a modern date : but

they lie outside this inquiry. I commence from the Southern

boundary of the Province and proceed Northward. There

is a strange admixture of race and language, and the attempt

to show the different features on the Ethnological Map is a

very difficult one, and as regards the population of the chief

towns, it is impossible. The great conquering, and commer-

cial, races are hoj^elessly intermixed. Of Jews there are

none, as the Armenians do the dirty work : other Nation-

alities such as, Greek, Pole, Bohemian, Romanian, are

sparsely represented.
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I. Persian Iranian Branch of Aryan Family

II. Kurd do.

III. Armenian do.

IV. Ossete do.

V. Turk! Altaic Family

VI. Georgian Caucasian Group. Southern Sub-Group.

VII. Abkhas do. Northem Sub-Group(West)

VIII. Tsberkess do. do.

IX. Awar do. do. (East)

X. Ilurkan do. do.

XI. Kasikumuk do. do.

XII. Tabasseran do. do.

XIII. Kurin do. do.

XIV. Artsbi do. do.

XV. Ude do. do.

XVI. Tsbetsben do. do. (Xortb)

XVII. Tush do. do.

I shall describe each separately : of some languages there

are several Dialects
;
of others there are several sjaionyms

:

others are spoken by clans or tribes bearing tribal names.

It is probable that the more powerful Iranian, or Altaic,

Languages may have swallowed up in the struggle of life

scores of smaller languages, as they will no doubt swallow

up some of the small ones recorded above : yet these seven-

teen names represent all that remains of the seventy of

Strabo, and the three hundred of Pliny.

I. Persian. A few words are sufficient for this celebrated

language. As Trans-Caucasia was until 1826 part of the

Persian kingdom, it is natural to find, that the use of the

language has outlived the political domination : besides there

exists a considerable commerce betwixt the two countries.

The pure Persian-speaking population amounts to 8000.

It is interesting to find amidst the settled population of the

Province two Persian Colonies, speaking distinctive Persian

Dialects: (1) Talisb, the Dialect of a small District with a

population of 43,000 round a town of that name, and the

better known Caspian Sea Port of Lenkoran
;
this Dialect
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has the character of being an ancient one, differing in forms,

and words from modern Persian. (2) Tati, spoken in the

District of Baku on the Caspian Sea, and the Peninsula of

Aspheron, with a population of 81,000 : it is supposed by

some to be only a modern patois, corrupted by Turki, but

according to Beresine its name carries the appearance of

antiquity, for in the celebrated Tablets of Behistun the word
“ Thatiya ” occurs repeatedly preceding the name of Darius,

meaning “ Darius spake.” This hypothesis seems doubtful.^

All the Persians are Mahometan, but Shiah, and hostile to

the Turks, who are Siini.

II. Kurd. Forty-four thousand of this Nation have

crossed the frontier and settled in the Southern portions of

Trans-Caucasia. They are all Mahometan.

III. Armenian. Nearly three-quarters of a million of

this industrious and respectable community are subjects of

Russia, and occupy a large but broken area in Trans-

Caucasia, especially in the towns. They speak a different

Dialect from that used by their co-religionists in Asiatic

Turkey. They are all Christians, and the whole Bible has

been lately translated into their Dialect, and published by

the British and Foreign Bible Society.

IV. Ossete, called also Iron. This is one of the Lan-

guages spoken within the Range of the Caucasus, but, as it

belongs to the Iranian Branch of the Aryan Family, its

descrijjtion follows the other members of that Branch. The

tribe numbers one hundred and eleven thousand : they

occupy a compact territory in the very centre of the range,

and it is traversed by the high road through the Dariel Pass

that leads from Tiflis to Vladikafkas. Some of these are

Mahometan
;
the greater part are Christian, retaining many

Pagan customs
;

they hold the upper valley of the P iver

Terek, as well as the Mountain tract to the West as far as

the head waters of the Ardou, and the Mamisson Pass. The

evidence of their language is quite decisive as to their

origin.

* See J.R.A.S. (o.s.) Vol. XI. p. 176, and Williams’s Sanskrit Dictionary, p.

985. S. “ skns,” G. “ sagen,” E. “ say.” We have no proof whether the word
is “ Tati,” as written by the Russians, or “ Thati.”
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V. Turk!. Of this important Nationality the Russian

statistics give the following details :

I. Osmanli 700

IT. Azerhijani 976,000

III. Karachai 20,000

IV. Kaharda 14,000

V. Kumik 78,000

VI. Noga 10,000

VII. Kirghiz 11,000

VIII. Jaghatai 77,000

IX. Kahnuk 11,000

1,197,700

One million and one hundred and ninety-seven thousand

seven hundred. Of these the Azerhijani are the most im-

portant, and spread over the greater part of Trans-Caucasia,

and they are homogeneous with the population of the Persian

adjoining Province of Tehriz to such an extent, that a trans-

lation of the Bible is now passing through the Press at the

expense of the British and Foreign Bible Society, which will

be intelligible to both. Allusion was made at the Third

Oriental Congress at St. Petersburg in 1876, by Berger, to

the importance of this language, and to the fact, that it had

never been studied. Last year at Tiflis I made particular

inquiries of the scholar Amirkhanians, employed in this

translation of the Bible, and found that the only notice of

this Language was in a Grammar of the Turkish Language

in the Russian Language by Kasim Beg, translated into

German by Zenker. Of the other varieties of the Turk!

Language (excepting of course the Osmanli) we know little.

The Kumik occupy the low lands betwixt the Caspian Sea

and the Eastern slopes of the Caucasus, and the Gospel of St.

Matthew is in course of translation for their use. The New
Testament has been translated into Kirghiz, and the Gospel

of St. Matthew into Jaghatai or Trans-Caspian Turki. Of

some of the rest we have scant Vocabularies. A scientific detail
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of tlie different varieties of the important Turk! Language

is greatly to be desired. The Turki tribes poured in from

the North in historic times, causing great displacement of

Aryan and Pre-Arj^an Languages, and now that the whole

of the scattered portions of the tribe are gradually coming

under the firm rule of the Russians, their importance will

he greatly increased. They are all Mahometan, of the Suni

sect.

YI. Georgian. We now arrive at the first of the Lan-

guages specially identified with tlie Caucasus, and belonging

to none of the great Language-Families of Asia. Fredk.

Muller divides the Group (for they have no pretence to such

affinity among each other, as would justify the use of the word

“Family”) into a Southern and Northern Sub-Group, and

the Georgian with its Dialects composes the Southern Sub-

Group. The Statistical account states the following facts

:

I. Grusian 340,000

II. Imeritian and Gurian 380,000

III. Tushin, Phsav, and Chevsur . . 20,000

IV. Mingrelian 198,000

V. Suanian 12,000

950,000

The origin of the name Georgian is presumably the Persian

word “ Gurj.” The third Subdivision is unimportant : Tiflis,

the Capital of the Russian Province, is the chief town of

Grusia, Kutais of Imeritia, and Poti of Mingrelia. Suania

is a small Mountainous District difficult of access. They are

all sometimes called the Kartalinian tribes, from their speaking

a language called by themselves Kartli. The Grusians, or

Georgians proper, inhabit the basin of the River Kur East

of the Suram water-shed, and spread up the valley of the

Aragwa to the very foot of the main range, and occupy the

valley of Kakhetia. The Imeritians occupy the valley of the

River Riou or Phasis, West of the Suram Range. They are

separated from the Mingrelians by the River Zenesquali.

The Mingrelians extend to the Black Sea, The Guiians are
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a small Siib-trlbe to tbe South of tbe Mingrelians, and

beyond these are the Lazians, who were known by that

name in the time of Strabo, and have lately been annexed

to Russia. The Suanians are mentioned by Strabo and

Pliny. All these Sub-tribes speak dialects, more or less

distinct, of the common language, the Georgian; or some may
even be called Sister-Languages. All the tribes are Chris-

tian, except the Lazian. The language is essentially Non-

Aryan. It has two alphabets, both of which derive from

the Armenian aljjhabet : one is used for the Bible and reli-

gious works, the Kutsuri, or Priest’s
;

the other is the

Mekhedsuli Kheli, or Soldier’s, which is the ordinary cursive

script. The translation of the Bible dates back to the

eighth century, and there are other specimens of archaic

literature. This is a strong language, with great vitality,

and will hold its own, and become the vehicle of culture and

civilization.

In a general waj' the tribes, which make up the Northern

Sub-Group, in the Western Regions of the Caucasus have

been called the Circassian, in the Central Regions the

Mizdzhedzi, and in the Eastern Regions the Lesgian

:

these are Ethnic terms. Almost all the Lesgians were

Christians before the twelfth Century.

VII. Abkhas or Abas. This tribe occupies the Coast of

the Black Sea from the point of Pitzunta to the confines of

Mingrelia : they are kindred to the Tsherkess : the popula-

tion numbers twenty-two thousand. Their language has

been thoroughly studied and described. Mr. Peacock,

Consul at Batum, at my request, is prepaifing a collection

of Sentences upon a fixed plan. They were once Christian,

are nominally Mahometan, but practically Pagan.

VIII. Tsherkess. These are the famous Circassians

:

their proper name is Adighe. After a prolonged struggle

they were subjugated by the Russians in 1864, and emi-

grated in a body of 400,000 to Turkey in Europe : the

Russians made a solitude, and called it peace. The Statistics

still show a population of one hundred and fifteen thousand,

under the designation of Kabarda and other Circassian
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Mountain tribes. The name of Kabarda appears twice in

the Statistics, and is marked off separately in the Map :

first as a portion of tbe Turki population, and secondly

as a portion of tbe Tsberkess, wbo knuckled under to the

Russians, and bold tbe country North of tbe Range from

tbe valley of tbe River Kuban to tbat of tbe River Terek.

All these tribes are Mahometan. Their language has been

studied, but it has not been treated grammatically in accord-

ance with tbe requirements of Pbilologj", either by Schiefner

or Fredk. Muller. Tbe latter omits it entirely from bis

Grammatical Notices in Vol. III. of bis Grundriss der

Spracbwissenscbaft, as if be considered tbat tbe Language

bad ceased to exist, which can hardly be asserted, as regards

tbe emigrants into Turkey, or those wbo stayed behind in

their native Mountains.

IX. Awar. These mountaineers number one hundred and

fifty-five thousand, and their habitat is in tbe Eastern por-

tion of tbe Range, in tbe very heart of Daghestan. Materials

for a study of their language were collected by Berger, and

on this basis, with the help of soldiers in the Circassian

battalion stationed at St. Petersburg, Schiefner in 1862

published his Essay on the Awar. When Uslar published

his more comprehensive essay on the Northern Dialect of

this language, Schiefner returned to the subject, and jjub-

lished a comjDrehensive account, comparing the Awar gram-

matically, as well as lexicographically, with the other

languages of the Caucasus. 'Ibis is the only one of the

Lesgian tribes, who have a written language, and they use

the Arabic character. They are Mahometan.

X. Ilurkan. In the Statistics this tribe is called Dargin,

bnt the Philologists prefer the name entered above. There

are three main Dialects, Akusha, Tschardak, Wurkun : the

former is the most widely spoken, and best known. The

population, which speaks this language, amounts to eighty-

eiffht thousand : their habitat is East of the Awar, in the

latitude of Derbend on the Caspian Sea. Uslar made in-

vestigations into the language, w'hich Schiefner reported in

1871, and has been followed by Fredk. Muller.
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XI. Kasikumuk, wlio call tkemselves Lak. This tribe

dwells ill Central Daghestan, and number thirty- five thousand.

They occupy a small enclave in the latitude of Derhend,

betwixt the Awmr and the Ilurkan. Uslar made investiga-

tions, which Schiefner reported in 1866, followed by Fredk.

Muller.

XII. Tabasseran. This small tribe of sixteen thousand

occupy a small enclave South of the Ilurkan. Uslar was

engaged in the study of their language, when he was pre-

maturely cut off in 1875, and his work has never been

printed. We know that the tribe and the language exists,

but nothing further. The Philological investigation has

still to be made.

XIII. Kurin. This is an important tribe in South

Daghestan, extending to the confines of the Tati population

of the Baku District, and numbering one hundred and

thirty-one thousand. The tribe dwells both sides of the

River Samur, as far as its outlet into the Caspian Sea,

cutting through the territory of the Azerhijani Turki.

Uslar made investigations, which were reported by Schiefner

in 1876, followed by Fredk. Muller. The Kurin language

has been greatly affected by the Azerhijani Turki.

XIV. Artshi. The name of a village with a population

of only six hundred, within the enclave of the Kasikiimuk,

yet Uslar reports that the inhabitants use a peculiar and

isolated laimua^e. Fredk. Muller describes it.

XV. Ude. This language is only spoken in two villages

to the South of the Kurin, and therefore quite outside the

boundary of Daghestan. They are surrounded by villages,

the inhabitants of which speak Azerhijani Turki, and the

population is barely ten thousand. The influence of the

Turki on this language has been excessive. Schiefner pub-

lished an Essay on this lani^iiao-e, and has been followed by
Fredk. Muller.

XVI. Tshetshen. 1 It seems expedient to treat together

XVII. Tush.
)

these two languages.

The Compiler of the Statistics takes no notice of the

second name, but gives a population of one hundred and
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sixty- five thousand for the first. They inhabit the Northern

slopes of the Eastern Caucasus extending do^vn the valley of

the River Terek from the territory of the Ossete on the

West : they touch the Awar on the South, but do not

extend up to the highest ranges. Their language is very dis-

tinct from all the others, and there are a great many Dialects.

Schiefner mentions that with the aid of a native he made an

exhaustive treatise upon the Tush language in 1856. The

aj^pearance of this paper led Uslar, who had been com-

missioned to draw up an ethnographic description of the

tribes of the Caucasus, to make similar investigations in the

Tshetshen language, which stands in the closest connection

with the Tush. Uslar’s work relates chiefly to the dialect

of the residents of the plain, and Schiefner was able on this

basis in 1863 to show the relationship of the language to the

cognate Tush, and the greater antiquity of the latter. One

of the tribes is named Kisti, and some authorities have used

this name incorrectly for the whole. Fredk. Muller treats

the two Languages as one with dialectal differences.

The Ethnographical Map, prepared by the Russian Govern-

ment, accounts for every square mile of the territory, and on

a careful scrutiny the names of the following tribes remain

without having any peculiar language of their own, and

without being upon authority assigned to any language

already noticed: they are all in the Lesgian or West

Caucasus Group.

1. Audi

2. Dido ....

3. Agul. . .

.

4. Rutul . .

5. Tsakhur

6. Dsheksh

7. Khinalug

8. Kriz ....

35.000 A suhtrihe of the Awar.

9.000 do. do.

5.000 W. of Tahasseran.

12.000 E. of Kurin, a subtribe of the Awar.

4.000 W. of Rutul.

8.000 S. of Kurin.

2.000 In the Kurin enclave.

5.000 In the Kurin enclave.

80,000

Eslar died prematurely, so possibly there may he some
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otlier forms of speecli spoken by the eight subtribes above

noted, and there may be other dialects of the languages which

have heen recorded. On the other hand, we find in no volume

on the Caucasus vocahularies, or notices of languages, which

cannot be located, which is so common a feature in volumes

on Africa. All other names, which apjiear in the pages of

travellers, are ethnical, synonyms, or suh-tribal names, or

the varying names, given to each tribe by its neighbours,

which is often a cause of confusion and double entries. If

a new TJslar were deputed to the Region, his microscopic

investigations might reveal new phenomena, though on a

small scale.

AYe are mo.st fortunate in having the careful studies of

two such great Scholars as Schiefner and Fredk. Muller, based

upon the local investigations of Uslar. I have no sympathy

with those, who treat the vocabularies of tribes, segregated

for Centuries in inapproachable mountains, as mere linguistic

puzzles, furnishing materials for comparison with, and possibly

fortuitous resemblance with. Vocabularies of tribes, who never

possibly could have come into contact with them, or derived

from the same source. But the study of the structure of a

language is always interesting, so also is the degree to which

that structure has been insensibly modified by the contact

of powerful neighbouring languages. This opens out the

still unsettled question of Mixed Languages.

I will conclude with an anecdote illustrating practically

the Poliphony of the Caucasian Province. AVhen I was at

Baku on the Caspian Sea in October 1883, I hired a carriage

to drive six miles to the Petroleum Fields. My coachman,

a good intelligent fellow, spoke nothing hut Azerbijani

Turki, but my landlord, an Italian, explained to him care-

fully what he was to do, and we did very well until we
arrived at the middle of the machinery. I was unahle to

formulate any question, and he had not the innate skill of a

practised guide to explain hy gesture what was going on

around us. I was in despair, when I beheld a gentleman

approaching me, whom by his dress and appearance I recog-

nized to be an Armenian. Hat in hand I addressed him
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consecutively in Frencli, German, and Italian, and on eacli

occasion lie shook his head to indicate his inability to com-

prehend me. He then addressed me in what I knew by the

sounds were Armenian, Azerbijani Turki, and Russian: I

shook my head hopelessly. It would have been an ahsurdity

for me to address him in English, or for him to address me,

as doubtless he was able, in Georgian. Nor did he presume

to vex my soul with Tsherkess; or Awar, or anj'' Mountain-

language. AVe stood blandly smiling at each other, when

under a sudden inspiration he muttered, rather than spoke,

“I suppose you do not know Persian?"” in the sweet lan-

guage of Iran. “Not speak Persian,” I replied, “I have

been familiar with it since I was a youth.” We then

fraternized, and he explained everything, as he was a pro-

prietor of many Petroleum Wells. He took me into his

office, and gave me coffee and fruit, and we parted as warm
friends, exchanging cards.

Appendix of Authorities.

No. Language. Dialect. Authority.

I. Persian Talish Beresine, Recherches siir les Dialectes

Persaiis, Casan, 1853.

Do. Tati (1) do. do. (2) Eicliwald, Reise auf
der Kaspischen Meer. Stuttgard, ^303.

II. Kurd — Justi, Kurdische Grammatik, 8t. Peters-

burg, 1S80.

III. Armenian... Trans-Caucasian. Of the Standard Language there is an
abundant Literature, but of this Dia-
lect there is nothing, except the text

of tlie Translation of the Bible.

IV. Ossete . — MaxMiiller’s Survey of Languages, 1855,

p. 34.

Sjogren, Sprachlehre u. 'VTorterhuch, St.

Petersburg, 1844.

do. Studien, St. Petersburg, 1848.

Fredk. Muller, Algemeine Ethnographic,

Vienna, 1879, pp. 27, 527.

do. Proc. Academ. Vienna, 1861, 63,

64.

Rosen. Sprachlehre, 1846 ; Ahhandlung.
Berlin. Acad. 1862, 63, 64, 67.

Schiefner, Tales, Texts, Proverbs, Animal
Legends.

Lerch, Plural Suffix, Memoires Academ.
St Petersburg, 1864.

Salemann, Conjugation, Beitriige zur

Vergleich. Sprachf. (Kuhn), 1874.
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V. Turki ...

VI. Georgian ...

VII. Abkhas

Till. Tsberkess...

IX. Aw&r

X. Hurkan ...

XI. Kasikumuk.

I. Osmknli.. Well known.
II. Azerbijani (1) Berger, Popular Songs, noticed in

Report of Third Oriental Congress,

1876. (2) Kasim Beg, Turkish Grammar
(Russian), pp. 318-340; translated into

German by Zenker, 1848, Leipzig.

III. Karachai. Klaproth, Reise II. Anhang,pp. 273-279.

V. Kumik ... do. do. pp. 273-288.

VI. Noga ... do. do. pp. 273-282.

Bodenstedt, Journal of German Oriental

Society, vol. v. p. 245.

VII. Kirghiz... (1) do. La Langue des Kjirgbiz, Journal

Asiatique, 1825.

VIII. Jaghatai

Tartar. Vambery, Spracbstudien, Leipzig, 1867.

IX. Kalrauk.. Vater Proben, 1816; Zwick, Grammatik
der West-Mongolisch Spraehe, 1851.

Makarow on the Tiuki Languages
spoken in the Caucasus (Russian),

described in Melanges Asiatiques, vol. i.

p. 127, by Boethlingk.

Brosset, Grammar (French), Paris, 1834

and 1837.

Klaproth, Voc. and Grammar, Paris, 1827.

do. Asia Polyglotta.

Tschubinof, Diet., Georgian- Russian-

French, St. Petersburg, 1840.

Fredk. Muller, Alsfemeine Ethnographie,

1879, p. 497.

do. Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft,

1884, vol. iii.

Rosen, Abhandlungen Berlin. Acad. 1846.

Rosen, Abhandlungen Berlin. Acad. 1845,

pp. 405, 444.

Uslar, Bericht von Schiefner, Memoires
Academ. St. Petersburg, 1863.

Fredk. Muller, Alg. Ethu. 1879, p. 49.

do. Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft,

1884, vol. iii. p. 49.

Klaproth, Voc. Paris, 1823.

Klaproth, Grammar and Voc. Paris, 1823.

LTIuilier, (irammar and Dictionary,

Odessa, 1846.

Loewe, Dictionary, London, 1854.

Sjogren, Bulletin Ilistorico-Philologique,

vol. iv. p. 165.

Schiefner, Versuch. St. Petersburg, 1862.

do. Ausfiihrliche bericht fiber,

Uslar’s Studien, St. Petersburg, 1872.

do. Texte, do. 1873.

Fredk. Muller, Grundriss der Spraehwis-

sensehaft, 1884, vol. iii. p. 66.

Graham, J.R.A. S. n.s. Vol. XIII. 1881.

Uslar, bericht von Schiefner, St. Peters-

burg, 1871.

Fredk. Muller, Grundriss der Sprachwis-

senschaft, 1884, vol. iii p. 108.

Uslar, Bericht von Schiefner, St. Peters-

burg, 1866.

Fredk. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwis-

senschaft, 1884, vol iii. p. 33.

12YOL. XVII.—[new series.]
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XII. Tabasseran.

XIII. Kurin

XIV. Artsbi

XV. Ude

XVI. Tshetshen.

XVII. Tusb

Uslar’s work in MS.
Uslar, Bericht von Schiefner, St. Peters-

burg, 1873.

Fredk. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwis-

senschaft, 1884, vol. iii. p. 128.

Uslar, Bulletin Academ. St. Petersburg,

vol. vii. pt. 2, p. 99.

Fredk. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwis-

senschaft, 1884, vol. iii. p. 102.

Schiefner, Memoires Academ. St. Peters-

burg, 1863, ISeries vii. vol. vi. No. 8,

p. 119.

Fredk. Muller, Grundriss der Spracbwis-

sensehaft, 1884, vol iii. p. 139.

Uslar, Bericht von Schiefner, St. Peters-

burg, 1836.

Klaproth, Langues des Mizdzhedzi, Paris,

1823.

Fredk. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachwis-

senschaft, 1884, vol. iii. p. 158.

Schiefner, Memoires Academ. St. Peters-

burg, vol. ix. p. 160.

Klaproth, as above.

Fredk. Muller, as above.
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Art. VIII.

—

On the Study of the South-Indian Vernaculars.

By G. U. Pope, D.D., Fellow of the Madras University.

The writer desires to say something regarding the Vernacular

Languages of Southern India
;

to urge upon Englishmen

whose work lies there the value of their cultivation
;

to

give some account especially of a certain department of

Tamil literature; and to lay before English scholars a few

specimens of what is believed to be unique among the pro-

ductions of Oriental thought.

Our power of benefitting our fellow-subjects in India must

greatly depend upon our intimate and sympathetic acquain-

tance with their habits of thouglit and feeling
;
and it is, I

imagine, an undoubted fact that the great majority of

Englishmen connected with India do not possess this know-

ledge to any great extent, and perhaps hardly think it worth

acquiring.

I am not now hinting any blame. It is especially hard to

know ‘ native character ’ anywhere, and English people have

no special aptitude for the study. Nor is the course of study

pursued by most young Englishmen as preparatory to enter-

ing on the duties of Indian official life any great help in

this particular direction.

In many w'ays we fail to understand the people of

India. Hindus are often spoken of as apathetic. I should

term them fervid. My first teacher of Tamil wms a most

learned scholar, long dead (peace to his ashes!), who possessed

more than any man I have known the inyenium ‘perfercidmn.

He was a profound and zealous Vaishnavite. I remarked one

day a long white line or scar on his neck, where his rosary

of huge Eleocarpus beads hung, and ventured to ask him (I

had to wait on such occasions for the mollia tempora fandi !)
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its history. “Well,” said he, “when I was a boy, I could

learn nothing. Nothing was clear to me, and I could re-

member nothing. But I felt my whole soul full of an

intense love of learning. So, in despair, I went to a temple

of Sarasvafi (the goddess of learning) and, with a passionate

prayer, I cut my throat and fell bleeding at her feet. In a

vision she appeared to me, and promised I should become

the greatest of Tamil scholars. I recovered, and from that

day, by her grace, I found all things easy, and I am what

she said I should be.” I believe he was so
;
and from that

noble enthusiastic teacher I learnt to love Tamil and to

reverence its ancient professors.

A great danger to which we English people are exposed

is that of undervaluing those of other races with whom we

are brought into connexion, and of permitting ourselves to

be quite sure that, whenever they differ from ourselves they

are wrong, perhaps barbarous, perhaps even wicked.

A great deal may be learnt of a people from its literature

;

and of the vernacular literature of India most Englishmen

are of course profoundly ignorant. The vernaculars of

India have not the literary interest and importance that

attach themselves to Sanskrit or Chinese. It is, however,

with the hope of exciting some curiosity regarding one of

these vernaculars that I write. The Tamil language is spoken

by from ten to fifteen millions of our fellow-subjects, who

are the inhabitants of the Southern Karnatic, comprising ten

Collectorates, about one- half of the Madras Presidency.

There are several languages of South India which are closely

allied to it, the offspring of a common parent. The principal

of these are the Tamil, the Telugu, the Kanarese, and the

Malayalim ;
the Tamil being by far the most cultivated and

copious of the group.

The Telugu is perhaps better known than the Tamil, being

a remarkably mellifiuous language; but it is inferior to Tamil

in power, in resources, and in literature. The Tamil people

themselves are among the most active and enterprizing of

our Eastern fellow-subjects. They have a greater power

of accommodating themselves to circumstances than any
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other Indian race, and are employed as domestic servants

almost all over British India, while large bands of Tamil

Coolies are to be found in the Mauritius, British Guiana and

the West Indian Islands. The northern part of Ceylon is

entirely occupied by them.

Now the Tamilians have a literature which is, in some

respects, unique in the East. And I am not speaking here

merely of translations or adaptations from the Sanskrit, of

which there are very many in Tamil, as in all other Indian

languages; but of works which are the outcome of the genius

of the people themselves, and are as thoroughly Tamilian

as Shakspere is English. They possess an extensive and

interesting literature, which is not only independent of

Sanskrit, but opposed to its influence. Its authors cordially

disliked Brahmanism and Brahmans, and have striven, with

considerable success, to found a literature which should

rather be the rival of that composed in the great northern

language than its offspring. Everywhere we And traces of

the conflict between the Northern or Sanskrit, and the

Southern or Tamil schools. Thus (in Ndhidi 243) one of

the Tamil poets says :

(oT <^!T IT lEJiBlT^ Q^ !51 iE [T fT ;

^^ Ih P5 fl L L <3t foil ff <3i LD

‘‘ ^sk(^/T)(y^ eu i—^ sn -3= iLj in

QsrrdsTi^etTir 3=!T&)u u&)ir.

“ Whatever soil you sow it in, the ‘ Sfr//c/iiios ’ nut

Grows not a cocoa-palm. Some of the Southern land

Have entered heaven !
^ Man' s life decides his future state.’

Full many from the Northern land inhabit hell.”

It is true that most of the books current in all Indian

languages are translations from the great Sanskrit epics or

adaptations of them
;
but I hold that from these you can gain

little more knowledge of the thoughts and feelings of the

peoples of India, than might be gained by a foreigner

regarding those of the English people from a study of

Dryden’s Virgil or Pope’s Homer.
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All Europeans who go to India to live and work ought

to learn the vernacular of the people among whom they

live
;

hut, above this, all who seek to influence these

people for good must have a respectable knowledge of that

which influences them most, their own favourite literature.

To read the Hitopadesa or Panchatantra (a foreign book,

not known in Tamil till this century) or a few fables, mostly

of Persian origin, is not to know Tamil.

A hindrance to the real study of Tamil exists in the fact

that servants of Government are compelled or encouraged

to learn a little of several Oriental languages, and rarely

remain long among the people whose language they know
best. Few men, however, whose time is otherwise much
occupied, have the power to gain a thorough working know-

ledge of more than one language besides their own. An
Englishman in India should know one vernacular thoroughly

and a little of Hindustani. Many ‘go up ’ in several

languages, and attain real facility and proficiency in none.

And Tamil, at least, will repay those who, like that dis-

tinguished civilian Mr. F. W. Ellis, in the last century,

thoroughly master its literature.

For, as has been said, there is in Tamil a considerable

number of works, chiefly of an ethical or moral character,

which are of quite exceptional merit, in every point of view,

and possess unbounded influence over the minds of the

people.^ I propose to saj^ something in this paper of three

of these : the Karral of Tiruvalluvar, the Ndladi by un-

known authors, and the works of the poetess Avvai. I

shall say little, because I do hope that complete editions of

these three, with English translations and elucidations,

which I have prepared, may yet be published.

The greatest of these is the work of Tiruvalluvar. He
was, according to universal tradition, a Pariah weaver, of

Mailapur or S. Thome, a suburb of Madras, which city in his

1 The Telugu has also a poetical work on moral subjects ;
‘ the verses of

Veiiiann’

;

hut these are immeasurably inferior in all respects (except their

wonderful—quite unequalled—rhythm) to the Kurral, as any one can see who
looks into the translation of Vhtuma by the late Mr. C. P. Erown, the prince of

Telugu scholars.
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days was not in existence. His date is uncertain, though we

naay safely limit it to between a.d. 1000 and 1200. His very

name is unknown, his title of Tiruvalluvar meaning simply

‘ Pariah priest ' or ‘ soothsayer.’ Mailapur, then a sea-port

of some importance, was the very place which the univer-

sally received tradition of ancient Christendom regards as

the scene of the Apostle S. Thomas’s martyrdom. And it is

a noteworthy circumstance, that from precisely the spot so

hallowed in the annals of Christianity should have pro-

ceeded, some centuries later, the Oriental book which more

than any other in the wide range of Eastern literature seems

to reflect the moral teaching of the Great Master whom
all the Western world reveres. Indeed, the student of

South-Indian history will find that Christian influences have

always been most active there. Missionaries of no mean
repute from Alexandria, of whom Pantaenus was one, visited

Mailapur, where there has been a Christian community from

the earliest times, in close communication with the Christians

of Malabar.' The Syrian Missionaries, and, in after-times,

S. Francis Xavier, the noble band of Madura martyrs,

Beschi (who was Chanda Saheb’s prime minister), De Nobili

(nephew of Cardinal Bellarmine), and many others, have

by their lives and writings powerfully influenced the

Tamil mind, and that influence pervades its literature

and has even perceptibly modified some of its sectarian

developments.

But to return to the great Tamil poet. M. Ariel (in a

letter to Burnouf, published in the Journal Asiatique, 1848)

speaks of his work as “ the masterpiece of Tamil literature,

—one of the highest and purest expressions of human
thought.” Again he says :

“ That which above all is

wonderful in the Kurral is the fact that its author addresses

himself without regard to castes, peoples or beliefs, to the

whole community of mankind
;
the fact that he formulates

sovereign morality and absolute reason
;
that he proclaims in

their very essence, in their eternal abstractedness, virtue and

* I may refer to Dr. German’s interesting work, “ Die Kirche der Thomas
Christen,” and to Dr. Neale’s “Patriarchate of Antioch,” p. 48.
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truth
;
that he presents, as it were, in one group the highest

laws of domestic and social life
;
that he is equally perfect

in thought, in language and in poetry, in the austere meta-

physical contemplation of the great mysteries of the Divine

Nature, as in the easy and graceful analysis of the tenderest

emotions of the heart.”

Owing to the assiduous labours of Dr. Graul, the Kurral

(with other Tamil books) has been edited in Germany with

German and Latin versions.

]\I. Ariel has also published in French a translation of a

portion of the Kurral. But in English no complete trans-

lation has yet appeared. Mr. Ellis translated about twenty-

three chapters
;
Mr. Drew published twenty-four chapters

;

hut no complete translation has ever been published in

English, nor has any edition with critical apparatus been

issued under English auspices. And this is remarkable,

considering our connection with the land of the Tamils.

It is much to be desired that a complete edition of the

‘ Tamil Moral Poets’ should be published, with lexicon, con-

cordance, notes, and English version. This could easily be

issued in England
;

since Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. have

recently printed and published a Tamil Hand-book in three

volumes, which for beauty of typography and correctness

surpasses anything yet printed in Tamil.

Tradition says that in Tiruvalluvar’s days there was a great

Academy in the Southern Madura, of which all learned Tamil

scholars were members, and of which the god Siva himself

condescended to be the President. This learned corporation

possessed a miraculous bench, that floated on the waters of

the great tank or lake belonging to the famous Madura

temple. This bench had the faculty of expanding to make

room for any worthy candidate, and thus the academy was

kept select. When the Pariah bard presented himself with

his 1300 couplets, his want of caste was alleged as a reason

for his exclusion. Meekly acquiescing, he craved permission

but to lay his book on the end of the bench. His request

was granted
;

hut no sooner had the book rested on the

bench, than the whole of the members of the Academy
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found themselves floating in the tank, the weight of the

poem having upset the bench, which in fact there and then

finally disappeared.

The advent of the new poet was fatal to the Madura

Sanskrit-Tarail school.

Before giving a few specimens of the work, I must say a

word or two about the difficulty of translation. Nothing,

not even a Greek chorus, so defies the efforts of the student

as does very much of the high Tamil poetry. The

poetical dialect of Tamil allows every kind and any amount

of ellipsis, so that a line is often little else than a string of

crude forms artfully fitted together. The best compositions

are quatrains or couplets, each containing a complete idea :

a moral epigram. Their construction resembles that of a

design in mosaic. The materials fitted together are some-

times mere bits of coloured glass, but sometimes also very

precious stones and pure gold. And the design ? Why you

walk round it, and try to catch it in all lights, and feel at

first, and often for a long time, as if it meant nothing at all,

till you catch some hint, and at once it lies revealed, some-

thing to be thought of again and again, some bit of symbolism

it may be, not unfrequently grotesque, often quaint, but

sometimes also of rare beauty.

Especially of Tiruvajluvar it may be said, as Archbishop

Trench says of S. Augustine (S. Augustine as an Interpreter

of Scripture, p. 154) :

“ He abounds in short and memor-

able, and, if I might so call them, epigrammatic sayings,

concentrating with a forceful brevity the whole truth which

he desires to impart into some single phrase, forging it into

a polished shaft, at once pointed to pierce, and barbed that

it shall not lightly drop from, the mind and memory.”

The Kurral in three books treats of virtue, domestic and

ascetic, of wealth or the state, and of love. It is divided

into 133 chapters, each consisting of ten couplets.

His first chapter is ‘ The Praise of God,’ but theology is

no part of his general subject; and he scarcely alludes to a

Divine Being in the remaining chapters. This is his intro-

ductory chapter

:
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Qp^(S\) QsijQ^^Q^(5\)&)[rLD;

U'Seusisr np^pQp iLj6\)(^.

1

.

A as its first of letters every speech maintains
;

The ‘ Primal Deity ’ is first thro’ all the world’s domains.

(«)

<3bpp^<^(o\^!nu uLuQssr<ojsTQ<sfr6\) su ir ev SiJ

mp(c^ Qi_!Tiprr^ OiTssflssr .? (a.)

2. jS’o fruit have men of all their studied lore

Save they the ‘ Purely Wise One's ’ feet adore.

Loen/feSsOTcF Qiu Q(^sisr Latrsmip Q <3̂ it ip rr ir

iSso LSm)3^ MQenrr^ eiimr. (^)
3. His feet ‘ Who hath pass'd o'er the full-Uown flower' who gain,

In bliss long time shall dwell above this earthly plain.

QeusssrQ^eo Q en sssr i_ it sm ld u9i^<s\)fr ssripQ <3^ it is^ it iti

Qiurrsm® iBQ ldsdu u9<so.
(
5^)

4.

His feet ‘ Whom want affects not, irhs not grief' who gain,

Shall not, thro’ every time, of any woes complain.

IT ^(T^sQSsSTlLjl^ Q <3= JT IT ^SmpISlJsisT

Qu IT eraQ 3^ IT uj
ifl

ip iff isp a it Lc>aiL®. {®)

5.

The men who on the 'King's' true praise delight to dwell.

Affects not them the fruit of deeds done ill or well.

Qua nSsiJaii9 Sso is^ 60ffp a eisr Quaiu^d

Q ISpi £l eraQy d i^Qenaifl euad. ('^)

6. Long live they blest, who’ve stood in path from falsehood free’d,

His ‘ Who quench'd lusts that from the sense-gates five proceed.'

^G3r<s06UisjncD u9 6\) ev ap a ear d dfladi aeneu/rsn

LCsssrieB6u?so Loappev ^iff^. (<sr)

7. Unless His feet ‘ to Whom none can compare' men gain,

’Tis hard for soul to find relief from anxious pain.

.jijpena^ lu is^emersr (^cra(o3^ a ispadds 3b6\)6vap

i9p6iia^ i§is^<d) jyiff.^.

8.

Unless His feet, ‘the Sea of good, the fair and Bountiful,' men

gain,

’Tis hard of being’s changeful sea the further bank to attain.
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Q<3S!T(oifl^ Qufrn5)u9/b (^emlS

(

s\)(o (ou <5T6m(^sm^^n''5sr

^n'dsir 611 6S3T lEJ dB IT^ ('^ )

9. Before His feet the ‘eight-fold Excellence' with unbent head,

Who stands, like palsied sense, is to all living functions dead.

l9psSlu QuQ^ia^L^ 63?IB^611IT l§ IE fT IT

^mpeu 6ST Lg-(o 3= jnr ^irir. (j/l)

10. They swim the sea of births, the ‘ Monarch’
s’

foot who gain;

None other reach the shore of being’s mighty main.

Of course there is a good deal here that needs elucidation

;

but the sublimity of the Monotheism is evident. The trans-

lation of the whole work is before me, awaiting the opportu-

nity of publication, and I would willingly quote much more

of it
;

hut, without wearying the reader, a dozen couplets

more, taken at random, may be given :

Purity of heart,

mmfB^iscB'sm mirQev

evSm^^p (g)0(sn i§ jt i9p.

Spotless be thou in mind ! This only merits virtue’s name;

All else, mere pomp of idle sound, no real worth can claim.

The household.

.jgmLj mp^ Qpmmppiru9 enfl <k> en it ip m

^

usssTLjm utu^ m _pi .

If love and virtne in the household reign.

This is of life the perfect grace and gain.

The wife.

^6V6vQp 6sfl 60 60 6Vmr miTSmU IT

^)l 6TT 6TT0p 6sfl^^ 61/ 633T m IT (6p^ TB <55 6IT1 i •

There is no lack within the house, where wife in worth excels

;

There is no luck within the house where wife dishonour’d dwells.

Children.

Q)ip6Sl65fl ^iurr^6!sfl Qpmu pmmi^sem
m^3o0 3=(S6Firp Q'^ernr peiiir.

‘ The pipe is sweet,’ ‘ the lute is sweet,’ by them ’twill be averred.

Who music of their infants’ lisping lips have never heard.
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Love.

^sar/_/(55^ ^evsu/r <Si^ iSt fr (su ir^ i (sm

^

61]

u

fTp s, 6031 euppeor uo /nsp 6ifl rrp pp^gu.

The loveless soul the very joys of life may know,

When flowers, in barren soil, on sapless trees shall blow.

Gratitude.

Lopeup'S LDir€=pQ^rr Q eosr <soi uo ;

^peups, _^60tup^lL ®uurrujfrir isiLip.

Kindness of men of stainless soul remember evermore

!

Korsake thou never friends who were thy stay in sorrow sore

Justice.

Q<xQlD QuQ^’ieBQp lS<^ 6V 6V 60 ;
Q/Bl^a=p^iB

Q <S !T L— IT 601 LB <3F IT SOTQ IT <i 60of!

.

The gain and loss in life are not mere accident

;

Just mind inflexible is sages’ ornament.

Humility.

6T SO 60 IT TT TB SOT LB LJ SOofJp 60 6U 6ff T6^ (61^

Q<SF 60 60 !T<i(a^ Q<3^(^6UfB pSOlTBp 33.

Humility to all is goodly grace
;
but chief to them

With fortune blest. ’Tis fortune’s diadem.

The tongue.

^u9{^p 3TL_L—tp ^1 6tr 6tr IT JDJ LBITQiyQp

iBrreQ^p 6ii®,

In flesh by Are inflamed, nature may throughly heal the sore

In soul by tongue inflamed, the ulcer healeth never more.

Forgiveness.

IP 60 rr SOI ITp pirikup^ £l so lbQ lj lt sop piBSoiiB

uSspsoiriTu Quirj^jpp pSso.

As earth bears up the men who delve into her breast,

To bear with scornful men, of virtues is the best.
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Truth.

^(53T QsST<^ <3^/^6U^ QuiTUJUJ/b<S QU IT lU^^ sisT

^ C3tO C? <3^ ^ <soT 3osr <3~
<3t ld .

Speak not a word which false tliy own heart knows,

Self-kindled fire within the false one’s spirit glows.

Benevolence.

^rr&sr QLDiijuQurr <^<smi_p(o^p Qpiff

esrQ^6rrrrp3<ssr Q^^iuiij mpiD,

When souls unwise true wisdom’s mystic vision see,

The ‘ graceless ’ man may work true works of charity.

It is not, however, by such quotations merely that the real

value and significance of the Kurral is to he judged. The whole

scope and connexion of chapters v.-xxiv. should be studied to

show the beauty of the life of the Tamil householder as the

South- Indian vates sacer contemplates it. The ideal house-

holder leads on earth a consecrated life (50), not unmindful

of any duty to the living, or to the departed (42). His wife,

the glory of his house, is modest and frugal
;
adores her

husband
;
guards herself, and is the guardian of the house’s

fame (ch. vi.). His children are his choicest treasures; their

babbling voices are his music
;
he feasts with the gods when

he eats the rice their tiny fingers have played with
;
and his

one aim is to make them worthier than himself (vii.).

Affection is the very life of his soul : of all his virtues the

first and greatest. The sum and source of them all is love

(viii.). His house is open to every guest, whom he welcomes

with smiling face and pleasant word, and with whom he

shares his meal (ix.). Courteous in speech (x.), grateful for

every kindness (xi.), just in all his dealings (xii.), master of

himself in perfect self-control (xiii.), strict in the perform-

ance of every assigned duty (xiv.), pure (xv.), patient and

forbearing (xvi.), with a heart free fi-om envy (xvii.), mode-

rate in desires (xviii.), speaking no evil of others (xix.),

refraining from unprofitable words (xx.), dreading the touch

of evil (xxi.), diligent in the discharge of all the duties of
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his position (xxii.),and liberal in his benefactions (xxiii.), he

is one whom all unite to praise (xxiv.).

It is not irreverent to put side by side with this the words

which I feel sure he had heard, or at least the summary of

them (Phil. iv. 6-8) :

“ ^Tiatsoever things are pure,

whatsoever things are honourable,

whatsoever things are just,

whatsoever things are of good report,

if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise,

think of these things.”

Tradition (reflecting, doubtless, in many things the spirit

of a much later age) sa
3's

that the life of the poet in Maild-

pur, with his wife Vdsugi, was in perfect accordance with

these chapters. She was the embodiment of all the Kurral

requires in the ‘ help to household life.’

In his jmuth, her father, Murka-sagdyati, struck with his

virtues, offered the poet his daughter in marriage. Tiru-

valluvar w'as inclined to marry, because domestic virtue is

the highest, yet resolved first to try the maiden’s temper

and gifts
;
and accordingly replied :

“ If she will take this

sand and make it into rice for me, I will take her as my
wife.” Vdstigi meekly took the basket of sand, and feeling

sure that w'hat the holy man ordained was possible and

right, proceeded to boil it
;
and, as (in v. 55) the virtuous

woman is said to have power with the gods, so it came to

pass with her
;
a miracle "was wrought on her behalf, and

she brought him the rice for which he asked. So she

became his wife, faithful and obedient.

In after days, when the poet’s fame had spread through

all the Tamil country, one day a noble stranger came to the

weaver's cottage, and asked the question (so much discussed

in those times), “which is greater, domestic life, or a life

of asceticism ? ” The sage, while courteously entertaining

the stranger, gave no reply in words to the question. The

enquirer w’as left to see domestic life in its perfect grace,

and judge for himself. What he saw was this. One day
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when Vdsugi was drawing water from the well the sage

suddenly called her, and the obedient wife instantly came,

leaving the bucket hanging mid-wag in the well.

Another day, when the good housewife brought her

husband his morning meal of cold rice, he complained that

it burnt his mouth 1 when she, unquestioning, and un-

hesitating in her attention to his comfort, instantly began to

fan it. Another da\q at noon, when the glaring light

was everywhere, the sage, who was at work at his loom,

let fall his shuttle, and called for a light to seek it! The

wife, with unquestioning obedience, lit a lamp and brought

it him !

The enquirer had learnt his lesson :
“ Where such a wife

is found, domestic life is the best. Where such a wife is

not, the life of the ascetic is to be preferred.”

So the poet and his Vdsugi, this Griselda of the Tamil olden

days, lived, till the time that she must leave him, and gain

“ release.” The dying wife looked wistfully at her husband.

“ What is it ? ” said he. “ When you married me, and on

that day I stood and spread the rice for you (literally, for you,

my god), you gave me a commandment to place always, with

your meals, a cup of water and a needle. I know not why
it was.” “ It "was,” he replied, “ that if a grain of rice

were spilt, I might pick it up and purify it.” Satisfied, the

meek Vdsugi closed her eyes for ever

She had never during her whole married life questioned

her lord’s command ! And also, it is clear, no grain of rice

had ever been spilt

!

As he lay that night, after her death and cremation, and

pondered, he was heard to exclaim (there are many various

readings of the verse) :

—

Sweet as my daily food ! 0 full of love ! 0 wife,

Obedient ever to my word ! Chafing my feet,

The last to sleep, the first to rise, 0 gentle one

!

By night, henceforth, what slumber to mine eyes ?

What ever may be thought of these characteristic tradi-

tions, it is the singular glory of the poet to have drawn
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this picture of the perfect householder
;
and it speaks loudly

in favour of the Tamil race that these couplets are enshrined

in the hearts of the whole people. Dynastic changes,

Muhammadan raids, and irruptions of races, through a

dozen centuries, have changed many things in the South :

Old times are changed, old manners gone,

And strangers fill the PandyarCs throne,

but the Tamil race preserves many of its old virtues, and

has the promise of a noble future. Their English friends,

in teaching them all that the West has to impart, will find

little to unteach in the moral lessons of the Kurral rightly

understood. Sir A. Grant says :
“ Humility, charity, and

forgiveness of injuries, being Christian qualities, are not

described by Aristotle.” Now these three are everywhere

forcibly inculcated by these Tamil moralists. These are the

themes of their finest verses. So far, then, we may call

these Tamil poets Christian
;
and to understand them, to

free them from mistaken glosses, to teach them, to correct

their teaching where it is misleading, and to supplement it

where it is defective, would seem to be the duty of all who

are friends of the races that glory in the possession of these

poetical masterpieces. Sir A. Grant (Aris. Ethics, i. 81),

treating of Greek morality “ before the birth of Moral

Philosophy,” says truly :
“ It is obvious that such a code as

this could only arise among an essentially moral and noble

race.” This is precisely what I claim for the Tamil-speaking

peoples, and on the same ground. We shall not do all the

good we might do among them till we more unreservedly

recognize this.

No doubt many things in this remarkable literature say

more to us than they did to those for whom they were

written. Many of these epigrammatic masterpieces have a

profound significance, of which their authors themselves

were hardly conscious. Their resemblance to the gnomic

poetry of Greece is remarkable as to their subjects, their

sentiments, and the state of society when they were uttered.

They also, like many of the Grecian masterpieces, belong
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to a period antecedent to the formation of anything like a

prose style.

A few words regarding the second great work of the series,

the Ndladi, will suffice.

The work which stands next in estimation to the Kurral

among the Tamil people is the Ndladi-nanndrru, or ‘400

Quatrains.’ The tradition regarding it is that 8000 sages

brought their verses to the King of Madura, who, to test

their worth, caused the palmyra leaves on which they were

written to be thrown into the River Vaigai. Those that

floated against the current were to be preserved. Three

collections of leaves stood the test, one was found to contain

these 400
;
and the two others consisted of similar collections

of verses, which are extant under the names of Para-7nori

(=‘01d words’) and Arra-nerri-gdratn
(
= ‘ Essence of the

way of Virtue’). The two latter works are inferior.

I suppose that the meaning of the tradition is, that these

are verses of various ancient Tamil poets, which the stream

of time has not been able to sweep away into oblivion. Since

they were not allowed to perish, they may be presumed to

have been the most popular compositions of those olden

times. The authors seem to have been Jainas. Perhaps we

may refer them to the time of Kuna Pandya, some time in

the eleventh century a.d.

They are of very unequal value, often obscure, sometimes

trivial. The prevailing tone is cynical, and we miss in them

the healthy humanity of Tiruvaljuvar. They have been

forced by a later native editor into an arrangement harmoniz-

ing with that of the Kurra]
;
the result of which is, that the

title of a chapter often affords no clue to its contents. They

are mostly of much later date, I think, than the Kurral, and

often seem to indicate an acquaintance with it.

I have translated the whole 400 quatrains, and should

like to print nearly all of them. There is room here but

for half a dozen. I must mention that, though by different

unknown hands, I feel sure I can see the work of one

principal writer in about half of them. He was a TamiHan

Antisthenes.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 13
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1

.

The funeral.

p (oTrSu ^0<fB/T(SUj Qj^eustnir

iQskQp st/Bu U(snpu98o3T.

fB <oST Cop y
(5B fT 6Q3T J

Qpi<3SfT^<i QaiiTL^ipasr s-etr ^i Q.sfr6mQi_Q£,ioi]ir

O <3^p^ fT <o^ IT^ [T SU IT fV <3t LCi IB (fTil .

They march and then strike once. A little while they wait,

Then strike a second time the drum. Behold, how brave

!

The third stroke sounds : they veil it, take the fire, go forth.

The dying hear the dead !

2.

Summer friends.

Quirpluj .jg esuflQ err k euemipesrih

y^pQ^TTL^ Q<3BITLDl3siiT(oLnp Q <3= (SO EO fT <5iJ IT LD ;

i§kp^(f^e9

^rriprr s-iu kQpu iSip pemr^esrp ibsst^l- I

eij rr ip fTp rr fT •k Q(S\)Sso^ ^urk.

Lord of the goodly land, adown whose hilly heights.

Cool, clear, the torrents ceaseless flow ! The beetle, bright

With many a beauteous spot, seeks not the bloomless bough :

The unprosperous have no friends.—[Hor. I. xxxv. 25-28.]

3.

‘ Vanitas vanitatum.'

IBL-LjlBrrk Jifpp<SST, !B 6060 fT(^LCr jgfoQ(^k,

.jgpL-i^ ^?&ULjLn .jg eSip /Bp (5ST ;

S-Lf(B!T(e^lU !

611 rrp^ eSl ekr ^m^tuih er eisr^ eimr rr ld ? eniBpQ^

iuirp<s 60p ^eisresr sieB.

Severed are friendship’s ties
;
minished are pleasant ones

;

Love’s bonds are loosen’d too
;
then look within and say.

What profit is there in this joyous life of thine ?

The wail as from the sinking ship is heard.
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The good, housewife.

IB IT 6\) fr LD m sSQ _tSI^ IT lil STU Ljp^LD

Qld60it^^ (oLD^emp Q<3^irijl^Lc>j

(oLD6\)ITlU

eiKoveoiremnu eu fTQp^iT p ib lj q£i ld LT^irism^piQssr

^soeoiTGiT jgLnfr ibpQp

On every side the narrow dwelling lies exposed

;

On every part the rain drips down
;
yet, if the dame

. Has noble gifts, by townsfolk praised for modest worth.

Call such a housewife’s blest abode a home !

5.

Penitence.

^Giri(^u ld it tu ibp it lii O<55^0«usa7'

peup^eisTQpssT safl <so itp it ld uireuih ;

eSlerTds(p)QiBiu

Qp lU <s9 U.ppi Q<3^ioisT/6l(l^(^ UITUJ IBp ITI5J(^ IBSOsQ?/SST

^ TT eQ L^pP lSlp(piLDITIB Spi

.

As when lamp enters darkness flies, so sin stands not

Before man’s penitence. As when in lamp the oil

Wastes, darkness rushes in, so evil takes its place

Where deeds of virtue cease.

6.

Various paradoxes.

^^ILjLD ^prTTT S-6miT<sQsVITIT ; ^piTpith

.JgSstSTLU IT IT 2_C33T/f iay<S35L_UJ/r/f
;

pnLipiTiB

IBe03h-ITIEP(f^ OcFSUSU/f ^ ST SiJ ITp IT IT • Q<3^^61J(^LD

IB&I3h.lT IBp IT IT FTlUITir STSsflsST.

The unintelligent may read but are unread !

Men of intelligence unread are men well read

!

In utter penury who scorn to beg are rich !

And poor are wealthy men who give no gifts.

The third in the series is Avvai, ‘The Mother,’ whose name
also is unknown. She is commonly said to have been a sister
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of Tiruvalluvar, though I feel sure she belongs to a later

period. She composed two school-books, in universal use, in

which a series of moral and prudential precepts are expressed

in elegant and very condensed sentences, each beginning

with a different letter of the alphabet. Besides these, about

fifty quatrains of great excellence are, on good grounds,

attributed to her. Legends regarding her abound, most of

them connected with miracles which she is supposed to

have wrought. All ascribe to her a quaint and highly

original character. One story about her is amusing. The
‘ wonderful old woman ’ was sitting one day in the verandah

of a small way-side temple, with her feet stretched out

straight before her, a position not considered respectful

in the presence of a superior. The priest of the temple

rushed out w’ith the question, “ Are you not ashamed to

stretch out your feet in the presence of the Sami (idol or

lord)?” To which she replied, “Yery true, Sir, if you

will show me where the Sami is not, I will stretch out my
feet there !

”

I cannot give more than one or two of her quatrains,

though I have translated them all. She was asked, it is said,

to compose some verses about the four great topics discussed

by Hindu authors, ‘virtue, wealth, pleasure, and heaven;’

since Tiruvalluvar had sung his 1330 couplets on the three

former. She replied in a quatrain :

fr^ ev^p LD

^

sQ Sssr s8 L- Qu ir

<

oT it

^

id

Si [Tp 6\) ^) SI/ /T c5B p Si!p G20 61/p
^ fl^ IT Slj

UiLl—Qp ^sisTULO LI !T SsST £l SoST IB ^Ld^&ST Ld

(sQiL.i—Qp Quifhmu (sffQ,

Giving is virtue; wealth what’s gained eschewing sin;

And evermore 'X\& pleasure when, their hearts at one,

Two live in love, sustaining and sustain’d. To leave

All three, heart fix’d on God, is perfect hliss of heaven.

I am not sure, however, that these are her lines, though

given to her by almost universal tradition. They savour of
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a later date and of a different school. There is no reason

to douht her authorship of the following

:

QsL-L-fr ^Siuir ^ifltuCoir !

^ so fr^ IT fr Q’Si^u.rrm ^laQ^asssTi^Lh ? ^ifhu

LJ [T SSr S3^ SSr L LD S^f) fB^ ffpO LJ fr SSr LDJ ST SST (SS^ LCi

LCismssafIssr 0L_ti a_ sjn z_ /6^ .s .s/tisv ?

Tho’ worthy men be ruin’d, worthy men are still

Eight worthy men
;
when worthless men are ruin’d, what

Are they ? If vase of gold be broken, still ’tis gold

!

What is there left, when shatter’d lies the earthen pot ?

I am quite sensible that this paper is superficial, and in

itself of little worth; but I have written on this subject

because I feel that there is a real and growing danger that

the vernaculars of India should be neglected. This is

certainly a critical period in the history of public education

in our Eastern donainions. I trust whatever else the late

Educational Commission may be the means of effecting, it

will give a miglity impulse to vernacular education in every

part of the land. Tliere is a positive rage for the study

of English among all (or nearly all) classes in India
;
and,

certainly, it is our wisdom to encourage and extend thorough

English teaching everywhere. But, while we can leave the

higher English culture to those who can pay for it, a mode-

rate knowledge of English, in combination with a thorough

training in their own language, should be extended to and

even imposed upon all.

To neglect, and to encourage the people to neglect, such

a language as Tamil would be a fatal mistake. There are,

it must be confessed, unmistakable symptoms of decay in

Tamil scholarship. The books published in Madras are

often wretchedly incorrect. Good Munshis are very scarce.

New Tamil works of any value are hardly produced at all.

The action of the Madras Educational Department, and of

the Managers of aided schools and colleges, has been, and

is, such as very greatly to stimulate English education
;
hut

I think somehow vernacular education languishes.
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Sir A. J. Arbuthnot, the first Director of Public Instruc-

tion in Madras, a statesman and a man of culture, himself

a scholar in one vernacular, aimed at the extension of really

scientific vernacular training throughout the whole Presi-

dency. This has I am afraid somewhat languished. There

are some ten or twelve vernaculars in the domain cared for

by the Madras Director of Public Instruction, and he cannot

feel an interest in them all.

European missionaries, too, occupy themselves more with

English teaching than formerly
;
and there are scarcely any

that find leisure for a thorough study of Tamil. Natives are

always in danger of despising the treasures of their own
language.

Should there not be some one European official for each of

the great vernaculars, whose duty it would be to attend to

this one subject ? It is certainly more important in Madras

that there should be able professors of the vernacular than

of Sanskrit. And these should be Europeans, for this in

India gives more importance to the subject.

In every way it is the part of an enlightened Government

to foster native learning, and especially such as exists in the

ancient vernaculars of South India.
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Art. IX.— The PaUavas. By the Rev. Thomas Foulkes,

M.R.A.S., Chaplain of Coimbatore.

The accumulation of materials for the history of the Pallavas

during the last few years has been remarkably rapid and

extensive : and those materials are of high quality and great

importance. The broad outlines of the history of these old

kings during the greater portion of their long political

existence are now known fairly well : and we may wait

hopefully for a similar discovery of such additional details

as are wanted to fill up the open spaces within those outlines.

A great gain has thus been obtained for the students of the

ancient history of Southern India : the rule of a powerful

and enlightened dynasty over a large portion of the Daklian

now fills up a long period of time which until quite recently

was supposed to have been occupied by the wanderings of

a few half-savage nomads; and a natural position has been

thus found in the civilized progress of these kings, for some

of the most remarkable works of ancient Indian art, lying

as they do within the limits which are now known to have

formed the territory of the Pallavas. It is a very remark-

able rehabilitation
;
and all the more so because it was so

unexpected : and it is not the less welcome though it has

destroyed the old pet theory of the Dandakaranya in its

numerous shapes and chameleon colourings, which has so

persistently claimed to be the key of the ancient histor}^ of

the Dakhan.

This rehabilitation is in great part due to the incidental

statements contained in the inscriptions of the kings of

other early Dakhan dynasties, with whom the Pallavas were

in pretty constant antagonism for several centuries
;

and

partly also to the direct statements of similar inscriptions

of the Pallavas themselves. The clue afforded by these
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facts has led to the recognition of other valuable materials,

many of them quite unconsciously recorded, which lie

scattered amongst the facts collected in other researches.

Of this latter class of materials there is probably a large

quantity yet to be gathered : and these fresh materials may
be expected to provide clues into fresh fields of investigation.

The sources from which the materials which have been

utilized have been obtained may be given here, as a rough

outline of the bibliography of the subject, to assist those

who may desire to pursue the study more fully. The

chronological form in which it is presented will show in

a general way when and by whom these facts were first

brought to light : it will also be found useful in connection

with the historical tables further on.

Cheonologicai. List of AuinoEmES.

1788. Asiatic Eesearches, vol. i. : Chambers.

1799. Final Report on the J&gir : Place.

1816. Replies to the Mirasi Questions ; Ellis.

1827. Trans. Lit. Soc. Madras, vol. i. : Ellis.

1828. Catalogue Mackenzie MSS. : Wilson.

183 ). Trans. R. A. Soc., vol. ii. : Babington.

1832. As. Res., vol. xvii. : Wilson.

1834. Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, vol. iii. : Prinsep.

1836. FoeKouSKi: Remusat.

1837. Mahawanso : Tumour.

,, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vol. vi.

,, Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. iv. : Elliot.

1838. Madras Jour. Liter, and Science, vol. vii. : Elliot ; Taylor.

,, Ibid., vol. viii. : Taylor.

„ Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vol. vii. : Prinsep ; Taylor.

1839. Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. v. : Wathen ; Wilson.

1841. Ibid., vol. vi. : Sykes.

,, Ariana Antiqua : Wilson.

184.5. Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., vol. xiii. : Taylor; Elliot.

1846. Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. viii.: Dowson.

1847. Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., vol. xiv. : Taylor.

1848. The Pilgrimage of Fa Hian : Laidlay.

„ Jour. As. Soc. Bombay, vol. ii. : Ball Gangadhur Shastree.

1849. Ibid., vol. iii. : Le Grand Jacob.

1850. Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., vol. xvi. : Taylor.

1853. Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vol. xxii. : Gubbins.

1854. Ibid., vol. xxiii. : Cunningham.

1857. Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. v. : Stevenson.
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1858. Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., vol. six. : Elliot.

1859. Ibid., vol. xx. : Elliot.

1860. Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. xvii. : Wilson.

1862. Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. vii. : Newton\ Bhdu Bdji.

,, Catalogue Madras MSS., vol. iii. : Taylor.

1865. Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. i. (New Series) ; Eoivson.

1868. Ibid., vol. iii. (n.s.): Ftrgusson.

1869. Travels of Fah-Hian : Beal.

,,
The Seven Pagodas : Carr.

1870. Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vol. xxxix. ; Foalkes.

1871. Ancient Geography of India, vol. i. : Cunningham.

1872. Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. viii. : Bhdu Bdji.

,, Ibid., vol. ix. : Bhdii Bdji; Fleet.

,, Indian Antiquary, vol. i. : Boswell ; Burgess.

1873. Ibid., vol. ii. : Bice.

1874. Ibid., vol. iii. : Fggeling.

,, South Indian Paheography, 1st Edition : Burnell.

,, Archmological Report, W. India, Belghm : Burgess.

1875. Ind. Ant., vol. iv. : Fleet.

,, Nagavarma’s Canarese Prosody : Eiltel.

1876. Ind. Ant., vol. v. : Fleet ; Buhler.

„ Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. xi. : Fleet.

„ Arch. Rep. TV. Ind., Kathiawad: Burgess.

1877. Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. xii. : Fleet.

,, Ind. Ant., vol. vi. ; Buhler ; Fleet.

1878. Ind. Ant., vol. vii. : Foulkes ; FUiot ; Fleet; Buhler; Bhagvdnldl Indraji.

,, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. xiii. : Bhagvanldl Indraji.

,,
Madras Jour. Lit. and Sc. : Bice.

,, Arch. Rep. W. Ind., Bidar : Burgess.

,, S. 1. Palmogr., 2nd Edition ; Burnell.

1879. No. 9, Archmol. Survey W. Ind. : Burgess.

,, Mysore Inscriptions : Bice.

,, Ind. Ant., vol. viii.: Foulkes; Bice; Fleet.

1880. Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. xii. (n.s.): Sewell.

,, Ind. Ant., vol. ix. : Foulkes; Fleet; Thomas.

,, Cave Temples of India : Fergusson and Burgess.

1881. No. 10, Archmol. Surv. W. Ind. : Burgess.

,, Ind. Ant., vol. x. : Bice; Fleet ; Oldenherg.

1882. Ibid., vol. xi. : Burgess; Fleet; Sewell; Buhler.

,, Kanarese Dynasties : Fleet.

,, Amaravati StOpa : Burgess.

,, Lists of Antiquities, Madras : Sewell.

1883. Ind. Ant., vol. xii.: Elliot ; Buhler ; Sewell ; Fleet.

,, Salem District Manual, chap. i. and Appendix : Foulkes.

,, Dynasties of Southern India : Sewell.

1884. Ind. Ant. vol. xiii. : Fleet.

,, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vol. xvi. : Bhagvdnldl Indraji.

,, Jour. R. A. Soc., vol. xvi. (n.s.) : Sewell.
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The dates assigned to the earliest inscriptions of the

Pallava kings hitherto discovered place them a little

earlier than the time of the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hian’s

visit to India. Although his travels did not extend to

Southern India, his narrative contains a short pregnant

chapter of hearsay information which throws much light

in a general way upon the political and religious condition

of the Dakhan at the time of his visit : and by a fair

inference, his description is applicable to some considerable

time earlier. I have endeavoured to show, in a contribution

to the Indian Antiquary for 1878, that Fa Hian’s extensive

and well-civilized kingdom of Ta-thsen—in which name

Femusat long ago detected the Dakshina (Dakhan)— was

the kingdom of the Pallavas : and everything which has

been added to our knowledge of the Pallavas since that

paper was written has tended to confirm the position which

it maintains.

This chapter of Fa Ilian’s travels may be regarded as

marking off the dividing line between that period in the

history of the Pallavas which is covered by documentary

evidence, and the period preceding it for which at present

only scattered fragmentary references exist, which need the

help of more direct information before they can be con-

fidentlv placed in their historical position. From the third

century—that which preceded Fa Ilian’s visit—the inscrip-

tions above referred to are succeeded by a number of others,

both of the Pallavas themselves and of their rivals, belonging

to each of the succeeding centuries down to the final extinc-

tion of the rule of these kings.

In the present early stage of the investigation the most

useful form, perhaps, in which this documentary information

can be gathered together is in the shape of the following

chronological table, in which those passages of the inscrip-

tions which refer to the Pallavas are quoted in full. Some

other matter of substantially similar character is also in-

cluded in it
;
and occasionally some historical inferences are

added, drawn from these materials or tending to illustrate

them. The different dates assigned to some of the facts
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by different investigators Lave necessarily involved a few

instances of repetition.

Chroxological Table of the History of the Pallavas.

A.D.

300-400. Reigns of Chandra-varma, Yijaya-Nandi-varma,

and Vijaya-Buddha-varma (Pallava).

Eggeling, Indian Antiquary, iii. 152. Fleet, ibid., v. 175.

Biihler, ib., 209. FvuUces, ib., viii. 280
;
Salem Manual,

ii. 352.

„ Reign of Skanda-varma (Pallava).

Fiee, Mysore Inscriptions, p. liii.

„ Vedenur in Mysore belonged to the Pallavas.

Mice, Mys. Insc., p. liii, liv.

„ Reign of Vijaya-Skanda-varma (Pallava).

Burnell, South Indian Palaeography, 136. Fleet, Ind. Ant.,

V. 60; ix. 101; Kanarese Dynasties, 15, 16. Sewell,

Dynasties, 71.

„ Trilocliana Pallava reigned in the Dakhan.
Elliot, Madras Journal of Literature and Science, xx. 78.

Bice, Mys. Insc., p. liii, liv; Ind. Ant., ii. 156; viii. 246.

I'leet, Ind. Ant., vii. 243, 245; Kan. Dyn., 19. Sewell,

Dyn., 72.

„ Inscriptions of this date at Arnaravati.

Fergmson, Journal Eoyal Asiatic Society, iii. (new series) 147.

„ Grant of Vijaya-Tiinga- or V.-Buddha-varma

(Pallava).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 175 ;
ix. 100, 103

;
xiii. 49 ; Kan. Djm.,

15. Bice, Mys. luscr., p. liv. Sewell, Dyn., 71.

„ Grant of Vijaya-Chanda-varma (Pallava).

Burnell, S. I. Pal., heading of plates i, xxii.

„ Grant of Trinetra Pallava : probably a forgery.

Sewell, Lists, i. 85.

„ Jaha-Simha Vijayaditya (Chalukya) Invaded the

Dakhan, and lost his life in his warfare with the

Pallavas.

Elliot, Mad. Journ. Lit. & Sc., xx. 78. Flowson, Jour. R. A.

S., i. (n.s.) 251. Bice, Ind. Ant., vii. 156; viii. 25, 93;

Mys. Inscr., p. lix, lx. Fleet, Ind. Ant., vii. 245. Sewell,

Dyn., 8, 72 ;
Lists, i. 148.
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300-400. His son, Vishnu-vardhana “renewed the contest

{continued) with the Pallavas, in which he was finally success-

ful, cementing his power by a marriage with a

princess of that race.”

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xx. 78 ;
Bowson, Jour. E. A.

S., i. (n.s.) 251. Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 156; viii. 25, 94.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vii. 243, 245, 246.

„ Fa Hian’s rock-cut five-storeyed vihara existed.

Remusat, Fa Hian, 314. Wilson, Jour. E. A. S., v. 133.

Sykes, ib., vi. 312. Laidlay, Fa Hian, 317. Beal, Fa
Hian, 139. Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, i.

522. Fergusson, History of Indian Architecture, 135.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., vii. 1 ;
Salem Man., i. 3, 10. Fer-

gussoH 4’ Burgess, Cave Temples, 129. Sewell, Dyn., 72.

„ Trinetra Pallava introduced Brahmans into his

country.

Wilson, Catalogue Mackenzie Manuscripts, i. p. cxx. Rice,

Mys. Inscr., p. liv. See Fleet, Iwdi. Ant., vii. 246. Foulkes,

Salem Man., i. 10. Sewell, Lists, i. 135, 144.

„ Trinetra Pallava made an alliance with an ancestor

of Kudiya-varma.
Sewell, Lists, i. 24.

300(cir.). Jaya-Simha (Chalukya) “began to subdue the

Pallava dynasty that ruled over part of the

South.”

Kittel, Nhgavarma, p. xxvii.

313 (cir.). Buddhist relics removed from Dharanikota to

Ceylon.

Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 537, 542.

318 (cir.) Pali inscriptions at Amaravati.
Boswell, Ind. Ant., i. 151.

400 (cir.) Vishnu-Shapavamukta king of Kanchipura men-

tioned in the Allahabad pillar-inscription.

Bhau Bdji, Jour. As. Soc. Bombay, viii. 247.

„ The Dravida kingdom conquered by Dhruvaniti

(Kon gu-Earn ata)

.

Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xiv. 9.

„ Yengipuram, the capital of the Pallavas.

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xi. 304; Ind. Ant., vii. 21.

See also Ind. Ant., ii. 156; v. 50.
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400 (cir.) The kingdom of the Pallavas was Fa Ilian’s kingdom

{continued) of Ta-thsen.

Foidken, Ind. Ant., vii. 1 ;
viii. 172 ;

Salem Man., i. 10, 11 ;

ii. 354.

400-500. Reign of Yijaya-Chanda-varma CPallava).

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xi. 302. Burnell, S. I. Pal.,

16, 61, 67, 70, 135. Feet, Ind. Ant, v. 69, 175, 177.

Foulkea, Ind. Ant., viii. 170. Sewell, Dyn., 100.

„ Reigns of the Pallava kings Skanda-varma I.,Vira-

Yarma,Skanda-varmaII., Simha-varmaI.,Vishnu-

gopa-varma,Simha-varmaII.,Skanda-varm^ III.,

Nandi-varma, Vijaya-Buddha-varma, and Atti-

varma. (Sometimes a.d. 400-600.)

Eggeling, Ind. Ant. ii. 272 ;
iii. 152. Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 50,

154; ix. 100, 102. Burnell, S. I. Pal., 36. Foulkes, Ind.

Ant., viii. 167, 169, 280
;
Salem Man., ii. 352, 362. Bice,

Mys. Inscr., p. liii. Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 16. Sewell, Dyn.,

71, 100.

„ Grant of Vijaya-Nandi-varma (Pallava).

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xi. 303
;

Ind. Ant., vii. 21.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 15, 16, & pi. xxiv. Fleet, Ind. Ant., v.

175. Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 2, 3 ;
ii. 352. Sewell, Dyn.,

71, 100.

,, Grant of Vishnugopa-varma, “ the pious yuva-

maharaja of the Pallavas, who are the receptacles

of the royal glory of other kings that have

been conquered by their valour, and who have

prepared for celebration horse-sacrifices according

to the proper rites.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 50 ;
ix. 99. B.ice, Mys. Inscr., p. liv.

Foulkes, Salem. Man., i. 3. Sewell, Dyn., 71.

„ Grant of Simha-varma II., “ the pious great king

of the Pallavas, who are a most exalted race

;

who are possessed of wondrous fame which has

been acquired by the strength of their arras and

has become celebrated and established
;
who have

prepared for celebration many sacrifices according

to the proper rites
;
who are almost equal to

Shatakratu (Indra).”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 154. Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 3.
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400-500, Grant of Nandi-varma, “the dharma-maharaja of

{continued) the Pallavas, who are of the ancestral family of

Bharadvaja; who by his piety towards God, has

secured every kind of prosperity for himself and

of happiness for his subjects
;
who is always

ready to perform his vows to offer sacrifices,

righteously undertaken
;

who is radiant with

victory obtained by the daring punishment of

his enemies in many battles
; who is always

ready to uphold righteousness marred by the

corruptions of the Kaliyuga
;
who constantly

meditates on the mercy of God
;
who is a disciple

of Bappa Bhattaraka, and an eminently religious

man :—the son of the Maharaja Shri Skanda-

varma, who reverenced the gods, the Brahmans,

the religious superiors, and aged men
;
who was

willing to be directed by his elders
;
whose abun-

dant righteousness W'as increased by his gifts of

good kine, gold, land, and other gifts
;
who was

skilled in the protection of his subjects, and was

himself very truth :—the grandson of the Maha-

raja Shri Simha-varma, who obtained success by

his celebrated strength
;
before whose majesty

the assembly of kings bowed down
;

the un-

rivalled hero of the earth :— the great-grand-

son of the Raja Shri Skanda-varma, the great

patron of the Brahmans
;

by whom all the

divinely appointed rules of right conduct were

collected and confirmed by the might of his own

arm.”

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 167; Salem Man., i. 3 ;
ii. 349,

362.

„ Grant of Simha-varma II. (Pallava).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 154, 175. Burnell, S. I. Pal., 15, 16, 61,

67, 70. Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. lui.

,,
Grant of Atti-varma (Pallava).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 154 ;
ix. 99, 102, 103 (a.d. 300 to 400 ;

“ early date ”)
;
Kan. Dyn., 15. Sewell, Dyn., 71.
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400-500. “Previous to the arrival of the first Chalukya in

{continued) the Dakhan, the Pallavas were the dominant

race.”

Elliot, Jour. E. A. Soc., i. (n.s.) 251
;
Mad. Jour. Lit. and

Sc., XX. 78, 79. Bowson, Jour. R. A. S., i. (n.s.), 251.

Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 156. Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 50; Kan.

Dyn., 19. Burgess, Archaiol. Rep. W. India, Bidar, 23.

Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 2. Sewell, Dyn., 1. See Ind.

Ant., ix. 99.

„ “The first Chalukya established his sovereignty in

the peninsula about the fifth century a.d
,
by

conquest of territory from the Pallavas, south of

the Nerbudda.”
Sewell, Jour. R. A. S., xvi. (n.s.) 31.

„ The Pallavas were at the height of their power in

the Dakhan.
Foulkes, Ind. Ant., vii. 6.

„ The basin of the Palar formed part of the Pallava

dominions.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 172.

„ The Pallava dominions extended from Orissa to the

mouth of the Southern Pennar along the eastern

coast
;
and inland, along the eastern boundary

of the Kongu-Karnata kingdom, and across the

Tungabhadra north-westwards far into the

Northern Dakhan.
Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 4, 10. Sewell, Jour. R. A. S., xvi.

(n.s.) 31. See also Lists, i. 193.

,, The Pallavas defeated by the Kadambas.
Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 22 ;

Kan. Dyn., 9. Sewell, Lists,

i. 148.

„ The Pallavas defeated by Mrigesa-varma (Ka-

damba), who was “a very fire of destruction to

the Pallavas.”

Fleet, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., ix. 234 ; Ind. Ant., v. 50 ;
Kan.

Dyn., 9, 15. Buhler, Ind. Ant., vi. 25. Rice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. xxxix, liv. Sewell, Lists, i. 176.

„ Vishnu-varma (Pallava) slain by Ravi-varma (Ka-

damba).

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 15. See Sewell, Lists, i. 177.
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400-500. Chanda-danda, lord of Kanchipura, “ uprooted ” by
{continued) Ravi-varma (Kadamba).

Biikler, Ind. Ant., vi. 30. Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. xxxix, liv.

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 9, 15. Sewell, Dyn., 72.

„ Brabmans received land-grants from the Pallava

kings.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 167, 281 ;
Salem Man., ii. 362.

450 (cir.). Inscription in Java in a development of the

Pallava character.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 131.

468 Jaya-Simba Vallabha invaded the Dakhan.
Burgess, Arch. Rep. Bidar, 24.

480 (cir.). The king of Dravida paid tribute to Avinita or

Durvaniti (Ganga).

Bowson, Jour. R. A. S., viii. 4. Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and

Sc., vii. 9. Buryss, Ind. Ant., i. 362. Rice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. xliii. Sewell, Lists, i. 177.

489 (cir.). A rock-inscription at Badami calls “the Pallava

the foremost of kings.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vn. 247
;

ix. 100.

„ Grant of Pulakeshi (Chalukya).

Wathen, Jour. R. A. Soc., v. 345. Boioson, ib. i. (n.s.)

250, 256. Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xx. 79 ;
Jour.

R.A.S.,i. (n.s.) 251. Burnell, S. I. Pal., 17.-

„ Badami, a Pallava stronghold, captured by the

Chalukyas.

Burgess, Arch. Rep. Bidar, App., 131. Fleet. Ind. Ant. ix.

99 ;
Kan. Dyn., 15, 18 (table), 20. Sewell, Dyn., 71.

„ Kanchipura burnt by Pulikesi I. (Chalukya).

FlUot, Jour. R. A. S., iv. 9; Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., viL

201. Burgess, Arch. Rep. Bidar, 25 ;
Fleet, Kan.

Dyn., 20.

500-600. Reigns of the Pallava kings Rajendra-varma and

his son Devendra-varma.

Eggeling, Ind. Ant., iii. 152. Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii.

Foulkes, Salem Man., ii. 354.

„ Reign of Vishnu-simha-, or Kara-simha-varma

(Pallava).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., ix. 99; Kan. Dyn., 16. Sewell, Dyn., 71.
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500-600. Reign of Chanda-danda (Pallava)
;

? Ati Rana

{continued) Chanda.
Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Iv. See Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc.,

siii. 5, 53.

„ Pallava inscriptions at Betmangala, Avani, Nangali,

Shrinivaspur, Nandi, and Goribidniir, in the

M3'sore country.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii.

„ Copper coins of the Pallavas found extensively in

the Masulipatarn district.

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. aud Sc., xi.x. 237.

„ The Pallavas ruled the Vengi country.

Eggeling, Ind. Ant., iii. 152. Rice, Mys Inscr., p. liii.

„ Badami temporarily recovered by the Pallavas.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., ix. 100.

„ Mrigesa (Pallava) built a Jama temple at Palasika.

Buhler, Ind. Ant., vi. 31 ;
Fleet, Kan Dyn., 15.

500-516. An ambassador from Southern India visited China.

Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vi. 66; Sykes, Jour. R. A. S
,
vi. 458.

550 (clr.). Vilanda (Ganga) “subdued the Pallavendra Nara-

pati.”—The Pallava king trodden to death by

elephants in battle.

Rice, Ind. Ant. ii. 156, 160; Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc. for

1878, p. 141, 147.

570 (cir.). Grant of Devendra-varma (Pallava).

Eggeling, Ind. Ant., iii. 152; Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liv.

585 (cir.). Pulikesi II. (Chalukya), “ the sun to melt the frost

610-634. which was the army of the Pallavas,” “caused

the leader of the Pallavas who aimed at the

eminence of his own power, to hide his prowess

behind the ramparts of Kanchipura, which was

concealed under the dust of his army.”
Fleet, in Burgess’ Arch. Rep., Bidar, 138; Ind. Ant., v. 51,

68,73; viii. 245. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 281. Sewell,

Lists, i. 177, 189.

589-636. The Dravida country conquered by Kongani-varma

III. (Ganga- Karnata).
Bowson, Jour. R. A. S., viii. 5. Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and

Sc., xiv. 10. Burgess, ind. Ant., i. 362. Sewell, Lists,

i. 148, 177.

TOL. XVII.—[new series.] 14
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600 (cir.). Vikramaditya I. (Chalukya) “forced the king of

Kanchi, ‘who had never bowed down to any

man,’ to lay his crown at his feet.”

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 24.

600—700. Reign of a Pallava king in Kalinga.o o o
Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 243. Scivell, Dyn,, 43.

„ Pallava inscriptions at the Seven Pagodas and

Shalavan-kuppain, near Sadras.

Burnell, S. I. Pal. 53. Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. lii.

„ Coins and copper seals of the Pallava kings found

along the sea-shore south of Madras.
Elliot, Mad. Jour, I.it. and Sc., xix. 243, 248.

„ Pallava victories over the ChMukyas.
Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 277, 281.

„ “ Ganda-deva (Ganga-Kariiata) fought with the

Dravida-raja in Kanchi-desa, defeated him, and

exacted tribute from the countiy.”

Boiison, Jour. R. A. S., viii. 6. Tuijlor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and

Sc., xiv. 12. Burgess, Ind. Ant., i. 362.

„ The Pallava kings were renowned for their learn-

ing, skill in warfare, and personal valour.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 280.

„ One of the Pallava kings was “an enthusiastic

worshipper of Vishnu.”
Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 277, 281

;
Salem Man., ii. 362.

608 (cir.). VikramMlitya (Chalukya) “made the lord of

Kanchi kiss his lotus feet.”

Elliot, Jour. R.A.S., iv. 10 ;
Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc.

vii. 202.

610 (cir.). Conquest of the Yengi-Pallavas by Kubja-Vishnu-

vardhana (Chalukya).

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xx. 79 ;
Jour. R. A. S., i. (n.s.)

251. Jour. R. A. S., i. (n.s.) 258. Foulkes, Jom.

As. Soc. Eeng., xxxix. (i.) 153; Salem Man., i. 4, 9;

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 21. Burgess, Arch. Rep., Bidar, 26.

Rice, Ind. Ant., vii. 6 ;
Mys. Inscr., p. lii. Fleet, Dyn.,

15, 23. Sewell, Lists, i. 19, 36, 42, 47 ;
Dyn., 10, 15, 72.

„ Yikramaditya I. (Chalukya) “ with irresistible

might subdued the Pallava dynasty.”

Bhagvdnlal Indraji, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., xvi. 4, o.
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GIO (cir.) Kama-raja, Rana-jaya (Pallava) at the Seven

{continued) Pagodas.

liice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii.
;
Ind. Ant. viii. 94.

„ The Pallavas were defeated and ruined by Satya-

shraj'a (W. Chalukya), and driven behind the

walls of Kanchi.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 67, 73 ;
Dyn., 24 ;

Rice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. Iv. Sewell, Dyn., 10, 15, 72.

620 (cir.). Narasimha Pota-varma (Pallava) was defeated by

Vilanda-raja (Ganga), and trodden to death by

elephants.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 78. Rice, !Mys. Inscr., p. xliii, liii, Iv.

Ixii. Sewell, Dyn., 11, 72.

„ The Pallava king paid tribute to the Ganga.
Rice, Mys. Inscr

, p. xliii.

622 (cir.). Inscription of Kubj a-Vishnu-vardhana (E. Cha-

lukya), the conqueror of the Vengi-Pallavas.

Foulkes, Jour. As. Soc. Btng., xxxix. (i.) 153 (from Pro-

ceedings of the Madras Goverameut). Burnell, S. I. Pal.,

137, and pi. xxvii.

634 (cir.). Pulikesi II. (Chalukya) in alliance with Chanda-

danda II. (Pallava).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., viii. 244
;
Kan. D)'n., 15.

635 (cir.). The Pallavas were ruling at Kanchi.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., viii. 215. Fergusson a)id Burgess, Cave

Temples, 108. Sewell, Lists, i. 189.

640 (cir.). The Pallavas were defeated by the Kadambas.
Sewell, Dyn., 2, 72.

„ The Chinese Iliwen-thsang visited Kanchipuram.

It was at this time six miles long. Its in-

habitants were brave, just, learned, pious, and

tolerant in religion.

Julien, Memoires, ii 118, 397; La Vie, 190. IFilson, Jour.

E. A. S.
,
xvii. 130. Cowell, Elphinstone’s Hist. Ind., 6tL

edit., 294. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 280; Salem Man.,

i. 8; ii. 362. Sewell, Lists, i. 172, 177
;
Dyn., 2, 71, 72.

„ The flourishing condition of the north-eastern

districts of the Pallava dominions at this time

and earlier is shown by the numerous Buddhist

monasteries and Hindu temples found by Hiwen-
thsang throughout this portion of his route.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., vii. 6 ;
Salem Man., i. 9.
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640 (cir.) Buddhist buildings of great beauty at Dhanaka-

{continued) kata.

Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 540 (after Julien, i. 188).

„ Hiwen-thsang found large Buddhist establishments

at Dhanakacheka.
Fergusson, Jour. E.A.S., iii. (n.s.) 143; xii. (n.s.) 108.

Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 95.

„ A richly sculptured Buddhist monastery at Pingkila.

Julien, ii. 106. Burnell, S. I. Pal. 16. Foulkes, Salem

Man., i. 9.

,, Atirana-chanda Pallava reigned.

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xiii. 61. Carr, Seven Pagodas,

12. Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 108, 154.

Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 2.

650-670. Shankaracharj’a preached in Kanchipura.
Taylor, Jour. As. Soc. Beng. vii. (i) 513 ;

Catal. Mad. MSS.,

iii. 523, 700. Burnell, S. I. Pal., 37. Sewell, Lists, i.

177; Dyn., 72.

N.B. Shankar&charya’s date is not settled. The latest

authorities give from a.d. 550 to 600 [Telang, Ind Ant.,

April, 1884), and a.d. 800 to 900 (Max Muller, Sacred

Books of the East, xv. p. xii, 1884).

650-700. The Bathas and caves at the Seven Pagodas.

Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 110, 403, 438, 449,

451. Sewell, Lists, i. App. p. xxix.

„ The Undavalli cave at Bejwada.
Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 403. Sewell, Lists, i.

App. p. xxix.

658-681. The Pallavas were defeated by Yikramaditya I.

(Chalukya), and Kanchipura captured.

Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 156
;
Mys. Inscr., p. Iv, Ixi. Fleet, Ind.

Ant., vi. 75; Kan. D\-n., 27. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii.

282. Sewell, Lists, i. 177 ;
l)yn., 10, 16, 72.

658 (cir.). Vikramaditya I. (Chalukya), while heir-apparent,

“ at the command of his father arrested the

extremely exalted power of the Pallavas, whose

kingdom consisted of three (component) do-

minions.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. '87
;

vii. 301 ;
ix. 129 ;

x. 134 ;
Foulkes,

Salem Man., ii. 363.
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658 (cir.) The Pallavas and others “ were brought into a

{continued) similar state of servitude
”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 93; vii. 303.

„ He had “the lotuses which were his feet besprinkled

with the waters which were the rays of the

watering-pot which was the jewelled diadem of

the lord of Kanchi, who bowed down to no

other.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., ^*i. 87 ;
vii. 106 ;

viii. 28 ;
Lx. 129 ;

x. 134.

“ His “feet were kissed by the diadem of the lord

of Kanchi, who always bowed down before him.”
Fleet, Ind. Ant

,
vii. 111.

,, His “ feet were kissed by the crown of the king of

Kanchi, who never bowed to any other man.”
Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 27 ;

Mys. Inscr., 299. Burgess, Arch.

Hep., Bidar, 30.

„ “After conquering the Pallava king whose insults

threatened destruction to the [Chalukya] dynasty,

he had become possessor of Kanchipura.”
Rice, Mys. Inscr., 236, 241.

„ He “seized the city of Kanchi after the defeat of

the leader of the Pallavas, who had been the

cause of the humiliation and destruction of his

family.” He captured Kanchipura, “ the mighty

abode of enmity that was hard to be surmounted

and difficult to be borne, , . . whose lord bowed

down to no other.”

Biihler, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., ii. 372 ;
Ind. Ant., vi. 61 ;

vii. 301. Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 87 ;
x. 134 ;

Burgess, Arch.

Eep., Bidar, 30 ;
Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 282

;
Salem

Man., ii. 363.

„ He “ achieved the ruin of the Pallavas, and though

delighting much in Kanchika, which is, as it

were, the wanton girdle of the woman who is

the country of tlie South ”

“ He conquered that family of mighty w'restlers

[namely, the ‘ Maha-malla-kula,’ the Pallavas]

who were possessed of the title of ‘ Poyal

Wrestler.’ By him, the ruler of the Southern
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region, was Kanclii captured, the mighty abode

of enmity that was hard to be surmounted and

difficult to be borne,—which was girt about by

a moat that was very deep and difficult to be

crossed,—and which was as it were the girdle

of the sea-king Jayateshvara.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 78.

N.B.—Mr. Fleet remarks :
“ In the epithets applied to

Yikramaditya I
,

a clear allusion is made ... to some

interruption of the Western Chalukya rule that was effected

by the leader of the Pallavas, the lord of Khnchi.” See

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 75, 85; vLi. 219; is. 129; x. 132.

Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 8, 9 ;
ii. 363. Rice, Ind. Ant.,

X. 37.

660 (cir.). Jayateshvara Pota-raja (Pallava) conquered by

Yikramaditya I. (Chalukya).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. 1, liii ; Ind. Ant., x. 37.

668 (cir.). A land-grant to a learned Brahman of Dravida

by Shiva-rama (Kongu-Karnata).
Bowson, Jour. E. A. S., viii. 5.

„ Chanda-dancla, lord of Kanchi, “ uprooted ” by

Ravi-varma (Kadainba).

Fleet, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., ix. 234
;
Kan. Dyn., 9.

670. The Pallavas subverted the Chalukya throne.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., s. 133, 134, 135; Kan. Dyn., 26; and the

references above. Sewell, Lists, i. 177, 190
;
Dyn., 10.

675 (cir.). The Pallavas were defeated by Yikramaditya I.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 75. Sewell, Lists, i. 177, 190.

677 (cir.). The Pallavas re-conquered him.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 75. Rice, Ind. Ant., x. 37. Sewell,

D)m., 10.

679 (cir.). The Pallavas were crushed by him, and Kanchi

again taken.

Seivell, Dyn., 10.

,,
Yinayaditya (Chalukya) conquered the Pallavas for

his father,—that family of mighty wrestlers

possessed of the title of ‘ Raja-malla.’

Burgess, Arch. Hep., Bidar, 31. Sewell, Lists, i. 177, 190.
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692 (cir.). He “captured the proud army of Trairajya, the

king of Kanchi.”
Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 156 ;

viii. 28 ;
Mys. lusc., p. liii, 299.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 134.

„ He “destroyed the power of Trairajya Pallava,”

and “ reduced to subjection Pallava
”

Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 146 ;
Mys. Inscr., 237, 241. Fleet, Ind.

Ant., X. 134.

„ Trairajya Pallava was defeated by Vinayaditya,

and his whole army and his capital captured.

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 24 ;
Mys. Inscr., p. Ivi, Ixi. Fleet, Kan.

Dyn., 28. Sewell, Dyn., 11.

694 (cir.). Vinayaditya “churned the lords of Kanchi.”
Elliot, Jour. R. A. S., iv. 10 ;

Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., vii.

202. Feegussou Burgess. Cave Temples, 154 (after Ind.

Ant., ii. 272; iii. 152; v. 154; vii. 303.)

700 (cir.). A Pallava stone inscription at the Seven Pagodas.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., pi. xii.

700-800. Shri-vallabha (Kongu- Karnata) “gained a great

victory over the Pallava king [Narasimha-Pota-

varma], in which the latter lost his life.”

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 23; x. 27 (after Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc.

for 1878, p. 141).

„ One of the Pallava kings was “ a devotee of Ma-

lieshwara.”

Foullces, Ind. Ant., viii. 278, 281
;
Salem Man., ii. 362.

„ Brahmans received land-grants from the Pallava

kings, and were greatly patronized by one of

them.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 278, 281
;
Salem Man., ii. 362.

„ Cave temple of TIndavalle.

Fergusson ^ Burgess, Cave Temples, 97. Sewell, Lists, i. 77 ;

App. p. xxix.

„ “ The Pallavas were ruling over the east of the

Mysore country from that time onwards.”
Rice, Ind. Ant., x. 39.

705. VinayMitya (Chalukya) “ disabled the insolent

forces of Dhuerayu \_sic for Trairajya] king of

Kanchi.”
Le Grand Jacob, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., iii. 205, 207.
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725. Maru-varma, raja of Nirgunda In North Mysore,

' married the daughter of the Pallava king.

Mice, Ind. Ant., ii. 156, 161.

725-755. Kanchi was “subjugated” by Danti-durga (Rashtra-

kiita).

Burgess, Arch. Surv. W. Ind., No. 10, p. 96.

,, The army of Karna^ “ was expert in defeating

the lords of Kanchi ”

Biihler, Ind. Ant., vi. 61.

733 (cir.). The king of Kanchi was conquered by Yikrama-

ditya II. (Chalukya).

Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 85. Burgess, Arch. Rep., Bidar, 31 ;

Sewell, Lists, i. 177, 190.

„ The great temple of Pattadakal was built by Yikra-

maditya II. ’s queen “ expressly to celebrate

another victory over the king of Kanchi by her

husband.”
Fleet, Ind. Ant., vi. 85. Mice, Ind. Ant., viii. 24.

“ in commemoration of her husband having

three times conquered Kanchi.”
Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 163, 164, 165.

„ The Pallava king, Nandi Pota-varma I., was con-

quered and slain by Yikramaditya II. (Chalukya),

and Kanchi again captured (745 cir.).

Mice, Ind. Ant., viii. 24, 25, 94; Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Ivi

;

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 29. Sewell, Dyn., 11, 73.

,, Yikramaditya II. “ determined to root out the

Pallavas, the obscurers of the splendour of the

former kings of his line and by nature hostile,

going with great speed into the Udaka province,

slew in battle the Pallava named Nandi-Pota-

varma who came against him, captured his

defiant lotus-mouthed trumpet, his drum called

‘ Roar-of-the-Sea,’ his chariot, his standard,

immense and celebrated elephants, clusters of

rubies which by their radiance dispelled all dark-

ness, and entering without destruction Kanchi,

the zone {katichi) as it were of the lady the

region of Agastya’s abode {i.e. the South), ac-
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quired the great merit of covering with gold

Raja Simheshvara and other dem hula sculptured

in stone, which Narasimha Pota-varma, the

protector of indigent Brahmans, . . . had made.”
Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 24, 28 ;

Mys. Inscr., 300.

750 (cir.). Inscription of Nolambadhiraja (Pallava).

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 90 ;
Mys. Inscr., p. i.v, Ivi, 212

;
Fleet,

Ind. Ant., x. 125.

755 (cir.). Danti-durga (Rashtra-kuta) defeated “the whole

army of the Karnataka, which had been re-

nowned for the humiliation of Shri Ilarsha, the

king of Kanchi, etc.”

Ball Gangadhur Shastree, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., ii. 372.

Biihler, Ind. Ant., v. 149
;

xii. 187.

,, The king of Kanchi was conquered and “dispersed”

by Danti-varma II. (Rashtra-kuta).

Ind. Ant
,
xi. 108, 111

;
xii. 11. Burgess, Arcli. Hep., Bidar

33; Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 33. Sewell, Dyn., 94.

,, The Pallavas were conquered by him twice after

this date, and Kanchi was again taken.

Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 162
;
Kan. Dyn., 29. Sewell, Dyn

,
11.

,, He “ was expert in defeating the lords of Kanchi . .

”

Burgess, .trch. Rep., Bidar, 33.

„ Reign of Vira Mahendra (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Ixiii. Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 30.

758 (cir.). The Pallava king Nandi Pota-varma II. was slain

by Kirti-varma II. (Chalukya), and Kanchijiura

captured.

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 23, 25, 28 ;
Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Ivi,

Ixii. Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 29. Sewell, Dyn., 11.

„ While he was heir-apparent Kirti-varma II. begged

of his father to send him “ to subdue the kins’O
of Kanchi, the enemy of our race;” and he
“ marched forth, and going against him broke

the power of the Pallavas, who, unable to make
war on a large scale, took refuge in a hill-fort

;

and capturing his lusty elephants, his rubies, and

treasury of gold, delivered them to his father.”

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 28; Mys. Insc., 301.
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768 (cir.). Reign of the Nolamba-raja (Pallava) ^^hava-duggan,

or Ahitara-javanara.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Ivi.

„ A Pallava pillar-inscription at Haralu-kote, Mysore.

Rice, Ind. Ant., x. 36. Fleet, lud. Ant., xi. 125.

770 (cir.). Dliruva (Rashtra-kiita) “ humbled the pride of the

Pallavas.”

“ Having obtained from the humbly bowing

Pallava,—whom on the one side (Dhora’s) ocean-

like cavaliy pressed, that exulted over its crushed

foes, that roamed about and was formidable on

account of its braveiy, while on the other side

the self-moving ocean restrained him . . .

Binder, Ind. Ant., vi. 69. Fleet, Ind. Ant., xi. 156.

777 (cir.). A Pallava princess was the wife of the king of

Jvirgunda in North ^lysore.

Rice, Mys. Insc., p. Ivi, 288.

„ “ Kundavve, daughter of the Pallava king, erected

a Jaina temple, in the north of Shripura.”

Rice, Ind. Ant., ii. 155. Kittel, Xagavarma, p. xxi.

778 (cir.). Dhruva (Rashtra-kuta) “ caused the Pallava king

to bow down before him.”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 125.

„ He conquered Dantiga, king of Kanchi.

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 34.

785-810. Govinda III. (Rashtra-kuta) “ drew towards him-

self .... the entire wealth of the Pallavas.”

Buhler, Ind. Ant., vi. 63, 71. Rice, Inscr., p. Ivi. Fleet,

Ind. Ant., xi. 162.

788 (cir.). The Buddhists were finally driven from Kanchi by

Hemasitala.

inisoii, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. Ixv, Ixvii. Taylor, Jour. As.

Soc. Beng., vii. (ii.) 121 ;
viii. 284. Rice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. liii, Ivi. Sewell, Dyn., 73.

„ Hemasitala, or Yemasitala, or Himasila, brought a

large Jaina colony from the North to Kanchi.

'Taylor, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vii. (ii.) 110; Mad. Jour

Lit. and Sc., vii. 8.
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788 (cir.) He was the last Buddhist king of Kanchipura.

Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., vii. 20.

„ He became a Jaina convert.

Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc. vii. 319; viii. 261.

700-900. The caves at the Seven Pagodas.
Burgess, Ind. Ant., xi. 97.

„ Keigns of the Pallava kings Simha-vishnu, Ma-

hendra-varma I., Narasimha-varma I., Mahendra-

varnia II., Pararaeshvara-varma, Narasimha-var-

ma II., Nandi-varma, and Pallava-malla Nandi-

varma.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 273 ;
Salem Man., i. 4 ;

ii. 362.

Fleet, Kan. Dyn
, 16, 26. Sewell, Dyn., 72, 73.

„ An inscription at Araaravati has the following

names of Pallava kings:—Simha-varma I., Simha-

vishnu, Nandi-varma, Simlia-vanna II., Arka-

varma, Ugra-varma, and Mahendra-varma.
Burgess, Amaravati-Stupa, 50. Sewell, Dyn., 100.

800-900. Grant of Pallava-malla Nandi-varma (Pallava).

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 273
;

Salem Man., i. 4 ;
ii. 355.

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 16, 26. Sewell, Dyn., 72, 73.

„ His war with Udayana, king of the Shabaras.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 278, 279, 282; Salem Man., ii. 364.

„ His war with Prithivi-vyaghra, king of Uishada.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 278 ;
Salem Man., ii. 364.

„ His war with the Panclyan king.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 278; Salem Man., ii. 364, 365.

„ A pretender to the Pallava throne was supported

by the chieftains of Dravida. The lord of Kanchi

suppressed the rebellion.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 278, 282; Salem Man., i. 4; ii. 363.

„ The basin of the Paldr was still ruled by the

Pallavas.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 274 ;
Salem Man., ii. 355, 365.

„ The Grantha character was used in a Pallava

land-grant.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 274 ;
Salem Man., ii. 355.

„ The shore-temple at the Seven Pagodas.

Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 158.
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803. Dantiga, king of Kanchi, conquered by Govinda

III. (Rashtra-kuta).

Burgess, Ind. Ant., i. 205. Biihler, Ind. Ant., vi. 13, 59.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Ivi, Ixii. Fleet, Ind. Ant., xi. 126,

127 ;
Kan. Dyn., 34. Sewell, Dyn., 73.

804. Grant of Vattiga, Battiga, Chattiga, or Baddiga

(Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Ivi, Ivii
;
Jour. R.A.S., xiv. (n.s.) 22.

814-849. The Pallava king was conquered by Ganda-deva

(Kongu-Karnata), who then entered into an

alliance with him.

Bou-son, Jour. E.A.S., viii. 6. Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc.,

xiv. 12. Sewell, Lists, i. 177 ;
Dyn., 51, 73.

830 (cir.). Reign of Ereva Jfolamba (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii, Ivii.

850 (cir.). Grant of Ereva Nolamba (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Insc., p. Ivii.

894 (cir.). Inscription of Vira-Nolamba-, or Yira-Mabendra

(Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. xiv.

898 (cir.). Reign of Vira Nolamba.
Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii.

900-1000. The Pallava kings Jaya-varma-deva, Ananta-

varma-deva bis son, and Rajendra-varma-deva

his son, reigned at Kalinga-nagara.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 53.

„ An inscription in characters of this date at Amarati

(Oomrawati).

Sykes, Jour. R. A. S., vi. 342.

921. The king of Java sent his four sons and a daughter

to be educated in S. India.

Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xvi. 133.

944 (cir.). Reign of Vira Nolamha, Vira Trinetra (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii.

973. Kakka III. (Rashtra-kiita) was a “very Antaka

(Yama) to the famil)’' of the Nolambas (Pallavas).”

Fleet, Ind. Ant., xii. 271.

985. Reign of Ananta-varma-deva (Pallava).

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 53.
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988. Two Pallava inscriptions at Molkalmuru, Mysore.

Rice, Mys. Insc., p. liii, Iviii.

1000-1100. Conjeveram was the capital of the Pallavas.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 36, 37.

„ The Pallavas were feudatories of the Cholas.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 36.

„ The Pallava dynasty came to an end.

Rice, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc. for 1878, p. 141.

„ The Pallava territory was in the hands of the

Cholas.

Sewell, Dyn., 2.

„ Soraeshvara-deva I., ilLhava-malla (Clialukya),

burnt Kanchi.

Elliot, Jour. R. A. S., iv. 13 ;
Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., vii.

205.

„ A Pallava grant of this period.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 114.

1042-1067. Ahava-malla II. (Chalukya) married a Pallava

princess, and formed an alliance with the

Pallavas against the Cholas.

Bidder, Ind. Ant., v. 318. Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 98; Mys.

Inscr., p. Ixv, Ixvii, 327.

1050 (cir.). Peign of Sthira-gambhira Nolaraba (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. lii., Iviii, 327.

1064. The Pallavas were finally overtlirown by Adondai,

son of Kulottunga I., Rajendra Chola.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 40. Fergusson ^ Burgees, Cave Temples,

148. Sewell, Byn., 2, 16, 18, 19, 73 : all following

Mad. Jonr. Lit. & Sc., xiii. 40. See also Mad. Jour.

Lit. & Sc., xiv. 244. Caldwell, Gram. Drav. Lang.,

Introd. p. 136. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 172, 173; ix.

49; Salem Man., i. 3, 11, 40, 41 ;
ii. 354, 380.

„ Adondai converted the Jaina bastis into Hindu
temples, leaving only five for the Jainas.

Taylor, Jour. As. Soc. Reng., vii. (ii.) 110.

1070 (cir.). Ahu-malla (Pallava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liii, hdii, 328.

„ The Pallava king paid tribute to Bhuvaneka-malla

(Chalukya).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Ixiii.
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1074. The Pallava king was conquered by Soraesbvara II.

(Chalukya).

Fleet, Kan. D)’n., 48.

>9 Shri Ballavarasa reigned at Bankapura.
Fleet, Ind. Ant., x. 129.

1075. The Pallava king was “ruined” by Udayaditya-

deva (Kongu-Karnata).
Fleet, Ind. Ant., iv. 210. Rice, Mys. Inscr., 143.

1077. Grant by Eajendra Pallava-raiyam at Kanchi.
Sewell, Lists, i. 178.

1079. Jayasimha-deva Nolamba Pallava, “ prince of the

world-renowned Pallava race,” was governor of

Banavasi under the Chalukyas. He was

“younger brother” of the reigning Chalukya

king Vikraraaditya YI.
Fleet, Ind. Ant., v. 51 ;

Kan. Dyn., 52. Rice, Ind. Ant.,

yiii. 90, 98
;
Mys. Inscr., p. Iviii, Ixvi, Ixxii, 306.

1081. TikramMitya YI. (Chalukya) “overcame Bala-

varaja . . ., and sat on the throne.”

Elliot, Jour. E. A. Soc., iv. 15 ;
Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc.,

vii. 207 ;
Ind. Ant., i. 85.

99
Expedition of Yikramaditj’a YI. against Kancbi

and the Pallavas.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Ixvi.

1100-1200. “A Pallama (Pallava) raya appears at Basava’s

time.”

Kittel, Nagavarma, p. xxvii.

99
The Nomlambavadi province was constituted by

the Western Chalukyas as a barrier against

the encroachments of the Cholas, and com-

mitted to a Pallava feudatory.

Rice, Ind. Ant., viii. 98.

1104 (cir .). The Pallava country was in the possession of

Permadi I. (Sinda).

Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 53, 96.

1105. Grant of Pallava-raya in the North Arcot

district.

Sewell, Lists, i. 158.
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1114. Yikramaditya VI. (Clialiikya) “ forced the

Pallava king to have his hands full of sprouts

[pallava].”

Rice, Mys. Inscr., 176.

1115. Grant of a feudatory Pallava-raya in the Tonda-

rnandalam.

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xx. 98.

1120 (cir.) . The Pallava king was defeated by Vishnu-

vardhana (Ballala), “a wild fire to the sprouts

of the creeper the fame of Pallava.”

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Iviii, 331.

yy Peign of Narasimha-varina (Pallava).

Rice, jNIys. Inscr., p. liii.

1140 (cir.). Jagadeka-malla (Chalukya) drove the Pallavas

from tlieir kingdom, which he added to his

1157.

own dominions.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. lii, Iviii, Ixviii.

He destroyed the Pallava kings, and ruled over

their kingdom.
Rice, Mys. Inscr., 58.

1158. He “ forced Pallava to hold the sprout.”

Rice, Mys. Inscr., L53.

1165. He “ forced the group of Pallava kings to hold

the sprout.”

Rice, Mys. Inscr., 61.

1182. Kota Keta Haja acquired the country south of

the Krishna by the favour of Trinayana

Pallava.

Seicell, Lists, i. 64.

1200-1400. The Pallavas disappear.

1223.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 36.

A Pallava king was conquered by Singhana-

deva (Yadava).

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Iviii (aft. Ind. Ant.).

yy The Pallavas were still reigning.

Fleet, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., xii. 19.

yy Last mention of the Pallavas.

Sewell, Lists, i. 177.
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1228. Grant of Shriman Maliainandaleshvara Jana

Pallava Sittiya-deva Maharaja in the Kistna

district.

Sewell, Lists, i. 48.

1300-1400. Revival of the influence of the Kurumba chief-

tains in the Tondainandala after its conquest

by the Rayas of Vijayanagara.

Taijlor, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vii. (ir.)
;
Mad. Jour. Lit.

and Sc., vii. 321.

1500-1600. The Kurumba cLiefs of the Tondamandala still

held large forts there.

Taylor, Cat. Mad. MSS., iii. 433.

The history of the Pallavas from the third or fourth

century a.d. down to the twelfth or thirteenth century is

continuously recorded, however fragmentary the form, in

the inscriptions and the other materials from which the

above table has been constructed. We first met with them

ruling over a very large portion of the eastern and north-

western districts of the Dakhan. We have seen two powerful

kingdoms, those of the Western and the Eastern Chalukyas,

carved out of their territory. We have followed their half-

successful strivings to avenge themselves on these persistent

hereditary rivals, possibly in the never-lost hope of recovering

their old traditional possessions
;

and we have also traced

the retaliatory efforts of the Chalukyas to restrain, if not to

destroy, their very troublesome enemies, down to the rise of

the Cholas, the common scourge of both : and we have seen

the exiled heirs of these grand old Pallavas, whose blood

had now been mingled with that of the Chalukyas, retiring

westwards after the conquest of Kanchipura by the Cholas,

towards some of their ancient seats in Kuntala, and finally

disappearing there, fretful, rebellious, and humiliated, and

their great name mocked at.

The materials for the traditionary period which preceded

those nine centuries are of a different kind
;
scattered notices

needing other light for their interpretation; facts indirectly

or incidentally supplied in the midst of foreign matter; coins

which have been but partially examined
;
and very especially,
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remarkable architectural monuments, whose origin and date

are still subject to well-merited controversy. Notwith-

standing this, they have all a special value in the present

infant stage of the investigation, and deserve to be gathered

together. Out of these materials I have constructed the

following table
;

premising that it is not exhaustive, and

that its dates are open to re-arrangement, and its facts to

critical inquiry.

Table of Materials for the Early History of the

Pallavas.
B.C.

600-500. Gautama Buddha converted the people of Kanchi-

pura,

Sewell, Lists, i. 176, after Hiwen Thsang.

The Bodhi-sattva Dharma-pala born there.

Julien, Hiwen Thsang, La Vie, 190 ;
Memoires, ii. 119.

Sewell, Lists, i. 176.

315 (cir.). Chanakya Vishna-gupta, a native of Dravida, was

Chandra-gupta’s prime minister.

Tumour, Mahawanso, p. 21. Stevenson, Jour. .4s. Soc. liomb
,

V. 2. Max Muller, Anc. Sansk. Lit. (2nd edit.), 281 ff.

300-200, Inscriptions at Ainaravati.

Biihler, Ind. Ant., xi. 268.

,, The Pittapur tope : implying Buddhist influence

in the Krishna delta.

Elliot, Ind. Ant
,
xii. 34. See Sewell, Lists, i. 23.

250 (cir.) Ashoka built many Buddhist topes in the neigh-

bourhood of Kanchipura.
Sewell, Lists, i. 176, after Hiwen Thsang.

200-170. Inscriptions on the Jaggayyapeta tope.

Some time Buhler, Ind. Ant., xi. 256. Burgess, Araaravati Stupa, 55.

after Growth of the Pallavas on the Eastern coast.

Ashoka. Sewell, Dyn., 1.

200-1. Bactrian coins found on the sea-shore near Madras.
Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xix. 242, 243.

157. Numerous Buddhist monks from the Pallava country

visited Ceylon.

Tumour, Mahawanso, i. 171. Uphnm, Mahavansi, i. 152;

Ratnakari, ii. 39 ;
Ratnavali, ii. 222

;
B'ergusson, Tree and

Serp. Worship, 195. Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 4.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 15
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157. A magnificent Buddhist chaitya at Manjerika.
Tiirnnur, Mahiwanso, i. 188. Cunningham, Anc. Geog.

Ind., i. 535.

150-100. Inscrij3tions of a monk of Dravida in the Buddhist

Cave of Kanhari.
Stevenson, Jour. .•\s. Soc. Bomb., v. 29. See Feigusson and

Burgess, Cave Temples, 185.

,,
“ Dharani-Kota, considered to have been at one

time the capital of Telingana.”

Wilson, Aviana Antiqua, 32.

„ Dharanikota supposed to be the ancient capital of

the i^ndlira kings.

Elliot, Ind. Ant., vii. 21. Bhagvdnldl Indrnji, Jour. As. ‘

Soc. Bomb., xiii. 310. Burgess, Arch. Rep., Bidar, 54 ;

No. 10, Arch., Surv. W. Ind., 32, 33, 38 ;
Amaravati-

StOpa, 45. Feigusso/i and Burgess, Cave Temples, 247.

31 to The Amaravati tope built by the Andhras or

A.D. 436. Andhrabhrityas.

Sewell, Dyn., 1.

1-100. Leaden coins of the Bactrian type or of the

Andhrabhritya kings found at Amaravati, Dha-

ranikota, and the Seven Pagodas.

Wilson, As. Res. xviii. 566, .579, 582. Elliot, Mad. Jom'.

Lit. and Sc., xix. 238 ff. Boswell, Ind. Ant., i. 151.

Bhagvdnldl Indraji, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., xiii. 308, 310.

,,
Andhra and Pallava coins found at Amaravati.

Elliot, M.id. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xix. 220; xx. 75. Thomas,

Ind. Ant., ix. 64. Sewell, Lists, i. 63.

„ Inscriptions at Amaravati.

Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 541. See Jour. As. Beng.,

vi. 218. Eoulkes, Salem Man., i. 4.

,,
Inscription on a cell at Shailarvada.

Eergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples, 247.

„ The Pallavas were ruling in the Southern Dakhan.
Eoulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 170 ;

Salem Man., i. 3 ;
ii. 352.

,, The Kurumbars [Pallavas] built forts and palaces

in the basin of the Palar.

Taylor, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vii. (ii.). Ill, 112.

„ The Kurumbars (Pallavas) carried on an extensive

foreign commerce both with the West and East.

Sewell, Lists, i. 172.
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1-100. Vislinu-bhupa reigned at Kancliipura.

Burgess, Arch. Ecp. W. Ind., 1876, ch. iii. Fleet, Ind.

Ant., vi. 57. Face, Mys. Inser., p. xsxii.

„ Hasti-varma reigned at Vengi.

Rice, Mys. Inser
, p. xxxii.

,, The Amaravati sculptures ;
—“ nearly two thousand

years old.”

Boswell, Ind. Ant., i. 372.

78. Shalivahana was an ancestor of Mukunti Pallava.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. exxiv. Rice, Mys. Inser.,

p. liii.

85. A large colony emigrated from the coast of Telingana

to Java.

Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xvi. 132.

90. The Amaravati tojje was founded by Gotami-putra

Shatakarni (Andhra).

Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind , i. 542.

142. The Amaravati tope completed.

Early in
the SS.

Cunmnghnm, Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 542 (after Prinsep’s Jour,

vi. pi. X., and Bhilsa Topes, 188).

r Reign of IMukunti Pallava.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. exxiv.

100-200. Rise of the Pallavas.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 13 to 16: see Weber, Hist. Ind. Lit.,

188«. Rice, Mys. Inser., p. li. Fleet, Kan. Dyn., 15.

Sewell, Dyn., 100.

Reigns of Madhava-varma, Kulakelana, and Nila-

kantha the father of Mukunti Pallava.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. exxiv. Rice, Mys. Inser.,

p. liii.

Vishnu king of Kanchipura, of the Samudra-

gupta pillar-inscription.

Prinsep, Jour. As. Soc. Peng., vii. (i.) 515.

The Amaravati tope was already in existence.

Cunningham, Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 533. Burgess, Amaravati

Stupa, 27.

Buddhist caves, temples, sculptures, copper figures,

etc., in the neighbourliood of Amaravati.
Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. & Sc., xix. 225. Boswell, Ind. Ant.,

i. 153, 374. Sewell, Lists, i. 63; Jour. E. A. Soc., xii.

(n.s.) 98.
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100-200. Pali inscriptions at Amaravati.
Sewell, Lists, i. 83.

,, Sculptures in the temple of Malleshvara-svami at

Bejwada.
Bokwell, Ind. Ant., i. 152.

„ Buddhist tope at Gudivada, Kistna district.

Sewell, Lists, i. 52.

,, Buddhist tope at Bhattiprolu, Kistna district.

Sewell, Lists, i. 77, 83.

Centuries}^®™^’' coins found by Mackenzie at Amaravati.

Wilson, As. Ees., xvii. 561.

,, Hindu copper coins found at Dharanikota.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., ii. App., p. ccxxxviii.

,, Andhra coins, beads, etc., found at Gudivada.
Sewell, Lists, i. 52.

,, Roman coins found on the sea-shore near Madras.
Sewell, Lists, i. 190.

„ Hindu gold, silver, and copper coins found at the

Seven Pagodas.

Wilson^ Cat. Mack. MSS., ii. App., p. ccxxvi, ccxxviii,

ccxxxi.

„ Short inscriptions at the Seven Pagodas in the

Pallava character.

Goldingham, As. Ees., v. 75. Babington, Trans. E. A. Soc.,

ii. 258. Carr, Seven Pagodas, 37, 62. Burnell, in Carr’s

Seven Pagodas, 224.

,, Short Inscriptions at Amaravati and the Seven

Pagodas in the Cave character of b.c. 100 to

A.D. 200.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 12.

N.B.—For some of the various dates assigned to the temples,

sculptures, aud inscriptions at the Seven Pagodas, see

Elliot, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc., xiii. 53. Taylor, 26.

Burnell, S. I. Pal., 37, 38. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 1 ;

Salem Man., i. 10. Rice, Ind. Ant., i. 25; Mad. Jour.

Lit. and Sc. for 1878, p. 141. Fergusson and Burgess,

Cave Temples, 110, 157. Sewell, Dyn., 15, 73; Jour. E.

A. Soc., xvi. (n.s.) 32. See also Fergusson, Hist. Ind.

Arch., 326.

,, Ancient Pallava temples at Kanchipura.

Sewell, Jour. E. A. S., xvi. (n.s.) 36.
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„ Mallesudu, or Malleshvara (Malicheren) reigned

at the Seven Pagodas. It was originally called

‘ Malla-puri ’ after his name.
Chambers, As. Res., i. 15G. Taylor, Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc.,

viii. 65 ;
xiii. 39. Carr, Seven Pagodas, 14.

„ In his reign ‘ Mahabalipoor ’ was destroyed by an

inundation of the sea.

Chambers, As. Res., i. 156. Carr, Seven Pagodas, 15.

„ Reign of Atyanta Kama Pallaveshvara.

Foulkes, Salem. Man., i. 2.

140 (cir.). Ptolemy’s emporium for the Golden Chersonese and

the farther east was within the Pallava territory

on the eastern coast.

Foulkes, Ind. Ant., vii. 7 ;
Salem Man., i. 10.

„ Arcot identified with Ptolemy’s Arcati Regio

Sorae.

Ellis, Papers on Mir&si Eight, 230, 242. Wilson, Cat. Mack.

MSS., i. p. Ixxxiv. See Caldwell, Gram. iJrav. Lang.,

Intr.
,
p. 96.

,, Mamallapuram, the Seven Pagodas, identified with

Ptolemy’s Malearpha.

Gubbins, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., xxii. 667.

200-300. Buddhists from Benares settled near Kanchipura.
Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. Ixv, Ixxvii. Eice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. Ixxxviii. Foulkes, Salem Man., i. 6, 10.

,, Portions of the Amaravati tope were built.

Fergusson, Tree and Serp. tVor., 172, 178; Hist. Ind. Arch.,

72.

,, Reign of Mukunti Pallava, or Mukanti P.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. Iviii. Taylor, Jour. As. Soc.

Beng., vii. (i.) 496; Cat. Mad. MSS., iii. 511, 529, 533.

Fergusson, Tree and Serp. Wor., 171. Rice, Mys. Inscr.,

p. liii, Ixxxviii. Sewell, Lists, i. 164.

„ He was fourth in succession from Sbalivahana.

Taylor, Cat. Mad. MSS., iii. 216.

„ He was the founder of the Pallavas.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. liv.

„ Dharanikota was his capital.

Wilson, Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. Iviii. Rice, Mys. Inscr., p.

liv.
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„ He built the Amaravati tope.

Fergusson, Jour. E. A. Soc., iii. (n.s.) 135, 146. Rice, Myis.

Inscr., p. liv. See Mad. Jour. Lit. and Sc. for 1878, p.

141. Sewell, Lists, i. 135.

,, He introduced Brahmans into the Pallava country.

Rice, Mys. Inscr., p. Ixxxviii.

300-400. Introduction of the Pallava written character into

the Kanchipura kingdom.
Burnell, S. I. Pal., 35, 36. Fleet, Ind. Ant., ix. 100. See

Prinsep, Jour. As. Soc. Beng., iii. 113, 119.

,, The principal sculptures of the Amaravati tope were

executed.

Fergusson, Free & Serp. "Wor., 172, 178 ;
Ind. Ant. iii. 61 ;

Hist. Ind. Archit., 72. Foulkes, Ind. Ant., viii. 1. Rice,

Ind. Ant., viii. 25. Fergusson ^ Burgess, Cave Temples,

64, 90. Sewell, Lists, i. 1. See Congreve, Mad. Jour. Lit.

& Sc., xxii. 44. Thomas, Ind. Ant., ix. 137.

One of the very early facts contained in this table deserved

to be referred to more prominently
;
namely, the statement,

that a large number of Buddhist monks from the Pallava

country visited Ceylon in the year 157 b.c. : it claims to

afford a firm historical standing-place for the investigator

in the middle of the second century before the Christian

era, from which he may proceed to sketch a tentative

survey of the field of Pallava history during the subsequent

centuries until he arrives at the somewhat similar docu-

mentary boundary-mark of Fa Hian’s narrative. I have

elsewhere^ made use of this fact to show that the dominions

of the Pallavas were of very great extent at that early time,

and that these kings ruled over the largest of the con-

temporary Buddhist kingdoms of India. The reigning king

of Ceylon, Dutthagamini, a zealous Buddhist, erected a

great memorial stupa at Anuraddhapura : and when it was

completed, a very large number of Buddhist monks assembled

from the whole of Ceylon and from the continent of India to

assist at its consecration. It is evident enough that the

numbers of the monks as given in the Mahawanso are

greatly exaggerated : but, whether these numbers are

1 Salem. Manual, i. 4, 5.
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multiples of the actual numbers, or whatever the form of

the exaggeration may be, the relative proportions of the

various contingents may be accepted with less questioning.

It is also necessary to remark tliat the large integer in

Tumour’s number of the Pallava monks has been inserted

by mistake. In his text* the number is 460,000, as Upham
has correctly translated it, and not 14,60,000 as Tumour’s

translation gives it.

Rejecting Tumour’s interpolated million, the total number

of his Indian monks is 1,264,000:^ the Pallava monks were

therefore nearly one-third of the whole of tlie Indian visitors.

The alternative result for my present argument is, either

that the Pallava dominions in the second century b.c. were

much more extensive than those of any other contemporary

Indian king
;

or, that Buddhism prevailed much more

extensively in their dominions at that time than in any

other Indian kingdom. Possibly the facts may fairly sustain

both of these deductions. From the latter side of the alterna-

tive alone the conclusion would still be, that the Pallava

kingdom had already arisen, and that it was very extensive.

Considering the estimation in which these historical books

of Ceylon have so long been held, it is not likely that this

conclusion will be controverted. In the event of its being

established, it naturally leads up at once to the question

of the origin of the Pallavas : and the solution of that

question may lead to the discover}^ of the few remaining

lost links of the chain between the annals of the Buddhists

and the records of classical history.

One of the most pressing questions connected with the

early history of the Bakhan has reference to the founders of

the city of Dharanikota
;
and the question of the builders

of the Amaravati tope is involved in it.

Professor H. H. Wilson,® as far back as 1828, stated, on

the authority of the Mackenzie manuscripts, that Dharani-

kota was the capital of Mukunti Pallava, thus making it a

“ Chattarisatasahassani sahass&nicha satthicha bliikkhu. ...”
* IJpliara has curtailed the passage : he does not give either the names or the

numbers of tlie last five of the fourteen contingents.

^ Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. Iviii.
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possession of the Pallavas in Mukunti’s time
;

and Mr.

Lewis Rice^ accepts that view. In that passage Wilson

placed Mukunti in the third century a. d. ;
but in another^

he raised him to a date early in the era of Shalivahana.

The Rev. W. Taylor^ made him the fourth in succession

from Shalivahana, and his date would so be about the middle

of tlie second century a.d.

On the other hand, Bhagvanlal Indraji,^ Sir Walter

Elliot,^ and Mr. Burgess ® suppose it to be the old capital of

the Andhras.

I do not sufficiently know the grounds on which Bhag-

vanlal Indraji and Mr. Burgess have based their view
;
but

it seems probable, from the similarity of the words used,

that Sir Walter Elliot, in the passage above referred to, was

intending to reproduce Professor Wilson’s statement,'^ that

Dharanikota was “ considered to have been at one time the

capital of Telingana.” In that case. Sir Walter Elliot’s use

of the word ‘ Andln-a’ is in its modern sense* as the equiva-

lent of the word ‘ Telingana,’ or the whole region in which

the Telugu language is spoken
;

but this is very far from

being identical with the historical Andhra country of the

Puranas. With this interpretation, the Pallavas are not

necessarily excluded from Dharanikota by Sir Walter Elliot’s

statement. If, however, the historical Andhras of the

Puranas were in his mind, as they were in Bhagvanlal

Indraji’s and Mr. Burgess’s, the case assumes a much more

difficult form, and resolves itself into a question of the

ancient geography of the Dakhan. The territorial limits

of the puranic Andhras are not sufficiently known
;

but,

judging from such materials as I know of, they could scarcely

have included any portion of the country lying on the

' Mys. Inscr. (1879), p. liv.

* Cat. Mack. MSS., i. p. cxxiv.

* Cat. Mad. MSS , iii. 216.
^ Jour. As. Soc. Bomb. (1877), xiii. 310.
® Ind. Ant. (1878), vii. 21
® Arch. Rep., Bidar (1878), 54 ;

Cave Temples (1880), 247 ; No. 10, Arch.
Surv. W. Ind. (1881), 32, 33, 38; Amaravata Stupa (1882), 45.

’’ Ariana Antiqua (1841), 32.

•> See Burnell, S. I. Pal., 16 note.
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Krishna. It seems also worth mentioning that, as late as

the seventh century—taking it for what it is worth in its

bearing on any earlier date—the southern boundary of the

Andhra kingdom lay far to the north of that river
;

for

Hiwen Thsang travelled a long distance after leaving the

country then called i^udhra before he reached the banks of

the Krishna.

If Dharanikota and a great extent of country north and

south of it belonged to the Pallavas in the second century

before our era, as I think is implied in the passage of the

Mahawanso referred to above, especially when taken together

with what is known of them before the arrival of the

Chalukyas in the Dakhan, it follows with a large amount of

probability that the erection of the Amaravati tope is to be

attributed to the Pallavas. Mr. Rice * says that it was built

by Mukunti Pallava
;
and in this statement he w’as ap-

parently following an earlier opinion of Mr. Fergusson.-

General Cunningham ^ attributes it to the i^ndhra kins

Gotami-putra Shatakarni. Considering the nature of the

grounds for these individual names, it will not be surprising

if both of them should fail to be maintained; while still

giving the Pallavas the credit of the work.

Another question—one which has already received some

attention—has reference to the name of the Pallavas. As
it stands the name is a good Sanskrit word;—‘j^allava,’ ‘a

leaf-bud,’ ‘ a tender leaflet,’ ‘ a sprout,’ and some other

meanings. The names of their neighbours, the Chohis and

Kadambas, are similarly connected with the vegetable world.

This was the sense in which the name presented itself to

those who composed the inscriptions of the Pallavas, and

those of other kings containing references to them. Instances

of this occur in the inscription of Pallava-malla,^ where by a

play on their name their tender hands and feet are compared

to “young leaflets”; and also in some of the Chalukya

' Mys. Inscr., p. liv.

^ Jour. R. A. Soc., iii. (n.s.), 135, 146.
® Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 642.
* Salem Man., ii. 359.
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inscriptions,' which speak of the humiliated Pallavas being

forced “
to hold the sprout.” Similarly an inscription of

one of the Ballala kings ^ describes him as “ a wild fire to

the sprouts of the creeper the fame of Pallava.”

The name “Pallava” occurs in the Puranas
;
^ but onl}^

as a variant in some copies of the usual form, “Pahlava,”

or “Pahnava.”' The Pahlavas are described by Wilson^

as “ a northern or north-western nation often mentioned in

Hindu writings, in Manu, the Ramayana, the Puranas, etc.

They were not a Hindu jaeople, and may have been some of

the tribes between India and Persia.” Mann ® names them

in company with some other seeming foreigners
:
yet he

does not exclude them from the Hindu pale, but classes them

with outcasts who were once Kshatriyas, but had fallen to

the level of Shudras “ by their omission of holy rites and

seeing no Brahmans ”
;
meaning, apparently, that they were

Buddhists or some other class of sectarians. The Vishnu-

Purana'' and the Hari-vamsha* name them among the allies

of the Haihayas,—the Shakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, and

Paradas, foreigners still,—in their war with Sagara
;
thus

raising them into very ancient times, and making them the

contemporaries of the rishi Yasishtha. In later times,

Varaha-mihira,® who belongs to the sixth century a.d
,

locates them in the south-west of India. In his Sanskrit

Dictionary Wilson suggests that they were the Parthians :

and perhaps Prinsep did the same in a modified sense. The

name ‘ Parthava,’ ‘ a Parthian,’ is said to be capable of being

Prakritized into ‘ Pahlava ’
: but Noldeke " maintains, on

grammatical grounds, that this form could not have existed

in India before the second to the fourth century a.d., and

' Mys. Inscr., 61, 153.
2 Ibid., 331.
2 See Wilson’s Visb. Pur., 189, 195, 374.
‘‘ Ibid., 195 note.

® Ibid
,
189 note.

® Manu, X. 44.
'
Vish. Pur., 374.

* As. Res
,
xi. 64.

s Jour. R. A. Soc., V. (n.s.), 84.

See Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vi. 386 note.

See the note in Weber’s Anc. Sansk. Lit., (Triibner’s), pp. 187, 188.
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doubtfully at all before the first century. It is in Sanskrit

compositions, however, and not Prakrit, that the name

‘Pahlava’ has come down to us : and by the rules of Prakrit

the Sanskrit conjunct ‘hi’ becomes ‘Ih.’ Both of these

conjuncts, it may be noted, become ‘11’ in Tamil, which was

the vernacular language of the Pallavas at Kanchipura.

The inscriptions of the Pallavas claim for them a pure

Hindu descent, assigning them to the gotra of Bharadvaja; ^

and tracing them through him up to Brahmiv, and the

Invisible Deity.^ This may be mere flattery of the Court

sycophants
;

or, it may indeed be said that the king followed

the gotra of his purohita : still, there is implied in it either

an unconsciousness or a forgetfulness of the foreign orio-in of

the ancestors of the Pallavas at that time.

KitteP has suggested a different and more homely deriva-

tion of their name, identifying them with the Poleyas or

Pollavas, or the Pallas of the southern districts : and some

other names more or less resembling the name of Pallavas

might be added to these
;
with, however, very little chance of

their being discussed while the Pahlava theory remains un-

disposed of.

Should AVilson’s Parthian theory, or Professor AVeber’s

Arsacidan modification of it, be maintainable, it will be

worth noting that the Pahlavas existed with some form of

political organization in or near the Dakhan at some early

date in the Christian era. This is shown by the inscription

of Gotami-putra’s Queen in the Nasik Caves,^ mentioning

the conquest of the Pahlavas by her husband
;
and also by

Rudradaman’s inscription at Girnar,’'^ which speaks of two

victories over the Palilavas gained by his feudatory Sliata-

karni of the Andhrabhritya dynasty, the lord of Dakshina-

patha. It may also be interesting to note, that among the

Pahlavas of those days there were men of high mental ability

and practical technical skill : the inscription of Rudra-

* See Nandi-varm&’s grant, Salem Man., ii. 351.

Pallava-malla’s grant, Salem Man., ii 359.
® N5gavarma’s Can. Pros

,
xxi, xxvii

;
lud. Ant., viii. 50.

‘ Stevenson, Jour. As. Soc. Bomb
,
v. 42. See also vol. vii. 117, and ix. 145.

* Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., xiii. 315; and Ind. Ant., xii. 272.
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daman mentions incidentally that Shatakarni’s minister was

a Pahlava
;

and that it was this Pahlava minister who
succeeded in overcoming the seemingly hopeless engineering

difficulty at the breach of the Sudarshana laked

One question more deserves to be noticed here in connec-

tion with the earliest times and localities of the Pallavas.

There are references in the annals of the Buddhists to an

ancient building-dynasty ruling on the Krishna, who were

amongst the early royal converts to Buddhism—the Kaga-

rajas of Manjerika. The Mahawanso describes a very

magnficent Buddhist chaitya in the Manjerika country :

^

and some other very early architectural works of this neigh-

bourhood may be classed with it.

General Cunningham places Manjerika in the maritime

districts of the Krishna. It seems very probable that this

kingdom derived its name from the river Manjera, its still

surviving name, which runs in a remarkable doubling course

to the north of the cliffs of Bidar towards the bed of the

lower Godavari. The limits of Manjerika must therefore

he extended largely to the north and north-west of General

Cunningham’s location. This part of the Dakhan lay in the

route of the Pallavas as they stretched southwards from the

neighbourhood of the Nerbudda, where the most northward

traces of them and of their earliest seats have been dis-

covered, to the successive basins of the Godavari, the

Krishna, and the Palar : and some part of it must have

belonged to the puranic Andhras. Had the Pallavas any-

thing to do with these ancient Kaga kings?

Coimbatore, Madras Presidency.

June 19^A, 1884.

’ See also Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vii. (ii.) 342 ; Jour. E. A. Soc., vi, 477, and

iv. (n.s.) 130; Jour. As. Soc. Bomb., vi. 15 ;
vii. 34, 114; viii. 120, 121, 237,

and ix. 5; Burgess’ Arch. Eep., Kathiaw5d, 133; Ind. Ant., vii. 257, 263 ;
x.

225, 226 ;
Eice’s Mys. laser., li

;
and Fleet’s Kan. Dyn., 14.

^ Tumour's Mali5wanso, i. 188 ;
and Cunningham’s Anc. Geog. Ind., i. 535.
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Art. X .—Translation of Books 81-93 of the Markandcya

Purdna. By the Rev. B. Hale Wortham.

The Mahatmya Devi is an episode of thirteen chapters (81-

93) occurring in the Markandeya Parana, and, as the title

suggests, is occupied with an account of the Great power of

Devi, or Durga, the wife of Siva. The story is introduced

by a Raja, named Suratha, and a Vaisya, named Samadhi.

The Raja has been overcome by enemies, and finally driven

from his kingdom by his ministers, who have taken posses-

sion of his treasures. The Vaisya’s own family have risen

against him and sent him adrift, after seizing on his riches.

Both of these two unfortunate persons retire into solitude to

meditate on their troubles, and in the course of their wander-

ings in a certain forest, the}" meet and become acquainted.

They mutually relate their difficulties, and in comparing

notes, find with astonishment that they are both possessed

by the same feeling—attachment or affection for those who

have ill-treated them. The Raja is full of anxiety for the

welfare of the ministers and people who have risen against

him; the Vaisya still retains his affection for his unworthy

wives and children. They ask each other—AVhat means

this? How is it that we still feel affection for worthless

people, even though they be relations? Unable to discover

any solution of this difficulty, they agree to consult the Sage,

whose dwelling was not far distant. The Sage immediately

answered their question, and told them that tlieir mental

sensations were produced by Mahamaya He proceeds to

tell them that they do not stand alone : that they share this

illusion in common with all animate beings. Mahamaya, he

says, is the great illuMve power by which the world was

created, by which even the Creator himself is enveloped.
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“ She is the great goddess by whom even the hearts of the

wise are detained, by whom the worlds were made.”

The Eaja then begs for somewhat clearer knowledge of

this great creative power
;

in answer to this question the Sage

recounts the history of Devi. “The world in its outward

form is eternal and she created all things
;
she too is ever-

lasting, and only assumed outward form for the benefit of

the deities.” The Rishi relates the manner and the reasons

for which she assumed visible form. Vishnu (he says) lay

wrapped in the sleep of meditation upon the waters which

covered the earth, and upon him reclined Brahma. The

Titans Madhu and Kaitabha approached with the intention

of killing Brahma. Brahma then invoked Maliamaya and

called upon her to raise Vishnu from his sleep for the

destruction of the two giants. She did so in answer to his

prayers, and the Titans after a contest of 5000 years were

slain by Vishnu.

Thus one after another follow the miraculous conflicts of

Devi with various powers and demons. The demon Mahisha-

sura conquered the deities, and usurped the place of Indra.

The deities then had recourse to Isa, or Vishnu, praying him

for help against the demons. A great liglit issued forth

from the bodies of Vishnu and of all tlie divine beings : fi’om

that light Devi was formed. Mahishasura was then en-

countered by her and destrov'ed, after which she received the

praises of all the assembled deities.

"We may pass over the history of the following encounters,

which are of very much the same character as that already

referred to. At the end of the tale the Rishi points the

moral to Suratha and theVaisya; he tells them that their

minds are held bound by Maliamaya, the illusion of the

might}’ goddess. He urges them to pay adoration to her, so

may they attain to freedom and liberation. This course they

carry out and are accordingly rewarded. The king is re-

stored to his kingdom, and freed from his enemies : the

Vaisya choosing the more spiritual gifts of wisdom, and free-

dom from worldly attractions, receives the due answer to his

prayer.
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There have been various interpretations of this myth.

Some have referred it to the constellations. They have

identified Virgo as the goddess Devi : they have seen Mahi-

shasura in Centaur, and in Leo, the lion upon which the

goddess rode to the conflict. Others have looked upon the

legend in the light of a “Solar myth.” The deities are the

light, the Asuras the daikness. The light is overpowered hy

the darkness, which in its turn is put to flight by the ap-

proaching dawn. The legend is an elaborated version of the

myth according to which darkness is continually, and at

fixed intervals, getting the better of the light, in its own turn

driven back by victorious dawn. Devi springs from the

light which emanated from the deities (82. Osq.). She

illuminates the heavens with glory ( 85 . 45 ). Her teeth are

red like pomegranate flowers (91. 39). She is the colour of

gold, the glory from which she springs fills all the regions

with flame. She is the great and beneficent goddess, putting

darkness to flight, under the form of a malevolent demon,

for the good of the deities, and for the benefit of the world.

Perhaps, however, we may look on the legend from a

spiritual point of view, and regard it as an allegory personi-

fying the good and evil principles; setting forth in a parable

the conflict that is always going on between light and dark-

ness, between good and evil.

Editions and MSS. known to be in existence of Devi Mahdtmija.

1. Edited in Germany by L. Poley, Berlin, 1831, Lat. Trans.

2. Edited in Calcutta by Ganrisakara Tarkavagisa, 18d8, 4to.

3. Edited in Calcutta by a native, with an Eng. Tr., 1823, and

4. Re-edited by Janardan Ramebandrage, Bombay, 1868.“

5. Translation in Greek published at Athens by Demetrius Galanos in 18o3.

6. Text with Hindi Version, pub. at Meerut, 1881.

7. Text with Bengali Comm. ed. Gopalachandra Chakravarti at Calcutta, 1878.

8. Text edited by Professor K. H. Bauerjea in the Markandeya Purana,

Calcutta, 1862.

There are 10 or 12 texts in Devanagari, Telugu, and Grautha characters in
the British Museum.

MS. in Dr. Wright’s Collection at Cambridge.
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Markandeya Purana.

Book 81.

Devi mahatrayarambliali.^

OM.
Salutation to Chandilid.

Markandeya said

:

1. Savarnih, the son of Surya, was called the 8th Mann.

Listen to me, and I will relate his history to you fully.

2. Savarnih, the son of the Sun, pre-eminent in virtue,^ be-

came lord of the Manvantaras through the mighty

power of Mahamaya.

3. Long ago, in the days of Svarochisha, there was a king

by name Suratha, sprung from the family of Chaitra,

ruling the whole earth.

4. While he was ruling his subjects with justice, as though

they were his own sons, princes, who never laid their

weapons aside, became hostile to him.

5. And they fought in battle with him
;
and though his

sceptre was very powerful, he was overcome by those

(princes), whose arms were never laid aside.

6. Then ruling only his own land, he entered into his city :

and he, pre-eminent in virtue, was attacked by his

enemies, who were very strong.

7. Since he was weak, his treasure and his power were taken

away from him by his ministers, who were at that

time hostile and opposed to him in his own city.

8. Then, being deprived of his sovereignty, the king, under

pretence of hunting, mounted his horse, and set out

alone into the forest.

9. There he saw the hermitage of a very wise and illus-

trious Brahman, filled with tame animals, and glorified

by the presence of the Saint himself.

1 Called also Saptas’ati, because it consists of 700 slokas, or Chandipatha, the

recitation of Chanda’s acts.

^ Or possessor of great shares (Mahabhaga). 20 shares of the produce of the

Earth were to he dedicated to god and piiests
;
6 to the king; 4 enjoyed by the

cultivator (Translation of M. D. by Ramassvami'). Cf. Marcandeya Pur., Book
viii. si. 105.
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10. And he remained for some time in that place, hospitably

entertained, wandering about in different parts of the

hermitage of the excellent Saint.

11. He then thought within himself, his mind being allured

by love :
“ I have lost that city, ruled from ancient

time by my forefathers : whether it be well ruled or

not by my evil ministers

12. I know not. What delights will not my chief minister

Surahasta gain, together with Damada, now that he

has gone over to the side of the enemy.

13. Those who constantly followed me for the sake of gain-

ing favour from my liberality, now are obedient to

other kings.

14. They will waste and destroy the treasure which I have

collected with such care, since being naturally prone

to extravagance, they will always act extravagantly.”

15. In this wise the king meditated continually. One day

he met a Vaisya wandering about by himself near the

hermitage of the Brahman.

16. The king addressed him and said :
“ Who are you ? and

why have you come here ? You seem as if grieved, or

for some reason or other distressed in your mind.”

17. The Vaisya, hearing himself addressed by the king with

words of kindness, answered the prince with the

respect due to him.

18. “ I (he said) am a Vaisya ; my name is Samadhi
; I come

of a wealthy family
;
but my wives and children, who

are evil disposed to me through desire of my wealth,

have turned me adrift.

19. My wives and children have stripped me of my posses-

sions
;
my trusted friends have abandoned me

;
tilled

wuth grief, I have come into this forest.

20. And as long as I remain here, I know nothing of my
sons’ condition— (whether they be) well or ill—nor do

I know how my relations or wives fare

;

21. Whether there be good or bad fortune at home: whether

my sons be fortunate or unfortunate.”

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 16
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The E.aja said

:

22. “ Sir ! Tell me why you have this affection for the wives

and children, who drove you from your home, that

they might take possession of your wealth.”

I'he Vaisya said :

23. “The words which you have spoken have I also uttered.

But what can I do ? My mind is not influenced

harshly against my own family.

24. They have coveted my wealth, and have disowned me
;

they have cast off love for their father, respect for the

head of their family
;
but yet my heart still feels love

for them.

25. What may be the reason of this ? I am indeed a reflecting

man, but yet I do not understand why my mind should

he full of love for worthless people, even though they

be relations.

26. I am full of grief and anxiety on their account. What
can I do, for my mind is not hardened towards them,

though they may have ceased to love me ?
”

Miirkandeya said

:

27. Then, O Brahman, they went together to the Sage, the

Vaisya Samadhi, and the most noble King.

28. And the King and the Vaisya, having saluted him

according to his dignity, seated themselves near

him, and put various questions to him.

The Raj a said :

29. “ Venerable Sir ! I desire to ask you this question, there-

fore tell me the answer; for indeed my mind is full

of grief, through being deprived of the self-reliance

which is its proper condition.

30. I know the truth (as to the transitoriness of all things),

but yet as if I were ignorant, this love for all the

different portions of my kingdom absorbs me. What
is the meaning of this, most excellent Sage?

31. This man also, who is in affliction, cast off by his sons,

wives and servants, and deserted by his own relations,

nevertheless still feels afiection for them.

32. Thus then we, though we recognize the fault of being
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attracted by objects of sense, are yet filled with ex-

ceeding great grief and have our minds absorbed by

external things.

33. Whence, 0 Eminent in virtue, comes this confusion

even to the wise ? whence comes this folly which

blinds even the eyes of us who are intelligent

beings ?
”

The Sage answered

:

34.
“ All creatures have intelligence with regard to objects

which are within the range of their senses ; but the

objects upon which the senses are exercised differ in

each class.

35. Some creatures are blind by day, others by night
;
some

see equally well by day and by night.

36. Men have intelligence, how should they not ? since all

animals, birds and cattle possess it also.

37. There is then in men the same sense as that which exists

in animals
;
and in animals the same as in men.

They have also another form of sense common to

both.

38. See these birds, even though they have some sense, still

pressed by hunger, are blindly intent on taking out

even a single grain which they find in the beaks of

dead birds.

39. Do you not see how men too, 0 most eminent one ! are

filled with love for their children only through the

desire of mutual convenience P ^

40. So they fall into the whirlpool of love, and the pit of

confusion, through the power of Mahamaya, making

this world their abiding-place.

41. Nor is this marvellous, for the sleep of meditation which

envelopes the lord of the world is the Mahamaya'^ of

Hari, and by it the whole world is thrown into con-

fusion.

42. Devi Bhagavati draws along by force the minds of all

' pratyupah&raya ‘ mutual convenience or self-interest.’

• Mahamaya is the great illusive power of God which projects the universe out
of itself.
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intelligent beings, and Mabamaya bands them over

to Moha.

43. By her the whole world of beings, animate and inanimate,

is created, and she herself is the propitious giver of

blessings to men for their liberation.

44. She is perfect wisdom, she is eternal. She is the cause

of their liberation, she, the ruler of all rulers, estab-

lishes the world.

The Eaja said

:

45. Sir! tell me! who is this Devi whom you call Maharaaya?

whence did she spring ? and what are her functions ?

46. What is the power of this Devi ? what is her outward

form ? whence was her origin ? All this, most learned

Brahman, I desire to hear from thee.

The Sage continued

:

47. She is eternal, the earth in bodily form. By her all

things were made. Moreover, hear from me how

her birth into the world is in various ways.

48. Although she is born again and again into the world for

the benefit of the deities, yet she is still held to be

eternal.

49. Once, the adorable lord Yishnu, at the end of a kalpa,

had spread out Sesha for his couch on the world

which was covered with water, and was wrapped in

the sleep of meditation.

60. Then two terrible Asuras, called Madhu and Kaitabha,

sprung from Vishnu’s ear, desired to kill Brahma.

51. And Brahma, the lord of creatures, was resting on the

lotus navel of Vishnu. He then beholding the two

terrible Asuras, and the sleep that overpowered the

harasser of men

;

52. Praised the sleep of devotion that dwelt in the eyes of

Hara, with mind intent upon rousing him from

slumber.

63. He praised the queen of all, the creatrix of the world,

the cause of stability and of destruction, and the

adorable slumber of Vishnu, of incomparable glory.
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Brahma said

:

54. Thou art Svaha/ thou art Svadha,^ thou art Vashat-kara,^

thou hast the nature of sound ; thou art nectar, thou

art the imperishable, the eternal having the nature

of the threefold rnatra.

55. Thou art Ardhainatra, thou art the everlasting, thou art

Sa, whose name is not to be spoken
;
thou art Savitri,

Devi, the supreme mother.

56. By thee all is upheld : by thee the world is created ; by

by thee it is guarded. 0 Devi ! at the end (of time)

thou art the destroyer of the universe.

57. In creating thou wearest the form of the Creator : in

upholding the universe thou hast the form of the

guardian. At the end thou bearest the form of the

destroyer, O thou who art the incarnation of the

world.

58. Thou art mighty wisdom, thou art mighty delusion,

mighty intelligence, mighty memory, mighty con-

fusion, Bhagavati, Devi, Mahasuri.

59. Thou art Prakriti, thou art the author of the three

gunas in all : terrible as the Kalaratri, the Maharatri,

the Moharatri.

60. Tbou art glory, thou art the supreme lady, thou art

modesty, thou art wisdom shown by enlightenment

;

thou art bashfulness
;
thou art prosperity, praise, rest,

and also patience.

61. Thou art armed with the sword and the trident: terrible

also with the spear and the chakra : bearing the shell

and the bow
;
armed with the club as a weapon and

the arrows.

62. Thou art beautiful—most beautiful—beyond all other

beautiful things : thou art higher than the highest

—

the supreme Queen.

63. Whatever may exist : wherever it may exist
;

in the

regions of entity or nonentity
;

of all that thou art

> Svahd, a tenn used in the act of oblation.
* Svadha, a word used in the s'raddhas tor the Manes of Ancestors.
® Yashat-kara, a formula of prayer from the Vedas used at sacrifices.
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the motive power. AYhat praise then should I not

give thee ?

64. Who would not offer praise to thee, since by thee,

Vishnu, the lord—the creator of the world, the

preserver of the world, and the destroyer of the

world—is brought under the power of the slumber

of devotion ?

65. Vishnu and Isana have been made to assume a bodily

form by thy power : who then can offer thee praise

worthy of thee ?

66. Thou, 0 Queen ! art famous for thy almighty power

:

confound the two horrible Asuras, Madhu and

Kaitabha.

67. 0 mistress of the universe, restore the Immoveable one

to consciousness, and let him wake up to kill the

Asuras.

The Eishi said

:

68. Thus was Tamasi Devi praised by the Creator, that she

might rouse Vishnu for the destruction of the Asuras.

69. And she sprang forth from the eyes, mouth, nose, arms,

and breast (of Vishnu), and stood before Brahma the

offspring of Avyakta.^

70. And Janardana, the lord of the world, rose up freed

(from sleep) by thee (Devi), and from his couch on

the deluge of waters he beheld the two Asuras,

71. Madu and Kaitabha, evil-disposed, exceedingly strong,

having great vigour, with eyes red with rage, desiring

to destroy Brahma.

72. Then Hari, the lord, rising up, fought against them,

waving his arms over them for 5000 years.

73. And the two Asuras, filled with might and pride, con-

fused through Mahamaya, addressed Kesava and said :

‘ Ask of us, and we will grant you a favour.’

Bhagavan answered

:

74. ‘Be content, you shall both be slain by me: this is the

only favour I beg of you, for this I have chosen.’

* Avyakta : name of Vishnu.
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The Rishi continued

:

75. Then the Asuras, who had been answered thus by

Bhagavan, the lotus-eyed, said to him, ‘ Kill us not

in that place where the waters cover the Earth.’

76. ‘So be it,’ the Adorable one answered: and he, the

bearer of the shell, the chakra, and the club, placed

their heads on his thigh and split them with his

chakra.

77. Thus Devi, praised by Brahma himself, sprang forth.

Now I will relate further to you the history of her

power.

Thus ends the 81st Book, recounting the destruction of

Madhu and Kaitabha.

Book 82 .

The Rishi continued

:

1. Long ago a battle raged for a hundred years between the

Devas and the Asuras. Maliisha was king of the

Asuras and Indra of the Devas.

2. And the array of the Devas was defeated by the mighty

array of the Asuras : and Mahishasura, being vic-

torious, became the king of the Devas.

3. Then the conquered Devas chose Prajapati, born from

the lotus, as their leader, and went to the place where

Garudadhvaja and Tsa were.

4. And the deities told the two Gods what Mahisha had

done, and how the Devas had been defeated

;

5. And how he had seized on the powers of Varuna, Yaraa,

Indu, Anila, Agni, Indra, Surya and of the others :

6. And how all the Devas had been turned out of Svarga,

and were wandering about the earth like mortals

through the evil-disposed Mahisha.

7. After the deities had recounted all the deeds of their

enemies (they continued) :
“ We have come to you as

suppliants : therefore let his death be decreed.”

8. When Madhusudana and Sambhu heard the words of

the Devas, they became filled with rage, and they

frowned, bending their brows.
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And great glory went forth from the face of Vishnu, who
was exceedingly wroth

;
and from Brahma and San-

kara
;

10. Overpowering brightness also equal to that issued from

the other deities headed by Sakra.

11. And the Suras saw him flaming like Mount Kuta with

great brightness, filling all the regions with flame.

12. And from that (glory) the female essence sprang, un-

equalled in majesty, coming forth from the bodies of

all the united devas, filling the three worlds with her

glory.

13. Her face was formed from the glory of Sambhu : her

hair from Yama : her arms from the glory of Vishnu.

14. Her two breasts from Sauraya : her waist was from

Indra: from Varuna her legs and thighs: her hips

from the glory of the Earth.

15. Her feet from the glory of Brahma : her toes from the

Sun : her fingers from the demigods : her nose from

Kuvera.

16. Her teeth were formed from the glory of Prajapati, her

threefold eyes from the glory of Pavaka.

17. Her two eyebrows from the glory of Sandhi, her ears

from Anila : Durga was created from the glory of all

the united deities.

18. Then the immortals, who had been injured by Mahisha,

beholding her created by the united glory of all the

deities, were filled with delight.

19. And the bow- bearer gave her a dart fashioned like his

dart : Krishna gave her a Chakra like his own Chakra:

20. Varuna a shell : Hutasana a spear : the Maruts gave her

a bow and two quivers full of arrows.

21. Indra, the king of the immortals, gave her a thunderbolt,

drawing it forth from his own thunderbolt. The

thousand-eyed one gave her also a bell taken from his

elephant Airavata.

22. Yama gave her a staff fashioned like his own sceptre of

death : the Lord of the ocean gave her a net : Pra-

japati a rosary : Brahma a pot.
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23. The Sun threw his rays over her as a halo of light pro-

ceeding from all the pores in her skin : Death gave

her a sword and a white shield.

24. The sea of milk gave her a pearl necklace and two inde-

structible garments : also a jewel crest, and two ear-

rings and bracelets

:

25. And a heavenly shining ornament shaped like a half

moon, and bracelets for all her arms, two beautiful

anklets,

26. Also rings for all her fingers, set with jewels. Visva-

karma gave her a glittering axe,

27. Weapons also of various forms, and an impenetrable

breastplate
;

moreover, an unfading lotus crown for

her head.

28. And tlie Ocean gave her a beautiful lotus (to wear) on

her breast
;
Himavant gave her a lion to hear her and

many jewels.

29. And tlie Lord of Treasure gave her a cup filled with

nectar; and Sesha, the king of tlie Nagas, who hears

up this earth, gave

30. Her a crown made of serpents adorned with great gems
;

and Devi was honoured with weapons and ornaments

by the rest of the Suras.

31. And she was greeted with loud acclamations
;
the whole

heaven was filled with shouts and laugliter in her

honour.

32. There was a great echo from the mighty sound : the

world trembled and tlie sea was shaken.

33. The earth and all the mountains were moved : the

Devas saluted her, riding upon the lion, and ex-

claimed “ Be victorious !

”

34. The Saints rejoiced in her, and bent before her in adora-

tion. The enemies of the deities saw the agitation of

the three worlds,

35. And rose up to attack (her) with their armament fully

equipped. “ Ah ! what is the meaning of this ? ” ex-

claimed Mahishasura, full of anger.

36. Then, accompanied by the rest of the Asuras, he ran to
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the place whence the sound proceeded, and there he

saw the goddess and the three worlds filled with her

glory,

37. The earth trembling at the weight of her footsteps, her

garments decorated with jewels ; and Patala vibrating

with the sound of her bow-string.

38. He saw her standing there, filling the sky with her

thousand arms : and then the fight between the

enemies of the Suras and the goddess began.

39. All the regions blazed through the various darts and

missiles that were thrown. Then fought the mighty

general of Mahishasura’s army named Chikshura.

40.

' And Chamara fought also with a complete army : and

the mighty Asura, IJdagra, with sixty myriads of

chariots.

41. And Mahahanu, and Asiloma,

42. And Vaskala also joined in the battle with myriads, end-

less in number, of horses, elephants and chariots.

43. And Vidala,

44. And other mighty Asuras with him, fought, accom-

panied by thousands of chariots, elephants and

horses.

45. These all fought against the goddess, attended by endless

chariots and elephants

;

46. And Mahishasura also fought, accompanied by horses,

and armed with javelins, lances, and mighty clubs.

47. Some fought against Devi armed with swords, some

with sharp spears, some with axes : some hurled

spears at her, and threw nets over her
;

48. And some tried to kill Devi by striking her with their

swords. But Chandika,

49. The goddess of unmoved countenance, without any effort,

raining upon them showers of weapons, cut their

darts and missiles in twain : and she was praised by

the Suras, and the Rishis.

50. And the Queen shot forth her weapons and missiles

1 SI. 40-46. These s'lokas have been somewhat condensed and abbrewated,

since they consist merely of repetitious.
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against the Asuras, and Vahanakesari (the lion-

hearer), shaking his mane in rage, went through the

51. Hosts of Asuras, like fire through a grove of trees
;
and

the sighs which the goddess sent forth in the battle

immediately became troops of Amazons,

52. Who fought by hundreds and thousands with spears,

lances, swords and axes.

53. And they, endowed with power by the goddess, overthrew

the Asura host
;
some of them sounded drums, others

conch shells.

54. Others sounded the tambourine in the great onslaught.

Then Devi, armed with her trident, her club, and her

multitude of spears,

55. And with swords also, destroyed the Asuras by thousands,

and struck down others with fear at the sound of her

bell.

56. Some of the Asuras she bound to the earth with her net,

some she dragged along : others she cut in half with

the sharp strokes of her sword.

57. Some lay down on the earth bruised by her trident,

others vomited blood wounded by her javelins.

58. Some fell to the ground, their breasts torn asunder by

the spear, some were killed on the battle-field by the

showers of arrows.

59. The enemies of the gods, like an army in number, gave

up their lives
;
on the battle-field the arms of some,

the necks of others, were cut off.

60. The heads of some fell, others were cut through the

middle : some of the mighty Asuras fell to the

ground with their legs cut off.

61. Some were cut in half by Devi, each part having one leg,

one eye, one arm : others fell to the earth having lost

their heads

;

62. But the headless trunks fought against the goddess,

seizing mighty weapons, and others danced in the

battle, sporting, to the sound of musical instru-

ments.

63. Others of the Asuras, headless trunks, holding daggers,
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swords and spears, called out to the goddess, “ Stop !

Stop !

”

64. And the earth became impassable, because of the Asuras,

the horses, elephants, and chariots that lay about

over the vast battle-field.

65. And the great streams flowed red with blood because

of the slaughter of the army of the Asuras with its

horses, elephants and chariots.

66. In one moment Devi brought destruction on the great

army of the Asuras, even as fire on a heap of wood

and grass.

67. And the lion, shaking his mane, sent forth a mighty

roar, and drew, as it were, the breath of the enemies

of the gods out of their bodies.

68. And the Amazons of the goddess fought against the

multitude of the Asuras, and overcame them, and the

deities praised the Amazons and rained flowers upon

them.

Thus ends the 82nd Book recounting the destruction of

the army of Mahishasura.

Book 83.

1. When Chikshura, the Mighty Asura, the general, saw his

army destroyed, filled with rage, he went to attack

the goddess.

2. And the Asura rained showers of arrows on the goddess in

the battle, as the clouds on the peak of Mount Meru

send forth streams of water.

3. But the goddess easily destroyed the multitude of his

darts, and killed with her weapons his horses and

charioteers.

4. Immediately she broke his bow, and cut down his standard

which was raised on high
;
and when his bow was

broken, she pierced him in all his limbs with her

arrows.

5. Then, after his bow-bearer had been killed, and he had

been deprived of his chariot
;
after his horses and his

charioteer had been slain, he charged upon the goddess.
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6. And he smote the lion on the head with his very sharp

sword which he bore, and quickly wounded the

goddess in the left arm.

7. Then, 0 Prince ! the sword, when it touched her arm,

broke
;
and he, with eyes reddening in rage, seized

hold of his spear.

8. And the Asura aimed the spear which flamed with

brightness like the sun in the sky, at Bhadrakali.

9. And the goddess, seeing this spear hurled at her, put

forward her own spear, and broke it into a thousand

pieces. Then the Mighty Asura,

10. The harasser of the deities, seeing that Mahisha, the

lord of the army, possessed of mighty power, had

been killed, mounted upon his elephant and w^ent

against Devi.

11. And he straightway hurled his spear at the goddess; but

Ambika immediately destroyed its splendour and

struck it down to earth, overcome by her incanta-

tions.

12. And when he saw that his spear had lost its splendour,

and had fallen on the ground, overcome with rage,

he aimed his mace at her
;
but she destroyed it with

her darts.

13. Then the lion springing up, stood on the forehead of the

elephant, and fought raised up aloft in an exceeding

great battle with the enemy of the immortals.

14. Then the Devi and the Asura descended from off the

elephant, and continued the battle with great and

powerful blows.

15. And the lion sprang up into the air, and coming down

again, split the head of Chamara in twain with his

talons.

16. TJdagra was w'ounded in the battle by the Queen, with

stones and trunks of trees. She laid Kavala low

with her teeth, her fists, and her feet.

17. Devi enraged ground Vaskala to pieces, who was inflated

with pride, by means of her club. She destroyed

Tamra and Andhaka with her darts.
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18. And the three-eyed, powerful Queen, killed Mahahanu,

and Ugradya, and Ugravirya, with her trident;

19. With her sword she struck the head of Yidala from

his body, and she conducted Durdhara and Durmukha
to the abode of death with her arrows.

20. After his army had been destroyed in this manner,

Mahishasura struck terror into the forces of the

deities, changing his form into a buffalo.

21. Some he smote down with strokes from his snout, others

with his sharp hoofs
;
some by strokes from his tail

:

he tore others with his horns.

22. Some he struck to the earth by the swiftness of his

course, as he rushed roaring along
;
some by the

wind of his breath.

23. And the Asura rushed upon the army of Siva’s atten-

dants, to attack them, and to kill the lion of the great

goddess
;
but she was filled with rage.

24. And he in his wrath, having mighty strength, scattered

the earth torn up with his hoofs
;

overthrew lofty

mountains with his horns : and sent forth a roaring.

25. And the earth, torn up by the speed of his running, was

dispersed
;
he smote the sea with his tail and poured

the water over the whole world.

26. Then the clouds were rent into small pieces by the points

of his horns, and the mountains fell from aloft, broken

into a thousand pieces by the air of his breath.

27. When Chandika saw the Asura rushing forward, up-

lifted with rage, filled with anger, she went forth to

kill him.

28. And she threw a net over him, and bound the mighty

Asura
;
but he, seized in this manner on the battle-

field, cast off his form of a buffalo,

29. And immediately became a lion : then the goddess cut

off his head and he appeared as a man, bearing a

sword in his hand.

30. But Devi quickly killed the man armed with sword and

shield, and he then put on the form of a mighty

elephant.
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31. Roaring, lie drew along the lion with his trunk
;
and as

he drew the lion along, the goddess cut off his trunk

with her sword.

32. Then the Asura again took the form of a buffalo
;
and by

his roaring he troubled the world, both animate and

inanimate,

33. And Cliandika, the mother of the Universe, being

enraged, drank the most excellent cup, and witli eyes

reddening with passion laughed repeatedly.

34. And the Asura roared, haughty in his insolence, and his

spirit and his strength, and with his two horns he

hurled the mountains at Chandika.

35. Then she ground to pieces with her darts the mountains

that were cast at her by him, and she spoke to him,

mad with excitement, his eyes troubled through the

fury of his countenance.

The Devi said :

30. “ Roar ! 0 foolish one ! roar for a time ! After I have

drunk wine, and you have been killed by me, the

gods shall roar.”

37. Thus she spoke : and she leapt up and fell upon the

Asura : and, placing her feet on his neck, smote him

with her spear.

38. Then, trodden under foot by her, he manifested half his

own proper form, and he was surrounded by the glory

of the goddess.

39. And the Asura, thus showing half his real form, fell,

with his head cut in two, by the mighty sword of the

goddess.

40. Then she destroyed all the army of the Demons, who
shouted Alas ! Alas ! and the army of the Devas was

filled with rejoicing.

41. And the Suras, together with the divine Sages, praised

Devi, and the lords of the Gandharvas sang, and the

bands of Apsaras dancers.

Thus ends the 83rd Book, recounting the destruction of

the army of Mahishasura.
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Book 84 .

1. Then Sakra, and the rest of the deities praised Devi with

songs of rejoicing, after she had killed the powerful

and wdcked enemy of the immortals. And they

bowed low before her, while their bodies thrilled

with delight.^ (They said:)

2. “ VTe are bowed in adoration before the goddess who has

made all things by her own power : who is the out-

ward form of the collected might of all the divinities :

(we bow before) her the goddess who is the object of

worship to all the deities and the sages. May she be

joropitious to us !

3. Thy power and thy might have no equal : the eternal

lord, Yishnu, cannot celebrate it, nor Brahma, nor

Dari : may Chandika be pleased to guard the world

from danger, and to w’ard olf the fear of evil.

4. Thou art good fortune to the pious : thou art bad for-

tune in the house of the evil-minded : thou art wis-

dom in the hearts of the wise : thou art purity

to the good : thou art modesty (tempering) the

splendour of great families : we are bowed before

thee : be propitious to us !

5. Why do we continually celebrate thy beauty, which is

past imagination : why thy great bravery, which

brought destruction on the Asuras; why these ex-

ploits of thine, in all the battles fought between the

deities and tlie Asuras ?

6. Thou art the cause of all the worlds, thou art the cause

of the three gunas, yet thou art not recognized as

having any inherent faults even by Hara, Hari and

the other deities
;
thou art the boundless one : thou

art the abode of all things : all this world is but a

part of thyself, for thou art the supreme nature,

the undeveloped.^

' lit. “ having beautiful bodies on which the hair stood on end with delight.”

2 This may be explained by referring to the Sahkhya philosophy : Primeval

nature (prakriti) when undeveloped — in its original state before creation—
consists of the three gunas in a state of equilibrium. Directly one of the three

becomes pre-eminent, something is created—gods if sattva, men if rajas, beasts or
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7. By pronouncing thy name, 0 Devi, the Suras gain joy

in all the sacrifices
;
thou art Svaha, the cause of joy to

the crowds of Manes
;
thou art addressed as Svadha

by men.

8. Thou freest men from attachment to the objects of

sense; thou, who hast undergone inconceivable austeri-

ties, art worshipped by the sages who subdue their

senses with the arrows of truth
;
who are anxious for

liberation (from earthly attachment) : who have

abandoned all sins. Thou art Wisdom itself, thou

art Bliagavati, thou art the supreme goddess.

9. Thou art the revealed word : thou art the source of the

beautiful Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, and the Sama

Veda, with eloquent, charming, lovely verses. Thou

art Devi threefold, Bhagavati : be a safeguard to us :

be the abiding-place of all creatures; be the supreme

remover of pain.

10. Thou art understanding: thou art known as the essence

of all the sciences : thou art Durga, the ark of safety

from the ocean of calamity; thou art not hindered

(by worldly ties) : thou art Sri, whose dwelling is

alone in the heart of the enemy of Kaitabha. Thou

art Gauri, the glory of the Moon-crested being.

11. Although thy face was pure, and covered with gentle

smiles, like the glory of the full moon, extremely

beautiful, with hues like gold
:
yet it was attacked by

Mahishasura filled with rage when he beheld it.

12. Mahisha, 0 goddess ! looked upon thy face, glorious in

its rage, with a colour like that of the rising moon
;

what wonder is it that he instantly gave up his life ?

for who could live at the sight of thee, full of rage,

the cause of death and destruction.

13. Goddess ! be propitious to us
!

(for) thou art the

supreme protector ! In thy rage in a moment thou

inanimate things if tamas. All faults come from the second and third gunas,
those of rajas and tamas, but there are no faults which cau be detected in Durga,
even though she is Prakriti, and therefore in her the equilibrium of the three
gunas is perfectly maintained.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 17
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destroyest the peoples. For now have we seen this

;

thou hast subdued the great, the famous strength of

Mahishasura.

14. The men in the nations of the world who are regarded

by thee lose not their possessions, nor their glory
;

neither is their righteousness of no avail : they, to

whom thou, the giver of prosperity, art propititious,

are fortunate, they have modest wives, servants,

children.

15. The pious man, who always reverences thee, ever works

righteously : at length by thy favour he attains

svarga. Wilt not thou, 0 Devi, from thy temple,

bestow blessings on the three worlds.

16. When thou art invoked, 0 Devi, thou takest away fear

from all men : thou givest good counsel to those who

pray to thee in prosperity : who, but thee, removes!

fear, pain and want ? Thy thoughts are ever fresh

for the conferring of benefits.

17. ‘Though the Asuras may have committed sins worthy

of long expiation in Naraka, yet killed in battle, let

them enter heaven.’ With such thoughts as these, 0
Devi, mayest thou destroy thy enemies !

18. How could not thy enemies the Asuras be consumed at

thy presence? Let the enemy against whom thou

hurlest thy weapons enter into the world purified

through thy weapons. Thus thy most abundant kind-

ness is manifested even towards them.

19. When the Asuras had beheld thy face, brilliant as the

rays of the moon, their eyes became insensible to the

flashes which were sent forth from the points of thy

trident, and to the multitude of thy terrible flaming

swords.

20. Goddess! thy nature is the destruction of evil conduct :

thy beauty is not to be imagined, nor equalled by

another
;
the heroism of thy exertions, by which the

enemies of the gods were destroyed, and thy mercy

even towards thy foes has been shown forth.

21. What could resemble this thy prowess ? What beauty
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could equal thy surpassing beauty, striking terror into

thine enemies ? 0 thou of exceeding loveliness ! In

(whose) mind (has ever been seen) the compassion

mingled with sternness in war, which is seen in thee ?

O giver of blessings to the three worlds.

22. Thou didst protect the three worlds from the enemy,

the destroyer : the enemy slain in hosts in the front of

the battle were led into heaven by thy means
;
thou

didst remove fear from us, and the infuriated enemies

of the deities paid thee reverence.

23. Protect us, 0 Devi, with thy trident
!

protect us, O
Ambika, with thy sword

! protect us by the sound of

thy bell, and the twang of thy bow-string !

24. 0 Chandika, protect us on the East, on the West, and

on the South. Protect us on the North, O Queen, by

the brandishing of thy spear.

25. Thj'^ graces, thy beauties, full of wonder—fill the three

worlds : with these protect us, and the whole earth.

26. Thou bearest the sword, the trident, and the spear

!

With these, thy weapons, 0 Lady, protect the whole

universe.”

The Sage continued

:

27. Thus was Devi praised by the divine Suras, and wor-

shipped, as the upholder of the world, with Nandana

flowers, ointment, and sweet odours.

28. Incense was offered to her by all the deities with adora-

tion, and each of the Suras said, bowing before her,

“ 0 beautiful one, be propitious to us.”

The Goddess answered:

29. “ Prosperity be to the deities ! whatever you may desire,

that for my love I will grant you, since you have

honoured me with your praises.”

The Gods said

:

30. “Adorable one! thou hast done all things, inasmuch as

thou hast destroyed our enemy Mahishasura.

31. But if, 0 Queen, thou wilt grant us a boon, then keep

us from all calamities whenever we call upon thee.

32. So shall mortal men praise thee, 0 lovely-faced one, for
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thou art the supreme giver to them of blessings—wis-

dom, riches, power. Ever, O Lady, be propitious to

us, and grant us prosperity !

”

The Sage continued

:

33. In these words was Bhadrakali besought by tbe deities,

for the sake of the world, and for their own sake also.

And saying to them, “ Your prayer is granted,” she

vanished out of their sight.

34. Thus, 0 king
!
you have heard how in old time Devi

sprung from the bodies of the deities, through desire

of the well-being of the world.

35. Then she again took the form of Gauri, which she had

before, for the slaughter of the hostile Daityas, and of

Sumbha and Nisumbha,

3G. And also to guard the world, and to help the deities.

Hear therefore, and I will relate to you what has been

revealed to me.

Thus ends book 84, recounting the destruction of the army

of Mahishasura.

Book 85 .

1. In times gone by the Asuras Sumbha and Nisumbha,

maddened by pride, seized on the three worlds, ruled

by the Lord of Sachi, and took to themselves the

sacrifices.

2. They usurped the place of the Sun and of the Moon, and

took possession also of regions belonging to Kuvera,

to Yatna, and to Varuna.

3. They also overcame that region which belonged to the

wind, and that which belonged to fire. So the deities

were removed from their places and their kingdom

was destroyed.

4. And when the divinities had been brought to nought,

and their kingdom had been taken from them by

those two Asuras, they invoked the invincible Devi.

(And they said :)

5. “ Thou didst grant us a boon : that if we called upon

thee in trouble, thou wouldest immediately overthrow

the great evil by which we were harassed.”
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6. With such words as these, the deities went to Himavant,

the lord of mountains, and offered praise to the goddess

who is the great illusion of Vishnu.

The Gods said

:

7. “ Homage to Devi ! Homage to Mahadevi ! to Siva !

Homage to Prakriti ! to Bhadra ! we with senses re-

strained bow down before thee.

8. Homage to Paudra ! homage to the everlasting, to Gauri,

to the Creator ! Homage be ever to her who is

beautiful, in the form of the moon, ever endued with

light !

9. Bowed before her who grants prosperity, we pay twofold

adoration to the goddess who grants increase and

perfection. Twofold adoration to Nairriti among the

supporters of the earth : to Lakshini and to Sarvani.

10. Twofold adoration to Durga, the overcomer of difficulties,

the essence of all things
;
the doer of all things.

Adoration to the renowned one, to Krishna, to

Dhumra.

11. Fivefold adoration to Atisomya, to Atiraudra, to the

goddess the supporter of the earth, and to Kriti.

12. Fivefold adoration to her who is Vishnumaya among all

living creatures.

13. Fivefold adoration to her who is called Mind.

14. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Wisdom.
15. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of the

Sleep of meditation.

16. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Appetite.

17. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Shadow.

18. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Might.

19. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Desire.

20. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in the form of

Patience.

I
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21. Fivefold adoration

Caste.

to her who exists in the form of

22. Fivefold adoration

Modesty.

to her who exists in the form of

23. Fivefold adoration

Peace.

to her who exists in the form of

24. Fivefold adoration

Faith.

to her who exists in the form of

25. Fivefold adoration

Beauty.

to her who exists in the form of

26. Fivefold adoration

Good Fortune.

to her who exists in the form of

27. Fivefold adoration

Steadiness.

to her who exists in the form of

28. Fivefold adoration

Memor}^.

to her who exists in the form of

29. Fivefold adoration

Respect.

to her who exists in the form of

30. Fivefold adoration

-Toy.

to her who exists in the form of

31. Fivefold adoration to her

the Universal Mother.

who exists in the form of

32. Fivefold adoration

Delusion.

to her who exists in the form of

33. Fivefold adoration to her who is the ruler of the senses

in all beings, to her who pervades all things.

34. Fivefold adoration to her who exists in this world, to her

who pervades all things.

35. She, the refuge desired from old time, was adored by the

king of the Suras on certain fixed days :
“ May the

queen, the cause of good fortune, be propitious to us

and keep us from all evil.”

36. She is the supreme queen, worshipped by the divinities

;

we also, tormented by the proud and haughty

Asuras, pay adoration to her. She will destroy all

the evils that threaten us when we adore her with

bodies bent before her in worship.”
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'J'he Sage continued :

37. While the Devas were thus engaged upon praise, Parvati

went, 0 prince, to bathe in the Ganges

:

38. And she, whose face is adorned with beautiful brows,

spoke to the Suras and said :
“ To whom are you

offering praise?” Siva sprang from her body and

answered her

:

39. “Tliis adoration is paid to me by the assembled Deities

who were worsted in the fight by the demon Sumbha
and by Nisumbha.”

40. Inasmuch as Ambika has sprung forth from the body

of Parvati, she is celebrated over all the worlds as

Kausiki.

41. And after Ambika had emanated from her, Parvati be-

came Krishna, and dwelt on Mount Ilimavant,

celebrated as Kalika.

42. Then Chanda and Munda, the two servants of Sumbha
and Nisumbha, saw her as Ambika, bearing a very

beautiful form.

43. And she was commended by them to Sumbha, as a very

beautiful w'oman, who illuminated Mount Ilimavant

with her beauty.

44. “Never” (they said) “has such exceeding beauty been

seen by any one, 0 king of the Asuras ! therefore

send for this goddess and take possession of her.

45. She is indeed a very jewel among women, and she

illuminates the heavens with glory. Therefore, 0
King of the Asuras, be pleased to behold her.

46. Whatever jewels, or precious stones, or elephants there

may be in the three worlds, these adorn thy house

with their splendour.

47. Thine is Airavata, the chief among elephants owned

b}' Purandara : thine is the horse Uchchaissvava,

48. And the chariot drawn by swans, a marvellous work

fashioned with jewels, the gift of the Creator.

49. And thine is Mahapadma, the gift of the god of

treasure; thine is the pure unfading lotus crown,

the gift of the Ocean.
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50. And in thy house is the umbrella that pours forth

gold, given thee hy Varuna, and the magnificent war

chariot once belonging to Prajapati.

51. Thou, 0 lord, hast gained the spear which overcomes

death : and the net of the lord of waters is in the

keeping of thy brother.

52. Thou hast all the jewels which sprang from the Ocean:

and thou hast the two fire-purified garments, the gift

of Vahni.

53. All these jewels, 0 king of the Daityas, are in thy

power : why shouldest thou not also possess this

woman, beautiful as a jewel ?
”

The Sage continued :

54. "When Sumbha had heard the words of Chanda and

Munda, he sent a messenger named Sugriva to the

goddess.

55. (Saying) “In such and such a way must she be addressed

:

and 3"ou must induce her to assent to your words, and

come with you in a friendly manner.”

56. Then went the messenger to the place where the goddess

stood, in a very beautiful region of the mountain, and

addressed her kindly, with fair words.

The messenger said

:

57. “ 0 Goddess ! the lord of the Daityas, even Sumbha, is

supreme king also of the three worlds : I am his

messenger and I come before thee.

58. Hear, I pray you, what he says : he (who is) the

conqueror of the foes of the Daitjms, and whose

wisdom among the gods is perfect.

5f). All the three worlds and the Devas are obedient to my
will : I consume the sacrificial portions one by one :

60. In the three worlds the rarest jewels are mine
;
and

the splendid elephant, on which Indra rode, is in

my possession.

61. That horse, Uchchaissvava, produced from the churn-

ing of the sea of milk, has been given to me by the

imtnortals, who bow before me.
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62. Whatever things there may be magnificent among

the Devas, or the Gandharvas, or the Uragas, these

things are all mine.

63. 0 Goddess ! thou art in our eyes the most beautiful

being in the world : do thou therefore come and dwell

with us since we set great value on jewels.

64. Choose therefore either me or my brother, Nisumbha,

the mighty one, O beautiful-eyed one, for thou art

indeed a jewel among women.

65. So shalt thou, as my wife, gain unequalled power ;

therefore reflect, and accept the favour I offer thee.”

The llishi continued

:

66. The goddess thus addressed, Durga, Bhagavati, Bhadra,

the sustainer of the world, laughed inwardly in the

depths of her heart.

Devi answered

:

67. “ Thou hast indeed spoken the truth, nor hast thou

spoken falsely, Sumbha is lord of the three worlds,

and Nisumbha is equal to him in might.

68. But how can a vow which has been made not be per-

formed ? Hear the vow which I once made without

consideration.

69. He who overcomes me in fight, he who conquers my
pride, he whose strength in the world is greater than

mine, he shall be my husband :

70. Therefore let Sumbha and Nisumbha approach
;
he who

conquers me, shall certainly gain my hand.”

The messenger answered

:

71. “Thou art proud, 0 goddess ! speak not thus before me;

what mortal in the three worlds can stand before

Sumbha and Nisumbha?
72. All the combined gods cannot resist the Daityas who

oppose them : how much less then one who is but

a woman, and alone ?

73. All the deities with Indra at their head cannot stand

before Sumbha in battle. How then canst thou, a

woman, go forth to meet him ?
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74. Go thou, I pray, before Sumbha willingly
;

so sbalt

tbou not go dragged along by the hair of thy bead,

with thy pride humbled.”

The Goddess answered

:

75. “Sumbha may be very powerful, and Nisumbha an

exceeding great hero, yet I cannot make my vow of

none effect.

76. Do tbou therefore regard all that I have said, and

declare my message to the king of the Asuras. So

let him do according to his mind.”

Thus ends the 85th book, containing the delivery of the

message.

Book 86.

1. When the messenger had heard these words from the

goddess, filled with wrath he immediately returned

to the king of the Daityas and told him (these

things).

2. Then the king of the Asuras, being exceedingly angry,

said to Dhumralochana, the general of the Daityas :

3. “ Dhumralochana
!
go thou quickly with an array and

bring the goddess who resists my will by force

;

dragging her along by the hair of her head.

4. Whoever rises up to defend her
;
whether it he im-

mortal, or Yaksha, or Gandharva, let him be killed.”

The Sage continued

:

5. Dhumralochana, obedient to the king’s commands, went

immediately, accompanied by 60,000 Asuras.

6. And when he saw the goddess standing on the mountain

of snow, he said to her in a loud voice :
“ Come to the

feet of Sumbha and Nisumbha.

7. If you will not obey willingly and come to my lord,

then I will humble you and draw you along by the

hair of your head.”

The Goddess answered

:

8. “ You are powerful, followed by an army
: you have been

sent by the king of the Asuras
:
you are going to lead

me away by force : what can I do ?
”
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The Sage said

:

9.

Then Dhuraralochana ran up to her, and she reduced

him to ashes by her magic power.

10. And the great army of the Asuras, filled with rage,

showered upon Ambika sharp arrows, axes, and spears.

11. Then the lion of Devi, upon which she rode, shook his

mane, and with a terrific roar fell uj^on the army of

the Asuras.

12. Some of the Daityas he killed by a blow of his paws,

some of the mighty Asuras he seized with his lower

lip and slew them.

13. And the lion tore out the hearts of some with his claws,

and split the heads of others by a blow of his foot.

] 4. He smote off the heads and arms of some, and lifting up his

mane, he drank out the blood from the hearts of others.

15. That great army was destroyed in a moment by the lion

upon which the goddess rode, being filled with rage.

16. Then Sumbha, the king of the Daityas, hearing that

Dhumralochana had been slain by the goddess, and

that his whole army had been destroj^d by the lion,

17. Was filled with exceeding wrath
;
and his lower lip

quivered through rage. Tlien he commanded the

two Asuras, Chanda and Munda.

18. “IIo! Chanda and Munda! take a mighty army and

bring hither the goddess without delay.

19. Bind her and drag her along by her hair : or if you

fear the issue of the fight, let the Asuras armed with

their weapons kill her.

20. And when the evil disposed one has been killed, and

the lion has been overthrown, then bind Ambika

and bring her to me.”

Thus ends the 86th book, recounting the overthrow of

Dhuraralochana and his army.

Book 87.

1. The Daityas Chanda and Munda went as they were com-

manded, followed by a complete array marching with

uplifted weapons.
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2. And they saw the goddess, standing on a great peak

of the king of mountains, with the lion near her,

smiling contemptuously.

3. And they made an attempt to seize her
;
some approach-

ing her with bows in their hands, others with drawn

swords.

4. Then Ambika became filled with wrath towards the

enemy, and her face grew dark through rage.

5. And Kali immediately' sprang forth from her forehead,

when she contracted her brows in anger, terrible to

look at, armed with sword and net,

6. Bearing Siva’s weapon, adorned with a necklace of skulls,

clothed with an elephant’s skin, her flesh dried up,

horrible to behold,

7. Having a wide gaping mouth, and her tongue hangipg

out, her eyes red and sunken; and she filled all the

regions with her shouts.

8. And she immediately attacked the army of the Asuras

;

and the whole army of the enemies of the gods was

destroyed.

9. She took up with one hand, and tossed into her mouth,

multitudes of elephants, together with their bells
;
the

soldiers mounted on them, their drivers armed with

hooks, and those who followed behind.

10. And she utterly destroyed the warriors and their horses,

the chariot with the charioteer, casting them into her

mouth, tearing them terribly' with her teeth.

11. One she seized by the neck, another by the hair, on some

she trampled with her feet, some she bruised upon the

breast.

12. And in her wrath she seized with her mouth the weapons

and the missiles which had been aimed at her by the

Asuras, and destroyed them with her teeth.

13. And she crushed all that army of the mighty Asuras,

some she devoured, others she wounded.

14. She killed some of the Asuras by the sword, others she

slew with Siva’s weapon
;
some she tore to pieces with

her sharp teeth.
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15. And when Chanda saw that the whole of his army was

destroyed, then he attacked Kali, the very terrible

one.

16. The Asura overshadowed the goddess whose eyes were

terrible to behold, with sliowers of fearful weapons,

and Munda hurled thousands of chakras at her.

17. The chakras entering her mouth in multitudes, shone

like the orb of the sun, when it penetrates the inner

part of the clouds.

18. Then Kali, laughing fearfully, with exceeding rage,

uttered terrible shouts, her eyes flaming, and with

mouth gaping wide, a terrible sight to behold.

19. Devi mounting the lion rushed at Chanda and seizing him

by the hair, cut ofi‘ his head with her sword.

20. Then Munda, seeing Chanda struck down, attacked the

goddess, and she smote him to the ground with her

sword and killed him.

21. And when the army saw that the mighty Chanda and

Munda were overthrown, overcome with fear, they

fled in all directions.

22. And KMi, taking the heads of Chanda and Munda in

her hand, and going near to Durga, she said with

mingled rage and laughter :

23. “ I have delivered you from Chanda and Munda, the two

great monsters, and I have slain them
;
thou thyself

shalt slay Sumbha and Nisumbha, in the sacrifice of

war.”

Tlie Rishi continued

:

24. Then Chandika, of great beauty, seeing the two Asuras,

Chanda and Munda, dragged along, fllled with delight,

said to Kali,

25. “Inasmuch as thou hast seized Chanda and Munda and

hast brought them hither, thou shalt be celebrated

throughout the world, as Chamunda.”

Thus ends the 87th book, recounting the deaths of Chanda

and Munda.
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Book 88.

The Rishi continued :

1. When the Daitya Chanda was killed and Munda had

fallen, and when all the army was destroyed
;
the

king of the Asuras,

2. Sumbha, the mighty hero, having his mind filled with

fury, commanded all the forces of the Daityas to

assemble (in these words),

3.
“ Now let the Daityas of eighty-six orders go forth in

full force, with their arms uplifted in their hand,

and let the eighty-four kinds of elephants go forth,

with their own forces.

4. And let fifty tribes of Asuras march out, having ex-

ceeding' great strength, and let 100 tribes of the

Dhumas go forth. These are my commatids.

5. Let the Kulakas, the Daurhritas, the Maurj^as, the

Kalakeyas, and the Asuras, go forth armed for the

fight. So have I ordered it.”

6. Sumbha, full of anger, having given these commands,

went out, accompanied by many thousands of mighty

warriors.

7. And Chandika, seeing this very terrible army coming,

filled the space between heaven and earth with the

sound of her bow-string.

8. Then, O king, the lion sent forth a tremendous roar, and

Ambika added to that roar the sound of her bell.

9. The whole earth and sky was filled with the sound of the

lion, of the bell, and of the bow-string, and Kali, with

wide gaping mouth, sang terror-producing strains.

10. When the Daityas heard the sound of roaring, which

filled the corners of the earth, enraged, they sur-

rounded Kali, and the lion which bore the goddess.

11. And then, at that time, 0 prince ! that the enemies of

the Suras might perish, and for the safety of the lion-

like immortals, the Powers ^ of mighty strength and

courage

’ Knti-viryani possessed of crores (10,000,000) of various powers.
^ S'akti, the personified power of a deity. Cf. Acts viii. 10.
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12. Came forth in their own bodily forms from Brahma,

Isa, Guha, and Vishnu, and approached Chandika.

13. The Power of each divinity was endowed with the form

which that deity possessed, and approached, to fight

against the Asuras, having the same ornaments and

equipments.

14. The Power of Brahma came forth, bearing the pot and

the rosary of an ascetic, borne along in the chariot

drawn by swans, called by the name Brahmani.

15. And Mahesvari came, riding on a bull, bearing the

magnificent trident, adorned with a necklace of great

serpents, and the ornament shaped like the crescent

moon.

16. And Kaumari, armed with a spear, riding upon a splendid

peacock, having the outward form of Guha, went to

fight against the Daityas.

17. And the Power of Vishnu came, mounted on Garuda

(the king of birds), bearing in her hand the bow, the

sword, the club, the quoit, and the conch-shell.

18. The Power of Ilari, who has the form of a boar fit for

sacrifice, came in her own proper form resembling

a boar.

19. Narasinhi, bearing a form like Nrisinha, came: the stars

in the heaven were shaken by the tossing of her mane.

20. The Power of Indra arrived also, bearing the thunder-

bolt, riding on the king of elephants, in the form of

8ukra, having a thousand eyes.

21. Then Tsana, surrounded by those Powers of the deities,

said to Chandika, “ Kill those Asuras immediately for

my gratification.”

22. Then from the body of Devi issued forth Chandika, a

very terrible and awful Power, yelling like 100 jackals.

23. And she, invincible, said to Tsana, whose hair was

matted and red :
“ Go in the fonn of a messenger

to Sumbha and Nisumbha.

24. And say to Sumbha and Nisumbha, the two exceedingly

proud Danavas : and the other Danavas also follow

them armed for the fight

:
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25. ‘ Let Indra rule the three worlds : let the deities enjoy

the sacrifice ’
: and do you go to Patala, if you are

desirous of life.

26. If you in your pride and your power are desirous of

fighting, come forward: and the jackals shall be

satiated with your flesh.”

27. Since Siva himself was entrusted with the office of a

messenger by that goddess, she gained the name in

the world of Siva-duti, one who has Siva as a

messenger.

28. 'When the Asuras heard the words of the goddess which

were proclaimed by Sarva, fllled with rage they went

to the place where Durga was

:

29. Then at the very beginning of the battle the furious

enemies of the gods rained on the goddess showers

of swords, spears, and arrows.

30. And she easily destroyed the weapons sent against her,

by the mighty arrows shot from her sounding bow.

31. And then Kali attacked them in their front, bruising the

soldiers with the weapon of Siva, tearing them in

pieces with the blows of her trident.

32. Brahrnani overthrew the enemy and destroyed their

splendour, pouring water upon them from her jar,

whichever way they attempted to escape.

33. Maheshvari with the trident, Vaishnavi with the quoit,

Kaumari also exceedingly wrathful with her spear

slew the Daityas.

34. The Danavas and the Daityas fell torn into a thousand

pieces by the strokes of Indra’s thunderbolt, pouring

forth oceans of blood upon the earth.

35. The Power of the deity wearing the form of a boar

destroyed them by strokes from her snout, she tore

their sides with her teeth : they fell by means of her

quoit.

36. Narasinhi devoured others of the Asuras, tearing them

with her claws : she went into the battle, filling the

sky and the earth with her roarings.

37. The Asuras fell to the ground, struck down by Sivaduti
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with loud and savage laughter : she devoured them

when they had fallen.

38. When the mighty Asura Raktaviya saw the Asuras

destroyed by the Powers of the deities, and the army

of the enemies of the gods perishing in various ways

:

39. And when he saw the Daityas put to flight, crushed by

the Powers
;
then he came forward to fight.

40. As each drop of blood fell from his body, so an Asura

corresponding in size and form to him sprung up

from the ground.

41. And the Asura holding his club fought against the

Power of Indra, and Indri with her club smote Rak-

taviya.

42. As soon as the blood flowed from him wounded by the axe,

43. A warrior sprung up from each drop of blood, equal

in strength and appearance to him.

44. And the hosts sprung from the drops of his blood

fought, and great fear fell on the Powers, through

the strokes of tlieir weapons.

45. And tliousands of warriors sprang up from the blood

which flowed from the wounds inflicted on him by

the thunderbolt.

46. Yaishnavi wounded the king of the Asuras in the fight

w’ith her chakra, and Aindri with her mace.

47. And the earth was covered with thousands of Asuras

equal to Raktaviya, which sprung from the blood

flowing from him wounded by the quoit of Vaishnavi.

48. Kaumari wounded him with her spear : Yarahi with

her sw'ord : Maheshvari wounded the mighty Asura

Raktaviya with her trident.

49. The Daitya Asura Raktaviya, filled with rage, struck

at all the Matris, one after another.

50. And the drops of blood fell from him over the whole

earth in showers : and thousands of Asura warriors

sprung up from that blood armed with spears, maces

and other weapons.

51. The whole earth was filled with the host: and the

deities were overcome by fear.

VOL. XVII.—[new seuies.] 18
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52. Then Chandika seeing the Suras cast down spoke

quickly to Kali, and said :
“ Chamunda, open th}’’

mouth wide

:

63. And swallow the mighty Asuras which spring up from

the drops of blood flowing from the strokes of my
weapons.

54. Devour the Asuras as thou goest along, that rise up for

the fight from that blood. So will the Daitya losing

his blood perish
;

55. And other Daityas will not arise, when these terrible

ones have been devoured by tbee.” The goddess

spoke thus and struck the Asura with her spear.

66. And Kali drank in with her mouth the blood that

flowed from Raktaviya : and then he struck at Chan-

dika with his club.

57. But the blow of the club gave not the least pain to the

goddess : and she wounded him and caused much
blood to flow from his body.

58. And Chamunda swallowed all the drops of blood with her

mouth. She devoured also the Asuras which sprung up

59. From the drops of blood, and she drank the blood.

Then Devi wounded Raktaviya with trident, thunder-

bolt, arrows, and darts

;

60. And Chamunda drank up his blood. And Raktaviya,

overcome by the multitude of weapons, fell to the

ground.

61. Thus Raktaviya, the great king of the Asuras, lost his

blood, and was overcome. And the deities, 0 king,

were filled with unequalled joy, and the Powers

drunk with blood danced.

Thus ends the 88th book, recounting the death of

Raktaviya.

Book 89.

The King said

:

1. Venerable sage ! I have listened with great interest to

this wonderful tale of the power and acts of Devi,

and of the death of Raktaviya :
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2. Now I wish to hear something further. What did

Sumbha and the very wrathful Nisumbha, after

Raktaviya had been killed ?

The Rishi answered

:

3. When Raktaviya had been killed, and when the rest

of the army had fallen in the fight, Sumbha and

Nisumbha became exceeding wroth :

4. And they were filled with indignation when they saw

their mighty forces destroyed, and Nisumbha marched

against Devi with the chief army of the Asuras.

5. Then the great Asuras, biting their lips in anger, set

forth to kill Devi, surrounding her on the front, on

the rear, and on both sides.

6. Sumbha also, attended by his own forces, marched forth

intending to kill Chandika, and in his rage to make

a mighty war on the Powers.

7. Then there was a very fierce battle between Devi and

Sumbha and Nisumbha, who, like two clouds, rained

a very fearful hail of darts upon the goddess.

8. And Chandika immediately destroyed the darts which

those two shot forth against her with her innumerable

weapons, and she transfixed the twm kings of the

Asuras in all their limbs with a multitude of

weapons.

9. Then Nisumbha took his sharp sword, and his shield of

great beauty, and he smote the lion which bore the

goddess on the head.

10. And Devi broke the sword and the beautiful shield of

Nisumbha, called Ashta Chandra, when he struck

the lion on the head, and smote him with her sword

as sharp as a razor.

11. And the Asura, after his sword and shield were destroyed,

cast his spear at her : and she cut it in two parts

with her chakra, as it came towards her.

12. Then the Danava Nisumbha, inflated wdth wrath, seized

his mace ; but the goddess broke it in pieces with a

blow of her fist.

13. And he then hurled his mace at the goddess to destroy
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her : but she turned it aside with her trident, and re-

duced it to ashes.

14. Then, the mighty Dait}'a came on to attack her, armed

with his axe
;
and the goddess struck him down to

the earth with a shower of darts.

15. And when Nisumbha, of great strength, was beaten

down to the earth, Suinbha, tilled with exceeding

great wrath for his brother’s overthrow, came on to

slay Ambika.

16. He stood up in his chariot, and shone forth, filling the

whole heaven with his eight incomparable arms,

grasping his mighty weapons.

17. Then the goddess saw him coming on, and sounded her

conch-shell : and she sounded the string of her bow,

a dreadful sound to hear.

18. And she filled all the heaven with the sound of her bell,

by means of which the glory of all the army of the

Daityas was destroyed.

19. Then tlie lion, with fearful roarings, like a great elephant

driven frantic with mada, filled with his roarings the

heaven and the earth, and the ten quarters of the

world.

20. Then Kali sprung up to the heaven, and smote the earth

with her hands : and at that sound all the other ,

sounds were drowned.

21. And Sivaduti sent forth a loud laugh of triumph : and

at that sound the Asuras trembled, and Sumbha was

filled with wrath.

22. Then Ambika cried out, “ Stop! thou evil-minded one !

”

And the deities standing in the heavens all exclaimed

with one voice, “ Be thou victorious !

”

23. The spear which was shot forth like lightning by

Sumbha, aimed at Devi like a flash of fire, was

turned aside by her with a mighty thunderbolt.

24. The war-cry of Sumbha, like an irresistible whirlwind,

filled the three worlds with its awful sound.

25. Devi destroyed the weapons aimed at her by Sumbha,

breaking them into thousands and hundreds of pieces
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with her own arrows, and Sutnhha broke the weapons

aimed by the goddess into pieces.

26. Then Chandika, enraged, smote Sumhha with her trident,

and he, at that stroke, fell to the earth lifeless.

27. But Nisiimhha, coming again to himself, raised his bow,

and hit both the goddess and the lion with his arrows.

28. And the king of the Danavas again lifting up his arms,

which were without number, overshadowed Chandika

with his quoits and other weapons.

29. Then Durga, the adorable one, the destroyer of pain,

hard to be overcome, broke in pieces his weapons

with her darts.

30. Then Nisumbha hastily seized his mace, and rushed at

Chandika to kill her, followed by the Daitya army.

31. And when Chandika split the mace, borne by him

rushing at her, with her sharp sword, he seized his

trident.

32. And Chandika, hastily throwing her spear, smote

Nisumbha, the enemy of the immortals, as he came

against her bearing his trident in his hand,

33. And from his heart torn asunder by her spear, there

issued forth a mighty man of great strength, and he

cried out, “ Stop !

”

34. But the goddess laughing loudly, cut off his head with

her sword, as he issued forth, and he fell to the

ground.

35. Then the lion ground to pieces with his terrible teeth

the heads of some of the Asuras and devoured them
;

Kali and Sivaduti devoured others :

36. Some of the Asuras were killed by the spear of Kaumari:

some were destroyed by the enchanted water from the

waterpot of Bi ahmani.

37. Others fell smitten by the club of Maheshvari
;
others

fell to the earth ground to powder by strokes from

the tusks of Varahi.

38. The Danavas were dashed to pieces by the quoit of

Vaishnavi, they were desti’oyed by the thunderbolt of

Aindri.
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39. Some fled : some died on the battle-fleld : some were

eaten by the lion, and by Kali, and by Sivaduti.

Thus ends the 89th book, recounting the death of Ni-

sumbha.

Book 90 .

The Rishi continued :

1. "When Surabha saw that his brother, whom he loved as

his own life, was killed, and that the army was

destroyed, filled with fury, he said :

2. “ Durga ! 0 hateful one ! lifted up with pride, do not

be exalted in thy arrogance ! Thou filled with bold-

ness fightest by the help of others.”

Devi answered

:

3. “ I stand alone in the universe : there is none second

—

none equal to me : behold, 0 fool ! these Powers

entering into me.”

4. Then all the divine Powers, with Brahmani at their

head, entered into the bosom of Devi as their abode.

Then Ambika stood alone.

Devi said

:

5. “ By my supernatural power I manifest myself in many
different forms; I have absorbed them all into myself,

and I stand here alone. Therefore, be valiant for the

fight.”

The Rishi said

:

6. Then began the battle between Devi and Sumbha, while

the Devas and the Asuras all of them beheld the

fierceness of both sides.

7. The fight moreover threw fear over the whole universe,

because of the showers of arrows, sharp swords, and

terrible wespons.

8. The divine weapons which Ambika sent against him by

thousands, the king of the Daityas destroyed by

means of his own weapons.

9. And the enchanted darts which he aimed at the supreme

lady, she broke in pieces with loud warlike shouts.
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10. Then the Asura overshadowed the goddess with thou-

sands of darts, and she, enraged, destroyed his bow

with her arrows.

11. Then, when his bow was broken, the king of the Daityas

seized his spear, and the goddess broke it as he held it

in his hand with her quoit.

12. Then he seized his sword, glittering, adorned with a

hundred moons, and attacked her.

13. But the goddess, with sharp arrows from her bow,

quickly destroyed his sword, and also his shield,

which was bright as the sun.

14. And the Daitya—his horses killed, deprived of his

charioteer, his bow broken—seized his terrible mace,

to slay Ambika.

15. And as he came against her with his mace, she broke it

in pieces with her sharp weapons. Then

16. The mighty Daitya attacked her with his fist and struck

her on the heart : but Devi smote him on the breast

with her foot.

17. The King of the Daityas was struck down to the earth

by the blow from her foot : but rising again imme-

diately,

18. And seizing the goddess, he flew up into the sky ; and he

stood in the air and fought with Chandika unsup-

ported.

19. Then Ambika and the Daitya had, at first, a mighty

conflict one with another in the air, causing great

wonder to the Siddhas and Munis.

20. Then, after Ambika had fought a long time with him,

she turned him round and cast him down to earth

again.

21. Dashed down by Devi, he quickly reached earth, and

the evil one brandishing his fist rushed at Chandika

to destroy her.

22. And as the king of all the Daityas was coming on, Devi

struck him to the earth, his breast smitten through

with her trident.

23. Then he fell to the ground dead, killed by the terrible
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trident of the goddess : and the whole earth with its

seas, and islands and mountains was shaken.

24. And after this evil demon had been slain, the earth

became altogether at peace, and obtained great happi-

ness : moreover the sky became clear.

25. And the ill-omened clouds, which before this flamed

with thunderbolts, became peaceful : and the rivers

flowed back again in the beds, after he had fallen.

26. The crowds of all the deities were filled with rejoicings

at his death, and the Gandharvas sang.

27. And sotne sounded musical instruments, and multitudes

of Apsaras danced
;

favourable winds blew and the

sun shone forth. The sacred fires, which had been

extinguished, blazed again, and sounds of peace filled

the whole universe.

Thus ends the 90th book, recounting the death of Sumbha.

Book 91.

The Bishi continued

:

1. When the mighty king of the Asuras had been killed,

the Suras, accompanied by Indra, and headed by

Vahni, offered praises to Katyayani, for having ac-

complished their desires. Their faces were bright

with joy and radiant with delight.

The Deities said

:

2. “ Goddess ! thou who removest pain ! be propitious ! be

propitious to us ! 0 thou ruler of all things, mother

of the whole world, be the protector of the universe

;

for thou, O Queen, rulest all things animate and

inanimate.

3. Thou alone supportest the world, for thou art in the

form of the earth
;
by thee, who art the waters in

bodily form, the earth is made luxuriant
;
thou art of

unconquerable might.

4. Thou art the Power of Vishnu
;
thy might is infinite

;

thou art the seed from which all springs, the supreme

illusion. Devi ! all this confusion is thy work
;
thou

art moreover the cause of liberation in the world.
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5. All the sciences in the world are portions of thee
;

all

women in the world are portions of thee. By thee

alone, Amba ! is this world perfected ! What praise

can be (given to) thee, who art worthy of all sur-

passing praise ?

6. Thou, Devi, art all things, thou art praised as the giver

of Svarga, and liberation. AYhat can be sufficient for

thy praise ?

7. Thou dwellest in the hearts of all men, in the form of

wisdom
;
thou art the giver of Svarga, and beatitude.

Narayani, adoration be to thee.

8. Thou in the form of time givest growth and maturity

to all things; 0 power (manifested) at the end of the

world ! Adoration be to thee.

9. 0 Siva ! who grantest all happiness ! surpassing all

desires ! the refuge, Tryainbaka, Gauri, Nara^'ani,

adoration to thee.

10. Thou who art the power which creates, upholds,

destroys, O Eternal one ! the abode of the Gunas,

consisting of the Gunas, adoration to thee, Nara-

yani.

11. 0 thou who bearest the form of Brahmani, riding in the

chariot drawn by swans, pouring forth pure water,

adoration to thee, Narayani.

12. 0 bearer of the serpent, the half-moon ornament, and

the trident, riding on a mighty bull, in the form of

Mahesbvari, Narayani, adoration to thee.

13. 0 sinless one! holding a great spear, attended by pea-

cocks and cocks in the form of Kaumari, Narayani,

adoration to thee.

14. 0 thou who bearest the supreme Aveapons, the bow,

the club, the quoit, the conch-shell, in the form of

Vaishnavi, be propitious to us, Narayani, adoration

to thee.

15. 0 thou who bearest a mighty quoit, and in the form of

Varaha supportest the earth with thy tusks, Siva

Narayani, adoration to thee.

16. 0 thou terrible in the form of Nrisinha, intent on the
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slaughter of the Daityas, desirous of saving the earth,

Narayani, adoration to thee,

17. 0 thou, who as Aindra the destroyer of Yritva, art

crowned with the diadem, and wieldest the thunder-

bolt, flaming with thy thousand eyes, Narayani,

adoration to thee.

18. 0 thou, who in thy own form of Sivaduti didst destroy

the mighty army of the Daityas
;
0 thou of awful

appearance, uttering fearful sounds, Narayani, adora-

tion to thee.

19. 0 thou who hast a mouth gaping wide with teeth, who

art adorned with a necklace of skulls, Cliamunda, the

slayer of Munda, Narayani, adoration to thee.

20. 0 thou who art good fortune, modesty, great wisdom,

faith, prosperity, strength, constancy, the great night

in which all things cease, Narayani, adoration to thee.

21. 0 thou who art understanding, eloquence, beauty,

dignity
;
0 thou who art Babhravi, who bewilderest

the world, Devi, Narayani, adoration to thee,

22. 0 thou who art in the form of all things, mistress of all

things, who art the essence of all things, 0 Durga,

save us from fear, Narayani, adoration be to thee,

23. May thy beautiful countenance, adorned with three

eyes, keep all fear from us. 0 Katyayani, adoration

to thee.

21. May thy trident which overcame the Asuras, terrible,

fearful, flaming, protect us, 0 Bhadrakali, adoration

be to thee.

25. May thy bell which fills the universe with its sound,

and overthrew the glory of the Daityas, protect us,

thy children, from evil.

26. 0 Chandika ! we bow before thee ! May thy flaming

sword, smeared with dirt, and with the blood and fat

of the Asuras, be our safeguard.

27. When thou art pleased with us, thou takest away all

diseases
;
when thou art angry, thou destroyest all our

desires. Evils do not harass the men who trust in

thee
;
they find a place of refuge.
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28. Thou, 0 Ambika, and none other, didst assume many
various forms, and didst take vengeance on the

A suras, the enemies of righteousness.

29. Who other than thou, 0 pitfall of self-consciousness, O
mighty cause of darkness ! makest all this universe

to wander, exceedingly in the sciences, in religion, in

the light of true knowledge, in speech.

30. When we dwell among the Rakshasas, or the serpents

having terrible poison : in the midst of enemies, or in

the power of thieves
;
when we are surrounded by the

ocean : then do thou protect us.

31. 0 Mistress of the world, protect the world : thou art the

essence of all things : be their protector ; thou art

praised as Queen of the Universe : be the saviour of

those who bow before thee in faith.

32. 0 Queen, be propitious to us : ever save us from fear :

thou hast delivered us from evil, by the slaughter of

the Asuras, give peace to the world : remove the

evil omens which portend evil.

33. 0 Devi ! who deliverest the universe from evil, celebrated

by the indwellers of the three worlds : be the giver

of boons to the worlds.”

Devi answered :

34. “ I am the giver of blessings : whatever blessing you

collected deities may desire, ask it, and I will grant

it to you for the good of the worlds.”

The Deities answered

:

35. “ Ruler of the worlds ! may there be cessation from

evil
;
and destruction to our enemies.”

Devi answered :

36. “When the time of Vaivasvant has come, in the twenty-

eighth age, Surnbha and Nisumbha, the two great

Asuras, shall come to life again.

37. And I also, the giver of glory, will be born into the

world again of Yasoda, in the family of Nandagopa
;

my dwelling shall be in the Vindhya mountain, and

I will kill them both.
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38. And I will descend to earth in a very terrible form, and

I will slay the Danavas, the sons of Viprachitta.

39. My teeth shall he red like the flower of the pomegranate

with their blood, when I devour thevery terrible Asuras;

40. And the deities in the heaven and mortals on earth

shall praise me under the name Raktadantika.

41. For a hundred years there shall be a drought, without

any water : and I will appear on the earth, not born

of a mortal, praised by the Saints.

42. I will look upon the Saints with my hundred eyes, and

they shall praise me under the name of Satakslu.

43. Then, 0 Suras, I will support the world with herbs

sprung from my own body, saving life until the rain

shall fall again.

44. And I will enter upon a state of glory on the earth, by

the name of Sakhabhari, and I will slay the mighty

Asura called Durga.

45. And again assuming a terrific form, I w'ill slay the

Rakshasas for the protection of the Saints, dwelling

on Mount Hima.

46. Then all the Saints shall bow down to the ground, and

shall praise me, and they shall give me the glorious

name of Bhima Devi.

47. And when Arunaksha does great evil in the three

worlds, I will take to myself a wandering form, like

that of a great swarm of bees
;

48. And I will slay the great Asura for the benefit of the

three worlds, and the worlds shall praise me as

Bhramani.

49. So whenever evil shall spring up, or the Danavas, I will

come down to the world and work their destruction.

Thus ends the 91st book, recounting the praise of Devi.

Book 92 .

Devi continued

:

1. Whoever praises me in words of praise such as these,

with thoughts intently fixed on me, him I will always

surely save in all troubles.
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2. Those who celebrate rightly the destruction of Madha

and Kaitabha, the death of Mahishasura, and the

slaughter of Sumbha and Nisurabha,

3. And those who with minds intent upon these things only,

record my greatness on the 8th, the 14th or the 19th

days of the month,

4. No evil shall happen to them, neither shall any evil

misfortunes overtake them, nor poverty, nor shall

they fail in their desires.

5. No enemy shall cause them alarm, nor thieves, nor any

king, nor shall they be afraid tbrough weapons, or

fire, or the ocean.

6. Let all men celebrate my greatness, and listen to the

recital of it with their minds firmly fixed upon it,

and with faith
;
so shall it be a path of safety to them.

7. This, my greatness manifesting itself as a threefold

wonder, shall remove all the portents springing from

Mahamari.^

8. I will never forsake the temple where ni)^ greatness is

duly celebrated, for there shall my presence always

dwell.

9. In the sacrifices, in worship, in the sacred fire, in the

great festival, there my acts must be recited and

listened to.

10. I will receive the offering of the victim, or the offerino'

of fire, from the man who makes it with love for me,

whether he offers with full knowledge or ignorantly.

11. He who hears the recital of my greatness on the great

yearly Autumn feast, being filled with faith,

12. Shall, by my favour, be delivered from all evils, and

shall be certainly rewarded by me with j)ossession 3
,

money, and children.

13. He who hears the recital of my greatness, and my pure

births, and also my power in battle, shall be freed

from all fear

;

’ Utpata is threefold, as being divya, antariksha, or bhauma {Prof. Cowell).
Ramassvami, in the notes to his trans., says that utpata is threefold, as removing
the triple plague of adhi, vyadhi, and atibbangika.
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14. Ilis enemies shall be destroyed; he shall obtain good

fortune : the race of men who hear my greatness shall

rejoice.

15. Let men hear of my greatness when they are at peace,

or when they see evil visions, or when terrible eclipses

fill them with fear.^

16. Then evil omens shall become good, and the fear pro-

duced by the eclipses shall vanish, and the evil visions

shall become good.

17. The recital of my greatness shall rescue children who

are tormented by the children of demons, and in the

divisions of people they shall be the greatest cause of

union.

18. The recital of my greatness shall bring about mighty

destruction, causing the overthrow of the forces of

the wicked, of the Rakshasa, of the Bhutas, of the

Pisachas.

19. All this recitation of my greatness causes nearness with

me, (when it is recited) with offerings of cattle,

flowers, sacrifices, and incense : with excellent odours,

and incense,

20. "With ofierings made to Brahmans, with the Homa
sacrifice, with other sacrifices offered by day and by

night, and with the yearly offerings.

21. Joy is produced in me by the recital of my glorious

deeds, and by means of that, sickness is driven away,

and health is restored.

22. My births, my exploits in war, my slaughter of the

terrible Daityas, shall act as a charm to men when

they are recited.

23. When they hear of this (my greatness), when you and

when the Brahmans utter my praises, they shall not

fear their enemies.

24. The praises uttered by Brahma shall bring tranquillity

' The S'astras direct: “For the overcoming of hindrances men should read

the Chandi three times, for propitiating the evil influences of planets five

times, for obtaining safety from danger seven times, for attaining the merits of

a Yajayeya sacrifice nine times.”
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of mind : though the man who hears them may be in

a forest, or in a desert, or surrounded by flames.

25. Or if he be surrounded by robbers, or seized by enemies

ill a desert, or attacked by lions and tigers in a wood,

or by wild elephants
;

26. Or if he be in the power of a cruel king, or at the point

of a violent death : or if he be bound with chains, or

tossed by the wind, or sailing in the midst of the ocean

in a ship
;

27. Or whether weapons fly around him in a very fearful

battle, or he be beset by all kinds of awful dangers,

or afflicted with great pain
;

28. Then if he call my great deeds to mind, he shall be

freed from trouble : and by my power, lions or

thieves, or enemies shall be driven far from him.”

The Tlishi continued

:

29. Thus spoke Chaiidika Bhagavati, of fierce courage : and

when she had said this, she disappeared from before

the eyes of the Devas who beheld her.

30. And the deities were all of them delivered from fear,

after their enemies the Daityas were slain, and once

more enjoyed the sacrifices and filled their own
places.

31. Moreover, after Sumbha, the enemy of the immortals,

the harasser of the world, the possessor of terrible

and incomparable bravery, had been killed in the

battle
;

32. And after the mighty hero Nisumbha had been slain : the

rest of the Daityas entered Patala. But Devi, the

Adorable one, was born again and again, though

immortal,

33. And she guarded the universe. By her all things are

brought into being ; and by her all things are thrown

under illusion.

34. She, when propitiated, gives wisdom and riches to those

that ask her : all this world, 0 Piince, is pervaded

by her.
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35. She as Mahakali, abiding in Mahakala, wearing her own
form of Mahamari, at one time though uncreated

creates

;

36. She at another time being eternal preserves the stability

of all creatures : at the time of birth she is Lakshmi,

the giver of prosperity in human dwellings.

37. At the time of death she is ill fortune for men’s

destruction. Praised and honoured with flowers,

incense, and sweet spices, she gives wealth, off-

spring, and a clear knowledge of righteousness to

men.

Thus ends Book 92, concluding the account of the deaths

of Sumbha and Nisumbha.

Book 93.

The Bishi continued

:

1. Now I have told you, 0 King! the exceeding greatness

of Devi : such is the power of the goddess by whom
the world is upheld.

2. Wisdom is created by her, who is the illusive pow’er of

Vishnu in bodily form : and it is by her that you, and

the Vaisya, and other intelligent men,

3. Are brought into a state of confusion : others too, con-

fused in mind become infatuated. Therefore, 0 king!

approach this mighty Queen as your refuge
;
for she

when propitiated gives to mankind beatification, and

the happiness of Svarga.

Markandeya said

:

4. Then the King Suratha, having heard the words of the

Sage, bowed down before the virtuous rishi, the

performer of great penances.

5. And now being disgusted with his excessive selfishness,

(produced in him) through the loss of his kingdom,

he went to perform penance, with the Vaisya.

6. Then the Vaisya, for the sake of beholding Amba,

stood on the river-bank, and engaged in devotional
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exercises, reciting the great hymn in honour of

Devi.

7. And they made an image of Devi in clay on the river-

bank, and they offered to it flowers, incense, and

sweetmeats.

8. The two fasted, and ate little food
;

they fixed their

minds upon her, and their senses were restrained

:

moreover, they offered hallowed offerings, sprinkled

with the blood from their own bodies.

9. Thus they propitiated the goddess for three years with

subdued senses : and at the end of that time

Chandika, the upholder of the world, came to them

in bodily form, and said, pleased with their devo-

tion :

Devi said

:

10. “ Whatever thou mayest desire, O king, or thou, sprung

from a noble family, all that you shall obtain from

me : for I will give it to you, because I am pleased

with your devotion.”

Markandeya said

:

11. Then the king in another birth chose his own un-

disturbed sovereignty : even the sovereignty which

had been forcibly taken from him by his enemies.

12. And the Vaisya, his mind freed (from attaclnnent to

objects of sense), desired wisdom, saying: “Grant

me wisdom, freeing my mind from selfishness and

egoism.”

Devi answered

:

13. “ In a very few days, 0 king ! you shall obtain your own
kingdom, and you shall slay }'our enemies, and rule

over it, no man hindering you.

14. And after your death you shall be born again by the

Deity Vaivasvant : and you shall live in the world by

the name of Savarnika Manu.

15. Moreover, I will grant you too, 0 Vaisya, the blessing

which you have desired : wisdom shall be granted

you.”

VOL. XVII.— [new series.] 19
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Markandeya concluded

:

16. Thus Devi gave them both that which they had desired

of her : and as they praised her with faith in their

hearts, she vanished from their sight.

17. And the Kshatriya-Rishi, Suratha, gained the blessing

from Devi, and being born in the family of Surya,

became Savarni Manu.

End of Mauatsiya DevI.
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Akt. XI.

—

Notes on Prof. Ti/lors “Arabian Matriarchate.”

propounded hp him., as President of the Anthropological

Section, British Association, Montreal, 1884. By J. W.

Bedhouse, Esq., LL.D., M.R.A.S., lion. Memb.

R.S.L., etc.

In p. 7, col. 5, of the Times newspaper for Saturday, 30 th

August, 1884, may be read tlie following paragraph of the

opening Address of Prof. E. B. Tylor, President of the Anthro-

pological Section of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science, delivered in Montreal, Canada, on the day

before that date :
“ The comparison of peoples according to

their social framework of family and tribe has been assuming

more and more importance since it was brought forward by

Bachofen, M'Lellan, and Morgan. One of its broadest

distinctions comes into view within the Dominion of Canada.

The Esquimaux are patriarchal, the fatlier being head of

the family, and descent and inheritance following the male

line. But the Indian tribes further south are largely

matriarchal, reckoning descent not on the father’s but on the

mother’s side. In fact, it was through becoming an adopted

Iroquois that Morgan became aware of this system, so

foreign to European ideas, and which he supposed, at first,

to be an isolated peculiarity. No less a person than

Herodotus had fallen into the same mistake over two

thousand years ago, when he thought the Lykians, in taking

their names from their mothers, were unlike all other men.

It is now, however, an accejjted matter of anthropology,

that in Herodotus’s time, nations of the civilized world had

passed through this matriarchal stage, as appears from the

survivals of it retained in the midst of their newer patri-

archal institutions. For instance, among the Arabs, to this

day, strongly patriarchal as their society is in most respects,

there survives that most matriarchal idea that one’s nearest
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relative is not one’s father but one’s maternal uncle : he is

bound to his sister’s children by a ‘ closer and holier tie
’

than paternity, as Tacitus says of the same conception among
the ancient Germans.”

The foregoing assertion as to tlie Arabs, “ to this day,” by
Dr. Tylor, a prince of anthropologists, and a teacher whose

words carry great weight, is startling. It appears to be

founded on arguments that may be gathered from a treatise

originally written in Dutch, by Professor G. A. Wilken, of

the University of Leyden, and bearing as its title in a

German translation, published by Schultze, of Leipzig, in

1884 :

“ Das Matriarchat (das ^lutterrecht) bei den Alten

Arabern.” This translation, “
autorisirte,” is a pamphlet in

large octavo, of 72 pages, abounding with notes and refer-

ences. It shows that the original Dutch work, which many
times refers to a former treatise on a cognate subject by

the same author, is a monument of patient and far-extending

research
;
but it also leaves the impression that its title is

somewhat of a misnomer. Far from establishing the thesis

that the system of a matriarchate existed in olden time

among the Arabians, it almost categorically proves the direct

contrary.

It is a very interesting book, discussing as it does with

great learning many traditional customs of the old pagan

Arabians, in the “Time of Ignorance,” before the advent of

Muhammed and the promulgation of Islam. But it does not

even attempt to prove (though it asserts as an d priori con-

ception) that a matriarchate system was ever in existence

among the Arabians in days of old; much less in modern

times, as the words of Dr. Tylor, “ to this day,” would lead

some readers to infer at a first glance. The President’s dis-

course does not indeed mention this work, but refers by

name to the earlier treatise by Professor Wilken.

From what this latter author says in his more recent

work, it would appear that Professor Robertson Smith has

stated in an article on the subject, that, according to his

A'iews, the “totem” system of the North American Indians

can be traced among the old Hebrews and the cognate
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Semitic peoples. Professor Wilken sets himself the task to

work out this thesis iu fuller detail, as applied more

especially to the Arabians
;
but his discursive treatise, roving

as it does over the whole world, almost, in search of parallels

and illustrations, concludes with the irrelevant, though

generally true proposition that women in Arabia were, as

the more prevalent rule, free to marry any suitors that

might chance to be agreeable to them, rejecting such as

were otherwise.

He truly states (p. 4) that Arabian men and tribes not

unfrequently bore the names of beasts and of gods : some of

these latter being beasts also. Hence the American “ totem
”

system is inferred by the Professor to have existed anciently

among the Arabians. In a similar manner might it be con-

tended that our modern English names of Bull, Steer, Stag,

Lamb, Kidd, Fox, Bird, Chick, Jay, Salmon, etc., etc., are

proof that the “ totem ” system is in full force among us now.

Those Arabian beast-names, as applied to men, were at first

merely nicknames, given or assumed, and serving to mark

off’ sharply an individual each, who had his real name also.

The nicknames, as did and do real names, sometimes passed

on, as surnames, to the children and descendants of the

individuals designated by them
;

and these descendants,

under favouring or compulsory circumstances, thereby became

sometimes a distinct tribe, clan, sept, family, branch, or

offshoot, known hy that name or nickname. In Arabian

nomenclature, such a tribe, etc., is known as the “ Children

of Hasan” (Benii-IIasan), “ Children of the Dog” (Benu-’l-

Kelb), “ Children of a Dog ” (Benu-Kelb), etc., etc., some-

thing like our “ Jacksons,” “ Johnsons,” or the Scotch

“ Macphersons,” etc. But it is self-evident that this question

of a father’s or ancestor’s name or nickname has no con-

nexion whatever with that of a matriarchate. The circum-

stance of a like use of the name or nickname of a mother

is discussed further on (pp. 36-4G) in the present paper.

That polyandry of various kinds may have existed here

and there at one period or another among the old Arabians,

as is asserted of them by ancient and classical authors
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(pp. 7-9), as also by comparatively modern writers (pp. 29-30),

may, perhaps, be true
;

but the assertions of foreigners,

travellers, and non-contemporary compilers, require great

caution and scrutiny ere they be finally accepted. And even

then, polyandry does not constitute or necessarily establish a

matriarchate. Professor Wilken’s own examples (pp. 25-39)

prove the contrary;—the children of polyandry are, somehow

or other, according to his authorities quoted, all dealt out

to their fathers when old enough to be independent of a

mother’s fostering care.

It appears fairly well established (pp. 9-21) that before

Mubammed and Islam, at least among certain Arabian

tribes, women, probably widows (by death or divorce), used

to contract a kind of temporary marriages for a fixed period

variouslj^ defined, such as a day, two days, a week, month, or

year, the duration of a market or fair, of a commercial or

other visit to a place, etc., etc., and in consideration of some

kind of present mutually agreed on, in money or chattel

property. Muhammed is reported by tradition to have

allowed such temporary marriages to his followers at one

time, and to have forbidden them subsequently for ever.

But tradition is somewhat contradictory on that point; and

the Qur’an is not so clear and unequivocal on both points of

permission and prohibition, but that the Shl'a schismatics of

Isliim continue to practise such marriages on similar occa-

sions of temporary convenience, down to the present time.

Such temporary marriages, held in detestation by orthodox

Sunni Muslims, are well known in the law-books of Isliim

by the names of muVa (usufruct), or ‘a (usufruct

marriage). This is perfectly true
;

but can it be upheld

that such temporary marriages of fugitive convenience,

a kind of schismatically legalized form of adultery, has any

connexion with the system of a matriarchate ?

In p. 43 Professor Wilken returns, after a digression, to

the subject of those mut‘a marriages, and mentions the legal

dictum of their conferring no right of inheritance
;

namely,

id mirdtha fi-hd f; rendered in the German, “dabei

kein Erbrecht bestand.” But he inadequately explains this.
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by a gloss, as meaning no Inheritance on tbe father’s side,

“kein Erbrecht nach der viiterlichen Seite bin.”

To understand correctly what is meant in reality by this

laconic Arabic absolute law-phrase : “ (there is) no inherit-

ance therein” (the expression “right” being understood;

or a preferable rendering being :
“ no inheritance ensues

thereby ”), one should know that in respect to a father,

mother, and child, under the ordinary laws of Islam as to

marriage and inheritance, there are three pairs of reciprocal

inheritances possible : 1, inheritance between the husband

and wife
;

for a wife in Islam retains the whole of her own
property, accrued or accruing : 2, inheritance between the

father and child
;
for a child may be or become possessed of

property independently of his father : and, 3, inheritance

between the mother and child in the same manner; accord-

ing to which factor of each pair survives the other. In

mut^a marriage, on the contrary, no right of inheritance

whatever ensues, whether to or from the husband or father

(should a child be born), to or from the wife or mother, to

or from the child as regards either father or mother. Should

no other heir be forthcoming on the demise of either of the

three, the estate of the deceased would lapse to the public

fisc, and neither of the survivors would inherit. Such is

a true conception of the full scope of the absolute negation

of all and any inheritance ensuing, as eovered by the fore-

going laconic legal definition of the mut‘a marriage, said

to have been for a short time allowed in Islam, and still

commonly practised on occasions by Shi‘a schismatic Muslims.

It is evident that such marriages have no more relation to

a matriarchate than has an ordinary marriage, of which it

is but a modified variety.

Professor Wilken next proceeds, pp. 22, 23, to show that

ordinary marriage could be dissolved among the old Arabians

by the mere will of the wife, and cites from Arabian authors

some well-known tales on the subject. They appear to be

about as authentic as the veracious story of Jack and the

Beanstalk, and similar nursery tales. But even if admitted,

what hearing have they on the subject of a matriarchate?
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All those Arabian dames of story had to be wooed ere they

could accept a suitor and dismiss a husband who was not to

their liking, as the apocryphal narratives relate.

The wonderful stories from Lane, Burckhardt, Burton,

and Palgrave, have no manner of bearing on the question

of a matriarchate. Marriage and divorce in Isliim is very

expensive. A man may legally pronounce a divorce of all

his wives at once
;
but it would not appear possible for him

to wed two by the same contract ; much less four. But have

we not the example of King Solomon, with his “nine

hundred wives and three hundred concubines ” given us in

holy writ ?

In pp. 25-30 Professor Wilken discusses the four systems

of sexual relations mentioned by certain post-Muhammedan

Arabian authors as having existed among the old pagan

Arabians, probably at different times and places
;
namely

:

1, the ordinary modern permanent marriage: 2, an eclectic

species of occasional human stock-breeding intercourse of

a married woman, at her husband’s suggestion, with some

selected man, for the purpose of obtaining a superior strain

of progeny
;
and known to have formerly been in vugour in

Germany also : 3, regular polyandry : and 4, unlimited

hetairism.

Since the children begotten under the third and fourth of

the foregoing systems (if such ever really existed as national

or tribal institutions among the old Arabians) were always

given up to the putative fathers as soon as possible, these

systems cannot be taken as indications of a former matri-

archate
;
while the first and second are in direct antagonism

to any such idea.

The story, p. 31, from Dozy is singular; but those from

Ibnu-Batiita and Palgrave, pp. 31-33, prove nothing un-

iisual in the very centres of modern civilization in any

quarter of the globe. The account from Palgrave, p. 33, in

respect of a certain Hasaniyya tribe of Arabs on the White

Kile is simply incredible, if the people meant (for the White

Kile is not a river of Arabia) are really of Arabian descent

and Muslims
;
though it is conceivable on the supposition of
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their being of African race and pagans. Not one of those

stories, however, nor those, pp. 35-36, from Mela, Caesar, or

MacLellan, has any relation to a matriarchate. They all

show the predominance of a patriarcliate, though the family

ties described are not those customary with us now. Even

Professor Wilken, p. 37, is forced to admit this, and takes

refuge in a presumed original matriarchate more ancient

than these several patriarchal systems. Of this he seeks to

advocate the probability by adducing the alleged rule of the

Nairs, as related by Bachofen, that their ctiildren, though

always assigned to a putative father as his offspring, do not

thereby become his heirs. With that people, according to

this narrative, a fatlier’s property goes at his death, not to

his own children, but to those of his sister, and failing these,

to the nearest blood- relations of his grandmother. Whether

Bachofen has thus correctly stated the case of the Nairs, or

not, as appears very possible, matters but little
;

the Nairs

are not the Arabians, and Professor Wilken’s matriarchate is

but a gratuitous, arbitrary hypothesis.

The same remark equally applies to the Malay usages of

Sumatra, etc., given in pp. 38-39. But the argument of

Professor Wilken in these pages, built upon the use of the

word h(dn (belly) by the Arabians to designate “a tribe or

family,” calls for a closer examination. He claims this

expression as a proof of a primitive matriarchate’s having

existed among the Arabians, exactly as the corresponding

Malay word serves to indicate a matriarchal community in

Sumatra, etc.

Whatever may be the truth as to the indication of the

Malay expression, the Professor’s reasoning is ver}’’ faulty as

regards the Arabian term. Both Lane and the Turkish

translation of the great Arabic lexicon, the Qamus, under

the word As* ifakhdh ‘a thigh’), give the following as the

more generally received order of the names of an Arabian

tribe and its successive subdivisions, mostly derived from a

comparison with the human body and its parts. A great

tribe is termed {J.Mijij ‘a living individual, whole’)
;
the
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largest subdivision of tins is called .
^ a {sha‘b, one half of

the body, right or left, from crown to sole)
;
a section of this

is named ^ 1 . -» {qahlla, any one of the cranial bones
;

its

plural being J.J \S.i qahd’il, whence the corrupt French-

Algerian jargon les cahyles, the tribesmen)
;

a branch of

which is denominated 1 1 {faslla, a subdivision); a twig of

which is designated ijjUA or {‘amdra, Hnidra, a chest,

thorax)
;
an offset of this it is that is really styled (bain, a

belly, abdomen)
;
and a twig from this is qualified Air or As-*

{falihdli, fakhidh, a thigh). The words ehl and Hydl

usually designate the family or household (sometimes in-

cluding slaves, servants, dependents, guests, etc.). Every

one of these Arabic words has several or many significations,

but the term bain is never used to signify a familn or

hoKSchoId. Its application to a small tribe, clan, or seqjt,

does not hang on its meaning of the belly as the u'omb,

but on that of its sense of the abdomen, as underlying the

thorax, and from wdiich the thighs bifurcate. This argument

then, of the Professor, and his Malay parallels, do not serve

to indicate a matriarchate among the Arabians.

Ills idea (p. 40j of Arabian children’s having been formerly

named after their mothers alone is, to all appearance, in-

correct. When a man had children by more than one

mother (wife or slave concubine), each section of his family

was distinguished as the child or children of its own mother,

in addition to the appellation, common to all of them, of

children of the common father. So it was that in Gen.

xxi. 9, Ishmael is called “ the son of Hagar the Egyptian,”

and in Gen. xxxiii. 2, Jacob, having divided his eleven

sons and one daughter among their respective mothers, free

and slave, “put the handmaids and their children foremost,

and Leah and her children after, and Rachel and Joseph

hindermost.”

The foregoing remark is strikingly illustrated by the case

of that veiy distinguished son of the fourth Khalifa, ‘Aliyy,
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son of Ebii-Talib, cousin and son-in-law of Mubammed.
After the death of his wife Fatima (Muhammed’s daugliter,

and the ancestress of all his descendants, through her two

sons Hasan and Iluseyn), ‘Aliyy took as his second wife

one of the captives named Khawla, who was made prisoner

after the defeat of Museylema, prince of Yemama, chief of

the tribe of Hanlfa, and a would-be rival of Mubammed as a

prophet of God. Khawla is better known in history as the

Hanefitess, “ el-Hanefiyya ”
;
hence, her son Mubammed, by

‘Aliyy, though named Ibnu-‘Aliyy, like his two elder half-

brothers Hasan and Huseyn, sons of Fatima, and like several

other younger half-brothers by other wives of ‘Aliyy, was

also named after his mother by his second surname Ibnu-’l-

Hanefiyya (son of the Hanefitess), so as to point out that he

was not of the sacred race of the prophet, neither a Sherif

nor a Seyyid. His full name in history is therefore given as

“Mubammed, son of ‘Aliyy, son of Fbu-Tiilib, and son of

the Hanefitess,” even as Hasan and Huseyn are styled “ the

two sons of ‘Aliyy, son of Fbii-Tiilib, and of Fatima, daughter

of Mubammed the Apostle of God.” The biographer, Fn-

NewevvT, gives a number of instances of such double names, of

which there are other varieties.

So, in like manner, according to all probability, Ilyas,

mentioned, in p. 40 of Professor Wilken’s translated work,

and ancestorin the sixteenth degreeof the prophet Muhamincd,

may be inferred to have had children by other wives than the

mother of his son Mudrika, the prophet’s ance.stor in the

fifteenth degree. Her name is said to have been Leyla, and

she was nicknamed Khindif by her husband one day, from

her skipping away from their tent in pursuit of her sons,

who were chasing a hare that happened to go by. At least,

so says the tribal folk-lore. Hence, when Mubammed, as a

prophet and victorious prince, had made the tribe of Qurevsh

famous and noble above all other Arabians, the men of that

glorified tribe marked themselves off in tracing back their

lineage through Ilyas, son of Mudzar, son of Niziir, son of

Ma‘add, son of ‘Adniin, through their ancestress Khindif,

so as to exclude from their nobility the sons of any other
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wife or concubine of Ilyiis than Khindif, the mother of

Mudrika. They therefore called themselves Benu-Khindif,

as well as Benu-Ilyasa-’bni-Mudzara-’bni-Nizarl-’bni-

Ma‘addi-’bni-‘Adnan.

Should a man’s father be unknown, that man may be at

times designated by his mother’s name only
; but this is

uncommon. In general, when a mother’s name alone is

used in designating a man or woman, it is done for brevity’s

sake in distinguishing various branches of one father’s family.

But the pedigree cannot be carried beyond a mother so-named.

It stops with her, and has to be traced further back, if

desired and possible, through the father, as in the cases of

Mudrika and Ibnu-’l-Hanefiyya. All the Bible pedigrees are

traced through the fathers, though a mother is occasionally

mentioned. It is remarkable that although Hagar and

Ishmael were cast out through the jealousy of Sarah in her

old age, the children of Jacob by the slaves Zilpah and

Bilhah were not so treated
;
and every one of Jacob’s twelve

sons married a woman of the country. No Hebrew pedigree

could, therefore, be carried back to Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, unless traced through the male line. Imagine Solomon

to be called “ son of Bathsheba, daughter of So-and-So,” and

this son of David, the adulterer and treacherous assassin,

descended from the incestuous commerce of Judah with his

daughter-in-law Tamar, would be made into a Hittite, if

Bathsheba, as well as her murdered husband Uriah, was of

that nationality (2 Sam. xi. 3).

In p. 40, Professor Wilken adduces the argument that

sundry nations have allowed, or do allow, the marriage of

a man with his paternal half-sister, but prohibit his

marriage with his maternal half-sister. Such nations are

the Hovas of Madagascar, such were the Greeks under the

laws of Solon, and such were the Hebrews. Abraham

married his half-sister Sarah, according to the excuse he

made to Abimelech (Gen. xx. 12) in his suppressio veri for

the second time, having used this subterfuge twenty-four

years earlier with Pharaoh (Gen. xii. 13, 19), and Isaac

being shown to have done the same later in respect to
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Rebekah (Gen. xxvi. 7). But in Genesis xi. 29, 31, Sarai

is not said to be a daughter of Abraham’s father Terah
;
she

is- simply called Abram’s wife, and Terah, in Genesis xi.

26, 27, is said to have begotten Abram, Nabor, and Haran,

no daughter being mentioned. The Professor’s argument

from this tergiversation is not particularly strong, though

his inference from the words of David’s daughter Tamar to

her half brother Amnon before he abused her (2 Sam. xiii.

13), is more to the point. That from Ezekiel xxii. 1 1 is of

no value. The Arabian kings of Illra most likely followed

the example of their Persian suzerains
;
and the example of

the people of Mirbiit, p. 42, if true, may perhaps be similarly

explained. The Professor gives no real Arabian custom

founded on this principle. Even had he been able to adduce

any number of such, they would not have constituted the

slightest indication of a former matriarchate. Ilis argument

from a few exceptional cases of the succession of a son of a

sister to a kingly office in tlie olden time among the Arabians

has also no cogency as pointing to a former matriarchate. In

the first place, an exception is a proof of a rule
;
and as the

rule among Arabians, as probably with all other Semitic

peoples, the son, especially the eldest son, succeeded to his

father
;

though considerations of many kinds have had

weight, in different times and places, in determining the

choice of a successor to a throne or to an office of dignity.

In p. 43-44, an argument is introduced of still less weight
;

namely, that in some parts of Arabia the natives prefer to

keep their married daughters at home in their natal town

or tribe, especially if they are wedded to a stranger. Tliis

feeling is not altogether peculiar to certain Arabians, but is

to be met with in all countries at all times. How then can

it point to a primitive matriarchate ?

Coming now to the Professor’s most telling argument,

apparently, from AVetzstein’s account (p. 45) of what he so

often heard ejaeulated in our own days in Damascu.s, as a

blessing or a curse on the maternal uncle
(

khCil) of the

actor of any laudable or reprehensible deed, coupled with the

explanation given to AA^etzstein by the natives, of the grounds
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of tlieir benediction or malediction on the maternal uncle,

and not on the actor himself, namely, “the ultimate incentive

to do any act is an inheritance from one’s maternal uncle
;

”

upon which Dr. Tylur has felt justified in using his quotation

of the poetical phrase of Tacitus :
“ he is bound to his sister’s

children by a closer and holier tie than paternity,” it may
be remarked of the badly-expressed or ill-understood ex-

planation given to or reported by Wetzstein, that it is the

enunciation of the simple jjhysiological fact that mental and

moral, as well as physical qualities, are greatly inherited by

children from parents and ancestors to the third and fourth

generation may be, or to the hundredth, for that matter.

But what has this physiological fact to do with one’s

“ maternal uncle,” who is neither one’s parent nor one’s

ancestor ? That has been explained as follows ; The moral

qualities most prized in a man by the Arabians are great

courage and surpassing munificence
;

those most contemned

by them in a man are cowardice and grinding avarice. But

the veiy reverse of these are held by them to constitute the

glory or the reproach of a woman. For a woman to be

entitled to eulog}" she must be timid and economical. If

bold, she is a virago
;

if prodigal, she ruins her household.

But, in Arabia, before and since the advent of Islam, a woman

is usually secluded from the observation of the public at

large
;

the points of her character are screened from all but

her nearest relatives
;
she is never, generally speaking, the

subject of common public criticism. The moral qualities

inherited by a man from his father are commonly well known

to the public. (Should any of the points of a man’s character

differ from those known to belong to his father, good or bad,

they will most probably be seen foreshadowed in the character

of the mother’s brother — of the man’s maternal uncle

—

though not open to public observation in the mother herself.

The illogical mob at once attributes to some occult influence

of the uncle what is naturally inherited from the unobserv-

able mother ;
and hence their blessings or curses on him.

But thoughtful observers and serious winters among Arabians

of all times, and Muslims of all countries, know how to
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attribute these moral inheritances to their true, natural source

;

and how to explain away the vulgar conceptions of the mob.

They are well aware of the tendency of the mesaillance of a

nobly-endowed man with the sordid daughter of an ignoble

stock, to engraft on their progeny the failings and meannesses

of her race, or the contrary, as publicly observable in her

brother. He is the patent index of the qualities, good or bad,

derived from his own parents and transmitted from them, not

from him, by his sister to her children. These ideas are well

represented in the Turkish translation of the Arabic lexicon,

the Qamiis, under the word Jlri- {khdl, maternal uncle), in

explanation of the proverb, not given by Meydiinl, Freytag,

Lane, or Wilken ;
“

II Jls'^ {‘irqu 'l-Khdli 'l-khdli

Id yendm), the root, fibre, or vein of one’s maternal uncle

becomes not dormant
;

” as much as to say, “ the son of an

ignoble mother is often a plague, foil, or enemy to his noble

father.” The anecdotes collected by Professor Wilken on

this subject are interesting, and may all be explained as

above.

The law of slavery in Isliim, treated of by the Professor

in pp. 48-51, as in the old Roman adage : “partus seqnifur

foifrem,” is a natural, often a necessary, unavoidable con-

sequence pf female slavery, as of tlie ownership of female

beasts. A woman is captured, given, sold, or exchanged by

barter; after a time she is found to be pregnant, and later

she gives birth. Her child, male or female, belongs by law

to her owner, male or female, whoever may luive been the

known or unknown father of her cliild. The humane law of

Isliim forbids the separation of such or any slave-mother

from her child, by sale, gift, or barter of either, until the

child attains an age to dispense witli its mother’s fostering

care. Even when her free male owner acknowledges and

claims her child, male or female, as his own offspring,

thereby making the child instantly free by law, and con-

ferring on the mother also eventual freedom irrevocablv,

together with instant immunity from all further sale, gift,

or barter, he may not separate the mother and child by any
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act of his. Should he not emancipate her earlier, she

becomes enfranchized by law at his death, as the mother of

his acknowledged, free, and legitimate child
;

for no person,

in Islam, can be the owner of either of his or her parents.

Should any one, young or old, male or female, in any

way become the owner of either of his or her parents,

the parent, by law, instantly acquires full and unconditional

freedom. No man or woman, in Islam, can marry his

female or her male slave, without first making the slave

free
;
and, on acquiring such freedom, the quondam slave is

free also to refuse the proffered marriage. Many men and

women, in Islam, do marry their quondam slaves by mutual

consent. A male owner of a female slave disposes of her

person absolutely
;
he may give her in marriage, even with-

out her consent, to any husband he may accept or choose for

her, free or slave, and whether such slave-husband belong to

himself or another. A female owner has the saine power.

But, beyond this, a male owner may take possession of his

own female slave as his legitimate concubine, with or without

her consent
;
she remains an absolute slave still, and may be

sold, given, or bartered, like any other slave, even though

she should bear him one or many children, so long as he

does not acknowledge one of them as his legitimate offspring.

If he acknowledge one, all become equally free, legitimate,

and heirs to equal shares of his estate with his children born

in wedlock, if any. Not so their hitherto slave-mother
;
she

acquires her freedom by his death, but has no share in his

inheritance.

A female owner of a male slave has no corresponding

rights over his person for herself. She may give him in

marriage to another woman, free or slave, even without his

consent. She cannot marry him herself, unless she first

make him free, and then obtain his formal assent. But,

while she retains him in bondage, he remains on the same

footing towards her, sexually, as any other stranger. His

service to her is of the same kinds only as those of her free,

hired, stranger servants. Her person, even the sight of

her face, is as much forbidden to him as to them. Had it
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not been so even in the days of the Pharaohs, Joseph would

have been as much at the disposal of the wife of Potiphar,

as Hagar had been at that of Abraham, Zilpah and Bilhah

at that of Jacob.

The law of slavery in Islilin, then, can never have had

any relation to a matriarchate. The child born of a female

slave is either the free and acknowledged, legitimate child

and heir of her free male owner, or is the slave of her owner,

male or female, whoever may be its father.

In p. 52, Professor Wilken touches on the question of
“ purity of race.” A descent from parents who are both

noble is and always has been as much gloried in among the

Arabians as with any other people. But legitimate birth

gives to a free child full rights of inheritance, even though

one or both its parents bear the stain of plebeian or even

slave extraction. Even a bastard, there as elsewhere, may
achieve distinction or win a kingdom by his own merit.

This, too, has no relation to a matriarchate
;

neither has

exogamy or endogamy, as known to the Arabians and

Semites within any assignable period.

The old Arabian, barbarous, but exceptional and optional,

practice of infanticide on daughters by their own parents,

discussed in pp. 54-56 by Professor Wilken, cannot in any

way be adduced as an argument in proof of a primitive

matriarchate, unless it can be demonstrated that such child-

murder was the act of the mother alone, when desirous of

rearing none but male children, and on the principle of the

internecine struggle of two queen-bees in one hive. Had all

new-horn girls been murdered, the race must have been kept

alive by imported females. Where then could there be a

matriarchate ?

Muhammed, it is true, imposed an oath on every female

convert to Islam, that she would never murder her infant

daughter. But this oath was first taken by the twelve men

of Medina, who swore fealty to the prophet in the mountain

-

pass near Mekka, before he promulgated his commission to

fight for the faith, and the words used included boys as

well as girls. A year later, a different oath of fealty was

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 20
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taken in the same place by seventy-three men and two

women of Medina, in which the obligation to fight in de-

fence of Muhammed and Islam was added. Those two

women are traditionally said to have fought bravely in the

cause they had thus sworn to support. But no woman was

subsequently sworn by this second oath, afterwards tendered

to men only
;
and the first oath, thence named “ the oath

of women,” was the only one by which fresh female converts

plighted their troth to Islam. But even Professor Wilken,

p. 56, seems to admit that infanticide on daughters, if

pushed to an extreme degree, would have ended by prevent-

ing even exogamy, and so would have destroyed the whole

race and the matriarchate with it.

The argument (pp. 57-62) from the Arabian common
practice of men’s wedding their cousins, daughters of the

brothers of their fathers, is, as Professor Wilken remarks,

and has long been, known as unadvisable in view of be-

getting hale, intelligent children. Formerly, until its ill

effects forced themselves into notice, it may have been

upheld, as reported, for the security of a pure, noble race,

as with some European royal families, and with the in-and-in

system of cattle-breeders. But there is no need to have

recourse to an d priori conceived matriarchate to account for

this practice, still much in use under dispensation, among

Homan Catholics, and while the marriage of “ first cousins
”

is held to be valid by most, if not all, Protestants, though

the union of “ second cousins ” is said to be unlawful.

All the material arguments put forward by Professor

Wilken in this special treatise of his “ On the Matriarchate

among the Old Arabians ” have now, one by one, been passed

in review in the present paper. No valid ground has been

discovered for maintaining that such a system ever existed

among them or any cognate Semitic nation. One may agree

W'ith advanced anthropologists on d priori hypotheses, in

surmising that, wherever their primitive abode may have

been, among Semitic peoples, perhaps, as among others,

at some immensely remote period, far removed from an
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approach to historic times, say 50, 100, or more thousands

of years ago, in the stone ages, before and during the great

glacial period and the advent of the Aryan race in Asia,

when man was slowly or rapidly differentiating from the

brutes, a matriarchate system may have prevailed, as among

some other nations in more modern times, even to the present

generation. But Professor Wilken’s laboured arguments

fall very far short, in the treatise under consideration, of the

startling and utterly groundless assertion of the very learned

and indefatigable President of the Anthropological Section

of the British Association at Montreal, to the effect that

“ among the Arabs to this day survives the most matriarchal

idea that one’s nearest relative is not one’s father, but one’s

maternal uncle.”

So little has any such matriarchal idea been current amongst

Arabians for the last thirteen hundred years and more (to

say nothing of the Hebrews for another twenty-five hundred

years earlier), that the laws of Islam give the inheritance of

every deceased person, male or female, married or single, to

be divided in fixed shares among the deceased’s spouse,

children (to any degree), parents or ancestors (to any degree),

collaterals, etc., even to liberated slaves (male or female),

according as these may exist and nearer links may fail. A
maternal uncle or aunt would never inherit from a deceased

nephew or niece, nor would these inherit from the maternal

uncle or aunt, except as representatives of their mother, in

case the deceased should leave neither descendants, ascendants,

nor near collaterals, so that the estate might pass to more

distant relations.

As far as Arabian emotional sentiment is concerned on

this point of a man’s nearest kin in their estimation, it may
be interesting to cite a pithy and well-known Arabian dictum,

as follows : “ The children of our sons are our children
;
the

children of our daughters are the children of strangers.”

In conclusion it may be further mentioned that, according

to “ D’Herbelot’s Bibliotheque Orientale ” (vol. ii. pp. 167,

1. 13-14), there were in Bagdad, in the time of the Abbasi

Khalifa Mehdi (a.d. 767-785), a set of people called Zeuadiqa
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or Manichaeans, who, “ permettaient le mariage entre les

plus proches parents et meme dans le premiers degres de

consanguinite.”

The Khalifa’s son Hildi, by his father’s command, set up

1000 gibbets and hung the whole crew, after having had

them registered with great care and exactness.

Those Manichman doctrines dated in Persia from the

times of the Sassanian kings (before the advent of Islam),

whose capital was in the neighbourhood of Bagdad, and had

furnished a large portion of its inhabitants. The Arabians

before Islam were subject to Persia; and doctrines prevalent

in Persia would be to some extent disseminated among them

here and there. Persian and Kurdish tribes are to this day

found scattered as colonies among the towns and villages of

Southern Arabia
;
and old Persian tenets would long leave

traces among such.

The Manichsean doctrines were, in reality, a gross travesty

of the early apostolic tenet that the brethren should enjoy

and share all things in common. ManI, their author, a

Persian Christian in name, included wives and daughters

among the chattels of the community. It may be that

survivals of these, and of many an old pagan doctrine, are

still traceable here and there in Arabia among mixed

populations or isolated tribes
;

but all the truly national

conceptions and traditions are strictly patriarchal, and have

been so from the earliest traceable cuneiform and hiero-

glyphic times, long before Abraham, Moses, and the Hebrew

people existed. To say that the Arabians hold a man’s

maternal uncle to be his nearest of kin is as rank a heresy,

in its way, as to hold the oft-exploded error that Islam denies

woman’s possession of a soul, whereas every Muslimess’s

tombstone bears carved on it the pious request :
“ 0 thou

who passest by, recite the Opening Chapter of the Qur’an

(the Lord’s Prayer of Islam), for the benefit of the soul of

the deceased woman N.N., taken to God’s mercy.”
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Art. XII.—The Northern Frontagers of China. Part VII.

The Shato Turks. By H. H. Howorth, Esq., F.S.A.,

M.R.A.S.

Be Mailla tells us that the Shato were descended from the

horde Chu yue of the Western Tu kiu (Chu yue was the

family name of its chiefs, vide infra), who had settled to the

south of the mountain Kin po shan, and to the east of

the lake Pu lei hai {i.e. the Kukunor), and near the stream

called Shato, whence they derived their name {op. cit. vol. vi.

p. 378). Hyacinthe tells us they lived south of Kara

Mannai Ola, in Khur-Kara-Ussu (Borgs, Hyacinthe, p.

277). He derives their name from the Mongol word

Shato, meaning a leader {id.). He Guignes tells us the

Chu yu4 Turks lived in the neighbourhood of lake Lop, near

which was a great desert which the Turks called Shato,

whence these Turks derived their name {cf. Hist, des Huns,

vol. ii. p. 37). Like Klaproth, He Guignes identifies them

with the Ta ghaz ghaz, a view to which I shall revert in

a future paper on the Uighurs. He Guignes tell us the

Shato horde was subject to the Great Khans of the Western

Turks, and assisted them in their various expeditious.

After the death of the Great Khan of the Tu kiu, Holu,

who died in a.d. 657, the Shato were governed by a chief

named Kin shan, who, for the services he rendered to the

Chinese Empire, was created Kung of Chang ye. This

was in the year 712. He sent tribute to China, and,

after his death, was succeeded by his son Fu kue, who
was succeeded by his son Ko tu, and he by his son

Tsin chong. The increasing power and aggressiveness of

the Tibetans caused him to retire with his people to the

neighbourhood of Pe ting, north of Uighur. This was in 786.

When the Tibetans captured Pe ting, he submitted to them.
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and was planted with his people at Kan chau, on the frontiers

of Shen si, and in their attacks upon China the Shato Turks

formed the advance guard of the Tibetan army (De Guignes,

vol. ii. p. 38).

They were a very brave race, and were accounted as the

best soldiers among the Tartar peoples, and the Tibetans, in

whose service they were, were afraid of them. Suspecting

that they were intriguing with their near relatives, the

Hoei ho or Uighurs, who had, about the year 791, conquered

the Chinese province of Lan chau fu from the Tibetans

(Hyacinthe, op. cit p. 277), the latter transported them to the

south of the Hoang ho or Yellow river (De Mailla, loc. cit.).

The Shato became suspicious in turn, and we are told that

under their chief, Chu ye Tsin chong, and his son, Chi-y,

they set out towards China, about 30,000 in number. The

Tibetans jiursued and overtook them, a struggle took place

which lasted for a month. The Tibetans outnumbered the

fugitives two to one, yet they could not overcome them,

although they killed or captured two-thirds of them, and

when they arrived at Ling chau, they were only 10,000

strong (De Mailla, vol. vi. pp. 378-9; Borgs, Hyacinthe,

pp. 277-8). De Guignes says the emigrants approached the

site of Karakorum (De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 38). Tsin chong

having died, his son, Chi-y, who had lost most of his sub-

jects, approached the town of Ling chau. We are told that

Fan hi chao, the governor of this town, received them well,

and allowed them to settle at Yen chau, where he gave them

cattle and sheep, so that they might continue to live after

their own fashion. Fan hi chao’s policy was approved by the

Emperor, who gave the fugitives arms and appointed Chi-y

a general of cavalry (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 379). This

migration took place in the year 808, and it was a much

more important matter than students of Eastern history are

aware of. It was in fact one of the most important race

changes that has ever taken place in Asia. For these

migrating Turks, in my opinion, furnished the most vigorous

element to the tribes of the Eastern desert, whom we know

as Mongols and Tartars, and I believe that they were the
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same people who, at the end of the twelfth century, occupied

the western flanks of the mountains bounding Mongolia on

the east, and who are known specifically as Kunkurats. The

proof is not an absolute one; but this conclusion results, I

am convinced, from a number of converging facts. There

is no dispute as to their having furnished leaders to at

least one of these Eastern tribes, namely, the Ongut

—

Petata, or White Tartars. The Petata, or White Tartars,

were a section of the Tartars proper of Manchuria, to whom
we shall revert in a future paper. When these Tartars were

dispersed by the Khitans, one section of them escaped west-

wards and settled in the In shan mountains, and in Ilosi or

Tangut (Visdelou, p. 326). The In shan mountains are the

western portion of the great chain which forms the Northern

buttress of China, and extend from the country of Alashan

to the province of Liautung. The term In shan is apparently

limited, as I said, to the western portion of this chain,

bounding the country of the Ordus on the north, and

extending from the camping ground of the Uirats to the

town of Khoto Khotun, and having the Alashan range as its

western continuation (Klaproth, Tableaux Ilistoriques, p. 97,

note; Asia Polyglotta, p. 205, note).

This dispersal of the Tartars took place in the year 824

(Klaproth, Asia Pol}^glotta, p. 205), and therefore a few

years after the migration of the Shato Turks, and the section

which settled in the In shan range was speedily subjected

to them.

De Mailla in reporting these events tells us that the Shato,

being naturally brave, intrepid, and intelligent, so impressed

the nine hordes of the Tartars, that the latter submitted

themselves to them, and Lieou kong cho, the Chinese

governor of Ho tong, obtained the command of In shan

for Chu ye Chi-y, their chief, with the right of residing on

the borders of Yun chau {i.e. Liau tung) and Shu chau

{i.e. Tai fong fu, Ma y hien of Shan si). When this chief

presented himself before Lieou kong cho, to get some

provisions, his demeanour was so stately that those who
were present, who did not know who he was, ventured to
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laugh. On his retiring, Lieou kong cho told them who he

was, and he gave him a magnificent feast, to which his

mother and wife were invited, and eventually escorted him

for some distance. Chu ye Chi-y was so sensible of these

attentions, that he served the empire well, and prevented the

neighbouring tribes from attacking the frontiers. This is

dated by De Mailla in the year 830 (De Mailla, vol. vi.

pp. 456-7, that is, six months after the migration of the

Petata.

There is therefore no doubt that one of the desert tribes at

least was indebted to the Shato Turks for its princes. The

people of the Petata were, however, Tunguses, and it was

only the royal stock among them who were Turks. AVe shall

have more to say about them presently.

Let us revert once more to the Shato Turks. As I said, they

settled on the fontiers of Shensi, under Chin y, and in close

neighbourhood to their near relatives the Uighur Turks.

Chin y was some time afterwards followed by his

brother, Kole o po, who also settled on the frontier with his

people. We next read of them in 839, when we are told

that Kin lin, a minister of the Uighur king, revolted against

him. Putting himself at the head of the Shato Turks, he

pressed the Uighurs so hard that their Khan committed

suicide (Yisdelou, p. 152). The next year the Hakas, or

Kazaks, rebelled against the Uighurs, and drove them out

of their old country. When driven from Karakorum, they

dispersed, some went to the country about Urumutsi, the

Uighuria of later writers, others approached the Chinese

frontier.

In the year 843 we find it recorded that the U kiai, a

khan of the Uighurs, continued to harass the frontiers of

the empire about Ta-tung, whereupon Lieou mien, the

Chinese commander in those parts, sent on some troops

against them, among whom we are told were the three

hordes, Shato, Chu ye, and Chi-sin : a larger army followed

after. The Uighurs were very badly beaten and forced to

fly (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 483). Yisdelou (p. 155) also

describes this campaign.
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Chi y was succeeded as chief of the Shato Turks by his

son, She sin (De Guignes, op. cit. p. 38).

In the year 869 we find a large contingent of Shato Turks

serving under bim in the array which the Chinese sent

against the rebel Pong hiun (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 521).

These Turkish mercenaries became a very potent element

some time afterwards. We are told that the commander

of the conting:ent which fought against Pong hiun was

specially rewarded by the Emperor. He allowed him to

assume the name Li, which was the name of the Tang

Imperial family, to which was added the Chinese surname Kue

Chang, i.e. splendour of the empire (De Guignes, vol. ii. p.

39). This meant in effect a kind of adoption into the Imperial

family itself, and had some important consequences. The Tang
dynasty had now reigned in China for a long term, and, as is

usual there, its administration had become loose and faulty,

and had led to troubles and disturbances in the provinces. In

the year 870 Li kue chang was nominated governor of Kuei

hoa ching, or Koko Khotun. Two years later he seems to

have exhibited a turbulent spirit, and to have put to death

some Chinese officials (De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 39).

In 878, a famine having occurred in the country of Tai

tong, the soldiery in that district did not receive its full pay,

and, following the example of rebels in other parts of the

empire, they broke out into revolt. Two leaders of Shato

mercenaries sent to invite Li khe yung, an ambitious young

prince, and the son of Li kue chang, to put himself at their

head. They found him at Yu chau in Tai tong in Shansi,

where he lived. He acceded to their request, told them he

would be with them directly, and ordered them to arrest

Tuan wen chu, the Chinese commander, who had failed to

duly pay them their wages. He set out at the head of his

Shato for Yun chau, i.e. Tai tong fu, in Shan si, where he

arrived with more than 10,000 men. Having put Tuan

wen chu, the inspector of Tai tong, to death, he seized his

tribunal, and demanded to be installed in his place. This

the Chinese court refused to accede to. Li kue chang there-

upon took up his son’s cause, and asked that he might have
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the proper patents of office transmitted to him, promising, in

case the young man should afterwards disobey the Emperor,

to sacrifice him in return for the favours he had received

from the empire. The court was probably too weak to resist,

and w'as constrained to confirm Li khe yung in a post which

he had seized by violence (De Mailla, vol. vi. pp. 538, 539).

Matters were by no means settled by this arrangement. In

order to detach Li kue chang from his son, the Chinese authori-

ties offered the former the command of Tai tsong (Tai tong fu),

but, irritated that the government should have questioned his

sincerity when he promised to restrain his son, he refused the

offer, and killed the official who took him the insignia for

this government (De Mailla, op. cif. vol. vi. p. 544). He
then joined his troops to those of Li khe yung, and seized

upon Ning u (100 li to the'south of Suchau in Tai tong),

and drove away the Imperial troops which were at Ko Ian

chau. Li kiun, the governor of Hotong, marched against

them, but was defeated and killed {id.). Li kue chang now
advanced by the pass of Yen muen koan, near Tai chau in

Shansi, and ravaged Hin chau (now Sieou yong hien in

Shansi) and Tai chau, and laid siege to Tsin yang (now Ta

yuen hien in Shansi, De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 40). Some

time after the Imperial general Li chau, at the head of 10,000

troops, with Li ko kiu, the governor of Yeou chau, and He
lien to, a general of the Tu ku hoen in the Chinese service,

were encamped near Tai chau. Li khe yung detached one of

his chiefs, named Kao wen tsi, to guard Su chau
;
but, being

under some obligations to He lien to, he seized Fu wen ta, a

Chinese officer in Li khe yung’s service, and Li yeou kin,

one of the principal men among the Shato, and then sur-

rendered Su chau to the Imperial general. Li khe yung

marched against him, but was met en route near the moun-

tain Chur ling, by the Chinese general Li ko kiu. After

a fierce fight, the latter was victorious, and Li khe yung lost

17,000 men and two of his principal officers (De Mailla,

oj). cit. vol. vi. pp. 545, 546). Meanwhile, Li kue chang,

who was at Yu chau with only a small force, was then

attacked by Li chou and He lien to. Having risked a battle
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and been defeated, he took refuge among the Tartars {i.e. the

Tartars of In shan), where his son had already gone. He
lien to tried to seduce the Tartar chiefs with money, and to

persuade them to hand over the father and son. The latter

professed to be ignorant of these intrigues, and one day, when

hunting with these chiefs, whose hearts he had wmn by his

address and skill, he confessed to them that he had behaved

badly to the Emperor, and went on to inquire whether, if he

attempted to recover his lost favour by marching against the

rebel Hoang tsao, he might rely on their assistance; hut they

did not support his views {id. 546). These events happened

in the year 880. Meanwhile the rebellion of Hoang tsao

spread considerably, and, doubtless at the instance of the two

fugitive chiefs, Li yeou kin, a Shato officer, communicated

with the inspector Chin king si, and suggested that the

bravery of Li kue chang, of his brother and son, were so well

known, and the troops had such confidence in them, that

it would be prudent to pardon them and to employ them

against the rebels. On matters being represented to the

Emperor, he consented to this course, and Li yeou kin with

500 horsemen was sent to the country of the Tartars wdth

the news. Li khe yung was delighted, and persuaded the

Tartars to find him a contingent of 10,000 men. This was in

the year 881 {id. p. 552).

The next year we find him at the head of 17,000 Shato

Turks, marching by way of Tsin yang, where he was re-

conciled to Tsing tsong tang, the commander of the Ho
tong, with whom he had had a quarrel. His troops increased

to the number of 40,000, and were dressed in black, wLence

the rebels called them crows, and were wont to say, “ The

crows have come, pity those who fall into their claws” {id. p.

558). In 883 he defeated Hoang kue, the brother of Hoang
tsao, and killed him. As a reward for this he was made
lieutenant-general of the troops of the north-east of the

empire, and commander of the left wing of the army {id.

p. 558).

He now planted himself before Hoa chan, which the

rebels had again possessed themselves of, and defeated an
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array which Hoang tsao sent to its relief. He afterwards

marched against the latter’s capital, Wei nan (? Si gan fu,

vide He Guignes). He made three inetfectual attempts to

carry it by assault, but, having received fresh reinforcements,

he killed a great number of the rebels. The rest took to

flight. We are told that Hoang tsao set fire to his own
palace, and, in order to detain the Imperial troops, he scattered

precious things on the route, a ruse which proved successful,

but was very expensive. Li khe yung put to death Tsu

kieou, the minister of Hoang tsao, and then sent to inform

his master of his victory. The Emperor thereupon nomi-

nated him Kung of Long si. He was then twenty-eight

3’ears old. He was the youngest of the generals, and as he

squinted somewhat with one eye, he was called To yen long,

i.e. dragon with one eye (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 560
;
He

Guignes, vol. ii. p. 41). The next year Li khe yung de-

feated Chang yang, a general of Hoang tsao, near Tai kang,

who being pursued was defeated a second time at the defile of

Wang man tu, north of Chong meou (in Kai fong fu), where

he lost 10,000 men. Hoang tsao himself, after these defeats,

retired beyond Pien chau {i.e. Kai fong fu in Ho nan). He
was pursued by Li khe yung, who defeated him at Fong

kieou, and forced him to escape to Yen chau (in Shan tung),

followed by only 1200 men, most of whom deserted him on

the way (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 563).

After this victory, Li khe yung returned to Pien chau,

where he was received by the Chinese general Chu wen

(called Tsiuen chong by De Guignes), who gave him a

splendid feast. Having drunk too much wine, the two

generals got excited and quarrelled, and Chu wen left the

table
;
he was urged on by one of his officers named Yang

5mn hong. In the middle of the night he set fire to the

house where Li khe yung was staying. The latter escaped by

jumping over the walls with his people, and was attacked

by some armed men in the darkness. Chu wen, having mis-

taken Yang yen hong for Li khe yung, killed him with

an arrow (De Mailla, vol. vi. p. 563). On returning to his

camp, he wished to march at once to take vengeance, but was
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dissuaded by his wife, Lieou shi, who told him he would be

blamed if he took up arms against his superior officer. He
contented himself therefore with writing him a strong letter.

Chu wen threw all the blame on Yang yen hong. Li khe

yung pretended to be pacified and retired to Tsin yang.

There he learnt that Shang yang, whom he had sent in

pursuit of Hoang tsao, had defeated him so badly at Hia

kieou, that his relative Liu yen seized him, his brother, wife

and children, and handed them over to Shi pu, who decapi-

tated both Hoang tsao and Lin yen. The rest were taken

to the court, where they suffered the same fate {id. p. 564).

Li khe yung appealed to the Emperor to allow him to take

vengeance on Chu wen, whom he accused of being an am-

bitious adventurer
;
but the Emperor endeavoured to pacify

him, telling him that when the empire was so distracted by

rebellions, it was not well for his officers to be quarrelling («/.).

Lie kue chang died in 886 (De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 41).

The days of the Tang dynasty were numbered
;
hardly

was one rebellion quelled, when another broke out, and the

governors of the several provinces were determined to profit

by the confusion, and to set up independent authorities in

various parts of the empire. The rebels seemed possessed

with the very spirit of destruction. We are told that they

now broke out under the leadership of Tsin tsong kiuen, and

that they completely devastated a wide district, extending from

Wei chau (Wei hoei fu in Honan) and Hoa chau in the north

to the districts south of the Kiang and the Hoai, and from

Koan chong in the west to Tsing chau and Tsi chau (Tsi nan

fu in Shansi) in the east. Tsin tsong kiuen then took the title

of emperor in Honan and continued his ruthless career like the

chief of the modern Tai ping rebels, and the Chinese chronicler

graphically describes the result when he tells us the barking of

a dog and the crowing of a cock were not to be heard in the

country side. These disasters were attributed to the evil coun-

sels of Tien ling si, who was the Emperor’s master. Wang
chong yong, governor of Ho chong, having spoken out too

plainly about these matters, Tien ling si sent some troops

against him under Chu mei and Li chang fu, and treated
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him as a rebel (De Mailla, vol. vi. pp. 565-568). Wang
chong yong repaired to Li khe yung, who was burning to

revenge himself upon Chu wen, and piqued at the Emperor

for having interfered with him. The latter collected a con-

siderable force of men and horses from Tartary, with which

he meditated an attack on Pien chau (Kai fung fu), of which

Chu wen was governor. He replied to Wang chong yong,

“Wait till I have destroyed Chu wen, and we will humble

the pride of these rats as easily as we make the leaves fall

in autumn” {id. p. 568). His friend, however, pressed

upon him the necessity of taking immediate measures. He
accordingly determined to push matters forward, and wrote

to acquaint the Emperor with his design, which, he said, was

to march at the head of 150,000 men in the spring, and to tear

out of the bosom of the empire the nest of vipers which it

nourished there, and promised to respect the Imperial capital.

Chu wen was supported by Chu mei and Li chang fu,

the creatures of the Emperor’s alter ego the eunuch Tien

ling si, who were at the head of 30,000 men, the elite of

the Imperial troops. Li khe yung attacked the camp of

Chu mei and pushed him back to the walls of Chang

ngan, the Imperial capital, whence the Emperor hastily

retired with his favourite. Li khe yung now entered the

city. The Imperial palace there, which had been burnt in

the recent rebellion of Hoang tsao, was again reduced to

ashes. The Emperor was a mere toy in the hands of Tien

ling si, whose conduct, however, in treating his master very

cavalierly, irritated the people against him. He carried off the

Emperor, first to Fong siang, then to Pao ki (in Fong siang

fu), and being attacked there by his former dependent Chu

mei, he crossed the mountain Ta san ling (50 U south of Pao

ki hien), and Chu mei, at Hingyuen, who pursued, was unable

to force the defiles there. The latter, on his return, pro-

claimed Li yun, a descendant of the Emperor Su tsong,

protector of the empire with all the authority of Emperor,

had him acknowledged as such by the grandees about the

court, and conducted him to Chang ngan, the capital, and

he declared himself first minister.
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The fugitive Emperor now appealed to Wang chong yong,

who, notwithstanding what had recently happened, sent him

a present of 100,000 pieces of silk and asked permission to

march against Chu mei. The prince Li yun had also sent

liim a letter, stating that the late Emperor was dead. Li khe

yung caused this letter to be publicly burnt, and its bearer to

be imprisoned {id. p. 574). A price was put upon the head

of Chu mei, and the government of Tsing nan was offered to

whoever would kill him. This seems to have had the desired

effect, for he was seized by one of his officers named Wang
hing yu, and put to death {id. 575). Li yun was soon after

surprised by Wang chong yong. He was decapitated and

his head was sent to the Emperor. Tien ling si, the eunuch,

who had been the foundation of the whole mischief, was

sentenced to be exiled to Tuan chau, but found means of

evading the penalty.

The rebel Tsin tsong kiuen continued his depredations in

the provinces of Honan and Shan tung, but had not hitherto

dared to attack Pien chau, where Chu wen commanded. In

an attack on that place he was badly defeated. Chu wen

now took up arms on his own account.

While these troubles distracted the north of the empire,

other rebels broke out into revolt in Iviang nan and other

southern provinces; in fact, the empire was crumbling to

pieces in a very rapid manner. It was in the midst of these

disasters that the Emperor Hi tsong died in the year 888

{id. p. 586), and was succeeded by his younger brother, Chao

Tsung, who was an able and conscientious person
;
but

matters had gone too far to be remedied. China, says the

Arab traveller Abu Zeid, was then very like the Empire of

Alexander, after the defeat and death of Darius, and when
the conqueror distributed the provinces of Persia among
various princes who founded as many kingdoms

;
for each

one of the Chinese princes began to make war on his neigh-

bour, without the Emperor’s permission, and, when the

stronger had defeated the feebler, he proceeded to ravage

his adversary’s government, carrying off what he could lay

hands upon and devouring the subjects of his enemy. This
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form of cruelty, he tells us, was permitted by the religion of

the land, which allowed even human flesh to be sold in the

markets (Klaproth, Tableaux, etc., pp. 230, 231).

One of the rebels, named Li han chi, took refuge with

Li khe yung, who furnished him with a body of 7000 horse-

men, with whom he tried to recover Ho yang, from which

he had been driven away, but he was defeated, chiefly by

the troops furnished by Chu wen, Li khe yung’s rival and

enemy, and who after this success utterly crushed the rebel

Tsin tsong kiuen, who was handed over to the authorities

by some of his ofiicers and executed (De Mailla, vol. vii.

pp. 1, 2).

The people about the Emperor seem to have become very

demoralized and devoid of patriotism. Among them was

one named Chang siun, who owed his elevation to the

eunuch Yang fu kong, and who enjoyed the confidence of the

Emperor. Li khe yung, who criticized the appointment of

this person as minister unfavourably, and thus gained his

ill-will, and readily agreed to urge on the scheme of Chu
wen, of Heliento, and Li kuang wei, who all had a

grudge against the Shato chief, to concentrate a large

force upon him and crush him {id. p. 5). The matter

was remitted by the Emperor, who could not forget the

services of Li khe yung, to a grand council, composed of

all the mandarins down to those of the fourth degree. The

greater part of them disapproved of such a war, urging

that, however one governor fought another, none took up

arms against the Emperor himself
;

but their advice was

overruled by Chang siun and others, who also persuaded

the Emperor. Chang siun was appointed generalissimo, and

Sun kuei was second in command, and Li khe yung was

deposed from his honours. The Imperial forces captured

the difficult defile of In-ti-kuan. Li khe yung’s troops

were at this time besieging Lu chau (Lu ngan fu), which

had revolted and gone over to Chu wen, who had sent Ko
tsong chau to its rescue. Chang siun, who was jealous of

Chu wen also, detached Sun koei with a force of 2000 men

to attack the besiegers : the latter fell into an ambuscade
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and was captured. Li khe yung offered him the second

place in his government if he would submit to him. lie

replied that having been a grandee of the first class at the

Emperor’s court, and having been foolish enough to be

captured, he ought to die. How could he take office under

a mere provincial governor ? Li khe yung, who was piqued

at this answer, had him put to death on the spot {id. p. 8).

When Chu wen sent Ko tsong chau to the rescue of Lu
chau, he also despatched another body of troops to attack Tsi

chau, where Li han chi commanded for Li khe yung. The

besiegers, who deemed the latter’s cause lost, jeered him for

remaining faithful to his cause, and said the Shato Turks

were hiding for fear of receiving a few wounds. Shortly

after, Li tsun hiao, another of Li khe yung’s officers, appeared

there with 500 horsemen, all veterans, and, having heard of

their saying about the Shato Turks, cried out, “ We are all

Shato, who are come to get some wounds. We would

eat your flesh, but only the best
;

send us, then, the

fattest and best-fed ” {id. pp. 8, 9). The camp was attacked

on both sides and forced, and most of the besiegers perished.

Ko tsong chau was no less unfortunate at Lu chau, where he

was defeated by Kang kiun li and had to retire.

Le tsun hiao was now despatched with a body of 5000 men
to cut off Chang siun, who had forced the defile of In ti kuau

but was known as an unskilful soldier. The Turkish general

having planted an ambuscade, the Imperialists fell into it and

were severely defeated : the greater part of them were driven

beyond the Yellow River. WhileChangsiun and his lieutenant,

Han kien, took shelter at Tsin chau (the modern Ping yang fu

in Shansi), Li khe yung, it would seem, now took possession

of Tsin chau, and also of Kiang chau {i.e. Ching ping hien, de-

pendent on Ping yang fu, id. p. 10 ;
De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 42).

Li khe yung now wrote a letter to the Emperor, in which

he acknowledged the favours he and his father had re-

ceived from his august family, but added that they had

not been ungrateful. Had they not destroyed Pong hiun,

suppressed the revolt of Hoang tsao, and the rebellions of

Chu mei and Li yun ? Had they not also contributed to put

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 21
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tlie Emperor himself on the throne ? He had certainly

attacked Yun chau, but had not other governors committed

similar offences? Had not Chu wen himself, who was sent

to destroy him, ravaged Siu chau and Yun chau ? He then

went on to say that as Chang siun had invaded the borders

of his government, he could not remain quiet, but had assembled

an army of 500,000 Tartars and Chinese, with whom he

meant to march by the nearest route towards the fortress of

Pu tong kuan {i.e. Tong kuan wei, on the borders of Honan,

Shansi, and Shensi), in order to join issue with him. If he

was beaten, he consented to be entirely ruined
;

but if he

should win, he would hasten on his swiftest horse to throw

himself on his knees before the Emperor, and, having resigned

his government, would await, with a cord about his neck the

fate which the Emperor should prescribe for him (He Mailla,

vol. vii. pp. 10, 11). The news of the defeats of his generals

and this letter of the Turkish chief greatl}" alarmed the

Emperor, who practically exiled Kong wei and Chang siun by

sending them to govern the remotest towns of the empire.

Li khe yung now sent off another letter in which he said

that Chang siun, knowing of his quarrel with Chu wen, had,

in furtherance of his ambitious views, allied himself with the

latter, and that he had not the Emperor's interests at heart.

He said he awaited the Emperor’s orders in the district of

IIo chong (/(/. p, 12). The Emperor, who had been always

apparently favourable to him, restored to him all the honours

he held before the war, and ordered him not to go to the

court, but to return to Tsin yang. This was in the year

891 [id. 12). Matters grew no better at the court, the

eunuchs became the real masters of the empire, and having

no children of their own, sought the advancement of their

relatives and adopted sons with the assiduity of some mediaeval

popes. The Emperor’s authority was limited to the govern-

ment containing the capital. Elsewhere, as in Capetian

France, the governors of provinces became almost independent,

the strongest hand seized the reins, and then compelled the

Emperor to give his imprimatur to their usurpation. Among
these one of the most famous was Li meou chin, who, having
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been an officer at Fong siang, had, on the death of the

governor, installed himself in his place (id. p. 17). He col-

lected a large army and defeated the Imperial forces and

compelled the Emperor to dismiss his minister Tu yang nen,

a faithful officer, who soon after, to rid his master of one

cause of trouble, committed suicide (id. pp. 20-21). Mean-

while Li khe yung, who was the most promising prop of the

empire, was embarrassed by domestic troubles. He had two

adopted sons, Li tsun hiao, and Li tsun tsin. They did not

agree well together. The former deemed that his services

deserved that he should be preferred to his brother, who
was his father’s favourite, and determined to kill him. This

having oozed out, he, afraid of his father’s resentment, took

refuge with Wang yong and Chu wen, his father’s enemies,

and then wrote to the Emperor, offering to put himself and

the three Chau which were subject to him at his service,

and asked permission to join Chu wen and Wang yong in

attacking Li khe yung, whom he no longer looked upon as

his father. The Emperor imprudently listened to him, and

sent some provisions for his three Chau. Li khe yung at

once proceeded to besiege Hing chau (i.e. Shun te fu of

Pehchehli), one of the three chau in question. He broke off

his attack for a short time to march against Wang yong,

whom he defeated and from whom he took the town of

Tsing king. Returning once more to Hing chau, he be-

sieged it for two months and then blockaded it. Having

built a rampart round it, surmounted by a parapet of stone

and earth, and a deep ditch in front, after another month’s

siege the place ran short of provisions, and Li tsun hiao de-

termined to submit to his father, hoping for clemency in

consequence of his past actions. He was imprisoned for

some days, in the hope that some of the officers would beg

for a respite, as he had been a brave soldier, but this not

appearing, he was executed as a rebel (id. p. 23). Sie ho

tan, a Turkish chief, who had sided with Li tsun hiao, afraid

that his intrigues with the enemy would be discovered, com-

mitted suicide (De Guignes, vol. ii p. 42). These events

took place in the year 894.
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While Li khe yung was besieging Hing chau, Li kuang

heou, governor of Yu chau {i.e. the modern Peh cheh li), made

an invasion of Ho tong, the former’s province. Having

defeated his son, he now marched to punish the invader, from

whom he captured U chau (Suen hoa fu of Peh cheh li), and

then Sin chau {i.e. Pao ngan chau in the district of Suen hoa

fu), and then detached the greater part of his Tartar cavalry

in pursuit of Li kuang heou, who was shortly after killed by

one of his dependents, and thus Li khe yung became master

of the province of Yu chau {i.e. of Peking, De Mailla, vol.

vii. p. 24). It would seem that shortly before this he had

defeated and killed He lien to, the chief of the Tu ko hoen

(De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 43).

We now read that early in 895 Li meou tsin with two

other governors, named Wang hing yu and Han kien, sudden-

ly occupied the Imperial capital Chang ngan, and having

planted troops about the Emperor, extorted from him a

promise to reform his court. Li khe yung having heard of

this outrage, on his return from Yu cliau, sent word to the

Emperor that he would put himself at the head of his Tartars

and speedily march to his rescue. He accordingly crossed

the Yellow Hiver, and issued a manifesto summoning the

faithful subjects of the Tang dynasty to come to the rescue

(De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 25). He took Kiang chau in Shansi

on the way, and put its governor Wang hiao to death.

Wang ko, governor of Ho chong, joined him, while Wang
hing ho abandoned Tong chau and fled. The grandees

about his person now wished to insist upon the Emperor

abandoning his capital and retiring with them, and he was

prevailed upon to leave it and to go to Li meou chin.

Meanwhile Li khe yung was approaching. He invested Hoa

chau, the town of which Han kien, one of the three rebels,

was governor, and when the latter complained from the ram-

parts, he rebuked him for having, although a grandee of the

empire, taken part against his master. His troops also

defeated a division belonging to Wang hing yu, another of

the rebels, and captured one of his principal officers (De

Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 26, 27 ;
De Guignes, p. 43).
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The third rebel, Li meou chin, now became afraid, and

determined to disavow his own participation in the recent

outrages, and having cut off the head of Li ki pong, his

adopted son, as one of its authors, sent it to the Emperor

with a submissive letter, and also wrote to Li khe yung

offering to join him in restoring peace to China. The

Emperor pardoned him and ordered Li khe yung to do

the same. The latter sent his young son, Li tsun hiu, then

but thirteen years old, who afterwards became Emperor him-

self, with his assent. The boy was well received by the

Emperor, who we are told was pleased with his happy face.

The Emperor now returned to Chang ngan, but as his

palace had been burnt in the recent troubles by Li ki pong,

he had to lodge in the tribunal of the ministers (De Mailla,

op. cit. vol. vii. p. 28). Wang hing yu now shut himself up

in Ping chau, where he was beleaguered by Li khe yung.

Having evaded the besiegers and escaped, his people, who

saw that his day was over, cut off his head and sent it to the

Emperor. In reward for his services in this war, the Emperor

created Li khe yung prince of Tsin, and rewarded the other

officers according to their rank. Li khe yung wrote a letter

thanking the Emperor for his promotion, and urging that the

work of punishment should be completed by the suppression

of Li meou chin and the capture of Fong siang fu
;
but the

courtiers advised that this would be making Li khe yung and

his Shato Turks too powerful, and that as Li meou chin had

recognized his fault, it was better to secure the peace of the

State by overlooking it. The jealousy of these courtiers

led to the Emperor informing Li khe yung that he would

dispense with his attending the court in person. Li khe yung,

piqued at this want of gratitude and jealousy, retired with

his troops to Tsin yang. The Emperor soon had reason to

repent of his coolness.

In 895 we find Tong chang, governor of Yuei chau {i.e.

Che kiang, south of the river Tsien tang), demanding

the title of prince Yuei, and on this being refused, set him-

self up as emperor
;
but he was quickly despoiled of his

honours by Ku tsiuen u, an Imperial general, who seized and
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beheaded him. He was an avaricious person, and we are

told that when Yuei chau, his capital, was captured, there was

found there 500 rooms 20 ft. by 10 ft., filled with silk and

silver, and 3,000,000 measures of grain, each 100 lbs. in

weight. This booty was distributed among the soldiers and

the citizens, who had been miserably tyrannized over.

On the withdrawal of Li khe yung, Li meou chin and Han
kien again began to cause trouble in the empire. They retained

some of the tribute due to the Emperor, and wrote to him

rather as masters than subjects (I)e Mailla, vol. vii. p. 36).

The Emperor having sent an army against the former, it was

beaten, and Li meou chin thereupon marched upon the

imperial capital Chan ngan, and set it on fire. The Emperor

had retired, and had at the earnest solicitation of Han kien

taken refuge in the latter’s city of Hoa chau, whence orders

were issued by Han kien that the tribute of grain and silver

should be taken there. Li khe yung saw clearly that Han
kien meant to keep the Emperor in his power, and wrote to

tlie latter to offer his services. The Emperor, however, con-

tented himself with nominating one of his own officers,

named Sun u, to the government of Fong siang, which

belonged to Li meou chin. This brought that turbulent

person to his senses, and he submitted and offered to rebuild

the palace at Chang ngan at his own expense. Han kien

offered to contribute to this work (He Mailla, vol. vii. p. 37).

Han kien now prosecuted his ambitious purpose. He falsely

accused eight princes, the commanders of the Imperial troops,

of treachery, and taking advantage of the vacillating answers

of the Emperor, had them seized and put to death with great

cruelty. He also persuaded the Emperor to dismiss the

greater part of the body-guards about his person {id.

pp. 38, 39).

When Li khe yung conquered the province of Peking in

894, he obtained the post of governor there for one of his

proteges named Lieou gin kong, who became in effect his

vassal, sent him the tribute of his province, and undertook no-

thing without consulting him. When the Emperor abandoned

Chang ngan, and retired to Hoa chau, Li khe yung, who
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wished to march to the rescue, ordered Lieou gin kong to

join him with his contingent. The latter refused, on the

ground that he was threatened by the neighbouring Khitan

Tartars, who were now becoming very powerful
;
and when

Li khe yung wrote him a sharp letter, he tore it in pieces and

imprisoned the officer who took it.

Li khe yung determined to punish him, abandoned his plan

of assisting the Emperor, and marched against him in person.

Lieou gin kong sent onl)'^ one of his subordinates, named Shen

ko ki, against him, which so piqued Li khe yung that he made

himself drunk to drown his chagrin. He then ordered a

detachment to attack the enemy. This body, however, fell

into an ambuscade, near to Mu kua kien, and was badly

defeated. Li khe yung blamed his officers for having obeyed

his orders, given when he was drunk {id. p. 40). Lieou gin

kong was elated by his success, and wrote to the court for

permission to drive the Turkish chief from China. This

proposal was not well received, and he therefore thought

it prudent to send a humble letter to Li khe yung, who

wrote him a magnanimous reply, in which he promised

to forget the past, and urged him to discipline his soldiers,

to govern justly, to encourage the sages, and, above all

things, to religiously keep his word {id. p. 41).

Chu wen had latterly become very powerful, and, beside his

government of Honan, was also master of Shantung. He had

repaired the Imperial palace at Lo yang, in the hopes that

he could persuade the Emperor Chao tsong to go and live

there, and thus have him within his control. His schemes

were momentarily checked by a victory gained over his

troops by those of Yang hing mi, the powerful governor of

the districts bounding his government on the south. This

was in the end of 897 {id. p. 42, 43). He now offered an

asylum to Lu yen wei, the former governor of the district

of Y chang, who, having quarrelled with Lieou gin kong,

had been beaten and forced to fly, while his government had

been appropriated by Lieou gin kong. This naturally

brought the latter into conflict with him, and in a battle

which was fought near Wei chau in 899, Chen ko ki.
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Chu wen’s best general, was killed, and 30,000 men were put

hors de combat. This was in 899 [id. p. 45), but the victors

were almost directly after attacked unawares by another

division of Chu wen’s force, under Ko tsong chau, and were

in turn dispersed.

Li khe yung now sent an army to aid his protege. Ko
tsong chau was defeated, and the town of Lu chau, after its

environs had been reduced to a desert, was captured {id.

p. 47). The war continued between the rivals with much
bloodshed and with alternate fortune.

Meanwhile the Emperor remained in the hands of Li

ineou chin and Han kien, who had restored the palace at

Chang ngan, and we are told that Chu wen on the one hand,

and Li khe yung on the other, wrote for permission to

march and rescue him from their hands. Meanwhile an

extraordinary plot was carried out by the eunuchs, headed

by Lieou ki chu, who was attached to the Emperor’s person.

AVith the Empress and ten other people, the Emperor was

shut up in a closed room, the door of which was sealed with

lead, and a hole broken through the wall so as to send in

food, etc. Chao tsong’s name was changed to Shang hoang,

and he was deposed ; his young son was declared his suc-

cessor, and a liberal largesse was distributed among the

soldiers, and a large promotion among the mandarins.

Tsui in, the first minister of the crown, now despatched a

letter to Chu wen, to acquaint him with what had occurred,

and summoning him to the rescue. The eunuchs also wrote

that powerful personage a letter, to induce him to take part

with them, and offering him the empire. He was at first

disposed to listen to them, but was diverted from it by his

lieutenant, Li chin, and he had the eunuch’s messenger arrested

{id. pp. 54, 55). The minister Tsui in also urged a com-

mander of troops, named Sun te chao, to rescue the Emperor,

and, wishing to gain the chief honour for himself, before Chu
wen could arrive, he seized AVang chong sien, one of the chief

eunuchs, and, having beheaded him, went to inform the

Emperor, who was not convinced, however, until the de-

capitated head had been passed in to him through the hole
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in the wall {id. p. 56). He was now withdrawn from his

prison and once more seated on the throne, and proceeded to

issue instructions for the deposition of the eunuchs, the

minister Tsui in e.specially urging on this course
;
but the

Emperor was a mere child, and dared not beard the resentment

of his entourage, and, on hearing that Chu wen was advancing

to the rescue, he mistrusted him, and, by the advice of the

eunuchs, determined himself to retire towards Fong siang.

To force his hands, they set fire to the palace, and pillaged its

contents. He then withdrew from Chans: n<ran, and the

former rebel, Li rneou chin, who was governor of Fong
siang, went to meet him with all respect (pp 62, 63).

Chu wen entered Chang ngan, where he was well received

by Tsui in, and then went on towards Fong siang, before

which town he planted his army. He withdrew for a while

on the peremptory orders of the Emperor, whereupon Li

meou chin sent to ask Li khe yung to go to the rescue : he

sent a body of 5000 cavalry, which defeated a division of

Chu wen’s troops north of Ping yang [id. p. 65). Civil

strife seemed to reign in every part of the empire, and a

victory won by one party in one place was balanced by a defeat

in another, and early in 902 we find Li khe yung himself

beleaguered in the city of Tsin yang by the troops of Chu
wen, and, although he defeated the enemy, he was much
depressed by his rival’s audacity.

We now read that Yan<r lung: mi, who was an ambitiousO O f

person, and one of the principal governors, was created prince

of U by the advice of Li meou chin, and ordered to oppose

Chu wen. Tsien lieou, another governor, was made prince of

Yuei. Mean while,Yang lung mi proceeded to invade Chu wen’s

territory, and laid siege to iSu chau, but his plans were badly

laid and he had to withdraw. Chu wen now advanced again,

and Li meou chin went to meet him
;

he was, however,

defeated north of Kue kien and Fong siang, where the

Emperor was again besieged. We are told that he made the

tour of the walls in his state robes, going down on his

knees at intervals as if he were actually in the presence of

the Emperor, and said in a loud voice his only object was to
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rescue him and to conduct him back to Cbang ngan {id. p.

-i);

The siege was pressed with terrible pertinacity, and the

horrors suffered by the inhabitants are hardly paralleled

elsewhere in history. At length matters came to such a pass

that Li meou chin was constrained to treat with Chu wen,

who insisted that the eunuchs who had caused so much
mischief, and were about the Emperor, should be put to death.

This was done, and their heads were sent to Chu wen. Soon

after, the Emperor sallied out and went to the camp of Chu
wen, by whom he was treated respectfully, and to whom he

gave his jewelled girdle. He was now conducted to Chang
ngan, where he was received by his former minister Tsui in

{id. 78). Several thousand eunuchs in the Imperial service

in various parts of the empire were now put to death, and we
are told their place in the palaces was occupied by women.

Tsui in and Chu wen now secured the control of affairs

pretty much as they wished. In 903 the latter, who was

already governor of that district, was created prince of Leang.

He then returned to his government, leaving a force of

10,000 men under his son Chu yeou lun behind him to watch

the court {^id. p. 84). He then turned his arms against Li

khe yung, from whom he captured Po chang in Shantung

after a hard siege, his troops being commanded by one of

his sons. He also took Teng chau, but the young prince

was killed and his army was dispersed in a subsequent fight.

Notwithstanding occasional reverses, the power of Chu wen

kept increasing. He obtained possession of Tsing chau and

afterwards of Yen chau. Nearly all the province of Shan

tung was subject to him, and his authority was paramount

at the court. Tsui in, the first minister there, who had

long been devoted to him, now began to grow jealous of

his increasing power, and as he knew this, he procured his

death, and that of his chief adherents {id. p. 95), and then,

on the plea that Chang ngan was dangerously near Li meou

chin, he wrote to the Emperor, urging, or rather commanding,

him to leave his capital, and to go to Lo yang. The palace

at Chang ngan, together with all the other buildings there,
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were now destroyed by order of Chu wen
;
not a building

remained, and tbe timbers of the houses were made into

rafts, which were sent down the rivers Wei chui and Hoang

ho to Honan. When the Emperor arrived at the palace

where he was to lodge, he received but a cold greeting from

his Empress, who had preceded him. “You and I,” she said

tersely, “are at the disposal of Chu wen.” The Emperor

wrote off secretly to Wang kien, who was master of Sechuan,

to go to his rescue, and created him Prince of Chou
;
he also

wrote to Li khe yung and Yang king mi to tell them of his

captivity, and that his orders now were merely those of Chu
wen. The latter, who was growing nervous lest his prey

should escape him, deprived him of his trusted guards

and substituted creatures of his own, so that he wms sur-

rounded by spies and traitors. Having thus caged him,

as he thought, he returned to Ta leang, his own principality

{id. p. 99). Meanwhile Li meou chin had written letters

in various directions summoning the empire to rescue its

chief, while Yang hing mi in the south, Li khe yung in

the north, and Wang kien in the west, were all of them

disposed against the treacherous Prince of Leang. He
determined, therefore, to put the Emperor to death, and to

put his second son, who was only a child, on the throne.

His satellites obeyed the order, and thus, in 904, Chao tsong

was succeeded by his ninth son, the Prince of Hoei, who
was only thirteen years old, and who reigned under the title

of Chao siuen ti {id. p. 101). The remaining children of

the deceased Emperor were put to death by order of the

Prince of Leang
;

he afterwards simulated being much
grieved by what had occurred, and even put to death one

of his own sons, whom he accused of having taken part in

the murders
;
but as he was being dragged off to execution,

he cried out that the sacrifice of one of his sons would

not save him from the indignation of the empire or the

curses of posterity (He Mailla, p. 102).

Chu wen then had thirty of the most distinguished

grandees executed, and their bodies thrown into the Yellow

Hi ver, and proceeded to conquer the town of Siang
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5'ang, and later in the same year had the Empress-mother

j)ut to death, and also some of his own creatures whom he began

to distrust. Li khe yung alone seemed capable of opposing

him
;
for Yang hing mi was dead, and had been succeeded by

a feeble son, and Li raeou chin was not sufficiently strong

;

and he determined to attack him through Pebchehli, which

was governed by Lieou gin tsong, and in whose aid Li khe

yung made a diversion bj^ attacking Lu chau, which com-

pelled Chu wen to retire hastily to Ta leang. Lieou gin

tsong now gave himself up to pleasure, and we are told his

son Lieou cheou kwang usurped his government of Lu long

and imprisoned him. The captive had surrounded himself

with a number of young girls and of Taoists, aud was em-

ployed in composing the famous philosopher’s draught, which

was to secure immortality. Chu wen now determined upon

a bolder policy, namely, to usurp the Imperial title
;
aud

the young Emperor, knowing what was coming, abdicated

the throne and sent the deed, together with the Imperial

seal and other insignia, to Chu wen. This was presented

to the latter at a stately audience described in some

detail in the Kangmu {id. p. 114).

Thus passed away the famous dynasty of the Tang, perhaps

the most famous, except the Mongol dynasty, of all those

which have ruled in China. The deposed Emperor was given

the title of prince of Tsi in, and sent to live at Tsao chau,

in a very humble dwelling, and twelve months after was put

to death {id. p. 116). The new dyr)asty was known as that

of Leang, but its dominions were limited to the provinces of

Honan and Shantung.

Li khe yung, prince of Tsin, reigned in Shansi
;
Li meou

chin, prince of Ki, in a portion of Shensi, with Fong siang fu for

his capital
;
Yangu, prince of Hoai nau, in Kiang nan

;
and

Wang kien, prince of Shu, in a part of Shensi and Sechuan
; be-

sides these princes, Ma in, governor of Hunan
;
Tsien leou, of

Che kiang or U yuei
;
and Leou in, in Kwang tung, were also

very powerful, and hardly recognized the Leang Emperor;

whileWang chin chi was more or less independent in Fu kien,

and Kao ki chang in King nan, a district formed out of parts of
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Hu kuang and of Sechuan {id. pp. 120 and 121). Thus the

Empire was broken into a great number of fragments. To

strengthen his position, the Leang Emperor created Ma in

prince of Chu
;
Tsien lieou prince of TJ yuei, Lieou in prince

of Nan hai
;
Wang chin chi prince of Ming; and Kao ki

chang, who was a simple literate without a charge, was made

governor of King nan or Nan ping {id. p. 121). He then

sent an army against Li khe yung, with orders to attack Lu
chau, which was one of his principal cities

;
but meanwhile

Li khe yung died. This was in the spring of 908. We are

told he assembled his generals and relatives about him, and

in their presence nominated his son, Li tsun hiu, his successor

as prince of Tsin, and he died at his capital, Tai yuen fu,

in Shansi (De Guignes, vol. ii. pp. 48 and 49). During his life

he had adopted many brave officers of his army, whom he

treated as his own sons, and who became very independent.

They now met together and determined to dethrone Li tsnn

hiu, on the plea, which was doubtless a genuine one, that

among the Turks it had always been usual for brother to

succeed brother, and not for a son to succeed his father.

They appealed to Ke ning to take up arms against him. He
at first refused, but afterwards seems to have consented to

their plans, and they arranged to seize him and to send him

as a prisoner to the Emperor
;

but, having been warned in

time, Li tsun hiu made a great feast, in the midst of which

Ke ning and the other conspirators were seized and afterwards

beheaded {id. p. 50). Apao khi, the chief of the Khitans, sent

to congratulate Li tsun hiu on his succeeding his father

(Visdelou, p. 182). Meanwhile the troops of the Leang

Emperor pressed the siege of Lu chau, wliich was so well

defended that 10,000 of the besiegers perished, and yet hardly

any impression was produced upon it. Its brave commander

burnt the Emperor’s summons to surrender before his envoys,

whom he then beheaded and threw their heads into the

Imperial camp.

Li tsun hiu now determined to march to the rescue

of the beleaguered city, which he looked upon as “ the

boulevard of Hotong ” (De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 126).
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He told his grandees it was necessary to signalize his acces-

sion by some splendid deed of valour. He advanced with

his army as far as the mountain Tan Shui Shan, where

he planted an ambush. The Imperialists did not suspect

any danger at hand, nor had they any sentinels. Li tsun

hiu attacked them in the early morning, fired the wooden

towers round their camp, and created such a panic that they

fled, leaving their arms, provisions, and baggage behind,

while more than 10,000 prisoners were captured. 'When

the Emperor heard the news, he said, “Li khe yung is not dead

then
;
he lives again in the person of his son, while my

people are but dogs and pigs.” The raising of the siege of

Lu chau was a famous event in the Chinese history of these

times, and so incredulous was the governor that he would

not open the gates until he saw Li tsun hiu himself in his

white robes, i.e. in mourning for his father {idr, De Guignes,

vol. ii. pp. 50, 51). Li tsun hiu proceeded to govern his

principality with great skill and prudence
;
he rearranged

the taxes and softened the asperity of the laws
;
he had

robbers and plunderers arrested, and forbade his soldiers to

go about on horseback, except when on a campaign
;
he

divided them into sections with a hierarchy of officers. His

troops were not successful, however, in an attack on Tse

chau, nor again when, in alliance with those of the princes

of Shu and Ki, they attacked Yun chau in Shensi, which

belonged to the Leang empire (De Guignes, id. pp. 51, 52).

Early in 909 Li tsun hiu assisted Lieou chi tsun,

a rebel Imperial general, and defeated the Imperial troops.

On another side Li shi chang, the Governor of Hia chau, had

also refused to obey the Leang Emperor, and it is strange to

read that the princes of Tsin and Ki marched against him

;

but the Leang Emperor, who was jealous of them, sent an

army which compelled them to raise the siege (De Guignes,

p. 52).

Wang yong, whom the Emperor had made prince of Chao,

a district bordering on that of Tsin, now began to intrigue

with Li tsun hiu, and to arrange a league, with the latter at

its head, to oppose the Emperor. Li tsun hiu having as-
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sembled his ministers to consult them, they warned him that

Wang yong belonged to a treacherous stock, that he had

long been on intimate terms with the Leang Emperor, and

that it would be well to beware of treachery. The prince of

Tsin, notwithstanding, determined to accept his advances, and

ordered his general, Cheou te wei, to march towards Chao chau

in Peh cheh li (De Mailla, op. cit. p. 138; De Guignes, 52).

The Emperor also advanced. They had fortified their camp

well, and it was deemed unassailable by Cheou te wei, with

the troops he had with him, which, it would seem, were mainly

cavalry, and more fitted, therefore, to fight in the open

plain than to attack fortifications, and he sent his cavaby to

jeer at and challenge them to come out and fight. Han king,

the Leang general, we are told, indignant at their insolence,

marched out in battle array with his infantry, and the

glitter of their cuirasses, helmets and arms, we are told,

made a great impression on the Tartars (De Mailla, vol. vii.

p. 140) ;
but the Imperial troops began to want provisions.

Forage for the horses, especially, ran short, and the houses

were stripped of thatch to supply it (De Guignes, ii. p. 53).

Cheou te wei, the Tsin commander, declared that the pageant

they had witnessed was mere bravado, and that the Leang

troops were not really wishful to fight, and to animate

his people he told them the enemy were a mere crowd of

butchers, wine-dealers, thieves and felons from Pien chau

(Kai fong fu in Honan), who had been hired for monej", and

decked out in brilliant armour. That ten of them were not

equal to one of his own men, while he who captured but

one prisoner would secure a rich prize in his armour. He
made an attack upon them, and killed more than 100, but

was constrained to retire. He told his master that it would

be better to wait until the enemy had left his fortifications,

when they could successfully assail him in the open countr}'.

Li tsun hiu was much piqued at this advice, and retired to

his tent, where he listlessly lay on a bed
;
his generals were

much troubled at this, and Cheou te wei remarked to one of

them that, having won a small advantage over the enemy, he

despised them too much
;
that they were much stronger than
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themselves
;
and that, if they threw some bridges over the

river which separated them, they would embarrass the troops

of Tsin. He recommended that they should retire to Kao i

hien, in the district of Ching ting fu, in Peh cheh li, and then

to adopt the tactics of Fabius, to harass the enemy’s communi-

cations and cut off their detachments, and that in less than a

month they would have them at their mercy (De Mailla, w/.

p. 141, 142). These remarks were communicated to the prince,

who, rising from his bed, said, “ I have been thinking over

matters, and been talking to a Leang deserter, who says

they in fact mean to throw a bridge over the river,” and

having summoned Cheou te wei, he told him his counsel

had been wise, and ordered the carujj to retire to Kao i

(id. p. 142).

Some time after, Cheou te wei, with 3000 troops, made an

attack
;
but the main army of the Leang, issuing from its

camp, pressed him back to Kao i, and seized the bridge

over the river. This was, however, presently recaptured,

a general combat followed, which lasted all day, and at

evening the Leang troops, who had been without food all da}%

were beginning to withdraw towards their camp, when

Cheou te wei told his men they were retreating; a vigorous

attack was now made, many of the enemy surrendered,

while 20,000 of them were put //ors de combat, and their

camp became the prize of the victors.

The victorious prince of Tsin then went to encamp at Chao

chau, whence he despatched Cheou te wei towards Chen

chau (Kaichau, in Pehchehli) and Wei chau (Tai ming fu, in

the same province), while two other generals were sent to

attack King chau (Shun te fu, in Pehchehli), He followed

with the main army, and issued a jiroclamation offering

clemency to those who submitted, and punishment to those

who did. not. Cheou te w^ei speedily conquered the towns of

Hia tsin, Kao tang, Tong u (now U ching hien, Kao tang

chau, and Chao ching, in Shan tung). The governor of

Chen chau fled on his approach. He then advanced to Li

yang (now Siun hien), Linho (now destroyed, but situated

60 li west of Kai chau, near Tai ming fu), and Ki men (now
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Ki hien)
;
he also subjected Wei chau, Sin hiang (now Sin

hiang hien in Honan) and Kong ching (De JVIailla, id. pp.

144-145).

Lieou cheou kwang, prince of Yen, and to some extent a

dependent of the prince of Tsin, had refused to join the

league of the princes of Tsin and Chao against the Leang

Emperor. He now, however, wished to share the fruits of

their victory, and offered to march with 30,000 men to their

aid. He was exceedingly inflated by his position. “ Who
can resist me?” he said. “ My country is more than 12,000

li in circuit, and I can muster 250,000 cuirassiers. If I wish

to be Emperor, who is to prevent me?” {id. p. 147). He
accordingly prepared himself an Imperial equipage, arrested

the envoys of the Leang Emperor and the other princes, and

put their necks in the cangue, or wooden yoke, and cruelly

had the tongue of Sun ho, one of his own officers, who
ventured to oppose him, torn out, and he was then publicly cut

in pieces. He then had himself duly inaugurated as Emperor,

and the very same day he received the news that the Khitan

Tartars had captured the important town of Ping chau (De

Mailla, p. 148). It would seem the title the upstart took was

that of Chang fu, which has nothing equivalent to it in Europe,

but may be translated as “Father of all the great officials of the

empire” (De Guignes, op. cit. p. 55). The prince of Tsin

was much amused at the turn affairs had taken, and assented

to the suggestion of his officer, Chang ching ye, who said

that, to complete the comedy, he ought to send an ambassador

with his congratulations.

He accordingly sent an envoy, who, however, refused to do

the pretender the honours due to an Emperor, and saluted

him merely as a petty prince. As he was obdurate, he was

put in prison, but released again soon after (De Mailla, pp.

148, 149). Lieou cheou kwang determined to signalize his

accession by an attack on the towns of I chau (in Pao ting fu)

and Ting chau (in Ching ting fu, a district of Peh cheh li),

which were subject to the prince of Chao. Fong tao, one of

his officers, having argued against this, was imprisoned, but,

escaping, went over to the prince of Tsin. He made great
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preparations for the attack, but, on the approach of some

troops sent by the latter, withdrew {id. p. 149).

In 912 the Prince of Tsin sent two considerable armies

against the usurper. His general, Cheou te wei, speedily

captured Cho chau (now Fan yang hieu), and then marched

upon Yeou chau (the modern Peking), the capital of the

Prince of Yen. The latter appealed to the Emperor of

Leang, who marched in person to the rescue, and first

laid siege to Tsao kiang, which was defended so fiercely

that 10,000 of the besiegers were speedily killed. Another

division of the Imperial army attacked Tiao hien. This

division was joined by that which had tried in vain to

take Tsao kiang, the siege of which had been raised. The

same day when this junction took place a well-planned sortie

of the garrison, who disguised themselves as Imperialists,

was successful. The Imperial camp was forced and fired,

and a general panic seized the soldiers, who were persuaded

the Prince of Tsin was there in person. The Leang Emperor

retired towards Lo yang, and was taken ill on the way.

His eldest son, Chu yeou in, was dead. The next one, Chu

yeou wen, who was the favourite, and was Governor of

Pieu chau, was now summoned. This exasperated another

brother, named Chu yeou kue, who was at enmity with Chu

yeou wen, who was supported by many discontented officials,

and he determined to assassinate his father and sieze the

throne. The old man knew it, and when he rushed into the

palace, addressed him thus: “Unfortunately I have long known

the blackness of your soul. I ought to have put j'ou to death.

My only regret is not having done so. Do you think heaven

and earth will tolerate you long ? ” The intruder then said

to the attendants :
“ Take this old thief and cut him in a

thousand pieces.” A slave immediately thrust a halberd

through him. This was in the year 912. Thus passed away

a treacherous intriguing bad man, the founder of a short-lived

dynasty. His son, the parricide, was put to death by another

brother, Chu yeou chin, who mounted the throne under the

name of Mo ti (De Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 149-156). This was in

the year 913. Li tsun hiu now pressed his advantages against
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the Prince of Yen
;
on one side one of his generals captured

the famous town of Koko Khotan, then called Wu chau; and

on another a second general captured Ping chau and Ing

chau, and advanced to the gates of Peking (where the Prince

of Yen was presently beleaguered) and stormed it. Lieou

cheou kwang escaped, but was waylaid by some peasants, who
handed him over to the Prince of Tsin. The latter put the

cangue, or Chinese yoke, upon him, his father, and children,

and they graced his triumph at Tsin yang. There the Prince

of Yen was decapitated in the temple of the ancestors, while

his father, Lieou gin kung, who was captured with him, was

taken to Tai chau, where was the tomb of Li khe yung, and

where his heart was torn out and presented as an offering,

and he was then beheaded (De Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 159, 160).

The Prince of Tsin now incorporated the province of Yen
with his own. This was in 914.

The next year a disturbance arose in the district of Wei
chau or Tai ming fui, the province of Pehchehli, and the chief

rebel, Hotelun, sent to ask assistance from the Prince of Tsin,

who readily assented, and his troops soon captured Te chau

and Chen chau (Kai chau in the district of Tai ming fu).

Meanwhile the Imperial general, Lieou siun, who knew

his forces were too weak to oppose Li tsun hiu in the held,

determined upon a piece of very skilful strategy. Having

made up some manikins of straw, he put them on donkeys’

backs, together with a number of small pennons, such as

his soldiers bore, and ordered some sick soldiers, whom he

left behind, to make these shams march to and fro on the

rampart of the camp, to make believe the aimy was still

there
;
he sallied out during the night, and hastened towards

Tsin yang, the capital of Tsin, which was denuded of troops.

After some days the Prince of Tsin, who noticed the

Imperialists did not come out of the camp, began to suspect

some treachery
;
discovering how he had been taken in, he

hastened to the rescue of his capital. The latter was saved

by the continuous rains which had broken up the roads

and otherwise hindered the Imperialists. The latter, seeing

it was fruitless to try and capture the capital, retired, and
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en route took Lin tsing and Chen chau. Lieou siun was

a prudent and able officer
;

his hand was now forced by

the Emperor, his master, who was unskilled in war, and

who insisted on his attacking the Tsin army
;

he did so,

and was beaten. He then shut himself up in his camp.

But on a false rumour that the Prince of Tsin had returned

to his capital, made an attempt to capture Wei chau, but

was foiled, and on retiring, was followed up by the Prince of

Tsin, who w’as determined to bring on a general engagement,

and planted his camp close to that of the Imperialists, near

the ancient town of Yuen ching (De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 168).

A fierce fight ensued, and Lieou siun, fearing for the result,

retired hastily with his cavalry, leaving his infantry to the

mercy of the enemy. A terrible slaughter ensued, and

70,000 Imperialists are said to have perished. The fruits

of this victory were the capture of the towns of Siang chau,

Wei chau, Hing chau, and all the country north of the

Yellow River {id. p. 169). Meanwhile, to show the

feebleness of fortune, his capital of Tsin yang was sur-

prised by a dashing Imperial officer named Vangtan, but

it was almost as speedily recaptured by a few hundred

troops belonging to the Tsin (De Guignes, op. cit. p. 69).

The Prince of Tsin on another side captured Pei chau

and Tsing chau, which made him master of all the country

of Hope, i.e. the country north of the Yellow River. These

events took place during the year 916 (De Mailla, op. cit. 170).

We now find the Tsin Tartars coming into conflict with

the Khitans, who were ruled by their famous chief A pao khi.

I have mentioned in my former paper how the Chinese Han
yen hoei, who had gone to the Khitans as an envoy from

the prince of Yen, had been detained by them, had con-

ciliated A pao khi, and done much to civilize the Khitans.

Li tsun kuei, brother of the prince of Tsin, was governor of

Sin chau {i.e. Pao gan chau in Peh cheh li), and by his

tyrannical conduct had made many enemies
;
one of these,

called Liu ven tsin, killed him, and escaped to the Khitans,

and incited them to attack the Tsin (De Guignes, p. 61).

I described in my former paper how they forced the defile
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of Yu kuan, and proceeded to attack Yeou chau or Pekin".

De Guignes tells us that they took with them some of the

famous Greek fire, which the Chinese called Meng ho yeou,

i.e. oil of the cruel fire, of which they had got the secret

from the prince of TJ {op. cit. p. 61). I have described {ante

sub voce Khitans) how the siege was eventually raised, and the

Khitans were badly beaten by the Tsin troops. After this

victory, and in the spring of 917, the prince of Tsin crossed

the Yellow River on the ice with his infantry and cavalry,

and captured the Imperial garrison of Yang lieou, which

was scattered in various outposts on the river
;
he then took

that city itself (De Mailla, id. p. 176).

While Li tsun hiu was prosecuting his victorious career,

his states at home were controlled by Chang ching pie, a

wise minister, who was a good financier. Like all such,

however, he was economical, and we are told that the prince,

who loved musicians and comedians, and, in fact, had ex-

pensive tastes, began to quarrel with him. Like Henry the

Fifth, however, he was brought to see the wisdom of his

officer, and, instead of punishing, rewarded him further.

He was determined to make a great effort to overthrow the

Leang empire, and collected a large army for the purpose.

Cheou te woei brought him 30,000 men from Peking
;

four

other generals each sent 10,000 men; while the frontier

tribes of the Hii and Khitans, the Shi wei, and the Tu
ku hoen, also furnished contingents. He encamped at Ma
kia tu (De Mailla, op. cit. p. 178 ;

De Guignes, p. 63).

The Imperialist forces, under Ho kuei and Sie yen chang,

were not less numerous, and were encamped close by. We
are told that the ardour of Li tsun hiu had to be restrained

by his followers, and that he more than once put himself

in danger in heading small attacks on the enemy, in order

to draw them into a general engagement
;
but in this he did

not succeed, and the two armies faced one another for three

months.

A feud now arose in the Imperial camp between the two

generals. Ho kuei, who commanded the infantry, and Sie yen

chang, the cavalry. The former suspected the latter of
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treachery, and reported him to the Emperor, and incited his

troops against him. The consequence was that Sie yen

chang and his two best officers were murdered in the camp.

The news of this quarrel was naturally very pleasing to the

prince of Tsin. The latter determined to march upon Ta

leang, the Imperial capital, and thus compel Ho kuei to

raise his camp and march against him. He went ahead with

10,000 men, the main anny following behind (De Mailla, p.

181). The two armies joined issue at Hu lieou pi. That of

Tsin was at one time seized with panic, and the brave general

Cheou te wei, with his son, were killed
;
but Li tsun hiu re-

animated his people, captured the key of the position, and

afterwards broke the enemy’s ranks with his cavalry. The

Imperialists lost 30,000 men, and their army was, in fact, dis-

persed. If the prince of Tsin had marched straight upon

the capital, which was the scene of panic, he would no doubt

have captured it
;
but he preferred to secure his conquests, and

he built two fortresses on the banks of the Yellow River, in

the district of Te ching (in the department of Kai chau, and

province of Peh cheh li, where the Hoang ho formerly

flowed, I)e Mailla, op. cit. p. 182). This occupied some

time, and the Emperor was able to collect a fresh army,

which he sent, under IIo kuei, to molest the workmen. He
put a number of boats on the river, which harassed them con-

siderably
;
but a Tsin officer, with a picked body of 300 men,

in cuirasses and with hatchets, mounted on a large barge, and

succeeded in destroying and burning the enemy’s boats. Ho
kuei, seeing himself always beaten, fell ill and died shortly

after [id. p. 182, De Guignes, p. 64). The Imperialists were

more successful in an attack on Yen chau, which was forced

to surrender after a brave defence. We are told that a

messenger, having gone to acquaint the prince of Tsin w'ith

the condition of the place, and finding him too much

engaged with his operations on the Hoang ho to heed

him, cut off his ear at the gate of the camp, saying, “As
the prince refuses to listen, what is the use of ears ?

Death is preferable to life.” This action moved Li tsun hiu,

who promised to send succour
;
but it was too late. The
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place was already taken before they set out {id. p. 183),

The loss of Yen chau induced Li tsun hiu to hazard a battle

with the Imperialists. In the commencement of the fight

the latter were successful, and killed several Tsin officers
;

but the tide of fortune presently turned, and the previous

victors were put to flight with the loss of 10,000 men. The

Tsin troops then captured Po yang, or Po chau, and Li tsun

hiu nominated his general, Li kien kie, governor of Tai chau.

Early in 920 Chu yeou kien, the Leang Emperor’s brother,

who had seized upon Tung chau in Shen si, and Chang ngan,

the ancient Tang capital, quarrelled with his brother, and

went over to the prince of Tsin. The Emperor sent an army

to recover the place, but it was defeated, and the Tsin troops

made themselves masters of Hoa chau, also in Shen si.

Early in 921 a Ho chang, or Buddhist priest, offered

for sale a seal, which an old officer recognized as the

Imperial seal which the Emperor Hi tsong had lost when he

hurriedly left Chang ngan. Some Hochang priests had, in

fact, hidden it so that it might not fall into the hands of the

rebel Hoang tsao. They had taken it with them to Wei
chau {i.e. Tai ming fu), and, having died there, had left it to

their disciples, without telling them its history. The old

officer having bought it, presented it to the prince of Tsin,

whose officers congratulated him on the happy omen, and

urged him to take the title of Emperor, which heaven

had so pointedly bestowed on him (De Mailla, id. p. 187).

He recalled his father’s dying words, in which he had urged

him not to listen to those who would give him this title, but

always be faithful to the Tang Emperor. They continued,

however, to press him, whereupon he answered, “ You know I

only took up arms to revenge the Tang dynasty
;

if there

does not remain any branch of that house anywhere, we may
at least collect together those officers who have been faithful

to it, and once more reinstate the government of the Tang ”

(De Mailla, op. cit. p. 188).

Many of these rallied at his appeal
;
and we are told one

of them, named Su siu, a person of some repute, approached

the prince of Tsin, fell on his knees, and hit the ground with
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his head, as if before the palace of the Emperor
;
and when he

came into his presence, addressed him as Wuan sui, as if he

had already taken possession of the throne, and styled himself

his subject, a touching loyalty, which we are told greatly

affected the prince {id. p. 188).

Meanwhile Chang wen li, one of the principal officers of

"Wang yong, the prince of Chao, rebelled against and killed

him, and occupied the towns of Ching chau and Ting chau,

and one of his creatures endeavoured to secure the aid of the

Khitans for his master. The prince of Tsin determined to

march against these invaders. He surprised their advanced

guard, and captured the son of their great chief, A pao khi, and

afterwards so defeated them that the roads were crowded with

dead men and horses. It was the most terrible disaster

A pao khi had hitherto sustained. This was in the year 922.

Meanwhile, the Leang Emperor deemed it a good oppor-

tunity, while the prince of Tsin was busy in his war with the

Khitans, to recover some of his lost ground. He ordered his

general, Toan ing, to attack Wei chau, in Honan, where the

prince of Tsin had placed a musician, named Li tsun in, who

was not a soldier, in command. The Imperialists surprised the

town, and followed up their victory by conquering Kong ching.

Sin hiang, and many other towns west of Shen chau and south

of Siang chau, and also captured several granaries the prince

of Tsin had prepared there. On another side the town of Chin

chau was compelled to surrender to the troops of the prince of

Tsin, and we are told its governor was handed over to the

people of Cha chau, who were brutal enough actually to eat

him (De Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 190, 191 ;
He Guignes, op. cit. pp.

67, 68). This success was counterbalanced somewhat by the

loss of Lu chau {i.e. Lu ngan fu in Shan si), whose governor

treacherously went over to the Leang Emperor, and was by

him appointed governor of the district of Lu chau (De

Mailla, vol. vii. p. 191). This did not prevent the prince of

Tsin from completing the work to which matters had been

tending for some time. We are told that in the fourth month

of 923 he mounted a bullock which he had had raised in the

middle of the town, and offered sacrifices to his ancestors,
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attended by his various officers and mandarins, dressed in

their ceremonial robes. Seating himself on a throne, he

declared he only mounted it as the successor of the dynasty

of Tang, which had adopted his ancestors, although belonging

to another race. He accordingly gave his dynasty the name

of Tang (De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 192). This inauguration

took place at Wei chau, whose name was then changed to

King tang {i.e. the modern Tai ming fu), and the new

Emperor made it his eastern court. He restored to Tsin

yang its ancient name of Tai yuen fu, and made it his

western capital {id. 193, 194). He was master of thirteen

provinces, containing fifty chau (De Guignes, p. 68). On
mounting the throne, Li tsun hiu took the name of Chuang

tsong, by which he is afterwards known in Chinese histor}’.

[id.) His accession to the Imperial title was a notable event.

He was the first of the nornade leaders who succeeded in

mounting the Imperial throne and founding a dynasty.

This dynasty was known as the Heou tang, i.e. Later Tang,

to distinguish it from the earlier dynasty of the same name.

The new Emperor now determined to destroy the rival

dynasty. Having given Li si yuen command of 5000

men, he sent him against Yun chau {i.e. Yun ching

hien, in the district of Yen chau in Shantung). That officer

succeeded in surprising it in the night without the loss

of a man, and was nominated governor of Tsin ping

as a reward for his services (De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 195).

This success greatly disconcerted the Leang Emperor, who,

having appointed a crafty general, named Wang yen chang,

to the command of an army, sent him to attack the

fortress of Te shins: on the Hoang: ho. The commandant

of the fort, who deemed that the recent rains had made

the river impassable, took few precautions. His rival made

a kind of loose bridge out of barges chained together, which

he floated down the river to where he meant to cross
;
there

he fastened it, and having passed his men over, captured

the town. This was within three days of leaving Ta Leang,

the capital. He afterwards laid siege to Yang lieou, which

he was, however, twice obliged to raise, after losing 10,000
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men {id. pp. 197-193), The Leang Emperor now recalled

Wang yen chang, and appointed Toang ing in his place.

This displeased some of the other officers, and one of the

principal ones, named Kang yen hiao, deserted. The Tang
Emperor presented him with his own state robes and girdle

of precious stones. On asking his advice about what policy

should be adopted towards the Leang, he replied that the

latter were determined to make a great effort to recover

their position, and intended to attack the Tang frontier at

several points. He advised the Emperor, when their army

should be scattered, to make a bold venture and to march

straight upon the capital Ta leang {id. p. 200). He
determined to follow this advice, and, having told his wife,

said further, “ If we are not successful, assemble all my
family in the palace at Tai ming fu, and set fire to it”

{id. p. 201). He crossed the Yellow River in the beginning

of 923. An army commanded by Wang yen chang was

speedily dispersed, and he himself wounded and captured.

Like most Chinese officers, he was heroic in defeat, and,

when the Emperor would have given him employment,

refused to change masters. “ I have been beaten,” he said,

“ and cannot repair ray master’s fortune. I deserve to die.

If the Emperor grants me my life, what honour shall I

have ? In the morning to be the servant of the Leang,

in the evening of the Tang. No, I cannot reconcile myself

to that!” {id. p. 203). He was put to death. The Emperor

now determined to march straight upon Ta leang, capturing

Tsao chau en route. The Leang Emperor was terribly

agitated on hearing the news of the enemy’s approach; he

summoned his officers and turning, to King siang, whose

counsels he had hitherto disregarded, asked what could

be done. He had no remedy to suggest, but, bathed in

tears, replied, “ I ask to die at once that I may not see

your family reduced to desolation” {id. p. 205). The Leang

Emperor, suspicious of his relatives, put his brothers to

death, and took refuge in one of the towers of the fortress.

Meanwhile, one of his attendants stole the Imperial seal,

which he kept on the bed beside him, and hastened with
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it to offer his homage to the rising sun, the Tang Emperor.

Seeing himself without resources, he asked one of his

attendants to kill him, and, when he hesitated, he said to

him, “ What ! would you sell me to the Tang ?” The latter

thereupon killed him, and afterwards committed suicide

{id. p. 206).

Meanwhile, the Tang army continued its advance under

Li se yuen, to whom Ta leang opened its gates. The new
Emperor ordered the Leang emperors to be degraded, i.e.

deprived of their style of emperor, destroyed the temples

they had erected to their ancestors, levelled their tombs to

the ground, and planted the spot with trees. These tombs

were south-east of the walls of Ho nan fu (De Guignes,

op. cit. p. 71).

Ma in, the Prince of Chu, now sent to congratulate the

new Emperor. The Prince of TJ soon followed his example

(De Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 209, 210). He transferred his chief

court to Lo yang in Honan, made Si ngan fu, which he

renamed King tiao fu, his western court, and abolished the

northern court (De Guignes, p. 71). Early in 924 he gave

Li meou chin, the Prince of Ki, who had submitted to him,

the title of Prince of Tsin, and to Kao ki chang the title of

Prince of Nan ping {id. 72). The Kliitans continued to

make intermittent raids upon his borders ; but on the other

hand, the tribes of Moho, Jurchi, Ki, Coreans, Tu ko

hoen, and the Turks, whose ruler was called Hoen hiai, sent

him envoys and submitted (De Guignes, vol. ii. p. 73).

The new Emperor apparently could not resist the usual

seductions of Chinese luxury, and surrounded himself with

musicians and eunuchs, necromancers and medicine men.

The Prince of Tsieou lieou submitted to him, on condition of

being allowed to use a gold tablet and a seal of jade, which

were Imperial insignia, while those of lesser princes were

made of bamboo. The Prince of Cho, or Se chuan, who had

taken the title of emperor, refused to acknowledge him.

The Tang Emperor sent troops, which speedily overran his

borders, captured his capital, Ching tu, and compelled him

lo surrender; his kingdom was annexed to the Tang empire,
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which was thus increased by 240 towns (De Guignes, p. 74).

The internal government of the empire continued, however,

very bad : distress prevailed largely, and was aggravated

by famine. The eunuchs controlled matters, and were at

deadly strife with the great officers of state {id. p. 75), and

the Emperor treating the latter unjustly and cavalierly,

revolts began to break out in the provinces, while the ex-

travagance of the court prevented the troops from being

properly paid, and many of the soldiers, who despised the

musicians and others about the court, deserted him in large

numbers, and he was at length killed by a stray arrow,

in a tumult at Lo yang
;
his body was burnt, the musical

instruments about him being used for fuel, and his palace

was sacked. Thus, says De Guignes, a prince, who in his

young days was constantly at the head of his armies, and

wore a bell about his neck, for fear he should sleep too

long, died a miserable debauchee, surrounded b)' a crowd

of comedians. His sons were put to death, as was also his

widow Lieou yeou {id. p. 78). He was succeeded by his

brave general Li se yuen, who had been adopted by the late

Emperor’s father, and who took the title of Ming tsong.

This was in 926 {id.). He continued the struggle with the

Khitans. In 928 the Prince of U quarrelled with him. He
died in the year 934. We are told he could not read, and

that the Chinese sages were somewhat piqued that the Nine

kings, or canonical books, which were first printed during

his reign, should have thus been made accessible to the

crowd {id. p. 83). We are told he used to retire to a spot in

the palace, where, burning incense, he addressed the sky,

saying, “ I am a barbarian, wlio have been chosen in a time

of trouble to reign. I pray that heaven will cause presently

to be born a great man, fitted to govern the people ” {id. p.

85). He was succeeded by his son Tsong heou, with the

title of Min ti, but he only reigned a few months, amidst

revolts and outbreaks, and was then killed by one of his

officers. He was succeeded by Tsong ko, an adopted son of

Ming tsong. His reign also was a short one. She king

tang allied himself with the Khitans, and declared himself
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their vassal. He promised to surrender to them several

districts in North China
;
they, in return, gave him the title

of Emperor of Tsin. The allies marched together against

the Tang Emperor, who, finding himself hard pressed, set

fire to his palace, and thus perished. With him perished

the dynasty of the Later Tang.

She king tang now mounted the throne, took the title of

Kao tsu, and gave his dynasty the title of Tsin. His

authority was only limited, however. China was at this time

partitioned out into a number of practically independent

principalities. The kings of H reigned in Kiang nan and

Kiang si. They were displaced by the kings of Nan tang

or the Southern Tang. In Che kiang was the kingdom of

U yue, in Se chuan that of Heou sho, in Hu kuang that of

Tsu and of King nan. In the province of Canton the king-

dom of Han
;
in that of Fokien that of Ming

; while all the

north of the provinces of Peh cheh li, Shan si and Shen si

were subject to the raids of the Khitans (De Guignes, p. 89).

The various petty kingdoms were ruled by Chinamen, while

the title of emperor, with but a limited authority, was

monopolized by the princes of the Shato Turks ((V/.).

Kao tsu was by birth a Shato Turk, and had served in their

army. His bravery and military talents had secured him

the patronage of the general Li se yuen, who afterwards

became the Emperor Ming tsong, and who gave him his

daughter, Tsin kue chang, in marriage. In the year 937 the

Emperor of the Khitans, having conquered all Liau tung,

gave his dynasty the title of Liau, and the prince of U
usurped the style of Emperor, and gave his d}'nasty the title

of Tang. It was known as Nan Tang or the Southern Tang
(De Mailla, vol. vii. pp. 328, 329). Kao tsu died in the year

942, and was succeeded by his nephew, whom he had adopted

as his son, under the style of Tsi wang {id. p. 342). In 944

the Khitans began a terrible campaign against the Tsin

Emperor. This lasted with intermittent success for several

years, and ended by the overthrow of the Tsin power. In

947 the Khitan Emperor entered Ta Leang. The Emperor

was degraded to the rank of a Heou, or prince of the
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third rank, and sent away to Tartary {id. p. 375 ;
De

Guignes, op. cit. p. 95). Thus ended the dynasty of Heou
Tsin.

Among the officers who fought in the service of Kao tsu

was a Shato Turk, named Lieou chi yuen, who was made
Wang of Pe ping. He had been afterwards nominated

governor of Ho tong, a kind of exile, to get rid of a

dangerously ambitious officer. There he made his plans so

as to secure himself when the Khitans should overwhelm

the Tsin, which he saw was inevitable. Inter alia he

collected a force of 50,000 men, and enlisted the tribes Tu
ku hoeu in his service (De Mailla, op. cit. p. 377).

The Chinese, who were terribly trampled upon by the

Khitans, turned to him, when the Tsin dynasty was over-

thrown, for help, and at length, at the solicitation of his

officers, he proclaimed himself Emperor, and forbade the

Chinese to pay any tribute to the Khitans. Shortly after

Te kuang, the Khitan Emperor, determined to return home

to Tartary, and almost immediately died, and during the

confusion that followed Lieou chi yuen recaptured Ta Leang,

the Imperial cajjital, where he also fixed his capital. As he

belonged, says De Mailla, to the great family of Han (he

had probably been adopted by one of the name), he gave his

dynasty the title of Han, and adopted the title of Kao tsu

for himself. This was in 947 (De Mailla, op. cit. p. 384 ;
De

Guignes, p. 101). He only lived a year after this, and was

succeeded by son, with the style of In-ti. After an in-

glorious and short reign, he was succeeded, in 950, by his

brother, Lieou pin, who was deposed a few months later.

The Empress-mother agreed that Koo wei, a Chinese

general, who had also been a successful rebel, should mount

the throne. He founded a dynasty which was known as

that of Heou Cheou or Later Cheou.

Meanwhile Lieou tsong, the brother of the Emperor Kao

tsu, raised the standard of revolt, made himself master of

the towns of Ping chau, Fuen chau, Hin chau, Tai chau,

Lan chau, Hien chau. Long chau, Wei chau, Tsin chau,

Leao chau, Liu chau, and She chau, and had himself pro-
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claimed Emperor at Tsin yang. lie and his descendants

were not numbered among the Emperors, however, but

among the Kings, by the Chinese historians, who give his

dynasty the title of Pe han, or Northern Han. lie was,

however, supported by the Khitans, who sent him a con-

tingent of troops, and kept up a struggle with the Cliau

Emperor, in which he got the worst of it, and we are told

the greater part of the subjects of the King of Han, seeing

their lands devastated, retired to the mountains. Soon after

the cities of Fuen chau, Leao chau, Hien chau, Fong chau,

etc., submitted to the Cheou. Soon after, namely, in 954,

Lieou tsong died, and was succeeded by his son, Ching kiun,

who, like his father, was a protege of the Khitans, who gave

him the title of Emperor of China. Six yeai s later, namely,

in 960, the dynasty of Cheou came to an end, and was re-

placed by the famous and long-lived dynasty of Sung. A
war was waged between the Sung against the allied Han
and Khitans, to the advantage of the former. They captured

the towns of Lo ping, i.e. Ping hing chau, in the district of

Ta yuen fu, and Wei chau.

Ching kiun, the King of Han, died about the year 9G7,

without children. He had, however, adopted Ki gneng and

Ki yuen (De Guignes, op. cit. p. 118). The former succeeded,

but was speedily replaced by the latter, against whom
the Sung prosecuted a relentless campaign, which was

concluded in the year 979 by the complete submission of

Ki yuen, who was deposed and given some titles, and all

his country was joined to the empire, while the Shato Turks

were completely driven out of China (De Guignes, op. cit.

p. 121).

When thus driven out, they, no doubt, found a welcome

shelter among their relatives in the Gobi Steppe to whom
I have previously referred. The name of Shato Turks

now disappears, but the race continued to dominate over the

In shan Tartars, who were known as Pe Tata, or White
Tartars. They are next heard of in the year 1124, when
Yelu Taishi, the founder of the empire of Kara Khitai, took

refuge with them.
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Having crossed the He chui or Kara Muren, we are told

he met Chuang gur, the viceroy of the Khitan Emperor,

who commanded the White Tartars. He presented him

with 400 horses, 20 camels, and some flocks of sheep (Vis-

delou, p. 29). This shows that they had been subject to the

Khitans, like the rest of the tribes of the Mongolian desert

and its borders, and had doubtless been conquered by A
pao khi at the beginning of the tenth century.

We next read of them among the tribes who were subjected

by Chinghiz Khan. The Chinese author, translated by Gaubil,

tells us that to the south-south-east of the Altai mountains

lived the people called White Tartars. Their chief was a

prince of the same race as the princes of Tu kiu, i.e. of the

Turks. He was called, he says, Alausse, and was very

friendly with Temujln, i.e. with Chinghiz. The king of the

Naimans having proposed an alliance with him against

Tern ujin, Alausse arrested the envoy and sent word to the

Mongol chief {op. cit. pp. 10, 11). This report about Alausse

belonging to the old stock of the princes of the Turks

exactly agrees with the statements at the beginning of this

paper.

In the Yuen shi the story is told in somewhat greater

detail. The Naiman chief addresses his friend in the words,

“ I hear there has arisen in the east a chief who aspires

to be emperor. Now there is only one sun in the heavens,

and only one supreme ruler upon earth
;
so if you will send

supports to my right wing, I will undertake to rob him of

his bows and arrows.” Instead of doing this he sent envoys,

bearing six flasks of wine, to Temujin, and the latter, in

return, gave him 500 horses and 1000 sheep (Douglas,

Jenghis Khan, p. 43). The story is also told in condensed

form in the Kang mu (De Mailla, vol. vii. p. 36).

On turning to the account which Kashid ud din gives

of the same events, we find that the people called Petata

by the Chinese, were called Ongut by the Mongols. He
tells us that at the accession of Chinghiz Khan, and before his

dav, they were in the service of the Altan Khans, i.e. of the

Emperors of the Kin dynasty. He says they resembled the
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Mongols, and consisted of 4000 families, and that the Altan

Khans, to protect their borders from the attacks of the

Mongols, Kerait, and Naiinans, etc., had built a wall from

the Sea of Churchi {i.e. the Yellow Sea) as far as the Kara

Muran, and had confided this wall, which was called Ongu
by the Mongols, and Burkurka by the Turks, to the

Onguts, who were in their pay (D’Ohsson, vol. i. p. 84, note;

Erdmann, Temujis, p. 241). This shows us whence the

AVhite Tartars derived their name of Ongut. Rashid ud din

goes on to say, that at the time when Chinghiz reigned, the

chief of the Ongut was called Alakush tikin kuri {id.).

Alakush, says D’Ohsson, is a Turkish name, meaning a

piebald bird
;
tikin is a title applied, among the Turks, to the

chiefs of their hordes
;
while kuri, which, perhaps, ought to

be read Kutsi or Futsi, was a Chinese title and a name

that was given to Temujin (D’Ohsson, loc. cit.).

When Chinghiz made his attack on the Kin empire, he

deserted his former master, and went over to the invader.

The latter was much pleased, and proposed that he should

marry one of his daughters. Alakush replied :
“ I am

an old man. My brother, who was formerly king, has

a son Shengui, who has been living at the court of the

Altan Khan
;
give your daughter to him.” Chinghiz agreed

to this, and Alakush sent for his nephew. When, how-

ever, he had reached the place called Kaiduk, the chieftans

who had supported his father and uncle suggested to

him that Alakush intended to murder him, and they

urged him to stay there while they should make an

end of his uncle. He did so, and they finished their

work, after which Shengui entered Temujin’s service,

who gave him his daughter Alakai Bigi, who was younger

than Ogotai, and older than Tului, in marriage. When the

Mongol khan heard of the murder of Alakush, he ordered

the murderer and all his family to be put to death. Shengui

had a son by Alakai called Negudai, who afterwards married

a daughter of Tului, and was therefore the brother-in-law

of the Khakans Mangu and Khubilai. Negudai left no

children (Erdmann, Temudschin, pp. 242, 243), and with

VOL. XVII.—[new' series.] 23
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him apparently ended the line of princes of the Shato

Turks, a race which had given three dynasties to China,

and had broken the prestige of the title which now became

so often the heritage of the barbarians on the frontier. In

the next paper I shall consider the Keraits, the subjects of

Prester John.
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Art. XIII .— The Age of the Avesta. By Prof, de Harlez,

of Louvain, M.R.A.S.

The question of the age of the Avesta is one of those

problems the solution of which will have the most important

bearing on the history of the religions and civilizations of

the East. It is not surprising, then, that it has occupied the

attention of so many scholars, nor need we wonder that the

results they have arrived at have been .so various. From
the time of Burnouf, who was the first to attack the problem

with a scientific method, up to our owm days, our knowledge

on the point has passed through several stages. The founder

of Iranian research came to the conclusion that the date of

the Zoroastrian reform should be placed before n.c. 2900.

On the other hand, the leading Iranian scholars of our own
day, men like Spiegel, Darmesteter and Wilhelm, believe, as

I do, that the Avesta, at least, is of comparatively recent

date. It is therefore not a little surprising to see M. Geiger,

the author of many learned works, returning to the former

view on this matter in an essay which he presented, last

year, to the Royal Academy of Munster. This unexpected

revival of a theory, which belongs to the past, obliges us to

deal once more with this question. I shall treat it at some

length, but before speaking of M. Geiger’s latest utterance

on the subject, I must go back a few years and say some-

thing of the opinion of a scholar, whom we have all good

reason to regret, whose judgment carried great weight in his

lifetime, and whose Essays still retain in some quarters no

small part of the authoritj" in this matter which his earlier

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 24
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labours won for the author. For my part, I am convinced

that if Martin Haug were still among us, he would have no

hesitation in withdrawing not a few of the assertions he once

made, but he is not here to show us how his views would

have been affected by more recent scientific progress, and we

must take account of what is actually contained in his book.

I shall, however, say only a few words about it as I have

spoken of it at some length in the Introduction to the second

edition of my translation of the Avesta,^ and I do not mean

to reproduce in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

w'ork already published elsewhere.

Ilaug began by pointing out certain resemblances between

the names of Avestic and Vedic gods and demons, and

between the religious ceretnonies and civil and domestic

usages of the peoples of Iran and India. But he ought to

have remembered that these exceptional points of resem-

blance were, after all, only indications of the common origin

of the two peoples, and in no way implied a common date for

their two sacred books. But above all he had failed to

remark that, notwithstanding these resemblances in certain

details, the differences between the religion and the civiliza-

tion represented by the Avesta and by the Veda are so far-

reaching and so numerous that they must have been the

result of many centuries of development. I have very fully

pointed out these differences in one of my latest wu’itings.-

One has only to make such an enumeration of them to see

that in every respect— religion, cosmogony, genii and

demons, the idea of man and his faculties, religious rites,

political and private life, the division of time, the objects in

common use, in a word, in every point the most complete

divergence had arisen between Iran and India, and analogies

and resemblances had come to be the exception. It is

evident that the words Icavi and usij (Ved. Avest,

^ Avesta, livre sacre du Zoroastrisme, traduit du texte Zend, deuxieme edition.

Paris, 1881. 4to. Jntroducliun d I'etude de VAvesta et de la uligion Mazdeenue,

1881—being the introduction to the translation. I may note here that the

second edition of the translation differs considerably from the first, and the

introduction prefixed to it is a distinctly new work
2 I)e I'exegese et de la correction des Textes Avestiques, pp. 79-107. Leipzig,

W. Gerhard, 1883.
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[usikhs] Yas. xliv. 20)^ which are found in both

books, have only an external and fortuitous resemblance.

The kavas or kavis of the Avesta have no more resemblance

to the Yedic kavis than the Akpins (crescent) of the Avesta

have with the genii known as the Ahiiis in India. The

Avestic kavis are, in fact, barbarians, specially denounced as

the destroyers of the herds of oxen, i.e. of the sacred animal

of the Hindus
;
and tisij=tcsikhs is a common term, which

gives no more basis for an argument than such words as

pcvesami—pricchdmi (I ask), or man (to think). One might

as well identify the great Cyrus-70<r?« with the Kurus of

India and the Homan Remus with the Rama of Valmiki’s

epic.

But Haug based his theory mainly on these three con-

siderations :

(1) The composition of the Avesta must have been the

work of many centuries, since it comprised twenty-two long

Rasks and hundreds of chapters.

(2) Zoroaster, according to the Avesta, was born in the

Aryana-vaeja, i.e. in the country where the Iranian and the

Indo-Aryans dwelt together before the separation of the

two races.

(3) The same rhythms are found in the Gathas and in the

Atharva-veda.

There is little need of dwelling on the weakness of such

proofs. It is sufficient to note that

:

(1) The twenty-two Nasks, if they ever existed, included

not only the Avesta, but also the Pahlavi books, for the

Mazdeaiis believed in the common origin of the Avesta and
the Zand, and attributed both alike to Zoroaster. Thus the

Pahlavi glosses explain the term td vaksht/d in the Gathas

as signifying both the text and the Pahlavi explanation,

Avastuk va Zand
(pf. Glosses Yas. xxx. 1). And even if the

twenty-two Nasks were originally written in Avestic, one

may judge from the Minokhired, the Arda-i-Viraf nameh,

and other similar books what a chapter amounts to in this

^ Cf. Haug’s argument on these words—Essays, p. 239.
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kind of literature. Varro alone with his 620 volumes

probably wrote as much or more than the whole Avesta.

Two or three centuries is therefore a very liberal estimate

for such work.

(2) There is no reason for identif3ung the Airyana vaeja

with the common home of the Eastern Aryans. The

authors of the Avesta themselves did not even suspect this

common origin of the Iranians and Indians. For them the

Aryans are the Iranians only, and the Airyana vaeja is Iran

(Ariana) and nothing more.

(3) The Atharva-Veda being itself, at least in part, of

recent date, the third argument has no solid foundation.

Haug, in support of his theory, further insisted that

the Veda showed evident traces of the struggle between

the worshippers of the Vedic gods and the adherents of the

Zoroastrian reform. Moreover, he took the Sanskrit word

Jaradashti —“longevity”) for the Indian form of

the name of Zoroaster. This interpretation of the word, and

the theory of a struggle between the two peoples, arising

out of the Zoroastrian reform, have now fallen into such

discredit that there is no longer any need to discuss such

matters. Assuredly Ilaug would not now maintain such a

theory.

Accordingly we find that while he gathers together all

that can be said in favour of the remote antiquity of the

Avesta, M. Geiger does not venture to mention these now

obsolete theories. His arguments are of quite another kind.

He bases them chiefly on the social organization and con-

dition of the Iranian people as we find it described in the

Avesta.

The people of the Avesta, he sa}"s, did not know the use of

either salt, mone}', iron or glass
;

its position belongs to the

childhood of human society, the time of the first striving

towards civilization, the first substitution of the pastoral life

with fixed dwelling-places, for the life of nomads and

plunderers. This is particularly the case in the Gathas.

A few considerations will suffice to show that here this

learned Iranian scholar is completely in the wrong.
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(1) It is true that the Avesta makes no mention of salt

;

but this is not of any special significance, as our author

himself admits. But what is much more to the purpose is,

that M. Geiger, in his Eranische Kultiir ini Alterthum, allows

that there were in Iran salt lakes, and plains and hills

of salt. Now it is rather hard to believe that for centuries

the Iranians lived near masses of salt, trampled salt under

foot, without ever finding out its nature and its uses. This

argument therefore goes for nothing.

(2) It is more than probable that money is mentioned in

the Avesta, e.g. in the mperens (Vend. iv. 13G). It is true

that the payments to be made to the physician, the puri-

ficator, etc., are still estimated in kind— camels, horses,

oxen, sheep, etc. But we must not forget that money was

introduced into Persia only under Darius, and that its

introduction into the north of Iran must have come still

later, while its general employment in the affairs of daily

life would certainly be still more recent. Thus we find our-

selves arrived at, perhaps, the fourth century b.c. Besides

there are still countries even in Europe where payments in

kind are an every-day occurrence. In Belgium we still find

rents under old tenures paid in grain or some other kind of

produce
;
and thus we need not be surprised if the Avesta

kept up older methods of reckoning various payments. M.
Geiger believes that the Magi of the time of Darius would

not have accepted payment in any other form than money.

I cannot share his opinion, and I am quite convinced that

those good people would much prefer to receive an ox or

a horse in return for a blessing or a prayer, rather than

a payment in coin which would probably be of smaller

value.

(3) M. Geiger argues that iron was unknown to the

people of the Avesta, because the word aganh, which might

be taken to signify that metal, is in two places accompanied

by the epithets raokhmm, “brilliant, shining,” and zairi,

“ greenish,” which cannot be applied to iron. But aijahh

really means both “iron” and “metal” in general, and this

last is its meaning in the two passages referred to by M.
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Geiger. This is quite evident in the second passage where

the metal is described as being zaranya=^^o\di. Thus zarois

ayahho zaranyehe means “ of shining metal, of gold ” as

befits the weapons of Mithra, who could hardly be less

splendidly armed than Vayu, the wind, and Veretbraghna,

both of whom have golden arms. Besides the epithet

raokhnem can very well be applied to iron; “glittering steel”

is certainly an allowable expression. Moreover the knives

used for cutting up the bodies of criminals, the karata

ayahhaena, were in all probability of iron. This third argu-

ment is, therefore, not a more fortunate one than its prede-

cessors.

(4) As for glass, it is mentioned in Vend, xviii.
;
the word

used is ydma (New Persian yd/w). M. Geiger thinks that the

Persian word jam originally meant “ pot ” or “ vessel,” and

only got the meaning of “ glass ” later on. But the contrary

is the case, for jam means “ glass, window-pane, mirror,”

and certainly did not get these meanings from an original

sense of pot or vessel. If we have no mention of glass and

vessels of glass in those parts of the Avesta which deal with

the purification of various objects and materials, this is only

what might have been expected. Vessels of glass must have

been very rarely used in the mountains by the Caspian Sea

in the days of Cyrus and his successors. They would be

still rarer at an earlier date. It is worth noting that the

laws of Manu, when treating of the same kinds of purifica-

tions, are like the Avesta in omitting all mention of glass.

Yet, I do not think any one now assigns them a high

antiquity {cf. Manavadharmasastra, v. 110-121).

(5) Nor can any better argument be based upon the state

of civilization among the people of the Avesta, and the con-

flicts between shepherd and nomad tribes. At all periods

Iran and Central Asia have been the scene of such conflicts,

in which the tillers of the ground have been forced to defend

themselves against the inroads of plundering nomad tribes.

We have only to remember the history of the Scythians, the

Huns and the Mongols, and other races of the same kind.

Later still we have seen the same struggle between the
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Kurds, Turkomans and Persians. On all these occasions a

propaganda in favour of the sedentary life devoted to agri-

culture would have been useful. So far as this argument

goes, the Avesta might have been written in the Middle

Ages.

((3) Finally an argument has been brought forward which

at first is a specious one, but which disappears when it is

weighed with a little attention. It is pointed out that the

Avesta never speaks of the Persians or Medes. It seems to

know nothing of them, and of cities lying to the westward it

mentions only Babylon. It is urged that we must therefore

conclude that these peoples, these divisions of the Iranian

race, were unknown to the authors of the Avestic books, and

that Babylon was still at the height of its prosperity. But

this argument proves too much, and therefore proves nothing.

The Avesta deals only with myths
;

there is not even an

allusion to an historical event. It is all taken up with

heavenly beings, as those that figure in the Zoroastrian

legend, just as our liturgical books speak only of the in-

habitants of heaven and of the events of the Gospel history.

The Avesta is so far from being concerned with the history

and the passing events of its time that it only recognizes three

peoples, the Aryans, the Turanians, and the Sairimas, the

direct descendants of Thraetona. If one were to draw any

conclusion from this it would be that the Avesta was written

before the separation of the Indo-Europeans, and that

consequently the Avestic language is the pi-imitive Indo-

European. We see thus how far such arguments would

carry us. Another conclusion might be that the Avesta

dates from the time of the Sassanidm, because at that period

the only distinction made was between Eran and Aneran,

Iranian audi. Non-Iranian. But clearly this second conclusion

is not worth more than the first. The most simple way of

explaining this mention of the Aryans only, is to suppose

that the Avesta was put together at the time when all the

Iranian countries were united under a single sceptre, and

when each separate people still called itself Aryan : thus the

authors of the Avesta would use this name in addressing the
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whole Iranian race. Now the Persians, the Medes, and the

people of Ariana amongst others, still called themselves

Arya at the period of the Achaemenid kings. Darius himself

boasts that he is of the Aryan race. As for Babylon, if,

indeed, the Baicri of the Avesta is that city (which is very

doubtful), its mention in the myths shows that it no longer

existed, and that there was only a vague tradition about it.

Would a Homan ever have thought of placing the abode of

Neptune at Lutetia or Lugdunum ? No, indeed, but he

might well choose for this purpose some ruined or half-

forgotten city of an earlier day.

So far then we arrive at this conclusion. The Avesta

contains nothing which either positively or negatively

indicates a high antiquity. To suppose such a remote date

for the book is to make an arbitrary assumption.

But must we go no further than this negative position

—

have we no positive reasons for assigning to it a relatively

recent date ? To this question we can answer in the

affirmative. The clearest evidence points to this conclu-

sion, and we have not only strong probabilities but positive

proof.

(1) In the first place the state of the language both as to

its accidence and syntax points this way. The number of

variant and broken-down forms, and the irregular use of the

cases place, as Spiegel has remarked, the language of the

Avesta on the same footing as the Old Persian of the times

of the later Achsemenids. I need only note here the forms

of the accusative plural of nouns in a [masculines

—

aesma,

aesma, aesman, asfes, zaste, puthras, yaske, varesaos{ca)~\—besides

this many words are used without inflection, and one case is

often used for another.

(2) The names of cities have the changed forms used in

later times, e.g. compare the Mourn and Bakhdhi of Vend. I.,

with the Marga and Bakhtra of the inscriptions, and Raji

(Rai) Yasna xix., with the Ragha of Vend. I.

To escape from the conclusion which follows from these

arguments, recourse is had to alleged errors of copyists. The

theory is too convenient to be worth much. There is no
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indication of these alleged errors, and the changes are much
too frequent and too uniform for the mistakes of transcribers.

For instance, the copyist could hardly have had the a of the

accusative plural neuter before him when he wrote dis, nor

would he easily substitute the accusative in em for the

nominative in 6, etc., etc. As for the names of cities, it

would be very surprising to find that the copyists had

altered Marga and Bahhtrn but not Rngha, in the same list,

which elsewhere we find Rdji (Y. xix.).

(3) The city of Raji (Rai, Ragha) is mentioned in Y. xix.

as the chief seat of Zoroastrianism, and the high priest is said

to be its sovereign. Now this could only have been the case

under the Arsacid kings. The passage therefore dates from

that epoch. It is true that it has been asserted that Raji

means only “the kingdom,” but besides the fact that this

interpretation is contradicted by the Pahlavi version, which

has Ragh (Ragha), it is linguistically impossible. The root

RAJ == to reign, etc., is unknown in the Iranian languages.

It is absolutely never found either in the Avesta or the

Old or New Persian, although words for king and king-

dom are in frequent use. But these are K/is/id, Khslti,

Khshathra, etc.

(4) The Yendidad IV. denounces the heretics who preach

abstinence : the text is perfectly clear, whatever may he said

to the contrary, and the meaning of the Pahlavi version is

equally unmistakeable. Now in order to find a religion

preaching abstinence we must go to Buddhism.

(5) The fifth Yesht, which is addressed to Ardvi Sara

Andhita, contains, towards the end, a description of the

goddess, of her dress and attitude
;

so detailed and jarecise

that it can hardly be anything else but the description of

a statue. Of course there will ordinarily be a certain ideal

form of the genius or goddess before the artist forms an

image, but it is not such a minutely detailed representation

as this. I say “ ordinarily,” because here even such a con-

cept is not admissible. The Avestic worship did not allow

of the use of statues
;
this is clear from the Avesta and the

testimony of antiquity
;
even the Persians did not make use
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of them. Now here, on the one hand, we have a quite

exceptional description of a statue, and, on the other, history

informs us that Artaxerxes II. (Mnemon) was the first to

introduce the statues of Anahita, not into Persia only, as

M. Geiger says, but into the Persian empire
;
that he is the

first to sjDeak of temples raised to this genius, whether at

Susa or at Hamadan.* If, moreover, we consider that some
pressure must have been necessary to lead the authors of the

Avesta to violate their own principles, and that this is to be

found in the action of Artaxerxes II., it is not possible to

deny tliat the conclusion of Yesht V. is later than the time

of that prince, or at least dates from his reign.

(6) The Avesta praises the incestuous union of relations in

the first degree. This criminal custom was certainly not of

Aryan origin, and its source is unknown to us. But Hero-

dotus tells us it was introduced into the Persian Empire by
Cambyses. Herodotus is clear and explicit. His testimony

can only be rejected on the unfounded pretext that he was

mistaken or deceived by others. There is no need of

I’eplying to such an argument, and when we are told in

support of it that authors who wrote about the Christian

era, and Xanthus of Lydia, according to the testimony of

Eusebius, state that this was an ancient custom among the

Persians, we need only reply that for these authors Cambyses

belonged to the ancient days of Persia. As for Xanthus we
have only an apocryphal work bearing his name, and dating

perhajDs from the first century of our era. Even if the

custom was older, it would be from the time of Cambyses
that it would be openly boasted of in this way.

(7) There are certain Avestic words of which the meaning
and the etymology can onH be explained through Greek or

Latin, e.g. danare, cf. denarius
;
Khicazo, cf. X0O9, etc.

(8) The Gaotema, spoken of in Yesht xiii., is an un-

known person, but the whole becomes perfectly intelligible,

if one sees in the name, Gautama, the representative of

Buddhism.

* See the Mustion, 1885, Inscription at Hamadan.
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(9) The persecutions spoken of in Gathas xlv. and xlviii.

are in like matter perfectly intelligible, if we suppose the

allusion is to the proscription of the Magi under Darius. It

is true there are other Gathas which cannot be referred to

this time, but there is no reason why they should not belong

to various periods.

The results at which we have arrived are therefore these

:

The Avesta nowhere explicitly gives us its date, but there

is nothing in it to authorize us in assigning it a remote

antiquity. On the contrary, the character of its language

marks it as belonging to a relatively recent date, and several

passages mention facts which imply at least for these sections

an epoch not far removed from the Christian era, say the

period from the fourth to the first century b.c. Other

passages again remain completely obscure if one persists in

maintaining the venerable antiquity of the book, but become

quite intelligible if one has the courage to abandon tliis

theory. On the other hand it is probable that the Avesta

is not the product of a single century, and of a single

district. One may assign different parts of it to different

centuries, and to several provinces of Iran. But if we
are to fix a limit to the date, we may say that there

is nothing to authorize us to put it farther back than

600 or 700 n.c. There is indeed no special reason for

going as far back as 700, but not to be too narrow I fix

the epoch of Zoroastrianism and the Avesta between 700 and

100 B.c.

But at the same time it must not be forgotten that the

founder of Zoroastrianism not having abolished the older

religion of Iran, but merely transformed it, even leaving it its

genii and its worship, it may well be that the Avesta

contains some very ancient fragments much older than

Zoroastrianism. This is evidently the case with the substance

of the myths. But the formation of the Zoroastrian Avesta

cannot be placed earlier than the period I have just indicated.

Let us also remember that at the very earliest it is not till the

close of the fifth century that the name of Zoroaster ajjpears

in history, and we may conclude this essay with the words

:
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There is no reason for supposing the Avesta to he a work of

remote antiquity. All the results of scientific study unite in

marking it as of recent date.

I hope on another occasion to deal with the question of its

origin.

Appendix.

Since the preceding pages were written, my attention has

been called to an article contributed by Prof. K. Geldner to

vol. xviii. of the New Edition of the Encyclopcedia Britannica.^

In that article Prof. Geldner deals incidentally with the

question of the age of the Avesta. Naturally he defends

the principles of the Tubingen school, but in such a way
that a very few words in reply will be sufficient. They will

complete what I have here said on the subject.

Prof. Geldner carries back the date of the Gathas and of

the preaching of Zoroaster to the fourteenth century b.c. As
he gives no proof of this assertion, I need not dwell upon it

here. He might just as well have said the twenty-fifth or

the eighth. He says that the Avesta was complete before the

time of Alexander the Great, and this because tradition will

have it so. It is surprising to see him, the great enemy of

tradition, having recourse to it on this point, more especially

as this verj’’ tradition relates,— amongst other things,—that

the Avesta was already in existence in the days of Gayo-

marathan, the first man,—that Pahlavi was spoken under

the Ea)'anidae,—that the Pahlavi version was the work of

Zoroaster himself, etc., etc. Such an appeal to tradition is

not very convincing.

In order to show that “Zend” ^ is almost the same as Yedic

Sanskrit, Prof. Geldner translates four verses of the Gathas

into Sanskrit. Now (1) this Sanskrit is such Sanskrit as

might be written even now, and these verses of the Gathas

might very well have been composed under the Achaemenidae

or even later. The language of Darius, as I have already

' Art. on the Languajres of Persia, by Prof. K. Geldner,

—

Encyc. Brit. 9th

edition, vol xviii. pp. 653-655.
* He still uses the word, while admitting the force of the objections to it.
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shown elsewhere, was even more like Sanskrit. This argu-

ment therefore proves nothing. (2) If these four verses are

so very like their Sanskrit translation, it is because Prof.

Geldner has chosen them for that end. There are others that

would give quite the contrary impression. I have already

given proof of this some seven years ago (in a paper in the

Journal Aniatique),'^ and in my last book I have shown what

an immense distance there is between the two idioms. If the

language of the Gathas is so like Vedic Sanskrit, how is it

that we can hardly understand them, and that a host of

words are only translated by doubtful conjectures. Besides,

even in the example chosen by Prof. Geldner, the differences

are not trifling, and this though the version which he gives

as good Sanskrit is hardly Sanskrit.

Finally, Prof. Geldner says that Zend ceased to be spoken

under Alexander, and that the Pahlavi version of the Avesta

is a bad one and of no great use. Is it not surprising that

those who speak thus are precisely those who have never

studied either the Pahlavi language or the Pahlavi version,

whilst Iranian scholars, familiar with the language and the

version, value it at its real worth? As for this point, if my
readers will turn to pp. 12— 56 of my essay De I’Exerjese et

de la correction des I'extes Arestiquca, and the paper which I

had the honour to submit to the Congress at Leyden, they

will find (1) whole pages of the Pahlavi version examined

and shown to be perfectly exact, and much better than any-

thing substituted for it by those who speak so contemptuously

of it
; (2) that many of the so-called discoveries of these

scholars were already to be found in the Pahlavi version.

This does not look as if the version were a worthless one.

I must say, in conclusion, that it is much to be regretted

that, for the sake of a system, scholars should persist in

maintaining erroneous views that have been refuted again

and again. It is a pity too that a work like the Encijclopcedia

Britannica should reproduce and propagate them.

^ Journal Asiatique, 1877, No. 3, p. 319 seq.
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Art. XIV.— JVofes on the Chinese Game of Chess. B3" II.

F. W. Holt, Esq., Sec. II A.S.

In common with other Oriental nations the Chinese have

possessed a knowledge of the game of chess for many cen-

turies. As is well known, the invention of this noble game
has in turn been attributed by various writers to many nations

and peoples of antiquity, nor have there been wanting

champions who have asserted that the knowledge of this

deeply interesting game w'as first derived from the Chinese.

The historians of China do not, however, lay claim to an^

such honour, nor indeed do they appear to be aware that it

is known to any other country.

Dr. Forbes in his History of Chess has pointed out the

absurdity of many of those legends which have assigned an

absolutely mythical origin to chess, and has divided the

history of the game into three distinct periods, the first of

which is the ancient Hindu game called Chaturanga, in which

the moves and powers of all the pieces employed were the

same that prevailed in Asia and Europe down to the close of

the fifteenth century of our era. The origin of this form of

the game is, he says, lost in the depths of remote antiquity
;

but there can be no question that it was invented in India.

The board consisted then, as it does now, of sixty-four squares.

The game was plaj^ed by four persons, each having a King,

a Kook [elephant], a Knight [horse], and lastly a Bishop

[then represented by a Ship], together with four Pawns.

The two opposite players were allied against the other two,

and the moves were decided by the turn of an oblong die
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having four faces marked with the numbers two, three, four

and five
;
the two and five being opposites as were the three

and four. The only peculiarity in this primaeval game was

that the King might be captured as well as any other piece.

This was merely chess in its infancy, and the cajjture of the

King was certainly in conformity with the usages of actual

warfare, though we may look upon it as having a tendency

to spoil the game. The very simplicity and imperfection of

this primitive chess furnish the best possible proofs of its

being the original. Its duration may have been from three

to four thousand years before the sixth century of our era.

Dr. Forbes supports his arguments by elaborate theories, but

a later writer. Van der Linde, in bis exhaustive work,

“ Geschichte und Litteratur des Schachspiels” (Berlin, 1874),

argues that Chaturanga is always used of an army, and never

of a game, by the old Indian poets
;
that all Sanscrit scholars

are agreed that chess is mentioned in none of the really

ancient Hindu records
;
that the Puriinas generally, though

formerly considered to be extremely old, are held, in the

light of modern research, to reach no further back in reality

than the tenth century
;

while, moreover, the copies of the

Bhavishya Puriina which are in the British Museum and

Berlin do not contain the extract relied upon bj" Dr. Forbes

[who found it under the article Chaturanga in the Sanscrit

Encyclopedia entitled Shabda-Kalpa-Druma, published at

Calcutta in 7 vols. 4to., about forty-five years ago, and in

a work published at Serampore in 2 vols. 8vo., 1834, en-

titled Raghu-Nandana-Tatwa, vide vol. i. p. 88], though it

is to be found in the Raghunandana, which was translated

by Weber in 1872, and is stated by Biihler to date from the

sixteenth century. The ultimate outcome of Van der Linde’s

studies appears to be that chess certainly existed in Ilindostan

in the eighth century, and that probably that country is the

land of its birth. While putting forth nothing which cannot

be proved, he inclines to the idea that the game originated

amongst the Buddhists, whose religion was prevalent in

* India from the third to the ninth century. Van der Lassa,

I

also, who had, in an article prefixed to the “ Handbuch ” in
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1864, accepted Forbes’s views, withdraws bis support in a

review of Van der Linde’s work published in the September

and November numbers of the Deutsche Schacbzeitune:,

1874, and expresses his adhesion to the opinions set forth by

the latter.

We thus find that even the latest authorities are unable to

fix the actual period when chess was originated
;

but it is

generally accepted that the game was first known in India,

whence the knowledge of it extended to Persia and the

Arabians, who call it Shatranj, a word manifestly derived

from the Sanscrit Chaturanga
;
and according to Masoudi,

an Arabic author who wrote about a.d. 950, Shatranj had

existed long before his time.

In the absence of any more precise indications from the

early literature of India, it is only to that of China that we

can turn for any possible points of information which their

old historians and ancient records may have furnished. Nor

is the search altogether in vain.

The Lun Yii or “Miscellaneous Conversations,” is

the third of the famous “ Four Books,” and consists of

Dialogues between Confucius (b.c. 551-479) and his Disciples.

In the 22nd chapter we find the following text

:

^ B , la I? 0 . ^ li/r H ^ ^ W tl

Which may be rendered, “ The Master said, ‘To do nothing

but gorge one’s self all day without having any occupation

for the mind, is indeed a difficult task. For is there not at

least chess-playing ? for a striving to attain is surely a worthy

object ?
’ ”

Again, in Mencius (fourth century B.c.), the fourth of the

“ Four Books,” chess-playing is pointed out (chap, xxx.) as

“one of the five things which are said, in the common

practice of the age, to be unfilial.” The others are idleness

;

love of prosperity and attachment to one’s wife and children
;

following the desires of one’s eyes and one’s ears so as to

bring one’s parents to disgrace; and being fond of bravery,

fighting and quarrelling, so as to endanger one’s parents.

Yet that Mencius did not consider chess an unworthy
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occupation for a man’s mind, when his filial duties were not

involved, is sufficiently shown in the following passage from

his works, on the occasion of his preaching to a king on the

importance of close and unremitting application :
“ Now

chess
[ yih] is an art, but only a petty art. Yet, unless

a man’s attention be solely directed to it, and the will be

brought to bear upon it, none can succeed. The man named

^ Yih tseu or Chess-(playing) Tseu, is the best chess-

player in all the country. Suppose Chess- (playing) Tseu

were to teach two men chess, and one man devoted his atten-

tion and brought his will to it, and listened to nothing but

(,the words of) ‘ Chess ’ Tseu
;

whereas the other man,

although he heard him also, suffered his attention to be

drawn off by perhaps a bird that approached, and his

thoughts ran upon stringing his bow to shoot it : although

both these people learnt, yet not in equal degree. Was it

because their capacity to acquire knowledge was different ?

By no means so. It arose from different degrees of attention.”

In the preceding extracts the word used for “playing” is

po, and for “ chess ” ^ yih. The first means to extend

or spread out; the second, “to range in order.” That the

expression ^ po yih means “to play chess” is thoroughly

accepted and understood by Chinese scholars; and one quoted

by Dr. Morrison distinctly says A T ^ Liang

Jen hsia chi wei po yih, “ the ‘ hsia chi ’ played by two men is

the same as ‘ po yih.’ ” The second character had in fact

become obsolete at a very early period, the word ^ chi

being substituted for it; while the first, to which an idea

of gambling attached, was rejected in favour of the simpler

word hsia “ to put down.” Thus “ po yih,” to play

chess, became “hsia chi” to put down the chess-piece, and

this name obtains to the present day.

But of “chi” or chess there were two varieties. As Dr.

Legge points out in his note to the passage from the Lun Yii

quoted above, “ there are two kinds of chess, the Wei chi,

played with 361 pieces, and referred to the Emperor Yao
(b.c. 2356-2258) as its inventor, and the Seang chi or ivory

chess played with 32 pieces, and having a great analogy to

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 25
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the European game. Its invention is attributed to the first

Emperor of the Chow dynasty, though some date its origin a

few hundred years later.”

In the sense that the character “ Chi ” is the specific name

of games played on boards divided into squares, the remark

of Dr. Legge that there are two kinds of chess may he said

to be correct. These are the only two games of the Chinese

played ujjon a board of this description
;

but, whilst the

“ Seang chi ” is undoubtedly chess as we understand it,

“ IVei chi” is played with two sets of counters one black

and the other white, each player using about 150 pieces.

The hoard contains 324 squares. The counters, however,

are not set on the squares themselves, but on the points of

intersection where the lines cross or touch one another, and

it is along these lines and on these points that the game is

played. The board of 324 squares therefore gives 361 play-

ing points, and at the commencement of the game not one

of these points is occupied. The radical of the character

“chi” differs in the two games, that in the Wei chi being

ig' shih=: stone, because the counters are generally made of

marble, glass, or a peculiar preparation of hardened rice

resembling stone, while in the Seang chi the root is TjC

muh = wood, because the chess counters are made of

wood.

Wei chi maybe rendered “the Game of Surround.” It

would be beyond the scope of these remarks to endeavour to

explain the intricacies of this really fine game
;

but its

chief object may he described as an attempt to gain possession

of so many of the 361 playing points on the board as possible,

by surrounding them and the counters of the adversary which

hold them, and by a series of skilful combinations reducing

the enclosed force to a condition of absolute immovability,

or, in fact, checkmating it. The counters of the defeated

adversary are then removed from the hoard, and the space

so captured is held by the surrounding line of the victor’s

counters. Thus gradually the playing points of the board

are gained by one or other of the players. This explains the

term Wei chi or game of Surround, which also may be
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rendered the “besieging game” or, as it has been not

inaptly translated, the “ Game of War.”

The other Chi or game, the game of chess par excellence,

is called ^ Seang chi. The generally accepted transla-

tion of this is “Elephant chess,” because the character

‘ Seang ’ means ‘ Elephant,’ and that the elephant is one of

the pieces of the game, occupying indeed the position of our

Bishop, and, like him, moving diagonally. I think, how-

ever, that there are good reasons for not accepting this

interpretation. In the first place, if the game derived its

name from one of the pieces, it would naturally be either the

King or the most powerful figure on the board, and this the

elephant is very far from being. Indeed, with one exception,

it is the weakest. Again, the chessmen, instead of being

carved into different shapes like ours, are simple discs of

wood, all of the same size and colour, the value of each

being denoted by the character it bears, and one set dis-

tinguished from the other by the names being coloured

respectively in red and black. But there is this peculiarity

about them, that the characters or symbols on the red side

of the game, although having, of course, always the same

relative power, differ in nearly every instance from those on

the corresponding pieces on the black side. Thus, while

the black “King” is called the “Tseang,” the red “King”
is the “ Shwai.” Both symbols, however, mean “ general,

or commander.” In like manner the black “ pawn ” is

called “ Ts’uh,” and the red pawn “ Ping yet both mean
“soldier.” But in the case of the “Seang,” to which I am
particularly referring, though the black “ seang ” means
“ elephant,” the red one does not. For this reason also I

object to the translation of Seang chi as “elephant chess,” and

think that “ symbolical ” or “ figure chess ” is preferable.

The primary meaning of “ seang ” is, no doubt, “elephant.”

But, as Dr. Medhurst tells us in his dictionary, some Chinese

in ancient times having found the bones of a dead elephant

endeavoured to arrange to figure and imagine how it would

be when alive. Hence the character ^ “ seang ” has come

to mean “ imagination, ideas, resemblances,” etc., and in t/m
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sense, both the red and the black seang have an identity of

meaning.

The earliest mention of ^ ^ is to be found in the ^ 15:

^ Ko che ching yuen, or, “ Mirror of investigations into

the origin of things,” in connection with the name of ^ ^
Meng Ch’ang Keun, who appears to have been a great

player both of this game and of Wei chi. He died b c. 279,

having been a foremost personage in the stirring times in

which he figured. The number of partisans attracted by his

liberality was so great that his abode received the designation

of the Little Empire.

In the ^ ^ @ Tung chien Kang niuh, “ A General

History of China,” under date b.c. 154, it is recorded that

during the reign of Wen-Te (b.c. 179-156), Lieu Hsien, the

hereditary Prince of Wu (Yang chou Foo), in Kiang nan, a

descendant of Kao-Hwang Te (b.c. 206), was a guest at the

Poyal Court, and on one occasion, when engaged in a game

of chess with the heir to the throne, a quarrel arose as to a

doubtful move which had been made. Each player hotly

held himself to be in the right, and the guest, momentarily

forgetting the respect due to the prince, this latter snatched

up the chess board and hurled it at his adversary’s head with

fatal effect. This unfortunate circumstance was the original

cause of a very serious revolt of many powerful tributary

sovereigns headed by the father of the slain prince.

The Tung chien Kang rauh, which was drawn up under

the direction of the celebrated ^ Chao He (a.d. 1130-

1200), is a reconstruction and condensation of the T’ung-tien

the great work of Sz’ Ma Kwang the

renowned historian of China, who completed it a.d. 1084.

It is always regarded as the standard History of China.

The Chinese text of the above-given extract, from Du
Mailla’s translation of this work, shows that ^ chi was the

word used for “ chess ”
; ^ hing chi, for “ a forward

movement”; ^ pb-chii, “a playing square or point”

( another instance of the use of the word pd, as merely playing

in the sense of “ playing at ” a game, in contradistinction to

playing as the act of gambling)
;
and ^ chi “ a chess
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board.” The radical proves the game to be chess and not

Wei-chi.

^ ^ Seang chi is again mentioned in a “ Book of

Marvels” of the eighth century, the reference being of

interest, as actually indicating the moves of some of the

pieces, such as the “ horse,” the “ general ” or “ king,” the

“ chariot,” and the pawn or “ soldier.” The peculiar move-

ment of the “ horse,” identical with that of our knight, and

the direct forward movement of the “ chariot,” the equiva-

lent of our castle, being precisely indicated. The stor
3

'^ told

in this Book of Marvels is that of a vision, which leads to

the excavation of an ancient grave mound in which a chess

board, with all the pieces set out, is discovered
;
and this

would imply that in the eighth century' the game of “ Seang

chi” was already regarded as of considerable antiquity. It

is probable, in the absence of any evidence to the contrarj^,

that it has been played very much in its present form from

the time of the T’ang dynasty, commencing in the seventh

century, and with perhaps certain modifications and varia-

tions from its earliest mention in the Lun Yii as given

above.

The “ Tung Chien Kang Muh ” or General Histor}^ of

China, above quoted from, makes another mention of chess

playing at a very early period. It is there stated that in

A.D. 263, during the reign of How Te ^ the second

sovereign of the How Han ^ dynasty, a.I). 221-263,

ruling in Szechuen, when |f Yuen Tsi, one of the Seven

Sages, was playing a game of chess, intelligence was brought

to him of the death of his mother. The person who was

playing with him would at once have broken up the game

;

but Yuen Tsi, absorbed in it, insisted on continuing to the

end. This Yuen Tsi w'as a celebrated scholar and func-

tionary, principally renowned by his habits of eccentricity

and his love of music and wine-bibbing. He was one of the

celebrated “ Club of the Seven Worthies of the Bamboo
Grove,” an association of convivial men of letters who Avere

accustomed to meet for learned discussions and jovial relaxa-

tion in a grove of bamboos. Lastly I may mention T’ai Tsu
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;^C i3-> founder of the great Sung dynasty a.d. 960, who

u’as a great chess player, and is stated to have staked, and

lost at that game, a large temple which still exists on the

slopes of the celebrated Hua Shan mountain on the Wei
river in Honan province.

In his “ History of Chess ” Dr. Forbes gives a passage

from a letter addressed to the President of the Royal Irish

Academy by Mr. Eyles Irwin, a gentleman who had passed

many years of his life in India and China, and who states

that he procured from a mandarin an extract from the

Concum or Chinese Annals which, “in justice to the Celes-

tials,” Dr. Forbes inserts. The “ Concum ” must be the

^ Kang Kien, published in 1711. According to this

extract chess was invented by Han Sing, an officer of Hung
Cochu (Han Kao-tsu, founder of the Han dyuasty b.c. 202),

in the course of a campaign which he was undertaking

against Choupayuen (Tsu-Pa wang). The troops being in

winter quarters and suffering from the cold, clamoured to be

allowed to return to their homes : and in order to pacify

them and occupy their attention, Han Sing invented this

game for the amusement of the soldiery, and thus quieted

them until the spring, when he again took the field and

defeated Tsu Pa wang, who afterwards killed himself in

despair. This event took place b.c. 202.

The “ Kang chien ” is an abbreviation of the “ Tung chien

kang muh,” and this latter work, although furnishing ample

details as to the campaigns of Han Sing, certainly does not

hear out the statement that he invented chess. A facsimile

of the Chinese text, given to Mr. Eyles Irwin and forwarded

by him from Canton, on the 14th March, 1783, appears in

the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. v., and an

inspection of this shows that the officer who furnished Mr.

Irwin with this information has merely drawn up a note of

the circumstances from some book or hooks, unfortunately

not named by him. The historical facts and dates are suffi-

ciently correct, but the particular incident of the invention

of chess by Han Sing requires confirmation.

The Chinese chess-board may be thus described. It con-
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tains 64 squares, like ours, but has this peculiarity that

the opposing forces are separated from one another by a line

or space of about the width of a row of squares, which

intersects the field of the board between the players. All

the squares are of one colour.

2 Ballistaj.

5 Soldiers.

5 Soldiers.

2 Ballistoe.

The Pieces on the back row :— 1 Chariot. 2 Horse. 3 Elephant. 4 Minister.

5 General. 6 Minister. 7 Elephant. 8 Horse. 9 Chariot.

As in Wei chi the game of chess is played not upon the

squares themselves but upon the points of intersection and

along the lines. The lines crossing the board between the

players are numbered 1 to 9 from right to left of each

player. The pieces number 16 a side as in European chess.

On the back row there are 9 pieces, for instead of a queen,

the general has two advisers or ministers. The general

Flan of the Board.

EED.

12 345678 9
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stands on the centre or fifth point, supported on either

hand by a minister occupying the fourth and sixth points

respectively. On the third and seventh points are the

elephants, next to them the horses, and on the outside ones

the chariots. The four squares in front of the general and

his two ministers, giving nine playing-points, are crossed

diagonally by two lines, and the movements of these three

pieces are confined to this limited space. The next row is

vacant, and on the third points of the second and eighth

lines stand the two pieces called P’ao, erroneously called

cannons, but which are properly Ballistse, or engines for

hurling stones. In the next rank are the five soldiers or

pawns, which are placed on the fourth points of the first,

third, fifth, seventh and ninth lines
;

then comes a vacant

row and then the River.

Movements of the Pieces.

5. The General—the Tseang or Shuai—moves one point

at a time forwards, backwards or sideways, thus controlling

eight points besides that on which he stands, within the

limits assigned to him and the Ministers. The General

cannot be taken, but may take anj’- piece of his opponent’s,

provided that in doing so he does not move into check
; for

although he is powerless beyond them, the General’s squares

or quarters are open to invasion by any piece of the enemy.

He may not at any time be put or left in the same line

with the opposite General unless some piece intervenes.

When the General is in check, of which he should always

receive notice by being named, he must either take the piece

checking him, cover check or move out of it
;

otherwise he

is checkmated, a term for which it is believed the Chinese

have no exact equivalent, although they sometimes say that

the piece is “ dead.”

4-6. The Ministers—Sze—move within the same limits as

the General, but only on the diagonal lines, backwards and

forwards. Thus the Sze only controls four points besides

that on which it stands. It has, however, no more privileges

than any other piece on the board, and, if attacked by an
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outsider, it can only be moved out of the way or some other

piece used to cover it.

3-7. The Elephants— Seang—move backwards and for-

wards diagonally through two squares at a time, provided

that no piece occupies the point between the two squares

which must be passed over. The Elephant, however, cannot

cross the River, and therefore can only be played on to six

points besides that which it occupies.

2-8. The Horse—Ma—which is almost identical with our

Knight moves one point backwards, forwards or sideways,

and then one diagonally, but he cannot leap over any piece

which occupies the intervening point. He is free to move

all over the board.

1-9. The Chariot—Che—moves backwards, forwards and

sideways all over the board, just like the Castle, provided

that no other piece is in the way.

The two P’ao or “Cannon,” as they may now be called, also

move backwards, forwards and sideways all over the board,

in the same way as the Chariot
;

but can only assume the

offensive or make a capture when some single piece intervenes

between them and the adversary to be attacked or taken.

Thus, if the General be in a direct line with a hostile

cannon at the other end of the board, and no other piece

intervenes, he is not in check
;

but should a single piece

at any time come between them when thus placed, the

General is at once in check and must either move or inter-

pose a second piece. Or, again, the cannon may leap back-

wards over some friend or foe—it does not matter which

—

to capture a hostile piece which may so be open to attack,

and by that very same move check the General by interposing

the piece over which it has just leaped. The great com-

bative force of the two cannon in a great measure makes up

for the absence of the Queen, and the feebleness of the

Elephants, while another element of strength lies in the

soldiers or pawns.

The Soldier—Ping or Ts’uh—moves forward only one

point at a time until he has crossed the river, which he can

do in two moves. Once across, however, he becomes a much
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more formidable antagonist, as he can now move sideways

in either direction or forwards, always one point, but never

backwards, and can capture any piece which he may attack

on these points. On reaching the end of the board, however,

the soldier cannot be promoted to be a superior piece.

In all cases the capturing piece takes the place of the one

captured.

As I observed at the commencement of these “notes ” the

Chinese do not appear to be aware of the existence of chess

in another country. On the other hand it is certainly a

remarkable fact that the Brahmins consulted by Mr. Irwin

had heard of the existence of Chinese chess. In the letter

on that subject, to which reference has already been made,

he writes, “ I had often heard (in India) of its existence in

China, though on a different footing, as well in respect of

the power of the King as in the aspect of the field of battle.

The Brahmins who excel in this game, and with whom I

used frequently to play for improvement, had a tradition of

this nature,” etc., etc.

The singular fact of this tradition only goes to confirm

that which can scarcely be a matter of doubt—namely, the

evident derivation of Indian and Chinese chess from some

common source. In the Chaturanga we have the King, the

Elephant (moving as a Castle), the Horse, and the Ship

(moving as a Bishop). In the Chinese game we have the

General, the Minister, the Elephant (moving as a Bishop),

the Horse, and the Chariot (moving as a Castle)
;
while in

the Shatranj or Mediaeval chess we have the King, the

Mantri or Minister, the Elephant (moving as a Bishop), the

Horse, and the Rukh (moving as a Castle). There can be

but little doubt that the Sanscrit word Mantri, here used for

Minister, is the origin of that curious word Mandarin, which

is so commonly used by foreigners to represent Chinese

officials. It is a word which is absolutely unknown to the

Chinese themselves, and can scarcely have come into use in

any other way than from its connection with the chess piece

so called.

In the Chaturanga we have the Ship (as a Bishop) moving
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two squares diagonally, and in the Shatranj the Elephant (as

a Bishop) moves three squares diagonally, attacking only the

last of the three, whilst in the Chinese game the Elephant

moves through two squares diagonally, attacking only his

third point. Substituting points for squares, the movements

of the Horse in the Chinese and Indian games are about

identical, while the same may be said of the Rukh of the

Shatranj and the Chinese Chariot. On the other hand, the

pawns differ in number and moves
;
there are two Ministers

instead of one Mantri, and two cannon instead of none at

all
;
while the River is the most striking point of difference

of all
;
nor can we ascertain whether it is an innovation or

an original feature in the game.

The claims of China to a very early knowledge of the

game cannot be overlooked, and the views put forward by

Captain Cox that Chaturanga was the original game, next to

that the Burmese, and thirdly the Chinese, altogether need

confirmation, in suite of the dictum of Dr. Foibes that “ that

is a conclusion at which every unprejudiced person is sure to

arrive after a careful consideration of these three varieties

of chess.”
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Art. XV,— Customs and Superstitions connected with the

Cultivation of Rice in the Southern Province of Ceylon. By

C. J. B. Le Mesurier, Ceylon Civil Service, M.R.A.S.,

F.G.S., etc.

There are few Oriental races more superstitious than the

Sinhalese of Ceylon. Omens, charms, divinations, etc.,

are as much sought after by them as by any other Indian

people, and no undertaking of any importance is com-

menced without a previous consultation with the Neket

Koraya, the astrologer of the village. He is supposed to he

acquainted with the temper, habits and movements of the

planet gods, and to be able to prescribe offerings for their

propitiation
;
while the Kapurala or Giganarala, the minister

of the gods, the Kattadiya or devil charmer, and the Yakka-

dura or devil dancer, are scarcely less important personages

when it becomes necessary to perform the ceremonies pre-

scribed by the astrologer.

I propose in this paper to describe a few of the customs

and ceremonies connected with the cultivation of rice in the

district in which I am at present stationed,^ merely premising

that although many of them are only observed in full in the

more out-of-the-way, and therefore less civilized parts, they

are all very generally regarded as absolutely essential to a

successful harvest.

When it is intended to commence the work of cultivation,

the astrologer is consulted, and he selects a lucky moment

(nekata) for the beginning of the work. He also prescribes

the food to be eaten and the dress to be worn at the time,

and the direction facing which the first sod is to be turned.

Above all, if the cultivator wishes to obtain an abundant crop,

he must be free of uncleanness of any sort. He should be

Matora, Southern Province of Ceylon.
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careful to turn the sod at the exact moment appointed for it,

and he should, at the same time, offer up a short prayer to the

Alutnuwara^ or the Kataragam,^ the God for a good yield.

AVhen it is time to soak the seed, another lucky moment

is obtained, a bow is made to the corn before it is removed

to the water, and nothing unclean or impure is admitted into

the cultivator’s house during the process of germination.

A nekata is again required at which to sow the seed, and the

manner of performing this work is minutely set out by the

astrologer. It often happens that the lucky moment is in

advance of the time appointed by the village committee for

the sowing of the tract of fields in the village, in which case

the cultivator prepares a few inches of ground in a corner of

his own field, and sows a few seeds in it at the right moment.

At the first sowing of the year he places a flower of the

areca-nut palm and a branch of bamboo or a ginger plant

over this spot
;
and, at the sowing in the latter portion of the

year, a flower of the cocoa-nut palm or of the Rat Koralheba

(a species of the Achyranthes aspera), and a leaf of the

Ilaborala (Alocasia Macrorhiza) plant, while he offers up a

prayer that the blades of the rice plants may resemble the

broad and green leaves of the Ilaborala, Bamboo, or Ginger

Plant, and that the yield on each ear may be as numerous as

the flowers of the cocoa-nut, areca-nut, or Koralheba.

After a tract has been sown, and the plants begin to be

attacked by grubs, or are likely to suffer from drought,

the cultivators get up what is called a Parapolyehiina (a

cocoa-nut fight), one of the favourite games of the goddess

Pattini
;
the scarcity of water or the grubs being ascribed to

her anger, and the game being intended to appease her.

Each cultivator subscribes a measure or two of unhusked rice

to pay expenses, and then, with alms in the shape of fruit

and flowers, they wait on the minister of the goddess, the

Giganarala or Kapurala, and entreat his services. At the

same time the spot is prepared for the game, the cocoa-nuts

collected, and the opposing teams are chosen. The Kapurala

* The son of Siva Rama. ^ The son of Siva.
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or Giganarala then proceeds to invoke the goddess, explain-

ing, amid the beating of drums and the burning of resin, the

object of the meeting, and then the game commences.

The two captains stand about thirty yards apart, and one

of them throws a cocoa-nut at the other, who strikes it while

in the air with another cocoa-nut held in his hand. Should

the thrown cocoa-nut be broken, the sender repeats the

throw, until the nut in his antagonist’s hand is broken, and

then the process is reversed. The game is continued in this

manner for several da}'s, until a large number of cocoa-nuts

have been broken. Each day a procession is formed and the

cocoa-nuts that have been broken are carried in triumph

round the fields whose crops are in danger
;
and every night

the kernels of the cracked nuts are crushed, and the oil

extracted therefrom is used to light up the play-ground. On
the last night a feast is prepared, and, after the Kapurala or

Giganarala has offered up a dish containing a small portion of

each of the different curries, on an elevated platform, for the

use of the gods, the assembled villagers sit round and eat the

rest of the food towards the early part of the morning. This

brings the ceremony to a close. Should the drought

continue or the grubs remain, the evil is attributed to the

devils and not to the gods, and the devil-dancers are sent

for. A grand dancing (Garayakun-netuva) is begun in the

evening and continued until the following morning, offerings

being made in the meantime to the Garayakshayo—the house

devils.^

A platform is also put up by the side of the field, on

which, at certain stages of the ceremony, one or more of the

dancers perform, and on which, after certain charms are

repeated, some resin is burnt.

This devil-dancing is also sometimes performed when flies

attack the blossom of the rice plants, the flies being con-

sidered due to the agency of the devils or of the evil eye or

of the evil month.

1 These devils are supposed to haunt the house of the cultivator and to be

always on the look-out to injure him.
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In the Matora district the plague of flies is, as a rule,

met by a ceremony called the Kenkeriwa. This is performed

by the Kattadiya or devil charmer, who repeats certain

charms over some cocoa-nut milk or powdered resin

and then scatters the milk or burns the resin at different

places in the field. The field itself is marked out by

a line of tender cocoa-nut leaves tied all round it. A
platform is erected close by, and offerings made on it to the

Man gala, Hurriyam, or Riri ^ devils. There is another form

of the ceremony, and a very effectual one it is considered to

be, in which a brazen vessel, with the figure of the devil

drawn on it, is carried round the field and beaten with

a Ranawara (Cassia auriculata) stick.

The services of the astrologer are a^ain sought for at theo no
reaping of the corn. He selects the lucky moment, and at

the appointed time the cultivator, with a low bow to the

standing corn, and a short praj'er for a good crop, commences

the work
;
the astrologer’s directions as to the quarter to be

faced, the dress to be worn, and the food to be eaten having

been in the meantime most strictly observed.

Another nekata is required for the threshing, and another

for the measuring of the corn. On both occasions the bow
and the prayer for plenty are never omitted. The bow is

an acknowledgment of the great number of uses to which

the corn can be applied
;
the Sinhalese believing that every-

thing of great service to them is entitled to respect.^

When the corn is removed from the threshing floor to the

house, a nekata is obtained to place it in the garner. This

is a precaution against rats and insects, while it is also

believed that, if stored at the right moment, it will in-

crease in quantity under the watchful eye of the planet

gods. Often, too, a nekata is obtained for the first time the

corn is taken from the granary, or when it is required for

seed purposes.

* Devils in the retinue of Vesamuri, the chief of the devils, noted for their

mischievousness.
^ As, for instance, they take particular care at home not to trample on grains

of boiled rice, or to leave them where they are liable to be trampled on.
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Uncleanliness excites the anger of the gods, and defile-

ment of any sort is carefully avoided during the cultivation

of the rice fields. A birth, a death, the eating of pork, and

of certain kinds of oily fish, a womans courses, etc., all

cause defilement, and no person who has been rendered

unclean from any one of these causes is allowed, if possible,

to pass through a field of standing corn or a threshing floor.

Empty vessels or dried firewood, especially if carried by

women, are forbidden in a rice field
;
in fact, anything which

has a tendency to emptiness, lifelessness, or barrenness, is

most studiously kept away from the crop.

The roasting or pounding of rice near a field is supposed

to have an injurious effect on the quantity and quality of the

crop, and, curiously enough, the stealing of unripe corn, by

persons who live on the border of rice fields, is commoner in

places where this belief is weak than elsewhere. It is thought

that the devils, to whom an offering of roasted or fried rice-

flour cakes is always made after the crop has been garnered,

will be angry because the cultivator has, they will imagine,

commenced to enjo}'^ the raw rice without the usual public

offering to them.

When the corn is in blossom, no grass can be cut in the

field,^ indeed, the cutting of anything in the field is believed

to have a pernicious efi'ect on it.

Ao account of income and expenditure is ever kept, it

being considered most unlucky to do so. The gods, it is

thought, dislike it as being a check on their benevolence,

and would be certain to punish sucli presumption.^

The mystic number nine is always omitted when corn is

measured. In its stead the previous number is repeated with

the addition of the word “hondai ” (it is good). Thus they

say “ eight hondai ” instead of “ nine,” “ twenty-eight

hondai ” instead of “ twenty-nine,” etc. It is believed that

the mention of the number enrages the planet gods who are

' There is sound practical wisdom in this. The grass at the sides of the ridges,

etc., protects the blossom from the wind and from injury by the passers-by.

- The fisher people will never count the number of fish they catch, or a large

cattle proprietor the number of head he possesses.
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nine in number. In some places the odd numbers are

omitted, and the word “ labai ” (gain) substituted.

When measuring the corn the measurer generally faces

the east. He may, however, face any direction but the west,

i.e. that of the setting sun.

At the threshing-floor empty vessels are always kept

upside down, and the language used there is peculiar and

not easily understood. All indecent words or words of evil

import are carefully avoided, and the threshers behave as if

they were in a temple of the gods when they put the corn

into the bags.

There is a curious custom of the threshing-floor called

the “ Goigote ”—the tying of the cultivator’s knot. When
a sheaf of corn has been threshed out, before it is removed

the grain is heaped up and the threshers, generally six in

number, sit round it, and taking a few stalks, with the ears

of corn attached, jointly tie a knot and bury it in the heap.

It is left there until all the sheaves have been threshed and

the corn is winnowed and measured. The object of this

ceremony is to prevent the devils from diminishing the

quantity of corn in the heap, which it is believed they

would otherwise most certainly do, if the performance

were omitted.

Soon after the corn is threshed, winnowed and measured,

a “ merit-giving ” entertainment is held. This takes place

either at the cultivator’s house or at the threshing-floor,

before the corn is removed from the field, and generally in

the early morning.

The preparations are completed on the preceding night.

One among the many dishes is made of seven different

kinds of vegetables, while the dessert is composed of ripe

plantains and cakes made of the new rice. In some parts of

the country guests are verbally invited, in others a concli

is blown to assemble the friends and neighbours, and else-

where they come without invitation after the day and hour

have been publicly notified.

On this occasion the Kapurala or Giganarala erects a

platform close to the field and places a dish on it containing

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 26
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a small quantity of all the different kinds of food prepared

as a thank-offering to the gods. The guests then sit round

on mats, and rice is served out to them on pieces of plantain

leaves, but they do not begin the meal until all are helped

and the Kapurala or Giganarala has proposed prosperity to

the cultivator, and invoked the blessing of the Kataragawa,

Paltina or Alutnuvara gods conjointly with the other deities

on him. After this ceremony the corn is taken home.

Next, the cultivator pounds out a few measures of the new

rice, cooks it and takes it with some highly seasoned curries

to the nearest temple, to be offered to the priests, in consi-

deration of which, a short benediction, with a promise of

Nirvana, is pronounced upon him. On his return home he

takes another supply of uncooked rice to the village headman,

who gives him in return for this favour, a cup of coffee

and a chew of betel.

As a general rule, the Kapurala, Giganarala, Kathadiya,

and Neket Karaya are paid for their services in kind at the

harvest, together with the washerman, the tomtom-beater,

the blacksmith and the devil dancer. These present their

“ little bill
”

in due course, and are cheerfully and generously

requited for their services at the different stages of the

cultivation of the field during the preceding months.
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Art. XVT .— The Vernacuhr Literature and Folklore of the

Panjdh. By Thomas II. Thornton, C.S.I., D.C.L.

The aim of the present paper is to give some idea of

what is known of the ‘ Vernacular Literature and Folklore

of the Panjab.’ It lays no claim to be the result of original

research. It is, in fact, little more than an epitome of

information collected from books, periodicals, and official

records, or gathered from the lips of Indian friends. More-

over, the task of collecting information has been greatly

simplified by the appearance, within the last year, of a

remarkable work by a rising Indian civilian. I refer to the

Report of the late census of the Panjab, by Mr. Denzil

Ibbetson. The Report is a monument of elaborate research,

is written in a most attractive style, and has been justly

described by high authority as a “ mine of information,”

—

not only regarding census operations—but also concerning

the history, races, languages, and literature of the Panjab.

For the first portion of this paper free use has been made
of the contents of that valuable work. I shall conclude by

a few observations on the effects of thirty-five years of

British rule on the development of vernacular literature

and the intellectual condition of the people.

Before describing the literature of the Panjab, it is right

that I should say a few words about the land and the people.

The province of the Pan jab, with its feudatory states

(exclusive of Kashmir), covers an area exceeding that of

Prussia, and includes a population of nearly 23,000,000 souls.
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comprising one-fourth of the Musalraan, one-twentieth of the

Hindu, and eleven-twelfths of the Sikh subjects of the Queen.

There are other provinces of India more vast, more

populous, more wealthy
;
but none, perhaps, present such

striking variety of climate, scenery, and population, or afford

so many points of interest to the historian, the ethnologist,

or the student of ancient institutions. On the south-west

it includes the almost rainless region of Multan, dependent

for very life upon wells, canals, and river inundation
;
further

north vast grazing grounds of scrub and bush, then a wide

grain-producing tract extending through zones of increasing

rainfall and fertility to the foot of the Himalayas
;

then

stretches up among the mountains through forests and rich

valleys up to and beyond the peaks of the central ranges,

and embraces the Tibetan valleys of Lahul and Spiti. On
the east it includes the Mughal capital of Dehli, and the

western borders of Hindustan, on the south encroaches on

the great desert of Rajputana, and on the west includes

within its trans-Jhilam territory a tract which, except in

respect of geographical position, can hardly be said to belong

to India. Nor are its inhabitants less diverse than its physi-

cal aspects. Writing in Akbar’s time, Abulfazl, the great

author of the Ain-i-Ahhari, describes Lahore as the “ grand

resort of people of all nations ”
;
this description is, in a

sense, applicable to the whole of the Panjab. Upwards

of three hundred separate tribes and castes are enumerated

in the census papers, and these are further subdivided

into a multitude of clans and sections. The bulk of its

peasantry are Jats, believed to be of Scythic origin, strong in

frame, thrifty, hardworking, impatient of tribal or communal

control, but orderly and well disposed. Next in importance

come the Rajputs, of pure Arian stock, brave, proud, with

strong feudal instincts and respect for tribal heads, but lazy

and indifferent husbandmen. Then the Ardins, a purely

Panjab race, the market-gardeners of the province. Next

the Gujars, a tribe of eastern Tartary, the herdsmen of

the lower hills and riverain lowlands. Among the minor

tribes are Ghakkars, Shiah immigrants from Khorassan, long
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dominant in the Salt Range
;

Tujak aboriginals from Iran
;

Mughal descendants from the soldiery of Baber
;
Ahirs from

the west coast of Bombay
;

Khaggas and Qoreshis from

Arabia
;
Meof< and Minns, pre-Arian races from the Aravalli

bills. Its central grazing grounds are occupied by Kdthias,

Kharmls and other nomad tribes of great antiquity
;

its hills,

by Dogms, Kanets, Thdkors and other races peculiar to the

Province
;
while scattered through its towns and villages, are

the Khatris, Aroras, Sudhs, Bhdhms and Pnrdchas, who

conduct its commerce. Lastly, on the North-AYest frontier

is the Pathdn or Afghan of India, whose nationality is still

a puzzle, bigoted, vindictive, faithless, unamenable to chiefs’

control, but hospitable, and with a charm of manner which

makes one almost forget his treacherous nature
;
and the Biloch

of Persian stock, revengeful and predatory, and, like the

Pathan, hospitable, but, unlike his Pathan neighbour, devoted

to his tribal chiefs
;

less turbulent, perhaps, less treacherous,

less fanatical, or, to quote the words of Mr. Ibbetson, “ with

less of God in his creed and less of the devil in his nature.”

So much for the land and the people,—I add a few words

on their past history.

In pre-historic times the Panjab was the scene of the great

conflict which forms the main incident of the Mnhdhhdrata.

In history it first appears as the scene of Alexander’s latest

exploit, and the rude semblances of triremes which still ply

on the waters of the Satlaj are, perhaps, a reminiscence of

the conqueror’s fleet. After a blank interval of eighty years

we find the Panjab—or part of it—under the sway of the

Greek Satraps of Bactria. The legends of their coins, first

Greek, then Greek and Pali, attest their conciliatory policy,

and we trace their civilizing influence in fragments of artistic

statuarj^ and sculpture from the ruined Buddhist monasteries

of Swat and Yusufzai. But it was not to last. Successive

swarms of Scythian immigrants from the arid plateaus of the

Oxus, the Xantii of Strabo, the latii of Ptolemy and Pliny,

the Jats of modern times, first filled the valley of the Indus,

then streamed into the Panjab. By isolating India from
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Greece, they changed the course of history. But they gave

the Panjab its best cultivators. To this day their favourite

legendary hero is a Scythian warrior, and in their sturdy in-

dependence, their innate love of horses and strong drink, and

their use of the bow as the symbol of sovereignty and

homage, they preserve some traces of the life and habits of their

ancestors. Eight hundred years elapse. The Panjab is under

Bajput chiefs, and Islam appears upon the scene. I will not

w'eary you with an account of the Muhammadan dynasties of

the Panjab. Suffice it to say that the Province was the scene

of the struggles which first gave India to the Muhammadans,

which in turn transferred the empire of Hindustan from the

Lodi to the Mughal dynasty, and from the Mughals to the

Mahrattas, which shook the power of the Mahrattas at

Panipat, and finally crushed it at Dehli and made us masters

of northern India. Meanwhile Sikhism in its militant form

was developing, and culminated in the chiefship of Maharaja

Ranjit Singh, who died, in 1839, Lord of the Panjab from

the Sulimani mountains to the Satlaj, and from Kashmir to

beyond Multan. In 1849 the Panjab was annexed to the

British Empire, and thus, in the language of a local ballad,

“ sorrow was silenced and the Sikh Empire became a story

of the past.”

Let us now approach more closely the main subject of the

paper, and enquire what are the languages spoken in this

region of mingled nationalities? According to the returns

of the last census of the Panjab, the number of eastern

languages spoken in the province is ten.

The inhabitants of the central plain—three-fifths of the

entire population—speak Panjabi, a language closely akin to

the Hindi, but sufficiently distinct in its phonetic system and

vocabulary to admit of its being recognized as a separate

tongue, as separate, perhaps, as Flemish from Dutch, or

Catalan from Provencal
;

as such it is included by Mr.

Beames among the seven modern Arian languages of India,

—languages bearing the same relation to the Sanskrit as the

Romance languages of Europe to the Latin of Cicero or Caesar.
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The peasantry of the eastern districts speak the western

dialect of Hindi known as the Brij Blidsha, and the

Persianized form of that language known as Urdu or Hindu-

stani is spoken as a vernacular by all the better classes

resident in towns, and is further used as a lingua franca

throughout the province. The language-field of Hindi

(within and without the Panjab) is said to cover 240,000

square miles, and the number speaking it is estimated to

exceed 50,000,000 persons
;
but of these not more than

2,000,000 reside in the Panjab.

On the south a form of Hindi called Bdgri (the language

of the Bikanir prairie) is spoken by 117,000 settlers from

Rajputana. In the hills north-east, Bahdri (or the moun-

tain language), another form of Hindi— subdivided into

numerous dialects—is the vernacular of 1,500,000 persons,

and far away in the valleys of Pangi, Lahul and Spiti,

Tibetan (or Bhot as it is termed by the natives) is the

language of a few thousand mountaineers. In the hills west

of the Rdvi Dogri or Chihhule, a language akin to the

Panjabi, is spoken, and Kashmiri, an Arian vernacular,

distinct from Hindi and Panjabi, is spoken by 50,000 immi-

grants in British territory.

In the south-western plains 1,272,000 persons are recorded

as speaking Jatki or Multdni, a language intermediate

between Sindlii and Panjabi.

On the north-west frontier Pashto or Pakhto, the language

of the Afghans (the Hd/crue? of Herodotus), is spoken by

900,000 British subjects. It is an Arian language of the

Iranic rather than the Indie class, but has many points in

common with the Sindhi.

Lastly, Bilochi, an archaic form of Persian, overlaid with

Sindhi and Jatki words, is still spoken by a few tribesmen

—

the number given is 25,748—on the south-west border of

the province.

Such, briefly, are the ten vernacular languages, or distinc-

tive forms of language, spoken in the Panjab. It must

not, however, be supposed that their respective boundaries
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are definite. The dialects are innumerable, and except,

perhaps, in the case of Pashto, one language shades off into

another. Thus the Hindi shades off into Panjabi, Bagri and

Pahari
;
the Panjabi into Dogri on the north, and Jatki on

the south. Even the Tibetan of Spiti (a Mongolian lan-

guage) shades off into the Arian Pahari of Kulu.

"\Ye are now in a position to take up effectively the

problem with which we started. "What literature, if any,

is to be found in the ten languages above enumerated ?

If, indeed, it lay within the scope of my present paper

to include the works of Arabian or Persian authors, who

flourished in the Panjab, at the courts of Ghaznivid, Pathan

or Mughal rulers, I could give a goodly list. I could claim

as a Panjabi the great Ahu-Rihan-al-Baruni, who, though

a native of Kharism or Khiva, spent much of his time in the

land of the five rivers. I could claim Amir Khosrau, the

father of Urdu poetry
;
the historian Nizdm-ad-din-Ahmad •,

the author of the Tdrihli-i-Alfi
;
and last, not least, a poetess,

in the person of the princess Zeh-un-nissa, daughter of the

Emperor Aurangzeb, whose book of mystical effusions,

entitled the Diwdn-i-Makhfi, is still read and admired by the

learned in Hindustan. But the literature with which we

have to do is vernacular as opposed to classical or exotic

literature. In respect to this the information I have to

give is, I regret to say, imperfect and unsatisfying
;
but I

shall be able to show that the subject is beginning to attract

attention, and if the result of this day’s meeting and the

encouragement kindly afforded by this Society should be

to stimulate research in this new field of study, this paper

will not have been written in vain.

Let us proceed to take the languages in the order already

given, commencing with Paxjabi. Though Panjabi is

spoken by 14,200,000 persons, and is known colloquially by

almost every district officer in the province, its literature

has, until lately, been singularly neglected. At an early

period of our connection with the Panjab, the language was

sneered at as a patois, and its literature has suffered the fate
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of the proverbial clog. But it has a literature, written as well

as oral (if such an expression is admissible), a literature not

merely of to-day, but extending back for upwards of two

centuries, less extensive than the Hindi and Urdu, less

cultivated, less ornate, but not to be despised
;
much of it is

borrowed from Persian, Sanskrit, and Hindi originals, much

of it uninteresting, much of it puerile, much of it a good

deal worse, but it is a mine worth working, and the remark

of Mr. Beames upon the language is applicable also to the

literature of the Panjab:—“There is a flavour of wheaten

flour and a reek of village smoke about it, which is

infinitely more captivating than anything which the hide-

bound Pandit-ridden languages of the eastern parts of India

can show us.”

So far as I have been able to ascertain, the most ancient

specimen of written Panjabi is an old version of the Janam

Sd/ihi, or Life of Nanak, the Sikh reformer, believed to

have been drawn up by Giiru Angad (the 2nd Guru)

between a.d. 1539 and 1552. This old version—probably

the original one—was discovered by the late Dr. Trumpp,

and a translation of it is included in the introduction to his

great work on the A'di Granth. One would have thought

that the Sikh Scriptures, embodying, as they do, the

doctrines and precepts of popular teachers, would have been

recorded in the vernacular language of the people for whose

use and benefit they were compiled. But, strange to say,

it is not so. According to the learned translator of the

Granth, both portions of that volume, the A'di Granth and

the Dasamah Padshah ka Granth, are written, for the most

part, not in Panjabi, but in old forms of Hindi—and are

not only unintelligible to the people, but not accurately

understood by its professed exponents— the Granthis of

the Amritsar temple. But here and there, for instance, at

the end of the Jcqyji or opening prayer, and in the Bhog

or concluding portion, Stoks or distichs in the Panjabi

language are introduced,—examples of which will be found

in the appendix. The next oldest specimen, according to a

Sikh friend, who ought to know, is the Pitta Bandhdva ka
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Gosht—the book of the sayings of Nanak. Besides this is

a mass of religious literature, such as the Sau Sdki, portions

of which have been roughly translated into English by my
friend Sardar Ata Singh Bhadauria, the Sdki of Mdni Singh,

the Life of Hargobind, and other works not likely to be

interesting to the European,—with, perhaps, one exception; I

refer to a collection of verses, dating from the Guruship of

Arjiin (1581-1606), and known as Wdrdn Bhai Gurdds da.

The verses are written in tbe metre used for martial epics,

and are intended to describe the battle of good and evil in

the human soul. As specimens of the earlier secular litera-

ture I can mention the Bdras Bhdg (a collection of ethical

precepts), an epic on Akbar’s siege of Chittore, and a muck
admired one on Nadir Shah’s invasion. Of a later period

we have numerous translations and imitations of Persian,

Sanskrit, and Hindi tales and poems, and notably of the

Bdrah Mdh or “ Songs of the Twelve Months,”—a favourite

collection by Mir Jawdn,—a well-known U'rdu poet. Of

these modern imitators Ildshim, wEo lived in the time of

Maharaja Ranjit Singh, is the most admired, and a specimen

of his polished versification will be included in the appendix.

Lastly, in Panjabi, as in Hindi and Sanskrit, poetry is applied

to classes of literature not deemed in western countries to

be capable of poetic treatment. Thus there are poetical

books on medicine,—the Khair Manukh,—a poetical guide to

sanitation, and the Rajniti or Bhai Budh Singh ka Baith,

a poetical treatise on the duties of a prince.

So much for what may be termed the post-classical litera-

ture of the Panjdb. But side by side with this literature

there is in the Panjab, as elsewhere in India, a vast amount

of Folklore in the shape of legends or folk-poems, folk-

tales, ballads, songs, and sicdngs, or semi-religious mythical

plays, partly acted and partly recited. Entil very recently

this interesting field of literature was almost unexplored.

An example, indeed, had been set in other parts of India by

the publication of Old Deccan Days, Folk-tales of Bengal, and

the Lidian Fairy Tales of Miss Whitley Stokes, re-edited by
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j\Ir. Ralston ;
and in respect to Pashto folklore, by the works

of Major Raverty, and the collection of popular stories,

ballads, riddles, and proverbs in Mr. Thorburn’s “ Bannu ”

(published in 1876), and of Baluchi folklore in Mr. Barnes’s

Northern Baluchi Grammar (published in 1881). At length,

however, in the case of Panjabi, a commencement has been

most satisfactorily and appropriately made by the son of one,

whose name will be always associated with one of the most

successful periods of the administration of the Panjab; I

refer to Captain R. C. Temple, of the Bengal Staff Corps,

the son of Sir Richard Temple. He is publishing in numbers

a collection of Panjab legends, carefully recorded so as to

preserve the peculiarities of language, together with a

scholarlike translation. There is an introductory note to

each legend, but few further annotations, a defect which will,

doubtless, be remedied hereafter. He is editing with

valuable notes a series of folk- tales, collected by his coadju-

trix Mrs. Steel, the wife of a Civilian, and published in

the Indian Antiquarij, and further has started a monthly

periodical entitled Panjdh Notes and Queries, for the “syste-

matic collection of authentic notes and scraps of information

regarding the country and the people.”

My remarks on Panjab folklore will be taken chiefly

from the introduction to his volume on Legends.

“In the Panjab,” says Capt. Temple, “ ih.Q folk-tale is

abundant everywhere. It lives in every village and hamlet,

in every nursery and zenana, and wherever the women and

children congregate. The folk-poem is very far from dead,

but the wandering bard is beginning to die out.”

The “ bards ” he divides into the following classes :

—

(1) The bard proper, kept at the courts of native rulers or

grandees, who sings, inter alia, national legends of warlike feats,

and is the depositary of the family history of the local chief

;

(2) The priestly depositary of the sacred legends of

the Hindus, who, with his company, sings sicdngs at the

various stated festivals, at the Holi in spring, and the

Basahra in autumn especially
;

(3) The wandering devotee, who attaches himself to some
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saint, Hindu or Musalman, and sings laudatory legends at

the festivals peculiar to his hero
;

(4) The professional ballad-singer or Mirdsi, who ac-

companies dancing girls and sings for hire at the joyous

ceremonies connected with marriages and the like. He will

sing any kind of song you like, from a national legend to the

lowest ribaldry, and is invariably a disreputable rascal

;

(5) A performer at the festivals of low outcastes in imita-

tion of the true sicdng. With a prodigious memory, and

some notion of verse and metre, he will drone away in

language suited to himself and his humble audience through

hundreds of lines of legend—always valuable
;

(6) The rough villager—especially in the hills—with a

turn for poetry and recitation, who recites stories strictly

local in their scope to an admiring crowd of his friends

and neighbours, in language that is at once the joy of the

philologist and the plague of the folk-lore collector.

The legends he has divided into groups,

—

(1) Those relating to Rassdlu, son of Sdlivahn, the epo-

nymic hero of Syalkot, descendant of a Scythian prince
;

(2) Those relating to Salihi Sarwar, the favourite modern

Muhammadan saint of the Panjab
;

(3) Those relating to other saints
;

(4) Those relating to kings.

The Panjab legend can hardly be described as ‘‘lively

reading,” but is far from dull to the student of history,

philology, and ancient customs.

The tales are endless. Many, such as the well-known

Leila Majnun and Yusaf Zuleika, are from the Persian;

others old Sanskrit or Hindi stories. Of those of local origin

many are great rubbish, many are worse
;
some are un-

objectionable, and a few amusing. But, after all, the value

of a tale or legend is not to be measured by its power to

amuse
;
the legend is a precious repository of old forms of

language, and sometimes of historical tradition, and both

tales and legends, besides their value to the comparative

folklorist (to use an expression from America), embody much

useful information about the habits, thoughts, and customs
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of the people. Those who have had the pleasure to read

‘ Indian Fairy Tales ’ will know how wide a field the folk-tale

ofiers for interesting and instructive criticism. Some of the

favourite tales have long been included in the written

literature of the Panjab
;

of this class is the poetic tale of

Sussi and Pcamu, well known in Sinde
;
of Wdris Shah and

Hir \
of Sow/, the potter’s daughter

;
of Sdhiba and Mirza ;

of Saifdl. I give the titles of a few otliers translated by

Mrs. Steel as su^Restive of their character :

—

O O

The Princess Pepperina.

The King with Seven Sons.

The Death and Burial of poor Hen-sparrow.

The Toper and the Farmer’s Wife.

The general features of a good Panjabi folk-poem or

folk-tale are similar to those in other parts of India, and

may be thus described.

There is the hero (who is sometimes, by-the-bye, golden-

haired and fair-complexioned) and his companions
;

then,

perhaps, an ogre or a giant
;
probably a serpent

;
also saints,

religious mendicants, witches, and almost invariably talking

animals. The hero gets into difficulties, the ogre devours

somebody, the serpents fly and scorch, the witches carry

off" the heroine, and the religious mendicant makes himself

generally disagreeable
;
but the talking animals are generally

on the right side, the saints perform miracles, and somehow

or another all ends well.

Of the ballads some are mere wenealoRical recitations of

the names of former heroes, accompanied by complimentary

ejaculations. These are generally written in continuous

rhyme, thus :

A'di Khaira chaudhri, tappe

Chohak de parwane,

Jodh, Sajada, Somra, Kande,

Yair mango, gur ganue,

Age Hast, Bailak, Sarang, Aladi'n

Kotar sab chuanon manne
;

Nain, Laka, Mirza Dilpat,

Butiale banne.
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Old and renowned was chaudhri Khaira,

Tillages were under the sway of Chohak,

Jedh, Sajada, Somra,

Ate enmity like sugar.

Hast, Bailak, Sarang, Aladin,

These four all men respected
;

Hain, Laka, ilirza Dilpat,

Who brake down the trees.

A few are historical. One in my possession gives a brief

history of the Muhammadan dynasties of India
;

another

contains a spirited account of the first Sikh campaign,

ending with the battle of Sobraon. A few deal with politics

or indicate the current of popular thought in matters of

general interest. Some of these have been translated by

Mrs. Steel.

The songs are infinitely various. Every class, every tribe,

every form of occupation has its group of songs. The

irrigator as he plunges his leathern bucket in the well

repeats a particularly melodious refrain
;

canal-clearers will

sing dorlias or antiphones all night long
;
the hill-coolie, who

carries jmur bag ten miles up hill for sixpence, will, if

encouraged, sing all the way
;

the boatmen have a very

varied repertoire, and the Paicindahs—hut I must explain who

these Pawindahs are. They are tribes of warrior merchants

from Afghanistan, with Jewish face and fresh complexion,

who, at the commencement of each cold season, appear, with

knife and shield and matchlock and strings of neatly-laden

camels, on the confines of our western frontier. Yearly

they fight their way from Ghazni to the Giimal Pass
;
thence

moving into British territory, fire a salute, lay down their

arms, encamp their families in safety on the plains of the

Panjab, and then spread themselves as peaceful traders

throughout northern India, exchanging their madder, grapes

and dried-fruit, for copper, indigo and piece-goods, and

returning at the commencement of the hot weather to their

homes in the hills. These Pawindahs have a grand collection

of melodious songs and antiphones, some stirring, some
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pathetic. Lastly, the domestic songs are endless in number,

variety and style, from “ tazah batazah,” sung by a trained

vocalist from Dehli, to the “
hilli railli ” of the ordinary

nautch girl—the prevailing characteristic being stupidity

and impropriety.

To complete my sketch of Panjabi literature in a broad

sense, I append some specimens of the provcrhial sayings

of which Panjabis, in common with all eastei’n nations,

are peculiarly fond. Many of them are, doubtless, already

known, but some are new. The study of the proverbial

literature of India is not only, as Mr. Long has shown,

most interesting in itself, not only does it throw great

light upon the character and habits of the people, but

for those engaged in administration has a considerable

practical value. Thus hlr. O’Brien, author of the Glossary

of the Multani Language, observes :

“To be able to quote an apposite proverb or saying in-

creases one’s power, and makes intercourse with the natives

of the country much more cheerful than it usually is. The

Multani peasant seems to remember nothing but droughts,

failures of canals, blights, locusts, murrains, and every pos-

sible misfortune that can befall a farmer. lie forgets good

harvests, high prices, timely rains, and canal-water. While

he is making the usual complaints, he perhaps admits that

rain fell in Magh and Phagan, and then you have him at

once. ‘ But you have a proverb that “ if rain falls in Magh,

the grain will be so abundant that the straw will not contain

it,” and we also know from the wisdom of your ancestors that

if rain falls in Phagan the very fields won’t hold the grain.’

AVhen he is brought to book in this way, the lugubrious Jat

collapses and becomes a pleasant companion. In kutcherryif

you refuse a Jat’s request and tell him the proverb, ‘a miser

is better than a liberal man because he refuses at once,’ he

goes away with a laugh instead of appealing to all the divine

powers and eventually being hustled out by the orderlies.”

It remains to say a few words about the present condition
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and prospects of the Panjabi language and literature.

Writing in 1872, Mr. Beames prophesied the ultimate extinc-

tion of Panjabi by Urdu, and Mr. Ibbetson considers there

can be no doubt the process is in progress. It may be so
;
but

with 14,000,000 speakers of Panjabi, of whom 937 in every

thousand can neither read nor write, and only 15 in a thousand

are being instructed (such are the somewhat startling

statistics of the census), the process will be a slow one.

Moreover, with the multiplication of printing and litho-

graphic presses, a new Panjabi literature is rapidly developing.

There are now four newspapers published in that language,

and from 100 to 200 works in Panjabi are published every

year. While two societies— the Guru Singh Sabha, and the

Sat Sahha—have been established at Lahore for the diffusion

of useful knowledge through the medium of Panjabi.

Hixni AND Urdu.—The written literature of Hindi and

its Persianized form Urdu or Hindustani, is very extensive,,

and has found an enthusiastic admirer in the late M. Garcin

de Tassy, who, in his “ Histoire de la Literature Hindoui et

Hindustani,” has described the works of some 720 writers,

consisting almost entirely of poets. Its folklore is similar

in character to that of the Panjab proper, and will not be

further noticed.

Hindi literature commences with the Prithirdjd Ramu, of

Chand Bardai, a native of Lahore, who wrote about a.d. 1200.

His poem describes the birth and death and final overthrow

of the last Hindu king of Dehli, to whose court he was at-

tached in the capacity of bard. U'rdu literature may be said

to commence with Khosrau of Dehli, who was born in the

thirteenth century, but lived to a great age, though Wali,

who lived at the end of the seventeenth century, is usually

regarded as the father of U^rdu poetry. The two literatures

have since developed side by side, the Hindi following the

form and style of Sanskrit poetry and current folklore, the

Urdu taking as its model the diicdns (medleys), the ghazals

(odes) and romances of Persian poetry. The general

character of later Hindi literature is thus described by

Beames (pp. 83, 84, of his Comparative Grammar) ;

—
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“ Subsequent Hindi literature consists almost entirely of

long, tiresome religious poems, together with some of a

lighter type, translations or rather ‘ rifaccimenti ’ of older

poems, such as the ‘ Ramayan ’ of Tulsi Das, none of which are

particularly worth reading, except for the light they throw

on the gradual progress of the language. The reiterated

employment by them all of a certain set of stock words and

phrases deprives their works of any appearance of indivi-

duality or originality, which, added to the extremely dull

and uninteresting nature of the subject-matter of the poems

themselves, makes them on the whole about the least attrac-

tive body of literature in the world. The seven hundred

couplets of Bihari Lai contain many pretty, though fanciful,

conceits, and are composed in extremely correct and elegant

verse
;
and here and there among the religious poems may

be found meditations and prayers of some merit. The

‘Ramayan’ of Tulsi Das is probably only admired because

the masses are unable to read the original of Valmiki. In

modern times a perfect cloud of writers has arisen, amongst

whom, however, it is impossible to single out any one

deserving of special mention.”

The same description is applicable to modern UTdii litera-

ture. The works chiefly read in the Panjah are (or rather

were, for my information is not very new) the poems of Wali,

Mir-Taqi, Sauda, and the Bara Mdh of l\Iir Jawan,

to which allusion has been already made. History has

generally been recorded in Persian, hut a few local writers

in UTdii, such as Gliuldm Murtaza, Sujdii Singh, and others,

may be mentioned.

But there is a work in old Hindi which deserves special

notice in an account of the literature of the Panjab. I refer

to the Granth Sdhih or sacred book of the Sikhs. This is

composed, as has been before mentioned, of two parts—
the Adi Granth, collected by Guru Arjun (a.d. 1581-1606),

and the Dasamah Bddahah ha Granth, collected by Guru
Govind the 10th Guru (a.d. 1675-1708). The first part

has been translated by Dr. Trumpp. It consists of (1) the

Jap an introduction by Nanak
; (2) some devotional

TOL. XVII.—[new series.] 27
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pieces
; (3) thirty-one Rags, each Rag being a medley of

verses by different Gurus and Bhagats (or saints), including

a Mahomedan Sufi known as Sheikh Farid
; (4) the

Bhog, or concluding portion, consisting of Sloks or distichs

in the Panjabi language. The second part, written in a

purer form of Hindi, consists chiefly of the productions of

Guru Govind’s immediate followers.^

Of its general character as a literary work, the account

given by the learned translator is not encouraging. “ It is

for us occidentals,” he says, “ a most painful and indeed an

almost stupefying task to read even a single Rag.”

This is not the place for entering upon a disquisition

regarding the doctrines and teaching of the great Sikh

apostle. Suffice it to say that the somewhat unfavourable

views regarding them expressed in Dr. Trurnpp’s introduc-

tion are not generally held by Englishmen in India, and

that a far more favourable account will be found in a work

of considerably authority but little known—Cunningham’s

History of the Sikhs, published in 1848.

To return to Urdu literature in the Panjab. It has

immensely developed of late years, and on an average 400

works issue per annum from the local presses.

BAgrt.

—

No information.

Pahari.—The only written literature the language appears

to possess begins and ends with a small but interesting collec-

tion of rhapsodies in praise of Raja Jagat Singh (a.d, 1650),

by a Kangra bard called Gamhhir Rae (Journal of Asiatic

Society of Bengal, 1875, p. 92).

Tibetan.—Mr. Oust (Modern Languages of the East

Indies) says :
“ It has a vast literature, four peculiar forms

of character derived from the Indian, but the pronunciation

has long departed from the mode of spelling. The New
Testament has been translated into Tibetan in the Tibetan

characters, but the study of the language and literature of

this important field has been so neglected that scarcely one

' Those who desire further information regarding the Hindi dialects occurring

in the Granth should consult Dr. Trumpp’s paper on ‘ Die altesten Hindui-

Gedichte,’ published in the Proceedings of the Eoyal Bavarian Akademie der

Wissenschaften, 1879.
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scholar exists. Jaeschke’s Dictionary is now ready for the

press, and will be published by the Government of India.”

Dogri.—No indigenous literature, but folk-songs and the

like. The New Testament has been translated into the

Chamba dialect.

KashmirI.—No indigenous written literature, but several

folk-tales have been published by Mrs. Steel in the Indian

Antiquary, vol. xi., and an extract from a religious poem by

Sheikh Shibli, translated by Dr. Leitner, is given in the

appendix. The New Testament in Kashmiri is procurable

at the British and Foreign Bible Society’s Depot, and a

Dictionary of Kashmiri Proverbs, by the Rev. J. Hinton

Knowles, is being published in India for the benefit of the

Mission Hospital, Kashmir.

Jatki.—Not a written language, but it abounds in most

homely and vigorous proverbs, stories, riddles, aphorisms,

and poems, specimens of which are given in Mr. O’Brien’s

“ Glossary of the Multani Language,” published by the

Panjab Government. The most popular form of poetry is

the dorha, which is averse containing two lines,—one sings a

couplet and another answers him. One of their favourite

stories is that of the “ Three Fools.” A traveller salutes

three men who are sitting by a road-side. They quarrel as

to which of them the salute is intended for. The traveller

says he saluted the biggest fool. The men thereupon go

to the Qazi, and each relates his adventures to prove that

he answers that description. The Panjab Bible Society has

published a Multani version of the New Testament.

Pashto.—The earliest book to which a date can be assigned

is a history of the Yusufzai, written by one Shekh Mali in

A.D. 1417. There is now a considerable mass of indigenous

literature, chiefly consisting of tribal and national histories

and of erotic or Sufist poems. Among them may be men-

tioned the diw^ns of Khushdl Khan, the great Khattak chief

(a.d. 1640-1690), known as the ‘‘Father of Afghdn poetry,”

and of Ahd-ul-Rahman and Ahd-td-llamkl, of the Momand
tribe (a.d. 1720), the “ Sadi of the Afghans

;

” Makhzan-i-

Afghdni, by the celebrated Mughal priest Akhund Darwdza,
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and the Tdrikh-i-Murassa of Afzul Khan Khattak. Ballads

are numerous, and some of them very spirited. A translation

of one on the Fight at Naushairha (between the Afghans and

Sikhs in 1823), is given in Major Raverty’s Pushtu Grammar,
and there is an excellent collection of Marwati ballads, stories,

riddles, and proverbial sayings in Mr. Thorburn’s “Bannu”
(1876). The New Testament has been translated into Pashto.

Balochi or Baluchi.—Not a written language; hut the

memories of the people teem with ballads setting forth the

brave deeds and loves and adventures of their national heroes,

and the poetic fire is not extinct, for additions are being made
to the stock. They are also fond of riddles, which are

always in verse. See Mr. Dames’s “Grammar of the Northern

Balochi Language,” 1881.

Specimens of the different classes of literature above de-

scribed will be found in the appendix.

I proceed to give a few facts indicative of the development

of vernacular literature in the Punjab, and of the intellectual

condition of the people since the province was annexed.

In the first Administration Report for 1849-50, 50-51,

there is no reference to literature.

Ten years afterwards I find the following remarks :

—

“ Lahore of the present day cannot claim to he the abode

of vernacular learning
;
the better educated are content with

a smattering of Sadi, Hafiz, and Nizami, and the favourite

literature of the day consists of songs, ballads, and tales.

There is one newspaper with a circulation of 400 copies, and

four vernacular presses, but as yet the native of the Panjab

is not fond of rushing into print. The few vernacular works

published consist principally of reprints of old works on the

Muhammadan faith, a few pamphlets on Hindu religious

subjects, a few Muhammadan works on medicine, and a few

simple educational books
;
tales and popular ballads make up

the remainder of the list. Books of travel or on history

find no sale.”

I now turn to the last Administration Report available

—

that for 1882-3, and find that there were 858 vernacular
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books published in the province during the year, and among

them 9 on historical subjects, 47 on science, 66 on language,

and 7 on mental and moral science
;

that there were 28

vernacular newspapers, and 24 periodicals (4 literary, 2

biographical, 4 medical)
;
and 26 societies for the encourage-

ment of different branches of literature, and the discussion

of social, political, and religious questions, and diffusing

useful knowledge through the medium of the vernaculars.

Again, respecting education, the writer of the first Report

above referred to, after giving an account of the indigenous

schools which professed to give a certain amount of instruction

to less than 5 per 1000 of the population, observes, “ The

studies being chiefly confined to sacred books written in a

classical phraseology, unintelligible to both teacher and pupil,

do not tend to develope the intellectual faculties of either.”

In 1882-3 we find there is an incorporated university,

25 high schools, upwards of 2800 primary and indigenous

schools, besides a medical school, 3 industrial schools, a

school of Art, and several hundred girls’ schools.

So far, so good
;
but then regard for a moment the fol-

lowing figures taken from the Census Report of 1881 :

—

In the Panjab, out of every 1000 males (including those

of 5 years and under), 920 are uninstructed.

In England, out of 1000 persons of all ages, 120 are under

instruction
;
in India 28 ;

in the Panjab 15.

What is the inevitable conclusion from these facts ? That

the efforts made and being made to extend and improve

education are very praiseworthy, and the advance, from

one point of view, prodigious
;
but that, after all, we have

hardly touched the great mass of the population. In these

circumstances it will not, perhaps, be inappropriate to offer a

suggestion based upon the subject we have been considering.

In the imperfect sketch I have given of the past and present

condition of the literature of the Panjab, one fact, at least,

has been established, the ardent love of the Panjabi, whether

from the hills or from the plains, whether Hindu, Sikh, or

Musalman, for poetry and tales. Would it not be possible
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to utilize this love in the cause of education in the widest

sense ? Would it not he possible for the Educational Depart-

ment and the twenty-six Literary Societies of which we

have just heard, to prepare and diffuse, through schools,

zenanas, and other means, a better class of tale and poem

and song, and thus develope in the early future not for the

few thousand of the better class alone, but for the entire

population of a great province— a more wholesome, a more

refined, a more elevating Literature of the Panjab?

APPENDIX.

Specimens of Yernacular Literature of the Panjab.

I. Panjabi.

1. Panjabi Sloks from the Granth (from Trumpp’s “A(di

Granth ”).

(fl.) Slok at the end of the Jilpji (date, beginning of

sixteenth century?).

Pavanu guru, pani pita, mata dharte mahatu,

Divasu rati, diii dal daya, khelal sagala jagatu.

Changyaia buryaia vachal dharmu hajuri,

KaramI apl apnl, ke nerai ke duri,

Jinl namu dhiala, gae samakati ghall,

Nanaka te mukha ujall, keri chuto nail.

Translation.

Wind is the Guru, water the father, great earth the mother,

Day and night, the two are female and male nurse, the whole

world sports.

The Righteous Judge rehearses the good and had works (of men) in

the presence (of God),

By their own actions some are near, some afar-off (God).

Those who have meditated on His name are gone, having finished

their labours.

Nanak ! their faces are bright, (and) with them what multitudes

are saved

!
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(b.) A dorha or couplet in the B/ioff (concluding portion of

the Granth), written by Guru Tegh Bahadur (9th Guru)

when in prison at Dehli, lo his son Guru Gobind (date, latter

part of seventeenth century).

Bala chutkio, bandna pare, kachfi na hota upai,

Kahu Jianaka, aba 5ta hari, gaja jiu liohii sabai.

Translation.

My strength is exhausted, fetters have fallen upon me, there is no

means of escape left

;

Nanak says, now Hari is my refuge, like an elephant he will

become my helper.

2. Specimen of the style and language of the older Panjab

legend; from the legend of Raja Rasalu (Capt. Temple’s

Legends of the Pangdb, vol. i. pp. 52, 53).

R^ja Ilodi (king of the country between Atak and Jallal-

abad) is led by the deer Hira to the palace of Raja Rasalii,

in the Murti hills (S.W. of Rawalpindi), and sees Rani

Kokilaii, the young wife of Raja Rasalii, sitting in a lattice-

window. The following dialogue ensues :

Said the Rani

:

Mahlah heth phirandia Raja
;
shahid phin'n, ki chor ?

Ike Raja mere dii wairi haih ? ike khara i dhor?

0 Raja wandering beneath the palace : art thou a true man or

a thief ?

Art thou an enemy to my Raja ? or does an animal stand there ?

Said the Raja

:

Chorah maile kapre, Ram'
;
shahid ike rang ho :

Na main tere Raja da wairi huh, na khara i dhor:

Merioh anda dur se, ithe kharaia zor.

Thieves wear dirty clothes. Rani
;
true men clean

;

Nor am I thy Raja’s enemy, nor does an animal stand here :

1 came from afar after my enemy
;
I stand here of necessity.

And then he said

:

Badaloh dhathi jhar-badali : kin ghari sunar ?

Nak talwar da pipla, hoth pand de bir !

Kis Raja di betri ? Kis Raja di nar ?

Tain nun dhaular chorhke kahah gaia gahwar ?
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The black rain-clouds fall from the clouds/ what jeweller made thee ?

0 thou whose nose is a sword-point/ with lips red with betel-leaf

!

What king’s daughter art thou ? What king’s wife ?

Leaving thee in the palace, where has the fool gone ?

The Rani replied

:

Ka main hadaloh dhathiah, Raja
;
na ghari suniar

;

Nak talwar da pipla, both pand de bir,

Raj a Sarkap di main betri : Raj a Rasalu di main nar.

1 fell from no rain-cloud, Raja
;
no jeweller made me

;

(Though) my nose is a sword-point, (and) my lips are red with betel

;

I am the daughter of Raja Sarkap
;
I am Raja Rasalu’ s wife.

3. Specimen of Sikb religious poetry (from the Warah
Bhai Gurdas Ji).

Amali amal na chhaddni hui bahni ikaththe,

Jiu jiie juaria lag dav upaththe,

Chori chor na pallarahih dukh sahni garaththe,

Rahin nagni ka wariahuh ve karmi laththe,

Papi pap kamaunde oi phirde naththe,

Pir mm'idan pirhari sab pap panaththe.

Translation.

The drunken cannot leave off drinking if they sit together,

So the player with dice continues to play falsely.

The thief will not give up stealing, but prefers to suffer pain.

The profligate will not abandon his courses.

The eGl do evil and continue doing it,

[So] the saint and his disciples being united all evil ceaseth.

4. From Hashim’s ‘ Songs of the Twelve Months’

The song contrasts the delights of spring with the agony

of a mistress parting from her lover who starts in spring-

time on a journey to Central Asia. There is only space for

two stanzas.

Charde chetar bagh baharah,

Rassia rang suha gulzarah,

Liyah dil bhar pakar muarah,

Karkar minstooh arz guzarah
;

Jao na janiyan

!

’ Referricg to the Rani's dark complexion. i.e. 0 fascinating one.
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Jawan aj nahi'n aj wari,

Eakh dildari, chhadd tayan',

Taitlion jild hazaran bari.

Gol gumanian.

’Tis the first month, Chetar
;
the garden is springlike,

Delicious is the crimson hue of the fiower-beds.

The loved-one seized the bridle-reins.

And imploringly entreated him, saying,

‘ Go not, 0 beloved

!

‘ Thou must not leave to-day.

Oh, be not heartless
;
stay thy departure

;

Round thee my soul a thousand times

Weaves a circle !

’

5. Folk-song (from Capt. Temple’s paper in the A S.B.

Journal, 1882).

Jin suf hare kite han,

Ate saunle kite kag,

Dhaule hans banaeke.

Sab rang mor ate rag

;

TJh Swami ik satt hai,

Ali kura sabh sansar,

Jo kar’ni manas kare.

To bar utaranhar.

Translation.

He who made the parrot green,

And made the crow black.

Made the swan white.

And the peacock many-hued, and their song
;

He is the one true Lord,

And the whole world is vanity.

If a man do his duty.

Then will he be saved.

6. Folk-song (from do.).

Dhup pai tar-tikhni,

Rae Mamoluwa bo,

Kihan kari handani bat

Mera man tain liya bo
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Turn ghora, ham palkf,

Eae Mamoluwa bo,

Chali rahnge iktyo sath,

Mera man tain liya bo.

Turn sisa, ham ar’si,

Eae Mamoluwa bo,

Bani rahndi, gorya den hath,

Mera man tain liya bo.

Turn champa, ham malti,

Eae Mamoluwa bo,

Khari rahnge iktyo sath,

Mera man tain liya bo.

Turn long ham ilayachi,

Eae Mamoluwa bo.

Bik’je pansariye den hat,

Mera man tain liya bo.

Translation.

The sunshine is growing hot,

0 Eae Mamolu,

How shall we go along the road ?

0 you have captured my heart

!

You be the horse and I the carriage,

0 Eae Mamolu,

We will go on and on together,

0 you have captured my heart

!

You be the looking-glass and I the looking- glass-ring,

0 Eae Mamolu,

Looking pretty on beauty’s hand,

O you have captured my heart

!

You be the champa., I the malti flower,

0 Eae Mamolu,

We will stand side by side in the garden,

0 you have captured my heart

!

You be the clove, and I the cardamum,

0 Eae Mamolu,

We’ll be sold [together] in the druggist’s shop

—

0 you have captured my heart

!
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7. “ Song of the Canal ” (translated by Mrs. Steel, Indian

Antiquary, vol. xi.).

Nahari nahan' phal pakke pan! gahari,

Jadoh patt le ande nahar lagge moghe te jhalar,

Hang sipahiah thekadar
j
itthe nahar paindi si a

;

Tar tar gandhe te tarkhari evi nahar de kande.

Loki khande kanak dal jitthe sua pia si a
;

Jitthe Jattah moghe lai la otthe kanak te kapah :

Phatha Jatt te julaha tani tor galoh to laha.

Viga rupaiya Sarkar da, ana Lambardar da.

Jarmana bhardi khal da Sahib Ji lendii chitti chandi.

Sahib Ji lenda khari chandi pani pan fut raha

;

Pani pan] fut raha sua tutno raha.

Sua tut rohi vich pia, Sahib chbittar leke pia.

Thoko kille : deho parali : aggoh kheti jandi mari.

Agge Painchh, pichchhe Patwari, chbittar painde waro-

wari.

Py the deep waters of the canal the fruits ripen.

When they dug the canal they made cuts and water-Avheels.

Where the canal goes there are the profits of the watermen and the

contractors.

Also there are cucumbers, onions and vegetables on the canal-

banks.

Where the canal goes there the people eat wheat and pulse.

Where the Jats take the canal-cuts there grow wheat and cotton.

The Jat begins in earnest and the weaver breaks his loom.

A rupee an acre to the Government and an anna to the Lam-

bardar.

The magistrate demands silver in payment of fines for cutting the

canal.

The magistrate takes good silver for five feet of water.

The water comes up to five feet and the cut runs continuously.

The cut breaks into the jungle and the magistrate beats (the work-

men) with shoes.

Drive in the pegs ! Give up your straw, then your field will go

to the bad.

First the headman and then the accountant are beaten in turn

with slippers

!
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8. Song, very popular in the Panjab during the late

Kabul War (Capt. Temple, A. 8. Bengal Journal for 1882).

Meri sundar pyari ai mandar men
;

Hans bans karti hai, he, khili.

“ Kabul ki larai, yaro, sunkar mujhko.

Ho, be, rahi thi bekali.

Kabul marke kabje men Me.

Jiti nabin bai Hirat gall.”

Translation.

My pretty dear came into the house.

Laughing she is, oh, bm’sting with laughter.

“ I have heal’d about the Kabul war, my friend.

And oh, I have remained ill at-ease

—

Kabul we have conquered and taken into our possession.

But we have not conquered the road to Herat.”

9. Part of a Ballad describing the battles of the Satlaj in 1847.

Translation.

The queen-mother {i.e. the Eani Chandan) cried out from her inner

chamber

—

“ AVhat will become of me ?

Ye clamour for high pay, 0 Khalsah,

But take ye the pay of former days.”

The Sikhs said No ! and straight took counsel

To destroy Dehli at a blow.

But God careth not for the designs of man
;

He heedeth no one !

Then cried the Sikhs :
“ Make ready your powder

;

First destroy Ferozepore,

Then loot gold and hang long earrings in your ears,

Yea, right big ones !

”

So, amid the neighing of colts and mares.

They commenced their march

;

Few patriots,—but many plunderers.

Burning for pillage.
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Then said the Jats,

—

The huge-thighed, stout-limbed Jats,

—

“ We are falcons, the Feringhees our quarry.

Bring them to us !

”

But, ’(vhen they crossed the ford,

Lo ! a mighty host

!

Balls fly thick in the air,

—

This was the style of warfare.

Then fought the Sikhs and the dark Purbeahs
;

The bracelet, the necklace, and the earring

Were blended together in close conflict

;

All was confusion.

Then the Sikhs fled to their tents

;

But they set up a good watch :

They wrote down the names of the dead.

And said : “We will flght again

!

Mark out a boundary, 0 Khalsah !

Call in the runaways

!

Yea, we will flght again !

”

Then wrote they to the Raja [Gulab Singh],

“ Come thou and command us

;

Our honour is not lost

;

Lead us, and we conquer.”

But the Baja replied with sarcasm,

—

“ Do as you think best

;

First conquer Hindustan,

And then, perhaps. I’ll come.”

10. Riddles.

(1) Ath angal da hai oh’ asali

;

Na iis de had, na us de fasla;

Jata-dhai'i da oh chela !

Sukhi ri, sajin ? Ya, ri, kela.

’'J'is in truth four inches long.

It has neither bones nor ribs.

’Tis a follower of the matted-haired.

A lover, my dear ? No,—a plantain.
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(2)

Hari thi,

Man bhari thi,

Ghane motion se jan' thi

Bahar maiclan dharti par,

Dosale orhe khari thi.

Bright was she

Happy was she,

Studded with many a pearl was she.

Standing out in the open.

Mantled in green was she.

Answer—A field of maize.

11. Proverbs.

(1) Ek nahin to sau siikh.

One ‘ no ’ saves a world of trouble. (Deny having been present,

and you will be saved further trouble as a witness.)

(2) Kota usriya tirkan bisriya.

When the house is built, the carpenter is forgotten.

(3) Chua nun haldi da gaddah ladhi, to ban baitha pansari.

A rat found a bit of turmeric, and set up a druggist’s shop.

(A person embarking in a large business without capital.)

(4) Palliyah tuB' bazar puchchhti.

With an empty purse asks his way to the bazaar. (One who

attempts to hide his poverty.)

(5) Dadhdhe da satwah vih da sau.

A powerful man’s hundred is seven score. (Might is right.)

(6) Kakkhan di jugfri dandkand da parnala.

A house of straw with an ivory waterspout. (One who dresses

above his station.)

(7) Anha hatthi lashkar da khap.

A blind elephant makes a gap in its own army. (The ignorance

of energetic men in power produces evil to the people.)

(8) Awwal khesh te ba’ad darvesh. First yourself and then

the beggar. (Charity begins at home.)
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(9) Bura kutta kliasmen g;il.

A bad dog brings his master into trouble.

(10) Anhin kukkri khaskhas da chogha.

Poppy seeds to a blind fowl. (Casting pearls before swine.)

(11) Muhh men Bam Bam baghal men churi.

Friendship in his face and a knife in his sleeve.

(12) A Jat, a bard, a caterpillar, and a widow-woman : these

four are best hungry. If they eat their fill, they do harm.

(13) The soil, fodder, clothes, hemp, grass-fibre, and silk : these

si.x are best beaten, the seventh is the Jat.

(14) The Jat, like a wound, is better when bound.

(15) The Jat’s baby has a plough-handle for a plaything.

(Alluding to their skill in agriculture.)

II. fliNDi AND U^’rou Literature.

The subject is far too extensive for adequate illustration

here
;
hut a few quotations from the Hindi portions of the

Sikh Scriptures (the Qranth Sdhih) may appropriately be

given. I add the translation of a Lament on the Fall of

Dehli in 1857, by the last king, who was a poet of some

distinction and wrote (in U'^rdu) under the takhelliis or nom-

de-plume of Zaffar. Those who seek further information are

referred to the great work of Garcin de Tassy, and the

Dictionary of Hindustani Proverbs by the late Mr. Fallon
;

and the lovers of Folk-tales will find much to interest them

in Captain Temple’s “Wide-awake Stories,” and Miss Stokes’s

“Indian Fairy Tales,” all procurable at Triibner’s. The

following quotations from the Granth will give some idea of

the language and also of the doctrines of the book.

1. From the Rag Gaiiri (Nanak).

Duja kunu kaha nahl koi,

Sabh mahi eku niranjnu soi.

Whom shall I call the second ? there is none
;

In all is that One Spotless One.
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2. From the jRdff Gauri (Nanak).

Huh dowai khasmu eko janu.

Know there are two ways (of Hindus and Alussalmans), but

only one Lord.

3. From the Majh (Nanak).

Tun nirguh margun sukh data.

Thou (God) art without qualities and endowed with all qualities

giver of comfort.

4. From the 8iri Rug (Ravidas).

Tohi sohi sohi tohi antaru kaisa,

Kahak katik jal tarang jaisa.

Between thee and me and me and thee what is the difference ?

Like gold and the bracelet, like water and the wave.

5. From the Rag Gauri (Nanak).

Kirdu paid nah metai koi,

Kid jaha kid agai hoi,

Jo tisu bhaha soi hud.

Awaru na karnai wdla dud.

The lot has fallen, none effaces it,

AVhat do I know what will be in the future ?

What has pleased him, what has come to pass.

None other is acting.

6. From the Rag Gauri (Nanak).

Bhariai hath, pairu, tanu deh, pdni dhotai utardsu kheh,

Bhariai mati pdpd kai mangi, ohu dhopai nawai kai rangi.

If hand, foot, body, trunk become defiled
;
by washing with water

the dirt will be removed.

If tbe intellect be defiled with sin
;

it is washed with the dye of

the Name.

7. Nanak on himself.

Na hun jati sati nahi patrid murkh,

Pran wati Ndnak tin ki sarana jin tun nahi visarya.

I am not chaste nor learned
;
foolish and stupid was I bom

:

Ndnak says
:

(I flee) to the asylum of those by whom thou art

not forgotten.
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8. Lament on the fall of Dehli by the late king.

How are times changed ! how is life become a burden

!

In that city of Delhi—that city like a paradise—none knew what

grief was.

But the pestilential gale of grief hath saddened the hearts of

rosy faces.

Some left their homes with naked feet, and some wept bitterly.

Heaving many a cold sigh. “What,” they exclaimed, “hath the

revolution of fate effected ?”

They, who slept on beds of flowers, now sleep on beds of thorns.

The living are as dead, and lo ! a new phenomenon !

They, that rested on cushions of down.

Have nought but a gravestone for their pillow

;

They that were garlanded with flowers.

Have for their necklace the heads of bitter tears.

These are the fruits of the babid thorns we planted

!

These are the consequences of our sins !

But the same Being who inflicted this misery will grant us joy.

For ye all know that, after the autumn, cometh the spring.

9. A few Hindi Proverbs (from Panjdb Notes and Queries).

(1) Kuch dal men kala.

Something black in the peas. (A screw loose somewhere.)

(2) Tawele ke pap bandar par.

The sins of the stable are on the monkey’s head. (The cat did

it
!)

Natives commonly keep a monkey about a stable.

(3) Sasti roven bar bar, mahingi' roven ikhi bar.

Cheap weeps oft, dear hut once. (Cheap and nasty.)

III. Pahari.

From the Rhapsodies of Gamblin' Rcie, the bard of Nurpur,

in the Kangra district of the Panjab (Beames’s paper in

A.S.J. Bengal for 1875).

Umda ho samiidra jyon sah jahan. dilli-pat.

Kai lakh dal saj dera an karyo he

Sundar suchhre it jagat siimeru hhup,

Mau ke madan vich khamb gad laryo he.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 28
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Adin liarf ganti kou tur ton na chhahen pawen
Jliambi patsahi sanmukh sar jaryon ke

Manton an sabh vandhi vasudev sat.

Jano vanjara ek tanda lad paryo he.

Swelled like the sea Shah Jahan, Lord of Dehli,

Arranging an army of many lakhs, he came and pitched his tent,

Beautiful, fair-faced is here, Jagat, king of Sumerii.

In the plain of Mau, planting the pillar he fought.

Making hedges and entrenchments, that no one might tonch him

from afar,

Restraining the Patshah’s forces, he swept with the steel.

The son of Basudev, arranging all his honoured ones.

Like a Binjara, having loaded his tanda, has alighted.

IV. KashmIri.

1. From the Bastan of Sheik Shibli (translated by Dr.

Leitner, Indian Antiquary, vol. i. p. 266).

Os hasrat Sheikh Shibli der zcman,

Dod lada ak wutshun yetz wedan,

Dupus Sheikhan : dod lado ! dapte tzi

Dod khende yut wadan tshukye tzi.

Tore dupnas tshum meh roomat tot yar

Dupiis Sheikhan : Bund wefadar yar

Sui yar band yus na-rawi fa abad

Yar wefadar wutshun ba-Huziir,

Tzi asaki ro-omat
;
sui tshui na dur.

Tshay besharat maiune amik talibes,

Asil trewit ghair pazeho tzan-diines ?

Once there lived a holy man called Sheikh Shibli, who on one

occasion saw a man weeping bitterly from excessive grief. The

Sheikh said, “ Tell me, 0 thou who art plunged in sorrow, who is

if that has caused these tears?” The man replied, "Because I

have lost my beloved friend.” The Sheikh rejoined: “Seek

[another] faithful friend, seek such a friend as thou mayest never

lose, and find this faithful friend only in God. Thy fault only will

it he if thou lose him, for he is never far.” Of this good news the

meaning to the seeker of truth is that he should not abandon the

reality of God’s love for human friendship.
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2. A few Kashmiri proverbs (from Panjdb Notes and

Queries).

(1) Dik na ta paizar khet.

Don’t give and eat shoes. (Don’t pay until you are forced.)

(2) Diiri diiri chhu marts methan.

At a distance black pepper is sweet. (Distance lands enchant-

ment, etc.)

(3) Hih pantsh, dih pantsh harabar.

Take five, give five, all the same. {Poco curante.)

V. Jatki or Mult.\ni.

1. Folk-song.

Sahib dita jalan

Ean kuchajji nal;

Kliara khande rotian,

Kunnan piwe dal,

Hathi vangun path,

Tawe vangiin lal,

Chhapar pende ghaghra,

Trua kare rumal.

Gadhi vangun hingdi,

Ghari vorke da singar.

The Lord has condemned me to endure

The society of a slovenly woman.

She eats a basketful of bread.

She drinks a tubful of pea-soup,

She is slim as an elephant,

Eed as an iron griddle.

She wears a petticoat like the roof of a house,

She uses a mat for a handkerchief.

She brays like a she-ass,

She is the ornament of the court-yard

!

2. A few proverbs.

(1) Sui de duk vichon katar uthan di langhi vainde.

A string of camels (might as well be) going through a needle’s

eye.
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(2) Hush ! Hush ! kare, uth na hahe.

You may cry ‘down! down!’ but the camel won’t kneel. (You
may bring a horse to water, etc.)

(3) Ma man'ri, piu tandula, dhi kisii de par ?

Mother a weed, father a weed, do you expect the daughter to he

a root of saffron ? (You cannot make a silk purse, etc.)

(4) Mede sir te chhate, yar,

Tede sir te jhande,

I ninh bhalcra, yar,

Eea sabho gande.

On my head was unhraided hair, love.

On your head was grown hair

;

This love is somewhat good

;

All other loves are abominable.

(The wife should not he too old, nor the husband too young.)

(5) Eassa hamesh hmi'h ja to trutde.

A rope always breaks in the weaker place.

(6) Chota pani vekhke vada tap na mar.

When you see the water is narrow, don’t make a great jump.

VI. Pashto.

1. A Pathan War-ballad (from the “Marwats’ raid into

Isakhel,” composed about 130 years ago. See Mr. Thorburn’s

“ Bannu,” p. 227).

“ On the west of the Tanga fine dust has risen,”

A Marwat shouts—a long and deep halloo.

The Marwats had strength—they heeded not the drum.

Ecfore early aftemoon-prayers they had prepared thier army

;

Before late afternoon-prayers fires blazed in Tarna.

“ The Marwat swords are flashing, come forth from your shelter !
*

Begu, son of Hathi Khan, is upon you.”

Isakki brought home a white beard and a red sword

;

In the field he swooped bke a falcon.

1 The women of the Ishkhels are the speakers. They are supposed to he trying

to rouse their men to the fight.
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Amongst the Dilkhozais was Atal, a brave warrior

;

He brought back a spear broken in the (enemy’s) breast.

Kalendar, son of Mamiit, is the star of the morning,

With one thrust he made such havoc with his spear

That the Adamzais were sacrifices to it.

The fire of the Niazi's blazed like burning faggots
;

The Marwats rushed into it like blind men.

For a man self-praise is unlawful,*

But the clothes of Shekhi, my brother, were reddened with blood.

2. Riddles.

( 1 ) It issues from an orifice and enters one
;

eyes see it not,

hands grasp it not
;

sometimes a rose in the garden
;
sometimes a

thunderbolt.

Answer—A word.

(2) Its head is in man
;

its middle in the ox
;

its end in the

ground.

Answer—A wheat-stalk.

3. Proverbs and sayings (selected from the collection in

Thorburn’s “ Bannu ”).

(1) Kih di we khorah kih nah cb we raarah.

If you have, eat
;

if you have not, die.

(2) Kih khas yam di ta has yam.

Though I am a straw, I am as good as you.

(3) Chah da tore wozi ye sur we, da haghah pah tanda nur we.

On his forehead is light whose sword-tip is red.

(4) Zah di borah yam, kho chah maidan pari naghde.

Better be a childless mother, than have a son flee from the

battle-field.

(5) Hand ardze baturde.

The spectator is a great hero.

(6) Hind ke kih pah ubo dhob kare konah bah ne ocheh patahse.

Duck a Hindu, and his feet will remain dry.

* The poet is the speaker.
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(7) Na yoh las tak na khi'ze

You cannot clap with one hand.

(8) Dhara wa sharm dzue o pater de.

Fear and shame are father and son.

(9) Pah khwa lah ajlah mah marah.

Don’t die till death comes.

(10) The fly said, “Had I died on the maiden’s face, it would

not have been death.” (An honourable end deprives death of its

sting.)

(11) A Pathan’s enmity is like dung fire.

(12) When your cousin is little, play with him; when grown

up, fight him.

(13) Speak good words to an enemy softly; gradually destroy

him root and branch.

(14) God’s will be done, but tie your camel’s knee tight (lest

he be stolen or stray).

(15) The fiiend appears in hard times, not at big dinners.

(16) If you don’t vex your own heart, you will never make

another’s happy.

(17) Changat di we kho pah minat di we.

Be it a grain of pea-seed, let it be with love. (However small

the favour, bestow it graciously.)

(18) Though an infidel, you are my liver. (Eeligious differences

do not interfere with true friendship.)

(19) Who eats not eats the stick. (Honesty is not the best

policy.)

(20) Patience is bitter, but bears sweet fruit.

(21) To every one his home is Cashmere.

(22) A river cannot be drained with a cup. (A good man’s

character cannot be taken away by the attacks of slander.)

(23) The ass’s friendship is a kick.

(24) Your ass goes to Mecca, he comes back an ass.

(25) Sons are sweet, but their arrows are barbed.

(26) Another’s misery is half-enjoyment.
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(27) The waters flow by, but the stones remain. (The outburst

of grief may pass away like a flood, but will leave marks behind.)

(28) A wandering jackal is better than a reclining lion.

(29) One comes from a hundred, not a hundred from one.

(30) Lying is an honest man’s wings. (A Bannuchi proverb.)

(31) A poor man is nobody’s brother.

(32) An ass and a packsaddle and no anxieties.

(33) The great have ears, not eyes.

(34) Law is good, but force is its friend.

(35) A woman is well in the house,—or in the grave.

(36) Though a cow be black, its milk is white.

(37) Where there are pots, there will be a clatter.

(38) Don’t put your feet into two boats.

(39) If you think of a hyaena, you are sure to meet one.

(40) Hose from rose, and thorn from thorn.

(41) The fingers of one hand are not all alike.

(42) As the rock, so its chameleon.

(43) The sleep of kings is on an ant-hiU.

VII. Balochi.

1. Ballad (from Dames’ ‘Northern Balochi Grammar’).

Episode in the life of Mir Chdkar, the legendary hero of the

Rind Balochis, founder of the kingdom of Sibi.

Chdkar denounces his foes.

Chakar Shaihak guslu : sari Rind Badshah gushi : aw rosh ki

Sevi khili kharde gal gushi : Gwaharamar phasave da^A gushi.

Bilaw mar lawashew Sevi

Gaurew saifAani margavi

Jame Nindava bhattiya

Sai-roshaw Baharam neyAa

Si-sal uvt 0 uzhmara

Jan-jebhavaw jangiya

TheyA azh balgava honena

Chotaw cho kamandi boyAaw
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JuMtan na nashant larena

Warnaya?* du-mandilena.

Lad ma deravaw na rusthaut

Misk ma bariitaw na mushthant

Whard dumbagAaw meshani

Karwali sbarab sharr joshant

Sbahan pba nishan yakhe nest

Drusta?^ wartha^Aare hindiyaw

Shartan Aathaghan shimenaw

Bachaki lawar ba?iziya

Gwaharam muzhew Gandava^r/i

Singhe ma zirih phirentha

Machi'ya lawashtha lanjaitb

All 0 AVali druh-daraw

Yaki kilata beronere

High kavali Turkanaw

Kind hiraghen boranaw

Gwaharam azh dude hande bi

Gor bi ne Gandava^A.

Translation.

Chakar son of Shaihak says ; the exalted Euler of the Rinds

says : on the day he leaves Si'bi these few words he says : in reply

to Gwaharam he says (as follows)

:

I will leave man devouring Sevi, curses on my infidel foes

!

For three days shall the Jam Nindo from his oven (distribute

bread) in honour of Bahram (slain). For thirty years, for ever

shall there be war with these gigantic men, nor shall my sword be

clean from stains of blood. I will bend it like a jointed sugar-cane,

so that through crookedness it will not go into the sheath.

The distinguished {lit. two-turbaned) youths do not rise up to

sport among the houses, they rub no scent on their moustaches,

but they eat fat-tailed sheep and boil strong liquor in their stills.

There is not one of them with signs of a ruler about him. They

have eaten all their weapons, they have gambled away their heads,

they have children’s sticks in their hands. Let Gwaharam stay in

dusty Gandava, a stone thrown into a well. Machi has drunk

blood; All and Wall are traitors. The rebels’ fort has been sur-

rounded, and reduced to earth by the tyrannous Turks and the

Kinds on high-bred mares (chestnuts). Gwaharam (will be expelled)

from both places, (and possess) neither a grave nor Gandava.
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2. Passage from the legend of Bosten and Shiren.

Zangi mam' badero

Gwaharam manf jam o bel

Whantkar Sbihane Shahiye

SanyAan pha thai rishana

5 ^okhi-Xkhthaffhen masana

Siffhen gorkhushew syahara

Afa na warth Bah ncghk

Kikh 0 Karjala?* Sinde^M?*

Loti bahiraw Dashte^Aa?»

10 Loti wad/j-mahare« jidAa«

PhitoAA dafa mad/t-goraw

Dori phur kumarew afa

Suti phuri khaiavaw

Whava kalva nelaw

15 Marwari jawaw zivirenaw

Marde azh Hurasan aAAtha

Le^Aar chadar o humboew

Bar rodAanani gona^h

Hurjin maidAew bhangani

20 Sarbar Kandahari miskant

Phai^Aam gon-a^Ai llindani

Tahkikew shalam Shirene

NodAaw shauz-ja^Aa konara

Dasht-o-damana Mungachar

25 Sanniya muyAor humboew

Dor phurant-i amrez-aw

Larzant cho gwanani tbaAAa w

Chotant cho kawandi boyAaw.

Ladi m5ncha<7ja maldamaw

30 Me.sbi buzi wbantkaraw

Mezhdar Sahak Yaraw

Bumbar bastba^Aan, banukhaw

Sarbar lari^Aan gwanechaw

Bhawanar khandayA o Nagahii

35 Khondaw phrushtbayAan zardoaw

Lokaw phashavi katavaw

Kadaw go himarew phadAaw

Shirena ja<Aa sradAew kue

Ma Narmukh geavew reja.
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Translation.

Zangi is my chief, Gwaharam my leader and friend, the owner

of excellent mares. I swear by your beard, by the new-grown

hair of your face. My mare, hunter of wild asses, is sad, she wiU

not drink water by the Indus, nor eat the reeds and karjal grass

of Sind. She longs for the herds of wild asses of the Dasht, she

longs for her own pleasant pastures, for the female wild asses of

the PhitoM Pass, and the pools full of fresh water
;
the sandflies

and musquitos irritate her, the vermin will not let her sleep, the

Marwari barley is coarse to her.

A man came from iOorasan, his clothes and face dirty; he

brought with him loads of madder, saddle-bags of flne bhang, and

bales of Kandahar musk.

He had with him a message from the Hinds, a true greeting from

Shi'ren.

The clouds have rained on Konar, on the plain and hill-skirts of

Mungachar, on the pleasant slopes of Sanni.

The pools are fllled to over-flowing, (the water) trembles like

the leaves of the gwan-tree {Pistacia khinjuh), and bends like joints

of sugar-cane. The graziers have given the word to march, the

owners of the sheep and goats, Mezhdar, Sahak and Yar Khan; the

housewives have tied up their bundles, and the camel-drivers have

loaded their bales. On the hill passes of Bhawnar and Kagahu, the

yellow camels bend their knees, the male camels in long strings,

the women with tender feet. Shiren has pitched her fair tent on

the wide spreading land of Karmukh.

3. Love-song.

0 Samin be-phursa bihishtiye

Azh latifa nemayAa khaiye

Man gula dema mail khu^^e doshi

Bairamo asi sar khu<Ao matos

Bo azh bri^-^aw rapthayAan whashew

Hijr manaw momin janant pasaw

Cho kahirani aravew asare

Be-kararaw ma nemshafi pasaw

Pha whashi o dost hubbo iklasaw

Zillataw sahsare deae jana

‘ Kah ’ na khanaw pha dost pharmana

Cho isparara dempaw mani jane

Chabuk o chashm did paikane
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Kahr amulani girgirew nazant

Dadame gar-ant dadame baz-ant

Nain dafa gfr ki gal khanaw rosbew

Nain manaw kurz at maz al chosh-ew

Pha dafa mablija di jan aya»

Nishtho dua go hawaw roshe

Wa \mdha, merhaw maw dila sbefi

Er-khafi dost azb thangarew thal-Ata

Biai ro«?/«ana cho cbyardahi' mahaw

Masarow bi cbo akbare Shahaw

Guda azb durr-chirew dafa phursaw

‘ 0 badhashkani gran baba lalew

Mara tbai lo^Awarew sarew sau^Aan

Irmiri gon-kbaptow annagabi

Pbar tbai sab^A sakalew njadhin

Hon baba ban pba sakalew Mulkaw.’

Translation.

Tbe rain that unasked-for falls from Heaven comes from the

direction of tbe beloved one. Last even I met a love face to face.

The lightning springs forth, it is my love that has awaked me.

The scent of her locks has sweetly seized me. The pain of

separation sharply stings me in the night-watches. I spring up

like the flame of Kahir-wood {Prosopis spicigera), I am without

rest in the midnight watches, for the sweetness of meeting with

my love. Give my body some breathing-space from pain, I will

not say ‘Ho’ to my love’s command, my body is as a shield

stretched forth. Let my eyes be gladdened by the sight of my
fair one, let the pain caused by my lady be a little appeased

;

sometimes it disappears, sometimes it increases. I cannot use my
mouth to speak by day, I have no strength, she is so strong, to

come to meet and speak to her.

I sit and pray for that day ;
‘ 0 God, be merciful, and incline

your heart to me.’ Let my love come down from her golden

throne, let her come growing like the waxing moon on its

fourteenth day, let her be in front of me, and I shall be King

Akbar. Then I shall ask from her pearly mouth ‘ 0 priceless ruby

hke the ba<fA-ashk fruit, make me your husband, bound by oath,

my heart has been irrevocably taken possession of, I will live for

the sake of your jewel like beauty, I will spend my blood for you,

fairest of beings.’
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4, Riddle.

Bujh&at.—Ta shai javaiw ulkaha asta

Duzhmanea resentlia-ish khashtlia

Bang hava patre rah sara gwastha

Go minnat merhaw niya<?A dasta

E bujharat Brahima bastha.

Bozb .—

W

amai.

There was one good thing in the world
;
an enemy has pursued

and turned it out. In the morning watch it passed along the road.

Neither begging nor praying will bring it back again. Brahim

composed this riddle.

Answer.—Youth. (The enemy is old age.)

5. Proverbial saying.

Khatan soMtha afa phuki warth.

One burnt by hot milk will not di’ink even water

without blowing on it.

This corresponds with the Hindustani proverb Dudh kd jalyd

chdnchh hi p'lwat phunk, or the English ‘ A burnt child dreads the

fire.’
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Art. XVII.—Beginnings of Writing in and around Tibet.

By Terrien de Lacouperie, M.R.A.S., Professor of

Indo-Chinese Philology (University College, London).

I. Embryo Writings.

1. Man writes as he speaks.

2. Various sorts of embryo writings.

A. Objects : {a) Used singhj.

3. Of the Scythians of Europe.

4. Of the Lu-tze and Tibetans.

{h) Strung together.

5. Of W. Africa and Kakhyens of Tibeto-China.

(c) Fastened on sticks or strings.

6. Of the Li-so of Tibeto-China.

(d) Fixed, carved or drawn.

7. Natural transition to hieroglyphical writing.

8. Hieroglyphical graffitti of Siberia.

9. No genuine Chinese hieroglyphics.

10. Rock hieroglyphics in N.E. China.

11. Hieroglyphics in Japan.

12. Hieroglyphical writing in Tibeto-China.

B. Signs : {a) Used singlg.

13. Of the Tang-hiang; Ju-juan (N. Tibet).

{b) Beans or pebbles strung or netted.

14. Of Eormosa; Timor; Peru.

15. Of Tibet; N. America.

(c) Knotted cords.

16. Of Tibet.

17. Of ancient Chinese.

18. It is a late legend.

19. Its historical value.

20. Of the Yang-tungs
; Buriats; Japanese; Li of Hainan.

21. Of the Sonthals of Bengal.

22. Of Polynesia and Peru.

{d) Notched sticks.

23. Use of notched sticks above quoted.

24. Of the Zardandan
;
Kakhyens.
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25. Shan state seeks British alliance through a notched stick.

26. Of the Aboriginal tribes of China.

27. Of the Ju-jnan, Djurtchis, K’itans.

28. The Kwas of the Yh-King.
29. The Chinese fu and K'i K'iuen.
30. Tallies in the west.

31. The Oghams of Wales and Ireland.

(e) Marks incised or drawn.

32. Signs on rocks in Siberia
;
in hT.E. Tibet.

33. Cup-marks in China and India.

34. Legendary tortoise-writing in Cochinchina.

35. Marks of the Stone age. Objects and signs in writing.

II. Writings impeded and decayed.

36. Writing struggles for life.

37. Forgotten Alphabet among the Ai'nos.

38. Alphabetic writing of the Lolos.

39. Former writings of Borneo.

40. An Indian writing forgotten in North Celebes Islands.

41. Inscriptions of Easter Island

;

42. Supposed to he hieroglyphical

;

43. Are a South Indian writing.

44. Ancient Alphabet of Annam.
45. Forgotten writing in Hainan Island

;
in Karen land.

46. The Chinese writing, a momentous instance.

47. Characteristics of the early writing.

48. Pictorial characters non-genuine.

49. Origin of the Chinese writing.

50. Phonetic expression in the early characters.

51. Struggle against surrounding circumstances.

52. Differences between the Chinese and aboriginal languages.

53. Language of the immigrant Chinese.

54. Effects of its decay on the writing.

55. Chinese have reached alphahetism and dropped it.

III. Mo-so Hieroglyphical Writing of Tibeto-China.

1. History.

56. Their name and its Chinese transcription.

57. Conquered by the Nan-tchao in 796 a.d.

58. Submitted to the Mongols, Tibetans, and Chinese.

2. Description.

59. Traces of former power. Mu-Tien Wang.
60. Their hold of the country.

61. Despised by the Tibetans. Tibetan poem on Mo-so conquest.

62. Description of their customs from Chinese sources.

63. Description from European sources.
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3.

Writing.

64. Copy of their hieroglyphic writing sent hy P. Desgodins.

65. Genuine MSS. obtained by Capt. W. Gill and M. Mesny.
66. One of them presented to the British Museum.
67. Characteristics of the writing.

68. Letter to the author by P. Desgodins on the subject.

69. How this writing may bo a survival.

70. Likeness with Tibetan charms.

71. Possibility of a Tibetan origin.

72. Embryo picture-writing of the Kakhyens.
73. Other writings used by the Mo-so.

4. Linguistic.

74. Vocabulary of the language.

75. Linguistic remarks.

76. Classification of the language.

5. Ethnology.

77. Ethnological parentage with the Jung.

78. Hypothesis of a survival in their names.

79. Present connection with the Li-so and Burmese.
80. Information from Chinese sources.

81. Combination of the two sources of information.

82. The Mo-so belong to the Kuen-lunic race.

IV. Alphabet in Tibet.

83. The Forbidden Land.
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I.—Embryo Writings.

1. Man writes, as lie speaks, by a special aptness of his

nature. As a consequence he has used all sorts of methods and

devices which are now in practice, more or less, for the trans-

mission of thought by images, symbols, or arbitrary signs.

Rude systems of writing are found everywhere in use,

survival or tradition. Many more have totally disapppeared

in course of time, superseded b}^ some preferable system,

either more advanced or better fitted to the surrounding

circumstances. It is not a necessity of nature that these

low means of communication should always be pictorial.

Conventional marks used alone or in connection with figures

play quite as great a part as images among these embryonic

writings. And combinations of material and conventional

symbols are frequently met.

2. The manj^ de\dces made use of for these low means of

communication or embryonic writings, may be classified into

a double division, of (A) material objects or symbols, and of

(B) symbolical or conventional signs.

(A) The material or symbolical objects are either

(a) used singly

;

(b) strung together;

(c) fastened on knotted sticks or knotted cords
;

(d) fixed on a board
;
or

(e) carved, delineated or drawn.

(B) The symbolical or conventional signs consist of

I. (a) twigs, reeds, pebbles, goats’ dung variously

placed

;

{b) netted beans (like the wampum in N. America)

;

(c) knotted cords (like the Quippus of Peru
) ;

II. (rf) notched sticks
;

(e) marks on stones, like cup-marks, lines, etc.
;

(/) strokes and lines of all sorts.

A. Objects :
(a) used singly.

3. Material objects sent singly are, of course, the most

handy system for low-cultured tribes to communicate out of
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sight and ear. Such, for instance, was the system in use

among the Scythians at the time of Darius’s campaign against

them.^ Pherecydes of Heros relates that Idanthuras the

Scythian King, when Darius had crossed the Ister, threatened

him with war, sending him not a letter, but a symbol, which

was a mouse, a frog, a bird, an arrow, and a plough. When
there was (not unnaturally) much doubt concerning the

meaning of this message, Orontopagas, the Chiliarch, main-

tained that it was a surrender of the empire
;

for he

conjectured the mouse to mean their dwellings, the frog their

waters, the bird their air, the arrow their arms, and the

plough their country. But Xiphodres interpreted it

differently, for he explained it thus :
—“ Unless like birds we

fly aloft, or like mice burrow under ground, or like frogs take

ourselves to the water, we shall never escape their weapons

;

for we are not masters of their country.”

Herodotus tells another version of the same story.

^

4. On the Tibeto-Chinese frontier, the Lu-tze and the

Li-su have still means of communication of the same kind.

The Lu-tze, being unable to read or write, have arranged

with the Chinese a sort of code of signals or tokens, by which

important messages are carried to and fro between them.

^ In Clem. Alex. Slromat, v. pp. 671-672 (ed. Potter, Venice, 1757), quoted
in G. Rawlinson, History of Herodotus, 3rd edit. vol. iii. pp. 105-106, n.

^ I extract the following sections of bk. iv. (transl. Rawlinson) :

“ The Scythians had willingly exposed some of their cattle to he seized hy the

Persians, in order to attack them in a trap.
“ 131. This they did several times, until at last Darius was at his wits’ end

;

hereon the Scythian princes, understanding how matters stood, despatched a
herald to the Persian camp with presents for the King : these were a bird, a
mouse, a frog, and five arrows. The Persians asked the bearer to tell them what
these gifts might mean, hut he made answer that he had no orders except to

deliver them, and return again with all speed. If the Persians were wise, he
added, they would find out the meaning for themselves. So when they heard
this, they held a council to consider the matter.

“ 132. Darius gave it as his opinion, that the Scyths intended a surrender of

themselves and their country, both land and water, into his hands. This he con-

ceived to be the meaning of the gifts, because the mouse is an inhabitant of the

earth, and eats the same food as man, while the frog passes his life in the water
;

the bird hears a great resemblance to the horse, and the arrows might signify the

sm'render of all their power. To the explanation of Darius, Gobryas, one of the

seven conspirators against the IMagus, opposed another, which was as follows :

—

‘ Unless, Persians, ye can turn into birds and fly up into the sky, or become mice
and burrow under the ground, or make yourselves frogs, and take refuge iu the
fens, ye will never make escape from this land, but die pierced hy our arrows.’

Such were the meanings which the Persians assigned to the gifts.”

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 29
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For example, a piece of chicken liver, three pieces of chicken

fat, and a chili, wrapped in red paper, means, “ Prepare to

fight at once.” ^

Among the Tibetans themselves, a system of the same kind

existed formerly. In the Chinese description of the seventh

century, speaking of an earlier period, it is reported that

:

“ for collecting warriors they use gold arrows. They use a

gold arrow seven inches long as a sign of office. There is a

post-station every hundred li. If the war be important, the

courier carries also on his breast a silver hawk
;

if of urgent

importance, several of these hawks.” ^

{b) Strung together.

5. Of material or symbolical objects strung together, I

do not know any instance in Tibet or the neighbouring

regions, but the practice is now current among the negroes

of Gambia and Guinea, on the Western Coast of Africa.

There, a log, a stone, a feather, or other things, are strung

together, and sent as messages.®

The somewhat similar, though different custom of the

Kakhyens, on the South-Eastern borders of Tibet, is rather

of a higher standard.^ They hang on strings, stretching

across the pathway to their villages, small stars of split

rattan and other emblems.®

(c) On sticks or strings.

6. The following instance in the same region of Tlbeto-

China is of a mixed character and belongs to our A (c) class.

The use of material objects is combined with that of

1 T. T. Cooper, Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce, p. 310.
2 Bushell, The Early History of Tibet, pp. 440-1 (J.R.A.S. Vol. XII. 1880).

® Capt. C. A. Moloney, C.M.G., of Bathurst (Gambia), has collected some

very valuable information on this custom.— Vid. also an interesting paper in

Journal of the Anthropological Institute.

‘ Vid. Shway Yoe, The Kachyens—See below ^ 72.

® The custom of wearing symbolical objects in a necklace, which are seen on

the figures of Assyrian kings, is perhaps a superstitious revival of this early

system. Anyhow, it is interesting to see many, if not all of these signs and

emblems among the zodiacal ? signs of the land-mark stones, a dozen of which

are in the British Museum. And it is very suggestive to meet them among the

written-in-reUef Hittite hieroglyphics. VA. below, § 7.
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notched sticks. When the Li-su are minded to rebel,

they send to the Mo-so chief (who rules them on behalf

of the Chinese Government) what the Chinese call a Muh-

k'i^ and the Tibetans a Shing-tchram? It is a stick with

knife-cut notches. Some symbols are fastened to it, such,

for instance, as a feather, calcined wood, a little fish, etc.,

etc. The bearer must explain the meaning of the notches

and symbols. The notches may indicate the number of

hundreds or thousands of soldiers who are coming
;

the

feather shows that they arrive with the swiftness of a

bird; the burnt wood, that they will set fire to everything on

their way
;
the fish, that they will throw everybody into

the water, etc., etc. This custom is largely used among
all the savage tribes of the region. It is also the usual

manner in which chiefs transmit their orders.®

{d, e) Fixed, carved, or drawn.

7. The fixing of the objects, material or symbolical, in

nature or in figure, on a board, is the stepping-stone to the

more advanced systems. Carving hieroglyphics, i.e. the

above objects in relief, or delineating them on a board, are

the intermediary systems which in a tangible way lead to

the drawing or painting of a hieroglyphical writing. I do

not know any historical record describing the practice as I

have put it; but it is almost impossible that something of the

kind should not have been naturally in use as a consequence

of the more simple systems. Objects fastened on notched

sticks or knotted cords could not do for long records. The

system of writing in relief which appears among the oldest

j

specimens hitherto known of the hieroglyphics of Egypt

I

seems to me a survival of this old process. And the relief

system in the Hittite inscriptions,—whatever may be their

early connection by derivation or imitation from the Egyptian

writing,'—are perhaps also survivals of a native process in

I

’ Muh-k'i ^ ^

,

!

^ = piece of wood.

!

^ Cf. Les sauvages Zgs.sous da Lon-ize Kinng, par TAbbe Dubemard, iu

Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie de Paris, 1875, t. x. pp. 65-66.
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earlier times. So, too, the relief of the Himyaritic or Sabean

inscriptions, which is not explained away by any influence

of casting, may be also a survival from a writing, perhaps

similar to the Hittite system, which may have preceded the

adoption of the Semitic waiting in which they are written.

All this is speculation, but perhaps not idle, and may help

to the solution of moot questions, as we know not what

future discoveries may disclose, on these interesting problems

of origin.

8. We have only to register here hieroglyphics incised or

drawn. Some hieroglyphical graffitti have been discovered

on rocks above Tomsk, on the right bank of the Tom river

in Siberia.^ They are incised at a height of more than twenty

feet. They are very rude, and somewhat like the famous Livre

de Sam:a(jes of merry fame in palaeography. Quadrupeds,

men, heads, all roughly drawn, and some indistinct lines, are

all that can be seen. It looks more like the pictorial figures

which can be used as a means of notation by ignorant

people at any moment, than like an historical beginning

of some writing. There is not the slightest appearance

of any sort of regularity or conventional arrangement

in them.

9. No genuinely historical hieroglyphics have hitherto

been found in China. This interesting peculiarity is not,

however, surprising in face of recent researches which show

that the Chinese Bak tribes brought the knowledge of writing

with them when they migrated into China, and that this writ-

ing possessed at the time an historical antiquity of some two

thousand years.^ The Chinese did not stretch eastwards to

the sea-shore till four or five centuries after their entry into

N.W. China. The region towards the sea remained for

many centuries afterwards still sporadically occupied by the

former aborigines.®

' J. Spassky, Be Antiquis qtdbusdam sculpturis et inscriptionibus in Siberia

repartis. Petropoli, 1822
;

L. de Ilosuy, Archives Paleographiques, p. 144, pi.

xiii.—Yid. our remarks on other graflitti of Siberia, below ^ 32.

^ Cf. below § § 46, 47, 49.

^ It is not improbable that one or another of the aboriginal group of ti'ibes

possessed a rough kind of writing, at the pictorial stage, such as is found every-

where, and that something of this writing may have crept into the more perfect
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10. It is apparently to the art of the aboriginal non-Chinese

that the following inscription belongs, should it be proved

to be primitive; and it is the only precise mention I have

ever found of the kind in my researches.

Outside of Li-tch’eng (in N. Shantung'), at some 500 li on

the west towards the north, is a stone cliff mountain,^ on the

upper part of which may be seen marks and lines representing

animals and horses. They are numerous and well drawn,

like a picture.®

11. Hieroglyphical inscriptions in Japan are mentioned

by several authors,^ but I am not aware that any copy or

facsimile of them has been published anywhere. In a

Japanese work, the Giji Ilen,^ some facsimiles are given

of characters and inscrijstions of fanciful forms, among which

some might be considered as pictorial, though I dare say the

whole lack sufficient indications of genuine antiquity.

12. From these vague and unsatisfactory legends, we come

now to more tangible matter. It is the existence now-a-

days of a hieroglyjjhical writing, preserved by the sorcerers

of the Mo-so, a tribe of Tibeto-China. It might be a late

invention. It might be an ancient one. Nobody knows.

But it is not unlikely that the truth is between the two.

The writing apparently contains survivals of an ancient and

undeveloped system of communication by written hiero-

glyphics. As the third section of this paper deals with this

writing, we must leave the matter for the present.

B. SUjns : I. {a)

—

used singly.

13. In the second category of the embryonic means of

system brought by the early Chinese rulers. We know that some of these tribes

did use knotted cords and notched sticks, but we have no tidings of any other

sort of writing than these besides the cup-marks on the river clitfs, which seem to

have been found in China by the new comers.—Vid. below § 33.

* Lih-tcheng, ^5, lat. 36° 40’, long. 117° 01'. Vid. Addenda.

“ ^ g 111-

® Shui-king comm.
;
Tai Ping yii Ian, bk. 50, f. 7.

^ L. de Rosny [Archives paleographiques, p. 233) possesses a fac-simile of an old

inscription in hieroglyphics from Japan.—Leon Mentchuikoff, L’Empire
Japonais, p. 200.

® Hirata Atsutane, Giji Hen (1819, 8vo.), ffi.
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communication we have put first the use of twigs, reeds,

stones, beaus, goats’ dung, etc., variously placed.

The Tang-hiang in the N.W. of Tibet had no written

characters in the sixth century, and only arranged reeds and

pieces of wood to remember the seasons. They boast with

the Tang-tchang and Pbh-Lang of being descendants of a

monkey.^ One of their six most important tribes bore the

famous surname of Tu-pot, and it is from the same stock that

came Tupot Fanni,^ the conqueror of Tibet, as we shall see

below.®

Down to 402 a.d. the Ju-Juan people of Tartary, not with-

out relation with the Tang-hiang, used to take goats’ dung,

and dispose it in a certain fashion on the ground to

indicate what they wanted to record.^

14. A recent account of Formosa states that the aborigines

ignore writing. “ They have not even any means of

keeping time, and when they have made an appointment for

any date, their only means of keeping a check on the days as

they pass is by means of a tally of stones or grass, one stone

or one knot in the grass representing a day.” ®

In Timor Island, according to the Chinese records in

1618,® the people had no writing
;
when they wanted to

record something, they did it with fiat stones, and a

thousand stones were represented by a string.''

Before the time of their acquaintance with the Quippus,

the Peruvians used in the same way pebbles or maize-beans

of various colours.®

Such a practice was not unknown in Europe in the pre-

historic period.®

' Sui Shu, or Armais of the Sui Dynasty (a.d. 581-618) ;
Tai Ping yii Lan

(Cyclopaedia of 983 a d.), bk. 795, f. 3. They were the ancestors of the Tangut.

—

Vid. also S. W. Bushel!, The Early History of Tibet, loc. cit. p. 528.
^ Tang Shu, ibid.

® Vid. below § 86.

^ De Guignes, Hisfoire des Huns, vol. i. part 2, pp. 337-8.
® A. R. Colquhoun, J. II. Stewart Lockhart, A Sketch of Formosa (1884,

Hong Kong), Excerpta, p. 203.
® Tung si yang kao, hk. iv.
’’

Groenevelt, Malay Archipelago, p. 117. Vid. below § 39, n. 4.

® H. Wuttke, Hie Entstehung der Schrift.

® Dans certains endroits on a remarque parmi les alluvions quaternaires, a cote

d’armes de pierre de travail humain et de cailloux perfores pour former des grains
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B, IT. {h) Beans or Pebbles strung or netted.

15. Strung or netted beans and pebbles {B. b) are not used,

as far as I know, among the rude systems once in practice

around Tibet. Unless we understand, as meaning something

of the kind, the records in gold and turquoises in which the

sages of Tibet are reported to have glorified their first

King.^

The gaionne, garthona, or gnrsuenda of the Red Skin

Americans belongs to that class.^ So too the wampum
belts of the Iroquois.®

B. II. (c) Knotted Cords.

16. Knotted cords were originally used in Tibet, but we
have no information about their system of using them. The

bare statement comes from the Chinese annals.^

17. It is commonly reported that the ancient Chinese used,

de colliers en de bracelets et servir de parures, des groupes d’autres cailloux

remarquables par leur formes bizarres, leiirs couleurs varices, certains hazards de

mesure. Ces groupes out etc formes iutentionuellemeut par la main de I homme,
ou n’en saurait douter ((uand ou les trouve en place, et d’uii autre cote les cailloux

qui les composeut n’ont ete utilises ui comme iustruments iii comme parures.”

Vid. Fr. Lenormant, llintoiri! ancienne, 9th edit. vol. i. p. fOl.
* See below §

88.

^ They consisted in necklaces of beans, the differences of which were suggestive

0 the intended meaning.
® “

‘ This belt preserves my words ’ was a common remark of an Iroquois chief

in council. He then delivered the belt as the evidence of what he had said. Several

such belts would be given in the course of a negociation to the opposite party. In
the reply of the latter, a belt would be returned for each proposition accepted.

The Iroquois experienced the necessity for an exact record of some kind of pro-

position involving their faith and honour in its execution, and they devised this

method to place it beyond dispute.” — Morgan, Ancient Soaieti/, p. 139.
“ Among other things, the ancient wampum belts, into which the structure and
principles of the confederacy ‘ had been talked,’ to use their expression, were pro-

duced and read, or interpreted for the instruction of the newly inducted sachem.

A wise man, not necessarily one of the sachems, read from them the facts which
they recorded. According to the Indian conception, these belts can tell, by
means of an interpreter, the exact rule, provision, or transaction talked into

them at the time, and of which they were the exclusive record. A strand of

wampum consisting of strings of purple and white shell beads, or a belt woven
with figures formed of beads of different colours, operated on the principle

of associating a particular fact with a particular string or figure
;

thus giving

a serial arrangement to the facts as well as fidelity to the memory. These strands

and belts of wampum were the only visible records of the Iroquois
; .

but they

required trained interpreters who could draw from their strings and figures the

records locked up in their remembrance.”

—

Ibid. p. 143.

* Vid. Tang 8hu in Bushel!, The Earlg Uistury of Tibet, p. 400. And below
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before the invention of writing, and previous to that of the

Ivwas by Fuh-bi, a system of knotted cords invented by

a ruler of the mythical period named Sui-jin.^ Now it

results from my researches that this tradition, which crept

lately into Chinese compilations,^ is no historical truth,

so far as Sui-j in and the ancient Chinese are concerned. By
ancient Chinese I mean the Bak tribes who brought the

knowledge of written characters with them into the Flowery

Land, and not the aboriginal tribes non-Chinese, which had

apparently the said custom of knotted cords.

18. The name of Sui-jin is not connected with the invention

of knotted cords in the various traditions collected about this

person and his invention of fire-drill, in the Tai ping yii Ian

published in a.d. 983.^ Neither was it in existence when
Sze-ma Tcheng (circ. A.n. 720) wrote his introduction to the

She Ki of Sze-ma Tsien.^ We only find in the latter that

Fuh-hi invented writing instead of the knotted cords in

former use.

The oldest statement about the subject is that which we
find in the great appendix to the Yh-King, commonly at-

tributed to Confucius, but which is certainly not the work of

the Sage and has a flavour of later conjecture.^ There we
read :

“ In the highest antiquity knotted cords were used for

the administration of government. In subsequent ages the

sages substituted, for these, writing by notches.” ® There is no

name quoted for this change in this statement. And we

1 H. Wuttke, Die Entstehnug der Schrift, p. 243.—L. de Rosny, La Civilisation

Japonaise (Paris, 1883, 18mo.), pp. 130-131.
^ Tung Kien Kang tnuh (circ. 1180 a.d.), De Mailla, Histoire generals de la

Chine, i. 4.—Kang Kien y tchi luh by Wu-sbing Kiuen (1711 a.d).—Kang Kien
tcheng she yoh (1737 a.d.), i. f. 3.

3 Cf. bk. 78. ff. 2-3.

* San Hivang pun ki, f. 1, where tbe substitution of shu-k’i to knotted cords

by Fuh-hi is mentioned -without reference to Sui-jin.

3 Yh-King ; hi tze, ii. 23. It is also found in the Tao teh King.

® i.e. Shu K'i ^ said to mean :
“ written contracts.” On the inter-

pretation of this expression cf. Tai-ping yii-lan^ bk. 747, 1,5; and Yuen
Kien lug han, bk. 325, f. 16 ;

where an explanation by Shin tze (400 b.c.) is

quoted. This is a forced interpretation, as K'i is nothing else than “ notches.”

Cf. The Six Scripts, a translation by L. C. Hopkins (Amoy, 1881), p. 6. Mr.

T. Watters, in the second of his valuable Essays on the Chinese Language, trans-

lates it by “ indentures.” which is half-way between the original meaning and the

moral sense afterwards imputed to the K’i.
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find it in a section of the above appendix, where the writer

has fancied inventions and progresses of all sorts as being

suggested by an examination of the Kwas of the Yh-King.

Now the Kwas are these very writing-notches which were

substituted for the knotted cords of former times
;

so that

they could not suggest their own invention.

19. This shows the childishness of the speculations

attempted by the Chinese author
;

it recalls to mind a

similar attempt in one of the latest additional sections of the

Shan Hdi King, the sacred book of the mountains and seas,

where the statements do not agree with those of the above

appendix. It is, however, highly interesting for history to

find such allusions at so early a date, as the author could not

have spoken of realities as knotted cords and notched sticks

should he not have heard of them being in use at some time

and somewhere. But is the tradition referring to the Pre-

Chinese Bak tribes previous to their migration eastwards and

before they learned writing? or is it a combination made by

the writer, based upon his knowledge or hear-say of such

customs among the aboriginal tribes of China ? The answer

to the question would entail an inquiry of such length that

we had better leave it as it stands until a further opportunity.

20. The Yang tung, south of Khoten and consequently

north of Tibet, who first communicated with China in a.u. G41,

had no written characters
;

they only cut notches in sticks

and tied knots in strings for records.^

The Bratyki and Buriats of Siberia are credited with the

use of knotted cords.^

The Japanese are also reputed to have employed knots on

strings or bind-weeds for records.*

1 Tung tien by Tu yu (8.50 a.d.) in Tai ping yii Ian, bk. 798, f. 7 v. Also
Bushell, The Early History of Tibet, loc. cit. p. 527.

^ A. Maury, Ongine de V Ecriture, in Journal des Savants, Avril, 1875, p. 217.
Wuttke, Die Entstehung der Schrift, p. 143, where other examples are quoted.
And also Kerausat, Reeherches sur les langurs Turtares, i. 65-6.

^ Eton Mentchnikoff, VEmpire Japonais, p. 200.—M. Leon de Rosny, Eludes
Asiatiques de Oeographie et d’ Histoire, p. 4, mentions the knotted cords and
notched sticks in Japan. I do not find any reference to this custom in the
exhaustive and scholarly introduction of Mr. Basil Hall Chamberlain to his

careful translation of the Ko-ji-Ei (Yokohama, 1883, 8vo.). Mr. C. Satow, in his
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The Li of Hainan, of whom we shall have to speak further

on, being unacquainted with writing, according to Chinese

sources, use knotted cords or notched sticks in place of bonds

or agreements.^

21. Such is also the case with the Sonthals of Bengal.
“ Their accounts are either notches on a stick, like those

formerly used by the rustics for keeping scores at cricket

matches in country villages in England, or knots on a piece

of grass string, or a number of bits of straw tied together.” ^

“ I well remember my astonishment® while trying my first

case between a grasping Mahajun and a Sonthal, when I

ordered them to produce their accounts. . . . The Sonthal

produced from his back hair—where it had been kept,

I suppose, for ornament—a dirty bit of knotted grass string,

and threw it on the table, requesting the court to count that,

as it had got too long for him. Each knot represented

a rupee, a longer space between two knots represented the

lapse of a year.”'*

22. In the first half of the present century, cord-records

were still generally used in the Indian Archipelago and

Polynesia proper. The tax-gatherers in the Island of Hawaii

by this means kept accounts of all the articles collected by

them from the inhabitants. A rope 400 fathoms long was

used as a revenue book. It was divided into numerous portions

corresponding to the various districts of the island
;

the

portions were under the care of the tax-gatherers, who with

the aid of loops, knots and tufts of different shapes, colours

and sizes, were enabled to keep an accurate account of the

essay on the Transliteration of the Japanese Syllabary, in Transactions of the

Asiatic Society of Japan (vol. vii. pp. 226-60), has collected and discussed all the

authentic information concerning early Japanese writing.

^ Kiting shall hien tchi
;
Notes and Queries on Chinn and Japan, vol. i. p. 83.

J. Moura, Le Royaume dtt Cambodge (Paris, 1882, vol. ii. 8vo.), i. p. 512.

2 Sonthalia and the Sonthals, by E. J. Man, late Assistant Commissioner,

Sonthal Pergunnahs (Calcutta, 1867, 8vo.), p. 42.
^ Ibid, p. 75.—“ Some method of calculation by means of knotted cords exists

among the Sonthals of Bengal, and is mentioned in the Report on the Census for

1872.”—Herbert R. Giles, Historic China and other Sketches (London, 1882,

8vo.), p. 3.

^ Darius (Ilerodot. iv. 98) made something of the kind, when he took a thong,

and tying sixty knots in it, gave it to the Ionian chiefs, that they might untie a

knot every day, and go back to their own land if he had not retuimed when all the

knots were undone.
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hogs, pigs, and pieces of sandal wood, etc., at which each

person was taxed.

^

Polynesia was the way through which apparently the

custom of knotted-cord records reached the new world.

The remarkable instance of dissemination we have to quote

further on about the Easter Island inscriptions is highly sug-

gestive of such a fact. It is by the Peruvians that the cord

system of mnemonics was carried to the greatest perfection,

^

and the name of quippiis they gave to them might be taken

as a generic appellative for the system.

B. II. {d) Notched sticks.

23. We have had occasion in former paragraphs (11,

17, and 20) to mention the use of notched sticks. It is

useless to repeat here the statements quoted above on this

* Cf. Wuttke, op. cit. p. 143.—C. F. Keary, The Dawn of History, p. 181.
^ “ The quippu was a cord about two feet long, composed of different coloured

threads tightly twisted together, from which a quantity of smaller threads were
suspended in the manner of fringe. The threads were of different colours and were
tied into knots. The word qnipu, indeed, signifies a knot. The colours denoted

sensible objects
;

as, for instance, white represented silver, and yellow gold. They
sometimes also stood for abstract ideas. Thus, white signified and red wnr.

But the qu pus were chiefly used for arithmetical purposes. The knots served

instead of ciphers, and could be combined in such a manner as to represent numbers
to any amount required. By means of these they went through their calcu-

lations with great rapidity, and the Spaniards who first visited the country bear

testimony to their accuracy.”—Vid. Prescott, History of the Conquest of Peru,

vol. i. chap. iv. “ On the quipus devoted to population, the coloured strings

on which the number of men in each town and village was recorded had depending
from them little strings for the widowers, and no doubt the widows and the old

maids had their little strings from the coloured cord that denoted women. One
knot meant ten

;
a double knot one hundred

; two singles side by side twenty
;

two doubles two hundred
;
and the position of the knots on their string and their

form were also of immense imporfance, each subject having its proper place on
the quipus and its proper form of knot. The art of learning to read quipus must
have been difficult to acquire

;
it was practised by special functionaries, called

quipucamayocuna, or knot officers, who, however, seemed only able to expound
their own records

;
for when a quipu was sent from a distant province to the

capital, its own gruardian had to travel with it to explain it.”— Cf. C. F. Keary,
The Pawn of History, pp. 181, 182. Sometimes inste.ad of knots the little

strings of various colours were of the most elaborate character
;
they represented

all sorts of objects—suns, stars, waxing and waning moons, rainbows, bird=,

animals, lizards, fruits, and even pandean pipes.—Vide illustr.ations, p. 20, in

L. de Rosny, Les Ecritures Figuratives et Hteroglyphiques—On the quippus, vide

H. Wuttke, Pie Entstehung der Sehrift, pp. 179-190. ‘‘ The mess.iges from the

Inca were indicated by a characteristic red string. At the end of the last century

the Spaniards, advised in proper time, prevented a general insurrection of their

Peruvian subjects
;
the intended rebels had communicated betweeti themselves by

quippus, the date, orders, and details of the rising.”—Julien Vinson, in Pic-
tionnaire d’Anthropologie (Paris, 1885, 8vo.), p. 407.
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custom among the ancient Chinese, the Li of Hai-nan, the

Yang-tung (N. of Tibet), and the Li-so of Tibeto-China.

The current expression which connects the notched sticks

and knotted cords in the Chinese descriptions of uncivilized

tribes, looks like one of those stereotyped compound idioms so

numerous in their language. The hearsay of one of the

two processes may have been sometimes a sufficient reason

to employ the well-known expression. Perhaps we must not

accept, without some reserve for the said reason, the Chinese

statement of the use in ancient Tibet of knotted cords and

notched sticks,^ which is given in the very terms we put in

suspicion. One of the two statements is certainly exact, but

we dare not be so confident about the double assertion.

24. Marco Polo, in his account of the province of Zar-

dandan (Western Yunnan), relates that, “When these people

have any business transactions with one another, they take a

piece of stick, round or square, and split it, each taking half.

And on either half they cut two or three notches. And
when the account is settled, the debtor receives back the

other half of the stick from the creditor.” ^

Dr. John Anderson, in his Report on the Expedition to

Western Tunan via Bhanio, gives some interesting in-

formation, taken in situ, on the same subject

:

“ The use of tallies to which the great traveller ® refers is

still prevalent among the Kakhyens and Shans. A slip of

bamboo, about eight inches long, is fractured at intervals.

The fractures are simple, and do not separate from each

other.”

And further on he speaks of a Momein messenger who

was anxious to get away :“.... he was continually

referring to the small bamboo tall}^ on which he had marked

off the days as they had passed. It was the same as in use

among the Kakhyens, a thin strip of bamboo broken across

at intervals.” ^

1 Bushell, The Early History of Tibet, I.c. p. 440.
^ The Book of Ser Marco Polo, ed. Yule, 1874, toI. ii. p. 74.

^ Marco Polo.

Calcutta, 1874, 8vo. pp. 36, 270.
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25. Sir Arthur Phayre has related a curious instance of

the same custom ;
^

“In the year 1863 the Tsaubwa (or Prince) of a Shan

province adjoining Yunnan was in rebellion against the

Burmese Government. lie wished to enter into com-

munication with the British Government. lie sent a

messenger to a British officer with a letter tendering his

allegiance, and, accompanying his letter, was a piece of

bamboo, about five inches long. This had been split down
the middle, so that the two pieces fitted closely together,

forming a tube in the original shape of the bamboo. A
notch at one end included the edges of both pieces, showing

that they were a pair. The messenger said that if the reply

was favourable, one of the pieces was to be returned and the

other kept. I need hardly say tlie messenger received no

written reply, and both pieces of bamboo were retained.”

26. The custom of notching sticks was prevalent among
the aboriginal tribes of China. A Chinese writer of the

middle of the seventeenth century describes it as follows :

—

“The notches of the Muh-k’i, like the checks (of the Chinese),

are used for fixing covenants. The Miao-jen, though having

written characters, are not all competent to write
;
so that when

they make a business contract, they notch a stick as a proof

of their respective good faith.” ^

The Chinese annals of the Tang Dynasty,^ describing in

the seventh century the Sie and other aboriginal tribes of a

large region (of which the west of modern Kueitchou province

may be considered as the centre), say of the Sie, that they had

no written characters, and that they use to make notches on

wood for their contracts.* About the other tribes the state-

ment that they had no written characters does not appear,'^

but that of the notched sticks stands.

1 Quoted from a MS. note by Col. Yule in his noble edition of the Venetian
traveller, vol. ii. pp. 78-9.

^ Tiuig li'i sieii tchi, by Luh Tze-yun, f. 13 v. [Shwoh ling collection,

bk. 29). ^ Tai ping yii Ian, bk. 788, f. 3v.

" ^ n U-
^ Ibid. Bk. 791, f. 9, v.— Cf. the rather loose statements of Ma Tuanlin in the

translation hy Marq. d’llervey de St.-Denys, Elhnographie des peuples krangers,
vol. ii. pp. 81, 91, 139.
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The Black Lolos of Yunnan, the Tsing tehung Kia and tke

Titng Kia Miao tribes of Kueitchou province, are said, in the

absence of any written language, or of a regular calendar, to

still use pieces of carved or notched wood for records of events.^

Now it may be interesting to say here that tbe two latter

tribes belong to the same stock as the Tai-Shans.^

27. The practice was also known in Upper Asia.® For in-

stance, in 402, the Ju-Juan, of which we have already spoken,

were taught by their chief, Tu-lun, to make use of notched

sticks in substitution of their former mode of notation.^ In

the eleventh century, the chiefs of the Ju-tchi, cognate with

the preceding, were still issuing their orders by the old

device of an arrow with a notch in it, while matters of

urgency were distinguished by three notches.®

Before making a writing for themselves in 920 a.d., the

Khitans or Liao used to keep their records by means of wooden

tallies.®

28. The oldest remains of notched sticks in literature are

most probably the Kwas of the Yh-King.^ These symbolical

marks, made of lines, broken or entire, are now arranged, on

a basis of eight sets of three, in sixty-four rows of six or

double-three, each of which is placed at the head of a

chapter of the above book. They are, in my opinion,

nothing else than a survival of the notches formerly made

1 E. C. Bridgman, Sketches of the Miau-tsze, { § 3, 9 ;
in J.N.C.B.B.A.S.

for 1859.—G. \V. Clarke, A Manuscript Account of the Kwei-chnu Miao-tzu,

§ § 8. 49. App. to A. R. Colquhoun, Across Chrijse, vol. ii. pp. 368, 383.
^ Vide China before the Chinese. ^ Above

§ 4, 13.

* De Guignes, Histoire des Huns, vol. i. (2), p. 338.

^ Ma Tuanlin, Wen hien tung K’ao, bk. _327.—French translation, vol. ii.

p. 440.
® Al. Wylie, Translation of tbe Ts'ing wan K’e mung, a Chinese Grammar of

tbe Mandcbu Tartar Language (8vo. Shanghai, 1855), p. xviii.—H. H. Howorth,

The Northern Frontagers of China, V. I'he Khitai or Khitans {J.R.A.S. 1881),

excerpt, pp. 23-48. —G. Deveria, Examen de la stele de Yen Cai, in Revue de

V Extreme Orient, 1882, vol. i. p. 178, n.

’ I have found that the early text of the Yh-King, which has never been

understood, will never be so, because the majority of the chapters are made
with fragments of an old dictionary, somewhat like the so-called syllabaries of

Assyro- Babylonia; the other chapters are very old documents on various subjects,

dating, as the others, from the introduction of writing in China. This solution,

which is now accepted by nearly all the Sinologists who have scientifically studied

the question since my paper has appeared, is established in The Oldest Book of

the Chinese [J.R.A.S., 1882-3). Cf. J.R.A.S. 1884, Vol. XVI. p. 460.
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on the eight arrows of divination.^ They are the forms

given in writing to the notches on wood, the broken lines

representing the vertical, and the entire lines the horizontal

lines, or the reverse. The Chinese traditional legends claim

the Kwas (§ 17) as a regular means of intercommunication,

which replaced a still older system of knotted cords. It may
be that such a substitution did really take place, and that

the Kwas are a survival of it, kept for purposes of divination.

29. The fti ^ or check of the Chinese was nothing else

than a tally or notched stick. As the Shwoh Wen has it,

the description cannot be mistaken. Intended to secure

faith between two parties, it was formerly made of bamboo,

about six inches long, which, being cut in two, each party

held a portion, in order to see whether they agreed at any

future time. The use and meaning of the word was

extended to tallies of all sorts and to the symbols of office,

of which a part matching to the other always remained in

the hands of the superior. Legendary history ascribes the

practice to the rulers of the semi-historical period for the

appointment of their officers.^

There are various historical instances of the use of the fu.^

It was in practice in the half-Chinese (or, better, non-Chinese)

state of Tsu, on the banks of the Yang-tze Kiang, in the

sixth century b.c. During the Han dynasty they were

frequently employed, and the most interesting occasion was

during the revolt of the “ Red Ej'ebrows,” ^ circa a.d. 30, in

N.W. China, which the Chinese connect with the Siamese.^

The fu was comjDosed of two fragments, both fitting one

another. The K’i K'ium ^ ^ were another sort of

binding device. Like the notched sticks, they were used

’ The eight wands, or arrows of fate, are marked on many Babylonian cylinders

as held in the hand of Marduk (Lajard, Culte de Mithra, pi. xxxii. No. 2 ;
liv. a.

No. 5) or of Istar {ibid. pi. xxxvii. No. 1).

* Cf. K'anghi Tze-tien, 118 +5, if. 8-9.
^ Tai-Ping yii-lan, bk. 598, fol. 1-2.

* Tch'ih mei jg, so called because their leader, Fan Ts’ung, with his

whole army, adopted the practice of dyeing the eyebrows blood-colour, in order

to increase the terror that their appearance inspired.

® Suh fPen Men tiing K'ao.—^ing y iung tchi .— Yuen Kien lug han, bk. 334,
fol. 6-7.
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double, each bearing corresponding marks. They were

extensively used under the Han period and downwards.

Sometimes they were made of silver
;

more often of iron

when dealing with aboriginal or foreign tribes—for instance,

by the Emperor Min when dealing with the Ti-Kiang or

Tibetans.^ But the usual material was slips of wood or

the bark of trees. ^

30. The use of notched sticks is not confined to the Far

East. It w’as formerly greatly practised in the West, and

it still lingers in some countries. It will be sufiicient for

our illustrative purposes to remind our readers of the huch-

stahen of the Germans, the hok-stajir of the Scandinavians,

the coelbren of the Welsh, and of the old statement by Tacitus

of the use in Germany of notched sticks for divination.

Every one is aware that the Chancellor of the Exchequer

used (till 1834) formerly to present his budget (or bag) con-

taining the tallies with which he checked his accounts
;
and

that the burning of the discarded tallies caused the fire and

destruction of the building in the place of which were built

the present Houses of Parliament.

Notched sticks were, and are perhaps still, in use among

the colliers in Scotland
;
® and they are still used by bakers in

various parts of England and France,'* in the Canterbury hop-

gardens, locally in some other trades, at Constantinople, etc.^

31. The notches on sticks do not seem in the East and in

the West to have ever been any other thing than a simple

mnemonic process of numbers or objects. There is, however,

one exception
;
a singular Instance of their development into

a regular alphabet occurred in the case of the Oghams of

Wales and Ireland. This was done under the influence of

a previous alphabet about which there are two opinions.

According to the most probable explanation, the Ogham
writing was simply an adaptation of the runes to xylographic

1 Tshi teliung king sku
;
Tai-Ping yu-lan, bk. SgS, fol. 6v.

^ On the K’i K'iuen at large, vid. Tai-Ping yii-lan, bk. 598, fol. 3-7.
® "Where Colonel Yule saw them. Vid. his note in The Book of Ser Marco

Polo, vol. ii. p. 78.

^ I saw those used by bakers in N^ormandy.
^ Notes and Queries, ser. 1, vol. x. p. 485.—Edelestand du Merit, Essai sur

Vorigines des llunes (8vo. Paris, 1844), p. 29.
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convenience, notches cut with a knife on the edge of a

squared staff being substituted for the ordinary runes.^

Another and later opinion maintains their phonetic values

from the Latin of the classical period.^

B. IT. {e,f) Si/mholical marks incised or dratcn.

32. Graffitti, not properly speaking inscriptions, have been

found in Siberia, but they are not the expected primitive

remains of ancient writings.* Some * are purely Tartar,

being written in Mongolian and Kalmuck. Others, obviously

the work of common people, may be Arabic
;

while some

others found on the left bank of the Jenissei river are

much more interesting. They seem to me to be badly written

in Syriac from right to left horizontally, before the time of

the adaptation of this writing to the Uigur and Mongol.

The characters are still separated one from the other. On
one of these graffitti found at the same place, several Chinese

characters, as written by common people, are recognizable

;

for instance, ^ cyclical characters.*

The last we have to speak of are quite peculiar and

altogether different from the others. The signs are painted

in red. They are made of straight lines disposed like draw-

ings of lattices and window shades, and also like the tree

characters of the Arabs and like the runes. They are met

with near the Irtisch river on a rock over the stream

Smolank.®

33. The early rulers of the Pre-Chinese Bak tribes

^ Rev. Isaac Taylor, Greeks avd Gnths;' a Shidy on the Runes (London, 1879),

pp. 108-139; The Alphabet^ vol. ii. pp. 22.5-227.

* M. D’Arbois de Jubainville, V Alphabet Irlandais primitif et le dieu Ogmios,

pp. 20-26 in Acndemie Inscr. et Be.ll.-Lettr. Comptes Rendtu, 1881, vol. Lv.

3 We neglect here, of course, the obviously Tataric graffitti and inscriptions of

Mongol and Kalmuck characters.

^ P. J. von Strahlenberg : Description of Russia, Siberia, and Great Tartary,

etc., with plates. 4to. London, 1738.— Greg. Spassky ; De Antiquis quibusdam
sculpturis et inscript ionihus in Sibiria repertis ; 4to. Petropoli, 1822.— An
abstract of the latter, with plates, under this title : De quelques inscriptions

decouvertes tn Siberie in L. de Rosny : Archives Faldngraphiques de I' Orient et de

V Amirique

;

8vo. pp. 143-6, Paris, 1872. — Meiners : De Antiquis Monum. m
Sihir. Australi extantibus •, in Comment. Soc. Reg. Getting, vol. siii. 1799.
Pallas, Neue nordische Beytraege, tom. v. St. Petersb. 1781.

® Vid. above
§ 8, on a hieroglyphical one.

® G. Spassky, op. cit. Archives, p. 145, pi. xix. Vid. Addenda.

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 30
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once migrated in China, found on the banks of rivers, near

places of worship of the Aborigines, some curious marks,

which I understood to he of the pattern known as cup-

marks.^ Such findings are attributed to the great Yii, to

Yao, to Huang- ti, the first emperor, and to the legendaryFuh-hi

himself. The legends of the findings are mostly centred about

the Ho t’u,^ presented to Fuh-hi and the Loshu^ offered to Yii.

The regular and numerical disposition of these cup-marks, as

understood in the Chinese traditions, reminded me of the

groups of cup-marks as found by an Indian archaeolo-

gist, Mr. Hivett Carnac, on the southern slopes of the

Himalaya.^ This assimilation was accepted, and further

researches by Prof. R. K. Douglas® and by myself have

shown that cup-marks are met with in China in several

places, in Shantung, Ngan-hui, Hupeh, Szetchuen and

Kwangtung provinces. There is no doubt that these cup-

marks were a mnemonic means of notation used by some

tribes of the pre-Chinese population of the Middle Kingdom.®

' T!ie Oldest Booh of the Chinese,
§ 28.

Or Map of the Ho river.

^ Or writing from the Lo river. Ou these, vid. Mayers, Chinese Reader's

Manual, pp. 56-9.
* Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1877, vol. xlvi. Mr. J. H.

Rivett Carnac had the kindness to write me from Ghazipur, and to send me his

following papers: Pre- Historic Remains in Central India, Calcutta, 1879; On
Stone Implements from the North-Western Provinces of Calcutta, 1883;

ArchcBological Notes on Ancient Sculpturings on Bocks in Kumaon, hidia, similar

to those found on Monoliths and Rocks in Europe, 8vo. Calcutta, 1883.
® Cup-marks, in Saturday Review, Nov. 24, 1883.
® Some marks, straight lines and circles, on rocks were found along the southern

coast of Hawai. Cf. A. Bastian, Sprachvergleichen Studien .... der Indo-

Chinesischen Sprachen, p. 104 (8vo. Leipzig, 1870). I extract the following note

from a contemporary (Feh. 13, 1883) :
“ In many parts of Switzerland, writes

our Geneva correspondent, are often found smooth flat stones, evidently hand-

polished, and covered with dots, lines, circles, and half-circles. The origin and

use of these stones, known among country people as Schalensteine, has long been

a moot point among the learned. Some have thought they were charms, others

that they were meant to commemorate the dead, or that the signs on them were

undecipherable hieroglyphics ; hut it has been reserved for Herr Rodiger, of

Bellach, in Solothurn, to throw a new light on these mysterious relics of the past,

and suggest a theory concerning them which seems to meet all the necessities of

the case. The Sehalensteii'e, he says, are neither more nor less than topographical

charts, as a comparison of them with any modem map of the districts in which

they are found wall show. The engraved dots correspond with existing towns

and villages, the lines with roads. Even the fords and moxmtain passes are

indicated. Herr Rodiger has examined many of these stones from various parts

of the country, and he possesses a collection, picked up in Solothurn, which form

together a map of the entire canton. Another signiflcant circumstance is that the

Schalensteine are mostly found at intervals of about two hours (say, six miles)
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34. There is in Chinese books a curious legend about a

very ancient writing from Yueh-tchang. This country was

in the Indo-Chinese peninsula, and the region which

formerl}' bore that name was half in Tong King and half

in Cochinchina. A mission is said to have come from there

to the Chinese Court in the juiddle of the eleventh century

B.C.* Another and much earlier mission from the same

country, mentioned however, and as far as I know, only in

historical compilations of late date,^ is attributed to the time

of Yao (2145-2043 b.c.).

In the fifth year of his reign, a mission from Yueh-tchang

came to his Court and presented a tortoise, a thousand years

old and three feet in size
;

on its back were characters of

the Ko-teu (or oldest) style recording what had happened

since the beginning of the world. Yao ordered it to be

transcribed and called it the “ Tortoise Annals ” (or, better,

ephemeridis).®

This second tradition has apparently developed from that

dating from the Tchou dynasty, i.e. the mission of the eleventh

century. The uncritical Chinese compilers of later times are

very fond of embellishing their records with repetitions of

events which might enhance the glory of their sages of

antiquity.^ The number of legends engendered in this way
is by no means inconsiderable.

from each other, and at spots where several roads meet. The former Herr
Rodiger calls “headstones” (Hauptsteine)

,

the latter he denominates “by-
stones ” ( NehensteineJ

.

If he be right in his hypothesis, the places where these

stones are met with possessed considerable populations long before tbe dawn of

history
;
even the villages shown on tlie Sehaleusteiiie must be far older than the

Christian era. Herr Rodiger considers the Swiss map stones to be of tbe same
origin as the similar stones which are found in Germany, Scandinavia, India, and
further Asia, and sees in them another proof of the higli anticjuity and common
origin of the Indo-Germanic races, and the existence among the latter, in an
indefinitely remote age, of civilized habits, organized trade, and more culture

than is generally supposed.”
* Vid. below ^ 44.
^ It was apparently not yet current in the tenth century, if we may so infer

from the silence of the Tai-ping yii hm, bk. 785, f. 2, which mentions only the
second mission.

® K'ang Kien tcheng she goh, 1737, bk. i. f. 9.—Kang Kicn g tchi luh, 1711
;

Medhurst, Ancient China, p. 330.

—

T'ung Kien Kang mnh (twelfth cent.), bk.
vii. f. 18.

* On these embellishments and their subsequent development, cf. some remarks
in my paper on The Old Kumerals, the Counting Rods and the Hwan-Pan in China,
London, 1884, p. 1 Numismatic Chronicle, vol. iii. pp. 297-340).
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35. The use of conventional marks belongs to all times and

to all countries, and it is needless to insist upon such a well-

known fact. Disagreement of opinion between scholars maj’’

happen in some particular cases. For instance, the striae

found on a piece of reindeer’s horn at Cro-Magnon of the

Stone age are explained by some as mnemonic marks.^ And
so too are the striae found under similar circumstances. Such

was the opinion of Lartet, Christy, Broca, Lenormant and

others.

Another explanation, however, is given by different

authorities
;
they maintain that such notches were only made

on the handles of the implements in order to prevent their

slipping out of the hand.^

Many instances could be put forward here of the use of

marks everywhere, on the rude stone monuments of Europe,®

as well as in other countries, but it would lengthen uselessly

the present section.

The two great lines of evolution which we have attempted

to explain in the preceding sections, in numerous examples of

embryo-writings, though occasionally intercrossed, keep pretty

well their individuality up to the point we have now reached.

They both converge to regular writing, and we do not think

that any system of writing, deserving to be so called, has ever

been framed without the co-operation of these two great

sources of notation.^ This remark does not apply to the

numerous cryptograms which are based on a previous

knowledge of alphabetism
;
such, for instance, as the Anaitsi

and other characters of Japan,^ the tree-alphabets El

' Vid. Fr. Lenormant, Hisloire ancienne de V Orient, 9th edit. vol. i. p. 399;
Dr. Broca, Stir tes Tt oglodytes de la Vezere.

- G. de Mortillet, Le Frehistorique, p. 408 {Paris, 1883).
^ Such, for example, as the marks on the stones of the dolmen of Mane-Lud.

Sir J. Simpson has collected all these marks in his work, Archaic Scnlpturings of
Cups, Chcles, etc., on Stones and Rocks in Scotland, England, and other Countries.

8VO. Edinburgh, 1867.
^ A French scholar, Mr. C. Schoehel, published in 1882 a learned but not

convincing paper, Memoire sur les Origines de I'Ecriture Alphabetique (in Actes

de la Societe Fhilologique de Paris, pp. 137-213), where he denies the evolution

towards alphabet from a hieroglyphical basis.

* Cf. Sanaki-bara yoshi-no : Bun-gei rui-san, bk. i. f. 22.—Hirata Atsutane,

Giji hen, flf. 14, 15, 16, 17.
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Miishajjar and El Shajari of the Arabs/ or the numerous

examples published in the curious work of Abubekr ben

Wahshih/ etc.

II. Writings Impeded and Decayed.

36. The struggle for life is a condition of existence for a

writing as for other things. The best fitted resists and lasts.

But the better fitting is purely objective
;

it depends upon the

surrounding circumstances much more than upon the intrinsic

perfection and high standard of the writing concerned. I do

not think this interesting problem of evolution has ever been

considered from this important standpoint
;

while opposite

statements, as if they were a matter of course, are often met

with in learned works. Alphabets and phonetic writings once

acquired have been lost because they were too far advanced

for their surroundings. In some cases they have either

disappeared, in others they have dropped their too mucli

advanced capabilities. Of such cases there are not a few.

Let us consider some instances of the two classes.

37. “ The A'inos have the custom of inscribing all their

objects with signs which vary according to the owner.

These signs are made of curved and straight lines. Trees in

the forests and points of bamboo arrows are marked in the

same way.” ® Fac-similes of these signs have been published

by the learned author of this statement.^ Now an examina-

tion of them has satisfied me, without leaving any doubt in

my mind, that the people who use these marks were once ac-

quainted with the alphabetic writing still used in Corea and

not unknown in Japan. Several of these marks can be still

resolved into their alphabetic elements, and consequently

' “Constructed out of the Arabic alphabet, after the Arabs had come into

contact with the Varangians in the ninth century.”— Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet,

ii. 2‘26«.

* Ancient Alphabets and Hieroglyphic Characters Explained, .... in the

Arabic language, by Ahmad ben Abubekr ben Wahshih. Transl. by Joseph
Hammer. 8vo. London, 1806, pp. 38, 45.

^ Heinrich Siebold, Ethmloyische studien iiber die A'inos auf der Insel Yesso

(Berlin, 1881, 8vo.) s. 19.

* Ibid. Taff. II.
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easily read
; for instance, oku, sao, sno, us, yes, are easily read

;

some more may be deciphered with perseverance, while

others are corrupted beyond hope. Therefore we are

justified in assuming that the present people in using these

marks employ the groups bodily, and know no more about

their composition and value. Since I have examined the

specimens published by Herr H. von Siebold, an Aino
inscription has been published by Dr. B. Schube of Kioto.^

There again the oblivion of the old alphabetic writing is

obvious, and the characters, many of which are still

recognizable, are mixed with hieroglyphic and symbolic

signs.

As to the time when the Ainos were made acquainted with

this Corean or Onmun alphabet, we have no information.

They may have obtained it direct from the Coreans, as the

Japanese do not seem to have been seriously acquainted

with or to have ever used it, except in modern forgeries.^

Besides that, the peculiar combinations made for the

rendering of Japanese sounds, which appear in the Japanese

form of the alphabet,^ and which obviously bear a modern

face, do not appear in the Aino use of the alphabet.

38. The Lolos of Szetchuen have an alphabetic writing,^

' Die A'inos, Taff. vii. InscBrift zweifelhaften Ursprungs bei Oturanai.

MiUheiltmgen der Deutschen GeseUschafL fiir Natur- und Volkerkuiide Ostasiens,

26 stes Heift. Februar, 1882, Band iii. pp. 220-256. Vid. Addenda.
^ M. L6on de Eosny thought he had found proofs of the early use of this

writing in .Tapan, and he communicated the fact to the Academic des Inscriptions

et Belles-Lettres. Vid. Les sources des plus anciennes de I'hisloire de Japan, pp.
105-116, and L' ecriture sacree et les inscriptions de I'antiquite Japonaise, pp.
170-177 of Comptes rendus A.I.B.-L., 1882, t. ix. But his supposed discovery

turned out to he a misconception according to the severe criticism of Mr. Basil Hall
Chamberlain, On two Questions of Japanese Archaeology, pp. 315-332 of J.R.A.S.
1883. Vol. XV.

3 Vid. the specimens dating from 1477 a.d., in the Bun-gei rui-san (1878),
hk. i. ff 14-15.

^ Vid. my paper On a Lolo Manuscript written on Satin m J.R.A.S. Vol. XIV.
pp. 119-123. The great interest of this writing lies in its bearing on the history

of Indian writing. The oldest specimen of writing hitherto known in India is

a stone seal found in some ruins at Ilarapa, near Lahore, upon which General
Cunningham writes as follows :

—“ Its age is of course quite uncertain, hut I do
not think its date can be later than 500 to 400 b.c. I now think it may
be archaic Indian letters of as early an age as Buddha himself.”— Corpus

Inscriptionum Indicarmn, p 60. Now these characters are the same
WRITING AS that now^ POSSESSED BY THE Lolos, as I have shown in the

above pamphlet by juxtaposition of the two writings.
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connected (by common descent according to my views wdtb

the South Indian Alphabet of Agoka. But they no more

understand it as such, and are unable to compose new groups

or disentangle the old ones. They often use each word or

group as an ideo- or phonogram. This is shown by the

extreme corruption of many of these groups as exhibited in

the latest documents we have received of the same writing.

The clustering of the characters in groups, which, as in

Chinese, is a characteristic of this writing, has helped to the

obliteration of the characters individually
;
they can no more

be used otherwise than in these groups of ancient make

representing the old pronunciation. And these groups are

now considered as inseparable ideograms, and used accordingly

without knowledge of the respective values of their compo-

nent characters.^ This writing, once phonetic, is returning

to the ideographic stage. Its phonetic practice entailed more

mental work than the common capacities of the people would

permit. It was hence fated to drop its higher capability.^

39. Among the several writings which were used in

Borneo two have left interesting relics and survivals.^

The Dayaks engrave as ornaments some signs wliich they

obviously understand no more. Some bamboo objects ex-

hibited at the India Museum, London, bear these marks.

They are apparently the survival of an alphabetical writing

1 Vid. my remarks in E. C. Baber’s Travels and RcsearcJus in Western China,

pp. 142-143 (London, 1882, R.G.S., suppl. pap. vol. i.), and also in J.R.A.S.
1882, Vol. XIV. pp. 802-803

;
T. de L., Un the History of Archaic Chinese

Writing and Texts, p. 8 (London, 1882, 8vo.)
;
The Academy, July 2, 1881.

^ These tribes are reported to have a written language of over 600 characters.

These, he says, are symbols of sounds and not of things, as the Chinese characters.

Such was the saying of a Mandarin of Kueitchou province, to Deka, Notes and
Queries on China and Japan, vol. i. p. 104.

® Up till now we have five texts in this writing. Three fac-similes were
published in E. C. Baber’s Travels and Researcltes. The fourth is the MS.
written on satin described in my pamphlet Un a Lolo MS above quoted. The
fifth consists of three pages sent by the missionaries MM. Gourdiu and V.
Crabouillet to my friend Mr. E. C. Baber, who gave them to me. They will

appear in my book China before the Chinese. A sixth exists in the Library of

the Asiatic Society of Shanghai
;

it has been described in Revue de V Extreme
Orient, 1884, vol. ii. pp. 682-83.

^ There are many traces in some parts of Borneo of Chinese influence, shape
and ornamentation of roofs, etc. Important Chinese colonies were formerly settled

there from the fifteenth century. A Dayak tribe in the interior claim to be
descendants of Chinese. Cf. W. P. Groeneveldt, Notes on the Malay Archipelago

and Malacca, compiled from Chinese sources, pp. 101-115 (8vo. Batavia, 1876).
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anciently known there, and afterwards forgottend We find

a similar writing on an earthenware vase from the same

island belonging to the Ethnographical Museum of Dresden.

This vase, as far as I remember from a sketch communicated

to me by Mr. A. W. Franks, is ornamented with two figures

of the Chinese dragon, but not of Chinese make.^

Dr. Kern has published some inscriptions found at Koutei

in the same island, which are written in this character of

Eastern India the Vengi-Chalukya in Kalinga, the same

that was carried to Cambodia, to Western Java, and

elsewhere, as we shall presently see.®

40. This same character of the Vengi-Chalukya was also

carried to North-Celebes Islands. The people have not

remained at the level required for the practical use of a

phonetic writing. It is no more used as an alphabet.

Curiously enough, it is employed as pictorial ornaments on the

MSS. they now w’rite in a pictographic style of the lowest

scale. This I have seen on the facsimile^ published by Dr.

A. B. !Meyer, of Dresden, in his splendid album on the

writings of this region. The finding was extremely welcome

because it is a partial confirmation, and anyhow a stepping-

stone helping to understand another palaeographical discovery

of mine of rather a startling character.®

41. In the Easter Island, or Vaihu, some fourteen inscrip-

1 I was acquainted with this inscription through a fac-simile sent to my learned

friends, Col. H. Yule and Dr. R. Rost, by Dr. A. B. Meyer, Keeper of the

IMuseum. This writing is not without some apparent connection with one of the

writings of Sumatra. On the other hand, it presents no less a curious semblance

with an inscription dug out in Japan at TJsuki ^ in Fiuga Kuni

g 1^ ^ in 1821 (Bem-sei, fourth year). Cf. the fac-simiie in Ta Jihpon ti

Ming, f. 189 p.

^ I do not know in what part of Borneo the vase was found. It is, however,

curious to point out that the Chinese annals of the Ming dynasty (1368-1643),

Mi)ig she, bk. 323, in the notice about Bandjermasin, speaking of the people, say

that “ they very much like earthen jars with dragons outside.”

^ Over de Opschriften uit Koeter in Yerband met de Geschiedenis van hel sehrift

in den Indisehen Archipel. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1882, p. 18.— Also K. F. Holle, Tabtl

van Dud- en Niemv-Indisehe Alphabetten. Bijdrage tot de palaeogrophie van
Nederlandsch-Indie Batavia, 1882), n. 80-1.

* Bildersehriften d-s Ostindisehen Archipels, pi. I. 1. 11.

® It is interesting here to note that a bronze bell bearing an inscription in

ancient Tamil characters, has been discovered at Wangarei.— Cf. T. R. Taylor,

Te Ikaa Maui ; or. New Zealand and i/s Inhabitants, p. 34.— A. de Quatrefages,

JGommes fossiles et homines sauvages (Paris, 1884, 8vo.), p. 476.
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tions have been found incised on wooden boards, perhaps of

drift wood. The characters are peculiar. Most of them

display strange shapes in which with a little imagination

forms of men, fishes, trees, birds, and many other things

have been fancied. A curious characteristic is that the

upper part of the signs are shaped somewhat like the head of

the lierronia or albatros. A pictorial tendency is obvious in

all of these. Some persons in Europe have taken them for

hieroglyphics, and have ventured to find a connection with

the flora and fauna of the island. The knowledge of this

writing is now lost
;
and it is not sure that the few priests

and other men of the last generation who boasted of being

able to read them, could do so thoroughly. Anyhow, in

1770 some chiefs were still able to wwite down their names

on a deed of gift ^ when the island was taken in the name

of Carlos III. of Spain.

42. Now, an enthusiastic archaeologist of this country,

]\Ir, J. Park Harrison, has spared no pains to bring together

all the possible information on these inscriptions. lie has put

himself in communication with persons acquainted with the

island, and he has published with views of his own all that

he could get, and also fac-similes of two sides of one of the

above inscriptions on drift wood. lie had also another one

photographed, and had the great kindness to communi-

cate to me his materials some three years ago.^

43. In examining carefully the characters, I was struck by

the forked heads of many of them, which reminded me of

the forked matras of the Vengi-Chalukya inscriptions.

' Sen. Gonzalez de la Boza has exhibited a tracing of these signatures, which
were reproduced by Mr. Bark Harrison, o;». cit. pp. 14, 1.5, pi. 27.—Journal of the

Anthropological Institute, vol. iii. pi. xxvii. For instance, one of these signatures

is a big mouograin Inu, which was apparently used as an ideogram, while the

other signatures are written in a concise form of the characters and monograms
of the inscriptions.

^ J. Park Harrison, The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island (8vo. London, 1874),

p. 16, with five plates.

—

Note on Five Hieroglyphic Tablets froA Easter Island,

p. 2.— Vid. a.ho Nature, Sept. 17, 1874.—J. Linton Palmer, Darts or Easter
Island (with plate) in Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society of

Liverpool, 1875, xxix. pp. 275-97
;
On some Tablets found in Easter Islanii [with.

plate), ibid. 1876, xxx. pp. 255-63.—A small inscription enlarged is given in

Meyer’s Bilderschriften des Ostindischen Archipels, pi. vi.— Also one in Tour du
monde, 2® sem. 1882, A. Pinart, L’ile de Paqucs,
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A closer comparison with plates i. to viii. of the Elements

of South Indian Palceograpluj ^ soon showed me that I was

on the right track. And a further study of the Vdihu

characters and their analysis by comparing the small

differences (vocalic notation) existing between several of

them, convinced me that they are nothing else than a

decayed form of the above writing of Southern India

returning to the hieroglyphical stage. With this clue, the

inscriptions of Easter Island are no more a sealed text. They

can easily be read after a little training. Their language is

Polynesian, and I can say that the vocabulary of the Samoan

dialect has proved very useful to me for the purpose.^

It is useless to dwell on the importance of this little

palaoographical discovery for the history of civilization, and

its dissemination eastwards.

44. The Giao-tclii or Annamites had once a phonetic

writing, which they have lost under the influence of the

Chinese.^ A great antiquity is claimed for such knowledge

among them
;
but we have no means for verifying such an

early date as the eleventh century b.c. And though this

writing might have been a derivation from the phonetically

used Chinese characters, we are not inclined to accept, with-

out reserve, the genuineness of so early a claim.^ Dr. A.

Bastian wms given by a Shan of the Yuns who live at Kiintun,

near the frontier of Yunnan, an alphabet, “ which may
probably resemble that of the Quanto, the ancestors of the

Tunkinese.”® P. Montrouzies, a missionary there, says that

* A. C. Burnell, Ehments of South Indian Falaography, from the fourth to

the seventeenth century a.d., being An Introduction to the Study of South Indian

Inscriptions and MSS. 2nd edit. 4to. London and Mangalore, 1878.—Plates

i. vii. viii. are specially interesting for the forked matras.

2 I had withheld the publication of this discovery with the hope of spending

more time over it, and giving a transcription and translation of several of these

inscriptions. Though it is still my intention, I find my hands so full for a time

to come, that I venture to print the above information for the use of some

scholar conversmt with these matters.

3 It is said m their records that their writing was in use at the time of their

sending a mission to the Chinese King Tching of Tchou (viz. 1109 or 1039 b.c.),

and that it required translation into Chinese. Vid. P. J. B. Truong-vinh-ky,

Cours d'histoire Annamite (Saigon, 1875), vol. i. pp. 11.

* The question is discussed at length in China bifore the Chinese.

® Remarks on the Indo-CHiinese Alphabets, in J.R.A.S., 1868, Vol. III. pp.

65-80.
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the phonetic writing of the Giao-tchi is still in use nowadays

among the mountainous tribes of the province of Nghe-An,

in Tongking.^ This is the modern name of the region

formerly called Yiieh-tchang or Viet-th'uong, from whence

the above mission to China is said to have come.^ The

same missionary thinks that he has found some specimens

of it in inscriptions of a grotto of the basin of the Sang-

Gianh.

In 186 A.D. Si-nhip, Chinese viceroy of Annam, formally

introduced the Chinese writing, forbidding most expressly

the employment of the former phonetic writing, which the

Annarnites have entirely lost since that time.'’

45. In the island of Hainan “ Captain Culver found what

appeared to be characters of some kind scrawled on the

walls of a Li village near Yu-lin-Kan, but none of the

villagers could tell him anything about them, except that

they had probably been written by a medicine man, who

was, however, not forthcoming. The characters have a

resemblance to a kind of mixture of Chinese and Malay,

something like what one might imagine these characters

written on the surface of rippling water. Vid. Addenda.

“The Li, who are non-Chinese rude tribes, occupiers of

the island, do not seem to liave any form of writing,

none certainly that is generally known to the people
;
they

do not seem to have even any recognized symbols for

numbers.” *

46. Another instance of great moment is that of the

Chinese writing. Its history, instead of being that of an

evolution towards progress (as we understand it), is, on the

contrary, that of a slow decay and adaptation to surrounding

circumstances of a lower standard than those of its former

focus in the west.

The writing of China was not born in the Middle

1 Dutreuil de Rhins, Notice sur le Tong-King, iu Bulletin de la Society de

Geographic de Paris, Avril, 1880, p. 311.
^ Vid. the official geography of Annam, published in 1829, Hoang viet dia du

chi,yo\. i. pp. 1, 9; vol. ii. p. 31. The Yueh-tchnng or Viet-thiiong is

now covered by the provinces of Nghe-An, Thuan-hoa and Quang-nam.
^ Vid. Truong Vinh Ky, ibid. p. 27.

* James George Scott, France and Tonghing (London, 1885), pp. 353-354.
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kingdom, 1 and there are no reasons to doubt the tradition

that the leaders of the Bak tribes, when they entered into

China, were acquainted with it, while there are proofs of all

sorts in its favour. In such a country of conservatism and

preservation carried to the utmost, if the writing had followed

a regular course of development, and been evolved from the

limbo of any embryonic means of communication, or of

a rude system of hieroglyphics, traces of this forcibl}'' slow

growth would certainly be found. But it is the reverse that

we discover. This writing is not of indigenous growth. It

is an importation from the west.

47. The oldest palaeographical remains which have been

preserved prove the writing to be from the beginning in

China, a scholarly writing comprising ideograms and phono-

grams (former ideograms turned meaningless and phonetic)

susceptible of a great power of phonetic combinations.^

Many signs had reached purely conventional shapes. A
proportion by no means small of the ideograms had still

some pictorial features, survival of their former hiero-

glyphical stage, which the Chinese scribes eventually turned

into profit at the expense of the phonetism. They insisted

on the pictorial features, and probably increased their

number, in order to facilitate the understanding of the

writing to the various dialect-speaking people. But they

were not aware that their characters had passed through

several phases of evolution before reaching them
;
they did not

know that their writing, written in columns, must be derived

from an older one written horizontally, since, as a natural

consequence, many characters have to be laid down before

1 This unexpected conclusion, to •whicli I was long adverse, has cost me
many years of patient work before I could conceive and understand it. But it is

now so clear that any scholar conversant with the matter who examines without

prejudiced views the facts I put forward in my publications, cannot fail to be

convinced. 1 am now myself rather ashamed not to have found it out at the

beginning of my researches. Fid. §§ 9, 17, 19, 33, 49.

In favour of this result of my studies I find the following views :
—

Tai Tung, a renoreTied palaeographer of the thirteenth century, author of the

Xtt/i S/tn Ku, arrived at the conclusion that hieroglyphics do not constitute the

only original ground of the Chinese writing. Fid. J. Nacken, A Chixehe

Webster, in China Mevuw, 1873, vol. ii. p. 176. M. Leon de Rosny, Les

l.critures Jiguratives et hieroglyphiques des differents ptuples anciens et modernes

(2nd edit. Paris, 1870, 4to.), pp. 3 and 4, expresses a similar opinion.
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the survival of hieroglyphical features remaining in them can

be recognized. This characteristic, which we ascertain to-

day, was never guessed by them.^ It has for us been a help

to find its antecedent writing in that of south-west Asia.

48. The rude pictorial characters which appear in many
European books as representatives of the primitive writing

of China cannot be accepted as anything of the kind.

As a matter of fact, they are not old. They are taken from

inscriptions on vases which are forgeries.^ Imbued with

the idea that the rougher the writing the older and con-

sequently the higher priced would be their vases, the

forgers (generally of the Sung dynasty downwards to the

present day) have drawn their inscriptions accordingly. The

proof of this statement is easy to give. The Chinese are

noted forgers, but, like those of Europe, they seldom escape

detection, which in this case comes from comparison of their

own works. We find, for instance, some inscriptions of the

most common kind repeated over and over again on

genuinely antique vases and correctly written ; while in the

forgeries they are distorted pictorially, and gradually turned

ruder in the successive imitations made by unskilled hands.

And, happily enough, in manipulating these inscriptions,

which they do not understand, they display the most curious

blunders.® An examination of such inscriptions disposed in

' On its curious effect on the phonetic reading of the ancient groups cf. The
Oldest Book of the Chinese,

§ 23, and also a valuable article in The Times, Aug. 26,

1884, Further Progress in Chinese Studies.

^ Such is also the opinion of Rev. J. Chalmers, The Origin of the Chinese ; an
attempt to trace the connection of the Chinese with western nations in their

religion, superstitions, arts, language, aud traditions (8vo. London, 1868), p. 60.

A rather indifferent work, which does not repose on a sufficiently extensive

knowledge for the ground it seeks to cover.

® For instance, in the first volume of his great work on China, the well-kno^vn

German traveller, F. von Richthofen [China, yoi. i. p. 371), has given a sketch of

a bronze vase with its inscription as a specimen of the oldest bronze industry

under the Tchou dynasty, 1000 b c. Now the inscription proves that the vase is

a forgery. The founder, to escape detection, has dropped the first or left column-
line, and the last character of every other five colurau-line of an old inscription of

six lines, which is known from two ancient objects on which it w’as inscribed.

Fac-similes have been published in the Ku yii t' u, bk. iii. ff. 7-8, and bk. xvii.

ff. 14-.5. A splendid bronze vase brought back by Gen. Malcolm contains an
inscription in twelve characters, copied simply from the 16th, 17th, and 18th
columns of the well-known Snn she pan inscription. Mr. J. Drury Fortnum, of

Stanmore, has in his collection a beautiful vase, containing the half of an old

inscription, etc.
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rows is highly instructive : we intend publishing several

of them some day. Is it necessary to add that these fanciful

characters have no connection whatever with the oldest forms

preserved from antiquity ?

49. The Chinese have some traditions, enveloped in a mist

of fiction, that their writing comes from the west. Though
entangled with secondary myths of later growth, under the

late influences of national reasoning and of foreign ideas, it is

not impossible to trace out of them a few reminiscences which

underlie their whole fabric. It would be trespassing on the

purpose of the present paper to do so here, and it will be

sufficient to mention only that which relates to the shape

of the primary characters learned by the early Chinese Bak
tribes before they migrated to the Flowery Land.

This writing (according to the traditions and archaeo-

logical evidence) was neither scratched nor painted, but

was cut deep into soft material
;
many signs represented (or

were supposed to represent) all sorts of things and objects;

some strokes of the writing were thick at one end and thin

at the other; they were imitated from “prints of birds’ claws

on clay,” and sometimes they were compared to “ tongues of

fire,” or to “ drops of rain freezing when falling.”

These legendary peculiarities precisely enough remind us

of the cuneiform writing of Babylon and the surrounding

countries. Now it happens that among the oldest specimens

of characters kept traditionally in the best Chinese palaeo-

graphical works, there are in a few characters survivals of

a wedge-writing appearance. The few thousand written

words which formed the whole material of the ancient

Chinese books rest on a basis of some five hundred different

signs (tradition says 540) ;
the oldest forms of the half of this

quantity have been preserved. Compared with the few

hundred characters which, in the same way, form the basis

of the ancient writing of Babylon, they display the most

remarkable likenesses. Taking into account the allowance to

be made for the difference of material used for writing (which

has caused the wedge to vanish), their identity is indisputable.

This identity goes much beyond the mere shapes, sounds and
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meanings, as many other peculiarities are common to the two

writings
;
the Chinese presenting an imitation, somewhat im-

perfect, of the other. Comparative researches on a scientific

footing show, beyond any doubt, that the elements of the early

civilization of the Chinese, and the bases of their knowledge

and institutions, were borrowed from a region or people con-

nected with the old culture fostered in Babylon.^ The greatest

probability is that the borrowing was effected through prac-

tical intercourse with Susiana or the country of Elam, And in

the history of the Chinese this is the first of the sixteen sources

which I find to have contributed to the formation of their

civilization.

50. In the oldest style the writing was the faithful ex-

pression of the spoken language. By the phonetic reading

of the oldest Ku-tren characters we find the ancient spoken

forms of the words. Taking into account the wear and tear,

many of them can still be identified with the same words of

common descent in cognate languages. We cannot here

give all the necessary details which show how closely

connected are the oldest means of phonetic expression of this

writing with that of Babylonia (a connexion corroborated by

the shape of the characters) in polyphony, phonetic com-

plements, and phonetic combination, etc. The oldest phonetic

order in the Chinese phonetic groups is from left to right,

and also, curiously enough, from bottom to top ;
' the latter

1 This is established by a formidable array of facts. Some of them are most
convinciug. We have learned from the Chinese pahcographers, for characters

identified with ancient Babylonian, some meanings still unknown, and deciphered

afterwards by Assyriologists. On the other hand, in May, 1880, I was able to

announce that the Chinese signs of the cardinal points, similar to those of

Babylon, exhibit a shifting then unexplained
;

three years afterwards Mr. T. G.

Pinches made a corresponding discovery on the Assyro-Babylonian side, cf.

T. de L., Early History of Christian Civilization, 1880, p. 29 ;
T. G. Pinches, in

Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archceology, 6 Feb. 1883. I read myself

at the Royal Asiatic Society, on April 30th of the same year, a paper On the

Shifting of the Cardinal Points, as an illustration of the Chaldreo-Babylonian

culture borron ed by the Early Chinese, which will soon appear in my book on the

Sources of Chinese Civilization, where it is shown that it gives a clue to the

road followed by the civilizers of China. And I had the satisfaction at the

Royal Asiatic Society's meeting, on March Ifth, 1884, to hear Sir Henry
Rawlinson, the founder and the most prominent member of the Assyriological

school in this country, state his belief (after three years of opposed opinion) in

my discoveries of the derivation of the early Chinese civilization from that of

Assyrio-Babylonia through the intermediary of Susiana.
* Vid. some instances. The Oldest Book of the Chinese, § 23, and notes.
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resulted, at first, from the turning up of groups originally

written horizontally
;

these processes were imitated after-

wards, and sometimes only for convenience with some special

characters. The phonetic-combination groups (where a closed

syllable, for instance, is written with two signs, one for

the initial, the other for the final) are more frequently

met with in the oldest specimens than afterwards, when they

were repeated only by tradition. On the other hand, the

polysyllabic-combination groups (where each part has a

meaning and a sound by itself), as a result of the evolution

of the language and the oblivion of the old principles, are

found later on. I have been able to give elsewhere a curious

instance of them explaining an unintelligible passage of the

Shu-Ki)ig at the beginning of the Tchou dynasty.^

51. The Chinese official scribes clung to the old principles

as much, and as long, as they could. But with the gradual

differentiation and decay of pronunciation caused by enlarge-

ment of the nation and absorption of foreign native tribes,

they eventually found themselves outstripped by a gap

between their traditional rendering of the official language

and the dialectal varieties. Successive transcriptions of the

same words make us assist at the struggle that took place.

AVe see how the scribes ventured to render, by the old means

of phonetic composition, then fading away (as shown in the

preceding section), the new words introduced into the lan-

guage. But the ideograms which could be understood notwith-

standing the dialectal discrepancies proved stronger in the

long run. With the growing independency of the various

principalities, ideographism was more extensively used in

some states, while in some others the ancient principles of

phonetic rendering adapted to the regional pronunciation

were still adhered to. The inscriptions show that it is

specially in the western quarters of the Chinese dominion

that the old phonetic orthography was maintained.

52. In order to understand the sequel of the evolution,

and see how the Chinese were led to the threshold of the

^ Vid. The Oldest Book of the Chinese, § 23n. J. £. A. S. Vol. XIV. p. 800,
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alphabetic principles without grasping them, and even

dropped what they were taught originally, we must consider

a few phenomena of the history of their language. The

Chinese Bak tribes, when they reached the Flowery Land,

spoke a language presenting (so far as comparison may be

allowed at three thousand years’ distance) more affinities

with the Ugro-Finnish than with the Turko-Tartar lan-

guages. But it was characterized, like the Akkadian,^ by a

marked tendency to agglutination, somewhat, though in a

smaller degree, like the polysynthetic or holophrastic lan-

guages of North America. The words droj^ped a part of

their significatice elements in case of association in phrase

groups. The Bak tribes found China occupied by popula-

tions of several races speaking at least two classes of

languages of different ideology, and at variance with that

of the Chinese.^ One of these classes, that of the Man,

originating from India, possessed an ideology opposed to the

Chinese, elliptic tendencies, and a characteristic nicety of

distinction in vowel sounds. The intermingling of these

languages with that of the new comers has produced the

Chinese language and its dialects, and the cognate and

special characteristics of the Tibeto-Burman and Tai-Shan

languages.

The phonetic consequences of this intermingling, con-

sidered here specially in that which concerns the Chinese

languages, were peculiar
; so we must remember that nearly

everything here explained applies also to the above lan-

guages, but on a different scale.®

53. The archaic language of the Bak tribes possessed the

special phonetic feature called the harmonization of vowels,

though thematic only, confined, as in Akkadian, to the signi-

* Cf. FraiKjois Lenonrmnt, La layigue primitive de la Chaldee et les idiomes

Touraniens (8vo. Baris, 1875), pp. 278-279.
^ The purpose of my forthcoming work, China before the Chinese, is to disen-

tangle the nexus of all the non-Chinese tribes which have occupied the country-

before the Chinese, in order to permit me to consider exclusively the Chinese origin

in a following work. A short abstract of a part of it forms my paper. The Cradle

of the IShun Race, introduction to A. R. Cohiuhoun’s book. Amongst the Rhans
(8vo. London, 1885).

^ Vide a clear classification of this phenomenon, Lucien Adam, De Vharmonic
des voyelles ifyo. Baris, 187i).

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 31
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ficative parts of the words.^ This was the weakest point,

and the first which yielded to the native tendencies of ellipse

and contraction. A bisyllabic word, for instance, of which

the syllabic vowels belong to one class only, is very easily

contracted by the dropping of one of the vowels the aggre-

gate consonants which remain are gradually resolved into

a single one, and sometimes eventually dropped altogether.

The natural equivalent required to compensate the dropped

elements of a crippled word reduced to one expiration or

puff of breath, could not be obtained by a stress on one part

(the crippled one), and indifference on the other.® It was

sought for by the genius of the language in a difference of

pitch,^ simple or compound, according to the place of the

lost part, in the utterance of the whole puff-of-hreath u'ord.

54. The gradual curtailing or crippling of the words

entailed in speech the addition of a completing word,

suggestive of class, as in the native dialects, or of a

synonym, the selection of which was, of course, a matter

of dialectic preference. Often, words borrowed from the

native languages were used to facilitate understanding

among the mixed population. This is a phenomenon of

frequent occurrence in the history of languages.

The rendering of such additional words was, of course,

for the scribes, a matter of perplexity. In the canonical

books they were often expressed by additional phonetic-

combination sub-groups, but the prevailing growth of ideo-

graphism led to the selection of ideograms, which in the

^ Fran9ois Lenormant, Chaldman Magic, its origin and development (8vo.

London, 1878), p. 271.

Vid. my Early History of the Chinese Civilisation (London, 1880), p. 29.

But these affinities date from a period very remote, when we may safely assume

that the present Ugro-Altaic and Turko-Tartar groups were not yet bent by their

surrounding circumstances to their present distinct course of evolution. This dis-

tinction of the two groups is by no means clearly established, as shown by the

late contention about the classification of the Magyar (cf. A Magyarok eredete

irta Vambery Armin, Budapest, 1882. Also a valuable article by Count Geza
Kuun on Les Origines Hongraises in Revue Internationale, Mai, 1884, pp.
465-495).

3 Cf. on the syllabic pronunciation, Henry Sweet, A Handbook of Phonetics,

pp. 87, seq.— Prof. A. H. Sayce, Introduction to the Science of Language, vol. i.

pp. 286, seq.

* Otherwise “ tone.”—On Tone and Accentuation, vide my book, Ha Langage,

Essai sur la nature et Vetude des Mots et des Langues (8vo. Paris, 1867), §§ 22-30.
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dialects could be read according to their idioms and

preferences. The part played by these ideograms became

larger, and, from a small starting-point which belonged to

the ancient period of the writing, it gradually assumed a

prominent rank. The parent-writing of Assyria presented

the same phenomenon of small beginnings and eventually

large use of ideograms.

55. The Chinese were led by the evolution of their

language and writing to the threshold of alphabetism, but

their surrounding circumstances did not permit them to

perceive it.^ When in phonetic composition groups, the last

phonetic element stood no more, but for the final consonant

of a word which was deprived by decay of the sound or

sounds formerly following this consonant, the alphabetic

isolation was reached? Besides that, the harmonization of

vowels, which assimilated the vocal sound of an added word

expressed by an ideogram, rendered indifferent the original

vowel of this ideogram. But the facility of grasjfing the

sense carried by ideograms, notwithstanding the regional

pronunciation and dialectal words, was too great a political

advantage to be neglected. It had imposed itself quite in a

natural way, by mere exigency of the surrounding circum-

stances, and it required only an official systematization to be

the law of the land. This systematization, as we have said

elsewhere, was carried on in 827 b.c. during a temporary

revival of the Tchou dynasty’s power. The breach between

the spoken and the written language of China was an

accomplished fact. The possibility of an alphabet had been

lost, and a cumbrous system of writing—which expresses the

succession of ideas and is not a language, which has proved

* For some examples, vid. J.R.A.S. Vol. XIV. p. 799, n.s.

* The curious Chinese system of indicating the pronunciation of a word by the

initial of one word and the final of anotlier, called the Jan-Uieh, was apparently
suggested by a similar phenomenon, with this difference, that it was not the final

of the second word, but that of the first and the initial of the second of two
syllabic characters in a group which were dropped in pronunciation. The Rev. J.

Edkins states that the fan-tsieh was introduced by Sun shu yen in a work on the
Erh-ya, about a.d. 230 (^Introductioti to the Studi/ of Chinese Characters, p. 179).
But I have found in the Tsa luh of Ku yeii-wu (a. d. 1613-82), a very great
scholar, that the system was originated by Yang Iliung (n.c. 53

—

a.d. 18), the
author of the Fang yen, a comparative dictionary of the Chinese dialects.
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most noxious to philologists because of the wrong views

they took from it on the spoken language—was obtained.

But the phonetic advantage was not lost everywhere.

III. Mo-So Hieroglyphical Writing of Tibeto-China.

1. History.

56. The Mo-so ^ or Na-sJti form the bulk of the popu-

lation betwixt the Lu-tze Kiang, the Lan-tsang Kiang and

the Kin-sha Kiang between the 27th and 30th parallels,^ in

the prefecture of Li-Kiang * (N.W. Yunnan). The name of

* Mo-so, ^ by which they are known among the Chinese, was at

first objectionable to them, and it is only in late years that

they have accepted and used it.® We suppose that they

objected only to the Chinese transcription of the appellative

as written with two characters meaning respectively “ small
”

and “little.” Yet this was nothing else than a form of an

appellative apparently of native or Tibetan make
;
Mo for

Mu is the name of their once leading family, and so for ss®

is perhaps the Tibetan word sa for place or country. On
the other hand, let us not forget that so in their own

language means “ son,” like the Chinese tze, which is

probably its antecedent. Mtiso means “hunter” in Shan and in

Li-so, a sister-language of the Mo-so, and may be derived from

the very name of that people, so that it does not preclude any

other origin for the appellative, as we shall see below. Their

full name Mo-so Man in Chinese records is nothing else than

“ southern Barbarians Mo-so.”

57. They are mentioned several times in history. First

about 796 a.d., in the Annals of the T’ang Dynasty, I-mou-

1 The character ^ must he read here as ^ so, and not sie, its otherwise

common pronunciation. The K'anghi tze tien gives this equivalent and quotes

the names of Lo-so (Lhassa), Mo-so and Tu-kuang-so as examples of this special

pronunciation. Vid. ii. 5, f. 30«.

^ Vid. F. Garnier, Voyage d'Exploration en Indo-CMne, vol. i. p. 520.

® Their own native name is Na-shi.
* “ Le nom de Mosso, tout injurieux qu’il etait dit-on dans le principe a fini

par dominer tellement que les Mosso actuels I’acceptent sans repugnance et

s’appellent eux-memes Mosso.”
* The H'an-y tchi (quoted in the Tai Ping yd Ian cyclopedia (a.d. 977), Kiv.

789, f. 6) locates them above and below the Iron bridge (in the N.W. of Li-Kiang).
® Sa in Tibetan means : earth, country, place, spot, ground, etc. Vid. H.

A. Jaeschke, Tihetan-English Eictiouary, p. 5095 (London, 1881, 8vo.).
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siia, the King of the Nan-tchao, whose title had just been

recognized by the Emperor of China, led a campaign against

the Tibetans, and afterwards conquered several small States

of his neighbourhood, viz. those of the Mo-so Man (our

Mo-so),^ Long-tong Man, and Mo-tcliang Man?
They recovered their independence w’hen the kingdom of the

Nan-tchao collapsed at the death of Shun-hua (899 a.d.), the

last prince of the dynasty established by Mung-she, which

had ruled over Yunnan for eight centuries.® The state of

Nan-tchao (since 860 a.d. called Ta-li), which had begun in

629, ceased to exist, and his successors were not able to

recover the power of the former kingdom. In 937 the Tuan

dynasty began to rule, and gave to its dominion the former

name of Kingdom of Ta-li, which, however, was changed

several times, and was not definitively used before its

recognition by China in 1115 a.d. It lasted till its sub-

mission by the Mongols in 1354-1357, who put an end to

the Tuan hereditary power.

58. At the outset of his campaign against Yunnan, Kublai

Khan in 1253 first met before him in the north-west of

Yunnan the very State of the Mo-so Man, which he subdued

without delay. The power of the Yuen or Mongol dynasty

of China was never firmly established in Western Yunnan
;

the submission of the native small States wms nominal

only
;
and the Mongol princes who ruled from father to son

over Yunnan, and who lasted a long while after their

brethren had been expelled from China, had their authority

restricted to the centre and east of the province till their

destruction by the Ming dynasty of China, and the suicide

of the last of them in 1381 a.d. The Imperial troops were

unable to make a regular conquest of the region occupied

by the Mo-so, but the supreme suzerainty of the Chinese

1 The passage, without quotation as usual, is reproduced by Ma Tuanlin.

Vid. Elhnographie des peuples ilrangcrs d la Chine, vol. ii. p. 297 (transl.

d’Hervey St.-Denys), where the name is inadvertently transcribed Mo-sie-man.
^ The Mo here is written with the same character as that of Mo-so, and

suggests apparently a relationship between the two populations.
^ Their name is not quoted, nor any other, in the Historical Documents con-

cerning Yunnan, where it is stated only that the country feU into anarchy after the

death of Shun-hua, and that several tribes threw over the yoke. Cf. E. Rocher,
La province Chinoise du Yunnan (Baris, 1879), vol. i. p. 196.
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Emperor was recognized by them, and this shadow of

authority was sufficient to guard the susceptibility of the

central power (1384 a.d.). The paternal administration of

Wu San-kuei, and his final revolt at the beginning of the

present dynasty, had loosened the reins to such an extent

that in the end the Chinese Government was compelled to

conquer the region, which was finally subdued in 1775 a.d.

Ba-t’ang Li-tang and Tchung-tien,^ the latter in the south

near Li-Kiang, indicate the extension of the newly incor-

porated counti’y, including the Mo-so dominion, a part of

which was then again under Tibetan rule.

2. Description.

59. From inquiries and a long habitat on the spot, the

renowned Pere A. Desgodins was able to collect some valuable

facts and information on this interesting and once powerful

tribe. Formerly they had a flourishing empire covering

a large area. It extended northwards to Dzo-gong on the

Ngu-kiu or Ou-kio river, to the salt-mines near and above

Yerkalo on the Lan-tsang Eiang, and to Dzong-ngu in the

Kin-sha Kiang basin. ^ The above missionary has often seen,

in his travels on the borders of the Lan-tsang Kiang and on

those of the Lu-tze Kiang, numerous ruins of houses and

forts, remains of Mo-so military posts and colonies, built by

them after their conquest of the salt-mines’ region from the

Tibetans three or four hundred years ago.® The capital was

Li-Kiang, which the Tibetans and the native chiefs call

Sadam,** and the name of their king was Mu Tien Wang {i.e.

the Celestial King Mu), whose family® is still in existence

and numerous.

' On Mr. E. C. Baber’s map, DJedam is written under the name of Tchung-

tien, half-way between Li-Kiang and Bat'ang (Vid. Travels and Beseatches,

p. 93) ;
but as he does not give his authority, we do not know which of the two

conflicting statements is genuine.
- Desgodins, La Mission da Tibet, p. 258.
^ Pere A. Desgodins, Tlotes Ethnographiqices sur le Thibet, in Annales de

I'Extreme Orient, Juillet, 1879, pp. 10-12.

Under the Han dynasty it was called Ting-tso {Cf. Playfair, The

Cities and Towns of China, n. 4147). Sudani is perhaps the same two syllables

inverted with a dialectal pronunciation. The case would not be isolated in that

part of China, as we know several other instances of the same phenomenon. Cf.

Ttng-yueh, which was also Yueh-tan.
^ From p. 21 we are informed that the members of the tribe in the prefecture
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60. Though destroyed as an independent power, and with-

out any chance of ever recovering it by themselves, the

Mo-so are still preponderant in the country of their former

greatness. Nearly all the indigenous chiefs are Mo-so, hold-

ing appointments for life from the Chinese Government under

the rule of Chinese mandarins. The natives occupy only the

secondary posts, yet, as their authority has a family character

and is hereditary, they have a good deal of influence on the

people. It is specially so in the territories of Aten-tze and

Wei-si, going southwards from Yerkalo on the borders of the

Lan-tsang, that the greater number of the officers are Mo-so.

61. They are deeply despised by the Tibetans, who call

them DJiong} P. Desgodins says that to call somebody

Gi(iong-(jod, i.e. Mo-so-head, is an insult in frequent use,

which he explains by the low character of the Mo-so

communities ^ in Tibet, probably of mixed blood. A
great traveller and charming writer, Mr. E. Colborne Baber,

has seen at Tatsienlu, a popular Tibetan poem, rather epic

than lyric, in the world-wide metre of “ Twinkle, twinkle,

little star,” recounting the invasion of part of Tibet by the

Mo-so. “The epic is siyXeUi Djiioig Ling (Mo-so Division),

and is only one of three parts of a very extensive work

known as the DJriung Yi, or “ Story-book.” Another

part, called llor Ling (Hor Division), recounts the con-

quest of the Ilor (Tuik tribes) by the Tibetans, and

conveys much historical information in a tale of magic and

marvel. The third part, Djia Ling (Chinese Division),

of Li-Kiang are all surnamed Ho
,
but Intermarriages are not on this account

forbidden (as would be the case according to Chinese customs), so that there

are at least two great subtribes among the AIo-so, tlie Mu and the Ho.
* Guiong — UJimiff. The latter orthography is that of Mr. Colborne Baber,

Travels and Researches in Western China, p. 88u. In H. A. laeschke’s Tibetan
Dictionary, p. 75, I find a word meaning, “ rough, rude, impolite,” but I

do not find anything like god, with the meaning of ‘ head,’ in the same work. The
latter word is apparently a dialectal form corresponding to the ancient Chinese
GET, modern hiet, hieh.

* “ Aux vices des Tibetains dont j’ai parle ailleurs, dit le courageux missionaire,

il faut aj outer un esprit chicanier, querelleux, ladre et aimant les proces ; ajoutez
a cela I’ivrognerie et vous aurez une idee de ces etres degrades. Quant aux
traits physiques ils sont bien altercs et ne representent plus le vrai type Mosso,
cependant en pent le reconnaitre a certains caracteres

;
front plus fuyaut, nez plus

aquilin, les deux os raaxillaires inferieurs moins ecartes, menton plus fuyaut que
chez le Thibetain . . . .” Notes Elhnographiqucs sur le Thibet, l.c.
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narrates a contest of unknown date between the Tibetans and

the Chinese.” ^

62. A Chinese notice gives some details of their customs

and habits which are worth reproducing here, and concern

mainly those who inhabit the prefecture of Li-Kiang :

“ Tlieir houses are huts built of hoards, with walled doors. As

to their clothing, the men pierce their ears, wearing pendants made

of a green stone. Their hair is arranged in a twist under a black

cap. They wear coats with long collars and wide sleeves, fastened

either with a red girdle or a green flowered sash. The women
wear short jackets, pointed caps, and cylindrical skirts, flnely

plaited and fastened with a gay-coloured embroidered girdle. Over

all they wear a sheepskin cloak. On the death of a parent, neither

cofiin nor shell is used, but the body is burned and the hones

scattered in a deserted place. A half-burnt log is brought home,

and to it sacrifices are offered. The prevailing religion is Budd-

hism, and Lamas are held in great respect. But they have also

other ceremonies. On New Year’s Day the members of each

family burn incense and take a ceremonial hath. Then with

incense in their hands, and carrying rice on their hacks, they

all repair to the building containing their family altar. The

priestess of their rites is respectfully entreated to offer prayers and

sacrifices on their behalf. These ceremonies, which last for eleven

days, are called ‘ Days of sacrifice,’ and are intended to ensure a

happy year. Again, in the 6th and 11th moons, the priestess, at

their instance, plants a branch of chestnut, as ‘ branch for the gods

to roost on,’ and offers ancestral sacrifices. Their land being too

cold to grow rice, they live on barley, darnel, and various other

grains.” ^

63. With the preceding remarks it is useful to compare the

following description, from the Travels of a Pioneer of Com-

mercef more recent in date, and showing the gradual sinicisa-

tion of the tribe.

“The Mosos . . . are quite Chinese in appearance, the men

wearing the common blue cotton jacket and short wide trousers of

1 Tid. E. Colborne Baber, Travels and Researches in Western China, p. 88.

* G. M. H. Playlair, The Miao-tzu of Kweichau and Yunnan, n. 21. A. 108,

63, gives only a part of the same text. Vid. China before the Chinese, s.v.
^ 'Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce in Pigtails and Petticoats ; or. An Overland

Journey from China towards India, by T. T. Cooper, London, 1871, 8vo. pp.
312-315.
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China, shaving their heads and growing the pig-tail. The ciistom

of the women is fantastic, but graceful. It consists of a very

becoming little cap of red and black cloth, with pendant tassel,

jauntily worn on the top of the head, inclining a little to one side
;

a short loose jacket, with long wide sleeves, over a tight-fitting

cotton bodice, covering the breasts
;
with a kilt-like petticoat of

home-made cotton stuff, reaching from the waist to tlie knee, and

gathered in longitudinal plaits. Instead of stockings, their finely-

shaped limbs are swathed from the ankle to the knee with white or

blue cotton cloth, while leather shoes, turned up in a sharp point

at the toe, complete tlie chaussure of the Moso ladies, who, though

not quite so fair as the Chinese, are generally well-proportioned

and good-looking, and unembarrassed by the shy reserve of the fair

Celestials. As ornament they wear huge silver earrings (resembling

in shape the handle of a common key), silver rings and bracelets,

and bead necklaces.”^

At Ya-tse (the Je-tclie of P. Desgodins the women often

substitute for the little cap “ a red cloth hood thickly braided

with cowrie shells.”

The Moso chief of Ya-tse is the most powerful ruler of all

the tribes along the Lan-tsang Kiang. He rules over the

Moso and the Liso tribes, and collects the taxes in the name
of the Chinese government represented by the Mandarin in

residence at Wei-si.

3. Writing.

64, As to their language and writing, what we know on

the matter comes, again, mainly from the indefatigable

missionary, Pere Desgodins. lie was able, in 1867, to make

a copy of several pages from a manuscript written in hiero-

glyphics, and belonging to a Tom-ba or Tong-ha, a medicine

man among the Mo-sos. These pages, eleven in number,

were sent to his family, and much later on, in 1879, I

received eight of them through the kindness of the learned

^ T. T. Cooper, ibid, p. 314. This traveller has mistaken filenames of Ya-tse
and Mooquor (Mukua) as appellatives of tribes instead of localities.

* Mots principuux de certaines tribus qui hnbitent Us bords du Lan-tsang
Kiang, du Lou-tzr-Kiang et Irraivnddy, par I’Ahhe Desgodins, missionnaire au
Thibet (Yerkalo, 26 Mai, 1872) ;

Bulletin de la Sociite de (Jtographie de Paris,

vi. serie, t. iv.
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Mr. Gerard de Rialle, and I kept these sheets with the in-

tention of publishing them, as soon as more information

should come forward,

65. In the mean time a genuine manuscript of the same
writing had reached the British Museum. The lamented

Cajjt. W. Gill, during his famous journey with his faithful

companion, Mr. Mesny, had been able to secure three of

these MSS. while staying at Ku-deu, on the Tibeto-Chinese

frontier east of Li-t’ang.^ Two of them were sent to Jersey,

the seat of Mr. Mesny’s family
;

and an enquiry from me
there remained unanswered.^ The other MS. was presented

by Capt. Gill himself to the British Museum.® The donor

W’as not aware of their exact nationality
;

he had obtained

them from two men of rather European and specially French

appearance, who offered them for sale. Apparently these

men were Lolos, wdio had obtained possession of the

MSS. by plunder of Mo-so people, as the latter would never

have parted willingly with books so scarce and valuable to

them.

66. However, the MS. in the Oriental Department was

described only as a “ Hieroglyphic Book of Prayers from the

Mountains between Burma and China.” It had remained

there for a while when, attracted by the above title, I

examined it and recognised the Mo-so writing, with the

general features of which I was familiar since the copies

from Pere Desgodins had reached me. Col. Yule was

informed at once of this discovery, and inserted in his

remarkable Geographical Introduction (then in type) to Capt.

Gill’s The Hirer of Golden Sand,^ a few notes embodying the

result of my first examinatioli.

67. In an amiable letter from Darjiling, April 25th, 1882,

Pere Desgodins had the extreme kindness to send me some

more details about this writing in answer to several ques-

1 The fact is not recorded in the pnhlished record of his journey, but I have it

from the traveller himself.

^ Capt. Gill was not more successful than myself in a similar attempt.
2 Add. MSS. Ur. 2162. Published in fac-simile on Plates I. II. herewith.

* The River of Golden Sand
;

being the Narrative of a Journey through China

and Eastern 'libet to Burma ; London, 1880, 2 vols. 8vo. lutrod. pp. 90-2.
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tions of mine. They do not match exactly with what we

expected from the former rather vague statements, viz. that

this writing, now obsolete, was formerly current among the

people. However, they are extremely important for the

general theory of writing, inasmuch as they do not pretend to

show in that peculiar hieroglyjDhical writing any survival of

former times. According to these views, should they prove

correct, it was apparently made up for the purpose by the

tombas or medicine-men. This would explain, perhaps, the

anomalous mixture of imperfect and bad imitations of ancient

seal characters of China, pictorial figures of animals and

men, bodies and their parts, with several Tibetan and

Indian characters and Buddhist emblems. The superfetation

and addition of the Chinese, Tibetan, Indian, and Buddhist

signs are obvious, while the pictorial ground of the writing

with peculiarities of its own is no less visible. The tails of

animals, caps of men, etc., are modified according to the

sentence
; on the other hand, these occasional additions are

also used independently. This feature deserves more atten-

tion than would be supposed
;

should we get a phonetic

rendering and a translation of these texts, those appendices

might turn to be phonetic complements.

68. Now let us return to the simple facts and statements

as they were communicated to us by this energetic and

intelligent missionary. “These hieroglyphics,” according to

his letter, which we translate verbatim, “ are not, properly

speaking, a writing, still less the current writing of the

tribe. The sorcerers or Tong-bas alone use it when invited

by the people to recite these so-called prayers, accompanied

with ceremonies and sacrifices, and also to put some spells

on somebody, a speciality of their own. They alone know
how to read them and understand their meaning

;
they alone

are acquainted with the value of these signs, combined with

the numbers of the dice and other implements of divination

which they use in their witchcraft. Therefore these hiero-

glyphics are nothing else than signs more or less symbolical

and arbitrary, known to a small number of initiated, who
transmit their knowledge to their eldest son and successor
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in their profession of sorcerers. Such is the exact value of

the Mo-so manuscripts
;
they are not a current and common

writing
;

they are hardly a sacred writing in the limits

indicated above.” ^

69. Yet we cannot help thinking that this sacred writing

embodies survivals of the pictorial stage of notation indepen-

dent of synchronical dates and progresses elsewhere, which

seems (within their limited area of self-progress) to be proper

to all races of mankind, the white race with exceptions.

The latter was more often satisfied with systems of notation

more symbolical and conventional
;
simple combinations of

dots and strokes, straight, curved or spiral lines, round and

deep as cup-marks or angular and square, were sufficient for

them, while the inferior races have always wanted, and have

made a more material and eye-speaking system of nota-

tion. "VYe may be sure that pictorial writings have crept

up everywhere, though very few have survived in the

struggle of civilizations
;

the long period required for

their passing through the pictographic and ideographic

phases was not allowed to them, and the untimely intrusion

of an older and more perfected system, or another one

better fitted to the surrounding circumstances, superseded

them altogether.

70. The only possible life for still-born writings of that

description is that which lingers in obscure corners of super-

stition and witchcraft. We think that this Mo-so writing

may be an instance of the fact, excepting the modifications in-

troduced in the mean time for the purpose of those who use it.

And we can support this view by the reproduction, in the

learned work of Emil von Schlagintweit, On Buddhism in Thibet,

ofcharms found by his brother Robert v. S. during his journeys

there. On some of these charms are drawn hieroglyphical

signs, which are not without analogy with those of the MSS.

drawn by the Mo-so sorcerers. Now, the Schlagintweits

^ Letter from Pere Desgodins to the author, dated from DarjiRng, 21 Avril,

1882. In forwarding this letter, the amiable Mr. Desgodins, of Nancy,

brother of the Missionary, had the kindness to send me two pages and a half

more of MS., completing the whole of the copy made by Pere Desgodins from the

Tong-ha’s MS. PubHshed in fac-simile on Plate III. herewith.
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did reach Tibet, but only the western part of the country, and

the finding there of specimens not unconnected with that

writing indicates for it, or at least for the rougher ground

script from which it has been evolved, a much larger area than

could otherwise be supposed. As the Mo-so have not taught

the western Tibetans any more than they did the eastern,

from whom, on the contrary, they have learned so much, we

must understand the ground of this writing to be of Tibetan

origin of unknown date. The inference is plain and cannot

be impugned. It requires the attention of future explorers

of Tibet, when this forbidden land is open to scientific

researches.

71. Up to Pere Desgodins’ discovery nobody had ever heard

of any writing among the Mo-sos. The Chinese documents do

not mention this accomplishment of theirs. And the late Mr.

Cooper, to whom we are indebted for not a few details on the

same people, positively states that they have no writing of

their own.^ If the existence of this acquirement has remained

unheard of so long, through the secrecy kept by the ver}^ few

men acquainted with it, we must expect the same difficulty in

Tibet. The notice of the latter country in the annals of the

T’ang Dynasty,^ states that in the sixth century the Tibetans

had no written characters, and used notched sticks and

knotted strings in their covenants. We know how very little

is proved by negative testimonies of this kind, in a case like

that which we put forward. The above-quoted instances are

cases to the point. And we must leave the matter as a moot

question to be elucidated by further researches and new
materials for study.

72. It is not uninteresting to remark here that a kind of

embryo picture-writing, understood by none but the mee-

tway or Toomsah, i.e. priest, has been pointed out among the

Kakhyens of Upper Burma. The description is interesting

to quote.

* Travels of a Pioneer of Commerce, vid. above, § 8.

^ Vid. the able translation of this notice with annotations by Dr. S. "W. Busbell,
The Parly History of Thibet, p. 440 mJ.R.A.S. 1880, Vol. XII.

;
and also Dr.

K. Ganzenmuller, Tibet, Stuttgart, 1878, p. 103.
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We extract the following from a paper on these people,

published in a periodical ' in 1882 :

“A formal avenue always exists as the entrance to a Kachyen

village .... On each side of the broad grassy pathway are a

number of bamboo posts, four feet high or thereabouts, and every

ten paces or so, taller ones, with strings stretching across the

path, supporting small stars of split rattan and other emblems.

There are also certain hieroglyphics which may constitute a kind

of embryo picture-writing, but are understood by none but the

meetway or priest.”

At the following page (p. 471), we hear of the meetway

or toomsah. In the latter we have, perhaps, a cognate

appellative of the Tom-ba of the Mo-so; ba being probably the

Tibetan suffix.

There is no apparent connection between the system of

hanging up symbols and hieroglyphics and that of the

Mo-so writing, excepting that in the latter there are signs

and symbols which might be compared to those of the

Kakhyens. From the proximity of the two peoples, and the

higher standard of the Mo-so writing, it might be supposed

that the Kakhyen toomsahs are the pupils of the Mo-so tomhas.

73. Pere Desgodins has inquired if, previously to their

absorption by China, the Mo-so had a writing of their own,

besides these hieroglyphics
;
but he was unable to obtain any

information on the matter. In these days the Mo-so of the

south, i.e. those who reside about Li-Kiang on the borders of

the Kin-sha Kiang, and about AYei-si and Aten-tze on the

Lan-tsang Kiang, being Chinese subjects, use exclusively the

Chinese characters. Those of the north, between 29° and 30°

N. lat., in the region conquered by them from the Tibetans,

use Tibetan characters. Notwithstanding this difference of

writing and influences, their language has been preserved,

and they use it between themselves with a mixture of

Chinese or of Tibetan according to the region which obliges

them to speak also either Chinese or Tibetan.

1 Cornhill Magazine (Oct. 1882, pp. 466-476) by Shway Toe (Mr. J. G. Scott,

once resident in Burma, and the author of the best book ever written on its

subject, The Burmau, London, 1882, 2 vols. 8vo.).
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4. Linguistic.

74. IVe have no grammar nor current text of their

language. A short vocabulary of some 200 words has been

published by Pere Desgodins from notes taken by his col-

leagues, PP. Q. Biet, F. Biet, and J. Dubernard,^ as follows :

1 djre lu stone lou

2 gni lu iron chou

3 se lu silver ngou

4 lo lu gold ha

5 ngoa lu copper hen {red), eu

6 tchoa lu {yellow)

7 che lu air hen

8 ho lu body goumo

9 ngo lu head koulu

10 tse lu eyes men
11 tse (Ijre lu ears he tze

12 tse gni lu nose gni ma
13 tse se lu mouth kroube

14 tse lo lu hand la

15 tse ngoa lu belly deu men
16 tse tchoa lu foot kheu

17 tse che lu eat dze

18 tse ho lu drink tchre

19 tse ngo lu food ha

20 gni tse lu rice tchoa

100 djre chi tea le

1000 tong tchra flesh chi

heaven mou butter marpeur

sun gni me salt tse

moon he me tze tobacco yo

star kheu father aba-aou

day gni another ame

month he brother heze

year khou sister mehe

earth mou deu son zo

world dzom bou ling daughter mi

water guie master daha

wood se chief officer su-mouquoi-aqua

1 Mots principaux do certains tribus . . . . loc. cit.
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servant guieu zo plain pa tze lo

house guie da river i bi guii

door kho field mou deu

window kho-ka-go tchra grass field ko khou

roof kia kou rock ha

kitchen range koua cloth bala

stable tso bou girdle bouke

animal goghe boots za

horse joa knife je te

ox leghe sword dapia-dapre

cow ghe me soul oua he

dog khe to love chi to ba

cat ha le to think choun drou

bird a to be mou
fowl a me to have guiou

sheep iu to IV ill djra-djro da

goat tsi to do fou

red hu lu to speak chado

white pe sa to rejoice ba

blue he le pain chou djrou guiem

green guiong ko ma ba

black na me rich he la gni

mountain guieu khou poor ma ha

75. The words must be read as French. Though several

errors have crept in, through the MS. copies and the print-

ing, the affinities of the language are obvious. The common
words with the Li-so are more than fifty per cent., and the

proportion of Tibetan and Burmese is considerable. The gram-

mar seems to he in accordance with the dictionary, and shows,

like that of the Li-so dialect, Burmese features, so that the

classification of the Mo-so language must be easy. It must

be put down as a member of the specially Burmese division

of the great Tibeto-Burmese family.

As materials for the study of the language, in addition to

the above vocabulary, we have one word and a single phrase

which have been collected by the late Francis Gamier.^ The

word is hantse “ manger,” for which meaning we find in

Pere Desgodins’ vocabulary dzi. The phrase is Khepa hhe

1 Voyage d’exploration en Lido-Chine, vol. i. p. 520«.
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tclie ma seu, lit. “ Chinese I do not know the language,” or

“ I do not know the Chinese lang-uaffe.”

76. With several other languages of the same region and

some of southern Yunnan and Indo-China, they form a group

or subdivision well delimitated (to which, however, several

more will have to be added in tlie sequel) in the great

Tibeto-Burmese family of languages, with a special connection

to the Burmese and some Ta’i-Shan ingredients, as follows :

Living Languages. Branches. Classes. Sub-Div.

Dialects of the Laka or Lokuei(Szetchuen-Yunnan)
1

J North
,, ,, Li-so or Leisu (N. W. Yunnan) ... : >

^

„ „ Mo-so or Na-shi (N. W. Yunnan) ; )

,, ,, !Mu-tse(MuongLim,N. Indo-China)
)

,, ,, Kouy (Siemlap, N. Indo-China)... j

,, ,, Ka-to (S. Yunnan) )

,, ,, Ho-nhi (S. Yunnan)
)

,, ,, Ka-kho (Paleo, N. Indo-China) ... J j

5. Ethnology.

77. Ethnologically the position of the Mo-so cannot be

ascertained otherwise than in its main lines. They belong, in

their underlying original tj'pe, to the same group of popula-

tions that the Nung=Njung—Jumj tribes which appeared on

the w'est borders of China as early as the sixteenth century

before our era, The name of DJiung, by which they are

known to the Tibetans, belongs undoubtedly to them as a

survival of the general name quoted above, which is also

represented in that of the A-nnng or Lu-tze, their cognates

in Eastern Tibet. In the other name they give to them-

selves, Na-slii^ it is not at all unlikely that we have a modem
appearance of an old name of the same group, which the

Chinese once in former times rendered by the punnino-

transcription of Niu-tze alluding to some gynecocratic

customs of their own. We know so little of the Mo-so habits

and traditional institutions that we are still unable to cor-

roborate this probability by any survival of the kind other

than the priestess mentioned above (§ 62).

Laka.

South

-

* Is this na the same as the Tibetan nag, ‘ woman,’ the old Chinese nok ?

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] 32
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78. Unless we venture to see another survival underlying

the very name of Mo-so given to them by the Chinese, the

vocabulary from Pere Desgodins does not contain the word

for ‘ woman.’ Should it be mo, as in Tibetan, or mu,

‘mother,’ as in Chinese, combined with zo, which is their very

word for ‘son’ (Chinese tze), we could translate Mo-zo as

‘ woman son,’ corresponding exactly to the old Niu-ize or

(?) Na-slii, and now objectionable to them because they have

dropped a long while ago the gynecocratic institutions which

once justified it for foreigners. We give this suggestion for

what it is worth, and shall not dwell more upon it, as ample

confirmation is found of the existence of such institutions in

the history and customs of other cognate tribes, such as the

Lakas or Lolos.

79. The connection of the Mo-so is narrower with the

Li-so than with any other tribe. Their parentage is openly

admitted in a legend of the country which says that the

Li-so and Mo-so, of Burmese origin, were driven away on

elephants from the latter’s country.^ The genuineness of the

story requires confirmation, as the same legend is told by the

Pwons near the third defile (Kyandwen) of the Irawady.^

Does this indicate a parentage between them ? It is not at

all unlikel)^
;
the Pwons do not speak a Tai language, and

they are connected with the Kudus, who belong to the same

stock as the Mo-so and Li-so. We must see probably in this

curious tradition embodying the souvenir of a small historical

fact, the popular and widespread expression of a conscious

knowledge of original parentage with the main stock of the

Burmese, upheld and maintained because of the high estate

of the latter. The historical fact is worth considering, since it

might help to the elucidation of a point of Burmese history.

The current tradition says that, about the commencement of

the religious era, or partly during Gautama’s lifetime, the

town of Tagaung (built on the left side of the Irawady, 300

years before the birth of Gautama, by Abhiraja, who had

* Mentioned by Pere Desgodins in bis paper, Mots principaux, etc., loc. eit.

- Vid. Ney Elias, Sketch of the Hietory of the Shans, Calcutta, 1876,

8vo. p. 12.—And also below, § 100, Addenda.
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migrated from Kapilavastu) ^ was taken by an invasion of

Taruk or Taret tribes coming from a country to the east,

called Gandalarit, in the land of Tsin or Sin, which cor-

responds with Yunnan.

80. Now, the only tidings we have, from the Chinese side,

connected with an event of that kind, goes back to the

middle of the fourth century u.c. After his accession to the

throne, in 338 b.c., the King Wei of the Teru or Tsu State ^

despatched an army to the south-west, and his general,

Tchwang Kiao, subdued part of Yunnan, and Tchwang Ilao his

son (?) became King of Tchen or Tscn M (now written Tien

This name, which, by the way, is extremely interesting,

as it became that by which China was known to the southern

traders from the west, was selected because of the large central

water of the region, now the lake of Yunnan fu
;
the word

Tchen^ in the language of the region meaning “water.”

Now we have here the Tnin of the Burmese legend without

doubt, and in that of the mother-country of the prince-

famiN, the State of Teru (mod. Tsu), of which the new State

was the real offshoot, we might find the very name which

appears in the legend under the double form of Taruk or

Taret.

81. To conciliate the statement of Burmese history with the

date of the Chinese record, we must admit a rectification

of the chronology of the southern Buddhists as proposed

by some scholars, and premise the great probability that

the establishment of the new State of Tsen in Yunnan had

a direct influence on some more meridional regions. Either

by a migration southwards of tribes dislodged by the new
kingdom, or by, what is more in accordance with the spirit

of the legend, the new ruler himself pushing further

south his attempts at conquest. In the latter probability he

1 Cf. Ney Elias, loc. cit.
;
Major H. E. Spearman, British Burma Gazetteer,

vol. i. p. 23G
;
Sir Arthur Phayre, History of Burma (London, 1883, 8vo

), p. 8.

More is said of this once famous and important state in my introduction on
The Cradle of the Shan Race, to A. E. Colquhoun’s book. Amongst the Shans
(London, 1885, 8vo.). Excerpt, pp. 27-8.

3 We find this word connected with the following which will have the same
meaning : Tchung Miao jen

;
Singpho ntsin

;
Kakhyen intzin

;
Munnipuri

ISHING, etc.
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had to utilize some intermediary tribes as elephant-drivers,

a fact which is part of the tradition kept by the Picons,

and partly still impressed in that of the Mo~so and Li-so.

82. The wave of migration of all these tribes, we might

say of the race altogether, is strongly marked from north to

south
;
the occasional retrogression of a tribe or two under

peculiar circumstances has nothing to do with the general

movement which, for ages and ages, let us say forty centu-

ries at the least, has been proper to the various populations

which can be traced back to the Kuen-lun range as to their

cradle within historic times.

lY. Alphabet in Tibet.

83. Tibet enjoys now the privilege of being The Forbidden

Land for Europeans. It is not long ago that another land

could boast of the same position, but the barriers are now
removed, and since last year Corea is open to Western

influence. It will before long be the same with Tibet. The

jealous monks who hold the country do not yet allow, under any

conditions, Europeans to overstep its frontiers. And it could

be considered as nearly certain still lately that the supreme

authority of the Chinese government would not be respected,

should it yield to pressure and authorize the entrance of Euro-

peans into this abode and refuge of decayed and corrupted

Buddhism.

But, we may be sure that from one side or the other, the

opening of the country must take place at no distant date,

apparently through India by mutual interest of trade (Yid.

Addenda). Yet many years must elapse before any scientific

exploration can be made. And even then a long time will

pass before the country shall have revealed its secrets. Indeed,

we cannot foresee what archaeological researches, regularly

made, may disclose in monuments, rock inscriptions, etc.

So far as our present subject is concerned, we have

already from Chinese, Tibetan, and other sources, some

valuable infoi’mation, which, in my opinion, will prove

interesting when put together. The country by itself is not
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rich. It is thinly inhabited. It offers by itself little incite-

raent to civilization, which has to come from the outside.

Hence the information bears more on the outskirts than on

• the interior of the country. Its central position in Asia has

made it witness, all around its borders, to several evolutions,

derivations, progresses and decays of importance for the

history of writing in the East as seen throughout this memoir.

84. The hitherto scattered and independent groups of

tribes occupying the country now known as Tibet proper were

submitted and organized into a regular government (towards

434 A.D.) by Tupbt Fanni,^ who gave his family surname to

his new country.^ This surname meant “ Prince of the

Land.” ® He was a scion of the Tartar dynasty known as

Southern Liang, which ruled in Kansuh on the N.W. of

China, with its capital at Liang-tchou, from 397 to 415 a.d."^

The Tupot are more generally known among scholars from

the modern pronunciation of the Chinese transcriptions of

their name : Tu-fah, Tu-poh, To-poh, all interchangeable,

and from the form To-pa adopted by He Guignes in his

wonderful work Histoire des Huns.^

85. We have seen above that Tu-p'6t Fanni was a scion of

the Southern Liang dynasty
;
he belonged to the same stock

as the famous Wei dynasty which ruled over the north of

China from 386 to 535 a.d. The family name of this

dynasty was Tu-pat, like that of the Southern Liang
;
there

is only a slight difference in the Chinese transcriptions ^ ^
and ^ both pointing to the same sounds and not much
diversified since then.

86. The To-pat were a division of the Sien-pi® race, according

' Cf. a valuable paper by Dr. S. W. Bushell of Peking, The Early Ilistory of
Tibet, from Chinese Sources, in J.R.A.S. 1880, Vol. XII. pp. 43.5-541. Vid.

p. 440. Since, a very promising scholar, Mr. W. Woodville Rockhill, has

compiled from Tibetan sources The Early History of Bod-yid [Tibet), pp.
203-229 of his valuable work The Life of the Buddha (London, 1884).

2 I have treated at length this question in a special paper : Tibet : why so

called ?

^ Annals of the Wei dynasty or Weishu in Tai-ping yii-lan, bk. 800, f. Iv.,

and bk. 101, f. 1.

'* Cf. Li-tai Ti-ivang-nien-piao, E. Tsin, ff. 11-13.
* Vid. Histoire des Huns, vol. i. part i. pp. 197-198.
® The Coreans are still called Sien-pi by the Japanese.
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to the Chinese annalists, and so far were connected with the

Coreans and the Mandchus Tungus. We know several

branches of them, almost all great and powerful. Besides the

ruling families of the mighty Wei, the petty southern Liang

dynasties of China, and the dynasty of Tibet, they formed

one of the six chief tribes of the Tang-hiang, the To-po

the descendants of which tribe established the kingdom

of Si-Hia, ruling over Tangut and the north-west of China

from 982 to 1227 a.d.^

A subdivision of the To-pat ^ SM li9.s formed the nucleus

of the ip ip Ju-Ju, or Ju-Juan^ a separate tribe of the Hiung-

nu according to the Chinese annals. They dwelt originally in

the country of Kalka, on the frontier of Siberia, and con-

stituted a regular and dynastic power with 18 rulers from

402 to 554 A.D.® Destroyed by the Turks, they fled westwards

and passed the Volga in 555 a.d.
;
they were the same as the

Ouar-k’umi, the ancestors of the (language of the) now much
mixed Avars of the Caucasus.^ ®

Several tribes of the same stock, under the name of Tu-pot

^ iS .
are mentioned at thirteen days’ journey north of the

Uighurs, and three of them had their dwellings south of the

Baikal Lake.

87. The Bods or early occupiers of Tibet were still in a

state of barbarism when some occasional refugees from India,

and especially Nepal, reached them. And it is doubtful

if they had arrived at any higher standard when they

' Cf. Tang shu, in T.P.y.L., Bk. 795 f. 3 v.
;
where it is written

a variant which leaves no doubt as to the equivalence of aU these forms.

^ Also read Juan-Juan and Jan-Jan.

3 Nan she ^ (420-589 a.d.), monography of the Y meh ^ ^
in K'anghi tze tien, 142 4- 14, f. 64—Vid. above § ^ 13, 27.

‘ They were the first who are known to have used the title of K' an. Yid.

Deguignes, Histoire des Nuns, vol. i. (1) p. 188.

® Their chief relationship was with the JurtcM, Nzhurtshit, Tshurtshit,

Zhudzhi, otherwise Nyudzhi, Neu-chin, Nio-tchi, and Tchortchog (Uighur

orthography), Jurjeh, Jurji (Persian orthography), also Soh-shin. Nuhlchi (in

older Chinese transcriptions), of which the names of the Tchachourche and

Nakhtchusi are perhaps survivals in the Caucasus. I have found myself many
affinities between the Awar and the Mandchu languages in vocabulary and

ideology. The Caucasian affinities of languages of the far East have been

pointed out by Klaproth, Latham, Norris, Logan, Hodgson, Charencey, Schiefner,

etc., but have not yet been established on a scientific footing.
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were conquered at the beginning of the fifth century a.d.

by Tupot Fanni.

They were in that simple stage of civilization where

the absence of needs and no incitement from the outside

leave man at liberty to forget and drop any earlier acquire-

ments hence useless and not required for the satisfaction

of his daily wants. ^ From the low stage of culture which

the ancient Tibetans occupied, we are not free to infer

that such had always been their social state. We do not

know from whence they came, nor what w'as the degree

of civilization of the stock from which they had separated.

Tribes reduced by surrounding circumstances strictly to the

satisfaction of the wants of nature, cannot fail to lose

any previous knowledge and arts which are henceforth of

no use to them. They must adapt themselves to their

new circumstances of life. And if any high acquirement

comes abruptly within their reach, they are unable to

understand and grasp it.

88. Before the reign of their famous king, Srong htsan

sgam-po (629-698 a.d.), the Tibetans had no writing.

Notched sticks and knotted cords were their means of com-

munication, but we have no information on these processes,

nor on their likeness or non- resemblance to similar devices

in use among neighbouring nations.^ We have the bare

statement of the fact in the Chinese Annals of the T’ang

dynasty. But in the Tibetan traditions, with the excep-

tion of the following, there is no known reference to these rude

means of communication. In E. Schlagintweit’s Konige

ton Tibet, we read that “ the five principal sages of the

country glorified the (first) king® in records in gold and

turquoises,” a statement which may be taken as an allu-

sion to the former use of a sort of quippos or wampums.

1 Cf. my remarks in my paper on The Cradle of the Shan Mace, in excerpt,

pp. 6-9. It was printed before the valuable article of I’rof. Max Muller, The
Savage, appeared in the ^Nineteenth Ceyitury, January, 1885.

^ Vid. The Early History of Tibet, from Chinese Sources, by Dr. S. W. Bushell,

in J.R.A.S. Vol. XII. 1880, pp. 435-541. Cf. p. 440.
® This first kin<? was Gnya-Khri btsan-po, who ruled five hundred years before

the birth of the King Thotori, according to Csoma’s Tibetan Grammar, p. 194.
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We have said above all that can be said on the subject.

Cf. §§ 4, 15.1

89. One of the first occupations of Srong-btsan was,

apparently, to obtain a writing for the Tibetan language.

Tradition says that Buddhist books had appeared in the

country five generations previously
;
^ should it not be

altogether spurious, we might premise this appearance to he

the incitement, which became ripe under the reign of the

above king. He seems to be the first ruler with real power

who was enabled to turn his attention to the welfare and

advancement of his subjects.

Srong-btsan soon after the beginning of his reign sent a

mission of seven nobles to India for that purpose, but they

were unable to find a route, and so returned without having

accomplished their object.^ Such a failure does not prove

much in favour of former and regular relations between the

two countries.

90. The King, however, was not at all disheartened, and

in the third year of his reign (632 a.d.) he sent Tongmi

Samb’ota, son of Anu, with sixteen companions, to study

carefully the Sanskrit language and thereby obtain access

to the sacred literature of the Indian Buddhists. He also

instructed them to devise means for the invention of a

written language for Tibet by adapting the Sanskrit alphabet

to the phonetic peculiarities of the Tibetan dialect. So we

are told, but we must cut down a good deal of the device

as an afterthought of the compilers of traditions. Such a

scheme could not have been thought of as here stated, without

a previous knowledge in Tibet of Sanskrit and Buddhist

notions, which would lead one to suppose some relations with

India, and consequently makes more unintelligible the previous

* Cf. The Life of the Buddha and the Early History of his Order, derived from
Tibetan works, in the Bkah-bgynr and Bstan-hgyur. Followed by notices on
The Early History of Tibet and Khoten. Translated by W. Woodville RockbiU,
Second Secretary U.S. Legation in China. London 1884. 8vo. p. 208.

2 A copy of the Za-mag-thog bkod-pai mdo or Karandavyuha sutra, an
almshowl (patra), the six essential syllables {Om mani padme hum), a golden
tchaitya, and a clay image of the chinfamani, are said to have fallen from
Heaven in the royal palace (Woodville Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha, p. 210).

® Bodhimur, in Sanang Setsen, p. 327, edit. Schmidt.
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statement about the first mission, and its inability to find

a route to go there.^

91. Another feature in the report of the second expedition

suggests some doubts as to the veracity of the story. The

envoy has sixteen companions with him. Now let us re-

member that the fabulous tradition about the introduction

of Buddhism in China in 217 n.c. mentions also seventeen

as the number of the missionaries who were under the

guidance of Li-fang.^ And when Han Ming Ti of China

despatched, in A.n. 65, Ts’ai-yn to India for inquiries about

Buddha and his religion, the Imperial Messenger was sent

with seventeen companions.® The latter expedition is an

historical event, and its record may have suggested the

similar number of envoys in remodelling the other traditions.

The silence of the original reports concerning that point was

supplemented, apparently, by a little imagination from the

recorders. But should it be the case, it is not calculated to

inspire great confidence in the other features of these tradi-

tions. One of them, that concerning the mission of Li-fang,

is considered by many, as spurious from beginning to end,

though we are not inclined to accept so severe a verdict,

' I am indebted to Dr. Wentzel, a fervent pupil of the late Dr. Jaeschke, for

the following note :
—“A detailed description of the introduction of writing into

Tibet is contained in the tenth chapter of the Gyalrabs {rgynl-rabx), a history of

the kings of Tibet, made use of by Jaeschke for compiling his Dictionary.

(Another copy of this work is in the library of the Petersburg Academy, N. 433a
in the catalogue in the Bullet, hist. phil. 1851 ; a third is luentioiied in Schlagint-

weit’s BieKouige vm Tibet, p. 19 of the separate edition from the Abhandl. d. Kgl.
Bagr. Ak. i. cl. x. iii.) In Jaeschke’s copy, the tenth chapter reaches from the
end of fol. 29 to the beginning of 34. The substance of it is translated into

German (from Bodhimor, the Mongolian version of the work) by Schmidt, in the
annotations to his edition of Sanang Setzen, Geschichtf des Ost-Mungolen,

p. 327 sq. There it is said (fol. 315 3, Schmidt, p. 328) that Thonmi Samhhota
formed the square writing Bbu-djnn out of tlie characters of the gods Lahcha,
and the cursive writing (here zurdjan ‘the angular,’ properly the /m/f-cur.sive,

which itself then was developed to the more current dbu-min) out of the characters

of the Nagas, Vartula. What Indian alphabet may have had this last name is

not known. Bevalipi and nagalipi occur also side by side among the 64 alpha-
bets that Siddharta is instructed in (Lai. 144, 2, of the Calcutta edition).”

Cf. Prof. R. K. Douglas, China, London, 1882, p. 318.—Rev. Prof. Samuel
Beal, Abstract of Four Lectures on Buddhist Literature in China, London, 1882,

pp. 1-2; Buddhism in China, London, 1884, pp. 47-48. The Posielun, by
Fa-lin, where the tradition is reported, was written between a.d. 624-640,
according to Bunyiu Nanjio, A Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the

Buddhist Tripitaka, Oxford, 1863, col. 331, n. 1500.
^ Cf. Mayers’s Chinese Reader's Manual, 340, 754.
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because we think that, after all, the legend might have some

foundation.

92. As to the Tibetan expedition, there is no apparent

reason to doubt it, with the exception of the additions and

embellishments which have been added by the historians.

Let us remember that we have no contemporary recoi’ds nor

annals of the time, and that all the knowledge we have from

the Tibetan history is derived from native compilations, if

not of a late date, at least made many centuries after the

events they purpose to record.

93. The Tibetan king furnished the members of the

mission with a large quantity of gold to make presents to

their Indian professors. After having had to overcome great

difficulties on their road, they safely reached their destina-

tion in Aryavarta (j.e. abode of the Aryas or the whole

central region between the Himalaya and Vindya mountains).

So says the Baboo Sarat Chandra Das in his Contributions

on Tibet, from native sources.^ The Bodhimur or Mongolian

version of the rcjyal-rabs^ a native history of the kings of

Tibet, states that the mission was sent to CEnoed Kok^ to learn

the writing of the country. This last name seems to me to

be a corrupted form of the Chinese appellation for India,

Yntu-Kiiok or country of Yn-tu |ip . The same work, as

we have it, through I. J. Schmidt,^ says that it was in

Southern India, which I understand to be an indication of

the position of India with reference to Tibet, and not at all

as the southern part of India.

94. Tong-mi Samb’ota made himself acquainted with the

Indian characters, or, as Baboo Sarat Chandra Das says, he

1 Baboo Sarat Cbandra Das, Contributions on the Religion, History, etc., of
Tibet, in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 1. 1881, pp. 187-251

;

vol. li. 1882, pp. 1-75, 87-128, of. p. 219.
- The title of this important Tibetan work is Rgyal-rabs-Tcyi gsal-bai me-long

or “A bright mirror of the history of kings” (cf. Jaeschke Tib. Engl. Diet., p.

417). It was compiled by the fifth Gyalwa-Hinpochhe, or Great Lama (Sarat

Chandra Das, op. at. p. 212).

3 The name slightly altered was still used in the last century, and figures in

D'Anville’s map as Anonkek or Anongen.
* Translated by Schmidt in the Annotations to his edition of Sanang Setzen,

Gischichte der Ost-Mongolen, p. 327 sq. Ssanang Setzen Khung taidshi com-
pleted in 1662 his work entitled Mongol Khadun Toghudji or “A History of the

Mongol Khans” (H. H. Howorth, History of the Mongols, i. svi.).
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acquired a thorough knowledge of the Sanskrit and of sixty-

four different characters known in the Arya land. Surely

this is an exaggeration, though the number is reiterated

from the sixty-four alphabets that Siddharta is instructed in,

as reported in the Lalita Vistara.

The envoy and his companions were taught by a Brahman

called Li-hijin (i.e. Lipikara or Livikara, which means merely
“ a scribe ”) all the intricacies of the language and writing,

while the pundit Devavid Singha, or Siiiglia-ghonha, called

Toengnhn-arkhafjan or Armlan in the Bodhimur, instructed

them in the Buddhist books and precepts. After returning

to Tibet, Tong-mi Samb’ota framed the system of Tibetan

characters in two styles, the yi-ge dbu-djan, and the yi-ge

zur-djan}

95. The yi-ge dbu-djan, or, as the name means, the letters

furnished with heads, also called rom-yig ^ or “ thick letters ” in

the Western provinces, and commonly called TJ-djan by a sim-

plification of the first name in speech, are the ordinary Tibetan

characters commonly used now in printing.^ The legendary

* Sliang dchoh Khantouktou in the preface to his Tibetan -^Mon'^ol Dictionary,

states that Taoniisamkandra, when back in India framed two Tibetan alphabets,

tlie tmb from the Landza, and the char or kchar from the Vardo, cf. Journal
AsiaHque, 1822, p. 331.

2 Rom = ‘ thick, big, stout,’ whence rom-yig as a distinction from the p' ra yig

or cursive writing, where p'ra means ‘thin, tine, minute,’ cf. Jaeschke, Tibet

Engl Diet. pp. 353, 536.
^ They are said to have retained faithfully the primitive forms which were cut

on wooden blocks for printing in the seventh century, soon after their introduction

into Tibet (cf. II. Wuttke, Die Entstehung der Schrift, p. 471). Printing was
introduced from China, where the art was flourishing, especially in the west, on
the boiderland of Tibet. It began by the habit, still in use, of taking rubbings

of engraved stones {i.e. of blackening, with a pad, paper squeezed on the inscribed

stone, so that the deepened marks appear white on black ground). Such rubbings

were in circulation under Han Tchaug-ti (a.d. 76), and Tsin Wu-ti (a.d. 265). The
engraving of the texts of the sacred books on stone, in a.d. 175, by Tsai-yung,

and in A.D. 240-9, afforded facilities for such rubbings. The art was improved
in the region of Shuh, i.e. Szetchuen, and much used liy the Buddhists for the pro-

pagation of their texts and images of Buddha. But we do not see it adopted by the

Chinese government before the year 593 a.d. for printing the pictures, autographs

and neglected texts. Printing on blocks was carried to Korea and Japan, where
it was in use in a.d. 764. Two specimens of the latter date printing are in the

British Museum. As to the printing with moveable types, the art was known or

invented in China circ. 1041-1049 by Pi-shing and improved by Tch’en Kuoh
(circ. 1080) and Yang K’oh

;
most of their types were in clay. A century

afterwards printing moveable types in copper were made in Korea. Copies of

books so printed later (in 1317) are still in existence.
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account says that they were derived from the holy writing

the lhai yi-ge or Landza. Now so far as the Landza

characters are those that we know in Nepal, the derivation

of the JJ-djan from these characters is not home out hy

comparison. The connection between the two writings is

that of a family parentage and not at all that of a derivation.

The similarity presented hy the U-djan to the characters of

the Grupta inscriptions at Allahabad is, on the other hand,

remarkable, and in order to conciliate the tradition with the

material evidence, we ought to surmise that the latter

characters were at that time considered also as Landza. But

we have no proof of such a fact, and the whole confusion

arose from the embellishments and magnifying details added

in later ages.

96. The ancient tradition of the appearance in the country

five generations before the king Srong-tsang, of a Buddhist

book, which was specially venerated in Nepal,^ has appa-

rently suggested the precise minutiae given about a connec-

tion of the Dbu-djan with the Landza of the latter country,

while the only truth is that the Landza was a beautified and

ornamented style of writing down the same Indian characters

which were used as a pattern for those of Tibet. The

lhai-yi-ge name in the Tibetan tradition may have the same

meaning as Landza, hut it has not necessarily the very same

characters, and it corresponds undoubtedly to the devalipi,

“ Divine writing,” which figures among the sixty-four

writings of the list given in the Lalita Yistara, which devalipi

is not the Landza. The perfect likeness in form exhibited

hy the ka-p'reng dhu-djan ^ to the inscriptions of the Gupta

dynasty at Allahabad represent fairly, we have no doubt,

the monumental writing, which was used in all the religious

monuments at that time, and is quite sufficient to prove

that they were imitated from the latter.

The Ka-smad sum-dju Ka-li^ i.e. the writing in thirty

' According to Woodville Eockhill, op. cit. p. 210. It is mentioned by Brian

H. Hodgson, Essays on the Language and Literature of Tibet, vol. i. pp. 17, 37.

^ Ka-p'reng dbu-djan, i.e. the capital alphabet, the same as the yi-ge dbu-

djan, or more simply u djan.

® thirty. Cf. Jaeschke, Tibetan-English Bictionary,-^. 426.
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characters, a general name of the Tibetan writing, includes the

rgya-la med-pni yi-ge drug^ or the six letters which are not

existing in Sanskrit.

97. The second of the styles of writing found by Tong-mi

Samb’ota was called, as we have seen above, yc-ge zur-djan,

i.e. letters furnished with an angle, or cornered letters, so

called from the fact that the upper part or head of the

letters were not so regular as in the dhu-djan style. lie is

reported to have derived them from the Klui-yi-ge or Vartula

characters, the two words being eonsidered as equivalent,

notwithstanding their respective meanings, which are

different. The statement is translated incorrectly by some,

as intended to show the derivation of this second writing

from that of the Nagas, or simply from the Nagari character,

which is another way of escaping the difficulty. ^ Now Klti

in the Tibetan dictionary of Jaescbke means “serpent demon,”

and corresponds to the Sanskrit Naga. But in the com-

pounds it is written Klui, and does not seem to carry on this

extreme meaning. For instance, Khd-skad, in which shad

is “language,” means the Pracrit language, i.e. the vernacular

dialect, in contradistinction to the rgya-gar shad or “Sanskrit

language,” properly the “ language of India,” in which

rgya-gdr, litt. “ white plain,” stands for India.^ In Khd-shad

we have seen Khd corresponding to a peculiar denomination

of “ that is in common use.” It is obviously in tbe same

acceptation that it must be taken in the words Klui-yi-ge.

which are used for naming the tartula character.

98. The latter is the Sanskrit word, meaning “round,

cireular,” which, applied to a writing, is suggestive of the

rounded shapes of the cursive characters, in opposition to the

angular and straight forms of the monumental or lapidary

style. Now, to complete the parallelism, the ndgalipi occurs

side by side with the devalign, among the sixty-four alphabets

* Jaeschke, ibid, p. 418.
® Baboo Sarat Chandra Das arranges it still otherwise, and reads Wurlu in

his text, while in his note thereon he says, “ Wartu is probably the language of

the people of Kafiristan and Bactria.” Cf. his Contributions, loc. cit. p. 2. But
the reading vartula is quite plain, though arranged after the fashion of the
Tibetan lexicographs vartu-la.

3 Jaeschke, Tib. Diet. p. 105.
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of the Lnlita Vidara} as in the Tibetan record the Klui-7ji-ge

and the Ihai-yi-ge appear together. Indianists do not know

what writing was denominated vartula, and was the ante-

cedent of the zur-djan of Tong-mi Samb’ota. From the

great resemblance between the characters of the latter style

as they are drawn in its immediate derivative the dhu-med,

with those of the first style dhti-djan, of which they differ

only by the thick strokes of the heads, which are absent,

and some looseness in the shapes, which are less tight and

want regularity, it is quite clear that the two stjdes, the

Indian antecedents of the two styles of Tibet, were one and

the same writing, one drawn or incised on the monuments,

the other in use in daily life and for common purposes.

S9. The appearance repeatedly of the name of Naga in

connection with the current and common writing remains to

be explained.” It is quite clear that the intended meaning

was not a special use and acceptation of the word naga, but the

proper meaning of this word, viz. “ serpent,” which, however,

could not be separated from its usual surroundings of super-

stition and demon-character. Its translation by the Tibetan

khii, instead of its transcription as in the case of vartula,

shows it plainly. It seems to me that this qualification was given

to that current writing because of the curved and snake-likeforms

of its characters in opposition to the stiffness of the monumental

or to the ornamented forms of the sacred style of writing.

100. The yi-ge zur-djan writing, properly the half-cursive,

was developed into the more current dhu-med or head-less

characters, also called da yig in the western provinces. Of

the dhu-med, commonly pronounced Ume, there are various

kinds : the dpi-yig (from pattern, model), the more

distinct and careful, used in copying hooks
;
the Idyug-yig,

lit. the running writing, the cursive and often rather

illegible style used in writing letters
;
and the 'ham-yig, the

* Vid. above, § 90«. As to the date of the Lalita Vistara it is not known. It

was first translated into Chinese during the Shuh Han dynasty, a.d. 221-263

(cf. Bunyiu Naujio, A Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka, n. 159). The date

of A.D. 76 first given by Stanislas Julien was the result of a mistake.
^ No satisfactory explanation has hitherto been given of the name Nagari,

though four hypotheses were put forward. Cf. A. Burnell, Elements of South
Indian Palceography

,

2nd edit. p. 52n.
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very large and regular style invented for tlie use of elementary

writing schools.^

University College, London, June, 1885.

Addenda.

§ 10, n. 1. There is another instance of inscribed stone
;
but the

statement does not deserve the same confidence. It is recorded in

the Wei lio (a compilation of the third century a.d.). There we
read : “In the Liu valley of Liang-tchou was a stone w'hich once

slipped without apparent cause
;

it bore marks intended to represent

a horse.” Cf. Tai Ping yil Ian, bk. 51, fob 2v. There was a

Liang-tchou in the N.E. of Honan when the Wei lio was compiled,

and thus far the above fact could match with the other of Sliantung,

and be considered as two archaeological remnants of the native art

of former population. On the other hand, the Liu valley is

explained in the K'anghi tze-tien s.v. as in the west of China,

where the sun is observed to set
;

in which case the Liang tchou

Avould be the old one of the Groat Yu, comprising Szetchucn and

parts of Hupeh, Kansuh and Shensi.

§ 32, n. 6. The two following statements, which are probably a

repetition of one tradition only, conceal perhaps some vague in-

dications on some gratfitti on rocks to be found in the Y.E. of

Tibet. The 7ai ping yii Ian of 983 a.d. quotes (bk. 38, fol. 5) a

statement pm-posing to be extracted from the Shan ha'i lung,

where, however, I fail to find it. It may be one of the glosses of

ancient commentators which are often considered as part of the

text. It runs as follows;—“ iluh, King of Tchou, went to the

Kuen-lun Hills, and wandering about the (ruins of the) palace of

Hien-Yuen (or Hwang-ti), he saw on the ridge of the Tchung

mountains some defaced inscriptions
;
they were the records of the

country of Si Wang Mu (or Western Amazon Queen) on the

upper part of the Elysian Garden.” The other statement is

extracted from the Muh Pien tze tchuen, a romantic record written

circa 300 b.c., of the journey in the west of China, by the same

Muh King of Tchou about 945 b.c. “ On the fifth day, (the King

Muh) looking at the Tchung mountain, saw remains of inscriptions

which had been engraved there for the benefit of future generations.”

A commentator quoting the above {Shan ha'i lung, bk. ii. tf.

15-16) says : They were called Stone-engraved Annals; they praised

' On all the senames, vid. Jaeschke, Tibet. Engl. Lict. pp. 60, 327, 392, 508.

For specimens of the writings see Csoma de Korosi’s Grammar.
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virtue like those set up by Ts’in She Hwang-ti (246-209 b.c.), and

by Hax AVu-ti (140-86 b.c.). The region is that of the spurs of the

Kwen-lun range in Kansuh, north-west China and north-east Tibet.

§ 37, n. 1. Vid. also J. Milne, Notes on Stone Implements from

Otao and Hakodate, with a Few General Remarks on the Pre-Historic

Remains of Japan, in Trans. Asiatic Society of Japan, vol. viii. pp.

61-91, and plate p. 65, where mention is made and copy is given

of an inscription scraped on a cliff at Otaru opposite Tezo, ap-

parently the same as that of Dr. Schube.

§ 38, n. 3. The description, a short one, is from Mr. "W. Mesny,

in a letter from Kuei hien, in Kuang-si, 16 Juillet, 1883. He
describes the writing as from top to bottom in columns as the

Chinese, but beginning on the left of the page (as Mongol and

Maudchu). The specimens we have in Europe are all written like

the Chinese, in column and from right to left.

§ 39, n. 2. Since these pages were put in type I have had access

to the monumental publication of Dr. A. B. Meyer, Alterthilmer aus

dem ostindischen Archipel (Leipzig, 1884, fob), where the inscription

and a picture of the vase are published, fol. 7 and pi. xi. fig. 4.

§
45.—It is exactly the effect produced by a Karen inscription

on a plate of metal, in a writing undecipherable by the Karens

themselves (published by Dr. Nathan Brown, On a Karen Inscrip-

tion, in Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, 1879, vol. vii.

pp. 127-130, with plate), and connected, I find, with that of Tsiampa.

§ § 58, 79. Mo-so soldiers, under the Mahomedan general, Nassir-

eddin, helped the Mongols in their attack against the Burmese in

1277 A.D. Cf. Du Royaume de Mien ou Mien-thien, extrait de

I’histoire Chinoise-Mogolaise (trad. Cl. Visdelou from the Kwang-yu

Ki) in Revue de VExtreme Orient, 1883, vol. ii. p. 80.

§ 83. In revising the proofs of the preceding pages, I am able to

refer to an able paper on Our Relations with Tibet in The

Times of July 9th, 1885. In view of furthering commercial inter-

course, friendly communications have been re-opened between the

Indian Government and the Tibetan minister of the Lama at Teshu

Lumho. This promising beginning is the practical re.sult of an

interview of Mr. Colman Macaulay with the Jongpenof Kamhajong.

After the lapse of a hundred years, it revives the hopes, originally

created by the two missions of WaiTcn Hastings, of direct com-

mercial relations with the people of Tibet.
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Aryan family of languages, compared
with the Bantu languages of South
Africa, 38 et seq.

Aryan languages, literature of the,

xcviii et seq.

Assyrian pronouns, notes on, 05 et seq.

Assyrian, resume of books and papers

published on, Ixxix et seq.

Atkinson, E. T., “Religion in the

Himalaya,’’ xlv.

Aurea Chersonesus, a misnomer, Ixvi.

Avesta, on the age of the, 339 et seq.

Avvai, quotations from the, 180.

Awiir language spoken in the Caucasus,

156.

Baber, E. C., remarks on a Tibetan

epic, 457.

Babylonia, the early civiliz.ation of

China traceable to the culture fostered

in, 449.

Babylonia, the Wolfe Expedition to,

Ixxxii.

Babylonian Kings, IxxLx.

Babylonian measures, Ixxxii.

Bagri language, 377, 388.

Bak tribes, peculiarities of the language
of the, 451.

Bala M urghab, caves at, explored by
Mr. W. Simpson, Ixxii.

Balance-sheet of Royal Asiatic Society

for 1884, x.xxvii.

Ball, Mr., “ Geologist’s Contribution
to the History of Ancient India,” Ixv.

Balochi literature, 390
;
specimens and

translations of, 409.

Bantu languages of South Africa, 38
et seq.

Bastian, Dr. A., alphabet given by a
Shan to, 444.

33
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Beal, Prof. S., analysis of his paper
“On the Age and "Writings of

Xagarjuna Boddhisatra,” xl.

Beanies, J., on the literature of the

Panj&b, quoted, 379 ;
on Hindi,

quoted, 387.

Beans or pebbles, strung or netted,

used as a substitute for writing, 424.

Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal,

analyses of various papers in, xlv

et seq.

Bertin, G., “ Notes on the Assyrian

and Accadian Pronouns,” Art.

pp. 6.5-88.

Biddulph, Col., “ Dialects of the

Hindu Khush,” Art."\'I., pp. 89-144.

Bishari language, the, compared with
Assyrian, 76.

Bleek, Dr. 1., referred to and quoted,

39 et seq.

Bods, early occupiers of Tibet, 472.

Bogsha and Tharu, two strange tribes

of Upper India, csxv.

Borneo, ornamented vase from, 442 ;

relics of writing in, 441 ;
traces of

Chinese influence in, 44 1«.

Boulger, Mr., ‘‘ History of China,”
cxviii.

Brishaparva, the Baja, 29.

British and Foreign Bible Society,

selections from their Annual Report,

clvi et seq.

Brown, C. P., obituary notice of, xv
et seq.

Buddhist monks, assembled to conse-

crate the stupa at Anuruddhapura,
214.

Buddhist remains near Sambhhr, 29 et

seq.

Burgess, Dr., on Indian temple door-

ways, Ixiv
;
on Satrunjaya and the

Jains, Ixvi
;

his appointment as

Archaeological Surveyor of Southern
as well as Western India, Ixix.

Buriats, use of knotted cords by the,

427.

Calcutta Review, summary of the

articles contained in the, exxiv.

Carlleyle, A. C. L., archmologieal ex-

plorations and discoveries by, Ixii et

seq.

Camac, J. H. Rivett, referred to, 364.

Caucasus, historical survey of the, 145
;

statistical information relating to the,

148 ;
the languages of the, 151 el

seq.

Ceylon Asiatic Society’s Journal, re-

sume of papers in, 1.

Ceylon, customs and superstitions in,

366 et seq.

Ceylon, visit of Buddhist monks to,

from the Pallava country, an im-
portant historical standing-place,

214.

Chnturanga, Sanscrit terrafor “ chess,”

354.

Chess, the Chinese game of, 352 et seq.

China, notched sticks used by the

aboriginal tribes of, 431.

China, origin of the early civilization

in, 449.

China, resume of the books and papers

relating to, cxviii et seq.

China Review, summary of the articles

in the, exxvi.

China, The Northern Frontagers of,

293 et seq,

Chinese aboriginal tribes, language of

the, 451.

Chinese Bak tribes, took with them
the knowledge of writing, 422.

Chinese game of chess, 352 et seq.

Chinese language, adaptability of, for

translations from other languages, lii.

Chinese mythology and art, cxix.

Chinese signs of the cardinal points,

449«.

Chinese, use by the, of knotted cords

as a substitute for writing, 426.

Chinese vases, the inscriptions on,

generally forgeries, 447.

Chinese writing, not bom in the

Middle Kingdom, 445 ;
its earliest

characteristics, 446 ; its antecessor

found in South-West Asia, 447 ;
the

ungenuineness of the rude pictorial

characters supposed to represent it,

447 : traceable to the wedge-writing

of Babylonia, 448 ;
the phoneticism

of its earliest characters, 449 ; its

struggle against surrounding circum-

stances, 450 ;
intermingled with that

of the aboriginal tribes, 451 ;
it

reached alphabetismand then dropped

it, 453
;

formally introduced into

Annam, 445.

Chitral Valley, language of the, 118.

Chohan race, relics of the, 30.

Christianity, influence of. in South

India, 167.

Chronological tables of the history of

the Pallavas, 187 ft seq.

Concubines, their children’s right to

the father’s name amongst the Arabs,

282.

Confucius, on chess-playing, 354.

Cooper, T. T., on the habits and

customs of the Mo-so, 458.
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Cro-JIagnon, relic of the Stone age
found at, 438.

Culver, Capt.,on the writing of Hainan,
445.

Cup-marks in China and India, 436.

Cunningham, Major-General, archaeo-

logical explorations of, Iviii et seq.

CusT, R. N., note by, on the Rev. F.

W. Kolbe, 38 ;
“ the Languages of

the Caucasus,” Art. VII., pp. 145-

162; “Athens and Rome, SjTacuse

and Carthage,” cxxv
;
“ The Opium

Question,” cxxvi
;

remarks on the

death of Mr. Vaux, clxix
; remarks

on the Tibetan language, 388.

Cylinder of Nabonidus, an important

record of historical events, Ixxxi.

Daijin, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 5 et seq.

Dakhan, the political condition of the,

in Fa Hian’s time, 186.

Dames’s “ Balochi Grammar,” quoted,

409.

Darius, and the Scythians 419 ;
and

the lonians, 428«.

Dehli, the last King of, his Lament,
403.

Dayaks, alphabetic writing of the, 441.

Demon worship in Northern India, Ixi.

Dening, W., “Modern Translation

into Sinico-Japanese,” Hi.

Desgodins, Pere A., description of the

Mo-so, 456 ; discoverer of the Mo-
so hieroglyphical language, 459

;

letter from, 460.

Devil-dancing in Ceylon, 368.

Devyani, the legend of, 29.

Dharanikota, conflicting testimony as

to the founders of, 215.

Dickins, F. V.,“The Story of Shi-

uten Doji,” Art. I., pp. 1-28.

Distances, curious method of computing,

Ixxii.

Divorce amongst the Arabs, 279.

Diunq, the Tibetan name for the Mo-
so, 467.

Dogri language, 377, 389.

Dutthagamini, the builder of the Stupa
at Anuruddhapura, 214.

Easter Island, the inscriptions in, trace-

able to a decayed form of the South
Indian alphabet, 442-444.

Edkins, Dr., “Chinese Mythology and
Art,” cxix.

Edwards, Miss, contributions to Egypto-
logy by, cxi.

Egyptology, record of progress in, cviii

et seq.

“Elephant” chess, 357.

Embryo writings, various sorts of, 418
et seq.

Epigraphy, summary of progress in,

cxxxi.

Exodus, the route of the, cx.

Fa Hian’s testimony to the political

and religious condition of the Dakhan,
186.

Fan-tsieh, Chinese term indicating the

pronnnciation of a word, 453.

Female slavery in Islam, 287.

Forbes, Dr., “ History of Chess,” 352.

Formosa, method of reckonina: time in,

424.

Foulkes, Rev. T., “The Pallavas,”

Art. IX., pp. 183-220.

Freeland, II. W., “Gleanings from
the Arabic,” Art. IV., pp. 57-64.

Frere, Sir II. Bartle, obituary notice

of, iii et seq.

Fu, the, or check, of the Chinese, 433.

Galla language, comparison of the, with
Assyrian, 75.

Gamier, F., Mo-so words collected by,

466.

Geldner, Prof.
,
on the age of the Avesta,

350.

Georgian language, and its varieties,

spoken in the Caucasus, 154.

German Oriental Society, resume of

papers published in the Journal of

the, Ivii et seq.

Giatcho, or Annamites, 444.

Giles, H., “Historic China,” 428«.
Gilgit district, language of the, 89.

Gill, Capt. W., discovery of Mo-.so
MSS. by, 460.

Graffitti of Siberia, 422, 435.

Gujarati literature, cvii.

Hachiman, a Japanese War-God, 8.

Hainan, forgotten writing in, 445.

Ilanazono, the daughter of, a character

in a Japanese legend, 13 et seq.

Harapa, stone seal found at, 440«.
Haklez, Prof, de, “The Age of the

Avesta,” Art. XIII., pp. 339-351.
Harmonization of vowels, 451.

Harrison, J. P., collector of the in-

scriptions in Easter Island, 443.

Haug, M., his theory of the age of the
Avesta, 340.

Hawaii, island of, revenue book of, 428.
Hebrew and Chaldee Literature, Ixxiii

et seq.

Hebrew MSS., cui'ious discovery of,

Lxiiii.
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Hebrew women, position of, in Biblical

times, Ixxiii.

Hendley, Surgeon-Major T. H.,
‘

‘ Buddbist Remains near Sambhdr,”
Art. II., pp. 29-37.

Hennessy, J. B. N., “Explorations in

Great Tibet,” Ixxi.

Herero language, comparison of tbe,

42 et seq.

Herodotus, the story of tbe Scythian
symbolical message, 419«.

Hieroglypbical writing, evolution of,

421.

Hieroglypbical writing of the Mo-so,
454 et seq.

Hieroglyphics, no genuine Chinese, 422.
Hindi and LTrdfi literature, 386 ;

speci-

mens and translations of, 401.

Hindi literature, cvii.

Hindu Kbush, Dialects of tbe Tribes

of the, 89 et seq.

Hindustani literature, cvii.

Hittite bierogljphical writing, 421.

Hittite literature, xcvii.

Holt, F. W., “Notes on the Chinese
Game of Chess,” Art. XIV., pp.
352-365.

Howorth, H. H., “ The Northern
Frontagers of China ; the Shato
Turks,” Art. XII., pp. 293-338.

Hudsailite poems, 57.

Hurkan language spoken in the Cau-
casus, 156.

Ibbetson, Denzil, “ Census of the Pan-
jab,” 373, 386.

Ideograms, tbe use of, in the Chinese

language, 452.

India, the material resources of Ancient,

Ixv.

Indian Antiquary, resume of papers

published in the, Ixiii et seq.

Indian Institute at Oxford, formal

opening of the, cxxxiii.

Indian temple doorways, Ixiv.

Infanticide amongst the Arabs, 289.

Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia,

description of vol. v. of the, Ixxx.

Ireland, Oghams of, 434.

Iroquois, wampum belts of the, 425.

Janub, an Arab poetess, 57.

Japan, Asiatic Society of, papers in the

Journal, lii.

Japan, hieroglyphics in, 423.

Japan, resume of contributions to the

literature of, cxxi et seq.

Japanese, Story from the, 1 et seq.

Japanese, use of knotted cords by the,

427.

Jatki (or Multhni) literature, 389

;

specimens and translations of, 405.

Journal Asiatique, resume of papers in

the, liii et seq.

Ju-juan, signs for writing used by the,

424.

Jung tribes of China, 467.

Kakhyens, mode of communication by
the, 420 ;

knotched sticks used by
the, 430.

Kashmir literature, cvii.

Kashmiri literature, 389 ;
specimens

and translations of, 404.

Kasiktimuk language spoken in the

Caucasus, 157.

Kasin, important archseological dis-

coveries at, Ixiii.

Keary, C. F., “Dawn of History,”

quoted, 429w.

Khitans, wooden tallies used by the,

432.

Khowar language, sketch of the gram-
mar and vocabulary of the, 1 1 8 et seq.

K'i K'iuen, the, of the Chinese, 433.

Kintoki, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 7.

Knotted cords, used as a substitute for

writing, 421, 425-429.

Kobo, one of the “ Great Teachers ”

of Japan, 7.

Kolbe, Rev. F. W., “The Bearing of

the Study of the Bkntu Languages
of South Africa on the Aryan
Family of Languages,” Art. 111.,

pp. 38-56.

Kosegarten, G. L., referred to, 57.

Koutei, inscriptions at, 442.

Kunama language, the, compared with

Assyrian, 76.

Kunimasa, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 5 et seq.

Kurd language spoken in the Caucasus,

152.

Kurin language spoken in the Caucasus,

157.

Kurral, quotations from the, 170.

Ku-wen characters of the Chinese

language, 449.

Kwas of the Yh-King, 427, 432.

Laoouperie, Prof. T. de, analysis of

his paper, “ On Three Embassies

from Indo-Cbina to the Middle

Kingdom,” xxxix
;

“ Beginnings of

Writing in and around Tibet,”

Art. XVII., pp. 415-482.

Laidley, J. W., obituary notice of,

xxvii.
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Latham, Prof., remarks by, on the

origin of the Semitic tongues, 77.

Legge, Dr., quoted, on chess-playing,

3oo.

Leitner, Dr., quoted, 404.

Le Mesurier, C. J. K., “Customs and

Superstitions connected with the

Cultivation of Rice in the Southern

Province of Ceylon,” Art. XV., pp.
366-372.

Lepsius, R., obituary notice of, xxix

;

his last work, “ Langenmasse der

Alten,” Ixxxii.

Lesgian group of Caucasian languages,

158.

Leyden, the Sixth Oriental Congress

held at, resume of the papers read

in the Semitic section, Ixxxviii
;

those in the Aryan section, cv
;
those

in the African section, cxvi
;

those

of other sections, cl.

Li-so, connexion of the, with the

Burmese, 468.

Li-su method of communication, 421.

Li-tch’eng, the inscription at, 423.

Lolo writing identical with the oldest

known Indian writing, 440«. ;
Lolo

MSS., 441«.

Lushai literature, cviii.

Lu-tze, their mode of communication
with the Chinese, 419.

Lyon, Mr., Assistant Commissioner at

Sambhtir, excavations carried on by,

31.

Madura, Southern, legend relating to

an ancient Academy in, 168.

Mahabharata, progress of Pratap Chan-
dra Roy’s translation of the, ci.

Mahatmya Devi, an episode in the

Markandeya Purana, description and
translation of the, 221 et seq.

Makimono, Japanese term for MSS.
,
2.

Malayalim literature, cviii.

Man, E. J., “The Sonthals,” extracts

from, 428.

Manichman doctrines, 292.

Manika Rai, the Chohkn, 29.

Marathi literature, cvii.

Marco Polo, quoted, 430.

Markandeya Purana, translation of

books 81-93 of the, 221 et seq.

Marriages amongst the Arabs, 277
et seq.

Material objects, used singly, or strung

together, by ancient and modern
nations, instead of writing, 418 et seq.

Maternal uncle, the reasons for blessing

or cursing the, amongst the Arabs,

286.

Matras of the Vengi-Chalukya in-

scriptions, 443.

“Matriarchate,” theory of the Arabian,

discus.sed, 275 ei seq.

McCrindle, Mr., “Ptolemy’s Geogra-
phy of India,” Ixvi.

Mee-tway, or priest of the Kakhyens,
463.

Mencius, on chess-playing, 354.

Mesny, Mr., discovery of Mo-so MSS.
by, 460.

Miscellaneous Indian or Oriental Lite-

rature, summary of contributions to,

clii.

Moncrieff, Colonel S., appointed Chief

of the Department of Works at Cairo,

cxi.

Montrouzies, P., on the phonetic

writing of the Annamites, 444.

Morgan's “ Ancient Society ” quoted,

425«.

Mo-so hieroglj-phical muting, 423,
454 et seq.

;
MSS. of the, 459 ;

characteristics of the, 461 ; compared
with Tibetan charms, 462.

Mo-so, history and description of the,

454 et seq . ;
accounts of their habits

and customs, 458 ;
vocabulary of

their language, 465; ethnology of

the, 467 ;
traced to the Kuen-lun,

470.

Mu Tien Wang, family name of the
royal race of the Mo-so, 456.

Muh-k'i, meaning of, 421.

Mukunti PaUava, uncertainty of his

date, 215.

Muller, Prof. Max, quoted, 40 ;
on

the flexibility of the Chinese lan-

guage, liii.

Mut'a marriages amongst the Arabs,
278.

Nuladt, quotations from the, 178.

Nhgarajas of Manjerika, their histori-

cal importance, 220.

Nagghsh, trade dialect of the, xlv.

Na-shi, a name for the Mo-so, 467.
Naville, M., “Store City of Pithom

and the Route of the Exodus,” cx.

Nicknames among.st the Arabs, 277.
Nine, the number, always omitted when

counting grain in Ceylon, 370.
Ninevite copy of the Sumerian gram-

matical tablet, 86.

Nirvana statue of Buddha at Kasin,
Ixiii.

North - American Indians, “totem”
system of the, 276.

North-Celebes Islands, a lost alphabet
in the, 442.
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Notched sticks, or tallies, used as a

substitute for writing, in the East,

421, 429 et seq.
;

also so used in

Europe, 434.

Obituarv Notices. See Alexander,

Brown, Frere, Laidley, Lepsius,

Parkes, Bobinson, Eogers, and
Trumpp.

O’Brien, Mr., “Glossary of the Mul-
tani Language,’’ quoted, 385.

Oghams, of Wales and Ireland, 434.

bninun alphabet, the, 440.

Opium Question, the, cxxvi.

Oriental Congress at Leyden, Ixxxviii,

cv, cxvi, cl.

Ossete language spoken in the Caucasus,

152.

Ouar-k'umi, ancestors of the Avars,

472.

Oxford, opening of the Indian Institute

at, cxxxi et seq.

Pahari literatime, 388 ;
specimen and

translation of, 403.

Palseographical discovery by M. de

Lacouperie, 442.

Fallava, meanings of, 217.

Pallavas, chronological tables of the

history of the, 187 et seq.

Panjhbj’the, vernacular literature and

folklore of, 373 et seq.
;
geography

and inhabitants, 374 ;
historical

survey of, 375 ;
languages spoken

in, 376
;
post-classical literature of,

378 ;
folklore of, 380 ;

development

of vernacular literature in, 390.

Panj kbi language, present condition of,

375 ;
specimens and translations of,

392 et seq.

Parapolyehuna, or cocoa-nut fight, in

Ceylon, description of, 367.

Parkes, Sir II. S., obituary notice of,

XX et seq.

Pashto literature, 389 ;
specimens and

translations of, 406.

Pashto war ballad, 406.

Pawindabs. description of, 384.

Perrot and Chipiez, MM., “Chaldee
et Assyrie,’’ Ixx.

Persian language spoken in the Cau-

casus, 151.

Peruvians, quippus used by the, 424.

Peterson, Prof., “ Report on the Search

for Sanskrit MSS.,’’ xlix.

Phayre, Sir Arthxir, story by, of a

Shan State seeking British alliance,

431.

Pithom, the store city of, cx.

Poliphony of the Caucasus Province,
anecdote illustrating the, 159.

Polyandry amongst the Arabs, 277.

Polynesia, knotted cords used in, 428.

Pope, Dr. G. U., “ On the Study of

the South-Indian Vernaculars,” Art.

VIII., pp. 163-182.

Pratap Chandra Roy’s translation of

the Mahabbarata, ci.

Prescott’s “ History of Peru,” quoted,

429.

Pronouns, notes on Assyrian and Ak-
kadian, 65 et seq.

Ptolemy’s Geography of India and
Southern Asia, Ixvi.

“ Purity of race ” amongst the 4.rabs,

289.

Quippu, descriptions of the, 429«.

Quippus, used by the Peruvians, 424 ;

insurrection in Peru prevented by a

knowledge of, 429.

Ramsay, W. M., appointed Lincoln
Professor of Archaeology at Oxford,
Ixix.

Rawlinson, Sir H., “ the true Father
of Assyriology,” Ixxxi

;
agrees with

M. de Lacouperie in his opinions re-

garding the origines of the Chinese,

449«.
“ Red Eyebrows,” a Chinese tribe

so called, 433.

Redhouse, J. W., “Notes on Prof.

Tylor’s ‘ Arabian Matriarchate,’

etc.,” Art. XL, pp. 275-292.
Rehatsek, Mr., on the Alexandrian

Library, Ixv.

Reinisch, Dr. L.
,
his works on African

languages, 77.

Relief, writing in, 421.

Rice, customs and superstitions in con-

nection with the cultivation of, 366
et seq.

Rice, Mr., “ Ganga and Bana Dynas-
ties,” Ixiv.

Richthofen, F. von, Chinese vase

sketched by, shown to be a forgery,

447«.

Robinson, T., obituary notice of, xxxv.

Rodiger, Herr, his theory of the

Schalensteine of Switzerland, 436u.

Roepstorff, F. A. de, a Nicobar tale

by, xlv.

Eogers, E. T., obituary notice of, xxvi.

Romaic, the modern language of

Greece, cxxv.
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EOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY, Pro-

ceedings at the Sixty-second An-
niversary M eeting, pp. i-clxx [tliis

is the ninth, and last, report com-
piled by the late Secretary of the

Society, W. S. W. VauxJ ;
papers

read at meetings of the, xxxviii et

seq. ; election of Council of, clxiii

;

speech of Sir W. Muir, clxiii
;
speech

of Sir H. C. Itawlinson, clxiv

;

donations to the Library, clxv
;

ad-

ditional remarks by the Hon. Sec-

retary, clxix.

Runes, 431.

Sadamitsu, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 7.

Samaritan literature, xcvii.

Sambhiir, Buddhist remains near, 29

et seq.

Sanskrit, resume of books and papers

published on, xcviii et seq.

Satrunjaya and the Jains, Ixvi.

Schalensteiiie, in Switzerland, 436h.

Schlagintweit, R von, discovery of

Tibetan charms by, 462.

Scott, J. G., on the Kakhyens, quoted,

464.

Scythians, symbolical message sent to

the Persians by the, 419.

Seanq chi, the Chinese game of chess,

355-6; plan of the board, 361;
movements of the pieces, 362.

Seimei, name of a ch.aracter in a Japa-

nese legend, 6 et seq.

Semitic, books and papers published

on, Ixxiii et seq.

Semitic tongues, origin of the, 77.

Shan state seeks British alliance, 431.

Shato Turks, the, 293 et seq.

Shairanj, Arabian term for “ chess,”

354.

Shina language, sketch of the gram-
mar and vocabulary of the, 89 et seq.

Shing-tchram, meaning of, 421.

Shiuten Doji, the Story of, 1 et seq.

Shbtoku, a celebrated Japanese Budd-
hist, 4.

Siberia, hieroglyphical grafiitti of,

422.

Simpson, W., letter from, at Bakh,

Ixxii.

Sinclair, ‘
‘ Zerka, the Lynx - eyed

Watchman of Nur,” Ixvi.

Sonthals, use of knotted cords by the,

428.

South-Indian Vernaculars, on the Study

of the, 163 el seq.

South Indian Alphabet of A(;oka, 441.

Southern Liang, a Tartar dynasty, 471.

Srong-btsan, a king of Tibet, his at-

tempts to procure a writing for the

Tibetan language, 474.

Stone age, relic of the, 438.

Stone seal, containing the oldest known
Indian writing, 440«.

Stmits Branch Boyal Asiatic Society,

resume of papers in the Journal of

the, li.

Sumerian language, explanation of the

tablet of grammatical forms of the,

81 et seq.
“ Surround,” the game of, a Chinese

variation of chess, 356.

Suyetake, name of a character in a
Japanese legend, 7.

Syriac literature, xcv.

Szetchuen, the Lolos of, have lost the
knowledge of their old alphabet, 441.

Tabasseran language spoken in the
Caucasus, 157.

Tallies, use of, 430 et seq.

Tamba, a province in Japan, 1.

Tamil literature, cviii.

Tamil, story of a student of, 163

;

literature, 165 et seq .
;
poetry, 169.

Tang-hiang, signs for writing used by
the, 424.

Taoist doctrines, cxx.

Targum Onkelos, the, Ixxiv.

Tchen, meaning of the word, 469.
Telugu literature, cviii.

Temple, Capt., “ On the Trade Dialect
of the Naggash,” xlv

; “Wide-
Awake Stories,” cxxvi

;
his remarks

on Panjab folklore, 381
; “Legends

of the Punjab,” quoted, 393.
“Temporary” marriages amongst the

Arabs, 278.

Tharu and Bogsha, two strange tribes

of Upper India, exxv.

Thorburn, S. S., “Bannd,” quoted,
406.

Thornton, T. II., “The Vernacular
Literature and Folklore of the
Panjfib,” Art. XVI., pp. 373-414.

Tibet and Mongolia, explorations in,

Ixxi.

Tibet, knotted cords used as a substitute
for writing in, 425.

Tibet, the alphabet in, 470 et seq.

Tibet, various substitutes for writing
used in, 425.

Tibetan charms, 462.

Tibetan epic poem, 457.
Tibetan literature, evii, 388.
Tibetan origin of the Mo-so writing,

463.
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Tibetans, tbeir ancient mode of com-
munication, 420.

Timor Island, method of making
records in, 424.

Tiomberombi, a Nicobar tale, xlv.

Tiruvalluvar, a great Tamij poet, 166.

Tokugawa dynasty of Japan, 2.

Tom-ba, or Tong-ba, the medicine-
man of the Mo-so, 459.

Tomsk, inscriptions on the rocks of

the, 422.

Tong-mi Samb’ota, legendaryinstructor

of the Tibetans in Sanskrit, 474.
Toomsah, priest of the Kakbyens, 463.
Topographical charts, ancient, 436«.
Tortoise writing, 437.

Trumpp, Dr. obituary notice of, xxxii

;

his opinion of the Adi Granth, 388.
Tsherkess language spoken in the

Caucasus, 165.

Tshetshen or Tush language spoken in

the Caucasus, 157.

Tsuna, name of a character in a
Japanese legend, 7.

Tsunetaka, a Japanese artist, 3.

Tupot Fanni dynasty of Tibet, 471
;

subdivisions of the same family, 472.

Turki language, and its varieties,

spoken in the Caucasus, 153.

Twigs, reeds, stones, beans, etc., vari-

ously placed, used by various nations

instead of writing, 424.

Tylor, Prof., his “Arabian Matriar-

chate,” discussed by Mr. J. W. Eed-
house, 275 et seq.

Tide language spoken in the Caucasus,

167.

Upper Asia, use of notched sticks by
the nations of, 432.

Van der Linde, “ History of Chess,” 353.

Vai'hu, or Easter Island, inscriptions

in, 442.

Vasugi, the wife of Tiravalluvar, the

Tamil poet, anecdotes of, 174.

Vaux, W. S. "W. [late Secretary of the

Eoyal Asiatic Society],vote of thanks

to, moved by Sir H. C. Eawlinson,

clxv
;

tribute of Mr. E. N. Cust to,

and minute of the Council of the

Eoyal Asiatic Society, clxix.

Vengi-Chalukya alphabet, 442.

Vinson, J., “ Dictionnaire d’Anthropo-
logie,” quoted, 429«.

Vocabulary of the Mo-so language,

465.

Wales, Oghams of, 434.

Wampum belts of the Iroquois, 425.

Wei chi, a Chinese variation of the

game of Chess, 355-6.

Wei dynasty of China, 471.

Wentzel, Dr., on the introduction of

writing into Tibet, 476ri.

Wilken, Prof. G. A., review of his

“ Matriarchat bei den Alten Arab-
ern,” by J. W. Eedhouse, 276 et seq.

Williams, Prof. Monier, the fuU text

of his address at the opening of the

Indian Institute at Oxford, cxxxiii-

clxviii.

Wolfe Expedition to Babylonia, the,

1xxxii.

Wortham, the Eev. B. H., “ Trans-

lation of Books 81-93 of the Mar-
kandeya Purana,” Art. X., pp. 221-
274.'

AVriting, ancient and modem substitutes

for, 418 seq.

Yamabushi, wandering ascetic half-

priests of Japan, 9 m.

Yang-tungs, use of knotted cords by
the, 427.

Y'asu-masa, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 9.

Y&yati, a legendary King of Northern
India, 29.

Yebi, yehsu, yemisu, meanings of, 1«.,

2m.

Yen-no-Shdkaku, founder of the Shin-
gon sect in Japan, 9».

Yorimitsu, name of a character in a

Japanese legend, 7.

Yide, Col., “Marco Polo,” extracts

from, 430.

Zardandan, use of notched sticks in

the province of, 430.

Zoroaster, the epoch of, 349.

Zunz, Dr., volume of Essays presented

to, on his ninetieth birthday, Ixxvii.
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PEOCEEDINGS
OF

THE SIXTY-SECOND

ANNIVERSAEY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the \^th of May, 1885,

SIR WILLIAM MUIR,

K.C.S.I., D.C.L., LL.D., IX THE CHAIK.

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have to report to

the Members of the Society, that since their last Anniversary

Meeting, held in the Society’s House on May 19th, 1884,

there have been the following changes in, and additions to,

the Members of the Society.

They have to announce with regret the loss by death or

other causes, of their Resident Members,

The Eight lion. Sir H. Bartle E. Frere, Bart., G.C.B., G.C.S.I., etc.

Mrs. Cadell.

C. P. Brown, Esq.

J. W. Laidlay, Esq.

of their Non-Resident Members,

The Maharana of Udaipur.

Sir Harry S. Parkes, K.C.B.

E. T. Rogers Bey.

Gen. Sir J. E. Alexander, K.C.B.

Henry Alabaster, Esq.
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and of their Honorary Members,

Dr. Richard Lepsius.

Prof. Trumpp.

On the other hand, they have great pleasure in announcing

that they have elected as Resident Members-,

The Right Rev. The Lord Bishop of Durham.

J. Alexander, Esq.

Fung yee, Esq., Secretary, Chinese Legation.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Kimberley.

J. T. Carletti, Esq.

W. Knighton, LL.D., V.P.R.S.L.

A. E. Copp, Esq., Treas. Num. Soc.

James Rankin, Esq.

G. Henderson, Esq.

A. Burrell, Esq.

and as Non-Resident Members,

The Fateh Singhi Bahadur, Maharaja of Udaipur.

Major Keith.

J. B. L. Pathy.

Ram Das Chubildas.

L. W. King, Esq.

M. Guimet.

M. de Milloue.

S. Umar Baksch.

Pandit Bishen Narayan.

Henry C. Warren, Esq.

Charles Eems, Esq.

R. R. Vasudev Madhav Samarth.

Rev. S. Hinton Knowle.

Sagara Lai, Esq.

F. S. Growse, Esq.

Capt. Th. Grimal de Guirandon.

A. E. Hippisley, Esq.

Thakar Jaga Mohun.

Tamiz-ed-din.

Sidney Churchill, Esq.

P. V. Ramaswami Raja.

E. W. West, Esq.

E. J. Kitts, Esq.

Col. M. W. E. Gossett

D. J. Rankin, Esq.

G. W. Rusden, Esq.

Willoughby Dumergue, Esq.

Capt. G. A. Parker.

J. W. Nichols, Esq.
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The Council have also elected as Uonoranj Members, Prof.

De Goeje and Prof. G. Biihler, in the place of the late Prof.

Lepsius and Prof. Trumpp.

The gain, therefore, to the Society has been that of thirty-

nine paying members against a loss of nine.

Of the personal history of some of those whom we have

lost, and of other distinguished Oriental scholars, not mem-

bers of the Society, who have been taken from us during

the past year, a few words will now be said.

The Right lion. Sir Ilenry Barth Edaard Frere, Bart.,

G.C.B., G.C.S.I., D.C.L., LL.D. (Cambridge and Edin-

burgh), F.R.S., Chancellor of the University of the Cape of

Good Hope, late President for the third time of this Society,

and President of the Royal Geographical Society in 1873,

was born March 29th, 1815, at Clydach House, Co. Brecon,

being the fifth surviving sou of Edward Frere, of Clydach

House, the second son of John Frere, of Roydon, Norfolk,

and Finningham, Suffolk, Esq., M.P. for Norwich
;
by his

marriage with Mary Anne Greene, eldest daughter and co-

heiress of James Greene, of Turton Tower and Clayton

Hall, Lancashire, and Llansanfraed, Co. Monmouth, Esq.,

M.P. for Arundel. In his earlier days Sir Bartle was

educated as a day-scholar at Edward VI. ’s Foundation

School at Bath, whence, after winning several prizes, he pro-

ceeded to the East India College, Haileybury. He entered

college second of the men of his term, and left it as the head

man of his year, after obtaining the gold medals in Law
and Mathematics, with eight other prizes, including those

for Political Economy, Mathematics, and Classics. In 1834

he entered the Bombay Civil Service, and having, with

difficulty, persuaded the Directors of the E.I.C. to allow

him to attempt that route, was the first “Writer” to make

his way to India by the Overland Route. On his way to

Egypt he spent a month with his uncle, the Rt. Hon. J. H.

Frere, at Malta, and improved his knowledge of Arabic by
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lessons from the famous missionary and traveller Dr. Wolff.

From Malta, a Greek brigantine took him to Alexandria and

a native boat up the Nile to Thebes. Thence, with four

other Englishmen, he went on camel-back from Kenne to

Cosseir. From this place, an expected experimental steamer

having failed to arrive, the party proceeded in an undecked

fishing boat to Jedda, thence in an open ship’s long boat to

Mocha, and from Mocha, in the monsoon month, that of

August, in an Arab buggalow, a boat without an awning, to

Bombay, which they reached on Sept. 23, 1834. In the Red

Sea, where the heat was very great, the thermometer stand-

ing at 115° in the shade, they had to land every night to

cook and sleep. The voyage took nineteen days, and, their

provisions running short, they were in danger of starvation.

Arrived at Bombay, Mr. Frere devoted himself to the

studjr of the languages, passing in Hindustani at the end of

three months. He then worked at the Marathi and Gujarati

languages, which he mastered with remarkable rapidity. In

1835, Lord Clare, the Governor of Bombay, sent him to

Poona, as Assistant Collector of the Revenue under Mr.

Goldsmid, and the five years he spent there gave him the

opportunity of acquiring a very thorough knowledge of the

Marathi people, as, during a considerable part of this period,

he lived in the heart of the country, just as a native official

might have done. On all matters connected with the Marathi

people, he was soon looked on as the first authority.

His Marathi experiences, together with the preparing of

similar revenue assessments in Kathiawar, where he nearly

died of jungle fever, closed the first part of his Indian

career, and most successfully too, as the results obtained by

him and his associates laid the foundation of the revenue

system at once adopted in the South Marathi country, and

eventually in Mysore, Sind, and Berar. The effect on the

native population was remarkable : as Mr. Frere wrote, some

years subsequently, “from being the most depressed wretched
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set in the Deccan, they have become thriving independent

fellows, thoroughly grateful for what has been done for

them.”

Shortly after this, Mr. Frere was appointed Private

Secretary to General Sir George Arthur, then Governor of

Bombay, a post of great interest and responsibility. The

times were critical, and public opinion, especially in Bombay,

was disturbed by the action of Lord Ellenborough, who, after

Sir Charles Napier’s victory over the Ameers of Sind, in

1843, had annexed their territory. Many deemed this act

inexpedient, if not unjust, and the Civil Service, generally,

were alarmed at the growing partiality for the employment of

military men in civil capacities. When the heat of the con-

troversy cooled down. Sir George Arthur had the double

satisfaction of having retained the undiminished confidence

of the Government, and the friendship and warm respect of

both Napier and Outram and of their warmest supporters.

In 1847, Mr. Frere became Besident of Satara, in succes-

sion to Col., afterwards Sir James Outram, at a most critical

period for the affairs of that district. With a disputed suc-

cession, a conflict of opinion had arisen as to who was the best

entitled to the rank of Rajah. Mr. Frere considered that

the kinsman of the late Rajah, who had been adopted by

him, ought to be recognized; but Lord Dalhousie, as Governor-

General, overruled this adoption by the dying Rajah, and

formally annexed Satara to the Company’s dominions. This

act Mr. Frere held to be so unjust that, when asked his

opinion, he suggested to Lord Falkland, the Governor of

Bombay, that Mr. Mount-Stuart EljAiinstone and Capt.

Grant Duff, who had signed the Treaty made with the Rajah

in 1819, should be asked for their judgment on the matter.

Both these gentlemen agreed with Mr. Frere’s remonstrances,

and held that the action of the Governor-General was in

direct contravention of a solemn engagement. Their opinion

was however overruled, Satara ceased to be an independent
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principality, and Mr. Frere became its Commissioner instead

of its Resident. The first tunnel ever constructed in India

was made at Satara, on Mr. Frere’s suggestion, the object

being to connect a fertile valley with the town, the cost of

it being raised by the natives as a memorial to their Rajah.

Space does not admit of any detailed account of the successful

municipal, educational, and other reforms carried out by Mr.

Frere when Resident at Satara. Among these may be

named the suppression of Thugghee, and of other forms of

lawless crime
;
the great increase in means of communica-

tion due to his instrumentality, the rescue of the valuable

and historic library and temples of Bejapore from destruc-

tion and decay, and the solid material progress of the

districts committed to his charge, a progress in effecting

which he carried with him the sympathy alike of the natives

and the Europeans among whom his lot was cast.

In 1850 Mr. Frere was transferred, as Chief Commissioner,

in succession to its conqueror, Sir C. Napier, to Sind, a dis-

trict comprising Beluchistan, Khelat, together with part of

the Panjab, with the port at Karachi. This province he ad-

ministered for nearly ten years, evincing therein the highest

qualities of statesmanship, and obtaining a remarkable

success, in that he converted the hitherto lawless marauders

of these provinces into a peaceful and industrious peasantry.

With this end in view, he threw all his energies into the

work of improving old and constructing new roads and

canals. The sea port at Karachi, which he saw was the

most convenient outlet for the productions of the adjacent

provinces and for the trade of Central Asia, was mainly his

creation. In his dealings with the border clans and frontier

tribes he had the active support of that remarkable man.

General John Jacob, whose strictness in carefully distinguish-

ing between the innocent and the guilty was essentially in

accordance with Mr. Frere’s innate sense of justice. The

fruits of the admirable system of government he carried out
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during times of peace became evident when the day of trial

came.

In 1856 Mr. Frere came to England on sick leave, and,

immediately on his return to India, in the following spring,

received the intelligence of the outbreak of the Mutiny at

Meerut. He did not hesitate for a moment. If mutiny

could be successful at Meerut, he held, there was not a

station in the length and breadth of India where it

might not be tried with as reasonable a chance of success.

He felt, therefore, at once, that all depended on the pre-

servation of tranquillity in the Panjab, and that to secure

this the utmost promptitude was requisite. Without

delay, therefore, he sent up his strongest English regi-

ment to Multan, by this means securing this strong

fortress during the worst days of the Mutiny
;

he like-

wise sent a steamer to intercept and order to Calcutta the

64th and 78th regiments, which were returning to Sind

from the Persian War. A little later he sent the Baluchis

to the Panjab. This timely aid enabled Sir John Lawrence

to put down the mutiny of the Bengal Light Cavalry, and

to send aid to the besiegers of Dehli. Mr. Frere left him-

self only 178 European bayonets in Sind to face the mutiny

which broke out at each of the principal stations, and to hold

in check a Muhammadan population of a million and a half.

The entire history of the Mutiny does not contain the record

of a braver action than the sending away of the troops from

Sind. It was, at this time, when writing to Lord Elphin-

stone, Mr. Frere used the famous words, “When the head and

heart are threatened, the extremities must take care of them-

selves.” Nor must we fail to add here, the judgment of Sir

John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence on Sir Bartle’s work at

this critical period—a judgment the more valuable, as these

two eminent men differed greatly in many of their views

of “Indian Policy.” In his “Mutiny Report” Sir John

Lawrence writes: “From first to last, from the first com-
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mencement of the Mutiny to the final trumpet, Mr. H. B. E.

Frere has rendered assistance to the Punjab Administration

just as if he had been one of its own Commissioners

The Chief Commissioner believes that, probably, there is no

civil officer in India who, for eminent exertions, deserves

better of his Government than Mr. H. B. E. Frere.”

Services rendered in a manner so thoroughly efiicient

deserved especial recognition. At the close of the Mutiny,

Mr. Frere twice received the thanks of both Houses of Par-

liament, was created a K.C.B., and, in the same year, was

appointed the first ordinary Member of the Council of

Lord Canning, Governor-General, in Calcutta
;

this being

the first occasion in which that high post had been held

by a Bombay civilian. As might have been expected, after

so serious an outbreak, affairs at head quarters were

greatly confused and disorganised. Perhaps, in no depart-

ment, were things worse than in the financial. A Com-

mittee was formed, of which Sir George Balfour was the

soul, to readjust the finances of India; and Mr. James

Wilson, an experienced financier, was sent out from England

to arrange the taxes and expenditure of India on a firm and

equitable basis. Sir Bartle aided Mr. Wilson as much as

possible, from the abundant stores of his own information,

cordially approving the remedies he suggested, not as wholly

above criticism, but because, as he said, “the risk involved is

as nothing compared with the certain ruin of drifting into

bankruptcy.” On the death of Mr. Wilson, Sir Bartle,

at the earnest request of the Governor - General, dis-

charged the duties of his office as well as his own, as a

Member of the Council of India, till the appointment of Mr.

Samuel Laing, and, again, undertook the same labour for six

months during Mr. Laing’s illness. He presided, also, over

the Council, during the absence of the Governor-General

in 1860. Sir Bartle’s residence in Calcutta will ever be

memorable for the strenuous efforts made by him to heal up
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the wounds the war had caused, and to restore, as far as he

could, the social relations between the Europeans and the

natives, which had been rudely broken down by the events

of the Mutiny.

In 1862 he was appointed Governor of Bombay, an

office he held for five years. It has been remarked

that Sir Bartle always succeeded to a new post at a

critical period. In this instance, the American Civil War
was at its height, a cotton famine had set in among the

manufactories of the north of England, and Bombay

was, in consequence, for the time, visited with unparalleled

prosperity, and, on the close of the American civil strife, with

an equally crushing failure, owing to over- speculation. No

Governor could have prevented this
;
hut Sir Bartle used all

his influence and authority to check the mania for speculation,

alike among natives and Europeans. Besides this, he devoted

himself to every object calculated to increase the permanent

prosperity of the Bombay Presidency : he founded more public

buildings and started more works of public utility than any

of his predecessors : he gave Bombay a municipality, and,

during his Governorship, reduced the death-rate in Bombay

to one-half of what it had been previously. His government

there is still remembered with feelings of lasting gratitude,

and no Indian statesman was ever more beloved by every

class of the European and native population.

On his return from India in 1867, after a service of

thirty-three years, he was, at once, appointed a member of

the Indian Council; and, in 1872, he undertook what must

have been to him a mission of singular interest, that of

Special Commissioner to the East Coast of Africa, with

the view of negotiating with the Sultan of Zanzibar the

means for putting an end to the Slave Trade, at least within

that potentate’s dominions. In this mission he was com-

pletely successful. On his return to England, he was nomi-

nated a member of H.M. Privy Council. In 1875, he was
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selected by Her Majesty to accompany H.R.H the Prince of

Wales, in his famous visit to India, and had, thereby, an

opportunity of rene\ving many old friendships, and of

reviving many familiar associations. On his return, he was

created a Baronet, and not long after was appointed Governor

of the Cape of Good Hope and High Commissioner of South

Africa.

The Colonial Office of the day had set its heart on

carrying out a scheme of South African Confederation ;

but the period had scarcely arrived for the completion of

so hopeful an idea. On the Eastern frontier there was a

Kaffir revolt, and Natal was in a state of perennial

unrest under the menaces of the Zulu King Cetewayo.

Sir Bartle Frere had thus to face in South Africa the

threatened danger of a native rising, the more formidable

owing to the lack of the means of meeting it, than even

the Indian Mutiny. Under his auspices, however, the

Kaffir war of 1878-9 (when the troops were commanded

by General Sir Arthur Cunninghame, and Gen. the Hon.

Sir F. Thesiger), and the Zulu war of 1879-80 (when

Gen. the Hon. Sir F. Thesiger—afterwards Lord Chelms-

ford — Colonels Wood, Buller, and Pearson and subse-

quently Sir Garnet Wolseley were in command), were

carried to a triumphant issue by the battle of Ulundi

and the capture of Cetewayo, and terminated with less

expenditure of men, money or time than any previous

Kaffir war, although the area of military operations was con-

siderably greater than in those of previous }"ears. Sir Bartle

Frere, also, at the risk of his own life, averted war with the

Dutch, and persuaded the malcontent Boers of the Transvaal

to return peaceably to their own homes, and to relinquish

their project of invading Natal. The outset of the Zulu war

was, indeed, marked by a great disaster, the total loss of

the first battalion of H.M. 24th Regiment, who were sur-

prised by the Zulus at Isandlhwana, when under the tempo-
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rary command of Colonel Durnford. This catastrophe was

made the subject of a party cry in England, and Sir Bartle

was superseded as High Commissioner, first by Sir Garnet

AVolseley, and afterwards by Sir George Colley. Soon after

the accession to power of the present Government, he was

recalled to England, though he was no more responsible

for this disaster than the Prime Minister himself. The

result of this was that the measures in progress for the

bringing into unison various sections of South Africa,

were abruptly terminated, as the directing genius who had

worked most persistently to effect that union was removed.

The history of South Africa, during the last five years,

is a sad comment on the frustration of the great woik

undertaken by Sir Bartle Frere. It should be added that,

shortly after his return to England, Sir Bartle Frere was

elected Chancellor of the University of the Cape of Good

Hope.

During his stay in Cape Town, Sir Bartle Frere endeavoured

to get the position of the Grey Library, an institution in

which he naturally took a great interest, placed on a sound

basis
;

and encouraged Mrs. Bleek, the widow of one of the

greatest of South African scholars, to offer to this Society

the munificent gift of her late husband’s collection of African

grammars and dictionaries, which has at once placed our

library foremost among collections of this class. Sir Bartle

Frere, also, took an active part in the foundation of the

Philosophical Society at Cape Town, and inaugurated and

advised much directly bearing on the physical, material,

and intellectual progress of the people.

In this Society, of which he was elected a member in

1867, he was three times its President, though, from the

pressure of other business, on the two first occasions

only for a short period, he took the utmost interest, and,

indeed, during his last Presidency, which commenced on

June 19, 1882, and only terminated one w'eek before his
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lamented death in May, 1884, he was scarcely ever absent

from his seat as President. During his Presidency, the

Society received a far larger accession of members than

it has received during any former occasion
;
those due to his

direct nomination or to his personal influence having been no

less than 34 out of a total of 72 elected during the session

May 1882-3.

Sir Bartle wrote a memoir of his uncle, the Right

ITon. J. Hookham Frere, British Minister in Spain, pre-

fixed to his collected works, also prefaces to “Pandurang

Ilari,” and “ Old Deccan Days he contributed also, from

time to time, many interesting papers, historical, scientific,

political, or religious, to difierent magazines. Such are

“ Christianity suited to all forms of Civilization,” in the

Christian Evidence Society, 1872. “Indian Missions” in

the “ Church and the Age,” 1873. “ On the impending

Bengal Famine,” J. Murray, 1871. “Eastern Africa as a

field of Missionary Labour,” “ Four Letters to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, 1874.” “ On the Opium Traffic,”

Church Congress, 1881, etc. Sir Bartle Frere was nominated

by the Archbishop of Canterbury a member of the Foreign

Translation Committee of the Christian Knowledge Society,

and took his seat there on Monday, Jan. 14, 1884. This

was, we believe, one of the last occasions on which he was

able to come to London.

Sir Bartle Frere was in early manhood a keen sportsman,

a daring rider, and a first-rate shot
;
he was also a rapid and

skilful draughtsman.

Possessed essentially of the genius and powers of a pioneer,

and the initiator in India of many reforms, small as well as

great, it may be worth noting that the first census ever taken

in India was that taken by his order in Bombay (which

proved it to be the second city in the British Empire in

point of population), and that postage stamps were first

introduced into India by him when Chief Commissioner in
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Sind. The work done under his auspices for the furtherance

of the cause of education, and for the promotion of the

material prosperity of Western India, is a matter of history;

as is also the earnest and unceasing personal support accorded

by him throughout his life to the progress and furtherance of

missions, and of all that contributes to the religious and

moral elevation of those amid whom his lot was cast. The

rebuilding of Bombay, the capital of Western India
;

the

opening of Bhore Ghat, Thull Ghat and Ahmedabad lines of

railway, and the inauguration of the great scheme of irriga-

tion near Poona, which may be reckoned among the noblest

triumphs of modern engineering
;

the development of the

municipal system, the application of local taxation to local

improvements, and the important results arising from the

Annual Conferences of the Military and Civil Engineers

first established by him when Governor of Bombay, may be

quoted as among a few of the many great measures initiated

by him, and by which he set the indelible stamp of his

genius upon his Government, and gave to the progress of

the Bombay Presidency an impetus that it has never since

lost.

It is unnecessary in the case of one so familiar to our

recollections, as he who was three times the President of this

Society, to recall his striking aspect, his chivalrous manners,

or his consistent courtesy, nor the rare combination of

gentleness and firmness that was an essential part of his

nature. Until the complete history of his life-work is in the

hands of his countrymen, it would be premature to estimate

his place among the men of this and other countries, or to

gauge his character
;

suffice it to say that in him a rare

prescience and self-reliance were united to a most complete

simplicity and a logical strictness in his own opinions, to a

toleration for those of others : that profound knowledge and

high culture were, in him, joined to the highest qualities of

practical statesmanship, and great warmth of feeling to
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great coolness in judgment. Essentially Englisli in all his

sympathies, and patriotic to the heart’s core, he was always

deeply interested in the moral and material progress of other

nations, holding that co-operation rather than competition

ought to he the keynote of the world’s progress. For party

spirit he had a settled contempt, as opposed to the enlightened

progress of all parties
;
and he never identified himself with

any party in Church or State.

To say that he was foiled in much he would have accom-

plished, and frustrated in much he would have done for the

service of those whom it was his lot to rule, is but to say

that he experienced the fate of all who have preceded in

thought the times in which they lived
;

yet the sum total

of the work accomplished hy him is extraordinary in its

amount, and very remarkable in its results.

Singularly generous in his nature, and free from meaner

passions, such as envy, avarice, or selfishness, he had this

superiority to popularity, that those that knew him the best,

loved him the most, and those that were most intimate with

him most clearly saw how habitually his thoughts and

actions were governed by the deepest sense of religious

obligation.

To record, however slightly, his career, is to record that

of a great and typical Englishman, of whom it has been

truly said that his “ heart ever sympathised with distress,

and his natural characteristic always was to judge his

fellow-men, not by their birth, their fortune, or their

patents of nobility, but by the spirit which animated them

in their pursuits, and by the earnestness, the energy and

the fidelity they brought to bear in the performance of their

duties.”

Sir Bartle Erere married October 10th, 1844, Catherine,

second daughter of Major-General the Eight Honourable Sir

George Arthur, Bart., K.H., by whom he has left one son

and four daughters.
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Mr. Charles TliUip Brown was born in India in 1798, and

had therefore, at his death, attained the great age of 85.

lie was son of the Rev. David Brown, well known as a

Chaplain at Calcutta from 1786 to 1812.

At his father’s death, after having had some instruction in

Hebrew and Syriac, Arabic and Persian, Greek and Latin, he

came to England, went to the then new College of the E.I.C.

at Haileybury, and, in due course, was appointed to the Civil

Service in Madras, where he landed in August, 1817. Two

of his brothers, about the same time, entered the Bengal

Civil Service. His first duty was to learn Telugu, for the

acquiring of which, in those days, the means were very

scant. Nothing, in fact, existed on the subject, but an

insufficient grammar and two worthless native books of

exercises; dictionary there was none. In 1820, Sir Thomas

IMunro, as Governor of Madras, presided over the final

examinations held at the College of Fort St. George, and

Mr. Brown was appointed to the Cuddapah district, in

which business was chiefly conducted in Telugu. The

district itself is larger than Wales, and the language in

which its literature is preserved, now 800 years old,

varies little from the modern and existing tongue. In

1822, Mr. Brown was appointed Assistant Judge at Masu-

lipatam, where again Telugu was the language of the

people, and, in 1824, by dint of hard study, he was re-

cognized as a scholar of the first class in this language.

In a brief autobiographical sketch of his career at this

period, Mr. Brown gives an amusing account of his

teachers. “ They exhort us,” he says, “ to learn by

rote long vocabularies framed in metre One

Pandit, who gloried in being a poet, urged me to learn

Sanskrit and Tamil prosody. My next tutor gave me an

equally potent dose of learning, by leading me, in 1825, to

read and translate the Bhattyam, a crabbed treatise on Telugu

grammar, of which Mr. A. Campbell had written a trans-
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lation, tolerably correct I made this grammar the

basis on which I built for thirty years, extending it greatly,

for the original is but a brief outline.” Again, when

reading the Telugu Mahabharat, with the view of what

he subsequently accomplished, the construction of a Telugu

Dictionary—he says, “ When I came to a new word, my
learned assistant gave me the meaning in colloquial Telugu,

or Sanskrit or Hindi, and this I recorded in my Dictionary.

But it occurred again and again, and each time I had to

record a new meaning. At last I remonstrated, pointing

out the contradictory solutions he had given. He replied,

‘ Sir, if you write down all we say, who can endure it ?

Perhaps the word in question is unknown to me, or I

recollect no equivalent
;
I give a reply which you at once

record, and then you require me to reconcile such inter-

pretations.’
”

Mr. Brown was evidently a man who liked to do his

work thoroughly. Here is his account of dealing with

one important Telugu work. “ I first had a copy made,”

he says, “ from any MS. of tolerable accuracy, the alternate

pages being left blank and the verses duly numbered : then

the volume was bound. I collected twelve or fifteen other

MSS., few of them complete, lent to me by various natives.

A clerk sat with the newly written copy ready, and before

him were two others, each having charge of five or six

MSS., the oldest I could discover. Three Professors sat

by, masters of Grammar and Prosody, both Sanskrit and

Telugu; but the others knew only their mother-tongue.

Each assistant, in turn, read a stanza, which was thus

recited ten or twelve times
;

the scribe recorded every

deviation
;
the pandits formed their judgment on each line,

and then one of them taking the blotted copy, selected the

pure text, and dictated it to a reader.” Again, “ When any

doubt arose about the meaning of a word or verse, I

directed that the result of the consultation should he, at
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once, recorded in Telugu, thus opening the way to a verbal

commentary.”

Mr. Brown remained for three years a Judge in the Court

of Masulipatam, and, during this period, paid great attention

to the collecting of Telugu and Sanskrit MSS. In 1827 he

wrote an analysis of Telugu Prosody, adding explanations of

the Sanskrit system, and, in 1828, he published the works

of Vemana, a comparatively modern poet. He then devoted

himself for some time to the translation of the English

dictionary into Telugu, and completed the rough sketch in

1832, a work that rendered English literature accessible to

all the Hindus in the Indian Peninsula. In the same year,

he wrote his first Telugu translation of the Gospel of St.

Luke and of the Acts of the Apostles, and attempted, though

in vain, to set up a Telugu printing press at Masulipatam. In

1834, he took the then usual furlough of three years to Eng-

land, being however by no means idle during his stay here.

Thus, besides going on with his Telugu Dictionary, he wrote

a Telugu Grammar, examined the Sanskrit, Telugu, Tamil,

and Kannadi MSS. in the Library of the India Office—a col-

lection chiefly made by Dr. Leyden—and made a catalogue

of them. Subsequently, at his suggestion, these MSS.,

2106 in number, were sent to Madras and are now in the

College Library there, side by side with the Mackenzie

collection, and with Mr. Brown’s own large library of MSS.,

the richest of the three, which he presented in 1847 ;
a

donation to which he was continually making additions up to

the date of his final departure for England in 1855.

The Telugu Grammar appeared in 1840, on his return

from England in 1838. Mr. Brown about this time was

appointed Persian translator to the Government, and took

an energetic interest in the progress of the College, suc-

ceeding in making examinations, which had previously

been conducted in private, for the future open. He then

took up the study of Indian chronology, and, after spending
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some five years in reading all the books in Sanskrit, Telugu,

and Kannada, to which he could get access, published his

well-known Chronological Tahles, the most complete of this

class for Southern India which has been as yet compiled.

Few among the heap of documents, chiefly collected by Col.

Mackenzie, ascended to an earlier period than 900 a.d. He
also constructed Cyclic tables of Hindu and Muhammadan

Chronology for eight centuries. He then drew up for

Government an Ephemeris, showing the corresponding dates

according to the English, Hindu, and Musulman calendars,

from A.D. 1751 to 1856 : this volume consists of 600 pages,

each page containing two months.

His Telugu translation of the Holy Scriptures went on

still, but slowly : chiefly no doubt owing to the fact that

none of the members of the committee of the Bible Society

were acquainted with this language
;

in the end, how-

it was accomplished, and, with a version of the Apocry-

phal books and a Telugu translation of the Book of

Common Prayer, was, it is believed, presented by Mr.

Brown to the Committee of the Christian Knowledge

Society, Madras. In preparing this important work, he

says, “I continually used the translations printed in Sanskrit,

Bengali, Tamil, Marata and Kannadi. . . . Many passages

that in the English seem easy, are hard to translate correctly.

In fact, to translate the Bible into any one of the Indian

Peninsular languages, is a task resembling that of making

bricks without straw. The words required in some im-

portant passages do not exist in Telugu. If the New
Testament, written in prose, originally, suffers in a literal

version, how much greater is the sacrifice of elegance, when

the poetry of Isaiah or David has ‘ its carved work beaten

to pieces with the hammers ’ of a prose translation !

”

In the beginning of 1844 Mr. Brown received a proposal

for the printing of his Telugu and English Dictionary, and

this work was at once commenced, and the English and Telugu
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followed in February, 1845, but took eight years before it

was completed. Both books contain about 1300 pages.

A smaller work, which he brought out subsequently, a Dic-

tionary of Mixed Telugu, explaining the modern phrases,

chiefly Arabic, was subsequently incorporated in Prof. Wilson’s

Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms published in 1855.

In the middle of 1846, the office of Postmaster-General

became vacant, and, at the same time, Mr. Morris resigned

his office of Telugu translator to the Government
;

both

these duties were very properly undertaken by Mr. Brown,

He became, at the same time, a Member of the Council of

Education, a Government Director of the Madras Bank, and

Curator of the MSS. in the Madras College Library.

The first edition of his Telugu Grammar was sold at once

and a second larger edition was printed in 1857. A third

edition, still further enlarged, is, we understand, ready for

the press. The next thing Mr. Brown did was to prepare
“ The Reader,” a volume of stories, letters and trials. “ It

contains,” he remarks, “ the character of the people as painted

by themselves.” The second volume has an English transla-

tion, the third a grammatical analysis with a small Lexicon,

explaining each word in the case, tense, and person in which it

occurs. Subsequently to this, he dealt with the Book of Psalms

and the Book of Proverbs in Sanskrit metre; a life of St. Paul

in Sanskrit metre, but in Telugu character
;
an edition of

the Bhagavad-Gita
;

a volume of popular Telugu tales, and

Telugu disputations on village business, with a translation.

In 1853, Mr. Brown had a paralytic seizure and was

ordered to Ootacamund, where he ultimately recovered. In

1855, he finally retired to England, after finishing a second

seventeen years in the service. Mr. Brown adds, in a short

sketch of his life and labours, privately printed, that, in

1857-62, a “ Catalogue Raisonne ” of the Library and MSS.

at Madras, was published. The preface by Mr. D. F. Car-

micael, M.R.A.S., M.C.S., gives an interesting account of
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Mr. Brown’s labours, witb a complete list of the works

published by him either as author or editor, and much
miscellaneous and valuable information regardin'; the Madras

collection of MSS. generally.

On his return to England, Mr. Brown accepted the almost

honorary office of Professor of Telugu in London University.

He was, also, for some time, on the Council of this Society,

and, as long as his health permitted, a constant attendant

at our meetings.

Of se])arate papers Mr. Brown has contributed to the

“ Madras Journal of Literature and Science,” of which he

was for many years Joint Editor with Mr. R. Cole.

1. Essay on the Language and Literature of the Telugus,

vol. X. 13. 43. 1839.

2. Essay on the Creed, Customs and Literature of the

Jangams, vol. xi. p. 145. 1840. [See also J.R.A.S.,

Vol. Y. x.s. pp. 141-148.]

3. Notices of some Roman Catholic books existing in the

Telugu language, vol. xii. p. 5. 1840.

4. Translation of a Mahratta Document, “ Account of the

Tribes of Mahratta Brahmans,” No. 851 of the

^Mackenzie Collection.

5. Notice regarding the names used in the Indian Zodiac.

To the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society he contributed

a paper “ On Malabar, Coromandel, Quilon, etc.” n.s. Vol.

V. x.s. p. 147, 1871.

Sir Harry Smith Parhes was born in 1828, and came

out to China with other members of his family when he was

about ten years of age. Circumstances placed him more or less

under the charge of Dr. Gutzlaff, then a missionary, and

under his direction he commenced the study of Chinese,

spoken and written. Dr. Gutzlaff was subsequently em-

ployed on the Interpretorial staff, more especially under the

Commander-in-Chief of the land forces during our first war

with China
;
and, while so occupied his young proUge was
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always near him, and his progress did ample justice to the

efforts of his tutor. At Nankin, in 1842, when Sir Henry

Pottinger signed his Treaty, Mr. Parkes attracted the

attention of the Imperial Commissioner Kiying, and the

following year when a Supplementary Treaty was signed,

though not yet fifteen years of age, he was employed on an

important occasion to interpret between our Minister and

Kiying. In 1844, Consuls being now for the first time

appointed under the Treaty, Mr. Parkes accompanied Mr.

Alcock as his Interpreter to the port of Amoy, moving with

his chief at a later date, first to Foochow and then to

Shanghai. During his service at the last port, he possessed

himself, so far as the use of books could enable him, of the

Manchu, Mongolian, and Tibetan languages. In 1848 he

was employed on a very interesting mission. An outrage had

been committed on some English subjects at Tsingpu, not far

from Shanghai, and Mr. Alcock at once sent a mission to the

Viceroy of the Prince, with Mr. Parkes as Interpreter. The

object was completely attained, and Mr. Parkes was sjrecially

complimented on the skill and tact with which he had con-

ducted the negotiations with the Viceroy. Subsequently,

for eight years, he served in various capacities at the ports

opened to Foreign Trade by the Treaty of Nankin, and, at

length, in 1856, after having accompanied Sir John Bowring

to Siam and brought the ratified Treaty home to England,

he was appointed Consul at Canton, in succession to Mr.

Alcock. The period of this appointment was one of great

importance in the English relations with China, as the Nankin

Treaty had left many matters unsettled, none the least of

which was the right to enter Canton.

On the 8th October, 1856, Mr. Parkes reported to

Sir John Bowring that Chinese officials had boarded the

Arrow Lorcha, and captured the crew, at the same time

writing to the Chinese Commissioner Yeh calling his

attention to the gravity of the insult. The details of
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the events that succeeded, of the taking of the Bogue

forts by Sir Michael Seymour, and the capture of Canton,

are still well remembered. In all the labours and dangers

of that period Mr. Parkes took a prominent part, es-

pecially when assisting Captain, now Sir Astley Cooper

Key, to capture, by passing through the very heart of the

great city, the Commissioner himself. After these successes,

the afiairs of Canton were entrusted to a mixed Commission,

of which Mr. Parkes was a member, an office in which he

was identified with one great achievement in the interests of

humanity, the emptying of the loathsome dens called prisons,

the state of which were so terribly described at the time by

Mr. "Win grove Cooke in the Times newspaper. What were

the feelings of the Chinese towards Mr. Parkes at this time

may be gathered from the fact that, while Commissioner at

Canton, a reward of 30,000 dollars was ofiered for his head.

Having been so long recognized as a thorough Chinese

scholar, Mr. Parkes was constantly employed in the events

which followed on the refusal of the Chinese Government to

ratify the treaty of Tientsin, and the repulse of Admiral

Hope’s squadron before the Taku Forts in 1869. He accom-

panied Sir Hope Grant’s Expedition to the North, and

was the discoverer of the fact that Peht’ang, where the

Allied Forces landed, had been evacuated. After the cap-

ture of the Taku forts, Mr. Parkes crossed the Peiho river

with a flag of truce to summon the Southern forts to sur-

render, a duty of great danger, which he, however, success-

fully accomplished without the shedding of any blood
;
and,

on reaching Tientsin, was employed, in conjunction with Mr.

(now Sir Thomas) Wade, in protracted and useless negotia-

tions with the Chinese Envoys, who, they both soon found,

did not possess full powers,

A day or two later, having been sent into T’ung-chow to

make arrangements in accordance with an understanding

previously arrived at with the Prince of I, a cousin of
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the Emperor, he became satisfied that some mischief was

brewing, and at once desired all British officers and their

followers to withdraw. The French, who had accompanied

him into T’ung-chow, took a similar course. On approach-

ing the position of the Allied troops, a small force intended

merely as the escort of the Ambassadors found itself sur-

rounded, and Mr. Parkes with Mr. (now Sir Henry) Loch, who

had been at his own request despatched to communicate with

him, when things looked threatening, were arrested in the

presence of the Mongolian Prince, Sangolinsin, commander-

in-chief of the Chinese army, thrown to the ground, and then

corded and carried into Peking. The seizure took place on

the 18th September, 1860, and Mr. Parkes and his comrade

were not set at liberty until the 8th October. They were,

however, happier than their companions in misfortune, above

thirty in number, officers, soldiers, and others, who died in

their respective prisons. As is well known, the destruction

of the Summer Palace, when Lord Elgin entered Peking to

ratify the Treaty of Tientsin, was intended as a punishment

of this act of treachery and its consequences.

After the close of the Peking Campaign, Mr. Parkes

accompanied Admiral Hope in his Expedition up the Yang-

tze-Kiang, and, during the latter period of the Taeping insur-

rection, acted as Consul at Shanghai. In 1862, he was made

K.C.B. and, three years later, was appointed Minister at

Yedo, in succession to his old friend and chief. Sir Buther-

ford Alcock.

For the eighteen following j’ears Sir Henry Parkes remained

at the Japanese Court, a witness of the long internal struggle

between the party of Progress, who were fighting for the

restoration of the Mikado, as a constitutional sovereign,

against the Damios or Great Barons. He took the chief part in

negotiating the commercial treaties which regulate our trade,

and, during the last few years, was actively engaged in an

interchange of views between the Japanese Government and
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our Foreign Office, with, a view to their revision. The

Japanese Government often profited by his advice, which was

always in favour of moderate counsels and of avoiding foreign

entanglements.

During his last visit to England, four years ago, he

received the Grand Cross of the Order of St. Michael and

St. George; and, in 1883 he was transferred from Yedo to

Peking, thus crowning a service of more than forty years

in the Far East with what was justly the highest object

of his ambition. His tenure of this office was destined

to be but too brief, and his sudden death, following so soon

after that of his old friend General Gordon, leaves a sad

void in the ranks of those whose names will be permanently

identified with the great events of modern Chinese History

from the Treaty of Nankin to the suppression of the Tae-

ping Rebellion. Sir Harry Parkes was, for some time,

President of the Asiatic Society of Japan.

General Sir J. E. Alexander, K.C.B., of Westerton, Bridge

of Allan, who died recently at Ryde, Isle of Wight, one

of the oldest members of this Society, having been elected

in 1827, was born in 1803 and educated, primarily, at the

Colleges of Edinburgh and Glasgow, and, finally, on

determining to follow a military profession, at the Military

College, Sandhurst. He entered the Army in 1821, and,

as his first appointment, was selected by Sir Thomas Munro,

then Governor of Madras, to be the adjutant of his body-

guard. Subsequently he served with distinction in most parts

of the world—in India, in Burma, at the Cape, in North

America. In 1836-7 he was employed on an Expedition

of Discovery into the interior of Africa, and was the first

knight “ created for services in Africa ” by her present

Majesty, in 1838. He was, also, engaged on a surveying

party for Government in the Forests of New Brunswick.

Later on, he was present at the Siege of Sebastopol, and,

subsequently, in command in New Zealand.
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Of recent years Sir James Alexander’s name lias been

prominently brought before the public in connection with

the transport from Egypt and the placing on the Thames Em-

bankment of the Obelisk popularly called Cleopatra’s iN^eedle.

Indeed, that it is there now, is mainly due to his early

exertions. Curiously, too, he had what may be called a family

interest in this matter, as, after the battle of Alexandria, his

grand-uncle. Sir Alexander Bryce, R.E., with the aid and by

the subscriptions of the English Army then in Egypt, endea-

voured by means of a jetty, etc., to remove the prostrate

obelisk
;
but a storm destroyed their wmrk. Subsequently

the Obelisk was presented to the nation by Muhammed Ali in

1821, but little or no notice was, apparently, taken of this gift.

In 1867, Sir James Alexander happened to hear, in Paris,

that the owner of the land on which it w'as lying was

proposing to break it up for building purposes. He, at

once, applied to Lord Derby for an introduction to General

Stanton, then the English Consul-General in Egypt, and

proceeding to Egypt, obtained, at a special audience, full

permission from the Khedive to remove it. The obelisk was,

at the same time, uncovered, and was found to be in very

fair preservation. From 1867 to 1877 Sir James Alexander

worked incessantly with the Government, the British Asso-

ciation, learned societies and men of wealth, in the endeavour

to obtain money enough to pay for its transport, besides

himself making many plans, one of which he published in

1872 in The Engineer. At length, he chanced to meet his

friend the late Sir Erasmus Wilson, and, on his explaining

to him Mr. Dixon’s plan of the Iron Cylindrical vessel,

“ The Cleopatra,” he undertook the whole matter, and, as

we know, brought it to a successful end.

Sir James Alexander was the writer of many books, some

of which, in their day, before more minute observation had

been applied to such matters, were of considerable value.

Among these we may mention his “ Travels from India to
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England,” 4to. 1827 ;
his “ Transatlantic Sketches,” 2 vols.

8vo. 1833; and his “Voyage of Observation among the

Colonies of "West Africa,” 2 vols. 8vo. 1837. Sir J. E.

Alexander printed one paper in the Transactions of this

Society, Vol. II. p. 362, 1829, being a notice of a “Visit

to the Cavern Temples of Adjanta, in February, 1824.”

Mr. E. T. Rogers, generally known of late years as

Rogers Bey, first came prominently into notice as British

Consul at Damascus, during the period of Lord Dufierin’s

mission to the East. Subsequently he acted as British

Consul at Cairo, and, on retiring from the English

service, became the Khedive’s representative in London

;

somewhat later, he was employed as Under Minister of

Education, Inspector of Prisons, and Director of the Sale of

State Lands, under the Egyptian Government. He died of

dysentery, after a brief illness, on Tuesday, June 10, in the

fifty-fourth year of his age.

Mr. Rogers was a devoted student of Numismatics, and

had formed a remarkably fine and complete collection of the

Coins of the Khilafat, and of other Arabian Dynasties. It

is to he hoped that this monument to his zeal and learning

will not be rudely dispersed by a sale at auction.

Mr. Rogers contributed to the Journal of this Society the

following papers

:

1. Notes on the Dinars of the Ahbasside Dynasty, Vol.

VII. N.s. p. 262.

2. Unpublished Glass Weights and Measures, Vol. X. n.s.

p. 65.

3. Arabic Amulets and Mottoes, Vol. XL n.s. p. 122.

4. Dialects of Colloquial Arabic, ibid. p. 365.

To the Numismatic Chronicle :

1. Glass as a material for Standard Coin Weights, vol.

xiii. N.s. p. 60.

2. Notes on some coins of the Dynasty of the Khalifahs

of the Bani-Umeya, vol. xiv. N.s. p. 349.
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He wrote also for the Bulletin of the Egyptian Institute,

and for the Art Journal, a very interesting account of Cairo

and its mosques.

Only a few weeks before his death he presented to the

Khedive a valuable report on tbe monuments of Cairo,

w’hich will, we hope, be published sooner or later. Indeed,

of the Commission for the preservation of the Arab Monu-

ments in Cairo, Mr. Rogers was the guiding mind. In the

Academy of May 19, 1883, will be found an important letter

from him, announcing his discovery of the Mausoleum of

the Abbasside Khalifs. Mr. Rogers was the first authority

on all matters connected with Muhammadan Art in Egypt.

John Watson Laidlay, the son of John Laidlay, of Fleet-

wood, was born at Glasgow, March 27, 1808. His first

education was at a private school at Blackheath, but, soon

afterwards, he became a pupil of Faraday, with whom he

studied practical chemistry, the enthusiastic pursuit of which

had much influence on his after-life.

Under Dr. Gilchrist he studied Hindustani in London,

and, through him, made the acquaintance of Bishop Heber,

then on his way to Calcutta. When only 17, he went to

India in 1825, and was first employed in the mercantile

house of his uncles, Messrs. J. & R. Watson, at that period

extensive indigo planters in Bengal, and the proprietors of

some of the best silk factories of the East India Co. at

Berhampore, Rampore, etc. From 1826 to 1841 he was,

generally, in charge of either an indigo or a silk factory, but

in 1844 he took up his residence in Calcutta. There his

talent for languages, his love of deciphering inscriptions on

ancient edifices or on coins, and his perseverance in chemical

researches, brought him into correspondence with the leading

men of science then in India, many of whom became his

attached personal friends. In fact, there was scarcely any

scientific matter to which he did not, at this period of his

life, give attention.
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His most numerous literary and scientific communications

were made to the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, of

which he was, for a short time, one of the Secretaries, and

show a remarkably wide and various range of knowledge.

He was, also, one of the originators of the “ Bibliotheca

Indica,” a publication which has proved of the highest value

to Indian scholars, and which is still, perhaps, the most

valuable of Oriental publications. For this work, he was

able to obtain a grant in aid from the Indian Government.

lie remained in India till 1849, when he retired from

active life, and, on returning to England, resided, first in

London, and, since then, for many years at SeaclilF House,

Berwick, where his remaining years were devoted to the

study of Chemistry, Meteorology, Archmology, and Natural

History. At North Berwick he investigated the supposed

rise of the East Coast of Scotland, since Roman times, and

showed, by the examination of a pre-historic habitation

near that town, on a rock only 23 feet above high-water

mark, that, had the land really sunken, it must have been

swept away (see Geolog. Magaz. vol. vii. pp. 270-271, 1870).

The following papers (and there may be others not yet

discovered) show well the variety of subjects to which he

gave his attention. Thus, in the Journ. R. Asiat. Soc. Yol.

XVI. 1856, is one, “ On the connexion between Indo-Chinese

and Indo-European languages”
;
and, in the Journal of the

Bengal Asiatic Society, the following, “ On Catu-dioptric

Microscopes,” vol. iii. 1834:—“Analysis of Raw Silk,” vol.

iv. 1835 :
—“ On the rate of evaporation in the open Sea,”

vol. xiv. 1845:—“On the Coins of the Independent

Muhammedan Sovereigns of Bengal,” vol.xv. p. 18, 1846:

—

“ On a Sanskrit Inscription from Behar,” vol. xvii. 1848 ”
:

“Daily Evaporation in Calcutta,” tbid. :
—“Note on Indo-

Scythic Coins,” ibid. :
—“Note on Inscriptions found in the

Province Wellesley,” ibid.:—“Notice of a Chinese Geo-

graphical work,” vol. xviii. 1849 :
—“ Note on an Inscription
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from Keddah, ibid.
:
—

“

On preparing facsimiles of Coins,

etc.,” ibid.

Mr. Laidlay, also, translated the “Pilgrimage of Fa-Hian.”

Richard Lepsim was born at Naumbourg on December

23, 1810, and was educated at Pforta from 1823 to 1829,

a public school, which, in many ways, is more like those

in England, than is usually the case with great schools on

the Continent. On leaving Pforta, he studied at Leipzig

and Gottingen, and finally at Berlin under the illustrious

Bopp. No better master could have been found for such a

pupil. In 1833 he went to Paris, and, so thoroughly did he

work there that, in the next year, 1834, the French In-

stitute awarded him the Yolney Prize for his Essay entitled

“ Palaographie als Mittel der Sprachforschung,” subsequently

printed at Leipzig in 1842. While still in Paris he wrote

another essay, “ Leber die Ursprung und die Verwandschaft

der Zahlwbrter,” an essay of value, as has been elsewhere

remarked, as a warning to other scholars against making

discoveries which have been made long ago. In 1837, he

propounded the view “That all Sanskrit letters can be

traced back to Semitic originals.” In 1835, a paper

was read by him before the Berlin Academy, “ Ueber die

Anordnung und Verwandschaft der Semit. Alt-Ind. Alt-

Pers., Alt-Aegypt. und Alt-Athiop. Alphabete,” and subse-

quently published in the Transactions of the Academy.

In 1835 he went to Italy, and, after staying for some time

with Rosellini at Pisa, went on to Rome, where, having

established a natural friendship with Bunsen, he joined the

Archneological Institute, and for some time acted as its second

secretary under Emil Braun. How far he was even then ad-

vanced in his Egyptian studies may be seen from his famous

“Lettre a M. Rosellinisur 1’Alphabet Hieroglyphique (1837),”

which at once placed him in the foremost rank of the Egypto-

logists of that day, while the three following papers. Inscrip-

tions Umbricae et Oscae (1841), Ueber d. Tyrrhen. Pelasgen in
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Etruria (1842), and Eeber d. erbreitung d. Ital. Munz systems

von Etruria aus,” show that he had fully kept up his earlier

classical studies. In 1838, he was sent by the Archaeol.

Institute at Rome to England, and during the two years he

spent there, planned with Bunsen and others, the famous

expedition to Eg}"pt, in command of which he went out in

the autumn of 1842.

Previously to this (in 1842) he had published his “ Auswahl

der wichtesten Urkunde d. Aegyptisch Alterthiime,” with

23 plates, and “ Todtenbuch,” or Ritual of the Dead, with

79 plates. The former contains a selection (as the name

implies) from those historical texts, which have the highest

interest for Egyptian students, such as the Hieratic Canon of

the Kings at Turin, the Tablet of Abydos, etc. The “ Tod-

tenbuch” was printed from a hieroglyphic Papyrus at Turin,

which contained the text of this Ritual as arranged during

the period of the Saite Dynasty (i.e. before B.c. 527). There

is a later edition of this work, Berl. 1867, under the title

“Aelteste Texte d. Todtenbuchs aus d. Aegyptische Reiche.”

This book has remained ever since the standard work on the

subject, as it enabled the Ritualistic Papyri to be studied

systematically.

The expedition to Egypt, in which he was accompanied

by two Englishmen, Messrs. Bonomi and Wild, the late and

present keeper of the Soane Museum, lasted four years, and

was a complete success—if for no other reason that he was

able to examine 50 tombs, nearly all of which have since

disappeared. “ Every student of Egyptology knows the

fruits of that expedition as gathered partly in The Monu-

ments of Egypt and Ethiopia, with 900 plates (1849-59)

partly in the monuments themselves collected in the New
Egvptian Museum at Berlin. The materials which Lepsius

thus placed at the disposal of students inaugurated a new

period in the study of Hieroglyphic literature, and still

serve as a mine which it will take several generations to
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utilize and exhaust.” This work, as is well known, occupies

twelve colossal volumes. In 1849 he published his Chrono-

logy of the Egyptians, vol. i. (no second was issued) : in

1851, Ueber d. ersten Aegypten Gotterkreis, and in 1852,

“Briefer aus Aegypt. Aethiopien in der Halb. Insel des

Sinai,” which were translated by L. and B. Horner. These

letters give a good account of the people and the country.

In 1863 he published his Standard Alphabet, a new system

of transliteration, applicable to all languages, the preparation

of which, on which he was engaged for eight years, was a

work of great labour, as he had to travel from place to place,

to attend meetings, and to argue out all the points of his

plan, some of which were warmly contested. He however

succeeded better than he perhaps expected. His system, and

Prof. F. Max Muller’s Missionary Alphabet, were essentially

the same, viz. in their physiological basis and in the analysis

and classification of all sounds that require alphabetical

symbols. For Missionary purposes, no doubt. Prof. Muller’s

was the simplest, as not needing new types not readily to be

obtained at remote Missionary Stations. In 1864, he became

Editor with Dr. Brugsch of the Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische

Sprache und Alterthumskunde, an office he has only recently

given up.

In 1866 he went again to Egypt, on this occasion discover-

ing the Trilingual Tablet of San, a worthy successor and

companion to the world-known Rosetta stone. Like the

latter, this, also, is a decree of the Priests of Canopus, b c.

238. Lastly, in 1869, he was at the opening of the Suez

Canal, and, subsequently, travelled with the Crown Prince of

Prussia in Upper Egypt and Nubia.

In 1874 he attended the Oriental Congress in London.

Many of the last years of his life were devoted to the working

out of his Nubian Grammar, a work of great labour as

requiring the study of a large number of African languages.

For this important line of research, his “ Eine Nuba fiber-
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setzung des Marcus Evangeliums, Berl. 1860,” may be

considered as an Introduction.

Other papers he is known to have published are, De
Tabulis Eugubinis, particula prima (no more published),

Berlin, 1833 :—Reise von Theben nach der Halb-Insel des

Sinai, Berlin, 1846, translated in the same year into English

b}^ C. II. Cotterell :—Abtheilung der Aegyptischen Aelter-

thiimer. Die Wandgemalde der verschiedenen Riiume, 37

Tafeln nebst erklarung, Berlin, 18o5 :—Das bilingue Dekret

von Kanopus, Berlin, 1866 :—Les Metaux dans les Inscrip-

tions Egyptiennes [trad, par M. Berend].

There are probably, also, other papers or books by him

which have escaped notice.

No scholar deserves a fuller recognition by this Society of

his labours than Dr. Ernest Trumpp, who died on April 2,

1885, after a brief illness, the result of over intellectual

work, which his friends but too truly knew admitted of no

recovery. And such recognition is the more justified that

his most valuable publications were the direct outcome of his

various sojourns in India, made in the service of this country.

Ernest Trumpp was born at Ilsfeld, in Wurtemberg, on

March 13, 1828, and, after passing some time in a school at

Ileilbronn, entered the University of Tubingen, where the

famous Ewald became his first teacher. In 1848 he passed

his Theological Examinations, but a restless desire of im-

proving his linguistic acquirements, induced him to visit

Erance, Italy, and ultimately, England, for this purpose,

settling indeed here for some time, and earning his livelihood

by teaching Latin and German in a private school near

Ramsgate. When about to return to GermanAq he made

acquaintance with Mr. Venn, and soon after entered the

service of the Church Missionary Society, and proceeded to

Karachi, in Sind, in the summer of 1854, with the special,

but somewhat unusual, orders to devote the best part

of his time to linguistic research. After a year’s hard work
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in an unhealthy climate, he was compelled to seek change of

air by a visit to Palestine, where he devoted himself to the

study of spoken Arabic. Thence he returned to Karachi,

where, however, a second year’s labour so undermined his

health, that he had to return to Europe. He settled at Stutt-

gard, and spent the following few years in arranging and

working up the linguistic material he had previously collected.

In 1862 Dr. Trumpp went for a third time to India,

being, on this occasion, commissioned to study at Peshawar

the languages of the Afghans, but he was not able to live

there more than eighteen mouths. From 1864 to 1870 he

lived at Pfallingen, in AVurtemberg; but having, in 1870,

undertaken, at the request of the Secretary of State for

India, to translate the Sacred Code of the Sikhs, another

residence of two years in the East was necessary.

Some time after his return to Europe he began to lecture

at Tubingen on Oriental languages, and on the death of

Prof. Marcus Muller, was appointed by the University of

Munich to the Chair of Semitic Languages and Literature.

Here, besides his constant lectures, he had to contribute

papers and Oriental texts to the Royal Society of Munich

—contributions that bear ample testimony to the depth and

extent of the Oriental scholarship of their author. Too soon

partial, and, in 1883, total, blindness befell him
;

till, at

length, last autumn, his mental powers entirely broke down,

the result of over-work and of the over-straining of his

nervous system.

Dr. Trumpp was an indefatigable student
;
and more than

this, in several directions a pioneer whose lead all subsequent

scholars had to follow. In this respect specially noteworthy

are his various publications on the Sindhi language, viz. his

“ Sindhi Reading Book,” Lond. 1858
;
two long articles in

the Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1861 and

1862, on the position which Sindhi holds to Prakrit and the

other Sanskritic vernaculars of India :—The Diwan of Abd-

VOL, XVII.—[new series.] c
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allatif Shah, Leipz. 1866
;
and his Grammar of the Sindhi

Language compared with Sanskrit, Prakrit, and the Cognate

Indian Vernaculars, Lond. 1872. He also compiled an

Etymological Sindhi Dictionary, which still remains un-

printed.

To this Society he contributed an article on the Declen-

sional features of the North Indian Vernaculars, printed in

our Journal, vol. xix. o.s. In 1873 he printed at Leipzig

a “ Grammar of the Pushto or Language of the Afghans

compared with the Iranian and North Indian Idioms,” the

practical outcome of two exhaustive essays in the Journ. Germ.

Or. Soc. in 1867 and 1869. His translation of the Adi

Granth, with introductory essays on the composition of that

work, and the lives of the Sikh Gurus, appeared in 1877,

hut, unfortunately, his copious collections with reference to

a comparative grammar of the archaic Hindi dialects, in

which the Sikh Scriptures are composed, have not yet been

put into shape. There is only one paper by him relating to

this subject, “Die Aeltesten Hindigedichte,” communicated

to the Royal Society of Munich, on Jan. 7, 1879.

The following papers complete his Indian work :—In the

Journal of this Society, Vol. XIX. o.s., “On the Language

of the so-called Kafirs in the Indian Caucasus” (subsequently

reproduced in an amended form in the Journ. Germ. Orient.

Soc. 1866) :
—“Analysis and Comparison of the Dardu Lan-

guages” (Calc. Rev. 1872):—“Notes on the Indian Reformer

Kabir” (Acts Flor. Orient. Congr.):—“Grammatical Inquiry

into the Language of the Brahuis ” (Bull. Roy. Acad.

Munich, 1880), in which he most clearly traced the Dravidian

character and affinities of that language ;—and a dissertation

on Persian Pronunciation and Accent, ibid. 1872.

During his residence at Munich his studies were chiefly

confined to the Ethiopic and Arabic languages. He con-

tributed a valuable paper “On the Accent in Ethiopic,” to

the Journ. Germ. Or. Society (1874) : he also published, in
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the Trans. Roy. Acad. Munich, critical editions of
“ The

Baptismal Service of the Ethiopic Church” (1878); “The

Book of Adam ” (1880) ;
and the “ Hexameron of the

Pseudo-Epiphanius ” (1882). His publications on Arabic

subjects show his predilection for grammatical inquiries,

especially for interpretations of the subtle disquisitions

of the native grammarians. His chief writings on this

score in the “ Sitzungsberichte ” of the Boy. Acad, of

Munich, are :
—“Ueber den Zustandsausdruck in dem Semi-

tischen Sprachen, speciell in Arabischen ” (1876) :

“ Die

Ajrumiyah des Muhammad bin Baud” (1876): “Beitriige

zur Arabischen Syntax” (1877): “Beitriige zur erklarung

des Mufassal” (1878 and 1884): “Die Arabische Satzbau

nach der Anschauung der Arab. Grammatiker” (1879) : and

“ Der Bedingungssatz in Arabischen” (1882). His last

contribution to the Journ. Germ. Orient. Soc. (1884) treats of

the true import of the ix. and xi. conjugations in Arabic.

Among distinguished Orientalists, not members of this

Society, may be mentioned Mr. Thomas Rohinson, who is

lamented by a large circle of scholars. Mr. Bobinson was

born at Manchester on March 23, 1794, and died Dec. 9, 1884,

at Winslow. His career was in many ways a remarkable one.

Educated in early life at Manchester New College (of which

institution he was ultimately the President), he became a

cotton manufacturer, first at Manchester, and then at Dukin-

field. In these places he distinguished himself by the warm

interest he took in the welfare of his work-people, providing

for them sanitary and educational facilities, at that time

far from common. He was, also, one of the founders of

the Manchester Statistical Society, the first of the kind

established in England. From an early period he gave

much of his leisure time to the study of German and

Oriental literature
;

translating Schiller’s “ William Tell,”

first in 1825, and subsequently in 1834, and the “ Minor

Poems” in 1867. In 1878, he published “Specimens
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of the German Lyric Poems,” and, in 1879, “ Trans-

lations from various German Authors.” The first fruits

of his study of Persian was a life of Firdusi, published

so long ago as 1823. But his cheap publications were

not issued till long subsequently, when, in spite of the

distractions of business, he was able to turn to good use

his intimate acquaintance with the German language and

literature. He was thus enabled to supplement his own

Persian acquirements by the most recent acquirements of

foreign scholarship. His charming little editions of the

Persian poets, Firdusi, Jami, Sadi, Hafiz, Nizami, etc.,

were, indeed, almost the only means whereby the public

could have become acquainted with a beautiful and unique

literature. Few readers probably knew who was denoted by

the S. B. (the modest signature of the prefaces of these

Persian classics), and probably, but for the entreaties of his

friends, the general public would never have known to whom

they were indebted for tbe best collective rendering of the

leaders of Persian literature. We owe, indeed, mainly to

Mr. Clouston, that Mr. Robinson’s volume, printed in 1883,

under the title of “ Persian Poetry for English Readers,” was

issued at all, and even then, Mr. Robinson so disliked

publicity, that the volume was not printed for sale, but only

for presentation to libraries and individuals known to be

interested in Oriental studies. This volume contains sketches

of Firdusi, Nizami, Sadi, Rumi, Hafiz and Jami, the bio-

graphical notice of the last having been translated by

Mr. Robinson from a monograph by Dr. W. Bacher, with

whom, as with other scholars, he maintained a constant

correspondence. Mr. Robinson bequeathed his Oriental

books and MSS. to the Library of Owens’ College.

The Auditors submit the accompanying Account of the

receipts and expenditure of the Society which will, they hope,

be considered satisfactory.
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Proceedings of Asiatic Societies.—Royal Asiatic Society .

—

The following papers have been read at different meetings

of the Society, since the last Anniversary of May 19 :

—

1. Prof. Terrien de Lacoupiere, M. R. A. S., “On the

Embassies from Indo-China to the Middle Kingdom, and on

the Trade-routes thither, 3,000 years ago.” Read, June

16, 1884.

2. Dr. Theodore Duka, M.D., M.R.A.S., “ On Csoma de

Koros, and the !MSS. given by him to the Rev. C. Malan,

which Dr. Malan has recently presented to the Hungarian

Academy of Science and Art.” Read June 16, 1884.

3. Rev. T. W. Kolbe, “ On the Bearings of the Study of

the Bantu Languages on the Aryan Family of Languages.”

Read November 17, 1884.

4. Surgeon-Major T. H. Hendley, M.R.A.S., “ On the

Buddhist Remains near Sambhar.” Read Nov. 17, 1884.

5. The Secretary, also, read a short note “ On some

specimens of Natural History and some Coins,” presented

by M. M. Bhownaggree, Esq., M.R.A.S. Read Nov.

17, 1884.

6. “ On the Languages of the Caucasus.” By R. N. Cust,

Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S. Read Dec. 15, 1884.

7. “ On the Study of the South-Indian Vernaculars.” By
the Rev. G. U. Pope, D.D., M.R.A.S. Read Jan. 26, 1885.

8. “ On the Pallavas.” By the Rev. T. Foulkes, M.R.A.S.,

of Coimbatore. Read Feb. 16, 1885.

9. “ On the Northern Frontagers of China, Part VIL The

Shato Turks.” By H. H. Howorth, Esq., F.S.A., M.R.A.S.

Read March 16, 1885.

10. “Notes on Prof. Tylor’s Arabian Matriarchate, pro-

pounded by him, as President of the Anthropological Section,

British Association, Montreal, 1884.” By J. W. Redhouse,

Esq., C.M.G., LL.D., Hon. M.R.A.S., Hon. F.R.S.L. Read

March 16, 1885.

11. “ On the Age and Writings of Nagarjuna Boddhi-
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sattva (from the Chinese).” By the Rev. Prof. Beal, M.R.A.S.

Read April 20, 1885.

12. “ On the Vernacular Literature and Folklore of the

Panjab.” By T. II. Thornton, Esq., C.S.I., D.C.L. Read

May 4, 1885.

Of these papers Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, have been already

printed in the Journal of the Society, so that it is not neces-

sary to say anything about them here
;
a brief abstract of

the others is now given. Thus, in his paper, “ On Three

Embassies from Indo-China to the Middle Kingdom,” Prof,

de Lacouperie stated that, during the first year of the reign

of Tch’ing, the second King of the Tchen Dynasty (about

13. c. 1100), three Embassies came to him from Indo-China,

before his power was firmly established south of the Yang-

tze-Kiang. These so-called embassies were really travelling

parties of merchants, who had heard of the wealth of the New
Dynasty from the Tribes of West and South China, who had

helped the Tchen to overthrow the preceding Dynasty. The

original record of these visits was probably destroyed in one

or other of five great fires, in which most of the Ilistorical

Literature of China perished. Only a few fragments of in-

formation about these have survived, and these in a much

altered state.

Curiously enough, these disastrous alterations have been

caused, chiefly, through the conflict of the rival schools

of Confucius and of Lao-tze, the general result being that

the traditions were amended and completed by the addition

of marvellous circumstances or by the attribution to the

earliest period of happy or glorious events, similar to those

of later times. One of these events would, naturally, be

the arrival at Court of foreigners from distant regions.

The Three Embassies were those of (1) Merchants from

the Nili or Norai country, north of Burma by the Bhamo

Road; (2) of merchants from the Kudang country, in the

S.W. of Yunnan, bringing monkeys, etc., the geographical
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position and details of the story showing the existence of

Karen tribes in N. Burma, and of Dravidians in the N.E.

part of India
; (3) of merchants from Yuh-chiang or

Cochin-China, who are said to have been sent back.

At the close of his paper, the Professor passed in review

six annual trade routes between India and Cochin-China,

and China, previously to the Christian era. Of these,

two are important : namely, the one through Assam to

India, and the other to Tung King on the Red River.

It was by the latter that the sea-traders of Kattigara

(Hanoi) heard of the important trading state of Tsen (in

Yunnan)
; this name being, in fact, the antecedent of that

of China.

Professor Beal, in his paper, “On the Age and Writings of

Nagarjuna Boddhisattva,” stated that, in his judgment, there

were two persons of some note, both writers, bearing the

respective names of N%arjuna, and Nagarsena, though this

has been denied by some writers. The lives of both, he said,

have been written
;
and it appears that the former was an

eminent Boddhisattva, residing in the South of India
;

the

latter merely a Bhikshu or beggar, in Northern India. The

former lived, subsequently to the death of Kanishka, about

the end of the second century of the Christian era
;

the

latter was a contemporary of Menander, who flourished B.c.

140. The character of the two men greatly differed
;

the

former was the founder of a new school, an ambitious

innovator, and an adept in conjuration and magic
;
the latter

was a skilful disputant, but a loyal follower of the primitive

doctrine of Buddha.

Mr. Beal then noticed two Chinese works, the “ Sutra of

Bhikshu Nagarsena,” from the contents of which he founded

his argument as to the date of Nagarsena
;

discussed in

detail the information with respect to Nagarjuna, which

is of a mixed character, and scattered throughout the

Buddhist literature of China
;

the chief difficulty being to
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connect the scattered notices into anything like a reliable

whole. Mr. Beal refers to the Chinese Traveller, Hiouen

Tsang, and to Chinese and Tibetan documents, and thus

arrives at the presumed date of Nagarjuna; further, on

examining his writings, he finds (as he believes) internal

evidence that he inaugurated a new era in the Buddhist

development, and also that his information was derived from

foreign (perhaps Persian) sources.

Mr. Beal points out that the new doctrine taught by

Nagarjuna is essentially alien from the early teaching of the

Buddhist schools, and can only be accounted for by the

introduction of foreign thoughts and words into the

Buddhistic system.

Twenty-four books of the Chinese Tripitaka are ascribed

to this writer, one of which has been translated by Dr.

Edkins, and a second b}*^ Mr. Beal
;

a third is noticed in

Prof. F. Max. Muller’s “ India.” Of this book, Mr. Beal

remarks that it is entirely in keeping with the original

teaching of Buddha, as regards Moral Doctrines. Mr. Beal

gives, also, a full translation of one hundred lines or one-

fourth of the whole work and an abstract of the remainder.

He adds that Nagarjuna compiled the substance of the

Vidhyakara-pitaka.

Mr. T. H. Thornton, in his paper “On the Yernacular

Literature and Folklore of the Panjab,” gave a valuable

epitome of information, from books, periodicals, and oflBcial

records, as well as many interesting details from the lips of

native Indian princes. Much, too, he also obtained from

the Report, recently published, by Mr. Denzil Ibbetson,

a work which is a monument of elaborate research, and

a “ mine of information ” not only regarding mere census

operations, but for the history, the languages and the litera-

ture of the Panjab.

Mr. Thornton then gave a brief notice of the country,

especially referring to the remarkable diversity of the races
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now found inhabiting it. Of these, the chief are the Jats,

a race of Scythic origin, its chief cultivators
;

Rajputs, of

pure Aryan blood
;

Aratns, a Panjab race
;

Gujars, from

East Tartary
;

Gliakkars, from Khorassan
;

Tajiks, aborigi-

nals from Iran
;
Moghul descendants of Baber’s soldiers

;

Ahirs, from the West coast of Bombay
;

Khaggas and

Qureshis from Arabia
;

Tibetans, from Central Asia
;

with

nomads, etc., peculiar to the Province. On the South-

Western Frontier are the Biluchis and the Patans, the

nationality of whom is not yet satisfactorily settled.

Mr. Thornton then pointed out that the vessels which still

ply on the Fiver Sutlej may be considered as rude semblances

of the triremes of Alexander’s fleet, and briefly described

the languages, ten in number, spoken in the Province,

viz. The Hindi, Urdu, or Hindustani] the Bagri, Pahari,

Panjabi, Bogri, Jatki and Kashmiri, which all belong to

the Indie division of the Aryan family. Besides these are,

the Pashto (the language of the Afghans or Patans), the

Biluchi (Iranic) and the Tibetan, a Mongolian language.

Mr. Thornton then stated that the Panjabi was really the

vernacular of fourteen millions of souls—with a written

literature that had been very unfairl}' treated with neglect.

The Granth, or Sacred Book of the people, curiously enough,

was not written in Panjabi, but in an old form of Hindi.

Side by side with the written literature is a vast amount

of Folk-lore, which is now attracting much attention, owing

to the zeal of Capt. B. C. Temple and Mrs. Steel, who have

published much on this subject in the Indian Antiquary. The

former has also started “Panjab Notes and Queries.” With

regard to the present condition and prospects of the Panjabi

language and literature, Mr. Thornton added, that both Mr.

Beames and Mr. Ibbetson were of opinion, that, with the

extension of railways and the vast development and difi’usion

of printed Urdu literature, the Panjabi language would be

gradually extinguished. He thought, however, himself.
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that this process, even if ultimately inevitable, would be a

very slow one. Of the fourteen millions who spoke Panjabi,

the census showed that 937 in every thousand could neither

read nor write, and that only 15 in a thousand were being

taught. In conclusion, Mr. Thornton gave some interesting

statistics, to show the enormous development of vernacular

literature and educational establishments in the Panjab. At

the present time there were 28 vernacular newspapers, 24

periodicals, 26 societies for the diffusion of knowledge, with

an University, several Colleges, 25 high schools and 2800

primary and indigenous schools.

Journals.—Royal Asiatic Society .—Since the last Anni-

versary of May 19, 1884, Parts III. and IV. of Vol. XVI.

and Parts I. and II. of Vol. XVII. have been published,

containing the following papers :

—

Thus, in Vol. XVI. Part III. are papers—On the Origin

of the Indian Alphabet. By R. N. Gust, Esq., Hon. Sec.

R.A.S.

The Yi-King of the Chinese as a Book of

Divination and Philosophy. By the Rev. Dr. Edkins, Hon.

Memb. R.A.S.

On the Arrangement of the Hymns of the Rig-

Veda. By Frederic Pincott, Esq., M.R.A.S.

And in Vol. XVI. Part IV.—Suka Sandesah. A Sanskrit

Poem by Lakshmi-Dasa. With Preface and Notes in

English by H. H. Rama-Varma, Maharaja of Travancore,

G.C.S.I., M.R.A.S.
;
and a Commentary by Kerala Varma.

The Chinese Book of Odes for English Readers.

By Clement F. R. Allen, Esq., M.R.A.S.

Note sur les mots Sanscrits composes avec ^f?I.

Par J. Van den Gheyn, S.J., M.R.A.S.

Remarks on the Life and Labours of Alexander

Csoma de Koros, delivered on the occasion when his Tibetan

books and MSS. were exhibited before the Royal Asiatic
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Society on June 16, 1884. By Surgeon-Major Theodore

Duka, M.D., M.E..A.S., late of the Bengal Army.

Arab Metrology. V. Ez-Zahrawy. Translated

and Annotated by M. H. Sauvaire, M.B.A.S., de I’Acad^mie

de Marseille, Consul de France.

In Vol. XVII. Part I. are— 1. The Story of Shiuten

Doji, from a Japanese “Makimono” in Six “Ken” or RoUs.

By F. Y. Dickins, Esq., M.R.A.S.

2. Buddhist Remains near Sambhar in Western Rajpu-

tana, India. By Surgeon-Major T. H. Hendley, M.R.A.S.

3. On the bearing of the Study of the Bantu Languages

of South Africa on the Aryan Family of Languages. By
the Rev. F. W. Kolbe, late Missionary of the German Society

of Barmen in Damara Land, South Africa, Author of the

English-Herero Dictionary. Prepared at the request of R.

N. Oust, Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

4. Gleanings from the Arabic. By H. W. Freeland, M.A.,

M.R.A.S.

5. Notes on the Assyrian and Accadian Pronouns. By G.

Bertin, Esq., M.R.A.S.

6. Dialects of Tribes of the Hindu Khush, from Colonel

Biddulph’s work on the subject (corrected). II. The Shina

Language. III. The Khowar Language.

VoL XVII. Pt. II.—7. The Languages of the Caucasus.

By R. N. Cust, Esq., Hon. Sec. R.A.S.

8. On the Study of the South Indian Yernaculars. By the

Rev. G. U. Pope, D.D., Fellow of the Madras University,

M.R.A.S.

9. The Pallavas. By the Rev. Thomas Foulkes, M.R.A.S.

10. Translation of Books 81-93 of the Markandeya Parana.

By Rev. B. Hale Wortham, M.R.A.S.

11. Notes on Professor Tylor’s “ Arabian Matriarchatc,”

propounded by him as President of the Anthropological

Section, British Association, Montreal, 1884. By J. W.

Redhouse, Esq., C.M.G., LL.D., Hon. Fell. R.S.L., M.R.A.S.
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12, The Northern Frontagers of China. Part YII. The

Shato Turks. By H. H. Howorth, Esq., F.S.A.

The Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society has kept up its

well-assured character. Thus, in vol. liii. pt. 1, No. 1, Captain

Temple gives a very interesting account of the Trade dialect

of the Naggash or painters on papier mache in the Panjab

and Kashmir, drawn mainly from linguistic fragments pub-

lished by Dr. Leitner in the Records of the Panjab Govern-

ment, sect, 1, 1882
;
the result of Capt. Temple’s enquiries

being that the words collected by him and by Dr. Leitner

agree very nearly together. With regard to the origin of

the peculiar words, Capt. Temple thinks, that the answer will

eventually be, that the bulk of the words are really dialectic

and traceable to surrounding idioms or to former stages

of the modern Aryan languages. Capt. Temple then com-

pares the numerals in eleven dialects with the Prakrit,

Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic, and with a further table of

multiplicatives. He then gives four comparative tables of

general nouns and verbs, the final result being that most

of the words can be traced and are not, as has been suggested,

slang inventions.

The late Mr. F. A. de Roepstorff supplies a Nicobar tale,

called Tiomberombi, which gives a curious account of these

strange savages, who have a strict rule, that no man’s name

must be mentioned after his death. As the writer remarks,

such a rule “ must effectually hinder the ‘ making of history,’

or, at any rate, the transmission of historical narrative.” He,

further, suggests that Tiomberombi may very possibly be

of Malay origin, but, if so, it must have been ages since

imported into the islands
;
he thinks, too, that if, however,

the tale be not indigenous, it is certainly not of Indian

origin. Mr. E. T. Atkinson contributes a learned paper,

entitled, “ Notes on the History of Religion in the Hima-

laya of the North-West Provinces,” Part I., containing
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a valuable summary of the existing religion in Kumaon,
Garhwal, etc., and pointing out the remarkable fact that

the Vedas are practically unknown to, and uncared for

by the majority of Hindus. They are in no sense a

“Bible” to the masses, as there is no translation of them

into the vulgar tongue of the people, while some sects,

also, do not acknowledge their authority in matters of faith

and practice. He adds that both Brahmanism and Buddhism

(which was originally a protest against Sacerdotalism) had

to admit the demons of the aborigines into the Pantheon :

that both these systems, in the end, sought to obtain popular

favour by pandering to the vulgar love of mystery, magical

mummeries, superhuman power and the like, and that

Brahmanism absorbed Buddhism rather than destroyed it.

Mr. Atkinson then deals at some length with the Kumaon

Calendar, and then with important local classes, as the

Gosains, Jangamas, Kanphatas, with the sacrifices, as offered

by the Yaishnavas or Saiva Saktas, the Holi, etc. He then

gives some details of the domestic ritual and of the daily

prayers, and of much more which cannot here be abstracted.

Generally these ceremonies are interesting as showing the

extraordinary amount of ceremonial worship required of the

people by their Brahmanical rulers.

In vol. liii. pt. 1, Ho. 2, 1884, we find the following:

—

a “Classified and Detailed Catalogue of the Gold Coins of the

Imperial Gupta Dynasty of Northern India with an Introduc-

tory Essay,” by V. A. Smith, Esq., M.R.A.S. :
—“On Medals

known as Bamtinkis,” by the Hon. J. Gibbs, M.R.A.S. :

—

“On the Geography of India during the reign of Akbar, No.

1, Subat Avadh (Oudh),” by J. Beames, Esq., M.R.A.S. :

—

“ Baiswari Folk Songs,” collected by Babu Jogendra Nath

Rae, contributed by W. Irvine, Esq.; and “Notes from

Yaraha Mihira’s Panchasiddhantika,” by Prof. G. Thibaut.

The first two of these will be noticed under Numismatics.

!Mr. Beames’s paper, the first of a series, is an attempt to
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reconstruct, as far as possible, the map of the Mughal Empire

at the time of the first great settlement of the financial and

political administration effected in a.d. 1582 by Raja Todar

Mai. The details of this important measure are, as is well

known, preserved in the Ain-i-Akhari, the Persian text of

which was settled and published by the late Prof. Blochmann,

who, however, did not live long enough to translate more

than the first volume of it. Mr. Beames commences his

work with the Subah of Oude, Mr. Irvine’s paper gives

some amusing Folk-songs in the Baiswari Dialects, col-

lected by Babu Jogendra Nath Rae of Ghazipur. The text

has been edited by G. A. Grierson, Esq. Mr. Thibaut’s

paper on Varaha Mihira’s Pailchasiddhantika is valuable as

showing how much the study of Hindu astronomy has

advanced of recent years, and, especially, since the discovery

by Dr. Biihler of two complete MSS. of this writer in 1874.

It is now quite certain, as had been long suspected, that all

that has any claim to be called scientific in Hindu astronomy

is derived from the Greeks. A special number has also been

published, as a substitute for Nos. 3 and 4 of Pt. I of 1884,

containing Mr. G. A. Grierson’s translation of Mambodh’s

Haribans, and, by the same scholar. An Index to Mambodh’s

Haribans, Twenty-one Vaishnava Hymns, and the Song

of Bijai Mai.

In the Proceedings are many brief and interesting papers,

to some of which we shall now call attention. Thus Mr.

V. A. Smith gives a note on the Nandinagari, or South

Indian form of the Nagari character, which was derived

from the North Indian about the eleventh century a.d,,

from the type then prevailing at Benares, not from the

Gauri or Bengali. At p. 19 is a special, notice of the

publications of the Bihliotheca Indica, which will he recorded

hereafter. Dr. Rajendra Mitra read a paper on the Psycho-

logical tenets of the Vaishnavas, to which the Rev. C.

H. A. Dali gave some interesting additions, pointing out
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that the Babu’s rendering of “ Ekamevadviti yam,” as “ One

verily secondless,” or,
“ God is one and without a Second,”

lies at the root of the teaching of the “ Brahmo Somaj.”

According to Dr. Mitra the hitherto accepted rendering of

the Sanskrit words is not their fair equivalent. Mr. Dali

considered the movement of the Brahmo Somaj was clearly

traceable to education and books derived from the West.

In the May number is an important letter from Mr. Cecil

Bendall, pointing out that the Palaeographical Society had

received so little support in England, that there would

be no chance of their publishing facsimiles of old MSS.

from India, as Babu Bajendra Mitra had supposed likely.

It seems rather strange that there should be no establish-

ment in Calcutta capable of providing Autotype facsimiles.

For minute accuracy, no scholar can rely on lithographic

copies of inscriptions, however praiseworthy may have been

the intentions of the lithographers. We must have Sun-

pictures. The French Heliographs are not pretty, but they

are absolutely reliable, as any one can see who will look at

the plates in the Corp. Inscr. Semiticarum, now in course

of publication.

Mr. Beames has contributed a paper “ On the Geography

of India in the Beign of Akbar,” in which he proposes

ultimately to reconstruct, as far as possible, the map of

the Mughal Empire at the time of the first great settlement

of the financial and political administration of Baja Todar

Mai, in a.d. 1582. He commences with the Subah of Oudh.

Captain B. C. Temple has contributed an interesting note

“ On a Point of Panjabi Phonetics.” In this paper he shows

that “ when aspirated sonants are the aspirate is trans-

posed by Panjabis thus; samahad— mmMh, lahah = lahh.

This is an almost invariable rule. Even when not final, the

transposition takes place, e.g. mhamji—mmjhi. It is never

true of surds, e.g. they never say rdhdk— ralili or rahat=

rath.” Dr. Hoernle has given a very interesting account of
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the so-called “ clay seals ” discovered by Mr. Carr Stephens

ill or near the village of Sonait, and states that most of them,

if not all, are distinctly Brahmanic
;
those previously found

have been, as a rule. Buddhistic. The Rev. George Parker,

of the China Inland Mission, Shanghai, has contributed

some very important criticisms on General A. N. Kuropat-

kin’s Eastern or Chinese Turkestan, which was translated

from the Russian by Major W. E. Gowan, and printed at

Calcutta in 1882. From this paper it is clear that General

Kuropatkin is not much of a philologist. And Major C.

R. Macgregor gives an interesting notice of some of the

tribes on the N.E. Frontier of India, under the title

“ Notes on Akas and Akaland.” The paper has, also, some

brief vocabularies. Mr. W. F. Sinclair gives a brief, but

important account of the Monsoon waves on the coast of

Alibagh, south of Bombay Harbour.

Bombaij Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.—Vol. xvii.

No. 44, contains Prof. Peterson’s Report on the Search for

Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay circle, April, 188‘3—March, 1884,

which has been published as an extra number of this Society’s

publications. In the present volume is his General Report,

to which we can only refer
;
then follows an account of a

visit to Alwar, to which his Jaipur friends had, in 1882,

called his attention. The Maharaja happened to be away,

but the good offices of Dr. W. W. Hunter secured for him

the despatch of telegraphic instructions to the State officials,

granting him access to the library as often and for as long

as might be necessary for a complete study of its contents.

Added to this. Prof. Peterson was able to obtain from

the Maharaja’s library the loan of several MSS., a

second instance in which the officer appointed by the

Government of India to search for Sanskrit MSS. has been

permitted, not only to examine Palace Libraries, but to

make a closer study in Bombay of MSS. selected from

TOL. XVII.—[new series.] D
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them. In his former Report Prof. Peterson expressed

the hope that the great Jaipur Collection he examined

last year might be properly catalogued. We rejoice, there-

fore, to be able to state that the Jaipur Durbar have cor-

dially acceded to this request, and that this Catalogue has

already made considerable progress. The late Mr. Eastwick,

in his Handbook of Western India, speaks in high terms

of the way in which the Alwar Collection is kept
;

and

Prof. Peterson adds that he has seen no library that can

compare with it in that respect. “Each MS.,” he states,

“ is in a separate cloth, and an outside label, placed where

it can best catch the eye, gives the name of the book and

of the author. The MSS. are arranged according to sub-

jects in separate book cases, and bear numbers that tally

exactly with the admirable catalogue compiled by the

present excellent Librarian, Joshi Gangada.” Prof. Peter-

son’s work comprises: 1. Extracts from MSS. belonging

to II. II. the Maharaja of Alwar, etc.
;

2. Extracts from

MSS. purchased for Government
;

3. A Digambara Patta-

vali; 4. List of Vedic books belonging to H.H. the Maha-

raja of Alwar
;

5. List of MSS. purchased for Govern-

ment. “ The collection,” Prof. Peterson further remarks,

“ is not an old one, having been formed chiefly by the

distinguished scholar Bani Singh, who died in 1857. It

is, as most Rajput libraries are, rich in astrological books.

But the chief interest in the library lies in the very

valuable and complete collection of the Vedic books it

includes. Pandit Durgaprasad, at my request, wrote out

from the Catalogue the names of the books in this part

of the Collection, and added, from an inspection of the

books themselves, the author’s name, wherever that could

be ascertained.”

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1883. — The

Asiatic Society of Ceylon has issued “ Translations from the
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Pali of Jatakas Nos. 41-50,” by the Lord Bishop of Colombo.

In the Proceedings of the Society for 1883 is a letter from

Mr. Burgess to Mr. D. W. Ferguson, “ On the Images in

Buddhist Temples,” and somewhat later, a reply to Mr.

Burgess by Mr. Witha Sinha :—A paper from Mr. J. F.

Dickson gives some “ Notes illustrative of Buddhism as the

daily Religion of the Buddhists of Ceylon, and some account

of their ceremonies before and after death,” and one from

Mr. J. P. Lewis, “ On Ceylon Gipsies.”—Portions of papers

by Mr. C. Fowler on “ The Elephant Catchers,” and by Mr.

W. K. James on “ Sinhalese Bird-lore.” The Society has,

also, printed “Addenda to Prof. Rhys Davids’s Translation of

the Jatakas 1-40,” to supply certain omissions. The transla-

tions have been made by J. B. Panabokka, Ratamahatmaya

of Lower Dumbara.

Journal of the Straits Branch of the Rojial Asiatic Society .

—

In No. xii. of this Journal are the following, all worth
,

reading, but to a considerable extent scientific. Thus, Capt.

H. R. Kelham treats of “ Malayan Ornithology,” continued

from No. xi. :—and a very interesting letter is given from

L. Wray, Esq., jun., “On Gutta-producing trees”:—Mr.

W. E. Maxwell writes “On Shamanism in Perak”:— Mr.

A. M. Ferguson writes “On Changes in Malayan Dialects”:

—

Mr. Skinner gives a sketch of “Straits Meteorology” :—Mr.

W. E. Maxwell adds an “ Occasional Note,” in which he

deals with M. Marcel Devic’s supposed additions to the Abbe

Favre’s “ Dictionnaire Malais-Frangais.” In the “Miscel-

laneous Notes” is an interesting paper entitled “ Malacca in

the Eighteenth Century ” («.e. 1756) ;
one, a “Tiger-hunt in

Java,” and two or three more or less important papers.

In the volume for June, 1884, Mr. J. Errington de la Croix

continues his paper on “ The Pigmies ” :—The Hon. D. F. A.

Hervey gives notes from “ Valentyn’s Description of Malacca ”

:

—The Hon. W. E. Maxwell, writes on “ The Law and Customs
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of the Malays with reference to the tenure of land ” :—The

Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods contributes a paper on “The

Stream Tin Deposits of Perak ” :—The Honble. D. F. A.

Hervey writes “ On the State of Rembau ” :—and S. Elphin-

stone Dalrymple “ On the Tawaran and Putatan Rivers.”

Mr. De la Croix’s paper is a valuable addition to what he has

already published in this Journal, and is a translation of a

well-known paper by M. A. de Quatrefages, in the Journal

des Savants for 1883. It brings down the study to the

most recent times, and to the researches of Mr. E. H. Man,

M.R.A.S. Mr. Hervey’s paper is valuable as the translation

of a portion of Valentyn’s Memoir, what has never before

been translated, though referred to by Mr. Logan. This

paper has not been quite completed. Mr. Maxwell’s paper

is, like all those he has contributed to this Journal, of much

practical value, and he is doubtless right in stating that

comparatively few Englishmen have mastered the principles

on the possession of land, etc., in the provinces where they

act as Governors. In this memoir he shows that the policy

of Indian Administrators in Malacca is wholly diiferent

from that adopted in India Proper, and endeavours to

trace out the actual native views on this subject. The paper

is a long and important one and very interesting. At

the end of it are extracts from the Malay code of Laws, with

translations. Mr. Hervey’s paper on “ Remblau ” is of value,

as but little has, up to this time, been recorded of this State.

Asiatic Society of Japan, vol. xii. pt. 2. This part contains

two papers, one by Mr. H. Poyer, “A Catalogue of the

Lepidoptera of Japan.” This paper is a continuation of one

in vol. xii. pt. 2. The second, by Mr. "W. Dening, is a

very thoughtful account of “ Modern Translation into Sinico-

Japanese,” in which he shows from abundant examples that

the Chinese language is quite capable of dealing with the

most abstruse subject for translation from other languages.
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and is able to express the finest and most difficult thoughts,

perhaps, more clearly than any other language. He confirms,

indeed, very fully which has already been so well put by

Prof. F. Max Muller, who states that “Ever}'' shade of thought

that finds expression in the highly finished and nicely

balanced system of Greek tenses, moods, and particles, can

be expressed, and has been expressed, in that infant

language by words that have neither prefix nor suffix,

or terminations to indicate number, case, tense, mood, or

person.”

Journal Asiatique .—Serie viii. tome iii. No. 3, Avril-Mai-

Juin, contains papers by M. Pognon on the inscription of

Merou Nerar I., King of Assyria, p. 293. Mr. Clerinout-Gan-

neau writes on “Trois Monuments Pheniciens Apocryphes: ”

M. Sauvaire continues his researches, “ Sur la Numismatique

et de la Metrologie Musulmaues,” in a paper which is in-

valuable for the amount of study to which the author has

given it, but which is scarcely readable by any one not an

expert in these matters. M. Senart also continues his learned

Etude sur les Inscriptions de Piyadasi. Chap. xiii. 2

Edits de Sahasaram, de Rupnath, et de Bairat. The late,

grievously regretted, M. Guyard has given a paper with the

title, “Etudes Vanniques, hypotheses, corrections, et sugges-

tions nouvelles,” which is chiefly concerned with the criticism

of the interpretation by Mr. Sayce of certain words, as

given by him in his famous paper in the Journal of the Society.

Yol. XIV. M. Bergaigne continues his studies “Sur le

lexique du Rig-Veda.” In the “ Nouvelles et Melanges,” M.

Rubens Duval deals with two doctrines of Syrian Monophysik.

M. Halevy gives an account of the Nabathacau Inscriptions

collected by Mr. Doughty. Lastly, M. Darmesteter writes

“ On the Zendiks.”

Serie viii. tome iv. No. 1, July, is, as usual, entirely occu-

pied by the Annual Report to the Society, on this occasion
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most happily entrusted to M. Darmesteter, who has well

maintained the prestige so long attaching to the Reports of

MM. Mohl and Renan. We may, perhaps, be permitted to

congratulate him that his field vision has extended beyond

the labours of French scholars only, and that the works of

some German and a few Belgian writers have been included

in his survey. This is something!

In tome iv. No. 2, Aout, Septembre, Octobre, M. Ber-

gaigne continues his studies,
“ Sur le Lexique du Rig-Veda,

the greater part of this paper, as of the previous one, being

devoted to a criticism of the theories adopted by M. Grass-

mann. M. Sauvaire adds a further paper “Sur la Numis-

matique et de la Metrologie Musulmanes, deuxieme partie,

Poids.” MM. Joseph et Hartwig Dererabourg give “Etudes

sur Epigraphie de Yemen—le voyages de M. Ed. Glaser dans

I’Arabie Meridionale.” The voyage of M. Glaser appears to

have been, in spite of incessant opposition on the part of the

natives, a complete success, as he has brought back with

him copies of 276 inscriptions, the majority of which are

said to have been previously unknown. M. Glaser, also,

found the Ismaelian theories still existing “ dans la region

de Yam.” He considers these Ismaelians to be descendants

of the Karnals.

M. Leon Feer has further pursued his valuable researches
/

under the head of “ Etudes Bouddhiques,” this time dealing

with “ Les Avadanas Jatakas.”

In the “Nouvelles et Melanges,” M. Pavet de Courteille

gives a very interesting review of the “Dictionnaire Djagatai-

Turk-Osmanli,” published b}' Sheikh-Suliman-Efendi-Bokhari.

Of this great work only the first volume has at present

appeared
;
but M. de Courteille points out, that the value

of the work is immeasurably increased by the fact that the

writer is himself a native of Bokhara, where the Jagatai

dialect was his mother-tongue, and that he has been able to

add to this advantage an intimate acquaintance with the
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Turkish of Constantinople, together with the experience

gained by long journe5’’s in Central Asia and in the Eastern

Oriental provinces of Europe; he has also examined a mass

of material, to which no other student has had similar access.

M. de Meynard adds a brief and sympathetic notice of the

late M. Guyard.

In the number for November and December, 1884, are the

following papers: Camille Imbault-Huart, “ Le legende de

premier Pape des Taouistes, et I’histoire de la Famille Ponti-

ficale de Tchang,” a paper of much research and of great

interest for other than merely Chinese scholars. M. de

Bergaigne continues and concludes his “ Etudes sur

le Lexique du Rig Veda,” M. Rene Basset con-

tinues his “ Notes de Lexicographie Berbere.” In the

” Nouvelles et Melanges ” M. Berbier de kleynard says a

few more words about M. Guyard, M. Ilalevy gives a short

note “Sur le nom du Patriarch Noe,” and M. Meynard gives

a brief notice of M. Regnier. We learn, further, that M.

Renan has been elected president in his place, and M. James

Darmesteter the secretary. The address of M. de Meynard

at the funeral of M. Regnier is printed, and M. Ilalevy gives

“Annexe au proces verbal du 12 Dec. 1884.” “Arabe et

Arabie ” is a short but useful summary.

The part for January contains a paper by M. Dulac, under

the title “ Contes Arabes en dialecte de la Haute Egypte,”

tales collected by him at Luxor in March, 1884. As tales

they have no particular merit, as he, indeed, points out
;
but

they are useful as specimens of the present current Arabic of

those parts :—M. Rubens Duval gives a notice of “ Inscrip-

tions Syriaques de Salamas en Perse ”
:—In the “ Nouvelles

et Melanges ” M. Imbault-Huart deals with “ Miscellaneous

Chinoises,” a continuation of former papers on the same

subject :—M. Siouffi adds a “ Notice sur Cheikh ’Adi et la

secte des Yezidis,” a subject M. de Meynard does not deem

quite satisfactory, as too much reliance must not be placed
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on the ideas or statements of a people who have no books or

written traditions.

In No. 2, Fevr.-Mars-Avril, are papers by D. Houdas,

Monographie de Mequinez :—M. Rene Basset, Notes de

Lexicographie Berbere :— J. Darmesteter, La Fleche de

Nemrod en Perse et en Chine: — C. Huart, Bibliographie

Ottomane :—M. Senart, Etude sur les Inscriptions de Piya-

dasi :—and, in the “ Nouvelles et Melanges,” M. Rubens

Duval writes on Two Papers by M. D. H. Muller read at

the Leyden Congress, “ Zur vergleichenden Semitischen

Spracbforschung ” :—M. Marcel Devic shortly reviews M. E.

J. Brill’s “Sedjarat Malayon ”
: — and M. Jules Preux

reviews the three completed volumes of the “ Minhadj-

at-Talibin,” which has been edited at Batavia by C. Van
den Berg.

German Oriental Society. — Since the last Report, vol.

xxxviii. parts 2 and 3, have been published. The following

is a complete list of the articles in them, some of which

will be noted again under their special subjects.

Thus, in vol. xxxviii. parts 2 and 3, are papers by

M. Adolph Holtzmann, “Brahman ira Mahabharata ” :
—

Dr. Oldenberg, “Rig Veda Samhita und Sama-vedarcika ” :

—F. Spiegel, “ Zur Greschichte des Awesta Kalenders :—M.

Hubschmann, “ Iranica ” :—Prof. Rolt, “ Der Ahuna Vairya”

:

—Dr. F. Teufel (whose loss is justly deplored) “ Quellen

Studien zur neueren Geschichte der Chanate ” :—while M.

de Goeje deals with “ Al-Beladhori’s Ansab al Aschraf —
Prof. Noldeke writes “ Untersuchungen zur Semitischen

Grammatik”:—and M. Praetorius, “ Tigrina Sprache.” At

the end of the number are short notices by MM. A. Nestle,

Prof. Robertson Smith, Dr. B. Moritz Bannack, and a notice

by Prof. Spiegel of C. de Harlez, De I’Exegese et da cor-

rection les Textes Avestiques.

In xxxviii. pt. 4, are papers by A. v. Koemer, Philo-
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sophische gedichte des Abu-l-ala Ma’arri :—By K. Vollers,

Mittheilung iiber einige bandschriftliche Erwerbungen d.

Koa. Bibl. zu Berlin :—Dr. E. Trumpp, Eine Korrektur fiir

eine unsichtige auffassang der ix. u. xi. Form des Arabischen

Verbums :—ByH. Jacobi, Ueber die Entwicklung d. Indiscben

Metrik in Nach Vedischer Zeit :—W. Bacher, Besichtignngen

zur Neubaurscben Ausgabe des Kitab ulusul :—By C. de

Harlez, Le Manjn gisuni bulika bithe :—Th. Noldeke, a short

notice:—By Gustav Roseht, Das Synkretistische Weibnacbsts

fest zu Petra :—and papers on inscriptions of various classes,

by MM. Scliroeder, Sacbau, Bastian, Ilultszcb, Biibler, and

Mordtmann, which will be noticed under “ Epigraphy.”

Under “ Anzeigen,” i.e. brief miscellaneous notices, are

reviews by F. Liebricht, of L’Algerie traditionelle, by MM.
Certeux and Carnoy :—'By the same, of D. Brauns Japanische

Miirchen u. Sagen :—By H. Thorbecke, of Dr. Jahn’s Ibu

Jais, tom. 2, part I :—and by Ign. Goldziher, Zur literatur

des Icbtilaf A1 Madahib.

In vol. xxxix. pt. 1, are the following papers : By M. J.

de Goeje, Zur historischen Geographic Babyloniens :—D.

Stickel, Erganzungen und Berichtigungen zur Omajja-

dischen Numismatik:—J. II. Mordtmann, Mythologische

Miscellen :—M. Schultze, 1st Ezra iv. 13, DDSN oder

zu lesen ? :—II. Oldenberg, Akhyana Ilymnen in Rig-Veda :

—Pischel, R., Der Dichter Panini :—A. Fuhrer, Sanskrit

Rathsel :—H. Lindner, Ueber eine handschrift des ersten

buchs des Maitrayani Samhita :—J. 'Wellhausen, Zu den

Iludailiten-liedern. There are, also, notices by Prof. Hille-

brandt of K. T. Telang’s Mudrarak.sasa :— by Dr. Guthe,

of Dr. P. Wolff’s “ Arabischer Dragoman—Handbuch fiir

Reisende in Agypten, Palestine u. Syrien ”
: — by Dr.

Pietschmann, of A. Wiedemann’s “ Aegyptische Geschichte.

1. Abtheilung von d. iiltesten Zeiten bis zum Tode Tutmes’

III. :

”—and by J. Barth, of J. Wellhausen’s “Letzter Theil

der Lieder der Hudhailiten.” There is, also, the commence-
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ment of an article by Dr. Fritz Hommel, entitled, “ Arabian

und der Islam.” '

ArchcBology .—Since bis last Report, vol. xvi. giving an

“Account of Two Tours in North and South Bebar,”

Major-General Cunningham has issued vols. xvii. and xviii.,

the first containing a “Report of a Tour in the Central

Provinces and Lower Gangetic Doab in 1881-1882”; the

second a “ Report of a Tour in the Gorakhpur District in

1875-6 and 1876-7, by A. C. L. Carlleyle, Esq.” In the

eighteenth volume he has given an account of his explo-

ration of the old cities of Rajim, Arang, and Sirpur,

the two former of which are situated on the east or right

bank of the river Mahanadi, while Arang, on the opposite

or western bank of the river, stands about half-way between

them. The result seems to be that the oldest remains yet

found at Maha-Kosale (or Chattisgarh as it is now called)

belong to these three sites. Major-General Cunningham,

therefore, thinks that the ancient capital of this district was

at Sirpur (Sripura).

The remains of these three ancient sites show material

differences from all the other temples of Northern India, not

only in their plans, but, also, in their decorations. They

have no grand entrance to the front, which is open to the full

breadth of the nave or hall, the only access being by small

flights of steps from the sides : their external ornament-

ation resembles that of the temple of Buddha Gaya. The

subjects of the sculptures of the internal pilasters are all

Brahmanical, only one piece of Buddhist sculpture having

been met with at Sirpur. Major-General Cunningham also

visited the great temple of Boram Deo, in a secluded valley

at the foot of the Mekhala hills, near Kamarda, thinking

that it was possibly a Gond temple. It is, however, really

a temple of Vishnu, and one of the finest structures in the

Central Provinces, both in size and richness of ornament.
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He concluded his tour at Mathura, where he was so fortunate

as to discover a half-life-size statue of Heracles strangling

the Nemaean lion, which, after having been for years em-

ployed as the side of a trough for watering cattle, is now

safe in the Indian Museum at Calcutta.

Going further into details, Maj.-Gen. Cunningham gives

some interesting details of the Temples at Rajim, and of the

inscriptions, the oldest of which, engraved on three copper

plates, has been published by Prof. H. H. Wilson in the

Asiatic Researches, vol. xv. (see also pi. v. of this volume).

The characters are of the Gupta period, with square box-

heads. The record is dated in the ninth year of Yayati, and

the inscription must have been engraved in a.d. 482. The

other inscriptions are later, but there are in them some

interesting notices of pilgrims to the temple. Some of the

other places he notices have already been described by

Mr. Beglar (Arch. Surv. vol. vii.). At Ramnagar, many
details, some additional, are given of the long inscription

originally translated by Captain Fell, and published by Prof.

H. H. Wilson in the Asiatic Researches, vol. xv. Its value

is that it gives the dates of certain Gond Rajas. Sir W.
Sleeman published the same lists, but with suggestions

which it does not seem to be advisable to repeat here.

Under the head of Arvi, Maj.-Gen. Cunningham gives

a very interesting account of two copper-plate inscriptions,

of very early date, now deposited in the Nagpur Museum.

The characters of these inscriptions are similar to those on

the Ragini plates of Tivara Deva. The Udayagiri in-

scription of Chandra Gupta, the date of which is a.d. 248,

is engraved in precisely similar characters. A somewhat

similar inscription, discovered by Lieutenant Bowie in

1864, has been described by Rajendra Mitra in the Bengal

Asiat. Journal, vol. xxxv. p. 166. For notices of Samlai,

Gadi, Patna, etc.. Nos. 19-25, Maj.-Gen. Cunningham relies

on notes given to him by Colonel Lucie Smith.
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An interesting and somewhat detailed account of Maha-

Kosale or Chattisgarh is given by him, p, 68, and he

suggests, with some probability, that this is the region called

by Ptolemy “ the country of the Adisattri,” the Adisathron

Mons of the Greek geographer being the present Suktimali

range.

The universal belief of the people is that the plain country

of Chattisgarh belongs to the Haihayu princes, while the

hilly districts of Balaghat and Bhandara were occupied by

the Gonds. It may be added that, when, in a.d. 639, Maha

Kosale was visited by Hiouen Tsang, its king was a

Buddhist, though but few traces of Buddhism can now be

found in this spot.

Under Mathura, Maj.-Gen. Cunningham gives an in-

teresting account of the Museum there, where about thirty

bases of Indo-Scythian pillars have been brought together

and preserved
;

these are, no doubt, with those in the

Museum at Calcutta, and a few still lying at Agra and

Allahabad, remains of the great Monastery of the Indo-

Scythian king, Huviska, built by him at Mathura.

It was here Maj.-Gen. Cunningham found the Greek

sculptures, previously alluded to.
“ On removing the bricks

and mud,” he says, “ and washing the stone, I found to

my surprise and delight that the figure was Heracles

strangling the Nemaean lion. As this figure could not

have been made for the use of the Hindus, whether

Brahmans or Buddhists, I conclude, with great probability,

that it must have been sculptured by some foreign artists

for the use of the Greeks resident at Mathura

The group of Heracles strangling the Hemaean lion appears

to be a direct copy of some Greek original.” Major-Gen.

Cunningham concludes his Report by a valuable notice of the

different castes and races of people he had met with in Bundel-

khand, Malwa, and Gwalior, with an especial reference to

the Sauras or Savaras. Being non-Aryans, he thinks their
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name may be connected with the Scythian word for axe,

Sagaris, which we find recorded in Herodotus. It is, at

least, remarkable, that the present people are rarely met

with without an axe in their hands, their chief occupation

being the supply of the iron furnaces at Narwar with char-

coal, and of the city of Gwalior with timber and firewood.

He adds that the Kurkus, a cognate race who still preserve

their own dialect, have many words the same as the Eastern

Sauras, such as hel, the sun, jung, the moon, and jeo, fire.

Some isolated groups of the same race are found north of the

Ganges in Eastern Oudh (Mr. Oldham calls them “ Seoris,”

Mr. Garrick “Swiris”), and they are said by Mr. Reade to

he “ an inferior but good class, who take to various trades

as sawyers, boatmen. Syces.” Ptolemy had already stated,

“ In the interior behind these (the Palibothri) are the

Monedes and the Suari.” Major-Gen. Cunningham is of

opinion that these Savaras are among the oldest of the

aboriginal tribes of India, with whom the advancing Aryans

had to contend, and that they may have been established in

India 2000 years before the Gonds. The whole account of

these Savaras is very full and interesting.

To the Report just noticed Maj.-Gen. Cunningham adds a

special notice of “Demon Worship in Northern India.” In

this paper he points out the strong probability, confirmed as

this is by many of the examples he adduces, that the Aryan

conquerors would adopt indigenous names for trees and

animals and other things, peculiar to their new country.

“ When the Aryans,” he urges, “ were on the banks of the

Oxus, they may have heard of, and perhaps may have seen,

an Elephant ; but they could not possibly have seen a banian

tree, nor a mango tree, nor a teak tree, nor a sisam tree, nor

a sandal tree
;
and it is more than probable that they knew

nothing of cotton, and sugar, and indigo, except as articles

of commerce.” What is true of names holds equally good

with the customs and superstitious beliefs of the people.
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Demon worship is the propitiation of the spirit or ghost of

any one who has met with a violent or untimely death,

whether by design or by accident, including poison and

disease. All these ghosts or spirits are believed to be

malicious, and the only way of opposing their rancour is to

build shrines for them and to make to them occasional

offerings of a fowl, goat, etc. Maj.-Gen. Cunningham adds

a selection from a large number of mantras or charms which

he has collected at various places. It is curious to notice

how completely the Muhammadans have, in some cases,

adopted this demon worship
;
one of the most terrible being

obviously the composition of one of this faith. A notice of

a similar system of charms will be found in Philostratus’s

Life of Apollonius of Tyana. On the whole this volume,

enriched as it is by a map and thirty-three plates, has much

varied interest.

In vol. xviii. (Calcutta, 1883) Major Cunningham gives

a “ further report ” by Mr. A. C. L. Carlleyle, in which he

describes his identification of various other interesting sites,

such as Ramagrama and Anoma river. General Cunningham

adds that the latter river is still known as the Kudawa or

“ Leap River,” and that he has no doubt it represents the

Anoma river, over which Sakya Slnha took his great leap

on his famous horse Chandika. To the eastward of this

river, Mr. Carleylle believes he has identified certain brick

mounds as the stupas of “ Chandika’s return,” of the “ Cut

hair ” and of the “ Changed garments.”

Still further to the east, lay the city of the Moriyas and

the Nyagrodha Forest, and the Stupa which was built over

the ashes from Bnddha’s funeral pyre. The forest exists

still around Rajdhani, and Mr. Carlleyle believes one of the

brick mounds he has discovered is the famous “ Ashes

Stupa.”

In General Cunningham’s opinion, however, his assistant’s

most important work has been the complete exploration of the
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ruins of Kasin, which he (Gen. Cunningham) had, already,

identified with the ancient city of Kusinagara, where

Buddha died. Kusinagara, for this reason, was, naturally,

one of the four great sites which are famous in the history

of Buddhism, the others being Kapilavastu, the scene of his

birth
;
Uraviwa (or Buddha Gaya), that of his asceticism

;

and the Deer Park at Benares, that of his teaching. Gen.

Cunningham adds a just tribute to Mr. Carlleyle’s exertions,

which will be read with pleasure, even by those who may

not accept the “ identifications.” “ By his patient and

methodical explorations at Kasin, Mr. Carlleyle has fixed its

identification beyond all doubt. On the west side of the

great Stupa, he discovered the famous Nirvana statue of

Buddha, just as it is described by the Chinese Pilgrim,

Hiouen-Thsang. It is quite certain that this statue is the

same as that seen by the pilgrim, as there is an inscription

on the pedestal of the mourning figure, beside the couch,

of two lines in characters of the Gupta period. The figure is

colossal, twenty feet in length, and is represented lying on

the right side, with the right hand under the head, and

facing to the west, precisely as described by Iliouen-Tlisang.

The statue was enshrined in a vaulted temple, the vault

being constructed in the old Hindu fashion, such as is found

in the great temple of Mahabodhi at Buddha Gaya. In

this construction, the radiating voussoirs are placed edge to

edge, instead of face to face. Altogether’, the identifications

made in this report mutually support each other, and their

positions are well sustained by the two fixed points of Kapi-

lavastu on the west and Kusinagara on the East.” The

volume is illustrated by fifteen maps or plans.

The Indiau Antiquary (which has recently changed pro-

prietors, and is now managed by Mr. Fleet and Captain R.

C. Temple) continues quite up to its former mark, most of

the contributors of former years continuing to issue valuable

papers, with the aid of some new writers. Omitting for the
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present what is in fact the largest series— the notices of

inscriptions, which will be recorded under the head of

Epigraphy—attention may be called to various papers by

Messrs. Rice, Ball, Sinclair, Burgess, McCrindle, Hultzsch

and General Cunningham.

Mr. Rice (p. 87), under the head of the “Ganga and

Bana Dynasties,” notices a paper by the Rev. T. Foulkes, in

an Appendix to his “ Manual of the Salem District,” in which

he has given an account of several inscriptions, four of these

containing grants of Bana kings. This publication he

considers a sufficient answer to the objections raised by

Mr. Fleet to some of the genealogies in Mr. Rice’s “ Mysore

Djmasties.” What we may generally learn from these

grants is that the Bana kings ruled over a territory to the

west of the Andhra country
;

that they were subdued by the

Gangas in the reign of Kongani, but that a succession of

Bana kings continued to rule, of whom we have the names

of eight. The district they ruled over must have been the

Kolar district in the east of Maisur (Mysore).

Mr. Burgess gives, p. 190, an interesting account of a

“ Door-way of a Temple,” with a native drawing once be-

longing to Sir Walter Elliot, and now in the Museum at

Madras. Many fine specimens of this class of work still

exist at Gadak and Lakkhundi
;
many more have been

torn from the temples they once adorned, and built into

modern clumsy erections. Nothing can exceed the richness

of detail of the sculptures round these doorways. In this

respect they far surpass those of most of the old Jaina

temples of Gujarat or southern Rajputana. It seems not

unlikely that they may have formed models for the splendidly

sculptured mihrdhs of the early Muhammadan mosques at

Ahmadabad.

To Dr. Burgess we, also, owe further “ Papers on Satrun-

jaya and the Jainas,” giving a detailed account of “the

Jaina Ritual.” Mr. Rehatsek contributes a careful paper.
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entitled, ” Did the Arabs burn the Alexandrian Library ?
”

in which he shows that all the evidence we have leads

us to doubt the crime so often imputed to Amru, the

conqueror of Alexandria, and, therefore, that Gibbon and

Humboldt were right in treating this story as a legend. Mr.

Rehatsek’s general conclusion is, that it is probable that by

the time of the Arab conquest nothing at all, or but a very

scanty remnant of the once famous librar)’’ was still in situ
;

and that, though the adherents of the Prophet have un-

doubtedly destroyed many valuable relics of antiquity, there

is no evidence to show that they are answerable for the

destruction of the Alexandrian Library.

Mr. Ball’s paper, entitled “ A Geologist’s Contribution to

the History of Ancient India ” (commenced in the August

and completed in the September number) will be read with

great interest by all who desire to know what is on record,

or can be traced by tbe light of modern science, with

reference to the material resources of Ancient India. Mr.

Ball deals with the records of the earliest traders in Indian

commodities, the Egyptians, Phoenicians, etc., showing the

existence of a maritime commerce between India and Arabia

from the very earliest periods of the annals of humanity, and

reviewing, with much skill, the various legends which have

come down to us, with reference to the collection of gold,

and other metals, and of the precious stones, etc., from

different parts of the Indian peninsula. Infer alia, he men-

tions that the emerald is not, as is generally supposed, a

product of India, but of Egypt. “ Mount Zalora in Upper

Egypt,” he says, “ still produces emeralds, and was probably

the only locality for them known by the Ancients ” (p. 233).

He adds his belief, that the elektron or amber of Ktesias

was certainly shell-lac
;

the insects found in it, which

yielded a red dye, being unquestionably lac insects. In

the same way he shows that the Greek Xairc^eipo^; is not

what is usually termed sapphire, but lapis lazuli, as is,

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] e
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indeed, clearly described by Pliny, “ Sappherios coerulius est

cum purpura, habens aureos sparsos ”—the “ aureos ” being

“ small crystalline particles of golden-coloured iron-pyrites.”

One interesting fact be brings out clearly, that the Chryse

or Aurea Chersonesus is almost certainly a misnomer. In

Ptolemy’s Argyre, proved by Colonel Yule to be Arakan,

there are no silver mines, and “ considering the geological

structure of the country, it is almost certain there never were

any ”
;
while Sir Arthur Phayre suggests that Argyre is,

itself, not improbably a transliteration of an ancient Burmese

name for Arakan. There is, therefore, little ground for

sujoposing that Argyre and Chryse were countries which

supplied India with large quantities of silver and gold. The

whole of Mr. Ball’s paper is well worth perusing.

Mr. W. F. Sinclair, to whom we are indebted for

many happy illustrations on all sorts of subjects, gives (p.

271) an apposite illustration of the “Story of Zerka, the

linx-eyed w^atchman of Nur,” as related by Mr. H. H.

Iloworth in p. 206.—Mr. Burgess continues (from vol. xi. p.

357) his paper “ On Satrunjaya and the Jainas,” which are

chiefly of interest as showing the very minute details these

sectaries consider themselves bound to work out, and how

entirely the ceremonial rites have blotted out anything that

can be called spiritual, in at least the modern form of the

Jaina religion. Iii^er alia, Mr. Burgess gives a copy of a

Chinese copper medal, with a central four-sided figure, and

four symbols, with Sanskrit writing around it. Its meaning

is by no means clear, but Pandit BhagwanlM Indrajl suggests

that it is a yantra of the Tantric Bauddha system. Clearly

it is Buddhistic, whatever may be its true interpretation.

To Mr. McCrindle, who is well known for the valuable

work which he has done in the case of Arrian, etc., we

owe the commencement of a translation of “Ptolemy’s

Geography of India and Southern Asia,” with a Com-

mentary. In an introductory chapter he gives a succinct
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account of the general nature of Ptolemy’s geographical

system, with a translation of several chapters of his first

book. The object of the notes in Mr. McCrindle’s com-

mentary is to show (1) how each place named by Ptolemy

has been identified
; (2) to trace as far as possible the

etymology of each name
;
and (3) to notice, as concisely as

possible, the most prominent facts in the ancient history of

the principal places. It is unnecessary to say more here of

Mr. McCrindle’s work, than that what he has proposed to

do has been very carefully worked out. His notes are of

especial interest, as he seems to have read everything bearing

on his subject, and to have quoted widely differing views

with singular fairness and want of prejudice.

In the December Number of the Indian Antiquary Mr.

McCrindle has continued his valuable researches, and brought

them down as far as chap. xxi. The Position of Gedrosia.

In the same Number Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji gives a

valuable paper entitled “ Some Considerations on the History

of Nepal,” containing a list of the kings of Nepal according

to the Bauddha Parvatiya Vamsavali, with a long and able

dissertation on the value, more or less, of this writer. Mr.

Burgess adds some notes on the well-discussed question of

“ Who Burnt the Alexandrian Library ?
”—and, also, an

interesting paper “ On Some Bronze Masks from Maisur

(Mysore).” Similar masks (but in gold) have been found in

Assyria, and may be seen in the British Museum. These

bronze masks are, however, quite modern.

In the first Number for the present year Major-General

Cunningham puts forth his views “ On the Probable Indian

Origin of the Names of the Week-days,” of which it may be

fairly said, that it is more ingenious than convincing. At

page 75 (March, 1885) Dr. Hultzsch, of Vienna, gives a good

notice of “An Earthenware Fragment of Guhasena of Vala-

bhi,” the broken remains of a huge earthenware pot, with

all that is legible of the inscription. It ajspears from what
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remains of it, and by a reference to Pandit Bbagwanlal

Indraji’s table, that its date must have been about 240 a.d.

In the No. for April Dr. A. F. Rudolph Hoernle has a

paper, “On the Gaharwar and Rathor”: — Mr. K. B.

Pathak gives an “Explanation of the term Palidhvaja,”

which frequently occurs in inscriptions, and in the Jaina

books :—Mr. Keshav II. Dhruva writes “ On the Malaya

of the Mudraraksha and the dominions of King Parvatis-

vara,” in which, comparing the statements of Hiouen Tsang,

he gives a probable reason for identifying the Moloso of the

Chinese traveller with Malayavasa, the “ habitation of the

Malaya,” and this, again, with the northern frontier of

India, somewhere on the eastern limits of the Kasmira of

the seventh century a.d. :—Mr. S. M. Natesa Sastri Pandit

continues his essays on “ Folklore in Southern India,” Mr.

K. Ragunathji gives notes on “ Omens from the Falling of

House Lizards,” and Mr. H. H. Howorth adds a further

chapter on “ Chinghiz Khan and his Ancestors.” There

is, also, a translation of E. Kuhn’s paper, “ On the Descent

and Speech of the Trans-Gan getic People,” reprinted from

the “American Journal of Philology.”

In the No. for May, 1885, Prof. Aver}'’, of Bowdoin College,

U.S., gives a very interesting paper, “ On the Religion of

the Aboriginal Tribes of India,” which is worthy of study,

alongside that of Mr. Atkinson, already referred to. From

his statements it will be seen that these tribes have “ some

vague notion of Power throned far above the world,” the

contemplation of this highest God having, however, but

little effect in regulating their conduct :— Pandit S. M.

Natesa Sastri continues his paper, “ On the Folklore of

Southern India ” :—Mr. Howorth gives his thirtieth paper

“ On Chinghiz Khan and his Ancestors,” which we learn is

likely to close his narrative of Early Central Asian history,

of which he has been so long the able exponent. Messrs.

Fleet and Hultzsch deal as usual with inscriptions, which will
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be noticed hereafter. We are glad, also, to see an apprecia-

tive notice of Mr. W. A. Clouston’s “ Book of Sindibad.”

Mr. Clouston has rendered very good service in making

known, to those who cannot study the originals, how much

and varied is the mass of interesting matter preserved in the

early tales and poems of the East.

From miscellaneous sources we learn that a magnificent

gold armlet (part of the famous Oxus find), and once ap-

parently richly adorned with enamels, few of which, how-

ever, now remain, has been placed in the South Kensington

Museum
;
and that Mr. Burgess, to whom Indian Archaeology

owes so much, has been appointed Archaeological Surveyor of

Southern as well as of Western India, an appointment which

will, we feel, give unqualified satisfaction to all who are

interested in the study of Indian Archaeology and History.

We understand, further, that Mr. Burgess has in progress

a volume on the Amravati Stupa, illustrated by a large

number of plates
;

another, with numerous drawings from

the great temple of Kamesvaram, etc., at Madura, in S.

India
;
and, further, a complete account, with many draw-

ings and photographs of the remains at Ilampi, the ancient

Vijayanagara. Mr. Burgess has, also, in hand a volume

of over 200 pages of inscriptions, and a second one to contain

inscriptions from Tanjore and Kanchi. Lastly, he is pre-

paring a very large volume, with a series of drawings and

photographs, of the Musalman architecture of Gujarat.

Mr. W. M. Kamsay has, we rejoice to hear, been ap-

pointed Lincoln Professor of Archmology in the University

of Oxford. Mr. Ramsay’s archmological researches in Asia

Minor are well known
;
we hope that this appointment

will enable him to extend these. All archaeologists want

to know more of the interior of Asia Minor, and of the

great ancient routes of commerce, which crossed that land

from the A^gaean to Assyria, some of which Mr. Kamsay has

already partially described. We want to know more, also, of
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those curious semi-Assyrian semi-barbarous carved monuments

which Prof. Sayce and others attribute to the influence of

a presumed great Hittite empire, once dominant (according

to them) from Carchemish to Sardes. The second volume

of the valuable work by MM. Perrot and Chipiez has been

published, and well sustains the reputation of its predecessor.

It deals with “ Chaldee et Assyrie,” and has been translated

by Mr. W. Armstrong. The subject of this volume is

scarcely less vast than that of “ L’Egypte,” while it is much

more complex. In spite of the researches of Cuneiform

scholars, less is really known of Assyria and Chaldaea than of

Egypt
;

and, for the archaeology of the country, we have

still to refer chiefly to the discoveries of Loftus and J. Taylor.

One of the most interesting chapters in the volume is the

“ Comparison de l’Eg3'pte et de la Chaldee ”
;
in which the

authors point out the remarkable analogies between the

histories of these countries and of China, and show that

while Egypt, Assyria, and Chaldaea are but memories, the

Empire about the Yellow River still remains. Theories of

the spread of Egyptian, Chaldaean, and Assyrian artistic

influences are applicable to the art of China, which, of yore,

spread her art far and wide. If Japan be, in this sense, her

eldest daughter, it is no less certain that Persia, Corea, and

Hither India were once deeply affected by the odd aesthe-

ticism of the Middle Kingdom. In the Academy for Aug. 2

Professor Sayce gives a notice of this important volume,

in which he points out that while architecture comes in

for its fair share of consideration, no exaggerated position

is assigned to it. “The volume,” he adds, “is a complete

history, so far as we know it at present, of the ancient

civilization of the vallej's of the Tigris and Euphrates, and

appeals as much to the eye as it does to the mind.” Great

use has been made of M. de Sarzec’s discoveries at Tello,

which have enabled us to trace the development of Baby-

lonian art before it had been handed on to an alien Semitic
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race. The similarity between the Tello statues and the

sitting statue of King Khephren in the Bulak Museum is

remarkable
;

but, as Mr. Petrie has shown that the Baby-

lonian unit of measurement of Tello is the same as that of

Egypt in the time of the Old Empire, it seems certain that

so far back as the days of the Pyramid builders, a school of

statuary existed in the Sinaitic Peninsula (the Maga of

Professors Oppert and Sayce) which worked alike for Egypt

and for Chaldaea. Naram Sin of Akkad marched as far

as Maga, and claims to have conquered the country, and

Naram Sin, according to Nabonidos, lived 3200 years before

his time, or in b.c. 3750.

The Indian Government has just published, under the

careful editing of Mr. J. B. N. Hennessy, F.R.S., a

“ Report of the Explorations in Great Tibet and Mongolia,”

made by A. K. in 1879-82 in connection with the Trigo-

nometrical Survey of India. The exploration was designed

by General J. T. Walker, C.B., R.E., Surv.-General of

India and Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey,

who despatched the party from India in April, 1878, and,

when near the close of his own official career, welcomed its

return towards the end of 1882. The route, as actually

followed, began at Lhasa, and proceeded along the western

flank to Chakangnamaga, whence it was continued to Sachu;

retracing his steps to Chakangnamaga, the explorer now

came down the eastern flank to Darchendo, and then

travelled along the southern flank, with the intention first

of crossing into British Assam from Sama, and, when foiled

in this endeavour, of closing on his origin at Lhasa
;

but,

being hindered also in this latter purpose, he avoided

revisiting Lhasa, and equally secured his object by closing

on another place, some forty-seven miles south-east of the

latter town, i.e. Chetang, on the river Sangpo
;
thence he

continued his course along the river for about sixty-eight

miles to Khambu-barji. More than this cannot be stated here.
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as there is no map at hand to consult [an excellent one will be

found in the Proc. R. Geogr. Soc. Feb. 1885] ;
but it should

be stated, that, for linear measurements, the explorer trusted

entirely to his own pace or step, persisting, as far as possible,

in walking, instead of following the universal Mongolian

custom of riding on horseback. "When, at length, he was

compelled by the Lhama, in whose service he was, to ride,

he counted the beast’s paces as indicated by his stepping

with the right fore-leg. In this way he reckoned his dis-

tances for nearly 230 miles. The results he obtained do

credit alike to the explorer’s ingenuity and to the horse’s

equability of pace. The whole report is worthy of close

study.

Mr. William Simpson, who has been recently with Sii

Peter Lumsden and the Afghan Boundary Commission,

writes from Baku, on the Caspian, under date April 9th :

—

“At Bala Murghab, where the Afghan Boundary Commission

wintered, Capt. the Hon. M. G. Talbot, R.E., who is on the

Survey Department with the Commission, surveyed two

caves on the left bank of the Murghab. I have drawings of

these caves with Talbot’s measurements. Capt. De Lassoe,

on the Political Department of the Commission, discovered

at Penjdeh, a very remarkable cave or cluster of caves, for

there are about twenty in number, all leading from a long

corridor. In it he found a bag containing one gold coin,

and about 100 silver coins, dating from the eighth to the

ninth centuries a.d. Capt. De Lassoe has sent me a very

careful plan of these caves, and promises to let me know of

further discoveries. He has, also, written out a description,

all of which I am bringing home
;
and with Talbot’s cave,

also, I hope to put them in shape for the R.A.S. on my
return. I am authorized to do so by both of these officers.

You will see, from the date of this, that I am at the great

oil sources of Eternal Fire. To-morrow I am going with

young Mr. Nobel, the son of the great Oil King here, to visit
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Surakhani, where the celebrated Fire Temple is, and which

I have learned is a Hindu Temple, and not a Gabr place

of worship. There are a number of Sanskrit or Devanagari

inscriptions, and I hope to copy or take squeezes of them.

By to-morrow night the whole of that temple will be in my
portfolio, in one form or another. If the inscriptions will

not do to be squeezed, I will copy them by hand, or, at

least, some of them.”

Semitic Literature.—Hebrew and Chaldee .—The papers that

have appeared in various periodicals since our last Anniver-

sary, more or less bearing on this subject, are not inferior to

those we have had previously the pleasure of recording.

Thus, in the Proceedings of the Biblical Archaeological

Society, the Rev. J. Marshall writes (p. 222) a paper con-

firming the views of Dr. Chotzner, “ On the Life and Social

Position of Hebrew Women in Biblical Times” (see Proc.

Bibl. Arch. Soc. April 1, 1884), and cites Philo and the

Pirqe Aboth (translated by the Rev. C. Taylor) in corrobo-

ration of his views. St. Paul bears the same testimony as

Philo. It may be noted that, to the present day, the Hebrew

Synagogue and the Christian Church bear independent, but

consenting, witness to the habits of women two to three

thousand years ago
;
the Synagogue, in that it screens them

off from the men
;
the Church, in its prescription that women

should be covered, but men uncovered, during public worship.

A matter of considerable interest is the report recentlj^ pub-

lished by Dr. Harkavy to the Academy of Sciences at St.

Petersburg, on some curious fragments of the Old Testa-

ment lately discovered in the possession of certain Russian

Jews. Full details will be found in the Times of Aug. 15,

and in the Athenceum and Academy of Aug. 23. In the

latter paper, Mr. Sayce sums up clearly all that is worth

knowing about them. “ We may accept the MSS.,” he says,

“ as genuine, in spite of the strange story of the sailor from
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whom they were originally obtained. But they are merely

a palaeographical curiosity. They exhibit a cursive Hebrew

script, of which we had no knowledge before. For questions

affecting the reading of the text they are worthless, even

sujijjosing they are older than the twelfth century, to which

we provisionally assign them.” The title of Prof. Harkavy’s

work is “Neu-angefunden Bibel handschriften : bericht an

die Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften zur St.

Petersburg.” From the Athenceum of Sept. 27, we learn

that at the Russian Archaeological Congress at Odessa,

on Aug. 31, Dr. Harkavy gave an account of these MSS.,

but did not succeed in convincing his hearers of their

genuineness.

From the Athenceum, Sejjt. 20, we also learn that Rabbi

Samuel Rosenfeld, of Vitebsk, has brought out a useful book

for students of the Old Testament, viz. all the variations (about

1400 in number) found in the quotations of the two Talmuds

and the various Midrashim, as well as those that can be

made out from the Aramaean translations of the Bible. The

introduction contains a brief history of the Massorah. The

work is written in unpointed Hebrew, and printed at Wilna

under the title Sepher Mishpahatli Seferim—the “Book of

the Family of the Scribes.” In Oct. 11 is a very interesting

notice of Dr. A. Berliner’s edition of the Targum Onkelos,

where the writer states that the Aramaean translation of the

Pentateuch, called Onkelos, deserves as much attention as

the Septuagint
;
for if the latter was the guide of the Jews

in Egypt and of the early Christians and Jews in Asia

Minor, Onkelos was the chief authority for the Jews in

Palestine and Babylonia. This Targum is read every

Sabbath with the Hebrew section. The most correct edition

is believed to be that of 1557, and this text Dr. Berliner has

selected for the first part of his work—to this he has added

a critical apparatus according to other editions and the

MSS. of various libraries. Among the latter, one of the
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most important was procured from Yemen by tbe late M.

Shapira. Dr. Berliner thinks that the Targum was not

written down for general use before the beginning of the

second century. He adds that the name Onkelos is either

a corruption or a Babylonian pronunciation of Aquilas.

Onkelos is not the author of the Targum which bears his

name
;
but the passages of the Jerusalem Talmud concerning

the proselyte Aquilas were transferred by the Babylonian

Talmud to the translator of the Aramaean Targum, which

had more importance in Babylonia than in Palestine- The

literature on the Targum Dr. Berliner brings down to a yet

uncompleted essay by Dr. Landauer, of Strassburg. From

Jan. 3, 1885, we hear that a German translation of the

Babylonian Talmud is coming out at Innspruck in thirty to

thirty-six fasciculi. If this undertaking succeeds, we shall

have the greater part of the Talmudic and Midrashite

literature translated into the chief modern languages of

Europe, the Jerusalem Talmud into French, by M. Schwab ;

the Midraschim into German, by Dr. Wiinsche; and the

Babylonian Talmud, by translators whose names have not

as yet been published. It may be added that the Rev.

Dr. Phillips, President of Queens’ College, Cambridge,

is going to publish, shortly, the Longer Commentary of

R. David Qimehi on the First Book of Psalms (Oct. 25).

In March 21, 1885, is a notice of Dr. Oscar von Lemm’s

Bruckstiicke der Sahidischen Bibel : Uebersetzung, from

which we gather that these fragments are, probably, the

last we shall obtain of this class. They were acquired

by the late Dr. Tischendorf, and are now in the Imperial

Library at St. Petersburg. They contain certain verses

from Joshua, and of the Four Gospels, and some other

matters of less importance, as, for instance, an apocryphal

book, in which the Archangel Michael plays the chief part,

the Martyrdom of St. Victor, etc., and a history of the

Alexandrian Church (under Athanasius and Arius), some
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fragments of which have been, long preserved in the Borgian

Library.

In the Academy (June 21) we have a brief but good

notice of the “Lehrbuch der Neu-Hebriiischen Sprache und

Literatur,” by L. Strack and Carl Siegfried, a work consist-

ing of two parts, 1. A Grammar, by Siegfried
;
and 2. A

Bibliographical Appendix, by Strack. In the grammar we

have an analysis of the language of the Mishna—the Hebrew

perpetuated in the schools after it had been supplanted by

the Aramaean in the mouths of the people— and which

continued to be used much later by Rabbinical authors and

commentators. The work incorporates the results of much

patient and careful research. In the Appendix the principal

editions of the Mishna, Talmud, etc., and many of the more

important works of the mediaeval Jews on grammar, etc., are

specified. In the same number is a brief note of Dr. Lotz’s

interesting tract, entitled “ Quaestiones de Historia Sabbati,”

which, from the fullness of its learning and critical acumen,

has excited, and deservedly, much attention. Dr. Lotz holds

that the belief of the Israelites about the nature and obliga-

tion of the Sabbath Rest was uniform from the days of

Moses downwards.

In the Z.D.M.G., vol. xxxviii. p. 407, Prof. Nbldeke writes

“ Untersuchungen zur Semit-Grammatik.” In vol. xxxix.

pt. I, M. J. de Goeje writes, “Zur historische Geographie

Babyloniens ”
: — M. Mordtmann on “ Mythologische Mis-

cellen,” a very interesting paper :—Dr. Marten Schultze

communicates one, entitled “ 1st Ezra iv. 13, oder

Dnsx zu lesen?” :—and J. Wellhausen, “Zu den Hudailiten-

liedern”:—Dr. H. Guthe notices, briefly, WolfiP’s “Arabische

Dragoman”:—and Mr. Barth reviews Wellhausen’s “Letzter

Theil du Lieder der Hudhailiten.”

In the Revue Critique (Aug. 4) is a notice of Mandelkern’s

Neubearbeite Heb. Chald. Bibel Concordance:—in Aug. 11 a

review, by M. Duval, of S. Preiswerk’s Gramm. Hebraique

:
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—Sept. 29, one by M. Vernes, of Wellhausen’s Prolegomena

zu Geschichte Israels.

In the Journal cles Savants M. Dareste, under the head of

a Code Pabbinique, reviews Ebn Aben Haeser, which has

been translated into French by MM. Santayra et Charleville.

At the meeting of the American Oriental Society, at

Baltimore, in October last, Mr. Cyrus Adler, of the Johns

Hopkins University, read a paper “ On the Use of the Word

’asah in the Bible” :—and Mr. A. L. Frothinghara, “On the

Meaning of Baalim and Ashtaroth in the Old Testament.”

In the Museon, p. 324, M. Fugene Wilhelm -writes on

“La Langue et Litterature Neo-IIebraiques.”

In the Literatur-hlalt fur Orientalische Philoloyie, Dr.

Friinkel reviews (p. 410) the earlier portion of J. Levy’s

Neu-Hebraisches und Chaldaisches Worterbuch iiber die

Talmudira und Midraschim :—M. C. F. Seybold notices (vol.

ii. p. 51) W. Bacher’s Die Hebraisch-Arabische Sprach

vergleichung des AbuT Walid Merwan ibn Ganah :—and

(vol. ii. p. 88) the same writer’s “Die Agada der Tannaiten.”

In connexion with Hebrew literature may be noticed a

volume of Essays presented to the veteran scholar Dr. Zunz,

of Berlin, on the occasion of his ninetieth birthday. Six of

these came from Germany, four from the Austrian Provinces,

two from Italy, and one from England, France and Bussia

respectively. The subjects are, naturally, very varied, but are,

as a whole, deserving ofcommemoration here. Thus, Dr. Stein-

schneider, of Berlin, writes on the Metaphysics of Aristotle

among the Jews; Dr. Rosin contributes an exegesis of the

Old Testament
;
Signor Mortara, a Rabbi of Mantua, writes,

“La Genesi e la Scienza; note sul! Origine e sull’ Eta delT

Uomo.” Drs. Briill, Gudemann, Schorr and J. Derenbourg

contribute to Talmudical literature, the last giving a specimen

of Maimonides’ Arabic text of the commentary on the

Mishnah. Drs. Frankl and Egers of Berlin gives sketches

of the hymnologist Eleazar Kalir (eleventh century), and
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of tlie famous poet Solomon bin Gabirol. Dr. Jellinek, of

Vienna, contributes a bibliography of Jewish eulogical

sermons. Dr. D. Cassel, of Berlin, contributes a biographical

sketch of Abraham ben Nathan of Lunel
;

Dr. Kaufmann

of Buda-Pesth publishes the letters of En Duran (Simeon

ben Joseph) of Lunel, from an unique MS. in the Bodleian

Library
;

A. Neubauer edits Jedaiah of Beziers’s treatise

in defence of women, against Judah ben Shabbethai’s

treatise
“ Woman-hater,” from a similar unique Bodleian

MS. Baron David de Gunzburg of St. Petersburg publishes

a treatise on the Plague, from a MS. in his own Library.

Jjastly, the Abbate P. Perreau, Chief Librarian of Parma,

edits a philosophico-mystical treatise on Paradise by Hayyim

ben Israel, from MSS. at Parma and in the Bodleian.

Among books or essays published during the last year

may be mentioned : Schiffer, S., Das Buch Kohelet, vol. i.,

Von der Mischna bis zum Abschuss der Babylon. Talmud.

Schwab, M., Talmud de Jerusalem, vol. vii.
;
Wiinsche, Biblio-

theca Rabbinica, pts. 33-4.—Bacher, W., Die Agada der

Tannaiten, vol. i. Berliner, A., Targum Onkelos, two vols.

—

Wiinsche, A., Midrash Bemidbur Rabba, translated in German.

—Dr. Mischle, Allegorische Auslegung der Sprache Salomonis,

Perles, J., Beitrage zur geschichte der Hebr. u. Arama-

ische Studien.— Darmesteter, James, Die Philosophie der

Geschichte des Judischen volkes.— Hirsch, S. R., Ueber

die beziehung des Talmuds.— Collins, G. W., The Sefer

Hassoham, a Hebrew Grammar and Lexicon, by Rabbi

Moseh ben Yishak.—Giles, Mrs. H. A., Hebrew Principia,

an introduction to the Hebrew Language (Soc. Prom. Chr.

Knowledge).— Horovitz, M., Der Talmud: Drei Reden.

Wellhausen, Skizzen u. Vorarbeiten. — Phillips, Rev. Dr.,

Longer Commentary of R. D. Kimchi on the first book of the

Psalms.—Marx, G. H., Traditio Rabbin. Yater. de libroruin

Yet. Testament.—Wiinsche, Pesikta des Rab. Kahana, das

ist die alteste in Palastina redigirte Haggada. Briill, Jahr-
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biicher fiir Judische Gescliichte u. Literatur, vii. Jahrg.

Rabbinowicz, Yarias lectiones in Talmud, etc., part xiv,

Blocb, J. S., Einleitung in d. Talmud-Literatur.

We understand that various papers read at Canon Driver’s

house at Oxford are about to be printed at the Clarendon

Press. Mr. Neubauer has been appointed “ Reader in

Rabbinical Hebrew ” at Oxford, and has also gained the

prize from the Acad, des Inscriptions for a Classification of

the Geographical Names of Western Europe which occur

in Rabbinical works from the tenth to the fifteenth century.

Assyrian. — Before the Ro}’al Asiatic Society only one

paper has been read, that by Mr. G. Bertin, M.R.A.S.,

“Notes on the Assyrian and Akkadian Pronouns,” which has

been printed in Vol. XYII. n.s. Part I. p. G5. Before

the Society of Biblical Archaeology several valuable papers

have been read, some of which have been printed in the

“Proceedings” or in the “Transactions” of the Society.

Thus in their “ Proceedings,” April 1, is a paper by Messrs.

Pinches and Budge which was read on March 4, 1884. On
May 6, 1884, p. 179, is a joint paper by Messrs. Pinches

and Budge on “ Some new Texts in the Babylonian Charactei’,

relating principally to restoration of Temples ”
;

and in the

same month is a paper by Mr. Pinches on a tablet containing

a list of Babylonian kings from about 1938 b.c. to 647 b.c.

The tablet seems to have been copied in the twenty-second year

of the reign of a king whose name is broken off. Mr. Pinches

thinks that he was Darius. Mr. Rylands, also, briefly notices

an engraved gem from Nineveh. In Nov. 4, Mr. Pinches

gives, in continuation of former papers, documents relating to

slave-dealing in Babylonia in ancient times, the text and its

translation recording the making of a claim, the giving back

of the slaves, and the refunding of the money paid for them.

In January 13, 1885, Mr. Pinches gives the continuation

of a previous paper by him on “The Early Babylonian
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King lists,” whicli was published in vol. vi. p. 204 ;
in

March 3 he adds a further paper “ On the Name of the City

and Countr}' over which Tarku-Timme ruled.”

In the Atlienmum, Aug, 2, is an ingenious paper by Mr.

C. 0. Durnford, suggesting a method which might have

been, and, as he thinks, was probably adopted for the war

chariots of the Assyrians. In Sept. 6 is a full notice of the

second part of the fifth volume of the Inscriptions of Assyria

and Babylonia. These five volumes form a splendid Thesaurus,

the like of which no other country has published. Among
the various contents of this fifth and most remarkable book,

may be noticed plates 36 and 37, containing a perfect

Babylonian Syllabary
;

plate 43, which gives an impor-

tant list of the months, and a list of the Babylonian kings,

in Babylonian and Akkadian
;

plates 48 and 49, a nearly

complete calendar of the lucky and unlucky days of the

year, a tablet, on the study of which we understand

that Mr. Boscawen is specially occupying himself : and

plates 67 and 63 containing copies of the “ Contract

Tablets,” of special interest, as indicating the character and

the extent of Babylonian commerce. For tbe history of

Babylonia and Assyria we have a long historical inscription

of Nebuchadnezzar I., b.c. 1120, an English translation of

which has been given by Messrs. Pinches and Budge in the

Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., April, 1884. On plate 62 we find

inscriptions of Assurbanipal, and of his brother, Samas-sam-

ukim, the latter of which is bilingual and difficult of decipher-

ment. Th:-ee other plates, 63-65, are occupied by Inscriptions

of Nabonidus, the second being the one which fixes the

date of Naram-sin, the son of Sargon of Agade, at about

3800 B.c. Most of the monuments in this valuable volume

were procured by Mr. Rassam during his recent excavations

in Mesopotamia. A very full review in the Times of Oct.

17 has pointed out the chief value of this important

work, and to this we must refer our readers for details.
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The Syllabaries published in this volume show that the

study of the sacred texts, legends and poems, was carried

out with great activity during the period of the Persian

kings, and, further, that the cumbrous Cuneiform mode of

writing was not replaced (as some have thought) by the

Aramaean. The tablets, also, show that distinct schools existed

in the various temples, and that, during the period of the

Jewish captivity, literature was in no sense behind its former

position in the golden age of Assyria. The most important

historical document discovered is the three-column terra-cotta

Cylinder of Nabonidus, in which we have the record of a valu-

able series of historical events. Among these may be noted, the

restoration of the Temple of the Sun-CJod in b.c. 3750, by

Naram-Sin, the son of Sargon I., the destruction of the Temple

of the Moon-God at Ilarra in b.c. 025, its restoration by

Nabonidus in B.c. 550, and its capture by Cyrus in the same

year. The occurrence of these dates, verified as they are by

other Inscriptions, show clearly that the scribes had before

them a reg-ular Chronological Canon of the Kinq:s. This

new volume affords a very perfect example of the A^aried

character of Assyrian literature, and its publication reflects

the highest credit on our Director, whom we justly maintain

to be the true Father of Assyriology. In Sept. 20 is a

brief review of Mr. Budge’s “ Babylonian Life and History,”

a publication of the Beligious Tract Society, and one of a

series of small volumes issued by them, under the title of

“ By-Paths of Bible Knowledge.” Mr. Budge has produced

a readable book, with sufficient specimens of Cuneiform

writing to explain the general principles of decipherment,

and the difference or modification existing between the Baby-

lonian and the Assyrian forms of the characters. He has

added translations of various inscriptions made by different

Assyrian scholars.

In the Academy (July 26) is a brief notice of M. Delitzsch’s

“ Die Sprache der Kossaer,” mainly founded on tablets which

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] p
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give the meanings in Ass3’rian of some of the names of the

kings herein recorded, together with another tablet, on

which is a list of Kossaean words with their Assyrian equiva-

lents. By the help of these materials, M. Delitzsch has endea-

voured to fix the linguistic position of the Kossaean dialect, at

the same time bringing together all that is discoverable of

their religion, ethnology and history. It may be further

noted here that, in reviewing Dr. Delitzsch’s book for the

Andover Review, Mass., Prof. Haupt suggests that the

Egj'ptian Hyksos were the Kassi or Kossagans of the Baby-

lonian monuments, who inhabited the Western frontier of

Elam. Dr. Brugsch has already endeavoured to trace the

Hyksos to Susiana. In the same number is a notice of

a paper by Dr. Hommel in “ Ausland,” in which he attempts to

prove that the Akkadians were an Altaic people. His idea

seems to be that it is to the Turkish branch of the Ural-

Altaic family that this old agglutinative language ought to

be assigned.

In the same month we have also a notice of a proposed

American Expedition to Babylonia, the cost of which

is to be defrayed by Miss Wolfe, and is, therefore, to be

called after her name. It is to be hoped that Messrs.

Sterret and Clark, who did such good work in the Assos

Expedition, will be able to take part in this also. The

object of the expedition is not so much excavation or the

discovery of inscriptions, as the securing a topographical

examination of the ground, with a view to determining the

best sites for future diggings. In Aug. 2 we have a brief

account of the Inscriptions of Western Asia, above noticed,

and an excellent review bv Prof. Sa}me of MM. Perrot and

Chipiez’s great work. In Oct. 11 is a short review of Prof.

Lepsius’s last work, “ Die Langenmasse der Alten,” which

arose from a controversy between the writer and Prof. Jules

Oppert on the subject of Bab}donian measures. Prof.

Lepsius, in this small book, surveys the whole system of
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Egj^ptian and Babylonian measures, together with the

Persian, Greek, and Roman ones, which were to a great

extent derived from them. Prof. Lepsius’s book will, prob-

ably, be long the standard authority on the subject with

which it deals.

At the various meetings of the Academie des Inscrip-

tions many interesting papers have been read and discussed

during the last year. Thus, at the meeting of April 25,

1884, M. Oppert read a note, entitled “ La vraie assimilation

de la Divinite de Tello,” in which he endeavoured to show

that the Divinit}’’ honoured at Tello was Ninip, not Papsukat.

May 16 and 23, M. Heuzey read a paper with the title “ La

Stele des vautours, etude d’Archeologie Chaldeenne.” This

monument, in calcareous stone, found at Tello by M. de

Sarzec and now in the Louvre, apparently contains refer-

ences to a victory of the king of that place. MM. Oppert

and Derenbourg are further of opinion that the monument

represented a pyramid composed of the bodies of the van-

quished. May 30, M. Halevy made some remarks on a

Tablet in the British Museum, lately studied by M. Delitzsch,

who has published his views of it under the title “ Die Sprache

d. Cossaer.” It need scarcely be added that M. Halevy does

not accept M. Delitzsch’s theory. On July 11 M. Oppert

read a memoir, “ On the Language of the Elamites,” in

which he claimed to have discovered, so long ago as 1862,

this particular idiom of the Semitic family. He opposed the

views of M. Delitzsch, the so-called Cossaean language being,

in his judgment, that of the Elamites. Four different

languages, to which he gave, respectively, the names of

Sumerian, Elamite, Suso-Medic, and Assyrian, were, in his

belief, spoken in the basin of the Tigris. On Sept. 5 M.

Oppert gives a translation of a Babylonian Inscription of

the Seleucide King Antiochus Soter, the son of Seleucus,

which is preserved in the British Museum. This inscription

bears a date of the Seleucide era, viz. 43= b.c. 269, and on it
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the names Antiochus, Seleucus, and Stratonike are written

Antikus, Selukhu, Astartanikku. The inscription speaks of

a King Seleucus, son of Antiochus, who seems to have died

before his father, and is only mentioned in Trogus Pompeius.

On Sept. 12 M. Oppert dealt with an Assyrian Inscription

referring to the Lunar cycles, and stated that twenty years

ago he had found in the Inscriptions of Sargon the mention

of a great lunar cycle, one of the revolutions of which

terminated 712 b.c. On Sept. 19 he read a further memoir,

“ Sur la Non-identite de Phul et de Tiglathphalasar,” in

which he contended that these two kings were distinct

personages, the first being a Chaldacan, the second an

Assyrian.

In the Revue Critique are many excellent notices bearing

on this subject. Thus, in Ko. 25, June, M. Halevy

reviews, at considerable length, M. Delitzsch’s “Die Sprache

d. Cossiier,” propounding, we believe, a new view that

the nine Arab Kings mentioned by Berosus were really

Kings of the Cosssei. At the same time, M. Halevy bears

high testimony to M. Delitzsch’s Essay, as an “ exposee

lumineux de tons les renseignements que les Inscriptions

Cuneiformes fournissent sur ce peuple jadis presque inconnu.”

On July 14 and 21, the same scholar deals with M. Schrader’s

Origin of Babylonian Civilization, published in the Abh. d.

Kon. Pr. Akad. d. ^Yiss. zu Berlin, 1884. The gist of his

review is to reinforce his many previous statements about

the pretended Sumero-Accadian language, which have not

been accepted generally by the leading Assyrian scholars,

and to point out that M. Schrader has not studied as fully

as he ought to have done all the papers written by M.

Halevy, since his first “counter-blast” against his brother-

Assj'rian students, in the year 1874. In No. 52, Dec. 22,

is an interesting review by M. Decharme of the 2nd vol.

of MH. Perrott and Chiepiez’s “Histoire de TArt dans

I’Antiquite.
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In the Zeitschrift far Keikchriftforsclnmij, the followiug

papers have appeared :—By J. N. Strassmaier, S. J., Funf

Babylonische Vertriige aus der zeit von Nebukadnezzar :—by
the late Stanislas Guyard, “Questions Sumero-Accadiennes”:

—Delitzsch, F., Assyriologische Notizen zum Alten Testa-

ment. I. Das LandUz. II. Der name Benhadad:—R. Dvorak,

Ueber “ Tinurus ” des Assyrisch-Babylonische und die

derselben entsprechen den Forinen der ubrigen sernitischen

sprachen :—A. Aniiaud, Quelques observations sur les In-

scriptions des statues de Tell-Lob:—F. Ilommel, DieSumero-

Akkadische Sprache und ihre Verwandtschafts verhaltnisse,

and on LTnscription A. de Gudea :—Eberh. Schrader, Nach-

triig zu seinem aufsatz ueber die Ausspr. d. Zischl. iin Bab.

Assyr., and by the same Kineladen und Asurbanijjal :
—

A. II. Sayce, The Literary Works of Ancient Babylonia,

and On an ancient Babylonian work on Medicine :—Theod. G.

Pinches, Additions and Corrections to the Fifth Volume of

the Cuneiform Inscriptions of AVestern Asia—three Essays,

and Archaic Forms of Babylonian characters, I. :—P. Jensen,

De incantamentoruin Sumerico-Assyriorum serie quae dicitur

“ Jarbu” tabula—two essays;—Bezold, Ein fragment zu S’' :

—

and, H. Hyvernat, Sur un vase Judeo-Babylonien du Musee

Lycklamade Cannes (Provence). In the “Sprachsaal” of this

Journal are many interesting brief papers, such as J. Ilalevy,

“ Notes de Lexicographie Assyrienne” :—By A. II. Sayce,

“ Kihkisu Gab. ri”:—J. Oppert, Le Dieu de Sirtella ;—F.

Ilommel, Das neu aufgefundene Original der Dynastien-

liste der Berosus:—F. Ilommel, Die Kduige und Patisi von

Sir-guMa und ihre Inschriften. There are, also, good reviews

by Prof. D. II. Midler of Dr. Delitzsch’s “ Hebrew Language

viewed in the light of Assyrian Research,” and by Dr.

Bezold of II. Ililprecht’s “ Freibrief Nebuchadnezzar’s, I.”

There are, also, several short letters and “ miscellen ” from

various eminent scholars, two of which are more than usually

curious. In one of these Dr. E. Nestle calls attention to a work
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recently publislied (1883) by tbe Abbe J. P. Martin, in

which this writer, speaking of an unique MS. in the Vatican

of Isu-dad, a Syrian Bishop of Hadeth, of the eighth or

ninth century, says, “II y a la des passages extremement

curieux sur un genre d’ecriture qui, d’apres la description

qu’en fait cet ecrivain pourrait bien etre le caracter e

cuneiform.” In another, it is stated, that Prof. Pizzi, who

has been for some years engaged on a translation into Italian

of Firdusi’s Shahnameh, considers that he has found a clear

allusion to the Assyrian or Babylonian monuments, in the

account of Jemshid’s Treasure discovered by Behram Gor

(Shahnameh, Calcutta ed. pp. 1507-10). This matter is

certainly curious.

Of miscellaneous papers from various other sources may be

noted : In the Builder, vols. xlv., xlvi., Babylonian Architec-

ture and Art:—Auris, A., Essai sur le Systeme Metrique

Assyrien (Rec. d. Travaux rel. a la Phil, et TArch. Eg. et

Assyr. iv. p. 157):—Boscawen, W. St. C., Babylonian and

Assyrian Art, Amer. Antiquarian, v. 322 :—Budge, E. A.,

Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, Victoria Institute,

1884:—Delitzsch, F., a ver}' large number of articles in

Calwer’s Bibel-Lexicon, C. to M., Lief. 2-5 :—The Assyrian

Department of the British Museum :—Haupt, P., Das Baby-

lonische Nimrod-Epos, Assyriol. Bibl. hi. 1 :—Hommel, F.,

Die Sumero-Akkadier, ein Altaisches Volk, Ausland, 1884,

No. 2:—D. H. Muller, Vorlaufige Mittheilungen iiber von

Prof. J. Wiinsch in der Nahe von Van entdeckte Keil-

inschrlft. Phil. Class. Acad. d. Wiss. Wien, No. xvi., and

Deber satzverbindende Partikel ma in Assyr., fihf:—P. Haupt,

The Language of Nimrod, the Cushite, Andover Review,

July, 1884:—Heuzey, Leon, La StMe des Vautours, Etude

d’Archeologie, Gaz. Archeol., 1884:—Regno e caduta di

Nabonid, Civilta Catolica, vol. iv:—Lenormant, (the late),

Les Origines d’Histoire d’apres la Bible, tome 2me, 2de

partie :—Oppert, J., Ausfuhrliche Kritik iiber J. Flemming’s
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Die grosse Steinplatten Insclir., und Nebukadnezar’s, Gott.

Gelehrt. Anz., Sept :— Do. Ausfuhrliche Kritik iiber F.

Delitzsch’s Die Spracbe der Kossaer, Oester. Monatscbr. f.

d. Orient, No. 9 :—C. Bezold, Ausfiibrliclie Kritik iiber P.

Haupt’s Das Babyloniscbe Nimrod-Epos, ibid, No. 1, 1885 :

—M. Delattre, S.J., L’Asie Occidentale dans les Inscriptions

Assyriennes, Rev. d. Quest. Scient., Oct., 1884 :—Muller,

Dr. H., Eine neue Keil Inschrift. von Van, Oesterr. Monats.

f. d. Orient, 1885, 1:—Strassmaier, J. N., Alpbabatisches

Yerzeichniss d. Assyr. u. Akkad, worter in zweiter B. den

Cuneiform Inscriptions of W. A., etc., etc.:—II. Zimmern,

Babyloniscbe Buss-Psalinen, Inaug. Dissert. 1885.

At tbe Meeting of the American Oriental Society at Boston,

on May 7, 1884, M. Carl F. Lebmaun, of Hamburg, read a

paper “ On tbe Dialectic Equivalence of sh and n in Proto-

Babylonian ”
;

and by Prof. D. G. Lyon, “ On some recent

Assyrian Publications ”
;
and at tbe meeting held at Balti-

more on Oct. 29 and 30, Prof. Lyon read a paper “ On tbe

Second Part of tbe Fifth Volume of tbe Cuneiform Inscrip-

tions of Western Asia.”

In tbe Museon or Revue Internationale (iii. 2) Prof. A.

n. Sayce writes on “Deux Nouvelles Inscriptions Van-

niques.” M. Delattre, S.J., writes “Medica,” wbicb is simply

an answer to some of Mr. Sayce’s recent views :—In iii. 3,

M. Massaroli continues bis paper, entitled Les Hois Pbul et

Tuklatpalasar II., and M. Strassmaier reviews M. Delattre’s

Le Peuple et I’Empire des Medes.

Among books that bave been recently issued may be noted,

M. Ernest de Sarzec, Decouverts en Cbaldee, Ire livr.

:

— Brull’s Herodots Babyloniscbe Nacbricbten :— Scbrader,

E., Cuneiform Inscriptions and tbe Old Testament, ti’ansl.

by tbe Bev. 0. C. Wbitebouse:—Hilprecbt, H., Freibrief

Nebuchadnezzar’s I. Konigs von Babylonien :—Selections

from the Miscellaneous Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia,

edited by Sir H. C. Bawlinson, K.C.B., and T. G. Pinches,
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vol. V. pi. 36-70:—Bonnet, E., Les Decouvertes Assyriennes

et le livre de la Genese:—Sayce, A. H., Fresh Light from the

Ancient Monuments, 2nd ed :—Schrader, E., Zur frage nach

dem Ursprunge der Alt-Bahylonischen Cultur :—Budge, E.

A., Babylonian Life and History :—O’Conor, J. F. X.,

Cuneiform Text of Cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar in the Museum

of New York.

At the Sixth Oriental Congress held at Leyden in Sept.

1883, Section A was devoted to Semitic work generally. At

its various meetings the following papers were read :

—

M. Goldziher, “ Sur extraits d’un travaille sur I’Ecole

Theologique des Zahirites — M. Ethe spoke of the life of

Naciri Khosrau, a well-known Persian poet of the

fifth century of the Hejra:—M. Land read the

result of his researches “ Sur I’histoire de la Gamme
Arabe”:—M. A. Muller communicated an “Etude sur Ibn

ali Ocaibiya et sur son histoire des Medecins ecrite en

Arabe”:—M. de Goeje read extracts from a posthumous

work of the late Prof. Dozy, interesting “ pour Tetude

de la Religion des Harraniens,” which he had hoped to

have read himself to the Congress: — M. Noldeke made

some observations on the true Sabaeans, who had been

often wrongly identified with the Mendaites: — M. Houtsma

spoke of a Turkish Chronicle, which gave some account of

the Seljuks of Asia Minor:—M. Ethe spoke of some Turkish

translations of the fables Kalila and Dimna which had not

been previously known :—M. D. H. Muller read a paper

communicated by M. Hommel on an Arabic work entitled

“ Djankaral-al-Arab, or a collection of poems,” which he

was preparing for the press
;
as well as a Dictionary of Prae-

Tslamite poets :—M. Landberg spoke of the importance of

the study of the Bedouin Dialects for the profound study

of Literary Arabic :—M. Barbier de Meynard presented, on

the part of M. Alric, an essay entitled “ Les Pelerins Musul-
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mans au tombeau de Moise”:—M. Oort spoke “Sur la

meilleure maniere de s’y prendre pour editer le texte de

I’Ancient Testament ” :—M. D. H. Muller read a “ Memoire

sur I’usage des suffixes caracteristiques du pluriel masculin

dans les langues Seinitiques Meridionales, notainment dans

le Dialecte Sabeen ” :—M. Strassmaier added a notice of

the Cuneiform Texts of certain Tablets in the Museum at

Liverpool, chiefly contracts and receipts :—M. Tiele read a

Memoir “ Sur la grande Deesse Babylonienne, Istar, prototype

de I’Astarte Syrienne ”
:—M. Scblottmann read one “ Sur

la construction de la Strophe dans la poesie Hebraique ” :

—

Prof. A. H. Sayce read a paper “ On the Inscriptions of Mai

Amir, and on the origin of the Texts usually called

Median,” which he would prefer calling Amardian, in that

they come from the countr}' of Amardi as accepted by ancient

classical writers :—the President of the Section, M. Schrader,

presented, on the part of M. Clermont-Ganneau, “ Epigraphes

Hebraiques et Grecs des ossauires Juifs inedits ”—“ Secaux

et cachets inedites, Pheniciens et Syriens, suivis d'Epigra-

phies Pheniciennes inedites ” :—M. Oort read a further paper

entitled “ Etude sur les causes probables qui ont fait accuse

les Juifs de meurtres rituels” :—M. McCurdy read a memoir

“ On perfect inflexions in Assyrian —M. D. II. Miiller read

a paper “On the Divine Names and PlSx in the Sahman

Inscriptions ” :—M. Oppert communicated the result of his

study of the Babylonian Monuments procured by M. de

Sarzec from Lower Babylonia:—M. Haupt gave an outline

of “ Edition de I’Epopee, Bab}'lonienne dite de Nernrod,”

which he had nearly completed :—lastly, M. Ilalevy gave

a very important statement on the decipherment of the

Thamudite Inscriptions. With this paper the labours of

the Semitic Section of the Congress were brought to a

conclusion.

Arabic .—There is probably about as much to note on this
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branch, of Oriental studies for this j’^ear as for those which

preceded it. Thus, in the Atlienceum, for Aug. 16, is a long

and able account of the contents of the first vol. of M. H.

Derenbourg’s Manuscrijots Arabes de I’Escurial. The co-

dices, which amount to as many as 2000 in number, were

catalogued, though incorrectly, by Casiri, 120 years ago, and

M. Derenbourg has wisely retained the arrangement of the

old catalogue. M. Derenbourg’s second volume will be

devoted to the geographical and historical departments.

From the same number we learn, that in the Bulletin de

Correspondance Africaine, M. Rene Basset has published, in its

last fasciculus, a catalogue of the Arabic MSS. in the Regency

of Tunis. We learn, further, that Prof. A. Muller, ofKonigs-

berg, has completed his edition of an important biographical

work in Arabic by Ibn Abi Useibia, from MSS. in the

Museum, Bodleian, Paris, and many other libraries. The

text has been printed at Bulaq, and the German preface, etc.,

at Gottingen. Ibn Abi Useibia contains, mostly, biographies

of medical men. Prof. Muller is engaged on a second

biographical work by A1 Kifti, which is older than the

former, and contains biographies of philosophers, Arabian as

well as Greek. In Oct. 18 is a good notice of Sir W. Muir’s

Mahomet and Islam (printed for the Religious Tract Society),

an abridgment, no doubt, of his former work on the same

subject, but valuable for the woodcuts given of the Kaaba,

the Black Stone, etc. The book is a plain straightforward

narrative of the Prophet’s life, and is based on original

authorities. From the same number we learn that the large

collection of Arabic MSS. (comprising more than 1000

volumes) brought together by the Swedish Orientalist, Dr.

Landberg, has been purchased from the house of Brill & Co.,

of Leyden, for the Royal Library at Berlin. In Nov. 29,

Sir George Airy has started a query as to the meaning of a

sentence in the fifty-fourth chapter of the Koran, “ The hour

[of judgment] approacheth, and the moon has been split
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asunder,” and, referring to these words, as indicating either

a miracle or a prophecy. Sir George suggests that it may

be “ chronological, in the sense of an astronomical definition

of time.” To this view, Mr. W. T. Lynn replies, in Dec. 6,

and Mr. S. L. Poole in Dec. 13. Neither of these writers

agree with Sir George, yet each of their letters are worthy of

perusal, especially that of Mr. S. L. Poole. From Dec. 27

we learn that the British Museum has recently acquired a

hitherto unknown Arabic work, the Kitab-al-Mohabbir,

which contains many historical notices and traditions of the

Arabs of the time of Muhammad, and of his immediate

successors. The writer seems to have been alive in a.h. 290

= A.D. 903. The Museum Library has, also, secured the

earliest extant history of the Moslem conquestof Egypt, Africa,

and Spain, by Ibn Abd-al-Hakim, who died a.h. 257= .i.D.

871 ;
a history of the Seljuk Dynasty, written shortly after its

extinction, a.h. 620= a.d. 1223, and Kitab-al-Osul, a hitherto

unknown work on Arabic Grammar, by Ibn As-Sarraj, who

died A.H. 316=a.d. 928.

In Jan. 3, 1885, is a notice of a proposed work by that

learned scholar. Prof. Wellhausen, of Halle, entitled “Skizzen

und Vorarbeiten,” of which one part is out. His plan is to

publish from year to year preparatory studies to more ex-

tensive literary plans, embracing the history of Israel, the

antiquities of ancient Arabia, and the history of the Arabs

to the fall of the Omayyad Dynasty. This first part

contains a revised edition of the article “ Israel ” in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, and that part of the Diwan of the

Hodhail poets which was not published by Kosegarten.

From Feb. 21 we learn that the Cambridge University

Press have decided to print Mr. C. N. Doughty’s account of

his travels in Central Arabia. A notice of what M. Henan

has done for the inscriptions he has collected will be found

under “ Epigraphy.”

In the Academy (June 28) is a useful notice of Prof.
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DIeterici’s “ Die Sogenannte Theologie des Aristoteles,”

translations from various Arabic MSS., valuable as showing

wbat was the influence of Greek philosophy on the great

intellectual movements of the Arabs and Persians during

the ninth and tenth centuries. This “ Theolog}"
” appears

to have been translated into Arabic about a.d. 831-43, and

was of the Xeo-Platonic cast. A paraphrase was published

at Rome in 1519, and, subsequently, at Paris in 1572.

There is, also, a notice by Dr. A. Muller of the late Dr.

Loth’s “ Leben und Werke des ’Abdallah ibn-ul-Mu’tazz.” It

was originally in the “Acts” of the Philosophical Faculty,

but well deserved to be more widely known. In August 23

is a good and full review by Mr. C. J. Lyall of Dr. Ludolf

KrehTs “ Das Leben des Muhammed.” In Nov. 15 is a

brief notice of the third volume of the Minhadj at-Talibin,

or “ Guide of Zealous Believers,” edited and translated for

the Netherlands Government of Batavia by M. L. C. M.

Van der Berg; and, in Nov. 22, is a very interesting account

of the lecture given by Mr. R. S. Poole, LL.D., at the

“College for Men and Women” in Bloomsbury, On the

Domestic Architecture of Cairo, illustrated by Mr. Frank

Dillon’s water-colour drawings. In Dec. 27 Dr. Badger

gives a full notice of part i. fasc. i. of Mr. M. S. Howell’s

Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language, the bulk of

which is devoted to an elaborate disquisition on the Noun in

General, the Generic Noun, the Proper Name, etc. Dr.

Badger praises highly the laborious accuracy of the writer,

though he thinks some of his English definitions might have

been more intelligible. In Jan. 24, 1885, p. 66, is a notice

of a pamphlet by Mr. G. A. Wilken, of Leiden, entitled

“ Das Matriarchat (Mutter-recht) bei den Alten Arabern,”

which, accepted partially by Prof. E. Tylor, has been very com-

pletely answered in the Journal of this Society (Vol. XVII.

Part 2) by Mr. J. W. Redhouse. In the same Journal, and

under the same date, is a notice of J. Wellhausen’s “Skizzen
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und Vorarbeiten,” a rather incongruous collection, yet not

for this reason the less valuable, for the Grerman version of his

article in the Encyclopaedia Britannica “ On Israel,” and for

an edition of that portion of the Leiden MS. of the“Diwan

of the Huzalis” which had been left unpublished by Kose-

garten. The portion published by Kosegarten was trans-

lated by R. Abicht in 1879, and we, thus, have two render-

ings and a commentary on a probably unique collection of

ancient Arabic poetry. There is, also, a notice of Al-Ham-

dani’s Geography of the Arabian Peninsula, edited by B. H.

Muller in a volume of which we have, at present, the text

only. It has been printed in the same form and with the

same type as the new edition of Tabari. A good map would

be of the highest value to the work, and might well be added

to the second volume. From March 21, p. 210, we learn

that Seuor Almagro has recently published at Granada,

“Descripcion y usos del Astrolabio,” a lithographed Arabic

text with a Spanish translation. The volume forms part of

the “Biblioteca Ilispano-Maurica—Codices Arabes.”

In the Journal des Savants M. Renan reviews M. II.

Derenbourg’s “Livre de Sibawaiki ” (June); and M. B. de

Meynard notices M. Louis Rinn’s “ Marabouts et Khouan,

4tude sur ITslam en Algerie ” (Dec.).

From the Rome Critique for Jan. 19 we gather that, in the

last number of the Revue Orientale, by M. Ganneau, now

attached to the Journal Ofliciel, is a notice of the Chrestomathie

elementaire de I’Arabe litteral by MM. Derenbourg and

Spiro. In Feb. 19 is a brief notice of M. de Meynard’s

“Lecon d’ouverture” on taking the Chair of Arabic in the

College of France, instead of that of Persian he had pre-

viously occupied
;
and in Mar. 9 is a portion of M. Hartwig

Derenbourg’s “ Allocution ” on the commencement of his

course of Arabic in the Ecole des Ilautes-Etudes.

In the Trans. Germ. Oriental Society, M. de Goeje deals

with Al-Biladhori’s Ansab al Ashraf (p. 382) : Professor
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Noldeke has an article entitled “ Untersuchungen zur

Semitisch. Grammatik, ” chiefly with reference to ^thiopic and

the South-Semitic dialects (p. 407) : A. von Kremer gives the

“ Philosophische gedichte des Abu-l-ala Ma‘arri” (p. 499) : M.

Toilers a paper entitled “ Mittheilung iiber einige hand-

schriftliche Erwerbungen d. Konigl. Bible zu Berlin” (p. 567) :

Dr. Trumpp (the last paper he printed), “ Eine Karakter

fur eine unrichtige aufiassung der ix. und xi. Form des

Arabischen Verbums ” (p. 581): W. Bacher, Berichtigungen

zur Neubauer’schen Ausgabe des Kitab ulusul (p. 620) : M.

Thorbecke gives a brief notice of Dr. Jahn’s Ibn Ja’is (p.

666): and M. Ign. Goldziber writes “Zur Literature des

Icbtilaf al Madahib (p. 669). In the xxxix. vol. heft 1 (the

first for the present year) M. J. Wellhausen wites a paper on

the “ Hudailitenliedern ” (p. 104): M. H. Gutbe reviews

'\Vol3‘’s “ Arabiscber Dragoman ”
: and M. J. Barth notices

"Wellbausen’s Litzter Tbeil der Lieder Hudailiten” (p. 107).

In the Joiirn. Adatique, Nov.-Dee. is a short paper by

M. Ilalevy entitled “ Arabe et Arable,” p. 568. In Jan. of

the present year, M. Dulac writes Contes Arabes en dialecte

de la Haute Egypte, p. 5, and M. Siouffi continues his “Notice

sur le Cheikh Adi et la secte des Yezidis,” p. 78.

In the Museon (p. 383) M. A. F. Mehrer notices the views

of Avicenna on Astrology, etc.

In the Literai. Blatt fur Orient. Philologie Mr. C. S.

Hungronje notices (p. 417) Goldziher’s Die Zahiriten:—J. H.

Mordtmann (p. 429), S. Lunger’s Reisberichte aus Syrlen und

Arabian:—C. Seybold deals (vol. ii. p. 18) with P. Wolff’s

Arabiscber Dragoman, Dritte Auflage :—W. Pertsch (p. 24)

with Landberg’s Catalogue des MSS. Arabes :—C. Seybold

(p. 27) with R. E. Brunnow’s Die Charidschiten unter der

ersten Omaiyyaden : — and K. Tollers reviews (p. 56)

Wilken’s Das Matriarchat (Das Mutterrecht) bei den alten

Arabern.

Among Arabic books issued during the last year, the
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following may be noted :—P. L. Tailhan, Chroniqiie rimee

des derniers Rois de Toledo et de la conquete de I’Espagne

paries Arabes;—Derenbourg and Spiro, Chrestomatbie Elera.

de TArabe litteraire :—Lane, E. W., Arabic-English

Dictionary, edited by S. L. Poole, vol. vii. pt. 4:—Brunnow,

R. E., Die Charidschiten unter den Ersten Omayyaden :

—

Kremer, A., Beitrage zur Arabiscben Lexicographie, ii. :

—

Dieterici, Die Abhandlungen der Ichwan-es-Safa in Auswabl,

beft 2 :—Saadia Al-fajumi, Arabiscbe Psalmen ubersetzung

von Dr. S. H. Margulies, 1. Tbeil :—Al-Hamdani, Geogr. d.

Arab. Halb-Insel, cura D. H. Muller :—Wilken, D., Das

Matriarcbat (Das Mutterrecbt) bei den Alton Arabern :—Al-

Cbazari, aus dem Arabiscben des AbuT-Hasan Jebuda

Hallewi libers, v. Dr. H. Hirscbfeld :—Encyclopedie Arabe, by

Butrus al Bustani, vol. viii. ;—Lercbundi y Siraonet,

Cbrestoraatbia Arabigo-Espagnola :—Miftab-ut-Uruz (treatise

on Arabic prosody), by Abu Ya’qub Sakkaki :—Rosen, Y.,

Remarques sur les MSS. Orientaux de la Collection Marsigbi

a Bologna, from Lincei, viii. 2, p. 240 :—Ibn Abi-Dseibia,

Text. m. Glossar. cura A. Muller :—Minbadj-at-Talibin, by

L. W. C. Van den Berg, vol. iii. :—Krebl, Die Lebre d.

Mubammed :—Muir, Sir W., Mabomet and Islam:

—

Darmesteter, J., Conferences sur le Mabdi depuis les origines

de rIslam :—Sauvaire, II., “Voyage en Espagne d’un

Ambassadeur Marocain ” :—Amari, M., “ Estratti del Tarib

Mansuri ” :—Basset, Rene, Les Manuscrits Arabes du Bacb-

Agba de Djelfa.

Syriac.—In tbe Athenmim (July 26, p. 106) is a very

interesting review of Dr. Wrigbt’s translation, from Arabic

into Syriac, of tbe book of Kalilab wa Dimnah, wbicb has

been recently printed by the Clarendon Press at Oxford.

It may be added that in the Revue Critique for Jan. 12,

M. Rubens Duval has spoken highly of the same work, at

tbe same time offering many ingenious conjectural emenda-
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tions of the unique Syriac text. From Dec. 27 (p. 860)

we learn that Mr. Budge is editing for the “Anecdota

Oxoniensia ” (Semitic Series), the Syriac Text (with an

English translation) of the Book of the Bee, written by

Solomon, Metropolitan of Bosrah, in the first quarter of the

twelfth century a.d. This edition is based on MSS. in the

Bodleian Library, the British Museum, and the Royal

Asiatic Society.

In the Proceedings of the American Oriental Society at

Baltimore, Oct. 1884, p. v. Mr. A. L. Frothingham, jun.,

gives a paper “ On the Book of Hierotheus,” by a Syrian

mystic of the fifth century :—and Prof. I. H. Hall writes

“ On a Syriac Manuscript of the Acts and Epistles.” The

MS. consists of the Acts, the Catholic Epistles and the

Pauline Epistles in this order, with a few tables of Feasts

and Lessons at the beginning, and a poem in honour

of the Trinity at the end. Its date is July 4, 1471.

In the Bullettino Communale cU Roma, p. 218, M. Giudi

has published an interesting paper, entitled “ II Testo Siriaco

della descrizione di Roma.”

Armmenn .—In the Athenmnn for Sept. 27 is a very full

review of M. Rubens Duval’s “ Les Dialectes Neo-Arameens

de Salames : Textes sur I’Etat Actuel de la Perse et contes

populaires,” from which it is clear how much has been done

within the last twenty years to disclose to Syriac scholars

nearly the whole of the literature that belongs to the small

remnant of a Semitic family known by the name of the

Syrian Christians.

Abroad the chief work has been done by Professors

Lagarde, Noldeke, Bickell, Sachau in Germany
;
by the

Abbe Marten, M. Duval, and M. Zotenberg at Paris
;
and

by MM. Lamy and Abeloos at Louvain. In England Dr.

W. "Wright has been the most prominent and efiective

worker.
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Ethiopic or Ilimyaritic.—From the Academy of Dec. 27,

we learn that a collection of Ethiopic and Egyptian MSS.

has been presented to the Public Library at Frankfurt;—In

the Z. D. M. G. vol. xxxviii. p. 481, Dr. Praetorius continues

(from vol. xxxvii. p. 443) his paper on “ Tigrina-Spriich-

worter ”— In the Mus^on (iii. 2, April), M. Ed. Drouin

writes on “ Deux Chroniques Ethiopiennes :
”—and {ibid.)

M. L. C. Casartelli describes “Un MS. Karshuni du Musee

de Liverpool ” ;—M. Reinisch has published “ Die Chamir-

sprache in Ahessinien,” vol. 2.

Samaritan.—In the Academy for Dec. 20 is a notice of

Dr. Heidenheim’s Die Genesis in der Ilebraisclier quadrat-

schrift, etc., the first part of a “ Bibliotheca Samaritana,”

on which this distinguished Semitic scholar has been long at

work. In 1874, Mr. J. W. Nutt published some fragments

of the Samaritan Targum, from a MS. in the Bodleian. Dr.

Heidenheim aims at an emended text, turning to account the

previous labours of Frankel, Kirchheim, Kdhn, Ndldeke,

Briill, etc. An important portion of the Introduction deals

with the palaeographical proof of the emendations. Older

readings, rejected by the present writer, are retained in the

foot-notes. See, also, Athcnceum, Jan. 3, for a brief but

appreciative notice of Dr. Heidenheim’s work
;

and an

article by K. Vollers in Libr. Blatt. f. Or. Philologie, Dec.,

p. 91. B. Moritz has, also, published Bar-IIebrmi, in

duodecim prophetas minores Scholia.

Ilittife.—Quite a literature has sprung up during the last

year on the subject of the Hittite Inscriptions or of the

Hittite Empire. Nearly all of this has been due to the

publication, by the Rev. Dr. Wright, on Oct. 1, of his

“Empire of the Hittites.” It is not advisable here to enter

into this controversy, but, in fairness to Dr. Wright, it

should be said that his work is a complete resume of all that

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] G
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was known, or presumably known, up to tbe date of its

publication, on Oct. 1, 1884. Those who care to follow the

subsequent discussions can refer to the Academy, 1884,

Dec. 6, p. 378
;
Dec. 13, p. 397 ;

Dec. 20, p. 415 ;
Dec. 27,

p. 435 ;
and, in 1885, Jan. 3, p. 14 ;

Jan. 10, p. 31 ;
Jan.

17, p. 48 ;
April 14, p. 246 ;

April 18, p. 278 ;
April 25,

p. 298 ;
and Athenceum, April 4, p. 435. In the Proc. Bihl.

Arch. Soc. May, 1884, p. 226, Mr. W. H. Hylands has

published a gem from Nineveh bearing what he conceives

to be Hittite characters.

Aryan Languages.—Sanskrit.—Many valuable papers,

letters, etc., more or less bearing on this general subject, have

been published during the last year, of which the following

may be noticed.

Thus, in the Journal of tins Society, Vol. XVI. p. 381, is a

paper by Mr. Pincott “ On the Arrangement of the Hymns of

the Rig-veda " ;
at p. 453, “ Suka-Sandesah, a Sanskrit

Poem by Lakshmidasa, with preface and notes in English by

II. II. Rama Varma, Maharaja of Travancore, G.C.S.I.,

M.RA.S., w'ith selections from a commentary by Keralavarma,

drawn up by Shyamaji Krishnavarma, B.A., of Ball. Coll.

Oxford;” at p. 479 is a paper by M. Van den Gheyn, S.J.,

M.R.A.S., entitled, “Note sur les mots Sanscrits composee

avec and, in Vol. XVII. p. 221, is a translation of Books

81-93 of the Markandejm Parana, hy the Rev. B. Hale

Wortham.

In the Proceedings of the Bengal Asiatic Society (June),

Prof Thihaut publishes notes from the Varaha Pancha

Siddliantika of Varaha Mihira, to which allusion has already

been made.

In the Journal of the Bombay Asiatic Society is a second

Report of Operations in search of Sanskrit MSS. in the

Bombay circle (which includes not only Bombay, but

Rajputana, Central India, and the Central Provinces).
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This volume contains Prof. Peterson’s general Report;

Extracts from MSS. belonging to H.H. the Maharaja of

Alwar
;

Extracts from MSS. published by Government

;

a Digambara Pattevali, and a list of the Vedic books

belonging to H.H. the Maharaja of Alwar. The Report

gives high, and, no doubt, just praise, to the native

gentlemen, who have been associated with Prof Peterson in

his work.

In the Z. D. M. G., vol. xxxviii. pts. 2, 3, 4, M. Jacobi

writes “ Ueber die Entstehung d. Qvetambara und

Digambara Sekten,” pt. 1 :—M. Adolf Holtzmann, Brahma

in Mahabharata ;—H. Oldenberg, Rig-Veda Samhita und

Samavedarcika :—M. Jacobi, Ueber die Entwickelung der

Indischen Metrik in Nach-Vedischer Zeit
;

and lastly, R.

Roth, Wo wiichst der Soma :—vol. xxxix. pt. 1, M. Olden-

berg writes on “ AkhyanallymneniniRig-Y’eda” :—M.Pischel

on “Der Dichter Panini”:—Dr. A. Fiihrer, on Sanskrit-

Rathsel :—B. Lindner, “ Ueber eine Handschrift des Ersten

buchs den Maitrayani-Samhita,” and Dr. A. Hillebrandt re-

views at considerable length K. T. Telang’s Mudrarakshasa.

In the Journal Asiatique, Feb. Mar. M. Leon Peer

continues his paper “ Comment ou devient Preta,” and in

Aug., Sept., and Oct., gives a further
2
:>aper entitled

“ Les Avadanas Jatakas ” ;—and in Feb., IRar., April,

May, and June, and in Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., and Dec.,

M. A. Bergaigne has continued his valuable “Etudes

sur le Lexique de Rig-Veda.”

In the Journal des Savants, M. Barthelemy de St.-Hilaire

has two reviews (August and Sep., 1884) of M.

Hauvette-Besnault’s Bhagavata Purana, tome iv. :—and

(March and April, 1885) two notices of Mr. J. Talboys

Wheeler’s History of India from the Earliest Ages.

In the Revue Critique, No. 37, it is stated that M. Michel,

Professor of Sanskrit at Liege, has commenced printing “Le
Panchatantra, texte Sanscrite de la redaction meridionale.
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publie pour la premiere fois et accompagne d’un commentaire

critique.” The text has been fixed from four MSS., one in

the Bibliotheque Rationale, a second in the India Ofiice, and

t\vo others lent to M. Michel by Profs. M. Muller and G.

Biihler respectively.

In the Gott. Gelerhte A.nz., M. Garbe reviews with

praise L. von Schroeder’s Maitrayani Sanhita, as does also M.

Zachariae, 3Ir. Bendall’s Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in

the University of Cambridge.

In the Liferarische Ceniral-Blait are good notices of

Denssen, Das system des Yedanta
;

of R. Garbe’s Srauta

Sutras of Apastamba published in the Bibliotheca Indica :—of

Bergaigne’s Methode pour etudier la langage Sanscrite :

—

and of Sorensen om ]\Iahabharatas Stilling in den Indiske

Literatur
;
Forsog pa at udskille de aeldste Bestanddele.

The Deufsche Literatiu'zeifiing reviews approvingly

Schoenberg’s Hitopadesa, and there are, also, notices of

Fritze’s Panchatantra by R. Garbe
;

of Holtzmann,

Grammatiscbes aus dem Mahabharata
;
by Prof. Weber of the

Benares Sanskrit Series, a collection of Sanskrit works

edited b}’’ the Pandits of the Benares Sanskrit College, under

the superintendence of Profs. Griffith and Thibaut
;
and, by

the same, of Kielhorn’s edition of Pantajali.

In the Miiseoi), p. 496, M. Neve notices, briefly, M.

Foucaux’s translation of the Lalita Vistara, 1st in 1844,

and, recenthq in tome vi. of the Annales du Musee Gulmet

;

and, p. 500, M. Victor Henry reviews M. A. Bergaigne’s

“ Manuel pour etudier la langue Sanscrite.”

In the Literaturhiaft fur Orient. Philologie, Dr. H. Fiihrer

writes, p. 386, “ Kurze notizen fiber Sanskrit Neu-drucke

in Indien.” The Abhijnaua-Sakuntala, by MM. Godabole

and Paraba, and the Dasa-Kumara-Charitra of Dandin, by

the same. C. Cappeller notices L. Fritze’s Panchatantra,

and J. Schoenberg’s Hitopadescha. Dr. A. Hillebrandt

reviews Band 2, pt. 1, E. D. Perry’s “Indra in the Rig-Veda,”
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Journ. Amer. Orient. Soc. xi. 1. E. Kuhn notices (p. 35)

F. Neve’s “ Les Epoches litteraires cle I’lnde.” L. v.

Schroeder (p. 37), C. R. Lanman’s “ Sanskrit Reader.”

Th. Zacharaie (jd. 40) Kirtikaumudi, edited by Abaje Vishnu

Kachavate
;

and II. Jacobi (p. 46), Dr. E. Leumann’s Das

Aupapatika Sutra, erstes Upanga der Jaina. Lastly, A.

Holtzmann deals with parts iv.-xi. of Pratap Chandra Roy’s

Mahabharata translated into English prose.

At the meeting of the American Oriental Societij, Boston,

May, 1884, papers were read by Prof. C. R. Lanman of

Cambridge, Mass., “ On the Stanza Rig-Veda x. 18. 14, in

illustration of various cumulative evidence that may be used

in the criticism of the Veda by the same scholar “ On the

Datavya Bharata Karyalaya
;

by Prof. Avery, “ On the

Unaugmented Verb-forms in the Rig and Atharva-Vedas;

by Prof. "VV. D. Whitney, “ On the Study of Sanskrit, and

on the Study of the Hindu Grammarians ”
;

and, at the

meeting at Baltimore in October, Prof. Whitney con-

tributed a paper “ On the classification of certain Aorist

forms in Sanskrit Prof. M. Bloomfield, also, contributed a

paper “ On the position of the Vaitana-Sutra in the literature

of the Atharva-Veda Prof. C. R. Lanman, “On the

typograjihical requirements for printing Sanskrit translitera-

tion and, lastly. Prof. W. D. Whitney deals with “ The

Etymology of the Sanskrit noun Vratd."

In the Athenmun (April 4, 1885) we have an interesting

account of the progress of Pratap Chandra Roy’s translation

of the Mahabharata, which is now being w^ell supported, as

it deserves to be, by some of the leading natives of India,

as the Maharaja of Kashmir, the Guicowar of Baroda, the

Maharaja of Travancore, etc. Recently the learned trans-

lator has received a somewhat unusual donation. The Babu

Govinda Lai Roy, a wealthy zemindar of Rungpore, has, on

the occasion of his daughter’s marriage, undertaken to bear

all the expenses of the translation of one of the largest books
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of the Mahabharata, the “ Vana Parva” or “Forest Book.”

In No. 14, recently published, is a translation of the well-

known episode of Nala and Damayanti.

In the Academy for June 14, we have a brief notice of

Prof. Lamman’s “Sanskrit Header,” which promises well,

but will be most useful when the author shall have been

able to print his notes. The work contains extracts from

the best known Sanskrit texts with a carefully prepared

glossary. From Julj^ 5, we learn that Prof. Biihler has

written an essay on the Alphabet of the ancient Palm-

leaves of Horinzi, in which he shows that the discovery of

this Alphabet supplies a new starting-point for Pala30-

graphical researches into the History of the Indian Alphabet.

This work has since been published as an appendix to the

“Ancient Palm-leaves containing the Prajna paramita-

bridaya-Sutra, etc., by Prof. F. Max Muller and Bunjdu

Nanjio,” in “Anecdota Oxoniensia,” vol. i. pt. 3. It has

been very fully and carefully reviewed in the Athenman of

Oct. 4. Inter alia, it comprises the age of the Palm-leaf

MSS., recently found in Nepal and Western India. In the

Academy for August 2 is a long letter from Prof. Peterson,

giving an interesting account of what has been recently done

in India for Sanskrit literature, etc., with especial reference

to the labours of Prof. Bhandarkar. It may be added that

some interesting details are given as to the materials for

writing on. Prof. Bhandarkar has under his charge 4482

MS., about one-third of which bear dates. The dated ones

on Palm-leaves range between a.d. 1082-1394, while the

earliest dated paper MS. is of a.d. 1320. From this we

may conclude that paper superseded palm-leaves at least in

Gujarat and the Marathi country, in the fourteenth century.

In Aug. 30 is a full review by Mr. Bhys Davids of Bunyiu

Nanjio’s Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the Budd-

hist Tripitaka; of Mr. Cecil Bendall’s Catalogue of Buddhist

Sanskrit MSS. in the University Library at Cambridge
;
and
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of Babu Bajendralala’s Sanskrit-Buddbist Literature of

Nepal
;

all works of the highest value, as showing what

Buddhism really meant, and how little the genuine article is

in accordance with the popular views generally entertained

on this subject. Where all are well done, it is hard to say

which is the best, but every one will agree with Mr. Davids

in the high praise he gives to Mr. Bunyiu Nanjio.

In Jan. 3 is a long letter from Prof. Max Muller “ On the

Ordinances of Manu,” translated from the Sanskrit by the

late A. C. Burnell, completed and edited by E. W. Hopkins,

lie points out gracefully how much Oriental scholarship is

indebted to the late Dr. Burnell, and how great has been his

loss. Few men could have been more competent to give

us a really good translation of this well-known law-book, as

he was not only an independent Sanskrit scholar, but, also,

an experienced lawj'er. Burnell was, as we know, originally

selected by Dr. Muller to translate Manu for the “ Sacred

Books of the East,” but had to give up this congenial task,

owinjj to increasin'; ill-health. Prof. Biihler is now enffas^ed

on a critical edition for the “ New Series
”

of the “ Sacred

Books of the East.”

In connection with this subject we may mention the

publication of Prof. J. Jolly’s Tagore Lectures, entitled,

“ Outlines of a History of the Hindu Law of Partition,

Inheritance and Adoption,” which contains in the Appen-

dices numerous Sanskrit texts from unpublished works. And
further, an addition and translation of the Law Code (in

Burmese) of King Wagaru, to which is prefixed a valuable

essay—the Jardine Prize—by Dr. Forchhammer, on the

sources and development of Burmese Law.

In Jan. 17, Prof. Max Muller, writes, “On the original

meaning of Matri ‘mother,’ Bhratri ‘brother,’ and Svasri

‘ sister with reference to an essay by a young student

of Sanskrit, Mr. Dwijendra Nath Tagore, entitled “Prititattva

or the Nature of Love,” published in the Tattvabodhini
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pathika. In Jan. 31, Mr. E. V. Arnold deals further witli

the same subject, in which he suggests that Indians had

begun to speculate on the subject of the original meaning of

Matri, etc., when the Vedic hymns were written, and, there-

fore, that it is important to notice what interpretations are to

be found in them. From Feb. 28 we learn that Dr. Grustav

Oppert has been recently busily engaged in exploring the

Sanskrit libraries of the South of India, and has succeeded in

obtaining the support of the Rajas of Mysore, Travan-

core and Yizianagram towards the starting of a Madras

Sanskrit Text Publication Society. It is understood

that he has nearly ready for publication, the second

volume of his lists of Sanskrit MSS. from the private

libraries of Southern India. lie has further in hand,

English translations of the Sukranitasara and of the Niti-

prakari, as well as an edition of the Vaijayanti Sanskrit

Dictionary.

Among books recently published on Sanskrit or as nearly

connected with this language, the following may be noticed :

—

Iloltzraann, Grammatisches aus d. Mahabharata ;—Burckard,

Die Eacmirer Sakuntala Handschrift :—Halmlandt, M., Zur

Geschichte d. Pancatantra :—Knauer, T., Das Gobhilagrhya

sutra, part 1 :—Hauvette-Besnault, Bhagavata Parana,

Histoire Poetique de Krichna, tome iv. :—Jacobi, L., Qunika,

Ein Gedicht aus Indien :—Bohtlingk, Sanskrit Worterbuch

in Kiirzerer fassung, Th. 5, Lief. 2 :—Manu, The Ordinances

of, ed. by Burnell and Hopkins :—Edgren, H., Compendious

Sanskrit Grammar:—Arnold, Edwin, C.S.I., The Secret of

Death (from the Sanskrit) :—Regnaud, La Rhetorique

Sanscrite expose dans le developpement historique :

—

Bergaigne, A., Manuel pour etudier la langue Sanscrite ;

—

Colinet, La Theologie de la Bhagavadgita :—Victor, H.,

Trente Stances du Bhamini Vitasa :—Story of Nala and

Damayanti, trans. by Pandita Jaganatha :—Apte, V. S., The

Student’s English-Sanskrit Dictionary :—Balaramayana, a
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Drama by Rajusekhara, edited by Pandit Jibananda Vidya-

sagara:—Sahityaparichaya, an Introduction to Sanskrit Litera-

ture, by N. M. Nyayalankara :—Bourgoin, M., Brahmakarma,

on rites Sacres des Brabmanes :—Schdnberg, J., Kshemendra’s

Kavi-Kanthabharana : — Pandit Rajendra Lala Mitra bas

issued Notices of Sanskrit MSS. No. 19, vol. vii. pt. 2 :

—

Mudraraksbasa by Yisakhadatta, edited by K. T. Telang :
—

Donati, G., Mangalavada, ossia ragionaraento sulla Felicita :

—Regnaud, P., Les Origines de la Sifflante Palatane en

Sanscrit :—Parshad Munshi Gargu, Indian Rustic Scenes
;

also a short course of Popular Scientific Lectures :—Atbarva

Veda Sanbita, edited by SewaklM Karsandas ;—Chanda

Kousika, a Drama by Arya Kshemisbwara :—Mabanirbana

Tantram, Purva Kaudam :—Sahitya Darpana, a treatise on

Literary Composition, by Vishwantha Kaviraja :—Sithupala

Badbam, a Poem, by Migha, with a commentary by

Mallinatba :— Ballantyne, J. R. (the late), First Lessons in

Sanskrit Grammar, with an introduction to the Ilitopadesa,

4th ed :—Do., The Sankbya Aphorisms of Kapila, 3rd ed. :
—

Ashtawagrita Sanskrit and Hindi :—Prabodha Chandrodaya

Natakan, by Srikrisbna Misrakavi :—Sbukta Y^ajurveda

Sanbita, Sanskrit Text :—Srimat Gita Bbashyam, by S.

Tiruvengada Charlu :—Wisbwanat DaiwaduyakritWratarag

:

—M. Sesbagiri Sastri, M.A., Notes on Aryan and Dravidian

Philology, vol. i. pt. 1,

In the second, or Aryan section, of the Oriental Congress

at Leyden, the following papers or Memoirs were read : By
Mr. Kern, “ On a Sanskrit-Kawi MS. Dictionary given by

the Raden Saleh to the Oriental Society at Batavia ” :—by
Mr. R. N. Oust, “ On the Inscriptions of the Indian King

Asoka, and on the Origin of the Indian Alphabet ” :—Dr.

Bilbler read a letter from Prof. F. Max Miiller enclosing

Photographs of ancient Palm-leaf MSS. discovered in

Japan :—M. de Milloue spoke of the Transcription and

Translation of the text of a Sanskrit-Japanese MS. of the
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Prajnaparamita, hridaya Sutra, by MM. Regnaud and Y.

Ymaizoume :—M. Speyer gave a resume of a Memoir “ On
the Myth of Nahusha in the Mahabharata :—M. Lignana

read a “ Memoir on Pompeii,” in which he endeavoured to

show that the paintings in the eighth region of that town

were of Indian origin :—Dr. Leitner gave very full details

as to the University of the Panjab :—M. van den Gheyn,

S. J., presented an Essay from M. de Harlez, “ Sur I’age de

I’Avesta et la valeur de la Tradition Parse ” :—M. Bourquin

called attention to “Diverses indications Astronomiques du

Calendrier Vedique et du Texte meme du Rig-Veda”:—M.

Peer spoke on the advantage of the adoption of a regular

system of transcription for Sanskrit, and suggested one

based on what is, generally, used for Pali :—Pandit Shyamaji

Krishnavarraa read for Prof. Monier Williams a paper “ On
the Application of the Roman Alphabet to Sanskrit,” in

continuation of one read by Prof. Williams at the Berlin

Congress :—M. Leumann pointed out the close relations that

exist between the literature of the Jains and that of the

Buddhists and Brahmans :—M. de Milloue read for M.

Regnaud a Memoir, “ Sur les Etudes Sanskrites et la

philologie Indo-Europeenne a propos du Rapport de M. James

Darmesteter,” in the Journ. Asiat. for 1882-3 :—M. SenMhi

Raja pointed out the difference between the Yedantin and

Sivaite Philosophies :—M. 0. Beauregard wrote on the value

of the ethnological title “ Singalese ” :—The President of the

Section, M. de Roth, laid before it a Memoir by Dastour

Jamaspji Minocheherji “ On the Avestic terms Mazda,

Ahura, and Ahura-mazda :

”—M. Peterson gave an account

of a collection of Indian poetry found by him at Jaipur by

a writer named Yallabhadeva :—M. Peterson also presented

a Memoir by the Pandit BhagvanlH Indraji “ On the great

Inscription of Udayagiri”:—Mr. Karlowicz read a paper

“ Sur I’influence des langues Orientates sur la langue

Polonaise ” :—lastly, the President presented (through M.
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van den Gheyn) a memoir by M. Tomascbek, of Gratz, “ Zur

altesten Volker-geschiclite Mittel-Asiens.”

Gujarnti.—Gujarati Pancho pakhyam, or the five Collec-

tions of Stories in Gujarati : — Wisbaya Dukhadarsbak

Natak-Dwianki
;

a drama, by Isbwarlal Lalubbai Maj-

mudar.

Marathi.—Atba Wiweka Sindhur; the Ocean of Discrimi-

nation, by Mukundraj :—Chatrangada Natak, or the Dream

of Prince Chitrangada:—Nala Damayanti Charitra, or the

Story of King Nala and of his Queen Damayanti, by Gowind

Sbastri Bhapat :—Tukaram (a celebrated Marathi poet), the

text of, pt. 1.

Kashmir.—Dr. Karl Burkard has published Die Kacniirer

Cakuntala-Handschrift.

Jlimli.—Laoni Brahm Gyan, Songs on the Brahm’s

Religion, by Banarsi Gir :—Prabodh Chandra Natak, an

allegorical drama.

Hindustani. — “ Khan Bahadur,” Muhammad Ali, The

Hindustani Teacher:—Hall, Tarkib-i-Bostan
;

first chapter

of the Bostan, translated into idiomatic by Urdu by Munshi

Muhammad Bishal.

Tibetan.—In the Journal of this Society, Vol. XVI. Pt. 4,

has been published “ Some remarks on the life and labours

of Alexander Csoma de Korbs,” by Surg.-Major Theodore

Duka, M.D., M.R.A.S. Dr. Duka has also recently pub-

lished, as one of Triibner’s Oriental Series, The Life and

Travels of Alexander Csoma de Koros between 1819 and

1842 ;
and a simplified grammar of Tibetan has been issued.

This work was originally drawn up by the late M. H. A.
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Jiischke, but was not quite finished at the period of his

lamented death.

Lushai. — Assistant-Surgeon Brojo Nath Shaha, Civil

Medical Officer of the Chittagong hill-tracts in the Province

of Bengal, has compiled a grammar of this language, and in

a very creditable manner. In his Preface, he says that he

considers it but a continuation of the “ Exercises in the

Lushai Dialect, published by Lieut.-Col. Lewin, when Deputy-

Commissioner of the Chittagong Hills. Lushai is a dialect

of the Dzo or Kuki Language, spoken by tribes who inhabit

the Hilly country to the East of Chittagong. They are a

Non-Aryan race.

Tamil.—Nalachakravartl Kadhai
;

tale of King Nala’s

adventures in Tamil prose : — Prayoga Vivekam, with

commentary by N. Arumukunavalar
;
an attempt to compare

Tamil and Sanskrit Grammar :—Uttararamaya Vai, by T.

E. Srinivasaragava Cheri, a prose account of the last book

of the Bamayana:—Vira Kumara Natakam, a drama.

Telugu.—Bhashyam, C., Engllsh-Telugu Dialogues :—Sri

Meghasandesam, a translation of Kalidasa’s Meghaduta, or

Cloud Messenger, into Telugu, by V. Subrayudu.

Pali.—Simplified Grammar of, by E. Muller, Ph.D.

Mnlayalim.—The Ramayana, translated into Malayalim by

T. Eschutuchan
;

a poem containing the six Khandama

ending with llama’s return to Ayodhya and his coronation.

Egyptology.—The work done in this branch of Oriental

Research has not been less than that of former years, and we

have to record the steady progress alike of excavations and of

the books or essays that illustrate them.
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Thus in the Proceedings of the Biblical Arclicehgical Societg,

May 6th, Dr. Birch concludes his valuable notes on “ The

Hypocephali in the British Museum ” :—Mr. Page Renouf

contributes a paper “On the name of an Egyptian God,”

which he thinks may be read Uteb or Uteb
;
also one on “The

Egyptian word for ‘Battle
’ ” :— Miss Giovanna Gonino gives

an account of a “ Bronze Statuette of Osorken I.” procured

some time since in Egypt, by Prof. Lanzone :—Mr. Renouf

has also contributed an unsigned paper entitled “ Is the

Hebrew word ‘ Cherub ’ of Egyptian Origin ? —On Nov. 4

Mr. Renouf read a paper “ On some Religious Texts of the

early Egyptian period preserved in the Hieratic Papyri of

the British Museum,” and “ On the Horse in the Book of the

Dead”:—Dr. Birch described four fragments of Papyrus

belonging to the Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art, and

Mr. Budge read some “Notes on Egyptian Stelae, principally

of the Eighteenth Dynasty ”
:—Dec. 2, Dr. Birch read a

paper “ On Egyptian Belief concerning the Shade or Shadow

of the Dead ” ;
—“ On some Egyptian Rituals of the Roman

period ” :—and “ On two Egyptian Sepulchral Inscriptions in

the British Museum” :—Feb. 3, a paper entitled “Notes on the

Collection of Antiquities from Bubastis, in the possession of

F. G. Hilton Price, F.S.A.,” was read :—March 3, M. Naville

communicated a paper “ On the Inscriptions relating to the

Destruction of Mankind in the Tomb of Rame.ses III.” :

—

Mr. Budge read “Notes on the Martyrdom of the Coptic

Martyr, Isaac of Tiphre ” :—Dr. Lieblein communicated

a paper “ On a portion of the 54th chapter of Book of the

Dead”:—Mr. Renouf one “On the Egyptian Silurus Fish,

and its functions in Hieroglyphics”:—Dr. R. Wiedemann

writes “ Sur deux Temples batis par les Rois de la 29e

Dynastie a Karnak ” :—Mr. F. Cope Whitehouse contributes

a paper entitled “ Mar-Moeris west of Oxyrhincus-

Behnesa ” :—Dr. Bircb a “ Note on an Inscription at the top

of the Cataract of Tangur ” :—and Mr. Budge a letter to Mr.
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Hylands “ On a stele in the Library of Queens’ College,

Oxford ” :—On May 6, Mr. R. N. Gust gave some notes

“ On the Excavations in progress or lately completed in

Egypt,” which he had himself observed during a recent

visit to that country:—and a paper was read from M.
Hevillout entitled “ Notes on some Demotic documents in

the British Museum ” :—lastly, Mr. Henouf gives a note

“On Seb, the great Cackler,” with reference to Dr. Lieblein’s

paper already noticed.

From the AtlmuBum (Aug. 23) we learn that the Eaiyum

papyri are yielding further treasure
;
and that much infor-

mation has been procured from the Greek ones, especially

with reference to the Chronology of the Homan Emperors.

In Sept. 20 is an interesting account by Mr. W. J. Loftie

of Mr. Flinders Petrie’s discoveries among the ruins of San.

Many of these, Mr. Petrie believes, comes from a house co-

eval with the thirtieth Dynasty. The oldest remains go up

to the twelfth Dynasty. From another site, Tel el Maskhuta

(M. Naville’s Pithom), Mr. Petrie brought a very curious

object, a bronze lattice with the nails, of the date of Nectanebo.

The portion of this collection picked up by Dr. Birch is, we

are glad to say, in the British Museum, having been given

to the nation by the Committee of the Egypt Exploration

Fund. In March 14, 1885, is a long review of M. E.

Naville’s “Store City of Pithom and the Houte of the

Exodus.” M. Naville commenced his work at Tel el Mas-

khutah, which the French have called Ramses, and Lepsius,

Maspero, and other Egyptian scholars have considered to

occupy the site of Raamses. M. Naville, on the other hand,

concluded from what he found there that the original name

of these ruins was Pi-tmu (the house of Tmu) or Pithom,

—

the Pithom which the Israelites built. The reviewer, for no

very strong apparent reason, doubts the satisfactoriness of

the evidence adduced by M. Naville. In March 21, is an

excellent summary by Mr. H. S. Poole of the progress of the
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Commission for the preservation of the Monuments of Arab

Art in Cairo, and it will be learned, with great satisfaction,

that the loss of Rogers Bey, which seemed at the time to be

irreparable, had been greatly compensated for by the appoint-

ment of Colonel Scott Moncrieff, the virtual chief of the

Department of Works. We learn further from the same

periodical (Jan. 17), that Mr. Budge is preparing a work on

the black marble sarcophagus of the Egyptian Queen

Annesraneferab, wife of Aames King of Egypt of the

twenty-sixth Dynasty.

In the Academy we find, as usual, especial attention paid

to Egyptian matters, and the same energetic support of the

cause of Egyptian antiquities on the part of Miss Edwards,

that we have had the pleasure of recording in former years.

Thus, in June 21, July 12 and 26, Miss Edwards gives in

three letters or reports, a very full account of Mr. Petrie’s

“ Twenty Weeks of Work ” at San, the details of which,

however, are far beyond our space; indeed, much has already

been known from earlier notices in the same Journal. In

Sept. 27, Miss Edwards gives a masterly summary of recent

works on Egyptian subjects by MM. Pleyte, Schiaparelli,

Chabas, Eisenlohr, etc., and points out the great loss Egypto-

logy has received by the death within three years of Mariette,

Chabas, and Lepsius. She, also, calls attention to the

“Discours de I’ouverture” of the first session of the new

Archmological School of the Louvre, containing important

Egyptological lectures by MM. Revillout and Pierret. A
very important pamphlet, she also says, is that by M. Naville,

“Inscription historique de Pinodjem III.,” which was dis-

covered and excavated by him at Karnak. In October 18,

she gives a very clear account of what M. Maspero has ac-

complished, and what he is about to do, pointing out that

Maspero is really “ living two lives,” tliat of the man of

action and that of the man of science. lie is, at present,

engaged chiefly on the second edition of his “ Guide an
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Musee de Boulaq,” on the correction of two sets of proofs,

the one relating to his own recent discoveries in the burial

fields and Thebes and Memphis
;
the other to a new edition

of his “ Histoire Ancienne des Peuples de TOrient.” The

first work will bear the title of “ Trois annees de Fouilles

dans les Tombeaux de Thebes et Memphis.” In Jan. 10, she

reviews with unsparing severity Prince Rudolf’s “ Travels in

the East,” under the guidance of Brugsch Pasha, who might

have been better employed, though a part of an inscribed

column in black granite of the time of Amenhotep II. re-

warded, we are told, one of the Prince’s cruel sporting

expeditions. On Feb. 14 Miss Edwards writes that M.

Naville’s “ Critical Edition of the Book of the Dead ” is at

last in the hands of the lithographer and printer, the Prussian

Government having undertaken the entire cost of its publi-

cation. The publication of this work was originally sug-

gested at the Oriental Congress of 1874 by the late Professor

Lepsius. In March 21, Miss Edwards gives from the Journal

des Debats of March 12 a very long and interesting Report

of the excavations or, rather, clearing out, of the Great

Temple of Luxor, the result being that the great roofed

Sanctuary of Amenhotep I. is now completely visible
;
and a

small portico, the existence of which had not been suspected,

has been discovered together with several Colossi, some

prostrate, but some, also, erect on their pedestals.

Besides the letters and reports of Miss Edwards which we

have just mentioned, there is much other matter in the

Academy, which must be noticed. Thus in June 14, Mr.

Flinders Petrie gives very full details of his own discoveries.

In June 28 is a valuable note (from the Nero York Nation) of

the high literary and philosophical interest attaching to the

collection of papyri procured by the Arch-Duke Renier and

presented by him to the Imperial Austrian Museum. In

Sept. 20 Mr. R. S. Poole gives a very clear notice of the

Exhibition at the rooms of the Royal Archaeological Institute,
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of tlie smaller antiquities collected by Mr. Petrie during liis

recent researches at San and elsewhere. A speciality of this

exhibition was that the contents of each house excavated

were kept together. There were, also, many valuable objects

from tombs, and a large number of miscellaneous specimens

of early and late Egyptian work. In Oct. 25 Mr. Poole

mentions that the Egyptian Exploration Society has been

offered the services of a student of Egyptology, who has

recently graduated at Oxford, and is willing to accompany

MM. Naville and Petrie to Egypt. As suggested, the best, as

so far a permanent plan, would be to raise a sufficient sum to

endow a scholarship of £250 per annum for three years.

From Nov. 8 we learn that the second Annual General

Meeting of the Egyptian Exploration Fund was held at the

Royal Institute on Oct. 29, Mr. C. T. Newton in the chair, on

which occasion Mr. Flinders Petrie laid before the members

a very complete report on past discoveries and projected ex-

cavations at San (Zoan). In Jan. 17, 1885, Mr. Poole gives

a further brief letter on M. Naville’s proposed work for the

season, adding that Mr. Petrie is steadily working at the

Jemenos of Nebireh (the presumed site of Naucratis)
;
and in

Jan. 31 the same writer communicates the welcome intel-

ligence that the Council of the Society for the Promotion of

Hellenic Studies have granted £50 towards Mr. Petrie’s

excavations at Nebireh, justly considering that the present

enterprise of the Egyptian Exploration Fund deserves the

sympathy and the support of all who are concerned with

Hellenic research. In Feb. 21 is an excellent letter from

Prof. Sayce (dated Assiout, Feb. 2), in which, inter alia, he

narrates the discovery of a new tomb. At or near the vast

mounds of Antinoe—now called Antsina—he observed some

limestone blocks with the cartouche of Rameses II., showing

that Hadrian selected an old site whereon to build his new city.

In Feb. 28 Mr. R. S. Poole reviews at great length M.

Naville’s “ Store City of Pithom,” maintains strenuously the

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] H
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views of the discoverer, and states how Dr. Brugsch and

Miss Edwards, both originally firm believers in Lepsius’s

identification of the site with that of Eameses, had fairly

given in to the logic of M. Naville, supported as this seems

to be by the actual results of his excavations. Mr. Poole

also maintains that the interchange of the Egyptian Th and

the Hebrew D is perfectly regular, and that Thuku, there-

fore, represents Succouth. Lastly, we may notice a second

letter from Prof. Sayce (dated Siut, March 13), in which he

gives an account of M. Maspero’s work at Luxor and else-

where, and states that he has been himself able to settle the

site of This.

In the Academic des Inscriptions, July 11, Dr. Hamy read

a memoir on the paintings in an Egyptian tomb of the

eighteenth Dynasty, in which he thought he could recognize

four distinct Ethnical groups. August 8 M. Maspero gives

a very full and interesting account of his recent work in

Egypt, one of the most curious of his discoveries being that

of a large Necropolis to the east of the town of Akhmim,

containing from 8 to 10,000 mummies. In Jan. 23

M. Gaston Paris read a letter from M. Maspero from Luxor,

giving an account of what is likely to prove a valuable

acquisition, namely, a Coptic lialinipsest, and of his work on

the clearing out of the monuments there. To March M.

Maspero contributes a letter from Luxor. In April 25 is a

report from M. Renan of further researches of M. Maspero,

the chief being the finding of an uninjured tomb of the

sixth Dynasty at Saqqarah.

In the Z. D. M. G. M. Pietschmann examines at some

length Wiedemann’s “ Aegyptische Geschichte.”

In the Eh'ue Archeologique (Nov., Dec., 1884) is a letter

from M. Mariette to M. Des Jardins, Sur I’identification des

Dieux d’ Herodote avec les Dieux Egyptiens.

In the Recue de VAssyriologie et ddArcheol. Orientate

there is a very interesting paper by M. Ledrain entitled
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“ Mots Egyptiens contenues dans quelques steles Arame-

ennes d’Egypte,” and by the same scholar one on the

Papyrus Egypto-Arameen du Vatican, and on that of the

Propaganda.

In the Reoue Egyptologique, ann. iii. No. 3, are the

following papers by E. Revillout :— “ La Caste Militaire

organisee par Ramses II. d’ajjres Diodore de Sicile et le

Poeme de Pentaour,” “ Le Budget des Cultes sous Ptolemee

Philadelphe,” “ Eu registre Budgetaire sur le rendiment des

impots en Egypte,” “ Le Papyrus Sakkakini,” “ La requete

d’un esclave,” “ Lecon sur la location in Egypte,” and

“ Comptes du Serapeum,” by E. and V. Revillout.

In the Recueil de Travaux relatifs d la Phil, et d I'Archeol.

Egypt, et Assyr. vi. 1, 2, Bouriani, U., La Stele 5576 d.

Mus. d. Boulaq. et Tlnscription de Rosette :—Maspero, G.,

Becouverte d’un petit temple a Karnak :—and, by the same.

Fragments des Actes d. Apotres et d. Epitres de St. Paul et

de St. Pierre aux Romains, en dialecte Thebain :—Vassalli,

L., Rapport sur les fouilles du Faypurn adresse a A.

Mariette :—Krall, J., Neue Koptische u. griechische Papy-

rus :—and, by the same, Ueber einige demotischen gruppe.

In the Lit. Centralhlatt, No. 24, a good notice of M. von Berg-

mann’s Der Sarkophag des Panehemisis.—In the Deutsche

Literatarzeitung, Jan. 3, is a notice by M. Erman of E.

Meyer’s Gesch. d. Alterthums, i. Der Orient bis zur begriind-

ung des Perser. reichs
;
M. Erman states that the account in it

of Egypt is the best that has as yet been written : and, in

Feb. 21, of Landwehr. Papyrum Berolinensem, No. 163,

Mus. -dilgyptiaci, commentario critico adjecto :—and, in the

Gotting. Gelehrte Anzeigen, No. 4, is a good review of

Brugsch’s Religion u. Mythologie d. Alton Aegypten. In

the Literatur-Blatt fur Orient Philol. (Oct.) is a brief notice

by M. Pietschmann of Dr. Karl Piehl’s Dictionnaire du

Papyrus Harris, No. 1 : and (in Nov.) a further review of

Dr. Wiedemann’s “ Aegyptische Geschichte.”— In M.
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Clerraont-Ganneau’s Revue Orientale, Dec. 30, 1884, is a

good notice of Brugsch’s Religion und Mythologie der Alten

Aegypten. In the Revue Scientifique of Jan, 17, 1885, is

a very interesting article by M. Berthelot, “ Sur les papyrus

Alchimiques de Leyde,” confirmatory of the view he had

previously expressed that Alchemy is of Egyptian origin.

Before the American Oriental Society, at their meeting at

Baltimore, Mr. Cope Whitehouse read a paper “ On the

Hieroglyphic Evidence that Lake Moeris extended to the

West of Behnesa :

”—and, also, “ On the thesis, Zoanis Tanis

Magna, a suburb of Memphis, and not San-el-Hajar or

Tanis parva in the Delta.”

In the Third or African Section of the Congress at Leyden,

under the Presidency of M. Lieblein, M. Pleyte spoke “ Du
consonnement des Momies ” :—M. Eisenlohr read a note

“ On the application of Photography for the reproduction

of monuments and of Papyri ” :—M. Lieblein dealt in this

seance with the ‘‘Myth of Osiris”:—M. Golenischeff read

a memoire “ Sur I’origine de la valeur Alphabete que de

certains Hieroglyphes ” :—M. von Lemm gave “ Un apercu

des MSS. Coptes de Bibliotheque Imperiale de St. Peters-

bourg ” :—M. Wiedemann called attention to the numberless

cones found at the entrances of Egyptian tombs :—M. Lieblein

read amemoire “ Sur le developpement historique de la Religion

Egyptienne ” :—M. Leemans contributed a paper “ On a

Hypocephalus—an amulet in the form of a disk which is

placed on the heads of Mummies ” :—Professor Sayce read,

on the part of Miss Edwards, a paper giving an account of

a fragment of a mummy case, bearing a cartouche of a king

unknown in history :—and M. Pleyte presented, in the name

of the said lady, “ A note on the dispersion of Egyptian

antiquities ” :—M. Milloue read a paper by Mr. Lefebure, of

Cairo, “ Sur I’utilite et I’urgence de deblayer les tombeaux de

la Vallee des Rois ”
: — M. Wiedemann spoke “ Sur les

ampoules de terre cuite dites de St. Menas ” :—M. Lieblein
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communicated “ Tine etude sur les quatres races dans la Deva

ou Enfer ’Egyptien ” :—M. Eisenlohr made some preliminary

remarks on the Hieroglyphical texts from Edfou he is about

to publish :—M. Delgeur said a few words on a Colossal

Statue which had been found some years since in the neigh-

bourhood of Zawiet-el-Meytin, near Minie :— lastly, the

President presented to the Section a memoire by M. Piehl,

“ Sur I’origines des colonnes de la salle der Caryatides du

Grand Temple de Earnak.”

The following books may be mentioned as having been

issued during the last year :—Corring, H. H., Ou Obelisks :

—Revillout and Eisenlohr, Corpus Papyrorum Aegypti :

—

Pevillout, E., Papyrus Demotiques du Louvre :—Mariette,

Identification des Dieux d’Herodote avec les Dieux Egyp-

tiens (Extr. de la Pevue Archeol.) :—Walker, Rev. Dr.,

Nine Hundred Miles up the Nile:—Erman, A., Egypten u.

Egyptisches leben in Alterthum, pt. 1 :—Lemm, 0., Bruch-

stiicke d. Sahidischen Bibel-ubersetzung ;—Reclus, E., Nou-

velle Geographie tJniverselle, vol. x. Bassin du Nil :—Krall,

J., Studien zur Geschichte des Alten Aegypten II. :
—

Brugsch, H., Mythologische Inschriften Alt Aegypt. Denk-

maler :—Wiedemann, A., Aegyptische Geschichte, Th. ii.

Von dem Tod Tutmes III. bis auf, Alexander :—Naville, E.,

The Store City of Pithom and the Route of the Exodus :

—

Whitehouse, F. Cope, Moeris, the Wonder of the World :

—

Abel, C., Einleitung in ein Aeg.-Semit.—Indo-Europ. Wur-

zel-Worterbuch :—Memoires publiee par la Mission Archeo-

logique du Caire, fasc. 1 :—Lanzone, Dizion. di Mitologia

Egiziana, 4th part :—Butler, A. J., Ancient Coptic Churches

of Egypt, 2 vols. :—Wilson, Erasmus, The Egypt of the

Past, 3rd edition :—Van Gelder, Mrs., The Store Houses of

the Kings or the Pyramids of Egypt :—Whitehouse, C.,

Pyramid Hill of Gizeh :—Andreoli, E., Storia della Scrittura

dai geroglyphici fino ai nostri giorni.
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China .—In the Athenceum of July 26 is an amusing review

of Colonel Tcheng-ki-tong’s “ Les Chinois peints par Eux-

luemes.” The writer has been living for ten jmars in Paris,

and though of little depth, is not without value as containing

the views of a Chinaman on the social and political aspects

of European society. In Aug. 23 is a review of the three

volumes in which Mr. Boulger has been able to give an ex-

cellent summary of the history of China—more than a

summary the vast range of his subject forbad it to be—but,

within the limits he was compelled to prescribe for himself,

the work is clearly written, and, though necessarily much

compressed, readable. In his first volume he deals with

the period from the earliest times to a.d. 1368, the close of

Mughal dynasty founded by Chingiz Khan
;
in his second,

he traces the rise and fall of the Ming Dynasty (a.d. 1368-

1644) ;
with the leading events of the present Manchu Dynasty

to the close of the last century
;
in the third, he writes the

history of the Empire from the abdication of Kien-lung in

1795 to the year 1881. The story of the last eighty-five years,

which is naturally the most interesting, is very well told.

In Sept. 13 is a notice of Mr. H. A. Giles’s “ Gems of

Chinese Literature,” which seems to be useful as a sketch
;
but

it can scarcely be denied, that he is remarkably positive in

his assertions; it would seem, also, that he has ‘'•not kept

verbal accuracy ” in translation steadily in view, as he pro-

fesses to have done. In Feb. 28 is a pleasant notice of Mr.

Colquhoun’s valuable and interesting work, peculiar in this

sense, that it is really a triple compilation, dealing with

travels and engineering matters. Prof. Lacouperie providing

an introduction of great ethnological importance, and Mr.

Holt-Hallett an historical sketch. This plan has answered

admirably, in that it has enabled each portion of the whole

subject to be dealt with by the writer who knew the most

about it.—In March 21 is a good review of Prof. Beal’s

“Si-yu-ki; Buddhist Records of the Western World,”—prac-
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tically a re-translation of M. Stanilas Julien’s Travels of

Hiouen Tsang, pointing out in what Prof. Beal’s work is

superior to that of his predecessor. The reviewer considers

that Prof. Beal has for the first time introduced to the English

public a work of great scientific and religious importance as

well as of much general interest.

In the Academy, June 14, Prof. Douglas reviews, with

a just recognition of its merits, the third volume of Mr.

Boulger’s History of China. As a history, in an Oriental

sense, he claims for it, that it is truthful and accurate
;
and

as a literary production, worthy of much praise. In July 5,

Mr. Thomas W. Kingsmill gives an account of a paper read

on April 4 to the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society by Dr. F. Ilirth, “ On the relations of China with

the Roman Empire in Classical and Medimval Times.” It

it a matter of regret that this paper, if already printed, has

not yet reached the Society. Dr. Kingsmill’s full abstract

is very interesting, but we should like to know much more

of the data, on which both these gentlemen rely. The

completeness of the story produced, in itself, suggests grave

doubts. On July 12, Dr. Edkins writes on “Chinese Mytho-

logy and Art,” whence it appears that China 2500 to 3000

years ago was a quiet agricultural country with no myths of

any consequence. Confucius’s writings well represent the

China of this period. The chief mythological element of

the succeeding period, is. Dr. Edkins asserts, due to the second

great Tauist, Lie-tsi. The foundation of the Persian

Empire led, he thinks, to the importation into China of

Babylonian romance and cosmography. The grotesque shapes

and fabulous animals are reproductions of originals of the

date of the Han D^masty. In a second latter, Jan. 3, 1885,

Dr. Edkins urges that the sea more than the laud has been

the principal medium for the transmission of mythological

ideas and of useful inventions. No chronicles of the old

navigation of the Indian Ocean, before the time of Alexander,
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has been preserved
;
but “ we know ” (to use Dr. Edkins’s

own words) that “Necho’s mariners circumnavigated Africa

in the 6th century B.c., and that the ships of Ur went to

sea from that city about b.c. 2300.”

In April 25 Prof. Douglas deals with the work of F. H.

Balfour entitled “ Taoist Texts,” in which he points out that

the so-called “ Taoist ” doctrines are averse from the order

and course of Chinese religions, and imply a connection with

something foreign. Possibly the teacher may have had some

connection with Further India, and was acquainted with the

outlines of Brahmanism, the result being that Taouism is

rather the development of a foreign system than an inde-

pendent faith. The reviewer does not estimate Mr. Balfour’s

performance of the task he set himself very highly.

Lastly, in May 2, Prof. Lacouperie gives an article

entitled “ Tin-yut—not India,” in which he points out that

Mr. Kingsmill’s paper (J.R.A.S., 1882) on the “Intercourse

of China with Eastern Turkestan ” is not, in his judgment,

a reliable one, and that scholars, who quote from this paper

without verification, are likely to repeat egregious blunders.

From the same periodical we learn that the first part of

the Baron v. Richthofen’s Geological Atlas of China has just

been issued, the first portion being devoted to Northern

China
;
and, further, that a new society has been started in

China, called “ The Peking Literary Society,” with the

support of the best scholars in that part of the world,

Messrs. Arendt, Baber, Bushell, Edkins, Martin, Rockhill,

etc., etc. Will this new society work with, or supersede the

“North China Branch of the R.A.S.” ?

In the Journ. Asiatique for Nov., Dec., 1884, M. L. Imbault-

Huart writes on “La legende du premier pape des Taoistes

et Thistoire de la famille pontificale de Tchang.” In Janvier,

1885, the same writer continues his “ Miscellanees Chinois,”

which are always worth reading. In the Museon iii. 2. April,

is a paper by J. Ivanowski, De la conqu4te de Tibet par les
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Chinois, and in iii, 4. M. de Harlez writes on Dergi-hese,

etc., traduit des textes Manchou- Chinois.

The following books may be noted :—Balfour, F. H., New
Translation of the Tao Teh King. Harlez, C. de, Manuel de

la Langue Mandchoue, Grammaire, Anthologie et Lexique :

—

Balfour, F. H., Idiomatic Dialogues in the Peking Colloquial

:

—Harlez, C. de, Lao-tze, le premier Philosophe Chinese,

ou une predecesseur de Schelling au YI® siecle avant notre

ere :—Puini, C., H Li-Ki o istituzioni, use, e costumanze

della Cina antica :—Balfour, F. H., Taoist Texts, Ethical

Political and Speculative, 4th Edition:—Treaty between Great

Britain and Corea (Chinese Text) :—Aalst Van, Chinese

Music :—M. Schlegel, Catalogue des livres Chinois qui se

trouvent dans la Bibliotheque de I’llniversite de Leyde.

Japan.—In the Athenmim, for August 9, is a notice of

Fuso Chawa, Japanische Thee-Geschichten, Saga, Legenden,

etc., von F. A. Junker von Langegg. A book, which might

have been much better, had the author been willing to have

kept strictly to the text of the stories he took down from the

mouths of the natives. The races of the Far East are thein-^

selves almost wanting in the imaginative faculty, and what in-

terest their legends possess is mainly due to the vivifying

Indian element introduced by the apostles of Buddhism. On
the whole, the volume, though inferior to that of Mr. Mitford,

will be found useful by the collector of Japanese “ curios.”

A very different work is that noticed—only too briefly—on

August 30, “ A Handbook for Travellers in Central and

Northern Japan,” by E. M. Satow, C.M.G., and Lieut. A. G.

S. Hawes. Drawn up with a fullness in the way of maps,

indexes, skeleton routes, a glossary of Japanese words, etc.,

its completeness deserves for it a distinguished place in Mr.

Murray’s well-known series. Mr. Satow’s own contributions

to the introduction are of especial interest and importance.

No living European scholar—almost certainly no native
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scholar—possesses anything like his knowledge of the curious

mixture of Sun Worship and ancestor worship permeated by

Taouism and touched more or less by Buddhism which the

Japanese call “Kami no michi,” the “Way of the Gods,”

but which is more familiar to Europeans under the name of

“ Shinto.”—In Feb. 7, 1885, is a brief notice of Mr. Faulds’

“Nine Years in Japan; Sketches of Japanese Life and

Manners,” which is, apparently chiefly valuable, as a

record of personal experience. Incidentally we learn that

“ Nipon ” is not the correct way of rendering the commonly

used name for Japan, which ought to be either “ Nihon ” or

“Nippon.” Mr. Faulds points out that the Christians are

mainly drawn from the non-official classes, who accept the

Protestant rather than Roman or Greek forms of Christianity.

In the Academy for Aug. is a brief notice of the publica-

tion by Prof. F. Max Muller and Bunyiu in the “ Anecdota

Oxoniensia ” of “ The Ancient Palm-leaves of the Monastery

of Horiuzi in Japan.” A very important part of the volume

is the appendix b}" Prof. G. Biihler, containing Palaeographi-

cal remarks on the Horiuzi Palm-leaves. They are intended

to show that we have now a new basis for the history of the

Alphabet in India, proving as they do that, in the first half

of the sixth century, a perfectly developed literary or cursive

alphabet existed in Central India, and was, at the same time,

nearly identical with that of the oldest MSS. from Nipal,

while it differed from that of contemporary inscriptions.

This confirms the old conjectures of Prof. Dowson or Dr.

Burgess that, at that period of time, there was a simultane-

ous use of two somewffiat differing alphabets in Northern

India. In Oct. 4, is a good notice by Mr. Monkbouse of

the second part of Mr. G. A. Audsley’s splendid work,

“ The Ornamental Arts of Japan ” and of Mr. J. L. Bowes’s

“ Japanese Enamels,” both works of the highest interest to

those who desire to make themselves well acquainted with

the finest works of Old Japan. Mr. Bowes’s book gives
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a very careful summary of existing information about dif-

ferent kinds of enamels existing in China and Japan, In

Jan. 31, 1885, is a brief notice of Mr. Faulds’ work, and

April 4 is an excellent notice of the third part of Mr.

Audsley’s beautiful work. It may be here remarked that

some of the art work noticed by him appears to be neither

quite Chinese nor quite Japanese in character. Persian

influence has been thought to be traceable : Mr. Audsley

makes a guess that may prove to be a happy one that the

unknown foreign element is Korean. We further hear, that

Dr. James Strong’s Harmony of the Gospels is being trans-

lated into Japanese. A prospectus has also been issued of

the greatest literary enterprise of a philological character ever

attempted in Japan. This is a Chinese Dictionary called

“ Meifi Titen,” which will extend to forty volumes.

In the Museon, iii. 4, M. de Harlez briefly reviews G. H.

Schils’ “ Elementa lingum Japonicse.”

Among books may be mentioned : Rosny, Leon de, Kami

Yo-no-Maki, Histoire des Dynasties Divines, vol. i. Le

Genese:—E. Greey and Shinichiro Saito, Taminago Shunsui,

The Loyal Ronins, an historical Romance : — Brauns, D.,

Japanische Marcher u. Sagen :—Schils, G. H., Elemento

Lingum JaponicsD :—Lange, R., Alt-Japanische friihlingslieder

a.d. Sammlung Kokinwakashu iibersetzt und erlautert :

—

Comte R. Dalmas, Les Japonais, leur pays et leurs moeurs :

—

Severini, A., II Taketori Monogatairi, ossia la fiaba del Nonno

Tagliabambu, Pt. 1. :—Do. Le curiosita di Jocohama, Pt. 2, :

—

Naumann, Dr. E., Ueber den bau und die entstehung der

Japanischen Inseln.

In the Fourth Section of the Oriental Congress at Leyden,

that “ De I’Asie Centrale et de I’extreme Orient,” the

following papers or notices were read: By M. Schlegel, “Sur

Timportance de I’emploi de la langue Hollandaise pour

I’interpretation de la langue Chinoise ”
:—By M, de

Groot, on “ Buddhist Masses for the Dead at Amoy ” :

—
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By M. de Harlez, “ Decret de I’Empereur Yong-tching

(eutre a.d. 1723—1736) adresse aux Huit Banuieres et

rapports des Mandarins ” :—By Mr. H. H. Howorth, on the

“ Yuan Chao pi shi/’ with a memoir “ On the affinities of

the Huns”:—M. de Bosny discussed the question “Comment
purent ecrits les plus anciens monuments de la litterature

Japonaise” :—M. Guimet stated that he intended publishing

a dictionary of the Taoist Religion :—M. Leitner gave some

details of the Races and Languages between Kashmir and

Kabul, with a special reference to M. Van den Gheyn’s paper

“ Sur le Yidgah et le Yaghnobi ” :—At the close of the

meeting of this Section, a discussion took place with regard

to the oldest of certain Chinese characters, especially of

those employed in Inscriptions of the Dynasties of Chang

and Tcheon.

Calcutta Review.—The Calcutta Review of the last year

has, as usual, many excellent articles, of which the following

may be specified. Thus in No. 157 (July), are “Police and

Police Courts in British India ” :—Principles of British Land

Legislation in India, by C. W. Madge :—Mediaeval India

;

the early Muslin Empire of Hindustan, by H. G. Keene,

C.I.E., M.R.A.S. :—The Rebuilding of Bulandshahr, by F. S.

Growse :—The Russians on the Caspian Sea, by R. N. Cust

:

—and the River Congo, by W. Eurrell. A further

article, in continuation of one in Oct. 1883, is given “ On the

Phonetic System, 1 : English Spelling and Spelling Reform,

by G. S. Gasper. 2, The Phonetic Alphabet and Vernacular

Education,” by the Rev. J. Knowles. At the end of the

number are reviews of M. Malabari’s Gujarat and Gujaratis:

—of Mr. Coxon’s Oriental Carpets, how they are made, etc. :

—

of Arminius Vambery, his life and adventures :—of Miss

Zimraern’s Epic of Kings :—'of the late F. A. de Roepstorfif’s

Dictionary of the Nancowry Dialect of the Nicobarese

Language:—and of Prof. Palmer’s Concise Persian Dictionary,
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completed by Guy de Strange, M.R.A.S. No. 158 (October),

contains papers by H. G. Keene, C.I.E., on “ The Proletariate

Modern ”
:—Mr. Boulger writes a sensible article on “ Peter

the Great and the Policy of Russia ”
:—Mr. E. Rehatsek,

who has contributed so many valuable papers to the Journal

of the Asiatic Society of Bombay, gives one on “ The

Contacts of China with foreign nations, from the earliest to

the present times,” which is clearly put, and will be useful for

reference, though he omits many of the data on which he has

formed his conclusions. Mr. R. N. Cust gives a sketch of a

tour he recently made in Southern Euro23e, under the title of

“ Athens and Rome, Syracuse and Carthage,” and remarks

on the folly of the so-called “ Modern Greek” attemjiting to

revivify the ancient language, instead of working the ^^resent

good commercial dialect, properly called Romaic. There is no

future he thinks for the present nationality of Greece. He
adds to this a very full sketch of Rome and of what has been

recently accomplished in the way of archaeological researches.

Want of space alone has rendered his notice of Syracuse and

Carthage less important than those of Athens and Rome.

Capt. R. C. Temjile gives a very interesting paper entitled

“ Raja Rasalu,” the great Panjab hero, with a notice of

many valuable books or papers relating to the Panjab ;

—

Brajendranath De M.A., translates into English lyrical

verse the first Canto of the Vikramorvagi, a drama of

Kalidasa. Other papers in this number are “ The Revolt of

Islam,” by Capt. F. H. Tyrrell :
—

“

De Imperils, ” by K. :

—

“ The Patna Massacre,” by II. Beveridge:—“ Cephalus and

Procris,” by II. Piffard :—and an anonymous article on the

'‘Panjab Police.”

In No. 159 (January, 1885), Mr. Nesfield gives an

Interesting account of the Tharu and Bogsha of Upper

India, two tribes that seem to have kept themselves remark-

ably distinct, though conterminous, some indeed of the

border villages having people of both living in them. Mrs.
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Colvin, writing in 1866, considers it remarkable “ that two

tribes, under such similar circumstances, should have kept

quite distinct while living in such close proximity.” Mr.

Nesfield, however, points out that this is the rule among

savages. It is likely that Tharu means a man of the forest,

though the word is not met with in any Dictionary. The

Tharu are especially noticeable for their skill in taming wild

animals. Their principal deity, would seem to be like the

Hindu Mahadeo, of Phallic character, a mound being placed

in front of each house with a pole coming of it perpendicu-

larly, a custom almost identical with that described by

Horace :
—“ Obsceroque ruber porrectus ut inguine palas.”

In the Bogsha, the Mongolian type of features appears to

be very well defined. “ Esme ” gives an amusing account of

the “ Garo,” and there are other good papers by Messrs.

Macauliffe, Dunsford, H. G. Keene, C.I.E., and Mr. Eustace J.

Kitts. To Mr. K. K. Gust we owe one entitled “ The Opium

Question, or. Is India to be Sacrificed to China ? ” which

gives a sober view of a question, about which any amount of

fallacies have been issued by bad reasoners or partisans. Under

thehead of General Literature is a well-deserved recognition of

the 2nd vol. of the Gazetteer of the N.W. Provinces by Mr.

Atkinson. It is very seldom that any Government has the

opportunity of issuing so complete a work. The History of

Nepal and the chapter on the history of Keligion in the

Himalaya, and, also a brief notice of Mrs. Steel and Capt. R.

C. Temple’s Wide-Awake Stories, a collection of Tales told

by little children between sunrise and sunset in the Panjab

and Kashmir.

China Review.—This journal has well kept up during the

last year its established reputation. Thus to vol. xii. 5, Mr.

E. H. Parker contributes a valuable paper, “ On the Dialect

of Wenchow,” a continuation of a former one on the same

subject. He adds a comparative tone-table and a list of
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vowels and diphthongs in eight Dialects. Mr. C. Piton and

the late Rev. Dyer Ball continue their respective papers

entitled “ China under the Tsin Dynasty, a.d. 264-419,” and
“ Scraps from Chinese Mythology,” the latter with useful

additional notes by Mr. J. Dyer Ball. Mr. Arendt gives a

further essay “ On Chinese Apologues,” and the Rev. Dr.

Edkins continues his paper “ On the Yi-King, with notes on

the 64 Kwa.” In the “ Notes and Queries ” are many

interesting matters, especially to dwellers in China
;

inter

alia, a notice of the Chinese Doomsday Book, which seems to

be a very carefully elaborated production. At the close of

this article are useful notices of Major-General Mesney’s

Tungkin
;

of the Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal,

vol. xi. 2., xii. 1. ;
of Mrs. Bishop’s “ Golden Chersonese and

the way thither,” and of the Report of the Council of the

Chinese Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, new series, vol.

xvii. pt. 2

In xii. pt. 6, Mr. Acheson gives a very pleasant account of

his journey across Asia, entitled “An Itinerary of the Siberian

Overland Route,” which he performed with no serious

difficulties in three months from Nicolaefsk on the Amoor to

Stratinsk, a distance of nearly 2000 miles by water, and

thence to Tomsk by carriage or rail. The whole distance

from Nicolaefsk to St. Petersburg is about 7500 miles, and

the cost need not exceed £60. G. H. B. W. gives

“ Speculations as to the primitive forms of Language,” in

which the Onomatopoetic or Mimetic and the Interjectional

Theory are discussed, the Revelation Theory being

summarily discarded, on the ground that though GOD may

have designedly placed man in incomplete circumstances,

though with instinct for the developments of human

ingenuity and intellect, it is not necessary to suppose man-

kind to have been endowed with ready-made roots of

Language, however simple and few. It must be confessed

that this is a subject on which speculation has been and is
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especially rife, with but little of certain results. Mr. A.

Don gives additions and corrections to a paper of his, Chin.

E,ev. xi. p. 226, “ On the Llin nen a variation of

Cantonese.” M. Don, also, deals at some legth with what he

calls “ Llinnennese Onomatopoeia.” Mr. E. L. Oxenhara

continues his “ Chips from Chinese History, or the last two

Emperors of the great Sung Dynasty, a.d., 1101-1125,” a

paper full of interest. Mr. E. H. Parker gives two papers,

the first. On Chinese and Sanskrit, the other. On Hakka

Songs. In the first he considers at some length the

possibility, at some remote peried, of a connexion between

these two tongues. His arguments are curious and show a

wide range of reading. The “Notes and Queries” of this

part contain nothing very special, and there are no notices of

books.

In vol. xiii. pt. 1, July and August, Dr. Edkins has a paper

entitled “ The Chinese Old Language,” in which he

criticizes Mr. E. H. Parker’s article on Chinese and

Sanskrit, in which he maintains, like the languages of other

conquering countries, those, e.g. of Greece, Rome, and

England, so the Chinese language was uniformly spread

over a large area. This view he considers to be supported

by all that we know of the Buddhist translations, which lasted

over nearly 1000 years. He adds that, in Chinese Philology,

it must always be maintained that the Mandarin is not an

ancient language or even the representative of one. He
further points out that the Sanskrit alphabet from its

variety of sounds was well adapted for the regular and exact

transcription of the Chinese pronunciation as heard in the

days of the Buddhist translators. Dr. Edkins has also two

other papers: 1. The Tan te ching, where Tau is discussed as

the basis of Lau-tsze’s system, and as having given its name

to the Tauist religion. 2. On Hakka Songs, some of which

are pretty.

Mr. R. H. Graves contributes a paper entitled “Aryan
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Roots in Chinese,” on the general assumption that this may

be traced in Chinese, just as a Celtic or a Norman element

may be seen in English. With this view he gives a

considerable list of these words, some of the resemblances

alleged being no doubt very curious, but whether the results

bear out completely his theory may be doubted.

Mr. C. Arendt continues his paper “ On Chinese Apolo-

gues ” (see vol. xii. p. 412). Lastly Mr. E. II. Parker adds

a valuable and suggestive paper entitled “ Tartars, Tibetans,

Turks, Hindoos, etc.”

In the “Notes and Queries” are several short and

interesting notices, and Dr. Chalmers gives a translation of

Burns’s “A man’s a man for a’ that.”

In a short review of the Trans, of the Asiatic Society of

Japan, vol. xii. pt. 3, just praise is given to Mr. Chamber-

lain’s translation of Motoori’s Notes on Japanese Art.

In the Number for September and October, G.P. gives a

history of the famous Koxinga, who played so important a part

against the Dutch, and who was the friend of the celebrated

Missionary, Ricci. There are also further “Scraps from

Chinese Mythology,” by the late Rev. Dyer Ball
;
a continua-

tion of Mr. E. L. Oxenham’s paper “ On the last two

Emperors of the Great Sung Dynasty, A.n., 1101-112G.”

Mr. Ch. Piton gives an interesting account “ Of the Six

Great Chancellors of Ts’in”:—and Mr. E. II. Parker adds a

few more remarks “ On the Old Language of China,” chiefly

in reply to an article by Dr. Edkins.

The “ Notes and Queries ” are as usual full of short and

useful notices. Inter alia, we learn from them that the date

of the first Buddhist temple in China is a.d. 381, within

the Imperial Palace.

November and December, 1884, contains the continuation

by Mr. Ch. Piton of his paper “ On the Six Great

Chancellors of Ts’in.” Mr. E. II. Parker writes, also, a very

instructive paper “ On the Ningpo Dialect.” Messrs. A. R.

YOL. XVII.—[new series.] I
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Colquhoun and J. Stewart Lockhart print a joint essay

“ On the Steatite of Formosa,” a paper of especial value at

the present time. G.P. also continues his life of Koxinga.

Among the notices of books, we may mention articles on the

Rev. E. Faber’s “ Civilization, Chinese or English ” :—The

Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal :—Chinese Music,

by J. A. van Alst (the late Mr. Stent) :—Colquhoun, A. R.,

“ The Opening of China,” six letters reprinted from the

“ Times,” with an introduction by Mr. Louttit :—-and M.

Conovier, Dictionnaire Franc.-Chinois. The Notes and

Queries very properly appended to this part are of interest

chiefly to professed Sinologues.

Vol. xiii. No. 4, contains a paper by Mr. Ernest Faber on

“ The Historical Characteristics of Taoism,” being a review

of Mr. F. H. Balfour’s Taoist Texts, Ethical, Political, and

Speculative.” Dr. Edkins contributes an interesting record

of the “ Names of the Western Countries in the Shiki ” :

—

Mr. Piton continues his paper on “The Six Great Chancellors

of Ts’in ” :—Mr. Oxenham, also, continues his “ Chips from

Chinese History, or the two last survivors of the Great Sung

Dynasty, a.d. 1101-1126 ” :—Mr. E. H. Parker continues a

former paper entitled “ More about Turks, Tibetans, Coreans,

etc.,” interesting, but capable of being made much more so,

had the writer transliterated a little more fully the names of

people and places, which he generally leaves in their original

Chinese characters. Mr. MacIntyre contributes a paper on

“ Corean Mountain Lore,” which is a very valuable account

of the habits of the people and of the remarkable amount of

civilization prevailing among them. It is clear that Corean

civilization is very ancient. Much, too, of their phraseology

is suggestive. Thus, the same word means mountaineer and

tiger
;

the tiger being, pa?' excellence, the mountaineer, and,

also, often styled, “ the King of the Mountains.”

Mr. F. H. Balfour criticizes Dr. Legge’s article in the

British Quaterly Review “ On the Tao-te Ching.” At the
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close of the number is the usual number of short literary

reviews, some of them, like that of Mr. Ambrose D.

Gring’s Eclectic Chinese-Japanese-English Dictionary, of

importance, as showing the want of value of this aud of

similar compositions.

Inter alia, is a review of Mr. Colquhoun’s “ Amongst the

Shans,” which describes the work as “ a handsomely got up

xmlume of theories by Prof Lacouperie, of practical observa-

tions by Mr. Colquhoun, and of historical sketches by Mr.

Hallett, but a book of considerable interest.”

Epigraphy .—Again the most important publications of

this class are due to a French scholar, M. Renan, Mr.

Doughty having found it impossible to get his Documents

Epigraphiques rapportes du Nord de I’Arabie, published by

the English Government, or any English firm to publish it.

The work is now out, and ranks well with the two great

volumes of Corpus Inscriptorum Semiticarum. The first

notice of the coming work was given by M. Renan in the

Academie des Inscriptions. M. Euting proposes to publish

some Palmyrene Inscriptions in the Journal Asiatique,

and discusses some of Mr. Doughty’s inscriptions. In

the Academy, Sept. 13, is an account of the famous Chola

Grant exhibited at the Leyden Congress
;
ibid. Sept. 20,

J. Taylor writes on the Harkavy Jewish Aljjhabets. In the

same number Professor Neubauer gives an account of some

new Aramaean Inscriptions, and also Abel des Michels de-

scribes before the Academie des Inscriptions some points of

the language of Annam, which he considers to be independent

of Chinese. In the Revue Critique, p. 224, MM. Berger and

HaRvy write on certain Nabathean Inscriptions. In the

same Journal M. Clermont-Ganneau criticizes M. Noldeke’s

reading of the Aramaean Inscription of Teimas.

Indian Institute at Oxford.—AYe have had the pleasure of
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recording in former years the successful progress of this under-

taking, the success of which is wholly due to the exertions of

Mr. Monier Williams, the Professor of Sanskrit at Oxford,

who has made three journeys to India to explain to the

IVatives the scheme he had in view. Thus, during the

autumn of 1865, the Professor made a first visit to India,

and it should be remembered that he did so at his oun

expense, besides providing also from his own resources, the

stipend necessary for a Deputy Professor during his absence.

In India, he held meetings in many of the most important

towns, Calcutta, Bombay, Lahore, etc., at each pointing

out in clear language his object of founding an Indian

Institute. In 1876, the Professor made a second journey,

also at his oxen expense, on this occasion visiting the extreme

East and Ceylon :—and in 1883, he accomplished a third

journey, his chief purpose on this occasion being to induce

the Viceroy and his Council to found six scholarships for

deserving natives of India, to be attached to the Oxford’

Institute. On this occasion, he spent a month in Calcutta,

and procured the assent of the Government of India to his

proposal. Thence he travelled through Bengal, Sikkim, the

N.W. Provinces, Eajputana and Bombay, receiving every-

where the heartiest welcome, with a grant of books for the

Library and of miscellaneous objects for the Museum of the

Institute. In the course of this extended journey. Professor

Williams had to recognize with pleasure, the willing

co-operation with his views of the Governor-General, the

Marquess of Pipon, M.R.A.S., of Sir James Ferguson,

M.B.A.S., Governor of Bombay, of the Bight Hon. Grant

Duff, M.R.A.S., Governor of Madras, of the Lieut.-Governor

of the N.W. Provinces, and of many leading members of

the covenanted services, such as Capt. R. C. Temple, Mr.

F. S. Growse, M. Y. Portman, and others. On the 17th of

June, 1884, a Statute was unanimously passed by the Convo-

cation of the University of Oxford, formally recognizing and
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defining tlie status of the Indian Institute, at the same time

decreeing thanks to the Boden Professor of Sanskrit “ for his

zealous and unwearied efforts in originating and forwarding”

its establishment in Oxford, and appointing him “ an

additional Curator for Life.” The Indian Institute was

formally opened on Tuesday, Oct. 14th, 1884, by the Vice-

Chancellor of the University, the Rev. the Master of Balliol,

on which occasion the Boden Professor of Sanskrit delivered

to a large audience an address on the subject, “ How can the

University of Oxford best fulfil its duty towards India?” As

we consider it to be of the utmost importance that the whole

bearing of this important Institution should be thoroughly

understood, we give Professor Williams’s statements verbatim.

Professor Williams said,
—“We are here to-day to perform

a serious and a difficult task. We are about to make an

effort to put the beginnings of life into these stone walls

;

and we undertake this task reverently and diffidently, con-

scious of the difficulties that encompass it; and yet in a spirit

of hope and trust, confident that with patience and persever-

ance the germ of life about to be now planted w’ill grow

and strengthen until its full development is attained. The

Hindus, it is well known, perform in their temples a con-

secration ceremony called ‘ Priina-pratishtha,’ that is to say,

they carve an image or symbol of one of their principal gods

out of stone, or they even sometimes imagine a wall or slab

in their sacred edifices to represent their deity, and then

summon their priests, who, by repeating certain texts from

the Veda, claim to infuse divine spirit into lifeless matter.

This building in which we are now assembled has already

had its Consecration-ceremony, at which the principal officers

of this University assisted. It was, indeed, a Christian cere-

monial of a very different kind, when the Heir-Apparent to

the Throne was present, and a simple prayer was offered by

you, Mr. Vice-Chancellor, and by a large mumber of earnest

persons assembled in this place—a prayer to Almighty God
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that the work begun, continued, and ended in Him, might

be furthered by His continual help.

In simple dependence, therefore, upon the continuance of

the help then prayed for, we are now met to impart the first

pulsations of, I trust, a long life of usefulness to this Institu-

tion, by making it begin to do the appointed work for which

these stone walls have been erected—the work of fostering

and facilitating Indian studies in this University
;
the work

of making Englishmen, and even Indians themselves, appre-

ciate better than they have done before the languages,

literatures, and industries of India
;

the work of qualifying

young Englishmen for Indian careers, and of qualifying

young Indians, who come to us for training and instruction,

to serve their own country in the most efiective manner.

More than once it has been remarked to me during the

progress of the building, ‘ Why are you spending so much

money on useless bricks and mortar ? What we w'ant is

teaching and information. We ask for knowledge, and you

give us stones.’ But such critics forget that a material

centre is necessary to the efficient carrying out of all educa-

tional work, and that just as every living organism requires

a corresponding external environment which is essential to

its existence, and constitutes, as men of science tell us, half

its very being, so the knowledge of any special subject, if it

is to grow and thrive, and become extended, requires suitable

material surroundings—material instruments—material ap-

pliances, without which its development cannot be effected.

In short, it is the old truth exemplified—that mind and

matter are closely inter-related, closely inter-dependent.

I stand here, therefore, before you on this occasion as one

whose work has connected him wdth the Indian Civil Service

and with Indian studies for more than forty j'ears, and whose

power of continuing that work cannot in the course of nature

be much longer extended, to express my fervent hope that

from this day forth the Oxford Indian Institute will live and
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give proof of increasing vitality day by day in the teaching

of a vigorous and united body of men—stronger indeed and

more youthful than myself—men eminently qualified by their

knowledge of India to create an appetite and respect for

Indian studies, and to facilitate their cultivation. And it has

seemed to me that those who have entrusted me with the

management of the funds so generously subscribed towards

the accomplishment of this important object, will probably

be satisfied to entrust me also with the first utterances within

these walls, and that those of our Indian fellow-subjects who

have liberally responded to my repeated applications for aid

will be pleased to learn that my first words have been uttered

in an attempt to reply to the question, ‘IIovv can the Univer-

sity of Oxford best fulfil her duty towards India?’

This is indeed a difficult question, the solution of which, I

am happy to say, is beginning to awaken an interest in the

minds of many who formerly regarded it with apathy and

indifference. It is a question which during the whole tenure

of my office as Boden Professor, for nearly a quarter of a

century, and during three sojourns in India, and frequent

travels through the length and breadth of that country, I

have endeavoured to keep constantly before my mind. It is

a question, too, which science is bringing home to us more

closely every day. For it must be evident to all, that the

constant acceleration of the means of locomotion by steam is

rapidly reducing our earth to about one quarter of its former

dimensions. It now makes little difference to us whether we

hold our Scientific Congresses in London or Montreal, or our

cricket-matches on English or A ustralian soil
;

while the

Universities of Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras will soon be

regarded as sister Universities not much less accessible to us

than Cambridge, Edinburgh, and Dublin. It is a question,

too, the solution of which the peculiar circumstances of our

position in India makes it impossible for a great national

University, like ours, to make light of—much less to evade
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altogether. For if statistics prove that out of the total

number of 903 members of the covenanted Civil Service,

appointed from 1856 to 1879, at least 618 were University

men, it follows that a large number of the rulers of India are

brought under the training of this University, whilst many

more are indirectly subject to its influence.

Let me ask you, therefore, to consider for a moment what

the position of our fellow countrymen in India really is. I

need scarcely remind }'ou that we can never hope to colonise

India. The Portuguese are the only European race who

have permanently settled here, and they could not have done

so had they not by inter-marriage become almost merged in

the Hindu population. In fact, it has been proved that the

latitude and longitude, taken together, of every part of India,

produce climatic effects that would be fatal to the existence,

in an unmixed condition, of any Anglo-Saxon settlers for

more than two or three generations. It is on this account,

therefore, that we are not at present in India as colonisers,

as we are in other parts of the world—for instance, in

Australia, where the British settlers amount to about two

and a half millions, while the aboriginal occupants of the

soil, who are rapidly becoming extinct, are probably not

more than fifty thousand. Our position in India is very

different from this. AVe are there as rulers and administra-

tors, and as nothing more.

I need not revert to the extraordinary circumstances—well

known to every educated person—which forced our Indian

Empire upon us. Our relation to the inhabitants of India is

quite unprecedented in the history of the world. The only

parallel is the occupation of Britain by the Homans
;
but in

all probability the population of ancient Britain in the time

of the Cmsars did not exceed a million of semi-barbarians,

who (though advancing in civilisation under the Druids)

were easily kept in subjection by three legions of disciplined

Roman soldiers, distributed here and there in strongly forti-
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fied camps. Contrast the present circumstances of India.

The last census shows that the native population has risen to

the enormous total of two hundred and fifty-four millions

(the exact figures are 253,891,821) and is rapidly increasing;

while scattered here and there, in little groups, or solitary

units, among these overwhelming masses—^who are not with-

out a cultured upper class, many of them enlightened men,

the inheritors of an ancient civilisation
;
nor indeed without

some kind of military organisation, if account he taken of

about 350,000 soldiers belonging to the feudatory States ;

—

scattered, I say, among these countless millions, are the

ruling class of, at most, one hundred and forty thousand

Britons—civilians and military men all told—not one-fifth

of the native population of Bombay alone. Bear in mind,

too, that this little band of foreigners, separated from their

own homes by six thousand miles of land and sea, differ

diametrically from the host that surrounds them in colour,

dress, customs, habits of thought, and religious opinions.

Furthermore, observe that of those one hundred and forty

thousand men little more than nine hundred members of the

covenanted Civil Service are the actual administrators of the

Government of the country—a country about equal in area

to the area of Europe, if we take away Bussia, Turkey, and

Hungary
;
Bengal alone being nearly equal to the whole of

France, with twice its population.

Conceive, by way of illustration, nine hundred carefully-

chosen scientific men dotted about in small ships over the

surface of the Atlantic, and required by the application of

elaborate chemical preparations—such as oil and other

similar substances, the right use of which they had long

studied— to control the movement of storm-driven waves,

counteract the power of adverse winds, and maintain smooth

water amid swelling tides and conflicting currents. Such

a fanciful conception may serve to give some idea of the sort

of work our little band of British administrators have to
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perform, scattered as they are in isolated stations over the

surging ocean of Indian life. When these men first arrive

in India—perhaps at the age of little more than nineteen

—

they have to make up their minds whether to enter the

judicial or executive branch of the administration
;

that is to

say, whether they will become in process of time either

Judges or Collectors. The term ‘ Collector,’ however,

conveys a very inadequate idea of the duties that may
devolve on a man of perhaps a little over thirty, unless it be

taken to mean that in him all the administrative functions of

districts, often as big as Devonshire or Perthshire, are centred

and comprehended. He not only collects the revenue, he has

high ministerial and judicial powers. He superintends

police, road-making, engineering, agricultural, municipal

government, sanitation, education,—every conceivable matter

;

and the welfare of more than a million souls may depend

to a great extent on his administrative energy and ability.

He does all this as plain Magistrate and Collector : but it

may happen that a man who in England would never rise

above a position of bare mediocrity, may become Com-

missioner over several districts, Lieutenant-Governor of a

province. Governor of a Presidency, or even by a remote

possibility Governor-General of all India.

Think of the importance of sending out such men, well

educated according to the true sense of the term, well trained

physically, morally, and mentally, well formed in character,

well informed in mind, well instructed in Indian languages,

law, and history, carefully imbued with a respect for those

they will have to govern, free from all tendency to self-con-

ceit and arrogance of manner, capable of governing themselves

that they may govern others, able to be firm, yet not

overbearing, conciliatory, yet not weak, patterns of justice

and morality, models of Christian truth, rectitude, and

integrity. Where and how is such a perfect training to be

imparted ? Nowhere, I fear, in its perfection. Nevertheless,
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better at our Universities than elsewhere
;
for nowhere else is

the whole man better drawn out into well-balanced pro-

portions, better moulded into symmetry and shape

;

nowhere else is there the same wholesome attrition and

collision between opposite characters, the same healthy

rivalry and conflict between minds of inflnitely varying

power and capacity.

We can well understand, therefore, how it is that the

Government of this country should wish to place the selected

Indian Civil Service Probationers under University discipline,

before launching them forth to enter on their responsible and

arduous duties. I am sorry to say, however, that those who

elect to come to us here are very imperfectly subject to our

rule, and participate very imperfectly in the benefit of

University life. They have, in fact, to serve two masters

;

and their London masters—the Civil Service Commissioners

—are the more exacting of the two. What actually happens

under the present system is this. In the first place, the

Indian Probationers are selected from a large number

of candidates (between the ages of 17^ and 19;j-) at a com-

petitive examination held in London every June, and those

who are selected—generally about forty (this year thirty-

eight) out of two or three hundred candidates—are required

to undergo certain subsequent special examinations in the

Metropolis during two years of probation. And this period

of probation has to be passed at one of our Universities, on

pain of forfeiting the allowance of £150 a year granted

to each Probationer. The selection of any one of the eight

Universities approved by the Secretary of State for India,

—

namely Oxford, Cambridge, London, Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Aberdeen, St. Andrew’s, and Dublin,—is left to the men

themselves
;
but, as a matter of fact, the majority (at present

above two-thirds, or 53 out of about 78) select Oxford,

because, I apprehend, we are able to offer them here more
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special advantages in their preparation for their London

examinations.

But is this the only good they gain from their residence

amongst us here ? I fear, very nearly so. Possibly they may

derive some benefit from social contact with other members

of the University, but even in this respect the advantage they

gain is much impaired by their enforced isolation in regard

to their work and their frequent visits to the London Law
Courts. They are not required to pass our University

examinations, or to take their degrees, or to carry away with

them any University stamp of any kind. It is the opinion

of many, and I think a very right opinion, that if the present

low limit of age is retained for the competitive examination,

every selected candidate should be required to reside

for three years (instead of two) at a University. No option

should be allowed, but every one should be compelled to

take his degree of B.A. at the end of that period. And
indeed it has recently been announced that the Government

of India has decided on encouraging selected candidates to

stay with us for three years, by promising a continuance of

the annual allowance to those who take creditable honours

at the degree examination. This concession ought to be

accepted with thankfulness, though I fear that few will avail

themselves of the privilege, unless all are compelled to do so.

I trust, however, that the time may not be far distant when

the Civil Service Commissioners may consent to leave the

proficiency of the Indian Probationers in the specially-

prescribed subjects to be tested by the Universities, and may

accept our examinations in lieu of all (or at least of some) of

those now conducted in London. The University is entrusted

with the training and examining of a large number of men

intended for other professions. It has founded special Schools

for students who have to qualify themselves for particular

lines of life—I mean the Honour Schools of Mathematics,

Natural Science, Law, History, and Theology
;

and it is the
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opinion of many that we may well do the same for those who

have to qualify themselves for the Diplomatic and Home
Civil Services, and for the Indian Civil Service. At any

rate, it is possible that before very long the Government

may invite us to receive the Indian Probationers, not only as

resident students or simply lodgers, subject to rules of

discipline and to nothing more, hut as Undergraduates

who have to go through a fixed University course, and

undergo examinations in particular Honour Schools suited

to their special requirements.

Are we then prepared to undertake this duty ? AYe have

already done a great deal towards it
;
so that it may be said

that we already teach every subject which an Indian civilian

ought to know. We have appointed various special readers

and teachers in Indian subjects, and have made it possible

to offer one Indian classical language, besides Indian Law,

History, and Political Economy, as part of the subjects of

the Past Examinations. One duty, however, remains to be

discharged, and I commend this, Mr. Yice-Chancellor, to the

consideration of the Hebdomadal Council. We have yet to

establish an Honour School in Oriental Literae Hiimauiores.

Cambridge has long established a Semitic Tripos and Indian

Languages Tripos, though it probably has not half our

number of Oriental students. We need not follow exactly

on the same lines; but with an increasing number of our men
destined for the Diplomatic and Indian Services, and for

Mission work, and I may add for work of all kinds in the

East, the time has arrived when we might well establish a

School of Oriental Literature, which might embrace Sanskrit,

Pall, Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Assyrian, and possibly

Chinese, and might include (like the School of Classical

Literature) a wide range of collateral subjects, such as

Oriental History, Eastern Philosophy, Indian Law, and

Political Economy, and certainly not exclude Modern Indian

Languages. It is true that we have not yet an Honour
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ScLool of Modern European Languages
;
but bear in mind

that the speakers of French, German, and Italian are not

our fellow-subjects like the two hundred millions of speakers

of Hindi, Hindustani, Marathi, Bengali, Telugu, and Tamil.

Most of these Indian vernaculars have literatures of their

own, of which every great University ought to take cogniz-

ance, quite irrespectively of the Civil Service Probationers.

Unhappily these Indian vernaculars are now rapidly

deteriorating, because in the Indian Government Degree

Examinations they are generally slighted, while a knowledge

of English is held to be of paramount importance for all

educated natives. But, on this very account, it becomes the

duty of a great English University which interests itself in

middle-class education, to do something towards elevating

and honouring these languages
;
for it is certain that the

masses of India will never be educated and civilized except

through the medium of their own vernacular dialects.

I repeat, then, that we are bound to establish an Honour

School of Oriental Literae Humaniores, including modern

Indian Languages.

And we ought to do this for the benefit of all Oriental

students, not merely for the Indian civilians. For assuredly

we shall fulfil our duty towards India very imperfectly if we

confine ourselves to the teaching of only one class of persons

preparing for Indian careers. We are bound to consider

also the needs of others—for example, of those who may go

to India as chaplains, doctors, lawyers, or of those who may

be engaged in mercantile pursuits, or in any kind of civil or

military employment. In my Indian travels I came across

many such men, who, although educated at Oxford, had been

unable to gain a livelihood in England, and had turned their

steps towards India, and regretted that their University

education had not done more to fit them for their work.

And are we not also in this Christian University to think

of giving the best possible education to our Missionaries?
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An Oxford Mission, as many here know, kas lately been

established at Calcutta. The Mission invites periodically

some of the most thoughtful native students and others to

attend meeting's at the Mission House when discussions on

important subjects take place. I was myself present at an

interesting debate, and came away much impressed with the

ability and earnestness of those who took part in it
;
but the

thought forced itself upon me :—How much better qualified

would our Missionaries be to cope with the subtle arguments

of Pandits and Maulavis, had we here in Oxford a Professor

or Reader in Oriental Philosophy, whose special duty it

would be to lecture on its relation to the philosophical and

religious thought of Europe.

And again, we have not merely to think of those who are

destined for work among the natives of India in their own

country. The time has arrived when it becomes the duty of

every University to instil some general knowledge of Indian

subjects into the minds of its ordinary students, who, without

setting foot on Indian soil, may one day be called upon, as

Members of Parliament, to exercise supreme control over

the destinies of India. For it cannot be denied, that, of

late years, a great change has come over our Indian adminis-

trative system. Formerly, the ignorance and apathy of

Parliament were of little importance, for India was governed

by men who were not able to communicate telegraphically

with the Central Government, and were allowed much

independence of action in their own districts. Now, on the

contrary, with the extension of submarine telegraphy, and

the increase of interest in Indian subjects among Members

of the House of Commons, the interposition of an all-powerful

Assembly, acting with the best intentions, but not always

according to knowledge, is apt to cause administrative com-

plications. Depend upon it, that if our Members of

Parliament, who are mainly trained at our Universities, and

a large proportion among us here, are to exercise supreme
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control over the Administration of India, they must be

taught to appreciate and respect her, to understand her

condition, her needs and her difficulties, her prejudices and

her predilections, her weakness and her strength. And

when and where are they likely to obtain this knowledge

better than at a University which possesses an Institute like

that we are this day opening?

And now let me invite you to cast your eyes around these

walls—bare at present, but soon to be well covered. Observe

that the Indian Institute, which the liberality of numerous

subscribers has enabled us to erect on perhaps the best site

in Oxford, occupies at present only half its future area.

These rough brick partitions indicate the direction in which

the extension will ultimately be carried out, I trust by the

same eminent architect, Mr. Basil Champneys. But the

present half of the structure will, I hope, be an earnest of

its future capabilities and usefulness. It will, in the first

place, serve as a rallying-point and central meeting-place for

the Indian civilians, where their special instruction will be

received, and where a Library and Reading-room supplied

with Indian papers will be set apart for their use, and oppor-

tunities afforded them of gaining a personal knowledge of

each other. This is the more important, because to collect

all these men at one college, where they have no common

work with the other students, and are therefore likely to

form themselves into a separate clique, is held to be unwise;

while, on the other hand, it is equally objectionable so to

distribute them in different colleges as to prevent their

acquiring any knowledge of each other as fellow-workers for

a common end. The Institute will aim, therefore, at

bringing together every day these fifty or sixty men, and

will in this way, I hope, tend to promote esprit de corps, and

act like a resuscitated Ilaileybury. It will also be a centre

of union, inquiry, and instruction for all interested in

Oriental studies, or preparing for Indian careers of any kind.
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It will, at the same time, I trust, become an attractive

meeting-place for students of other countries who may be

engaged in Indian research
;

for natives of India residing at

our University
;

and for eminent Anglo-Indian admini-

strators and officers, who, when at home on furlough, or after

retiring from the service, may visit Oxford and be willing to

give us valuable information on Indian topics.

And let me point out that in this building we wish to

keep in view the great advantage to be derived from

conveying instruction through the interaction of ear and eye.

Its Lecture-rooms, Reading-rooms, Library, and Museum,

are all, as you see, in close juxta-posltion, or opening one

into the other, and will by their inter-communication aid and

illustrate each other.

As to the Library, I am happy to say that in travelling

through all parts of India I have obtained grants of costly

books, manuscripts, maps, and plans, nearly sufficient, with

gifts from other quarters, to fill the entire available space of

the present half
;

and among gifts, I may mention, besides

the Lucknow Library, the invaluable Library of the Rev.

Dr. S. C. Malan, Vicar of Broadwindsor, consisting of about

four thousand volumes in more than a hundred languages,

a nearly complete collection of all the works published by the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, including the Bibliotheca Indica,

and more than a hundred bound volumes, comprising

valuable Sanskrit and other Oriental works, presented by

Dr. John Nicholson, of Fellside, Penrith.

With regard to the Museum, I have obtained grants of

objects, illustrative of the industries, products, and natural

history of India, and of the religious and social life of its

inhabitants, more than sufficient to fill the present half.

For instance, here is a printed list of the articles sent by

Government from the Calcutta Exhibition, and another of

objects sent from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. India

is itself a vast Museum of the world’s customs, from lower

VOL. XVII.—[new series.] K
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stages of barbarism to the higher stages of civilization
;

and

this collection of ours, which will in time present a fair

epitome of India, is likely to prove eminently attractive, not

only to Indologists, but to ethnologists and anthropo-

logists of all nationalities, and highly instructive to all

inquirers who come to it for information. And I trust that

this epitome of India, in the very centre of Oxford and in the

heart of a Cathedral city, will put it in the power, not only

of every member of the University, but of every citizen also,

to obtain a good general knowledge of the country and its

material products, of the inhabitants and their moral con-

dition.

But I have hitherto only spoken of one department of the

Indian Institute, namely, that which has for its object the

making India better known to England
;

I have, before

concluding, to say a few words in regard to its other great

object, the making England better known to India. And
here I may notice that a great misapprehension has prevailed

with regard to the chief aim of the Indian Institute. Many

have inferred from the use of the adjective ‘ Indian ’ that the

Institute is intended solely for Indians. This is as great

a mistake as to suppose that it is intended only for English-

men. My desire has always been that the Indian Institute

should have, so to speak, two wings, one spreading itself

to foster Eastern studies among Europeans, the other ex-

tending itself to foster "VYestern studies among Indians.

In this way it seemed to me that the Institute would

help the University of Oxfoi’d to do its duty in promoting

the interchange of the literary wealth of Asia and Europe,

and in repaying with interest the wisdom and knowledge

received centuries ago from the East. I therefore made

a journey to Calcutta with the object of trying to induce

the Supreme Government there to found six scholarships

of £200 a year each, for deserving natives who I had

hoped would complete their education, and carry on their
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studies in this building under the superintendence of the

Curators. It caused me great satisfaction when the Viceroy

and his Council assented to my proposal, and it has caused

me severe disappointment to learn, as I have lately done,

that the Secretary of State for India in Council, while

sanctioning the scholarships, has thought it right not to

attach them directly to this or to any particular Institution.

And I feel the disappointment the more acutely, because,

from what I have seen of the youthful natives of India

in their own country, and from my knowledge of the

debilitating effects of Indian home life, and the absence

of all strengthening influences like those of our Public

School system, I am convinced that no young Indian is

fit to stand alone at an English University, or that he

ought to be allowed as much freedom of action as is thought

desirable for the average English Undergraduate. I am
persuaded that any youthful native of India who comes

to Oxford under the idea of enlarging his mind, and is

left too much to himself and permitted to take an in-

dependent course, and cast adrift during six months of

vacation—without personal guidance and guardianship—will

return to India deteriorated in character rather than im-

proved.

At a large meeting held in Calcutta, in the great hall

of the University, at the beginning of the present year,

when the Viceroy took the chair and many leading Indians

were present, I was urgently requested to make the Indian

Institute serve the purpose of a home, both during Term-

time and Vacations, for those young men who were sent

to us for the completion of their education. I regret that

the desire I expressed to meet their wishes in regard to

this matter cannot be fully accomplished. Still I trust

that some of the scholars may become members of this

University and be attracted to this Institute, and I think

I can promise that those who avail themselves of these
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advantages will receive every possible aid and encourage-

ment from the Curators of the Institute
;

and although

they will not be allowed to reside in the building, as I

had hoped, rooms and books for carrying on their studies

will be assigned to them.

Finally, let me express my hope that a spirit of friendly

and scholarly co-operation may animate all who have to

teach within these walls
;
and, although the time is coming

when some of us who are advancing in years will have

to make room for younger men, yet, I trust, that much

good work ma}'- still remain for us to do, and that the

day of small beginnings, which we are now commemorating,

may constantly increase in illuminating power till the know-

ledge here imparted becomes an acknowledged factor in

the educational benefits which this University seeks to

confer, and a real source of enlightenment to those of our

fellow-subjects in the East who come to us for training

and instruction.”

The Vice-Chancellor then said, “ He was asked to come

there to open that building, but before doing so, he was

sure he should be only expressing their feelings if he

presented to Professor Monier "Williams their warm thanks

for the interesting address he had given them, which had

suggested so many thoughts to their minds. It was to

his indefatigable ability and single-minded enthusiasm for

the good of India that the building was due. They might

regret with him that it was only half a building, and

therefore, he feared, was in some degree impaired both

in its architectural beauty and its practical usefulness. He
had told them that there was a great work in which they

were to engage. They hoped that the University of Oxford

might contribute to that work in many ways. They hoped

that it might create among the Indian students at Oxford

a spirit of sympathy with the natives, that they might

be better able to understand India. They must all of them
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see that it was absolutely impossible to govern India

—

to govern 254,000,000 of people, with their various races,

religions, and customs, if they did not understand them.

They could only safely govern India if they knew it. He
might remind them that there was a great debt which

England and Europe owed to India, though it might be

one in the far distance. He remembered to have been

told, that on the portals of the College of Fort William,

Lord Wellesley, who was the founder of the college, himself

a poet and a scholar, had this half verse of Yirgil inscribed :

‘ Eedit a nobis Aurora diemque reducit,’

which though the audience did not need a translation, he

might venture to translate, ‘ The day-spring returns from us

and brings back the day to them.’ It was in the work

described in these words that they hoped the Indian Institute

might bear a part. He had only to declare that Institute to

be open, to be, as he hoped, a sign of mutual interest and

affection between Oxford and India for many centuries.”

It should be added that on April 22, 1885, an evening con-

versazione was held in the building, which was attended by

the late Viceroy of India, the Marquess of Ripon, Sir Thomas

Brassey, Sir Edward Colebrooke, the Vice-Chancellor of the

University, and a large number of the warm supporters of

the Institute. The Marquess of Ripon took the opportunity

of giving some very interesting information with regard to

the present condition of India and the duties performed by

her rulers, addressing himself in an especial manner to the

Indian Civil Service Probationers now under education in

the University,

The following new Decree was brought before Convocation,

and passed unanimously on May 26, 1885 :
“ That the

Decree of November 18, 1880, relating to the Indian Institute

be rescinded, and that a sum of £300 a year be paid from

the University Chest for the general expenses of the Institute,

such yearly payment to begin from October 1, 1884, and to
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be subject to the condition that the remainder of the Sub-

scription Fund already paid or promised, after payment of

the expenses incurred for the site, building, fittings, etc.,,

be held in trust for the purchase of the remainder of the

site and for the completion of the building.”

It is right to state that another institution for the promotion

of Oriental learning has been recently opened at Woking,

where Dr. Leitner, M.R.A.S., has purchased the formerly well-

known “ Ro3^al Dramatic College ” and ten acres of land.

It will bear the title of “ The Oriental University, Museum

and Guest House in England.” Dr. Leitner’s scheme was

full}’- laid by him before the Oriental Congress at Leyden,

in the “Homeward Mail” for May 13, 1884, and, also, in

Messrs. Triibner’s “Record,” June, 1884, p. 58. We have,

as yet, no information as to what this Institution has accom-

plished during the last j'ear.

Oriental Congress at Leyden.—As up to the present date

(June, 1885), the Directors of the Oriental Congress at

LejMen have been only able to publish, able to circulate

and send to its members, the fourth part of the “ Actes ”

of the Congress, to wit, the papers of the 3rd, 4th, and

5th Sections, namely, those of the “ Sections Africaine,

de I’Extreme Orient, et Poljmesienne,” it is not possible

to do more than to give a list of these. “ Tirages a part
”

of papers in two previous Sections have been freely dis-

tributed, but they have not been at present issued in

volumes. The papers printed are, as follows : In Section

3, Africaine :

Pleyte, W., La couronne de la Justification :—Eisenlohr,

A., Die Anwendung der Photographie fiir monumente und

Papyrus-rollen :—Liebleln, J., Ueber Alt-Aegyptische Re-

ligion :—Golenischeff, W., Sur I’origlne alphabetique de

certains Hieroglyphes :—Leemans, C., Hypocephale Egyptien

du Musee Rojml Neerlandais d’Antiquites a Leide :

—
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"Wiedemann, A., Die Alt-Aegyptisclien Grabkegel :—Ditto,

Die darstellungen auf den Eulogien des heiligen Menas :

—

Edwards, Miss, “ On a fragment of a Mummy-case contain-

ing part of a Royal cartouche”:—Ditto., On the dispersion

of Egyptian Antiquities :—Lefebure, E., Sur quelques

fouilles et deblayements a faire dans la Vallee des Rois,

a Thebes :—Delgeur, L., Communication au sujet d’un

Colosse projete trouve dans les carrieres de Zawyet-el-Meitin :

—Piehl, K., Sur Torigine des colonnes de la Salle des

Caryotides du Grand Temple de Karnak :—Eisenlohr, A.,

Die Felder texte von Edfu.

In Section 4,
“ De TExtreme Orient ” are papers by

Groot, J. J. M. de, Buddhist masses for the Dead at Amoy :

—Schlegel, G,“De Timportance de la Langue Hollandaise

pour I’interpretation de la Langue Chinoise ” :—Ilarlez, C.

de, Extraits traduits de “ Dirge Ilese Jakon Gosa de

Wasimbuhangge ” :—Lesonef, A., Rapport sur le Diction-

naire Aino-Russe de Dobrotvorski :— Rosny, Leon de.

Comment furent ecrits les plus anciens monuments de la

Litt^rature Japonaise :—and Iloworth, II. II., Some Notes on

the Iluns.

In Section 5, Polyneslenne, are the following papers

:

Lith, Van der P. A., Discours sur I’importance d’un ouvrage

Arabe du Xme siecle intitule ou “Livre

de merveilles de I’lnde”:—Pijnappel, J., Over de Wortel

woorden in de Maleische taal :—Vreede, A. C., Over de

wortel woorden in de Javaansche taal :—Marre, A., Apercu

Philologique sur les affinites de la Langue Malgache avec le

Javanais, le Malais, et les autres principaux idiomes de

I’Archipel Indien :—Ditto, Yocabulaire Systematique, com-

paratif, des principales racines des Langues Malgache et

Malayo-Polynesiennes :—Kern, II., Over de verhouding von

het Mafoorsch tot de Maleisch-Polynesische talen :—Matthes,

B. F., Einige Eigenthumlichkeiten in den Eesten und

Gewohnheiten der Makassaren und Buginesen :—and, lastly.
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Wijnraalen, Th. Ch. L., Frederic de Houtman comme

Philologue.

At the conclusion of the Congress, the proposal of M. de

Goeje, that the MSS. in the British Museum required by

continental students should be lent to them under such con-

ditions of guarantee as the Trustees might think necessary,

was discussed and carried.

No one, however, seems to have been aware, or at least to

have stated, that the Trustees cannot, without the passing

of a special Act of Parliament, do what M. de Goeje proposed.

There was a time when they could so
;

as the so-called

“Townley” Homer was lent to M. Hayne, and was, we

believe, in his keeping for several years, but this was

a century ago. At the same concluding meeting, it was pro-

posed that a special memorial should be addressed to the

English Government in favour of the undertaking what may

be called an “ International ” Dictionary of Chinese-English,

and English-Chinese, on the same scale and principles as the

great Sanskrit Dictionary of MM. Boehtlingk and Roth.

Finally, it was determined that the next meeting should take

place at Vienna in 1886.

Miscellaneous Indian or Oriental.—Under this head are

noticed papers or books which do not strictly fall under any

of the preceding groups. Thus, in the Athenceum, July 5, is

an interesting account (taken from the Deutsche Rundschau)

of the fourth portion of Prof Jolly’s Travels in India, with

an excellent account of Calcutta from a scholar’s point of

view. In July 26 is a long, but rather fanciful notice of

the “Oriental Institute at Woking,” to the general scheme

of which attention was called in last year’s report
;
in the

same number, also, is a brief notice of the eighth and con-

cluding part of the “ Oriental Series ” of the Palaeographical

Society’s publications. It is a matter of regret that this

Oriental portion has not been sufficiently well supported to
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warrant its continuation. In Aug. 2 is a good review of a

pleasant book, E. L. Mitford’s Travels from England to

Ceylon through S-W. Europe, Asia and India, between 1839

and 1842. Mr. Mitford was at Herat, when an English

mission, under Major D’Arcy Todd, were also residing

there. In the same number is a good notice of Mr. G. W.
Forrest’s Selections from the Minutes and other official

writings of the Hon. M. Elphinstone. In Aug. 2, also (and

under the same date in the Academy), is a protest from Mr.

C. M. Doughty against the map of Arabia issued in the

August No. of the Proceedings of the Hoyal Geographical

Society, and purporting to be copied from his chart of

Northern Arabia or Nejd, adding that the only maps issued

by him are in M. Kiepert’s “ Globus.” In Aug. 16 is the

Report of the Survey of India for 1882-3, with the account

and map of the remarkable exploring expedition of A.

Kristna, already noted. In August 23 is an excellent

account of the Journal of Indian Art, parts 1 and 2, issued

by Mr. Griggs. Among other Essays is a comprehensive one

by Mr. Kipling, “ On the Brass and Copper Ware of the

Panjab and Kashmir ” (Mr. Kipling is to conduct this Journal

at Lahore at the cost of Government). In Sept. 13 is a long

review of Capt. R. C. Temple’s Legends of the Panjab,

vol. i., and the Rev. Mr. Svvynnerton’s “ Adventures of the

Panjab hero. Raja Rasalu, and other Folk-Tales of the

Panjab.” In Feb. 7, 1885, is a good review of Miss Gordon

Cumming’s “ In the Himalayas and on the Indian Plains.”

In Feb. 21 is a good notice of the Memoir and Corre-

spondence of General James Stuart Frazer of the Madras

Army, by his son. We learn also from the same Journal

that Sir Richard Temple has read a valuable paper before

the Royal Historical Society, entitled “ Personal Traits

of the Mahratta Princes,” which has been since printed

in their new series, vol. i. pt. 4 ;
and that, at a meet-

ing of the Victoria Institute, Jan. 5, 1885, a paper by
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Prof. Avery, “ On the Aboriginal Tribes of India,” was

read.

In The Academy, Aug. 2, Mr. H. G. Keene reviews Prof.

Monier Williams’ Religious Thought and Life in India

:

and in the number is a letter from Dr. W. Wright,

expressing his regret that the Oriental series of the

Palaeographical Society cannot be carried on any longer. In

Aug. 9, is a brief notice of M. Darmesteter’s Report for the

Societt^ Asiatique, drawn up at the request of the President,

M. Renan. In Aug. 23, Mr. Ralston gives a pleasant review

of Capt. R. C. Temple’s Legends of the Panjab. In Sept.

20, Capt. Burton appreciatively reviews Mr. Clouston’s Book

of Sindibad, and, in the next page, is one by Prof. A. H.

Keane, of Mr. E. L. Mitford’s adventurous Journey from

England to Ceylon, already referred to. In Oct. 11,

is a valuable review by Mr. A. C. Lyall of Mr. Alex.

Mackenzie’s History of the Relations of the Government

with the Hill Tribes on the North-East Frontier of Bengal,

a most useful manual of information for much more than

mere official use. We also learn from Oct. 18 that Mr. J. S.

Cotton has been entrusted by the Secretary of State for India

with the preparation of the decennial “ Statement of Moral

and material progress and condition of India for the period

ending 1883.” It will form a blue book of about four

hundred pages, and will be, in some degree, supplementary

to that issued by Mr. Clements Markham in 1873. In Nov.

15, is an interesting notice of a Hindu novel called the

“ Poison Tree,” which has been written by a native gentle-

man of Bengal, and translated by Mr. M. S. Knight. In a

preface, Mr. Edwin Arnold testifies to the fidelity of the

author’s picture of native domestic life. In the same

number, we have a brief notice of the Life and Work in

Benares and Kumaon 1839— 1877 of Mr. James Kennedy,

with an Introductory Note by Sir William Muir, K.C.S.I.

In Jan. 24, is an excellent account by the Rev. Thomas
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Foulkes, M.R.A.S., “ Of the current literature of the Madras

Presidency.” From the same number we learn that Sir

Frederic Goldsmid read a paper on Jan. 15 before the Royal

Historical Society entitled “ Perplexities of Oriental History.”

In Jan. 31, is a good notice of “ The Diary of a Civilian’s

Life in India, by Mrs. Robert Moss King,” a book of travel

singularly attractive.

AYe further learn from Feb. 28, that M. H. Gaidoz, the

Director of the “Ecole des Ilautes Etudes” has been recently

delivering a lecture on “ The British Empire in India,” for

which he has used as his text-books The Indian Chapter in

the Statesman’s Year Book, Mr. Cust’s Modern Languages

of the East Indies, and the Manual on India contributed by

Mr. J. S. Cotton to the “ English Citizen ” series.

In the Museon, iii. 2, are various papers, such as De

Milloue, Essai sur la Religion des Jains :—M. de Colinet,

La Divinite personnelle dans I’lnde ancienne :—Willems, a

Review of H. Ziemer’s Yergleichende Syntax d. Indo-Germ.

(2 articles) :—Geiger, AY., La Civilization des Aryas :—and

A^an den Gheyn, Review of O. Beauregard, “ Kachmir et

Tibet.” Among books the following may perhaps be

mentioned—Ilalevy, J., Resume d’un memoire sur I’origine

des Ecritures Indiennes :— Prof. A. AYeber, “ Idylles vil-

lageoises de TInde—Les sept cents strophes de Hala ”
:

—

Prof. F. AI. Aliiller’s India: AYhat can it teach us? has

been translated into German with the title “Indien in seiner

welt-geschichtlichen bedeutung :—The Orientalist, a monthly

journal of Oriental literature, etc., edited by AY. Goonetilleke :

—Gower, Alajor, G. AY., Asian Literature alphabetically

indexed :—Keene, H. G., C.I.E., History of Hindustan from

the first Aluslim Conquest :—Prinsep, C. G., Record of

H.E.I.C. Servants, Aladras Presidency, 1741-1858 :

—

Darmesteter, Lecture on the Alahdi.
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Selections from the Report of the British and Foreign Bible

Society. A Reeord of Translation and Revision (1884-1885).

Amoy- Vernacular.—The Committee have sanctioned the

formation of a New Testament Revision Company, composed

of the missionaries of the Amoy and Formosa Missions, viz.

The Reformed Church Mission of Amoy, The London

Mission of Amoy, the Mission of the Presbyterian Church

of England in Amoy and Formosa, and the Canadian Pres-

byterian Mission of North Formosa. The revision is to

proceed on the basis of a free use of all helps towards a

thoroughly accurate revision, such accuracy having regard

to the meaning of the original, and to the native idiom.

The plates of the present version, which were presented to

this Society by Mr. Hugh M. Matheson, can be used for any

required supply until the revised version is ready.

Arabic.—The Rev. Dr. Van Dyck, of Beirut, the trans-

lator of the Arabic Bible, has been engaged during the past

fifteen months in a careful examination of his version. Dr.

Van Dyck’s version of the Arabic Bible has been tried and

tested for several years. It is admitted to be the best version

in the Arabic language.

Amharic.—By the help of Mr. Orgawi, who has been a

native Abyssinian missionary for twelve years, Mr. Flad has

completed his slight revision of Dr. Krapf’s version, and the

printing of the new edition will soon be completed. In the

revised edition unknown words and words with double meaning

are replaced by simple and well-understood words.

Batta (Toba) (Roman characters).—The Committee have

printed an edition of 9000 copies of the New Testament in

Roman characters, under the care of the Rev. Dr. Schreiber,

who not only read the proofs, but transliterated the greater

part of the Book.

Corean.—The Committee have authorized the publication

of an edition of 5000 copies of the complete New Testa-

ment. The translation is not yet finished, owing to the
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absence on a missionary tour of the Rev. J. Ross’s native

assistant.

Falasha— Kara. — The Committee have published an

edition of 500 copies of the Gospel of St. Mark in Ethiopia

characters for the coloured Jews in the Kara district of

Abyssinia and Metammeh. The version was made by a

converted Falash Jew, called Bern, from Professor Reinisch’s

Bogos version, and Professor Reinisch has revised and edited

the version.

Fijian.—The Committee have published another edition

of the Kew Testament, consisting of 5000 copies. The

Rev. J. Calvert has corrected all mistakes that have been

discovered, and has carried the edition through the press.

Foo-Choio Colloquial (Roman character).—At the request

of the Rev. R. W. Stewart, supported by the Church

Missionary Society, the Committee have resolved to bring

out an edition of the Gospel of St. John, which Mr. Stewart

has ready for the press.

Gujarati.—The revision of the New Testament was

continued during the year, and the Gospel of St. Luke

is at present in circulation among the members of the

Revision Committee.

Ilainan Colloquial.—The Committee have authorized the

publication of one Gospel of the version now being made by

Mr. Jeremiassen for the aborigines who do not understand

Chinese.

Hebrew.—Dr. Delitzsch, with the help of many Hebrew

scholars, continues the work of making more perfect his

version of the New Testament. The 6th edition, 32mo., of

5000 copies, is now completed, and an 8vo. edition of 5000

copies, which may be bound up with the 8vo. Old Testament,

is also approaching completion.

Jaghatai-Tiirki.—The Rev. A. Amirkhaniantz has made a

tour among the Tekke-Turcomans, and he reports that, owing

to the dialectical peculiarites of the language of the peojjle.
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it is desirable that they should have a version of the Scrip-

tures in the dialect in which IHr. Bassett’s version of St.

Matthew is rendered.

Japanese .—Through the industry of the Rev. Dr. Hepburn

the historical Books of the Old Testament have been com-

pleted as far as 2 Kings, and Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and Eccle-

siastes have been published, in addition to Proverbs and three

of the minor prophets. The Books of Daniel and Isaiah are

nearly finished, and Dr. Verbeck is still at work on his version

of the Psalms. Mr. Fyson, who had been engaged on the

historical books, has, since his return to Japan, begun the

translation of 1 Chronicles.

Javanese.—Mr. Jansz proposed to go to Surakata, where

he can have scholarly native assistance, and the Committee

urge the completion and publication of the Gospel of St.

Luke, in order to test the value of the version before pro-

ceeding: with the remaining: Books.

Kafir .—The printing of an edition of 6000 copies of the

Bible, of which 4000 copies of the New Testament shall be

from the Revised Version, proceeds steadily under the editor-

ship of the Rev. W. Hunter.

Kahail (Roman character).—The Gospel of St. John,

revised and edited b}"^ Dr. Sauerwein, is now published.

K/iasi.—An edition of the revised New Testament of 4000

copies, with 3000 copies extra of the single Gospels, as

Portions, has been completed, and also an edition of 4000

copies of the Pentateuch.

Konkani.—An edition of the Gospel of St. John was Issued

by the Madras Auxiliary towards the close of last year.

The portion was taken from Carey’s version, printed in 1818,

in the Devanagari character, but somewhat altered so as to be

better understood by all classes. The Konkani tongue is a

dialect of the Marathi, influenced by the Dravidian languages

of South India. It is spoken by upwards of 100,000, who

reside chiefly on the western coast. The majority of the
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people belong to the Hindu faith, but man)^ are Roman

Catholics, some of whom speak the language with a mixture

of Portuguese words.

Lifu .—The Rev. S. M. Creagh, of Lifu, reports the com-

pletion of the revision of the Bible on August 29, 1884.

He is now copying the corrections made in the parts already

printed, viz. Pentateuch, Psalms, and New Testament, and

the number of changes in these amount to 52,310.

Malarjdsi .—The Rev. W. E. Cousins reports that he com-

pleted the preliminary revision of the Bible, which is the

basis of the Revision Committee’s work, on Sept. 15, 1884.

The work was begun in 1873, and the actual time which he

has spent on it has been about eight years, and two days per

week of that time has been given to the Revision Committee.

The Revision Committee have revised up to Jeremiah xlix. 22.

Maori.—The Committee have agreed to publish an edition

of the Bible of the same size as former editions, in paragraph

form, with the numbers of the verses prefixed to the verses

and not placed in the margins, and that the chapter and

page headings prepared by Archdeacon Maunsell be added.

The version has been corrected and slightly revised by Arch-

deacons Maunsell and Williams.

Marathi.—The Old Testament Revision Committee held

thirty meetings during the year, at the house of the Rev.

Dr. Mackichan, Convener of the Committee, and at the end

of December the Book of Genesis was nearly completed.

The Rev. Baba Padmanji aided in the revision, besides

reading the proofs of several new editions of the Scriptures.

Mari.—The Rev. S. M. Creagh writes from New Caledonia

that they are revising the Pentateuch, and preparing marginal

references. They do not wish to print immediately.

Motu .—The Rev. W. G. Lawes, Port Moresby, New
Guinea, reports the completion of the translation of the

Gospels of St. Luke and St. John, and the thorough revision

of the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark, which had
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already been printed. These portions Mr. Lawes considers

as perfect as be can make them, and the Committee have

approved their publication under the auspices of the New
South Wales Auxiliary.

Nubian (Faclidja ).—The Committee have published an

edition of 500 copies of the Gospel of St. Mark for the

Muhammadans in and around Dongola. The version was

made by the late eminent Professor Lepsius, and published

as an appendix to his Nubian Grammar, and it is now

republished by this Society with the generous permission

of his son. Dr. Lepsius of Darmstadt, and of his publisher,

Mr. Wilhelm Hertz. The version is in Homan character,

and has been edited by Professor Reinisch, of Vienna.

Pashtu {Afghan).—Considerable progress has been made

in translation work, both in the Old and New Testaments,

and preparations are being made for a revision of the New
Testament. The Bishop of Lahore has arranged to have

meetings of the Revision Committee in Kohat in May, and

at Muree in June, when it is hoped that the different trans-

lations will be harmonized under the guidance of the Bishop.

Persian .—The Committee have agreed to publish, as a

portion, Dr. Bruce’s revision of Genesis and Exodus, and

Dr. Bruce is revising the copy finally before sending it to the

press. The Gospel of St. Mark, slightly revised, is now

passing through the press. The first proofs are read by

Dr. Bruce and the final proofs by Dr. Sauerwein.

Popo {Dahoman ).—The Committee have resolved to print

an edition of the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark.

The version, which has been brought home by the Rev.

J. Milum, who was on a visit to the Western Mission in

South Africa, was made by their native minister, Rev. T. J.

Marshall, and the Translation Committee are busy on the

remaining Gospels. The same system has been adopted as

in the printing of the Yoruba Scriptures.

Rarotongan .—The Rev. W. Wyatt Gill, who is carrying
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out a careful revision of the Bible for the Committee, has

now reached the close of the New Testament.

Rifi.—Dialect of Shilha, the language of Morocco. The

few chapters of Mr. Mackintosh’s version, printed by the Com-

mittee tentatively, have been much admired by the natives,

and Mr. Mackintosh is now proceeding with his version.

Rotimian .—An edition of the New Testament, slightly

corrected, has been carried through the press by the Rev. J.

Calvert.

Sanguirese .—The Committee have agreed to print an

edition of the Psalms for the Sanguir Islands. The version

was made by the Rev. Mr. Kelling, and the proofs will be

read by the Rev. E. W. King of Tilburg. The New Testa-

ment has been well received and purchased by the natives.

Swahili.—The Ven. Archdeacon Hodgson has carried

through the press an edition of 500 copies of his version

of the Book of Joshua. The Archdeacon continues the

work of translation, but the Synod has decreed that all

future translations are to be printed first in Zanzibar.

In addition to the New Testament, Genesis, Exodus,

Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1 and 2 Kings, Psalms, Isaiah,

Daniel, and Jonah are completed.

Telugu .—During the year the revised Book of Proverbs

has been thoroughly revised by Dr. Hay, in accordance with

classical forms and phraseology, which renders it more

acceptable to the ordinary readers
;
and each book of the

Pentateuch has been carefully and critically read and studied

four times, and some of them oftener, with attention to

criticisms sent in to Dr. Hay from various missions. The

Book of Leviticus, to the terms of which Dr. Hay has devoted

special attention, is now in the press, and the rest of the

Pentateuch will be printed without delay.

Tibetan .—The edition of the New Testament, edited by

the Rev. Mr. Reichelt and the Rev. Dr. Malan, has been

completed.

VOL. XVII,— [new series.] L
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Tulu.— Messrs. Manner, Hartmann, Ritter, Ott, and

Hermelink are engaged on a revision of the New Testa-

ment, and an edition will be published under the auspices

of the Madras Auxiliary, The Tulu language is spoken

in part of South Canara by about half a million of the

people. Till recently there was no literature in the Tulu

language, except some legends, written on palm leaves in

the Malayalam character. Mr, Grainer, one of the Basle

missionaries who landed at Bangalore in 1834, began a

translation of the New Testament. He was afterwards

aided by Messrs. Ammann and Biihrer. An edition of the

Four Gospels was lithographed as soon as completed. The

remainder of the New Testament was completed in 1847.

Mr. Ammann revised his version in 1850, but the MS. was

destroyed by fire. His subsequent revision was printed

in 1858. Inaccuracies in the edition led to the present

revision, which is not yet complete.

JJrhja .—The Committee have authorized the Calcutta

Auxiliary to publish an edition of the Old Testament,

revised by the Rev. Dr. Buckley. The first edition was

published at Serampore in four volumes. The second

edition was published at Calcutta by the Bible Society

under the care of Dr. Sutton. This edition, which was

completed in 1844, was in three volumes. The third edition

was published under the scholarly editorship of Dr. Buckley,

by the Bible Society, in one volume of 692 pages.

Yoriiha .—The edition of the Bible undertaken at the

request of the Church Missionar}’’ Society has now been

completed. The Rev. D. Hinderer edited the Old Testament

from 1 Samuel to Malachi. He also revised the orthography

of the New Testament, and carried the edition through the

press.
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Anniversary Meeting, May 18. Sir TV. Muir, K.C.S.I.,

President, in the chair. A portion of the Annual Report

of the Council having been read, the following gentlemen

were duly elected as the Council and officers of the ensuing

year, 1885-6.

President.—Colonel Yule, R.E., C.B.

Director.—Major-General Sir H. C. Rawlinson, K.C.B.,

D.C.L., LL.B., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Sir Barrow H. Ellis, K.C.S.I.
;
James

Fergusson, Esq., C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.
;

Arthur

Grote, Esq.
;
Sir W. Muir, K.C.S.I., D.C.L., LL.D.

Council.—Cecil Bendall, Esq., M.A.
;

E. L. Brandreth,

Esq., Sir T. Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P.
;

F. V.

Dickins, Esq.
; J. F. Fleet, Esq., C.I.E.

;
James Gibbs,

Esq., C.S.I., C.I.E.
;
Major-General Sir Frederic Goldsmid,

C.B., K.C.S.I.
;

Major-General Keatinge, C.B., C.S.I.,

V.C.
;

Henry Morris, Esq.
;

Lieut.-General Sir Arthur

Phayre, C.B., G.C.M.G., K.C.S.I.
;

Sir W. Rose Robinson,

K.C.S.I.
;
T. H. Thornton, Esq., C.S.I., D.C.L.

;
Sir Thomas

F. Wade, K.C.B.
;
M. J. Walhouse, Esq.

;
C E. Wilson.

Treasurer.—Edward Thomas, Esq., C.I.E., F.R S.

Secretary.—W. S. W. Vaux, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.

Honorary Secretaries.—Robert N. Cust, Esq.
;
H. F. W.

Holt, Esq.

The Chairman then addressed the meeting and said

:

It is an honour and a dignity to myself to hold the position

in which you have placed me for the past year. It was

the wish of the Council, if I continued to remain in London,

that I should hold the position for two years. It has

fallen to my lot, however, to leave London
;

and, under

the circumstances, I wish to resign my office at this

Anniversary Meeting. I need not say that I do so with

the utmost satisfaction when I consider the position and

high character of the gentleman whom you have asked
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to succeed me in the office of president. Colonel Yule,

whom you have selected, has spent his life as a student,

and, in an especial manner, as a student of Oriental

literature. Before I sit down, I would ask you to give

a cordial vote of thanks to our excellent secretary, Mr.

Vaux, who has given himself with so much devotion to

the interest of the Society. I think the prosperity of the

Society has been shown by the Report which the Secretary

has just read. The financial position is extremely satis-

factory. Year by year we have been laying something

by. The number of members has in some way increased,

and at present we have about 350 members on our roll.

At the same time, I must say that, looking to the interest

which Great Britain has in the East—far exceeding, as

it does, that of any other empire or country in the world

—it is to me a marvel that there should be in this nation

so little research as regards Oriental literature. When we

look abroad and see what such countries as Germany and

France, which, in comparison with ourselves, possess but

a small interest in the East, have done for Oriental learning,

we must really be surprised. One almost feels downcast

at the idea that our nation should be so utilitarian in this

way, and that more attention is not paid, and more time

devoted, as is done in some of the Continental countries,

to the study of Oriental affairs. Some gentlemen, it is

true, contribute to our Journal
;

but I think that, with

some 350 members, our Society should look for something

more than we have yet attained, both in the matter

contributed to our Journal and in other respects. It is

painful to think that our nation, which is so intimately

connected with the East, should be in such a state
;
and

I trust that this Society will do something towards removing

this great reproach from our land.

The motion was unanimously carried.

Sir Henry C. Rawlinson next proposed a vote of thanks
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to their President (Sir William Muir). In the President,

Sir Henry observed, they had a scholar of European fame

as well as one versed in Arabic and other Oriental languages.

They felt proud of having such a gentleman at the head of

the Society. He (Sir Henry) trusted the Society would

think the Council had acted wisely and well in asking

Colonel Yule to accept the position of President. Colonel

Yule was full of zeal and vigour—eager in the prosecution

of knowledge—and would do all that lay in his power to

further the interests of the Society, and to meet their high

expectations of him. In the eyes of Europe generally,

continued Sir Henry Rawlinson, the Royal Asiatic Society

was doing the best it could do. And, in reference to its

work, he wished to say a word about their Secretary. When
Mr. Vaux came into office, the Society was financially and

otherwise at a low ebb. Since the day that Mr. Vaux took

office, however, a new life has throbbed through the Society.

Under him our Journal, which was once but a mere pamphlet,

has waxed into a publication of considerable dimensions.

To him, indeed, we are indebted for a good deal. He is one

of the hardest workers that I ever met with in the whole

course of my experience, and I am sure that he thoroughly

deserves the vote of thanks that you are asked to accord

him.

The motion was adopted with acclamation.

Donations to the Library .—The Council have to report

donations to the Library from

—

The Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Madras Literary Society.

Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Straits Settlements Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Japan Asiatic Society.
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The Royal Society of London.

Edinburgh.

Literature.

Trustees of the British Museum.
Royal Institution.

Geographical Society of London.

Astronomical Society of London.

Irish Academy.

Geological Society of Ireland.

Society of Tasmania.

Council of the British Association.

Society of Antiquaries.

Zoological Society of London.

Geological Society of London.

Linnacan Society of London.

Numismatic Society of London.

Statistical Society of London.

London Institution.

Anthropological Institute.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

United Service Institution.

Society of Arts.

Society of Biblical Archajology.

Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Hellenic Society.

Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Literary and Scientific Institution of Liverpool.

Philosophical Society of Manchester.

Society for Psychical Research.

Proprietors of the Canadian Journal of Science.

Seisraological Society of Japan.

Societe Asiatique de Paris.

Geographique de Paris.

de la Geographie de Bordeaux.

Academie des Sciences de Montpellier.

Royal Academy of Belgium.

Academy of Turin.

Academy “ dei Lincei ” of Rome.

Academy of Berlin.

Academy of Vienna.

Academy of Munich.

German Oriental Society.

Geographical Society of Berlin.

University of Bonn.

Bataviaasch Genootschap.

Konigkl. Institut. d. Nederlandsche-Indie.

Hungarian Academy of Pesth.

The Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia.
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The American Oriental Society.

American Geographical Society.

Institute of New Zealand.

Proprietors of the Athenaeum.

of the Academy.

of the London and China Telegraph.

of Allen’s Indian Mail.

of the Homeward Mail.

of the Mission Field.

of the Journal of the National Indian Association.

of Polybiblion.

Editor of “ Sunlight.”

London Chamber of Commerce.

The Society also takes in the following papers :

The Indian Antiquary.

—— Revue Critique.

Oriental Publications of the Paloeographical Society.

Le Museon—Revue Internationale.

Annales de I'Extreme Orient.

The Voice of India.

The Journal of the Society is sent to

The Royal Library at Windsor.

Secretary of State for India.

Royal Society of London.

Society of Edinburgh.

Institution.

Astronomical Society.

Geographical Society.

Society of Literature.

Dublin Society.

Irish Academy.

Society of Victoria (Australia).

United Service Institution.

Trustees of the British Museum.

Council of the British Association.

Society of Antiquaries.

Zoological Society of London.

Geological Society.

Linnaean Society of London.
• N umismatic Society of London.

Statistical Society of London.

Indian Office Library.

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Library of the House of Commons.

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel.

Society of Arts.

Historical Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Philosophical Society of Manchester.
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The Literary and Philosophical Society of Liverpool.

London Institution.

Devon and Exeter Institute.

University College, London.

Trinity College, Dublin.

The Society has, also, received the following individual

donations :

—

From the Secretary of State for India in Council .—Index to Professional Papers

on Indian Engineering, First and Second Series :—Administrative Report

of the Persian Gulf Political Residency, hy Lieut. -Col. Ross, C.S.I.

—

Assam Library; Books published in North-West Provinces during fourth

quarter of 1883.—Report on Tea Mite and Tea Bug of Assam, by C. Wood
Mason.—Archmological Survey of India, by Maj.-Gen. Cimningham, R.E.,

C.S.I., vols. xvii. and xviii.—Tours in Gorakhpur.—Gazetteer N.W.P.,
vol. viii. Muttra Futharpur.—Political Administration of the Ajmere

Morwara Districts, Calcutta, 1884.— Report of Publications issued and

registered throughout British India in 1882.—Records of Geological Survey

of India.—Memoir, Ditto. — Catalogue of Mysore Books.—Apfeadix to

Calcutta Gazette.—Report, etc., N.W. Provinces and Oude.—Report on

the search for Sanskrit MSS. in Bombay, 1884, by Prof. R. G. Bhandarkar,

Hon. M.R.A.S.—Meteorological Observations recorded at six stations in

India in 1883.—Assessment of the Hungund Taluka of the Kaladgi

Collectorate.—Report of Public Instruction in Assam, 1881-2.—Alfonso

D’Alboquerque, vol. iv., W. de Gray Birch (Hakluyt).—Bombay Gazetteer,

vol. xxi. xxii. xxiii., Belgaum, Dharwar, Bijapur.—Tide Tables of India

Ports, 1885.—The armies of the Native States of India, reprinted from the

Times, 1884.— Sewell, Robert, Archaeological Survey of Southern India,

vol. ii.— Inscriptions and Sketches of Dynasties, Madras, 1884.—Unrepealed

General Acts of the Governor-General in Council, 1877-81.—Administration

of Bengal, 1885.—Administration of N.W.P., Oudh, 1885.—Gazetteers of

Rawalpindi, Lahore, Ferozopore, Hisar District, Hazara, Hosinpur, Sialkot,

Gujranwala, Gurdaspur, Karnal, Dera Ismail Khan, Ambala, Gurgaon

Kangra, 2 vols.—Cholera: What can the State do to prevent it? by J.

M. Cunningham.

Atkinson, E. T., Notes on History of Religion in Himalayas.

Ball, J. Dyer, Easy sentences in the Hakka Dialect. Hongkong, 1881 :

—

Cantonese made Easy. Hongkong, 1883.

Ball, V. A., Animals and Plants of India known to Early Greek Authors.

Bertin, George, Ethnology and Philology of the European Races, by

Prof. A. H. Keane.

Bhandarkar, Ramkriskna, Early History of the Dekkan. Bombay, 1884.

Bhownaggree, MM., a small Collection of Coins of the Sah Kings and

objects of Natural History, presented on the part of H. H. the Maharaja of

Bhawnagar.

Bonaparte, Prince Roland, Les Habitants de Suriname a I’Exposition

d’ Amsterdam :—Les derniers voyages des Neerlandais a la Nouvelle Guinee,

1885.

Bothlingk, 0., Sanskrit Worterbuch in Kurzeurfassung, 5th Theil, 2 Uef,

1884.
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From Brandreth, E. L., the Pali Text Society’s Publications.

Buchan, St. John, To the Kaveri Falls. Bangalore, 1883 :—Lightning

Jottings of Seringapatam. Bangalore, 1883.

Gust, B. N. Esq., BrajoNath Shaha, Grammar of the Lushai Language :

—

Notes on the Languages and Dialects spoken in British Burma.

Duka, Dr. Theodore, Life of Csoma de Koriis— Triibner's Series.

—— Casartelli, L. C., M.A., Ph.D., Philosophie religieuse du Mazdeisme sous

les Sassanides, 1884.

Grote, Arthur, Photograph of, and of Eajendralala Mitra.

Griffen & Co., Yearbook of Scientific and Learned Societies.

Growse, F. S. ,
Sketches of Indian Districts, Bulandshahr.

Gheyn, Van den, Mythologie Comparee ; — Eeview of Braunhofer und

Lober :—La Nouvelle Universite Orientale d’Angleterre du Museon:—De
I’origin Europeenne des Aryas, Do. :—Ethnographic et Linguistique

;
Rev.

des Recueils periodiques du Avril, 1883.

Halevy, Jn., Aperqu Grammaticale de I’Allographie Assyro-Babylonienne.

Lacouperie, Terrien de. Introduction to Mr. Colquhoun’s “Among the

Shans.”

Lewin, Colonel F. II., A Fly on the Wheel, or IIow I Helped to Govern

India, 1883.

Temple, Capt. R. C., Panjaub Notes and Queries.

Additional Remarks by the Honorary Secretary.

The above Report was passing through the press, and the

sheets were in the different stages of first proof slips, and

second proof pages, some sections in manuscript had to be

inserted, and one section had apparently not received the

final touches, when, on Sunday evening, June 21, the kind-

hearted and accomplished compiler of the Report was

suddenly called away to his last rest,

e sulle pagine

Cadde la stanca man !

A special meeting of the Council was held on the 26th

instant, and the following minute was recorded :—

•

“ The Council has received with the greatest regret the

news of the death of Mr. William Sandys Wright Vaux,

their valued Secretary. He has held office for nearly ten

years ; he found the affairs of the Society in a depressed
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state, and by bis energy and devotion be has increased the

number of Members, doubled the size of the Journal, and

raised the financial state of the Society to great prosperity.

His Annual Reports have obtained a very great reputation.

The Council deplore the loss of a faithful servant, and many

of the members of the Council have lost in Mr. Vaux a valued

and honoured friend, as bis cheerful manner, his conciliatory

character, and his wide stock of knowledge were such as

could not fail to attract to him all, with whom he came into

contact.”

The Council further directed that a copy of this minute

should be attached to this Annual Report, the last of the

nine Reports prepared by their lamented friend.

On me the sad task has devolved of gathering together

the fragments left in his desk, and carrying them through

the press. I feel that some further additions or emendations

might have suggested themselves or have been suggested by

others to the compiler on a second perusal, but I have not

ventured to make them
;
I discharge my sad duty to the best

of my ability, and with the deepest regret.

Debita spargens lacryma favillam.

Vatis amici.

London, June 26, 1885.

Robert Cost.

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.
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